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Preface to the English Edition 

 

 

 

For many years Herbert Donald Morton, expert in Reformational history and Groen van 

Prinsterer, worked on the English translation of Tussen Historisme en Relativisme, my 

doctoral dissertation, defended at VU University Amsterdam in 1970, which focussed on 

the German theologian and philosopher of history and religion, Ernst Troeltsch. Donald 

and I worked closely together; our cooperation was based on a deep personal friendship. 

I’m happy to say that in spite of a long and unforeseen break from my side, we were able 

to complete this job in 2012, half a year before Donald died. I want to present this 

English edition as an explicit tribute to his name. 

Through the years other scholars have contributed to the work. In an early stage 

Ralph W. Vunderink offered a preliminary translation. He continued to help with positive 

and critical comments when Morton took over the job. Vunderink and Morton convinced 

me that the many Troeltsch quotations which I had included verbatim in the Dutch text—

crucial evidence for my persistent analysis of Troeltsch’s thought as being driven by the 

radical dynamics of historicism—were not transparent enough. For an English readership 

they, too, needed a clear rendition. 

At this point we were initially partly helped by a series of skilful translations that 

Robert Morgan and Michael Pye presented in Ernst Troeltsch, Writings on Theology and 

Religion, London: Duckworth, 1977. I feel in particular obliged towards Walter F. Bense, 

who sent me afterwards many more block quotations, all in draft. These texts had 

become available in the great translation project that he had undertaken together with 

James Luther Adams from Harvard Divinity School, a project that among others resulted 

in a new volume with essays from Troeltsch, entitled Religion in History (Edinburgh: T. 

& T. Clark, 1991). However, by far the most quotations that one finds throughout the 

book, are linked with the name of John N. Kraay. It is he who translated nearly three 

hundred citations from the German, all testifying to his great familiarity with the 

material.  

The text in front of us reflects the original content of my book. Later literature on 

Troeltsch could only be discussed in a very restricted measure. Room was also lacking 

for presenting my own ripened views on “historicism and its problems,” as Troeltsch 

would say. To meet this lacuna to some extent I just mention two of my later essays on 

history, Pluralism of Norms and Values: On the Claim and Reception of the Universal 

(1994) and Commemoration: On the First and Second History (2009). 

 

 

 

Jacob Klapwijk 

http://www.jacobklapwijk.nl/public/files/02_pluralism.pdf
http://www.jacobklapwijk.nl/public/files/01_commemoration.pdf
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INTRODUCTION 

FROM THE RENAISSANCE AND  

THE ENLIGHTENMENT TO HISTORICISM 
 

 

0.1 Introduction to Historicism 

 

 

The Revolutionary Impact of Historicism 

 on Western Civilization (1) 

 

The rise of historicism was one of the greatest spiritual revolutions the Occident ever 

experienced, Meinecke once said.1 One could add that this revolution is still in 

progress today and that it is shaking the foundations of Western civilization. 

What is "historicism"? For the time being I might characterize it by invoking 

the famous saying often attributed to Heraclitus, the ancient Ephesian philosopher: 

"All things flow (panta rhei)." Indeed, the theory of historicism is based on the 

fundamental conviction that man himself and his entire interaction with the world 

are caught up in a stream -- the stream of history. All human reality and perhaps 

even all physical reality must be seen as utterly mutable and thus as having to be 

interpreted from a historical perspective. 

At present the theory of historicism has a profound influence on philosophical 

reflection, on scientific thought, and on everyday experience. Historicism has its 

primary, and probably also its most radical, influence in various types of 

contemporary philosophy -- which is one of the main reasons that the general 

tendency of philosophy since the twentieth century seems so contrary, even in a 

quick acquaintance, to the philosophical positions of earlier periods. The 

phenomenological category of "life-world" (Husserl); the existentialist theme of 

"situated freedom" and "being unto death" (Heidegger); the basic motif of the 

philosophy of life, "creative evolution" (Bergson); the pragmatist conception of truth 

as "utility" or "workability" (Dewey, James); the Wittgensteinian idea of changing 

"forms of life"; and the neomarxist idea of a "permanent revolution" (Merleau-

Ponty, Gurvitch) all represent, each in its own particular manner, the basic 

philosophical conviction of our age that fixed standards and structures have to be 

rejected and that man and society have to be seen in the encompassing perspective of 

                                                           
1 Meinecke, Werke, vol. 3, p. 1. Eng. tr., p. liv. 
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time and historical development. The most recent developments in contemporary 

philosophy underscore this conviction. Yes, the thesis that history intrinsically 

determines man's humanity has become the central message in hermeneutical 

philosophy (Gadamer's notion of "effective-historical" consciousness) and in 

structuralistic postmodern philosophy (Derrida's and Lyotard's emphasis on the 

historical powers of language and tradition). In short, all the philosophical theories 

of modern times are theories that can flourish only in soil that historicism has 

ploughed.2 

Beyond philosophy, historicism has left deep traces on the human and social 

sciences. This started already in the nineteenth century, when Auguste Comte 

elaborated his famous "social dynamics" as a theory of the changing levels of 

civilization. And since Karl Marx developed his "historical materialism," we have 

had a similar perspective in economics: time and again nowadays the standard theory 

of economics is confronted with so-called 'radical' approaches to economic life 

which emphasize, as if it were a matter of course, its dynamic, historical character. 

Other sciences adopt the same line. Jurists reject the classical doctrine of natural law 

on the ground that law is always a positivized, historical law. Linguistics and 

historical science face the problem of hermeneutics, that is, the problem of how to 

interpret historical sources and documentary evidence adequately, given the gap in 

time between past and present. Theology is concerned with attempts to give a 

radically eschatological, revolutionary, emancipatory, or contextual, but always 

thoroughly historical, interpretation of the Biblical message. Remarkable is also the 

present-day tendency, in fields such as ethics and cultural anthropology, to deny the 

objective validity of cultural norms and moral standards in favor of a "cultural 

pluralism" or even "cultural relativism," which interprets human values as being 

entirely results of cultural history. 

The well-known paradigm theory of Thomas S. Kuhn and the 'episteme' 

concept of Michel Foucault are indications that the impact of historicism is ever 

more broadly felt, and that today it affects even our understanding of the natural 

sciences. The sciences of nature, including biology, psychiatry and medicine, are at 

stake in these theories, because these scholars contend that science is not the 

systematic accumulation of knowledge, verified once and for all, but, on the 

                                                           
2 The connections between historicism and existentialism, the philosophy of life, pragmatism, and 

Marxism are dealt with, directly or indirectly, in chapters 6, 5, 3, and 4, respectively. 

For the historicist background (the "situationism") of Dewey and Heidegger, see S. U. Zuidema, 

"Contemporary Situationism in John Dewey and Martin Heidegger: A Comparison," trans. Wendy 

Elgersma, in Communication and Confrontation, pp.190-214. The influence of historicism may be 

seen already in the pragmatism of C. S. Peirce, who was more than a little dependent on Hegel's 

idealism (see Peirce, Values in a Universe of Change , xxif., 202). For the question of the extent to 

which idealism and Hegel have to do with historicism, see ch. 2, below. 

Furthermore, I would note that the historicism entailed in the philosophy of life is present not only 

in Bergson but also already in the earlier works of Nietzsche (see, e.g., his "Unzeitgemässe 

Betrachtungen, Zweites Stück, Vom Nutzen und Nachteil der Historie für das Leben," in Werke in 

drei Bänden, pp. 209-85. Cf. "The Use and Abuse of History," in Thoughts out of Season, vol. 5, part 

2 of The Complete Works of Friedrich Nietzsche (New York: Russell, 1964), pp. 1-100). 
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contrary, that each historical period produces new paradigms and new frames of 

reference for scientific insight. In this work devoted to Ernst Troeltsch we will 

encounter the challenging thesis that even logic can be studied adequately only from 

a historical point of view.3 

Finally, historicism also affects our everyday experience and the non-

theoretical spheres of life. Not only contemporary philosophy and science but 

common language and the everyday understanding of reality are permeated by 

historical perspectivism. A century ago historicism was only a typical elite position 

held by romantic writers and poets who were under the spell of history; now it has 

taken conscious or unconscious hold in all parts of the population. We, children of 

the twentieth century, know that we have to live with and in history. We know that 

there is no escaping the "demands of the age" or the fitful hold of the tradition in 

which we stand. Historicism is, in short, the hidden root idea of our time.  

Is this not likewise the ever-recurring message of contemporary so-called 

postmodernism? At the First Architecture Biennale in Venice in 1980, which laid the 

foundation for contemporary postmodernism in art and architecture, Europeans and 

Americans moved into the spotlight with an influential catalogue bearing the 

pregnant title, La Presenza del Passato: The Presence of the Past. Does this not 

suggest a historical consciousness that today is very widespread? Admittedly, it is 

not equally strong everywhere -- perhaps it is least influential in closed tribal or 

religious circles maintaining fundamental convictions or even fundamentalist 

doctrines. In general, however, the tremendous broadening of man's intellectual 

horizons through modern literature, technology and means of communication has 

propagated the sense that humanity all around the globe is on a journey in history. 

From this sense is inferred even a world-historical mission to liberate people from 

rigid custom and absolutized ideologies. Regarded from that point of view, 

historicism seems to be the gateway to what is called an open society. 

On the other hand, there are also people who worry about this historicist theory 

and are weary of it. Has it not undermined all moments of certainty? Has it not 

exposed everything that was once considered to be an infallible dogma, an eternal 

principle, a reliable norm, or a moral standard by viewing it as something subject to 

its own time? Has it not confronted modern man with what Wilhelm Dilthey once 

called "the pain of the vacuum" (der Schmerz der Leere)? In no period of world 

history (with the exception perhaps of epochs of dramatic cultural catastrophe)4 have 

people realized as much as they do today that with all their knowledge and power, 

norms and ideals, patterns of life and structures of society, they are caught up in the 

                                                           
3 Even apart from the possibility of a "metabletics of matter" (the Dutch psychologist J. H. van 

den Berg, in his Metabletica der materie, has suggested that in the course of time even the laws of 

nature may have been subjected to change), it has been said that given the indeterminism of modern 

physics since the discovery of radioactivity and the development of quantum mechanics, historicist 

thinking may be penetrating natural science in the twentieth century just as natural-scientific thinking 

penetrated historical science in the nineteenth century. 

4 Cf. Toynbee, Civilization on Trial, p. 7. 
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vortex of time. As a result, all established positions are disputable: we see waves of 

battering criticism on the one hand and walls of desperate defense on the other. 

Yet historicism has gradually become one of the most popular worldviews 

throughout the West -- and, it must be added, to a large extent in communist 

countries and in the so-called Third World as well.5 Perhaps the most pervasive 

symptom of historicism amongst practically all the peoples of the world is the habit 

of journalists, political commentators and religious critics of labelling whatever 

convictions they encounter as either "conservative" or "progressive," as if it were 

impossible to have a more fundamental diversity of opinions, to permit another scale 

of norms, to judge from another point of view than the one which the course of 

history itself can supply, namely, that of being historically old and passé versus 

being historically new and au courant.6 

 

 

Historicism or Anti-Historicism? (2) 

 

I have already suggested that a consistent historicism can yield only uncertain 

results. Because historicism places humanity and all of human culture on the ever-

rolling wheel of time, in the all-embracing perspective of history, it reduces eo ipso 

every opinion, norm, and conviction, no matter how strongly believed or ardently 

confessed, to a temporal phenomenon or passing event. Everything is viewed as 

dated, is considered historically relative, in a word, is relativized. When historicism 

was first formulated, philosophers were loath to advocate a relativism having no 

shores of certainty! Yet in the long run, whatever the reluctance, the outcome of 

historicism was in fact a complete anarchy of values. 

Analyzing the present cultural climate, we cannot deny that this relativistic 

dearth of prospects has turned many away from history. There is not only an 

enormous interest in history, there is also an enormous resentment against history. 

How many people today do not instinctively resent the burden of tradition, the 

recollection of their history, the limitations of their past? History not only 

mesmerizes, it also threatens man. Thus we see a tendency to reject history, or at 

least history viewed as das Historische -- the outer cultural history -- if not history 

viewed as Geschichte -- the inner and personal history of man, which may be left 

unimpaired (for typically enough, this distinction is sometimes invoked, especially in 

                                                           
5 The fact that historicism permeates the atmosphere in which we now live makes it just that 

much more difficult to form a clear picture of it. 

6 This typically historical scheme of assessment shows the mark that historicism has left on the 

modern consciousness. Yet modern awareness may also be said to have passed through historicism 

(see the following section), inasmuch as the accent has shifted entirely from conservation to progress, 

from assimilation to change. It is no longer the tie with what had "grown up historically," as it used to 

be said, but the break with the "establishment," as modern jargon would have it, that is now presented 

as the universal panacea, especially by radical societal renewers, and in the so-called theology of 

liberation (Richard Shaull and many others), which is a remarkable counterpart to the earlier, 

historicist theology of ordinances. 
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German scholarship, in order to transcend the contingencies of the outer history). 

Time and again modern thinkers seize rather upon the actuality of the present and, or 

they emphasize the open chances of the future. Philosophy, theology, literature, and 

the social sciences devote themselves to what is coming next, to a scenario of the 

future or to eschatological perspectives that would be able to transcend the 

limitations of our existence and the relativity of the historical past. Now the question 

is: Is this resentment against history and this preference for the present and the future 

not anti-historicism? 

To a certain extent it can, indeed, be argued that the categories of future and 

historical transcendence which constitute attempts to escape the impasse of 

historicism. This does not mean, however, that historicism as such has been 

supplanted. It must rather be said that the ferment of our times and the acutely felt 

need for new standards and a new security, together with the grim concern to keep 

up-to-date, reveal unambiguously how decisive the impact of historicism still is. 

Also in philosophy! Today's philosophy may have wrestled its way through 

historicism, but in its turn to the future, it bears the scars of the contest with the past. 

Historicism has in fact remained an indigestible morsel stuck in the craw of 

modern consciousness. Should modern thought -- more particularly, should 

philosophical reflection -- be prepared not to spare itself and its own 

presuppositions, it will sooner or later return again to historicism as one of its most 

fundamental problems. The hope and expectation that philosophy will in time do 

precisely that gives significance to the present study of the dynamic nature of 

historicism. 

 

 

The Plan of This Study (3) 

 

Historicism, as I have said, has broken with ideas and ideals which for centuries 

were deemed sacrosanct and unassailable in our Western society. The impression 

might be created that historicism overtook us by surprise, like a flood tide from afar. 

The opposite is the case. The condition of the Western mind was such that for 

several centuries already this current of thought had channelled a bed for itself in our 

civilization. The prelude to historicism goes back to the time of the Renaissance. 

From that time onwards, the climate developed in which later historicism would 

flourish. Hence this introductory chapter, in which the genesis of historicism will be 

sketched, must start with that early period. From the Renaissance the lines of thought 

lead, albeit with many detours, via the Enlightenment to Kant and Romanticism. 

Only by tracing the period of its preparation can it be shown that historicism, the 
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contours of which become visible in Romanticism, did not arrive as a bolt out of the 

blue.7 

Only by doing so, furthermore, can the historicism of Ernst Troeltsch, to whom 

in particular this study is devoted, be placed in its proper perspective, since 

Troeltsch's thought shows affinities to that of Kant and Fichte and to the philosophy 

of Romanticism. What exactly these affinities are will be shown in the following 

chapters. Moreover, I wish to trace Troeltsch's intellectual development while 

keeping an eye on the general history of historicism. This procedure will bring us to 

the heart of our subject: the dynamism of historicism. For in his on-going reflection 

Troeltsch, like no one else, was consumed by the general problems of historicism; he 

lived them out and carried them through to their bitter end, to the boundaries of a 

relativism without prospects. There is hardly a more striking contrast possible than 

that between historicism in its dotage and the youthful gathering forces of its 

gestation in the dawning world of the Renaissance.8 

 

 

0.2 The Prelude to Historicism in the Renaissance and Enlightenment 

 

 

The Renaissance Ideal of Life (1) 

 

The Renaissance appears as the end of the Middle Ages but at the same time as the 

beginning of a new era. Any attempt to typify the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century 

transition to modern times in a few words is bound to fail. An intricate complex of 

regenerative tendencies needs to be taken into account These factors agree only in 

one, negative respect: they all contribute, directly or indirectly, to the razing of the 

ingeniously constructed edifice of medieval Christian society. Technical inventions 

of the first order (the compass, the printing press, weapons of war, to mention but a 

few) open up the world and shatter the structures of feudal society. Early capitalism 

harbingers the end of the medieval guilds. Commerce and trade broaden the 

                                                           
7 I generally use terms like "Idealism," "Rationalism," etc., as proper nouns to refer to historical 

movements or philosophical systems as such, and as common nouns to describe positions taken by 

various thinkers. A clear distinction is not always possible. 

8 The following sections of this introductory chapter are not meant to be a historical survey of 

modern philosophy as such; their purpose is to give the necessary historical relief to our subject. 

The sketch presented in these sections is based in part on my independent examination of the 

sources and in part on the principal secondary literature -- on current works on the history of 

philosophy and Western intellectual development (e.g., F. Überweg; K. Vorländer; W. Windelband; 

H. Heimsoeth; H. J. Störig; B. Russell; F. Copleston) and on more specialized works, including the 

numerous writings of Troeltsch himself. At certain fundamental points (e.g., the relationship between 

the Renaissance and the Reformation) I am indebted to my teachers D. H. Th. Vollenhoven and 

Herman Dooyeweerd. 

To prevent the introduction's growing out of all proportion, I have kept its scientific apparatus to a 

minimum. 
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intellectual horizons. Social troubles amongst the peasants, often mixed with zeal for 

religious reform, cause great unrest here and there. The rise of political 

consciousness in various new nations and their growing independence not only from 

each other but also from the Catholic Church, which overarched and unified the 

societal edifice as an imposing dome, signals the collapse of the medieval corpus 

christianum. A humanistic philological science averse to all scholastic ties delves 

with fresh courage into the early Christian and pre-Christian sources and criticizes 

scholastic philosophy and theology from that vantage point. Late medieval society, 

long torn and debilitated by quarrels between Pope and Emperor, between 

philosophy and theology, is aquiver with the pulsating expectation of a new era. 

Thus the New Age arose from a myriad of direct and indirect spiritual, cultural, 

and societal causes. With respect to ultimate principles, however, in this period two 

main spiritual movements prepared the soil for modern times -- the Renaissance and 

the Reformation. The Renaissance originated in Italy, the Reformation in Germany 

and Switzerland. Although it started later, the Reformation initially put its stamp on 

the new developments even more markedly than the Renaissance did. So far as our 

subject is concerned, however, we can largely pass over the Reformation. 

Historicism is mainly rooted in the ideas of the Renaissance and not in those of the 

Reformation. 

To be rejected at the outset is the view popular among many scholars, inspired 

by Hegel and Dilthey, that the Renaissance and Reformation were parallel or 

perhaps even complementary movements, the one aiming at a religious renaissance 

and the other at a worldly one, with the difference bridged by such Christian 

humanists as Erasmus. Indeed, it cannot be denied that both the Reformers and the 

leading figures of the Italian Renaissance drew significant inspiration from the 

literature and educational program of the European humanists. But what a varied 

inspiration it was! The study of the "humanities" meant to the Reformers disclosure 

of the sources of Holy Scripture and of the early church fathers; for Renaissance 

worshippers of Plato cum sui, it meant direct access to classical antiquity as the 

source of inspiration. I accordingly consider it no aid to clarity to place the labors of 

these humanists as such under the rubric of the Reformation, no matter how 

incalculably important to the Protestant cause publication of Erasmus' edition of the 

New Testament (1516, 1519), for example, may have been. I consider it just as 

unhelpful, moreover, to view the humanistic literature as part of the Renaissance, as 

many do today. For the ambitions of Renaissance thinkers -- just take the revival of 

Plato's Academy in Florence! -- went far beyond what the typical humanist had in 

mind. 

The divergence of the two movements was greater than their convergence. 

Moreover, their divergence was a radical one: they did not merely divide the terrain 

between them. On the one hand, the Reformation had a religious message; but this 

message implied a new view of man and his world, yes, it implied even a 

reformation of society. Think, for example, of John Calvin in Geneva dealing with 
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political and academic affairs all over Europe. Think also of the far-reaching 

political and social changes set in motion by Calvinists in the Netherlands, Puritans 

in England, and the Pilgrim fathers in North America. On the other hand, the 

Renaissance also had a totality claim. It wanted to be a movement not only of 

worldly but also of religious renewal, as we shall see.9 In other words, the 

Renaissance and the Reformation -- and with them the New Age -- cannot be 

captured in a single, unifying formula. Because of the difference in worldviews 

between the Renaissance and the Reformation -- not to mention Roman Catholicism 

-- modern life has been a spiritual battlefield from the very outset. 

At first sight one could get the impression that the Renaissance was not so 

much a religious as an aesthetic movement. The art of monumental sculpture and 

painting -- Michelangelo, Raphael, Titian -- in Rome and in the flourishing north 

Italian trading cities reflected the ideals of the Renaissance man. With its emphasis 

on art and culture and its centers in rulers' and prelates' courts and bankers' homes, 

the Renaissance was of an aristocratic turn of mind. Unlike the Reformers in their 

time, the great figures of the Renaissance were never able to win the masses for their 

ideals, even less to reform society. From a sociological point of view, the 

Renaissance was unproductive. It clung fast to the established political and 

ecclesiastical powers and often supported their policies (Machiavelli). 

Jacob Burckhardt once typified the Renaissance as "the discovery of the 

outward world" and of "the whole nature of man."10 One can agree with that, but the 

more important question is how man and the world were discovered and viewed in 

the Renaissance. Man must liberate himself from all ties that are alien to his being, 

especially from authoritarian and supernatural ties. He must not recognize any 

authority beyond himself nor bear any ecclesiastical yoke. He must stand on his own 

feet and take his destiny in his own hands. Destiny is not man's ruler but the 

daughter of the soul, sors animae filia.11 Man is called to be in control of himself 

and to develop all his talents harmoniously. The ideal Renaissance man is the 

universal man, uomo universale (Leo Battista Alberti). 

It is this universal harmonious human being that was drawn by the Renaissance 

in fine detail, painted in the full glory of a human nudity that the Middle Ages had 

                                                           
9 Whatever the Reformation may have criticized in medieval Christian thought, both traditions 

were theocentric in their orientation ("Deo servire libertas" -- to serve God is liberty) and averse to the 

immanentist, anthropocentric ideals of autonomy that were basic for the Renaissance and, later on, for 

historicism (as we shall see). 

The Lutheran Troeltsch experienced the tensions involved here intensely from his youth. He 

perceived a profound opposition between the autonomous values of a humane morality and Christian 

religious values -- albeit he thought the latter (in virtue of the kinship between the human spirit and 

the divine spirit) could be not only theonomous but concomitantly autonomous (1.4.3). Later, having 

adopted the standpoint of historicism, he would eventually be all but overwhelmed by the problem of 

reconciling these two forms of values ("the new cultural synthesis"; see chs. 5 and 6). 

10 Burckhardt, Die Kultur der Renaissance in Italien, pp. 190ff. Eng. tr., vol. 2, p. 203. 

11 Thus Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, Disputatio contra astrologos IV, c. 4, as cited in E. J. 

Dijksterhuis, De mechanisering van het wereldbeeld, p. 263. Eng. tr., p. 239. 
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kept veiled as sinful. Renaissance man emerges from the shadow of the life to come 

into blinding daylight, to discover himself and his own possibilities in a Faustian 

drive towards infinitude. At bottom, what is at stake is nothing less than a 

rinascimento, a rebirth of man. 

Here the hidden religious inspiration of the Renaissance is disclosed. "Born 

again" is not a term exclusive to the Christian religion. Nevertheless, at that time it 

had that religious and ecclesiastical connotation. However, the Renaissance 

philosopher took it out of that context and consciously forged it into a religious 

counter-conception.12 No longer does "rinascimento" mean receiving new life in 

God; it means rather self-discovery and self-affirmation. Other Christian categories 

were similarly transformed: creation, redemption, sin, and freedom. "Rinascimento" 

implies the belief in one's own creativity: man is a creature who, "like a free and 

sovereign artist, models himself" according to a self-selected form, according to 

Pico. In other words, the preeminently Christian idea of creation is applied to the 

powers of man. It implies also that man finds salvation and redemption within 

himself, in the harmonious development of his own being: "Man is the architect of 

his fortune," says Francis Bacon. Hence sin has to be interpreted as apostacy from 

self, as the loss of control over one's own will, as the subjection of self to alien 

authority. Its obverse side is freedom -- freedom that aims to be more than liberation 

from ecclesiastical tutelage (which the Reformation likewise championed): it has to 

be understood as making oneself the law, as autonomous self-founding and self-

development. In the reappreciation of all these categories there is revealed a 

principled opposition -- a religious opposition if you will -- not only against 

medieval scholasticism but against key concepts of the Christian faith (although 

most Renaissance thinkers assumed that their ideas were fully reconcilable with the 

Christian faith. The Renaissance was no longer theocentric but anthropocentric. It 

contained, in a very radical sense of the word, a totally new, "humanistic" creed: 

Man is "a god arrayed in human flesh." That is the way in which man is discovered. 

The Renaissance was also cosmocentric. The world, too, was discovered -- that 

is, in its "own value" and not in its relationship to God. The world is no longer the 

realm of the curse, abandoned to sin. It is no longer open to saving interruptions or 

interventions from the supernatural realm, to put it in the dualistic terminology of 

medieval scholastic theology. It no longer serves hidden, transcendent goals. It is a 

complete, harmonious system, an integral work of art modelled by a divine artist. 

Painters glorify, poets sing the world's sensuous splendors, its divine unity and 

harmony. Scientists try to approach the world open-mindedly and to shake off the 

shackles of an ancient peripatetic physics that divided the universe into imperfect 

sublunar and perfect celestial spheres. Empirical research thrives, albeit interlaced by 

                                                           
12 Cf. Herman Dooyeweerd, A New Critique of Theoretical Thought, vol. I, pp. 190ff. 
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fantastical speculations about nature's essence.13 In the infinite world of nature with 

its unheard of powers and immanent beauteous forms, man discovers something of 

himself and of the limitlessness of his striving. Indeed, the world is discovered -- 

namely, as the macrocosmic image of the reborn, microcosmic man. 

Philosophy reflects such challenging views of man and the world. Nicholas of 

Cusa (†1464), the great German prince of the church and early Renaissance 

philosopher, spoke in his De docta ignorantia (Learned ignorance) of the complete 

individuality of every person and every thing. More than any other being, man is an 

individual, creative contraction of the all-world, a microcosmic, individually 

determined reflection of the universe. In its restless dynamism the universe is called 

the "explication of God" (Dei explicatio), that is, the contrast-rich and harmonious 

unfolding of the absolute unity of God. And Nicholas of Cusa, the Catholic prelate, 

does not hesitate to designate the human individual reflecting this divine expansive 

universe as a "second God." 

At the end of the sixteenth century, the lapsed Dominican monk Giordano 

Bruno espoused similar ideas; they were only more radical, more openly pantheistic. 

The limitless universe is a living creative power, centered in a world soul, and as 

such it is identical to the deity; all the particular (geometrical, physical or 

metaphysical) centers of power in the world (or "monads," as Bruno calls them) are 

individual divine reflections of this "monad of monads." Such dynamic and 

optimistic theories of the divinity of the universe and the apotheosis of man were 

unheard of in the static, dualistic and finitistic geocentrism of the Middle Ages, and 

they shocked the church: Bruno ended his life at the stake (1600). 

No matter how anthropocentric the starting point of the Renaissance was, it is 

clear that it did not exclude a certain theistic or rather pantheistic orientation. On the 

contrary, thinking in terms of man, this religiously laden humanism (which needs to 

be distinguished sharply from the previously mentioned scholarly humanism of 

Erasmus) rediscovered the divine everywhere -- in the free person's Faustian drive 

towards infinitude, in the beauteous forms of nature, in the besouled striving of the 

endless universe, and also in the direct, mystical vision of the absolute. One thing, 

however, is gone for good: man will no longer accept divine ordinances or ultimate 

authorities (in Roman Catholicism, the Church; in Protestantism, Holy Scripture). 

The very idea is considered beneath man's dignity! Authorities can be respected, if at 

all, only insofar as they correspond with autonomous human conviction. 

Since that time (and not only since the Enlightenment, as many writers assert!) 

philosophical and theoretical thought have become this-worldly and secular. It is true 

                                                           
13 Only general typifications are involved here. Dijksterhuis notes correctly that the Aristotelian 

investigations into nature carried on at the North Italian universities were often methodologically 

more productive than the new metaphysical speculations about nature produced by such thinkers as 

Bernardino Telesio and Francesco Patrizi. As Aristotelianism was abandoned, Platonic-Pythagorean 

motives quickly came to the fore that curtailed empirical research and often led to a senseless 

mysticism of numbers. Cf. E. J. Dijksterhuis, De mechanisering van het wereldbeeld, pp. 257ff.; Eng. 

tr., pp. 232ff.; H. Heimsoeth, Metaphysik der Neuzeit, pp. 28ff. 
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that modern philosophers continued to look upon God as absolute being (Descartes), 

ideal thought (Leibniz), the postulate of practical reason (Kant), or the 

transcendental ground of our religious experience (William James), but for all that, 

from the Renaissance on, the main trend in modern scholarship has been to assume 

the autonomy of the human subject as self-evident -- autonomy not as an attitude of 

responsibility in the presence of God but as an autocratic methodological stance. 

Likewise, since the Renaissance, modern scholars have assumed the immanent 

character of the world as self-evident. One has adopted more and more the view that 

the world behaves according to its own immanent urges and inherent laws and that 

nature and life on earth do not depend on God but are fully explainable in terms of 

their own, that they are safeguarded against the interventions, guidance, or 

ordinances of a transcendent sphere which from a secular perspective can only be 

regarded as heteronomous. 

We have to take careful note of this post-Christian worldview of the 

Renaissance. It was obviously contrary to the spirit of the Reformation, that other 

taproot of the New Age. The Reformation, too, rejected the scholastic, dualistic 

worldview of the Middle Ages. It, too, rejected the sharp distinction between a 

natural and a supernatural sphere in human life. It, too, opposed an ecclesiastical 

hierarchy and central control by the Church. It, too, emphasized freedom and the 

personal responsibility of man in the variety of his earthly vocations. However, there 

was no trace of anthropocentrism, no trace of cosmocentrism here. The Reformers 

always placed the human being and the whole of his earthly reality before the face of 

a holy and merciful God -- coram Deo, as Martin Luther put it. Perhaps the most 

intriguing point in this context is the fact that the Reformers' conviction and 

confession of man's fundamental dependence on God's revelation as presented in the 

Holy Scriptures (sola scriptura) and on God's grace offered in Jesus Christ (sola 

gratia) was never in any way experienced by them as heteronomy or as something 

obnoxious to human freedom; it was to them rather the safeguard for freedom, yes, 

the ground of its very possibility. And from that particular Christocentric position 

the Reformation tried to view the world and, if necessary, to reform not only the 

church and theology but also society. Now and then it even tried to work out the 

philosophical implications of this position in terms of a Christiana philosophia, as 

John Calvin sometimes called it. 

Again we must take careful note of the "immanentism" of Renaissance culture 

and philosophy; for in spite of its frequent deference to the idiosyncracies of 

traditional religious language, the Renaissance was based on principles of self-

reliance and self-sufficiency, on presumably untainted qualities and values inherent 

in man and the macrocosmic reality. Immanentism and radical humanism were thus 

among the more important determinants of the climate of the New Age. Worked into 

the soil for some centuries, they made the field of philosophy fertile for what 

eventually would be called "historicism." 
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As a result of the invasions of the Emperor Charles V, who sacked Rome itself 

in 1527, the rise of great trading cities in western Europe, and the consumption of its 

own powers, Renaissance culture withered in Italy in the sixteenth century. The 

Reformation and the Counter Reformation took the wind out of its sails. Yet the 

worldly spirit of the Renaissance lived on in a general resistance to the 

ecclesiastically controlled medieval monoculture, in a turn to empirical research, 

which gave birth to classical natural science, and in the anthropocentric view of life, 

which would become meat and drink to the Early Rationalist builders of great 

philosophical systems. 

 

 

The Aristotelian and Early Rationalist  

Models of Science (2) 

 

The most remarkable difference between the intellectual elite of the Renaissance and 

the philosophers of Early Rationalism involves the way in which the latter 

appropriated the immanence worldview. Descartes and the ration 

alists of his time concentrated the ideal of the autonomous personality in the human 

mind and thus developed a typical concept of the ratio as the human consciousness, 

reliant upon itself and qualified by its own laws. The axiomatic point of departure of 

philosophical reflection would henceforth be human Reason, anchored in itself. It 

would be an ineradicable characteristic of European thought, conspicuous in the 

philosophies of Descartes, Leibniz, Kant, and post-Kantian Idealism and inherent in 

incipient historicism. The dynamic quality of historicism -- this much can be said 

already -- can be measured importantly in terms of its titanic struggle to wrestle free 

from the strangle hold of such a rationalism. 

Descartes formulated the starting point of rationalism in a classical manner 

with his adage cogito, ergo sum -- "I think, therefore I am." For the methodological 

exploitation of that starting point, seventeenth- and eighteenth-century rationalists 

depended, generally speaking, on the recently developed so-called classical natural 

science of Galileo and Newton, which was built upon two pillars, namely, the 

inductive-empirical and deductive-mathematical methods. The inductive-empirical 

method consists of reasoning hypothetically from a significant number of 

observations and systematic explorations in nature to a general causal law adequate 

not only to account for results already achieved but also to allow predictions testable 

against new observations and experiments. The positive or negative result of such a 

methodical approach can in turn provide the starting point for a new series of 

investigations, assumptions, predictions, and verifications and so lead to ever new 

insights and ever more exact results. 

Empirical research into nature, which had already made important progress in 

Antiquity, had come more or less to a standstill in the Middle Ages as a result of 

internal rigidity and scholastic curtailment. During the Renaissance it revived -- as 
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we saw -- and liberated itself to a certain extent from peripatetic metaphysics. Yet, 

something was still missing in the Renaissance study of nature that would become 

one of the trademarks of classical astronomy and mechanics: the consistent 

mathematical processing of the results achieved through empirical investigation and 

inductive generalization. Even the great English natural philosopher Francis Bacon 

(†1621), who advocated an instauratio magna, or complete reconstruction of the 

sciences on an empirical basis, seems not to have appreciated the importance of the 

deductive-mathematical method which in increasing measure would condition the 

new physics.14 

Incisive questions were at stake. Medieval natural science, oriented as it was to 

Aristotelian physics and metaphysics, never made the connection with mathesis 

(only in late scholastic nominalism was there a slight turning). Aristotle taught that 

all things consist of matter and form. Matter he also called potentiality; that which 

strives to be formed. In becoming an oak, for instance an acorn is matter striving 

towards its form. The interesting point of this "hylomorphism" in our context is that 

attention was directed to the process of development in nature and to the idea of 

telos, or finality. The Aristotelians used to consider the forms to be the final causes 

of natural development without, however, denying material or mechanical causes 

completely. This so-called "teleological" order manifested itself in another way as 

well; namely, in the fact that every form can be the matter for a higher form. For 

example, the fully grown oak is the form, as we saw, of the acorn as matter; but in its 

own turn the oak can become matter in the sense of the lumber for constructing a 

house, and the house can become the matter for building a city, a human society, and 

so forth. Hence there is distinguishable in the cosmos a hierarchical structure of 

forms tending towards the highest form, the deity as forma pura. 

Besides this teleological perspective, a remarkable dualism regarding the 

earthly and the celestial spheres marked the Aristotelian system of nature. The 

celestial forms and movements were thought to be perfect and eternal, the sublunar 

ones imperfect and temporal. That there should be universally valid laws of motion 

for every conceivable point of the universe was contradictory to the cosmological 

foundations of the Aristotelian world picture. 

Finally, the medieval theory of nature was based on the Aristotelian doctrine of 

the categories. In this doctrine the multiplicity of logical concepts was reduced to a 

small number of fundamental categories such as substance, quality, quantity, and 

relation. Of these, one category was considered to be central, namely substance, 

because one always thinks about something -- something that underlies thought and 

speech, something to which other things are related, in short, a substance. Hence 

substance could also be called the category that contained the ontological forms of 

things, the essence or ‘ousia’, which made the individual entity what it was (for 

                                                           
14 With this general typification I would not wish to deny that in the late Middle Ages and in the 

Renaissance some already anticipated the quantitative-mathematical methodology (Th. Bradwardine, 

Nicolaus of Oresme, Nicolaus of Cusa). 
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example, a human being or a horse). The remaining categories, however, were 

predicates having a dependent and accidental character: quantity and quality (great 

or small, white or brown) were predicable of things (for example, of a house) as 

being in a subject or being said of a subject. In scholastic terminology they lacked 

being in itself (esse in se) and had being only in another (inesse in alio). By means of 

these basic logical-ontological distinctions derived from Aristotle, medieval thinkers 

attempted to understand nature's substantial forms, accidental characteristics, and 

qualitative changes. Medieval scholastics had completely accommodated their view 

to this qualitatively tinted world picture, which in itself was oriented more to biology 

-- to the acorn and the oak -- than to mathematics.15 

All this -- the teleological perspective, the cosmological dualism, and the 

qualitative world picture -- was put at risk in the mathematized natural science of 

Kepler, Galileo, and Newton. For if natural processes were to be determined 

mathematically, then they had to be converted into quantitative relations. Nature 

with its colorful qualitative diversity and unique totality structures was 

systematically dismantled and exchanged theoretically for a quantified world picture 

in which all events were analyzed into their most elementary functional movements, 

which could then be determined and formulated mathematically. The objective was 

no longer to explain physical phenomena in a particular way -- e.g., to explain what 

was going on in some particular organism, as if unique or different types of 

biological behavior were at stake -- but simply to describe natural phenomena with 

mathematical precision in terms of general laws of motion.16 The laws arrived at in 

this way obtained for every particular natural phenomenon, its individual or typical 

uniqueness aside. Thus Newton proved that the laws formulated by Kepler for the 

movement of the planets around the sun were only specific applications of the one 

great universal law of gravity, to which every falling object on earth was subject as 

well. 

With that, the dualistic Aristotelian-Ptolemaic cosmology already rejected by 

Nicholas of Cusa, Paracelsus, Bruno, and others also melted away once and for all: 

the celestial sphere of presumably perfect circular movements proved to be 

                                                           
15 I do not wish to conceal here the fact that Aristotle's ontological, cosmological, and logical 

theories underwent a lifelong development. Since Werner Jaeger initiated systematic research in this 

direction early in the twentieth century with his epochal Aristoteles (1923), additional studies have 

appeared. See, e.g., D. H. Th. Vollenhoven, "De ontwikkelingsgang van Aristoteles als zelfstandig 

denker"; H. Evan Runner, The Development of Aristotle; A. P. Bos, On the Elements. See also C. J. de 

Vogel, Greek Philosophy, vol. 2, pp. 1-19; and W. K. C. Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy, vol. 

6, pp. 1ff. In the present context I have sketched only a number of the dominant themes in 

Aristotelianism. 

16 There was no longer any desire to explain -- with the aid of qualitatae occultae -- why, but only 

the desire to describe exactly how, a heavy object falls to the ground, or in any case how something 

moves. A general rule for such an event was called a "law of nature," e.g., Newton's law of gravity. It 

is true that Aristotle too had already taken quantitative changes into account; but he had related these 

to the mutual relationship or opposition of substances, to which quantity was a categorical predicate. 

In principle, classical mechanics exchanged this ancient idea of substances for a contemporaneous 

idea of mathematically determinable functions. 
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regulated, as it turned out, by the same law that obtained in the "sublunar" sphere. 

The heliocentric world picture discovered (or rediscovered) by Copernicus was not 

just a hypothetical fiction or economical tool of the intellect helping us to predict 

astronomical phenomena. It accounted for all empirical data -- even of terrestrial 

reality. 

Not only was the qualitative Aristotelian epistemology of substances and 

accidents undercut, along with the dualist Aristotelian cosmology of celestial and 

sublunar space; but also, Aristotle's teleological metaphysic of form and matter. The 

lustre of the hierarchical order of being, with its higher and lower forms, paled in the 

face of the mighty idea of an infinite and homogeneous nature. The entire conception 

of the actualization of forms, expressed by Aristotle as ‘genesis els ousion’, was bent 

into a strictly mechanical idea of order. Reality was not like an organism but like a 

machine. It was not the idea of telos and finality but the idea of mechanical causality 

that would become the key to modern science. 

 

 

The Crux of Early Rationalism (3) 

 

The splendid development of mathematics in analytical geometry (Descartes) and in 

the invention of the infinitesimal calculus (Leibniz, Newton) made possible a strictly 

mathematical determination of every spatial configuration and movement of physical 

phenomena. The surprising applications of the findings of the new natural science in 

technology would soon confirm tangibly the success of the freshly won 

methodological insights. Yet, while cosmic reality does, indeed, lend itself to precise 

mathematical determination right down the line,17 it remains a question whether it 

can be exhaustively explained in such terms. Is the mechanized world picture not the 

methodological product of a certain levelling or retouching, an abstract residue from 

the full human experience of reality? It is typical of the seventeenth-century 

rationalists that they do not make adequate distinctions on this point. In general, they 

regard the empirical-mathematical method as an exhaustive way of thought. 

Mathematics and a mathematized natural science are elevated to a model for all the 

sciences -- to a scientia universalis! The accent falls at times on empirical inductive 

analysis (Hobbes), at times on mathematical and speculative reasoning (Spinoza). 

Both approaches, however, are meant to lead to a law-like, nomological description 

of reality, to a closed, rational world system totally different from both the 

peripatetic and the Renaissance notions of reality.  

As a result there appear the grand, varied systems of the seventeenth century, 

beginning with that of Descartes (†1650). The starting point of Descartes' philosophy 

is the rational, self-founding thought of the free or autonomous human subject. This 

                                                           
17 As a result of the development of quantum theory since 1900 (Max Planck), the classical idea 

of causal determination has been abandoned by most theoreticians, or rather is generally accepted 

only as a negative limit of approach. 
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thought, of the truth of which God would be the guarantor, is counterpoised to the 

entire physical world, which Descartes typically names "extension." It is the world 

of number, space, and extensional movement, comprehensible to thought because of 

a universal theoretical mechanics -- the mechanics in which Renaissance man's 

Faustian desire to know acquires a characteristic form. The world is viewed as a 

machine that God sets in motion. Even plants and animals are nothing more than 

automatic mechanisms within a mechanical universe! In the expansive, rational 

control of the operations of this universe, the autonomous thought of the free human 

personality realizes itself.18 

In man, thought and extension meet. Man is more than his body, more than an 

automatically acting being (res extensiva). He is also soul, for he can think rationally 

and morally (res cogitans). Thus man proves to be the composition of an extensional 

substance and a thinking substance, or of the spiritual and the corporeal. And this 

thinking substance is supposed to understand itself "clearly and distinctly" (clare et 

distincte) by a method analogous to that of mathematics. To maintain the unity of the 

human being, Descartes assumes the necessity of interaction between the body and 

the soul. At this point, however, two questions arise. (1) How is interaction between 

substances of two such incommensurable orders as thought and extension possible? 

(2) And how, granted such interaction, can the idea of a closed system of nature, 

which was inherent to classical mechanics and to Leibniz's subsequently formulated 

law of the conservation of "force," be defended? 

Other rationalists attempted to cope with such objections. Hobbes (†1679) 

remodelled the Cartesian system in a naturalistic direction. In doing so he retained 

the methods of geometry and mathematical physics and made a grand attempt to re-

create intellectually even the state and society, as if the problem were one of 

mathematical constructions. Something similar can be seen in the occasionalism of 

Geulincx, Malebranche, and others, and in the mathematical pantheism of Spinoza. 

All these thinkers held the same ideal of science as Descartes but corrected his 

system. They rejected the theory of interaction and considered the correspondence of 

soul and body as either being regulated by nature, assured by the providential 

guidance of the divine spirit at every forthcoming "occasion," or pantheistically 

secured in the many-sidedness of the all-encompassing divine Substance. 

These speculative corrections come as no surprise, for in the soul-body relation 

lies the crux of the entire Early Rationalist philosophy. On the one hand, human 

dignity and worth reside in man's rational thought and rational control of nature with 

its corporeal extension and mechanical laws! On the other hand, it is in principle 

unclear how within this strongly determined and controllable universe there can still 

                                                           
18 Remarkable, however, is the pluralism of Descartes' psychology. Over against the 

homogeneous unity of extended nature Descartes posits an irreducible multiplicity of independent, 

indivisible (and thus immortal) "res cogitantes," beside and opposed to each other. The monism which 

became characteristic of the metaphysics of the Spirit in later Western philosophy is alien to him, 

though in a theistic sense the idea of God as the infinite substance (res cogitans infinita) is 

fundamental to his system (third Meditation). 
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be room for free, autonomous thought itself! Is autonomous man not engaged, in his 

glorious conquest of nature, in binding himself to his own triumphal chariot? 

Leibniz (†1716) poses this problem again -- not without some assimilation of 

scholastic and Renaissance motifs -- in his very comprehensive and carefully 

thought-out system. Besides mechanical causes Leibniz again accepts final causes 

and so undertakes to link the mathematical-mechanical view of nature to an 

Aristotelian idea of organic-genetic development. In this way he intends to alleviate 

the ecclesiastical-scholastic resistance to the so-called godlessness of the 

mechanistic interpretation of nature and to make room for the religious notion of a 

providential teleology. Yet Leibniz, too, sometimes calls the mechanical explanation 

more reasonable and more profound!19 In elevating the Early Rationalist ideal of 

mathematical science to an absolute position, Leibniz comes close to Spinoza. 

Leibniz locates the infinite, creative, mathematical thought in God by construing it 

"as if divine" (mathesis quaedam divina). If for man there is still a fundamental 

distinction between the eternal, rational truths of mathematics and logic and the 

accidental truths of facts and events, for God even the latter are mathematically 

determined necessities. That is to say, the contrast between the vérités de raison and 

the vérités de fait, between truths of reason and truths of fact, is not present in God. 

Taken as a whole, Early Rationalist philosophy, inspired as it was by a one-

sided, physicalist model of science, formed a sturdy and imposing system. As a 

result, it soon broadened its basis in culture and gained control of the Western 

European world. Meanwhile, however, counterforces were aroused that would strain 

and undermine the prevalent model of science and eventually pave the way for 

historicism.  

 

 

Leibniz as a Pioneer of Historicism (4) 

 

To a certain extent Leibniz contributed to the coming developments not only through 

his historical interest and intellectual power but more particularly through his 

monadology. For Leibniz, "monads" were immaterial substances, closed centers of 

life, perception, and appetite. Leibniz conceived as monads not only individual 

human souls, that is, centers of consciousness and will, but also les principes de vie, 

the vital principles of plants and animals. He even considered physical nature as 

much more than mathematical extension (Descartes): nature's spatial corporeal 

objects are composed of monadic atoms or metaphysical units, each a nonspatial, 

indivisible, impenetrable, immaterial power center having unconscious or 

preconscious perceptions and appetites. No two monads in the universe are entirely 

alike; their perceptions are individually determined reflections of the universe (à la 

                                                           
19 "I find that the method of efficient causes … goes much deeper and is in a measure more 

immediate and a priori [i.e., than the method of final causes]." Cf. Leibniz, Discours de 

métaphysique, § 22. Eng. tr., §22 or p. 38. 
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Bruno). In this way Leibniz provided a new philosophical-metaphysical foundation 

for the individual and particular in reality, neglected as it was in the rationalist quest 

for the universal, the regular, the nomologically describable, and pioneered what 

would before long be recognized as historicist individualism. 

Leibniz's idea of individuality becomes even clearer when it is recalled that the 

monads, closed as they are, each have a distinct and separate internal organic 

development through which they come to express their particular law of life. Here 

again, in his idea of development, we see Leibniz attempting to explain nature 

teleologically. Viewed from without, and empirically speaking, nature is a 

concatenation of mechanical movements; viewed from within, and metaphysically 

speaking, nature is the vital, perceptive teleological development of all the monads. 

Leibniz's idea of development had a seminal impact on another facet of historicism: 

historicist evolutionism. 

It must not be forgotten, however, that Leibniz hid these illuminating ideas 

under the bushel of his principle of continuity. According to the well-known "law of 

continuity" (lex continui) there are no leaps, no discontinuities in nature -- in 

Leibniz's view the internal development of each monad mirrors this continuity! 

Although there are many seemingly contrasting elements in nature, Leibniz assumes 

that upon closer metaphysical scrutiny they prove to involve continuous transitions, 

so that they might better be called borderline cases in a continuous logical series (for 

example, between curved and straight, equal and unequal, rest and movement). 

Leibniz gave this principle a mathematical foundation in the infinitesimal calculus, 

which he (and Newton) invented. Metaphysically speaking, the principle of 

continuity expressed in terms of the infinitesimal calculus implied, among other 

things, a mathematically determined hierarchical series of monads. All monads are 

in principle similar in that they all have perception and appetite; yet they appear in a 

rising line since they exhibit an increasing degree of clarity in their perceptions. In 

other words, the monads exhibit an unbroken logical continuity, as it were, from the 

petites perceptions of the monads in the physical world (the unconscious perceptions 

are minimally conscious!) through the sensual perceptions of the higher, besouled 

plant and animal monads to the apperceptions of thinking human spirits, and so on, 

finally, to the intuitive-creative mathematical thought of God as the highest and most 

central monad. In short, however bold these ideas of individuality and development 

may have been for their time, it is clear that Leibniz did not break away from the icy 

grip of the scientistic mathesis universalis. 

In this connection mention must be made of Leibniz's doctrine of a harmony 

preestablished among all monads by God as the central monad. Here, perhaps even 

more than in his theory of monadic individuality and teleological development, can 

be seen the influence of the Renaissance ideals of Bruno and also, indirectly, of 

Nicholas of Cusa. In this doctrine Leibniz found the complement he required to his 

idea of the windowless impenetrability of each monad. Although their closedness 

effectively reduces all interaction between monads to mere illusion, the doctrine of 
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their harmony shows that, for all that, Leibniz is able to maintain the essential 

coherence of reality. This doctrine involves the thought that the monads are attuned 

to one another with such perfect mathematical precision that the self-activated 

perceptions of each monad correlate perfectly with those of the others (giving the 

impression of mutual interactions!). Naturally, something of the same sort is true of 

the problematical body-soul relation: while the body may be an assemblage of 

monads and the spirit a dominant monad, the lex continui erases any fundamental 

difference between them. 

Thus Leibniz's harmonie préétablie constituted a hypothesis that was supposed 

to replace the highly criticized notions of the body-soul relation advanced by 

Descartes, the occasionalists, and Spinoza while at the same time retaining intact the 

mechanistic world picture by means of a metaphysical reinterpretation. Yet it was 

more than that! Through the idea of a cosmic harmony, Leibniz expressed his belief 

in the divine beauty and perfection of the whole of creation. There is probably 

nothing in the entire wealth of Leibniz's brilliant heritage that has so fascinated later 

idealists and historicists as this theme of a divine world harmony. Taken together 

with the theories of monads, continuity, and a hierarchical teleology directed 

ultimately towards God, it produced a religious-aesthetical world picture in which 

reality as a besouled universe directed towards God as the final cause continuously 

aims at the growing manifestation of divine beauty and wisdom, to be consummated 

hereafter. I have to emphasize that for Leibniz this is not a historical but a 

cosmological process. None the less, Leibniz's composition is drawn in such a way 

that the historical process will fit into it harmoniously the moment the typical 

theological and rationalist traits that one still finds in Leibniz are discarded. 

 

 

The Broadening of the Ratio Conception  

in the Enlightenment (5) 

 

The eighteenth century witnesses the appearance of a new form of rationalism. In 

gross self-overestimation people christen the age "the Enlightenment." The Reformation and 

Counter Reformation are over. The confessional quarrels and religious wars that ravaged 

lands and nations are ending; people have become averse to them. A milder, more tolerant 

mood emerges. Trade and prosperity increase. There are advances in science and in 

industrial skills. The hereafter fades, an earthly future beckons. This is the century in which 

the religious spirit of the Renaissance -- I mean the ideal of the autonomous man who strives 

ceaselessly to constitute himself according to his own autocratic standards -- spreads to the 

masses, or at least to broad strata of the population. But then in a typically rationalistic way! 

The autonomy of reason becomes the vital principle of West European society in general 

and is no longer fertile merely for a small circle of easily suspect scholars. 
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Troeltsch once asserted the challenging thesis that Modern Times first dawned with 

the Enlightenment; he meant by that that historicism is rooted in eighteenth-century ideals.20 

There is of course something precarious about every periodization of history -- the more so 

when the period to be delineated is one's own, in view of the strongly prejudicial 

expectations one may harbor concerning the forces at work in one's own time. Yet if one 

agrees with Troeltsch's standpoint (as the present writer does not), including his conviction 

that the immanence worldview of modern humanism is the unrelinquishable core of our 

modern culture, then everything does, indeed, argue for consigning the Reformation to the 

Middle Ages and having the New Age commence with the Enlightenment, to which the 

Renaissance and Early Rationalism would be the prelude. It is in any event the case that the 

anthropocentric mind of the Renaissance and of rationalism acquired societal proportions 

and came to dominate Occidental culture only in the Enlightenment. It is also the case that 

historicism would never have gotten the firm grip that it in fact has on the minds of our time 

if the humanism in question had not nourished the Enlightenment, the century that was 

"come of age." 

And a multicolored world it was, this century of Enlightenment! In state and 

society, in law and religion, in art, science and education, it was humming with new 

sounds and ideas. Literature blossomed. Yet the critical principle in all the striving 

for reform was human reason. Not only was man's reason considered to be the last 

supratemporal standard for scientific truth; it was also possible -- so people thought -

- to infer from man's rational nature eternal principles or an eternal order of "natural 

law" (in the sense of rational law), in accordance with which all forms and norms in 

society were to be judged and, if need be, altered. As the physical universe conforms 

to fixed laws, so must the human universe, society, be regulated by fixed laws -- by 

the unchangeable standards and ideals of reason (0.3.3). 

In general, the idea of reason receives a more practical emphasis. An 

autonomous determining power is ascribed to rational thought; but this is no longer 

theoretical thought, let alone the thought of natural science. Ratio loses it specifically 

scientistic features. Shaftesbury's aestheticizing ethics and Rousseau's sentimental, 

pre-Romantic philosophy exhibit a pronounced resistance to the Early Rationalist 

overestimation of science. In the Neapolitan professor Giovanni Battista Vico 

(†1744) one already hears the tones (although this is an exception) of incipient 

historicist ideas. Vico expressly sets his scienza nuova in opposition to the Cartesian 

idea of science: history as a new paradigm of science is pitted against the 

paradigmatic position of mathematized natural science. There is, then, a certain 

ambivalence in the philosophy of the Enlightenment. On the one hand, it is a clear 

continuation, broadening, and popularization of the thought patterns of Early 

Rationalism. On the other hand, there is a general turning away from rigorous 

scientism out of fear that autonomous man will be caught in a self-spun web of 

determinism. 

                                                           
20 Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 338-39. 
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Enlightenment philosophy is often dated from the English empiricist John 

Locke (†1704). Moreover, it is often customary to emphasize the contrast between 

empiricism and rationalism. Yet, the opposition of empiricism versus rationalism is 

not entirely transparent. Not only is empiricism a much older movement, the traces 

of which can already be discerned in Greek antiquity; in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries it is also linked to rationalism in a characteristic way. It is true 

that Descartes and his school took their philosophical point of departure in the 

"cogito" and the empiricists theirs in sense perceptions, called "sensations" by 

Locke. Yet Locke found himself obliged to acknowledge that besides the knowledge 

gained through experience, human consciousness possesses intuitive and 

demonstrative knowledge.21 

Following in Locke's footsteps, David Hume (†1776), at least in his later works 

and despite his pronounced empiricism, regarded mathesis as independent of 

experience. Meanwhile, the tremendous broadening of rationalism in the 

Enlightenment is apparent in Hume's moral teachings, to which, remarkably enough, 

he attached much greater importance than he did to his epistemology. He does not 

want to found morality on the clear intuition of theoretical reason (as did Descartes), 

nor does he want to deduce it from various utilitarian reflections about the efficacy 

of our practical experiences (as Locke initially had in mind). More or less in the line 

of the English Lord Shaftesbury, he considers morality to be rooted autonomously in 

a specific moral sentiment, in the capacity of human nature to make moral judgments 

on the basis of peculiar feelings of approbation and disapprobation. 

Hume made an important contribution to awakening a more general awareness 

of history not only through his psychological-historical analyses of morality but also 

through the critical research underlying both his History of England and his 

publications on the history of religion. In this connection the all too popular notion 

that Enlightenment rationalism is natural-scientific and unhistorical in its approach 

must be termed a misconception. Certainly the thinkers of the Enlightenment 

imagined that they possessed general, definitive standards of reason, and so went 

astray in an unhistorical absolutization of time-bound ideals. Yet this was not a 

simple accommodation to the universal truths of theoretical physics. The proposed 

renewal of society required a clear pattern of values. Institutions of authority once 

considered sacrosanct or divine -- church, state, and whatever else -- were tottering; 

hence new universal standards and structures were needed, and these were supposed 

to be deducible from man's reason. 

In this context historical science was soon assigned the particular task of 

critiquing culture. It would be the historian's task to indicate the purely human origin 

                                                           
21 Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, vol. 2, bk. 4. This distinction between 

intuitive and demonstrative knowledge (made in connection with mathesis and morality) corresponds 

somewhat to the well-known distinction between intuitive and deductive knowledge in Descartes' 

Regulae ad directionem ingenii [Eng. tr.: Rules for the Direction of the Mind], with which Locke was 

not unfamiliar. There is still a kinship here with scientistic Early Rationalism. 
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and the purely human authority of the established traditions and institutions, to 

unmask error, prejudice and superstition, to signalize encouraging evidence of the 

critical use of reason in history, and to trace the irresistible rise of the enlightened 

era. Admittedly classical mechanics influenced this historiography to a certain 

extent: it often entailed an atomization of the historical process, as if it was a matter 

of the free play of the forces of individuals who, in mutual competition and 

interaction and through logical calculation, would gradually harvest the enlightened 

notions of the eighteenth century as victors' spoils. 

Nevertheless, the Enlightenment was interested in history after all. A concern 

for the empirical and practical, growing national consciousness, commerce and 

worldwide traffic (travel journals), and frequently a coquettish urge to compare, 

drew people's attention to the past. The great struggle between traditional scholastic-

ecclesiastical thought and the new spirit of "enlightenment" was waged, by 

preference, on the terrain of history. Going further in the line of Locke's 

Reasonableness of Christianity, some viewed the Christian religion as nothing more 

than a supernatural means of introducing natural religion (Toland) or as synonymous 

with the reasonable veneration of deity encountered in all ages ("Christianity as old 

as creation," Tindal). Because it put a damper on progress, the Christian religion, 

which the Enlightenment theology of deism initially took under its wing, gradually 

came to be approached with hesitation, cautious doubt, or even pronounced aversion 

(Shaftesbury, Mandeville, Bolingbroke). Christianity was given very unfavorable 

treatment in the works of Hume and of Gibbon, who was influenced by Voltaire.22 

Through natural, historical methods of explanation and through comparisons drawn 

from the history of religions, Christianity was deprived of its supposedly 

supernatural origin and, in consequence, also of its spiritual and semi-worldly 

authority. 

Of all these thinkers Hume and Shaftesbury acquired a particular significance 

for historicism. In Shaftesbury's case I have in mind his aestheticism, which (like 

Leibniz's harmonie préétablie and the artistic sentiment of the Renaissance) found 

resonance in the early historicists' romantic-aesthetic experience of history. Hume's 

particular contributions to historicism lay elsewhere, in the epistemological realm. 

Thanks to his epistemological skepticism, dogmatic empiricism was broken in Kant 

and Jacobi, and the way was cleared to insight into what the historicists before long 

would call the creative powers of the spirit and the productivity of history (0.3). 

From Great Britain enlightened thought swept over to the continent. In France, 

Voltaire especially is the champion of a natural morality and religion, the heckler of 

ecclesiastical and societal abuses. The religion of natural morality is, according to 

him, not an innate idea but rather (often with a strong dose of skepticism) the late 

result of knowledge and civilization (le fruit de la raison cultivée). This thought 

swells under Voltaire's hand into a philosophie de l'histoire embracing peoples and 
                                                           

22 Cf. David Hume, Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion and Natural History of Religion; and 

Edward Gibbon, History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. 
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times, as his Essai sur les moeurs et l'esprit des nations (or Essay  Concerning the 

Customs and the Spirit of the Nations) attests. 

Under the supposedly enlightened despotism of Frederick the Great, the 

Aufklärung also acquired great practical opportunities in Germany, too. Here 

Lessing, in his Die Erziehung des Menschengeschlechts (The education of the 

human race; 1780), portrays humanity coming of age in the school of world history 

through rational understanding, rational action, and rational belief. Here and 

elsewhere society's lodestar is the order of natural reason, natural law, and natural 

pedagogy. 

Despite the tensions that exist between this "practicalism" of the Enlightenment 

movement and the "scientism" implied in Early Rationalism, it seems to me incorrect 

to call Enlightenment thought simply irrational. Certainly there is a repeated appeal 

to inward sentiment and subjective belief (pietism), to an aesthetic "sense" 

(Shaftesbury), and to historical intuition (Lessing). Moreover, particularly during the 

second half of the eighteenth century, the doctrine of natural law becomes more 

empirical and dynamic (though not yet in Kant's philosophy), and preludes are 

already heard to the great themes of Romanticism and Historicism (Rousseau, 

Montesquieu, and others). Further, Rousseau's radicalism especially tampers in 

various ways with the wide tapestry of values of enlightened, reflexive thought and 

seeks to kindle the direct creative forces of faith and feeling. Yet, for all that, the 

rational ideals of humanity that are inherent in the culture of the Enlightenment 

provide the keynote throughout the period. 

 

 

Vico's New Science (6) 

 

It is accordingly not surprising that the voice of the previously mentioned Vico 

gained almost no hearing during that era, in spite of his having some very 

remarkable insights. In his Principi di una scienza nuova d'intorno alla commune 

natura delle nazioni (Principles of a new science concerning the common nature of 

the nations; 1725, 1730) Vico maintains that the physical world is a closed book for 

us because it is God who created it. But the historical world, he argues, has been 

made by man himself and is thus accessible to human knowing. To Vico personally 

this historical knowledge is not purely abstract: in his work he displays an 

astounding capacity to live intimately into the mysterious ways of history. He 

perceives the current historiography to be yielding repeatedly to the temptation to 

measure the historical past by the rational, supposedly suprahistorical and eternal 

truths of the enlightened century. Vico condemns this tendency, calling it an 

inexhaustible source of errors.23 

                                                           
23 Vico, Die neue Wissenschaft, pp. 49, 80, 125, 420. Eng. tr., abridged ed., pp. 22, 52-53, 372-73 

(for the last three references, respectively). 
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Yet even this original mind could not escape the spell of the Enlightenment. 

From the outset, the historicist line of Vico's thought is intersected by a line of 

natural law. If science investigates empirical history in the light of divine 

Providence, then according to Vico it will again and again discover in the ricorso, in 

the cycle of world events, a storia typica, yes, even a storia ideale eterna, the ideal 

history of eternal laws. He also declares plainly that this ideal history has its general 

and eternal foundations in the common nature of nations (hence the title of his 

book). The nature of nations is the universal given to which the new science 

addresses itself and through which it legitimates itself as scienza.24 

The conclusion may be drawn that the central motive of the enlightened 

century does not differ essentially from the motive of Cartesian rationalism. 

Liberated from heteronomy, man is to come of age. He is to become independent 

through insight into immutable and supra-arbitrary truths inherent in reason itself: 

"The Enlightenment represents man's emergence from a self-inflicted state of 

minority. A minor is one who is incapable of making use of his own understanding 

without guidance from someone else. This minority is self-inflicted whenever its 

cause lies not in a lack of understanding but in a lack of determination and courage 

to make use of it without the guidance of another. Sapere aude! Have the courage to 

make use of your own understanding, is therefore the watchword of the 

Enlightenment."25 

 

 

Kant's Synthesis of Theoretical and Practical  

Reason and His View of History (7) 

 

Driven by this common motive, Kant attempted to bridge the sometimes sharp 

contrasts between scientistic Early Rationalism and the practical philosophy of the 

Enlightenment. Impressed as much by the exact results of theoretical reason in the 

new natural science as by the victorious cultural ideals of the Enlightenment, Kant 

deemed it necessary to delineate the fields of theoretical and practical reason. This 

intention is already present in his precritical writings. The greatness of Kant's 

philosophy lies in his eventually having fulfilled his intention by means of a 

transcendental-critical investigation into the structural conditions of human 

knowledge. This is of direct importance for our subject, for this Kantian, critical 

approach largely determined the further course of continental philosophy and carried 

historicism along in its problematics. In Kant's critical philosophy, moreover, we 

shall also find the point of departure for Troeltsch's philosophical reflections (1.2). 

                                                           
24 Vico, Die neue Wissenschaft., pp. 125 and 74ff. Eng. tr., abridged ed., pp. 52-53, 20ff. 

25 Kant, Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist Aufklärung? In Werke, vol. 6, p. 53; original ed., p. 

A481. [Eng. tr. as quoted in Karl Barth, Protestant Theology in the Nineteenth Century (Valley Forge: 

Judson Press, 1973), p. 268.] 
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In his "critical" philosophy Kant opposes every philosophical dogmatism and 

skepticism. Philosophy (such as Descartes' metaphysics) is dogmatic when it 

considers thought (human reason) capable of solving the most complicated problems 

without having tested beforehand its structural possibilities and limits. For example, 

it does not make sense to theorize pro or con about the acceptability of certain proofs 

for the existence of God if philosophy does not first raise the critical preliminary 

question whether or not human thought is in any way capable of proving the 

existence of God! Philosophy (such as Hume's empiricism) is skeptical when it 

criticizes dogmatic constructions of thought without itself arriving at any certain 

knowledge. A "critical" philosophy, in contrast, will seek to discover under what 

structural conditions all theoretical (scientific), practical (ethical), and aesthetic 

knowledge is possible, in order thereby to be able to sift critically all knowledge 

claims, and thus also to indicate what in such knowledge is certain beforehand and 

hence universally valid and strictly necessity. 

Kant began with an examination of theoretical-scientific reason, in his Kritik 

der reinen Vernunft (1781), or Critique of Pure Reason. This work teaches that all 

human knowledge begins with sense experience (as in empiricism), but that sense 

experience is more than a mere recorder of various impressions. Sense experience 

has two constitutive moments, called "form" and "matter" -- not in an ontological 

sense (Aristotle) but in an epistemological sense -- by Kant. Matter is identical to 

"the chaotic multiplicity of sensations" (das Gewühl der Empfindungen). The human 

cognitive faculty receives these impressions in so-called transcendental structures: in 

the pure forms of the intuition (the intuitional forms of time and space), and in the 

pure concepts of the understanding (the categorical forms of substance, causality, 

quantity, and the like), all of which are coordinated by a number of central regulative 

Ideas. It is in this way that man gets regular, empirical knowledge of a temporal, 

spatial, substantial, causal, etc., world. Empirical knowledge thus has a formal and a 

material side. The raw material of experience is given, as it were, to human 

consciousness while the aforementioned forms of knowledge inhere in 

consciousness, that is, belong to the structures of human consciousness itself. 

Experience -- the human experience of reality -- is thus always, dualistically, one's 

insertion of that which comes from the outside (intuitions) into the ordering 

structures of consciousness, which are a priori present in the human mind. 

From such experience of reality, given its dependence on accidental, unordered 

raw material, it would never be possible to derive certain knowledge possessing the 

aforementioned character of universal validity and strict necessity. That the theses of 

mathematics and the laws of mechanics are necessarily valid, everywhere and at all 

times, can not be ascertained and established empirically. Hence knowledge that is 

beyond doubt, as envisioned above, can not be empirical but must be a priori 

knowledge. Such knowledge is implied in the a priori forms of human 

consciousness itself. 
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That all theorems of mathematics and all laws of theoretical physics 

nevertheless agree with and are applicable to the empirical world of nature squares 

with this critical philosophy, which is a form of idealism. Nature is not an 

independent world alien to our knowledge. It may not be created by, yet it is 

certainly ordered and thus constituted by, human consciousness. Man's a priori 

consciousness shapes the empirical givens into that spatial-temporal, mathematically 

calculable, and causally determined world of phenomena, or "appearances," that 

human beings are accustomed to represent to themselves as the world of nature. 

Science ought to be silent concerning what might be behind these appearances and 

concerning what causes them to appear ("the thing in itself"). The theoretical 

statements of the sciences are restricted to phenomenal reality. 

With that, Kant believes he has indicated critically the possibilities and the 

limits of theoretical knowledge. On the one hand, he has rescued thought containing 

universally valid statements based on the idea of natural causes from Hume's 

skeptical denial of all causality. On the other hand, he has established that such 

thought is valid only in the world of empirical phenomena. As a consequence, all 

dogmatic-metaphysical speculations are now eliminated. The speculative arguments 

pro and con the existence of God, the validity of morality, the immortality of the 

soul, and so forth -- still favorite topics even in the Enlightenment -- completely 

transcend the competence of theoretical science. If there is indeed anything at all to 

be stipulated with respect to such matters, then it must arise from another, non-

theoretical source of knowledge in man, from the moral-practical reason, from 

"faith": "I have therefore found it necessary to limit knowledge, in order to make 

room for faith."26 The main intention of Kant's Critique of Pure Reason is thus 

negative -- let theoretical reason preside over the causal-mechanical world of nature, 

even over man insofar as he is a product of nature; the real problematics and the 

deeper ground, or unity, of human life (man as such) do not belong to nature and 

hence lie beyond the scope of theoretical science. 

What, then, is man fundamentally? The deeper unity of man is present in his 

practical reason, in his moral self-consciousness. Man does not act mechanically as 

if he were a little piece of nature. He is morally responsible for his acts of 

commission and omission, and he knows he is. Given this moral self-consciousness, 

it follows necessarily that man at bottom is free from the laws of nature. If he were 

not, then he also could never be considered accountable for his deeds. Thus the 

human personality is in essence not nature but freedom. Such is the conclusion of 

Kant's Kritik der praktischen Vernunft (1788), or Critique of Practical  Reason. 

Even in morality, which Kant regards as not yet having found its appointed 

way, the a priori form requires seeking out. The a priori moral law is as universally 

and necessarily valid for the moral actions of the will as the a priori forms of 

                                                           
26 Kant, Foreword to the second edition, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, Werke, vol. 2, p. 33; orig. ed., 

p. Bxxx; Critique of Pure Reason, p. 29. 
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knowledge are as conditions for the experience of nature. Hence, the a priori moral 

law must be considered to be just as formal as the forms of theoretical knowledge 

are: the a priori moral law must not be a principle on which an agent acts as a matter 

of fact (do this or that!) but the pure form of a universal law. This universal moral 

law might then be formulated as follows: "So act that the maxim of your will could 

always hold at the same time as a principle establishing universal law."27 This is the 

"categorical" imperative. 

The categorical imperative does not come to man as a heteronomous 

imperative; the moral law as law is anchored in reason itself. Man acts morally only 

insofar as he acts out of respect for the universal law which he affirms for himself as 

a rational being. Man as moral person is law unto himself. This is no less true even if 

the Ideas of God and immortality must be postulated to guarantee the moral world 

order, and even if Kant does not object to calling the moral norm a divine 

commandment (1.4.3). 

Thus man is a citizen of two worlds: on the one hand, he is a determined 

physical object in the realm of nature; on the other hand, he is an autonomous person 

in the realm of freedom and as such is elevated above all natural causality. This 

delineation of the two terrains and this attempt to reconcile the scientism of Early 

Rationalism with the practical rationalism of Enlightenment philosophy proved so 

convincing that a century later it still dominated the German cultural scene and 

provided Troeltsch with his philosophical starting point. 

It is of importance to know that for Kant -- not to mention Troeltsch at this 

juncture -- the cleft between the so-called phenomenal and noumenal worlds could 

not be the final word. Must moral freedom not realize its purposes in the realm of 

nature? Yet, could nature as a realm of exclusively mechanical movement be open to 

the aims of moral action? The problem can be stated even more generally: Is it 

conceivable that there is something in nature that is at once mechanical and 

purposive?28 

This question would seem to bring Kant into the neighborhood of Leibniz's 

metaphysics were it not for the fact that critical philosophy rejects all speculative, 

metaphysical knowledge. In his Kritik der Urteilskraft (1790), or Critique of 

Judgment, Kant demonstrates that it is impossible for man to know the processes of 

nature to be purposive (the knowledge of theoretical reason is tied to the mechanical 

course of nature) but that it is, indeed, possible for him to consider and judge them to 

be purposive! The purely reflective power of judgment can make a sensitive 

pronouncement -- "a judgment of taste" -- about the subjective-aesthetic 

purposiveness of nature (its beauty); that same power can also make sensible 

judgments about nature's objective-teleological purposiveness (in the case of living 

                                                           
27 Kant, Werke, vol. 4, p. 140; orig. ed., p. A54; Critique of Practical Reason, p. 30. 

28 Kant, Kritik der Urteilskraft, Werke, vol. 4, pp. 247f., 271; orig. ed., Axixf., Aliif.; Critique of 

Judgement, §78 (pp. 258f.). 
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organisms). It can be shown, furthermore, that an a priori idea is operative both in 

the aesthetic taste and in the objective judgment of living nature. In both cases, that a 

priori idea is the principle of purposiveness. With the help of this principle, works of 

art and objects of nature can be seen as phenomenal expressions of a higher, 

noumenal reality. 

These detailed and yet summary expositions are meant to throw light on Kant's 

view of history, in which the principle of purposiveness plays a significant role. 

What is history for Kant? History is not a monotonous series of natural occurrences 

lacking meaning and perspective. Given all its defects, history is even less the 

splendid manifestation of the realm of autonomous freedom. Nevertheless, Kant 

thinks, it is possible to consider history "the effectuation of nature's secret plan" 

(Hegel's "cunning of reason"!) -- a plan whereby every given natural aptitude 

unfolds, albeit unknowingly, in the direction of the realm of freedom; and whereby 

also the natural forms of society evolve purposively from the most primitive group 

and tribal relations into the "moral whole" of the civic constitutional state, which 

anticipates a league of nations, a world-wide peace confederation of constitutional 

states. It is only within such a cosmopolitan system that history will become fully 

moral, that man will enter into the kingdom of freedom and virtue, and that people 

will become brothers and sisters in a universal moral community based on belief in 

divine confirmation and recompense. Then God Himself will dwell with men, and 

His Kingdom come on earth. Political, moral, and religious developments coalesce 

in an unprecedented perspective. On the far horizon there appears the dawn of moral 

freedom and perpetual peace.29  

Initially, Kant related this philosophical view of history as the moral progress 

or pedagogical evolution of mankind (which does not, as Kant sees it, render 

superfluous the empirical-anthropological study of history) to Leibniz's idea of a 

preestablished harmony, to the Christian idea of providence, and (as stated) to a 

hidden "purposiveness of nature" (Absicht der Natur). Now, however, the 

importance of the principle of a priori purposiveness that is exhibited in Kant's 

Critique of Judgment becomes clear; namely, Kant uses it as a basis for his 

development of a transcendental-teleological view of history. Kant's engrafts his 

view of history into his critical doctrine of knowledge.  

Kant's view of history could be considered a form of philosophical chiliasm, 

that is, a view that includes the idea of a unity between two initially sharply 

distinguished realms achievable through the principle of historical purposiveness. In 

other words, Kant does not want to deny the ideals of progress present in the 

Enlightenment; he wants rather to preserve and translate those ideals in terms of a 

critical epistemology. Kant believes it possible to have an a priori judgment of 

                                                           
29 Kant, Idee zu einer allgemeinen Geschichte, Werke, vol. 6, pp. 31-50 and Zum ewigen Frieden, 

Werke, vol. 6, pp. 191-251, passim. 
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history that considers mankind to be striving generally and necessarily towards 

moral freedom. 

The great question is, of course, whether such an a priori view of history does 

not require points of contact with the actual course of events. Thus, in the later Kant, 

in spite of the newly discovered principle, the (properly speaking, metaphysical) 

notion of an actual (natural or providential) teleology peers round the corner again 

and again. Now, leaving aside the question of how great the tension between the 

critical distinction of the phenomenal and the noumenal and his later utterances may 

actually be, Kant's words do give the impression that sensuous facts have a real, even 

if incomprehensible, directedness towards the manifestation of spiritual-moral 

freedom, yes, that they may even be constituted by the human spirit itself in order to 

realize that freedom. In other words, Kant's philosophy of history contains at least 

the suggestion that the empirical development of the facts coincides at bottom with a 

general metaphysical movement of the spirit, which discloses itself, dialectically, 

from man's psychological mechanism of drives within the realm of nature into 

autonomous self-knowledge and self-control in the realm of freedom. 

It is necessary to take note of these metaphysical suggestions and tendencies in 

Kant's oeuvre in order to be able to fathom somewhat the unmistakable connections 

between Kant's anti-metaphysical criticism and the metaphysical historicism of the 

post-Kantian idealists. I have to add that Kant's criticism in itself was already 

pregnant with consequences pointing towards a metaphysics of history. In all his 

critical labors Kant aimed, as we have seen, to accent as heavily as possible the 

autonomous operation and active contribution of reason to the processes of knowing 

theoretically and acting morally. Through its a priori ability to order, the spirit 

creates, as it were, by its own powers, a natural, moral, and religious world. Here 

again Kant was not able to avoid giving the impression that the spirit is more than an 

a priori ordering spirit: that it is a creator-spirit! This impression is confirmed when 

it is recalled that the much touted "thing in itself" behind the world of natural 

phenomena led such a spectral existence even as early as Kant's day that it might 

better have been eclipsed. Is not everything from the spirit, which designs worlds 

and makes history? 

All the familiar late eighteenth-century themes of artistic creativity and genius, 

of organic teleology and historical development which we have now touched upon 

appear repeatedly in Kant's later works. They carry philosophical reflection beyond 

the bounds of Kantian criticism in the direction of idealist historicism. With Fichte, 

reflection crosses that frontier 

 

0.3 The Inception of Historicism in Idealism and Romanticism 
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Fichte's Metaphysical Idealism (1) 

 

In the first drafts of his Wissenschaftslehre (Doctrine of knowledge; written in the 

1790's), Fichte (†1814) is still rather close to Kant. It is noteworthy, however, that he 

has already rejected the mysterious, unknowable "natural thing in itself" as the 

background of physical phenomena. Nature is grounded, according to Fichte, in the 

original positing of practical reason. Nature is brought forth by the preconscious, 

creative act of the moral ego, which needs the presence of nature. Nature forms the 

resistance required for the exercise of the ego's infinite task; nature is the "sensuous" 

material of its duty. 

In this conception of the ego as universal creative consciousness, Fichte was 

not only responding to the clamor ringing from the Sturm und Drang and genius 

literature apropos of the creativity and productivity of poetic genius. He was also 

carrying forward, it may be noted, the line that was laid down by Kant. As an idealist 

philosopher Kant had avowed the priority of spirit over nature; as a critical 

philosopher, however, Kant had pronounced spirit to be a merely formally 

determining and judging agent, not a substantively creative one. Fichte did not stop 

here. His extremely speculative idea concerning the spiritual, moral ground of nature 

went beyond all the boundaries that are implied in the experience of nature. In short, 

in Fichte -- as in Schelling, Hegel, Schleiermacher, and others -- critical idealism is 

exchanged for metaphysical idealism.30 

Metaphysical idealism does not take as its basis normal human consciousness 

viewed in terms of its universal structure; it proceeds rather on the basis of a more 

than human, absolute consciousness. In Fichte the ego is ultimately an absolute ego 

that at bottom creates and confirms not only nature but also itself. It is autonomous 

and autocreative. It creates the human mind and its world. 

I might suggest that this metaphysical consequence was already implied in a 

radical reflection on critical philosophy. Transcendental critical inquiry into the 

fundamental conditions and limits of theoretical knowledge had indicated that such 

knowledge is restricted to the realm of possible experience (of nature); the 

supersensible or noumenal realm is at any rate not accessible to human knowledge. 

However, one can proceed to ask critically: What, now, in its own turn, is the nature 

of this knowledge regarding the restrictedness of human knowledge? For Kant, the 

matter concerned the self-knowledge of theoretical reason; but again, how is such a 

self-knowledge possible? How can human knowledge ascertain its own limits as 

long as it is relative and limited itself, compared to the absolute knowledge of God? 

Here we have the source of the speculative conception that human knowledge must 

                                                           
30 The contrast between critical and metaphysical idealism is not perfect, for we have already 

seen that at various points Kant's philosophy tended to transcend the boundaries of human experience. 

Qua intention, however, the contrast between Kant and metaphysical idealism is unmistakably 

present. 
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originate in and be able to penetrate to the absolute ground of consciousness.31 

Fichte's "radicalized criticism" (durchgeführter Kritizismus) did not rest before it had 

found the "absolutely first and plainly unconditional basic thesis of all human 

knowledge," namely, in the self-positing of the ego as "absolute subject."32 

Thus, post-Kantian idealism attempted to bridge the gap between nature and 

freedom, between theoretical and practical reason, dialectically. Fichte inferred 

nature from the (self-limitation of) the freedom of the moral ego. He founded 

theoretical reason in practical reason. Yet this was only a first phase in Fichte's 

thought. Almost immediately, Fichte's doctrine of knowledge underwent important 

corrections. Idealism then formed a solid link with the Romantic movement. 

 

 

Sturm und Drang. 

Herder's Philosophy of History (2) 

 

In Germany, the Romantic Movement began as a powerful protest against the 

intellectual self-sufficiency of the "enlightened" century. As a matter of fact, an 

initial outburst of resistance had already occurred in the world of explosive poetical 

ideas of the Sturm und Drang, or "storm and stress." In the 1770's Herder and 

Goethe, and subsequently Schiller, had ridiculed the Enlightenment, which had 

"brought it so wonderfully far" (Goethe). Even then, deeper forces of the soul began 

to stir: Rousseau was exalted, unbridled feeling and the creative force of men of 

genius were glorified, every law that did not originate in the individual subject itself 

was pronounced dead, and nature, having been mutilated into a rigid, causal 

mechanism, was rediscovered in all its infinite, radiant beauty and treated as the 

embodiment of the divine. 

At the same time, a new perspective on history opened up. The objective was 

no longer to advance a "natural" explanation or a rational critique of the past. On the 

contrary, people desired to "empathize" and "re-create" (nachfühlen, nachschaffen) 

the past, to understand and experience the impenetrable events from the inside. The 

creative drive of history was considered to mock every attempt to analyze and judge 

it from the outside according to general standards of what is rational and what is 

progressive. Every community has its own life and deserves to be judged by its own 

standards. Only by practical, psychological penetration into the soul of a people, into 

the spirit of an age, can we reach the heart of history. Only so can we understand 

something of its inner continuity, of its unique growth and development. 

Along these lines, historicism surfaced in Herder (†1803) -- who probably 

knew nothing of Vico -- as a fermenting, boiling brew of seminal notions. He wrote 

                                                           
31 Cf. A. J. de Sopper, Wat is philosophie? p. 225. 

32 Fichte, Grundlage der gesammten Wissenschaftslehre, Werke, vol. 1, pp. 285, 290-91; I. H. 

Fichte ed., vol. 1, pp. 91, 96-97. 
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his Auch eine Philosophie der Geschichte (Another philosophy of history; 1774) 

with the intent of opposing diametrically Enlightenment thought, which often 

viewed history either with pompous optimism as an ascent towards an almost 

tangible or imminently attainable perfection (Turgot, Condorcet, Lessing) or with 

ironical skepticism as a story of error after error (often in Voltaire). Furnished with a 

brilliant historical intuition, Herder depicted the irreplaceable and incomparable 

position that every community occupies in history: "Every nation has the center of 

its beatitude within itself."33 Every phenomenon of life, for Herder, has its own 

unique value. And yet, history is more than a rich collection of gems. The cultures of 

later times are cradled in those of earlier times. History is a living, expansive, 

coherent whole, pulsating with growth and power. 

In Herder's philosophy of history one can feel a remarkable tension between 

the ideas of historical uniqueness and historical continuity: "Is not the earth bestrewn 

with goodness? ... and yet a plan of forward progression is discernible — my 

grandest theme."34 The thought that the unflagging cultural industry of countless 

generations would have been nothing more than the means to convey contemporary 

man and the world of the Enlightenment to the zenith of happiness and culture is 

unbearable for Herder: "Whatever I may be! Cry from heaven to earth that I too, like 

all else, mean something in my place."35 Equally objectionable to Herder, however, 

is the thought of history's disintegration into discontinuous periods. The adolescent is 

not happier than the child, yet the one phase of life is built upon the other. In the 

same manner, history is a single encompassing process of life: "God's way with the 

nations."36 And what is the meaning of the whole? The book of world history is open 

only to God: "What ought I to say to the great book of God, which tells of worlds 

and times! Whereof I am scarcely a letter, whereof I see scarcely three letters round 

about me."37 

The idea that history is identical to the universal process of life, a life that 

totally embraces man and his culture and to which no one can ascribe a 

suprahistorical meaning or determination, is a typically historicist idea, as we shall 

soon see. The same thing can be said of the other idea, namely, that every person and 

every nation occupies its own, individual position and function in the organic whole 

of history and that every phenomenon is of irreplaceable value. 

In Herder these ideas of universal development and unique individuality were 

fleeting notions. In his Ideas (1784) historicism was again curtailed on every side. 

Here he again considered history to be determined by some kind of "natural laws" 

and again wanted to view it as a process of progression, in the direction of what 

                                                           
33 Herder, Sämmtliche Werke, vol. 5, p. 509. 

34 Herder, Sämmtliche Werke, vol. 5, p. 511. 

35 Cited by Litt, p. 194. 

36 Herder, Sämmtliche Werke, Vol. 5, p. 565. 

37 Herder, Sämmtliche Werke, Vol. 5, p. 585. 
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functioned, after all, as a suprahistorical idea: the realm of rational humanity. 

"Reason and humanity" are the ideas that shall have to give history its totality 

meaning.38 The time is still not entirely ripe for historicism. 

 

 

The Organismic and Egalitarian View of Culture  

and Society: Romanticism and Historicism (3) 

 

Hardly had the tempestuous echoes of Sturm und Drang faded away, or rather been 

stylized in classicist German literature, when resistance to intellectual Enlightenment 

culture flared up again, in about 1795, in Romanticism. Not the intellect but passion 

and feeling, not stiff conventionality but creative originality, were considered the 

soul of culture. The subjectivism of the Romantics had by no means to defer to that 

of Sturm und Drang when it came either to despising measure and law or wanting to 

experience life to the utmost in subjective aesthetic feelings and individual creative 

urges. The poetic genius who because of his originality can not but put himself 

above all restrictive codes of middle-class morality and who finds his norm and ideal 

only in the harmony of his own natural-spiritual being, in the effusive deployment of 

all his capacities and talents, becomes the inspiring example. 

Although Romanticism, like the Renaissance, was in the first instance a 

typically aesthetic movement which created a world of feeling and experience rather 

than a theoretical picture of reality, it did develop, with countless variations and 

deviations, remarkable philosophical ideas about culture and society. On the one 

hand, it sought thereby to avert the danger, initially all too real, of libertine 

individualism. On the other hand, the social and political need resulting from the 

Napoleonic conquests compelled reflection on what might be considered to belong 

properly to a people as a whole, as its common national or cultural heritage. This all 

took place, to be sure, in reaction to the rationalism of the Enlightenment, which 

through the criticism implied in its social philosophy had helped to precipitate the 

French Revolution and Napoleonic caesarism. 

The Enlightenment was strongly influenced, as we have seen, by classical 

mechanics, which analyzed the complicated concrete phenomena of nature into their 

most elementary and abstract components and then regarded these as strictly 

determined instances of universally valid laws, disregarding their particular value 

and irreplaceable individuality. Following this model, the rationalists of the 

Enlightenment had likewise atomized societal reality in their philosophy. All societal 

structures were viewed as "voluntary associations" (Zweckassoziationen), as social 

groups with diverging aims, reducible to the elementary competencies and decisions 

of autonomous individuals who had committed themselves to certain common goals 
                                                           

38 For Herder's ideas of natural law and humanity see his Ideen, bk. 15, chs. 3 and 4, in 

Sämmtliche Werke, vol. 14, pp. 225-44. 
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and to that end had accepted some general rules and regulations, through a "social 

contract." This rational reconstruction of the state, of the church "association," of the 

marriage "association," and so forth, merely in terms of aggregates of individual 

decisions was introduced as a theoretical device to rescue the autonomous freedom 

of enlightened man within the bonds of society. It entailed, however, equalizing all 

social ties. All natural communities and all historical institutions, together with all 

other social relationships, became specific examples of universally valid laws 

brought together in a general social theory of "natural law." This rationalist theory 

entailed a grandiose levelling of societal structures and of persons, who with their 

diversity of characters, endowments, and offices suddenly became anonymous 

contractors within an impersonal societal network. 

To confront this atomizing sociological reductionism, Romanticism designed a 

new, holistic and organismic view of society. In this organismic theory of society, 

the original unity of the whole as well as the creative integrity of each person would 

be guaranteed. Indeed, in order to disclose himself integrally, man requires precisely 

those broad historical communities of tribe or folk and state in which he is born and 

bred. 

More concretely, according to the organismic theory of society, the individual 

and the communal are not opposed to each other as element and composition but 

rather are mysteriously interwoven. Societal structures, all things considered, are like 

living beings, embodiments of some mystical, vital will, particular expressions of 

some dynamic folk soul or communal spirit. They are macro-organisms that lead 

lives of their own: they raise themselves up and unfold themselves in history, create 

the conditions and norms by which they live, and finally decline and sink away like 

any other organism. Individuals and smaller groups are incorporated, in their own 

ways, into these macro-organisms; they are indispensable cells and irreplaceable 

organs within the larger, general life system. 

Creative formers of history, geniuses and heroes, also come fully into their 

own only in such communities. They are charismatic interpreters of the deepest 

meaning of community, chosen instruments in the service of the whole, magnetic 

poles in state or society, called to utter intuitively and to deepen creatively the soul 

of a folk or the spirit of an age. 

This more or less biological view of social structures, like the Romantic views 

of man and of nature, was usually inspired by a kind of aesthetic monism. Not only 

the physical universe and the individual human personality (Sturm und Drang) but 

also (and especially) the autochthonous or indigenous culture of a people is like a 

plastic work of art, in which matter and form -- natural materials and the creative 

spirit -- are brought mysteriously together into a harmonious unity. Life, including 

the historical life of a social community, unfolds itself not in a critical distinction 

between, but in a creative union of, nature and spirit. The spirit incarnates itself in 

the earthly; nature spiritualizes itself in ever higher forms of life and culture. Culture 
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and morality thus conceived are fruits that ripen on the broadly branching tree of 

society, if the tree has not been pruned by the tempered, sharp-bladed rules of natural 

law and reason.39 

The ideology of organic community implies a new type of life experience: a 

new idea of human personality and freedom. Freedom does not realize itself in 

rigorous separation from the natural world with all its passions and drives and in an 

abstract self-identification with the so-called a priori moral law (Kant). How could a 

universal law ever do justice to the concrete living person with his individual 

endowment and autonomous insights? Authentic autonomous personal freedom is 

rooted in itself, that is, in the human being, living its own life and creating its own 

laws, although not unbound. Freedom flourishes within a cultural community and its 

history, especially in cases where unconscious insertion into the natural stirrings of 

the community's soul is transformed into conscious, willed participation. Here, too, it 

is thought desirable to clear away some false oppositions. There is no opposition 

between freedom and nature or between freedom and necessity. Freedom should be 

recognized as an autonomous incorporation of man into the natural dynamics of 

history or as the autocreative personal expression of what is mandated by the soul of 

a people. In short, freedom is the extension of historico-metaphysical necessity. 

As in the Renaissance, autonomous man here, too, desires to stretch his striving 

for freedom to infinity. Yet the Romantic poet, basked to ripeness by the centuries, 

has the feeling that he is at the same time fettered to a limited, particular reality. He 

is not uomo universale! He is Prometheus who defies the heavens -- but also 

Prometheus who is chained to a rock. Out of this tragic conflict is born Romantic 

yearning (Sehnsucht), the longing for the unknown, for the unreachable, for the 

mysterious all-enveloping. The dark womb of the past, the dark side of human 

nature, the mysteries of language and religion, the irrational depths of history, 

beckon irresistibly. 

Just here, in the dusky light of history, the semi- or unconscious but always 

spontaneous manifestations of the folk soul are heeded, its utterances listened to. The 

culture of Antiquity, idolized in the times of the Renaissance and Humanism and 

glorified again by Goethe, Schiller, and Winckelmann, is now losing its classical 

aureole and thus also its exclusive position. Unique, mysterious self-utterances of the 

spirit are to be discovered everywhere in history -- in medieval legends, in Norse 

sagas, in Old Germanic tales, in myths and language, in the mysteries of the 

Catholica, in primeval institutions and hallowed traditions. 

At this point we have to notice that because of its organismic holism the 

philosophy of Romanticism is intrinsically historicist. All natural, social, cultural, 

                                                           
39 From this aestheticism arises what Johannes Thyssen calls "the romantic idea of consensus" 

(Geschichte der Geschichtsphilosophie, p. 50). In every social community the various natural and 

spiritual components are attuned to each other. Ethical norms, cultural ideas, political structures, but 

also the historical influences of "time and destiny" and the biological-geophysical factors of race, 

climate, and soil form an indivisible whole. 
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and ethical aspects of life are rooted in the individual, irreducible character of a 

cultural whole or in the religious, mystical soul of a nation, and then these cultural 

and national communities rise and fall in the course of time: they are historical 

communities in a radical sense of the word. As a consequence there are in principle 

no transcendent truths of revelation as in Christianity, no suprahistorical norms of 

reason as in Enlightenment philosophy. Everything is comprehended in becoming 

(im Werden begriffen) and thus has to be understood primarily within a historical 

perspective. History encompasses, yes, is the life of mankind. To a great extent the 

young Troeltsch was right when he stated that from a philosophical point of view the 

significance of Romanticism lies in its having completed the historicizing of 

thought.40 

In general, the Romantics sought their way through sentiment, intuitively, and 

then primarily in the fields of art and literature. They were often little aware of their 

logical and philosophical presuppositions. There were a few exceptions to this 

general rule, and in Germany the later Fichte was one of them! That is why we 

return to Fichte. For he (not to mention Schiller) becomes the philosophical voice of 

German Romanticism. It is true that he gives monistic aestheticism short shrift,41 but 

we find in him nearly all the other great Romantic themes, the motifs of individual 

feeling and creative originality, of mystical necessity and religious faith, of supra-

individual community and teleological historicism. 

 

 

The Phases of Fichte's Development: The Idealist  

Conception of World History (4) 

 

Rooted as it is in the self-creative activity of the autonomous and universal ego, 

Fichte's worldview soon reaches its deepest starting point in the immediate certainty 

of feeling: "Feeling is the only true inner principle of life."42 Compared to the earlier 

position of the Wissenschaftslehre, this is already a change, brought about by the 

influence of Romanticism and Jacobi's philosophy of feeling. This is not to say, 

however, that Fichte exchanges his moralism for the ideal of personal cultural 

refinement (the Bildungsideal) of Romantic aestheticism. On the contrary, just for 

the sake of his rational moral nature man must allow himself to be led by an inner 

                                                           
40 Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 573. Entirely right Troeltsch was not. The full 

implications of historicism would not become apparent in Romanticism but much later, and then in 

extremely different ways, in the thought of Nietszche, Dilthey, Spengler, and (last but not least) 

Troeltsch himself. 

41 Monistic aestheticism is characteristic of nearly the entire romantic and idealist movement in 

Germany (Herder, Goethe, Schiller, Humboldt, Schelling, and Hegel). It has ties to aesthetic motifs in 

the thought of Antiquity, the Renaissance, Leibniz, and Shaftesbury. 

42 Fichte, Rückerinnerungen, Werke, vol. 3, p. 207; I. H. Fichte ed., vol. 5, p. 343. 
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feeling as the ultimate, finally inexplicable basic conviction.43 This irrational or 

rather prerational feeling Fichte calls faith, though in doing so he does not wish to 

return to a dogmatic standpoint or to surrender the exalted autonomy of the ego: 

"The ego posits itself and also the non-ego." He now sees more sharply than before, 

however, that although the whole of natural reality (the non-ego) arises from the 

ego's knowing, the ego's deepest self-positing and self-affirmation can no longer be 

accounted for rationally. The ultimate foundation is a matter of an autonomous faith: 

"I believe it because I want to believe it."44 This sentimental faith alone affords man 

the certainty, too, that he is not living in a world of dreams and speculations. 

Almost simultaneously the problem of the individuality of the ego arises for 

Fichte. From the earlier principle of the universal ego it would be possible, he 

believes, to derive nature, but not the plurality of individual egos. From a moral 

point of view, I and Thou are both to be considered original, irreducible ends in 

themselves! I myself am in direct, living contact with other egos. The highest unity 

the "doctrine of knowledge" can scale is in that case not the universal ego but the 

"synthesis of the world of spirits"45 -- a suprapersonal bond of spiritual life that is 

anterior to individual egos. In other words, it is only in communion and in cultural 

communities that individual egos can realize their concrete freedom and understand 

one another inwardly. It is clear that with this turn towards direct communal life and 

concrete individuality Fichte moves away from Kant, for whom the individual was 

the apeiron, the unlimited, or to put it differently, a negative limit to the general and 

formal a priori 's of theoretical and practical knowledge. For Fichte, however, Kant's 

general approach to reality is now far too abstract. For Fichte, individuality is the 

mark of the inwardly experienced reality: authentic reality and individuality are one. 

In his Darstellung der Wissenschaftslehre. Aus dem Jahre 1801  (Exposition of 

the doctrine of knowledge: From the year 1801) Fichte goes a step further. Is it not 

apparent, he asks -- from the "compelling force" of conscience, for example -- that 

even this at once individual and suprapersonal life of freedom is determined by an 

inner necessity? Freedom must itself be grounded in that which transcends all acts of 

freedom and all acts of consciousness -- it must be grounded in a resting divine 

Being: the Absolute. The principle of universal freedom is the appearance 

(Erscheinung), so to speak, of this hidden Absolute. (Nature in that case can only be 

the appearance of that appearance!) Because the principle of universal freedom 

concretizes itself point by point, as it were, in individual egos, the individual ego is 

likewise, in its own way, a necessary manifestation of the hidden Being. Given what 

has already been said, it can not be considered astonishing that Fichte specifies 

feeling as the place in the individual human being where the divine Being coalesces 

                                                           
43 The categorical imperative is "true and certain" … according to a necessity that I only feel." 

Fichte, Werke, vol. 3, p. 222; I. H. Fichte ed., vol. 5, p. 358. 

44 Fichte, Bestimmung des Menschen, Werke, vol. 3, pp. 342-52; I. H. Fichte ed., vol. 2, pp. 246-

56. 

45 Cf. Heimsoeth, Metaphysik, pp. 120ff. 
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with the formal freedom of the autonomous human ego. Feeling is therefore called 

the principle of individuality.46 

Thus now there is even room for religion. Fichte had hitherto identified God 

with the suprapersonal moral world order and been accused of atheism for that 

reason. Now, however, absolute Being is God, and everyone, Fichte declares, should 

surrender to Him, in faith (feeling) and yearning love. Religion, which since the 

Enlightenment and Kant has been regarded as a first step towards metaphysics or as 

an appendix to morality, is restored to its independent position by Fichte under the 

influence of the Romanticism of Jacobi's and Schleiermacher's philosophies of 

religion. Then, the decisive turn towards history follows too. Indeed, the motifs of 

feeling and faith, of life and individuality, impel Fichte towards a new view of 

history. 

In an earlier section we noticed that it was Kant's intention to consider history a 

teleological process, just as if it occurred in accordance with a divine plan. For Kant, 

as we found, this purposiveness was just a principle that regulated our knowledge; it 

was not constitutive of the historical processes as such. Here, too, however, Fichte's 

idealist metaphysics crosses the boundaries of knowledge stippled out by critical 

philosophy and designs (obviously not independently of Herder's philosophy of 

history) a most alluring providential view of history. History is as a matter of fact the 

"sphere of the appearance of the Absolute"47 -- which is to say that God's revelation 

in the communality of spiritual life is more concretely His revelation in the dynamic 

developments of history. 

In spite of Fichte's religious terminology I must observe that his perspective 

differs fundamentally from the Christian view of history as it had developed within 

Western culture for centuries in the wake of Augustine's De Civitate Dei. Augustine 

deemed it possible to devise a picture of world history by the transcendent light of 

God's revelation in Scripture -- that was all; but for Fichte history itself is now a 

continuous, immanent self-revelation of God. The Absolute reveals itself as the 

universal, eternally creative Idea that presents itself nearly pantheistically in the 

subjective feeling and consciousness of man and that also differentiates itself 

objectively in the forms (ideas) of art, the state, science, and religion.48 In the 

multiplicity of these ever-renewing forms, the absolute Idea is productively present 

in history, marking cultures and folk communities as unique, individual totalities 

and, in their midst, necessarily causing ideas of justice, religion, and the like to well 

up in every individual, especially in creative spirits and in the great formers of 

history. In doing so it rejuvenates history again and again: "the one eternal Idea 

(reveals itself) in every particular individual, penetrating to the individual's very life 

                                                           
46 Fichte, Darstellung der Wissenschaftslehre. Aus dem Jahre 1801, Werke, vol. 4, p. 112; I. H. 

Fichte ed., vol. 2, p. 112. 

47 Heimsoeth, Metaphysik, p. 127. 

48 Fichte, Grundzüge des gegenwärtigen Zeitalters, Werke, vol. 4, pp. 452-53; I. H. Fichte ed., 

vol. 7, pp. 58-59. 
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in a perfectly new, unprecedented form."49 History, for Fichte, becomes a dynamic, 

creative, indeed inexhaustible process of renewal which completely determines the 

many facets of man and his culture. 

I have to give the fullest possible emphasis to this turn in Fichte's philosophy. 

We are now permanently over the threshold of historicism. With Heinz Heimsoeth 

we can say: "For the first time in the history of philosophy the specific reality of 

historical existence is conceived -- not just as an indigenous reality of metaphysical 

rank, but is interpreted even as the decisive mode of being of finite existence as 

such."50 

Attention must still be called to Fichte's conception of history as "universal 

history." In spite of its Romantic features Fichte's view of history is determined 

largely by Kant's polarity of mechanical nature and moral freedom, even though in 

Fichte the former is metaphysically founded within the latter and the latter expanded 

from a strictly formal a priori moral sense of duty (Kant's categorical imperative) to 

a full-blown cultural ethos with objective ideas of art, the state, law, religion, and so 

forth -- the culmination of a historico-metaphysical development. Fichte, like all the 

post-Kantian idealists, is still wrestling with Kant's problem of how to bridge the gap 

between the realm of mechanical nature and the realm of moral freedom. Through 

this dialectical problem he arrives at a universalist metaphysical conception of 

history: it is only in the all-encompassing, universal history of the human race that 

the gap can be bridged. 

Unlike the organismic thinkers of Romanticism, who viewed history in an 

essentially particularist way as a simultaneous or successive growth of cultural 

communities, Fichte considers history as world history, as a history the real subject 

of which is mankind. History is teleological, but the telos, the ultimate goal, reveals 

itself not in the separate development of countless cultures but in the universal 

perspective of the development of humanity as a whole. The absolute Idea (Hegel's 

World Spirit) discloses itself in the succession of cultures and so makes universal 

history the terrain upon which the transition from nature to freedom really occurs. 

Originally, in the primitive state, man had to bear the heavy yoke of nature, but in 

history he is liberating himself. Therefore, in the future history will culminate in a 

concrete cultural state which, as the perfect organization of reason, will afford each 

citizen a free share in the great blessings produced by religion, art, and morality: "the 

goal of mankind's earthly life ... is to arrange all their relations in it, with freedom, in 

harmony with reason."51 Thus the previously mooted providential "world plan" in 

history entails that it is not the blind powers of nature and instinct but, increasingly, 

                                                           
49 Fichte, Grundzüge des gegenwärtigen Zeitalters, Werke, vol. 4, p. 463; I. H. Fichte ed., vol. 7, 

p. 69. 

50 Heimsoeth's remark (Metaphysik, p. 127) is accurate regarding the importance of Fichte's 

philosophy of history, but it does not do complete justice to the significance which Vico and Herder 

have had (as I have shown) for historicism. 

51 Fichte, Grundzüge des gegenwärtigen Zeitalters, Werke, vol. 4, p. 401; I. H. Fichte ed., vol. 7, 

p. 71. 
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clear insight and free will, that shall have the task of making people live in harmony 

with reason.52 

To summarize, Fichte's philosophical idealism not only provides a foundation 

for the Romantic notions of individual community and organic development, but 

also broadens them into a global perspective. The particular organic developments of 

individual cultures, which encompass individual persons completely, appear in their 

own turn to be incorporated into the necessary dynamics of a universal historical 

development. National and political communities are not independent entities but are 

particularizations of still larger communities, yes, of humanity as a whole. Or, to 

take the opposite tack, humanity individualizes itself in world history in an 

unimaginable richness of cultures and communities, of languages and meanings. As 

a consequence, the idealist view of history culminates in a new idea of humanity, 

very concrete and very broad, very individual and very universal: humanity as an 

unfolding cosmos of national communities, reflective of the divine life. 

Here I would recall my earlier observation (0.2.2) to the effect that via post-

Kantian idealism the rationalism of the newer philosophy would adhere glutinously 

to historicism. Now I must explain this statement -- first, because in Fichte's later 

teachings irrationalist or even antirationalist motifs are decidedly not absent, as we 

have seen,53 and, secondly, because in philosophical literature historicism is often 

linked to irrationalism. I believe, however, that it is necessary to maintain a sharp 

distinction between the two in order to gain insight into the theme of this study: the 

dynamics of historicism. As it turns out, historicism will only gradually, as the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries wear on, set course towards irrationalism. The 

accompanying dread of relativism (rational standards sink from sight) is still largely 

foreign to the youthful phase of historicism. Foreboding uncertainty is equally 

foreign to Fichte's philosophy. Fichte did not simply reject the Enlightenment's fixed 

suprahistorical ideas of reason without any further ado: rather, he bent them back 

plastically into the stream of history. History is the binding and determining medium 

of the spirit. In spite of its creative dynamism and at times seeming lack of order, 

history, as Fichte wants to conceive it, is at bottom the sphere in which seminal 

                                                           
52 Fichte believed in his Grundzüge des gegenwärtigen Zeitalters (1804) that the plan of 

Providence could be constructed a priori in terms of five main periods, into which all the facts of 

history were to be arranged (Werke, vol. 4, pp. 405, 459; I. H. Fichte ed., vol. 7, pp. 11, 65); thus, too, 

Reden an die deutsche Nation, Werke, vol. 5, p. 375; I. H. Fichte ed., vol. 7, p. 264. In his Staatslehre 

(1813) this a priori periodization has been eliminated. Fichte stresses that history has been, until now, 

quite an irrational, lawless process in which there was freedom from nature but not yet morality 

(which he initially considered characteristic of the third, and contemporary, historical period). All 

things considered, history acquires a characteristic intermediate position as Mittelglied between the 

natural and moral order. That being the case, it is inconceivable that history should be rudderless. 

Fichte affirms an immanent teleology of ideas in history which, on the one hand, mysteriously 

spiritualize history's initial stages and, on the other hand, make its manifestations of moral freedom 

coincide with the hidden necessity of the world plan. (Werke, vol. 6, pp. 508-9, 513-14; I. H. Fichte 

ed., vol. 4, pp. 461ff., 466ff.). 

53 In his Fichtes Idealismus und die Geschichte (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, pp. 138f.), Emil 

Lask does not hesitate to speak even of a "rise of antirationalism." 
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cultural ideas must germinate, or (in theological parlance) the outcome of a 

providential order, the immanent self-revelation and self-realization of the absolute 

Idea. Fichte's philosophy is basically rationalism, but rationalism mediated by 

history, intertwined with the categories of historical individuality and historical 

continuity. 

 

 

The Metaphysical Motif: Schelling and Hegel,  

the Historical School, Groen van Prinsterer (5) 

 

During the first half of the nineteenth century, idealist historicism appears as a 

systematic attempt to integrate the antagonistic poles of moral freedom and 

metaphysical necessity into the one, universal-historical development of the Idea and 

in this way to infer the direction of freedom and morality from the compelling course 

of metaphysical history. This dialectic between free creativity and hidden necessity 

is the metaphysical root of the worldview of Romantic idealism. In forms at times 

even more radical than with Fichte, this basic motif is elaborated in the organismic 

or panlogicistic views of Schelling, Hegel, and others. These thinkers see an 

unbroken line of development running from sensuous nature to the highest forms of 

the spirit, and it is perforce along that line that freedom must realize itself. Natural 

history and spiritual development are viewed together as a single, gargantuan 

process of growth. Within this aesthetical-organic or logical-dialectical process, the 

metaphysical ideas underlying history germinate and unfold. They lend individual 

shapes and concrete callings to peoples and cultures, but they also withdraw in due 

time. In that case civilizations shrivel, leaving only petrefacts of what were once a 

flourishing cultures. The world spirit, however, continues on its course elsewhere. 

It is no wonder that in the absence of suprahistorical standards (for the Idea 

expressed itself exhaustively within history), historicists soon began to derive the 

norms and ideas for human action from whatever surfaced within history itself as a 

spontaneous impulse and manifestation of the Idea; from what appeared to be 

expressions of the spirit of the nation (Volksgeist); from what seemed to have grown 

up without the deliberate interference of man. In order to cope with the demands of 

the present, they sought continuity with and renewal from the vital elements of a 

national or cultural past and in so doing imbued historicism with its generally 

conservative and nationalistic features. 

That is why Fichte and Hegel were so lionized during the periods of the 

German revival and of the Restauration respectively. That is also why the kindred 

Historical School of Jurisprudence of Savigny and Puchta disqualified natural law 

together with the Enlightenment ideals, incorporated (as they had been) into the 

French Revolution, as violations of the organic historical tradition. Furthermore, that 

is why even in Christian circles in Europe there was talk of the inner necessity and 

normativity of history, interpreted in that case as "God's guidance" -- even though 
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for many Christians the Biblical revelation remained the primary norm. Via 

Friedrich J. Stahl, founder of the anti-revolutionary view of the state in Germany, 

these historicist and implicitly traditionalist ideas penetrated the Netherlands in 

Guillaume Groen van Prinsterer's "Christian historical" view of society and the 

state.54 Elsewhere similar views were defended, in Great Britain, for example, by the 

Christian statesman and political philosopher Edmund Burke, and in France by the 

historian François Guizot. Like Groen, they rejected the French Revolution because 

its leading ideas were not only contrary to the Biblical revelation but also an offense 

against historical tradition. 

 

 

 

0.4 The Modern Science of History and Historicism 

 

 

The Historical-Critical Method (1) 

 

Romanticism and Idealism furnished the spiritual soil in which historicism 

germinated. The most important conditions for the rise of historicism were present in 

Romanticism (Vico's thought, too, bears an affinity to Romantic literature!). Yet it 

proved difficult for Romantic historicism, particularist as it was, to resist the 

Enlightenment's standard ideals of rationality, humanity, and universal progress. 

Only when it was joined to Idealism did it acquire the philosophical quality to 

develop into a full-fledged, alternative worldview having a universal scope of its 

own. Moreover, it thrived very well in the reactionary climate of Restoration 

politics. 

Yet, besides Romanticism and Idealism, there was a third godfather, too, at the 

cradle of historicism: the modern science of history, the scholarly enterprise tacitly 

presupposed in the preceding sections, which should here be brought to attention. 

Although historicism arose as a new philosophical worldview and not as a scientific 

achievement, that does not alter the fact that historicism would never have had such 

a broad impact if it had not been directly linked to the new method and discipline of 

critical history. That historicism was in a position to take up the gauntlet against the 

entire philosophical tradition from Descartes to Kant despite that tradition's strong 

                                                           
54 Against this background it may be clear why in his struggle against the spirit of revolution 

Guillaume Groen van Prinsterer appealed constantly to Scripture and to history! On this point, see 

Groen van Prinsterer, Ongeloof en Revolutie, passim; esp. the extract from Groen's preface in the Eng. 

trans., Lecture Eleven, pp. xix-xx. See also the studies by J. L. van Essen and H. D. Morton. Cf. 

Herman Dooyeweerd, Vernieuwing en bezinning, pp. 220ff.; and J. D. Dengerink, Critisch onderzoek, 

chs. 1 and 2. 

Romantic historicism with its conservatism, its notion of consensus, and its antinomian 

glorification of the genius as leader was revived in a strongly pagan sense in the National Socialism 

of the 1920's and 1930's ("Germanentum," "Blut und Bodentheorie," "Führeridee," etc.). 
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basis in the method of mathematical physics can only be explained, I believe, from 

the fact that historicism was not content to appeal to man's historical consciousness 

and intuition (in the general, pretheoretical sense of the term), but sought support in 

a "new science" (Vico) and was able to appeal to and rely upon the assured results of 

the historical-critical method. 

The method of historical science could only have been developed in the New 

Age.55 It was distinct from traditional historiography, most notably in its 

requirement that the testing of historical sources and the interpretation of historical 

events be based on the rules of scientific criticism. Every historical testimony was to 

be legitimated before the tribunal of reason; no tradition was to be accepted on 

authority. And no interpretation of history, no matter how lofty its dogmatic basis, 

was to be exempt from critical scrutiny. In other words, not only the historical 

analysis but also the resulting historical synthesis must comply with rules set by 

critical thought itself. 

The spirit of the Renaissance, humanist philology, and also an authentically 

historical apologetic in the Age of Reformation and Counter Reformation (the 

Eccesiastica Historia secundum singulas Centurias of Flacius Illyricus; the Annales 

ecclesiastici of Caesar Baronius) simply swept aside the authority-oriented thought 

of the Middle Ages and laid the foundation for modern historical science at the very 

outset of Modern Times. Studies in philology and church history were soon 

complemented by critical investigations into the fields of anthropology, ethnology, 

and especially legal and political history (for the sake of self-justification of the 

emerging national states). The systematic publication of important documentary 

sources began in the seventeenth century. Communal philological projects like that 

of the Maurist congregation helped critical historiography on its way, through an 

exemplary treatment of sources. Enlightened eighteenth-century notions obstructed 

historical research to a certain extent. Yet in their analyses of the past, men like 

Hume and Gibbon, Voltaire and Montesquieu showed signs (some to a greater and 

some to a lesser extent) of a genuine historical attitude cast in the mold of historical 

criticism (0.2.5). In their judgment of historical events, however, they often showed 

an adamant faith in supratemporal reason and in fixed, unchangeable rational 

standards -- which implies that even the most brilliant thinkers had not yet cast off 

altogether from the moorings of static-dogmatic medieval thought. To that extent 

Herder's criticism of Voltaire's Essai sur les moeurs is certainly understandable. 

The Romantic Movement denounced any such rationalistic historiography, thus 

opening up important prospects for a genuine historical intuition that would 

empathically enter into the materials under study. A genetic method arose that 

prohibited the arrangement and evaluation of historical facts from the outside, that is, 

in terms of some fixed, rational standard. Scholars were instead to follow the 

capricious course of events with great respect, indeed with awe, in order to 

                                                           
55 For the discussion that follows, see Strubbe, chs. 10 and 11. 
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understand developments from the inside. The antinormative and sensitive mind of 

the Romantic historian followed easily the muddled events of an alien past. 

Moreover, he was concerned with different historical factors than those that had 

preoccupied his predecessors. It was not the subjective-sensible motives of rulers 

and politicians or the natural causes of geography, climate and the like that he 

considered decisive. Rather, it was the anonymous collective powers of nation and 

culture, the unconscious factors of the spirit of the age and of the folksoul that were 

now identified as the driving forces of history and depicted, under the influence of 

Idealism, as the disclosures of universal ideas. The heroic champion or the destined 

leader -- the Führer called by fate (Schicksal) -- was the chosen instrument in the 

service of such higher powers. In a real historicist manner, history was viewed as a 

religiously or mystically tinted total process within which cultures and cultural ideals 

developed and decayed in an all-encompassing teleological movement, compelled by 

the inner necessity of a specifically historical causality. Often, reactionary tendencies 

or fantastical speculations were not lacking. 

In broad summary, it can be said that in its critical approach to sources, 

historical study became increasingly specialized into a distinct scientific discipline, 

but that in its interpretation of facts, it was under the spell of Romantic or Idealist 

historicism. In many countries renowned historians were captivated by the new ideas 

and methods (Barthold Georg Niebuhr, Thomas Carlyle, Jules Michelet, Leopold 

von Ranke). It is worthwhile to note that through their work, historicism gained in 

influence. Just as Early Rationalism was impelled by the successes of mathematical 

physics, so historicism was borne forward for a long time on the swelling tide of 

historical research, now opening up an idolized history to historicism's advantage. 

To put it another way, historicist philosophy inspired historical research, and, in its 

turn, the latter impelled and supported historicist philosophy. 

 

 

The Elevation of a New Paradigm of Science (2) 

 

As the seventeenth century has been called the age of natural science, so the 

nineteenth century can be called, in a manner of speaking, the age of historical 

science. Since the era of Romanticism the Western world had learned to see itself 

through truly new eyes, thanks to the critical-genetic method: the Occident was 

neither the center nor the culmination of humanity and civilization; it was only one 

ornament amidst the untold riches of civilizations now hidden in the bosom of time 

or still shining with their millennia-old traditions on the other side of the globe. The 

gleam of eternity cast by Enlightenment philosophy upon the ideal constructions of 

reason paled in the revealing light of history. The Enlightenment's "suprahistorical" 

ideals proved to be nothing other than the extrapolated thoughts of European man 

and Western culture in a century saturated by fashionable middle-class morality. 
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In this way empirical historical research systematically revealed the uniqueness 

(Einmaligkeit) and relativity -- in a word, the contextuality -- of Western culture and 

philosophy and so contributed to historicist self-knowledge and world orientation. 

Can it still seem surprising that historicism elevated the historical way of thought to 

the scientific way of thought par excellence? Indeed, it can be said that the 

conspicuous intellectual accomplishment of historicism was its inauguration, beside 

and in opposition to the long prevalent ideal of exact natural science, of the science 

of history as a new general paradigm of theoretical and practical knowledge. 

It is true that after 1850 historical science would turn away from Romantic-

Idealist historicism. It would no longer accept "ideas" as hermeneutical guidelines 

for analyzing history. Discarding the idealist bias, it would seek, as objectively as 

possible, to let the historical facts speak for themselves. Influenced now by 

positivism, however, it would fail to take into account another bias, namely that facts 

never speak for themselves but always depend in one way or another on human 

interpretation. Still, as a result of the influence of positivism and also, to some 

extent, of historical materialism, late nineteenth-century historiography would pay 

special attention to social and economic facts and factors. In part two of the present 

volume I shall undertake to show, however, that the unique interest historians came 

to take, influenced as they were by the philosophies of the day, in problems of social 

structure, economic production, technical know-how, and the like did not run 

counter to historicism as such but rather redirected and radicalized it.56 

 

0.5 What Is "Historicism"? 

 

 

Terminological Confusion: 

Karl Heussi, Karl Popper, Ernst Troeltsch (1) 

 

We must now devote some attention to the question of the exact meaning of the term 

"historicism." For the word is bandied about in a confusing manner. It is used as a 

label to claim and to approve, and as a stigma to denounce and to reject. Many who 

ascribe "historicism" to others are found deserving of the same epithet themselves by 

third parties.57 

                                                           
56 An element of historicism has already been incorporated into the thought of August Comte, the 

founder of positivism, and into the historical materialism of Karl Marx (see 4.1.1). 

57 Karl Heussi is correct in saying that even that ardent foe of historicism, the theologian Emil 

Brunner, is a historicist if we judge by Heinrich Rickert's statement: "We reject … also in connection 

with the problems concerning the philosophy of religion, every form of historicism; that is, we do not 

consider it justifiable when someone states that any one religion turned historical must forever remain 

the only religion" (quoted in Heussi, Die Krisis, p. 9). How complete the confusion about terminology 

is is evident from M. C. Smit's observation that in this passage Rickert himself implicitly accepts and 

adopts historicism (Smit, "Historisme en antihistorisme," p. 161). See also 3.2.1. 
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Moreover, the negative and disqualifying overtones that regularly accompany 

the term's use hamper attempts to gain a clear insight into all its connotations. Often 

it is dropped suddenly into a scientific debate in order to safeguard someone's 

systematic standpoint from the perils of a historicist argument, without its being 

made clear, however, precisely what those perils might be, or why historicism is so 

deserving of rejection. For example, the term was invoked in kerygmatic or early 

Barthian theology as a general reaction against the historical Leben-Jesu-Forschung 

-- the "quest for the historical Jesus." It was also against the more or less idealist 

theology of Schleiermacher, Albrecht Ritschl, and others. In our times again, 

"historicism" (sometimes "historism") is a term that evokes negative connotations of 

tiresome over-specialization; of an unmanageable ballast of historical knowledge; of 

a playful, understanding, noncommittal empathy with any historical situation; of a 

relativism inciting action and inaction; of skepticism and resignation -- yet its actual 

denotation is often nothing more than the vaguely varying counterpole to some 

preferred point of departure. 

What is "historicism"? The question of the meaning of "historicism" assumes 

still greater urgency when it is recalled that the term lacks the recommendation of 

any time-honored philosophical tradition: it gained currency in scientific usage only 

about a century ago. Although recent research has shown the term to be older and to 

have originated at the end of the eighteenth century (see below), it was used only 

sporadically then and throughout the nineteenth century. Meinecke found it used for 

the first time in 1879 (by Karl Werner) and in 1884 (by Carl Menger).58 Ernst 

Troeltsch first employed the term, as far as I know, in an article in 1896.59 Only after 

1900 did the term gradually gain acceptance -- especially as a result of its 

appearance in the works of Oswald Spengler and Troeltsch -- until nowadays it is so 

much in vogue that it would be hard to imagine the world of learned and scientific 

discourse getting along without it.60 Still, perhaps because of its fairly recent 

provenance, the term lacks, for many, a sharply defined meaning. In any case, it will 

be clear from our Introduction thus far that "historicism" has to do with the attempt 

that was made to elevate the historical perspective to a position of dominance, 

beginning with Vico and eighteenth-century Romanticism. 

Nevertheless, in this field we have to face a great deal of confusion connected 

with the names of Karl Heussi, Karl Popper, and Ernst Troeltsch himself. Heussi 

                                                           
58 Meinecke, Werke, vol. 3, p. 1. Karel Kuypers has called attention to Nietzsche's use of the 

word "Historismus" in Der Wille zur Macht, aphorism 10. Karl Schlechta's chronological reordering 

of this material indicates, however, that this term originated only in the 1880's (cf. Nietzsche, Aus 

dem Nachlass der Achtzigerjahre, Werke, vol. 3, p. 529. Probably somewhat older is the word 

"Historizismus," which I find earlier in this Nachlass, Werke, vol. 3, p. 479 (aphorism 415). See 

Kuypers, Verspreide Geschriften, vol. 1, p. 70. 

59 Troeltsch, "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 208. Troeltsch often made use 

of such terms as "geschichtsphilosophischer Idealismus," "historical evolutionism," "universal-

historical idea of development," etc. 

60 Karl Heussi provides a historical analysis of the use of the term "historicism" in his Die Krisis 

des Historismus. 
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accepted the (incorrect) argument of some continental scholars that the term 

"historicism" had originated only at the end of the nineteenth century. Impressed by 

this objection, he proposed that "historicism" should be used to indicate exclusively 

all that is characteristic for "the historiography of the period round about 1900" -- 

thinking thereby to have found the right terminological link to the reality that had 

developed by that time.61 However, it is ironical that, unbeknownst to Heussi, Karl 

Werner used the term not so much in relation to the historiography of that time but to 

characterize the philosophy of Vico!62 Are there not other instances in history of a 

newly coined term gaining quick and widespread acceptance because it seemed 

suited to signifying certain phenomena of an earlier period? Did not such terms as 

"Counter Reformation," "Renaissance," and "Hellenism" first acquire more or less 

standard meanings for us with Ranke, Burckhardt, and Droysen, respectively? 

Moreover, Heussi's proposal runs counter to the perspective of renowned historicists 

such as Friedrich Meinecke and Karl Mannheim who placed the origin of the 

spiritual movement in which they located themselves in late eighteenth-century 

resistance to the Enlightenment doctrine of natural law.63 Finally, there is this: when 

Heussi later sought to add concrete meaning to his rather empty definition, he argued 

that the historiography of the period round about 1900 viewed historical phenomena 

as "objects in themselves" and studied them without metaphysical, 

geistesgeschichtliche presuppositions.64 In general, this typification seems far from 

correct; but apart from that, where is now the desired link with historians of that time 

who called themselves "historicists"? So much is certain, that taking Heussi's point 

of view for granted, men like Wilhelm Dilthey and Ernst Troeltsch would be 

disqualified as historicists. Therefore, Heussi's unqualified, stipulative association of 

"historicism" with early twentieth-century historiography seems unsatisfactory and 

confusing. 

Another proposal, to interpret historicism as a special kind of methodological 

approach in science, has been made by Karl Popper in his well-known book The 

Poverty of Historicism (1957). Popper has contributed in his own way to the present 

confusion both by his unusual interpretation of the term and by his introduction of a 

very uncommon distinction between "historism" and "historicism." 

In the first place, Popper's distinction between "historicism" and "historism," 

although he defines the terms clearly, sows terminological confusion within the 

philosophical debate because in the literature till then, especially in German 

literature, the corresponding terms "Historizismus" and "Historismus" have almost 

always been used interchangeably. Moreover, the term "Historismus" has actually 

                                                           
61 Heussi, Die Krisis, p. 20. 

62 We find something similar in Nietzsche. He used the term "Historizismus" with Hegel in mind! 

Cf. Nietzsche, Werke, vol. 3, pp. 479, 486. 

63 Cf. Meinecke, Werke, vol. 3, pp. 2ff., Eng. tr., pp. livff.; and Mannheim, "Historismus," Eng. 

tr., p. 85. 

64 Heussi, Die Krisis, pp. 39f., 90f. 
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gained the greater currency in German while in English "historicism" has maintained 

its position as the preferred equivalent. (Hence the consistent use of "historicism" in 

the present translation!) 

Further confusing for philosophical discourse is the fact that Popper's 

definition of "historicism" has narrowed the scope of the term, restricting its 

applicability to a certain methodological approach in the social sciences. In contrast, 

we have already indicated in the opening pages of this book that the rise of 

historicism primarily affected philosophy and further also the theoretical sciences 

(not just the social sciences) and that finally it even resulted in a certain shift in 

practical, everyday experience. As a matter of fact, because and insofar as Popper 

himself describes fascism and communism as "historicist" (correctly so, as I see it), 

it would appear that for Popper, too, "historicism" in fact indicates something more 

than just a methodological approach. 

A final source of confusion is Popper's definition of "historicism" itself. In 

Popper's writings "historicism" stands for "an approach to the social sciences which 

assumes that historical prediction is their principal aim, and which assumes that this 

aim is attainable by discovering the 'rhythms' or the 'patterns', the 'laws' or the 

'trends' that underlie the evolution of history."65 Trying to apply the possibility of 

scientific prediction to the social sciences, historicists, according to Popper, 

misunderstand the methods of the natural sciences and in particular the character of 

natural laws. While not wanting to anticipate our tale, I can state at this juncture that 

the making of long-term historical forecasts to which Popper alludes was definitely 

not an aim of historicism in its earliest forms, let us say in German Romanticism, 

and that it was often expressly dismissed by later historicists as well. Many of the 

early historicists were not really interested in the natural sciences, perhaps with the 

exception of biology. I agree that in later times various attempts were made to link 

historicism to forms of "scientism" or "naturalism," with a view, indeed, to making 

"historical prediction" possible. One encounters this crossing of the paradigm of 

historical science with that of natural science -- in short, this marriage of historicism 

and scientism -- in Comte's positivism (recall Comte's law of three stages) and in 

Marx's historical materialism (the term "historical materialism" is telling in itself!). 

(In part two of the present study I will show that these undertakings involve later 

developments within the history of historicism.) Because Popper ignores the history 

of historicism and attempts instead to present historicism adequately in a cross 

section, he gets no further than the observation that the crossing of "anti-naturalistic" 

and "pro-naturalistic" doctrines would be a defining characteristic of historicism as 

such. His logical refutation of historicism amounts, however, to nothing more than a 

refutation of the possibility of "historical prediction" inferred from the merging of 

two scientific paradigms. It is a far cry from a refutation of historicism as such. In 

fact, the "poverty" of historicism remains to be demonstrated. 

                                                           
65 Popper, The Poverty of Historicism, p. 3. 
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One title in Troeltsch's oeuvre also contributed to the confusion about the word 

"historicism." Was Troeltsch's attitude towards historicism positive or negative? 

Time and again the claim is made that Troeltsch meant to overcome historicism.66 

Yet in general that claim is decidedly not true! Actually, Troeltsch considered 

historicism a fundamental gain of Western culture upon which the clock could not be 

turned back and the consequences of which allowed room only for courageous 

acceptance. Troeltsch rejected only various negative ramifications of historicism (see 

5.3.1).67 

It must be deemed an almost fatal mistake that a series of guest lectures which 

Troeltsch had prepared for delivery at British universities was published in German 

shortly after his death under the misleading title Der Historismus und seine 

Überwindung (Historicism and its overcoming; 1924). Heussi asked in astonishment, 

"Is this Troeltsch's own title?"68 The answer may be found in the reprinted English 

translation prepared by Troeltsch expert Baron Friedrich von Huegel in 1923 under 

the title Christian Thought: Its History and Application. Here, in a remark that went 

almost unnoticed in German Troeltsch-literature, Baron von Huegel said, "Dr. 

Troeltsch left no indication concerning a common title for these lectures."69 

I want to conclude this section by mentioning one additional substantial factor 

that hampers precise definition of the meaning of "historicism," a factor that at the 

same time sheds light on the subtitle of the present study. Historicism as a concrete 

worldview did not remain outside the process of history! It went through an internal 

philosophical development and likewise became entangled in external philosophical 

developments. We speak of internal development because historicism raised 

problems of its own: only gradually did the consequences of its starting point 

become apparent and challenge its adherents. And we spreak of external 

developments because historicism, whose eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century 

genesis within Romantic Idealism I have sketched, was soon confronted by the need 

                                                           
66 Cf. F. J. von Rintelen, "Der Versuch einer Überwindung des Historismus" (sic!) and 

Philosophie der Endlichkeit, p. 53; Bodenstein, Neige des Historismus, pp. 66, 68, 144, 153, 178; 

Liebert, "Troeltschs letztes Werk," pp. 362-63; Kasch, Die Sozialphilosophie von Ernst Troeltsch, pp. 

7, 175; L. v. d. Zanden, Christelijke religie, p. 118; Freisberg, Das Problem der historischen 

Objektivität, pp. 25, 30; Heinemann, Neue Wege, pp. 210, 219; Herberger, "Historismus und Kairos," 

pp. 129, 133; G. W. Reitsma, Ernst Troeltsch als godsdienstwijsgeer, pp. 105, 111. 

67 When at the end of his life Troeltsch sees historicism even in the authentic form in which he 

accepts it leading to a dangerous nihilism, then what he seeks is not the abolition of historicism but 

that which "can break the superior position of historicism" and "a philosophical account 

(Bewältigung) of historicism" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 719, 113). Only once (to my 

knowledge) is he so bold as to speak of the "conquest" of historicism, but in that case he means 

conquest of the relativism arising from historicism. See Troeltsch, "Zufälligkeit der 

Geschichtswahrheiten," p. 45 (but cf. p. 40!); cf. also Troeltsch, Der Historismus und seine 

Überwindung, p. 44; Eng. tr., p. 126. Carlo Antoni is correct in saying: "It is an error to think that 

[Troeltsch] ever conceived of himself in a struggle against 'historicism' per se ; he was only engaged 

in a fight against 'unlimited historicism'" (in "Ernst Troeltsch," in his From History to Sociology, p. 

48). 

68 Heussi, Die Krisis, p. 14. 

69 Troeltsch, Christian Thought, rpt. ed., p. 11. 
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to maintain itself in the face of such newer philosophical currents as positivism, 

neokantianism, marxism, and irrationalism. These external influences70 contributed 

to the generation of tremendous dynamics within historicism itself. To the best of my 

knowledge, these dynamics -- the various forces operating in the field -- have never 

been the subject matter of systematic research.71 Even the present volume will be too 

circumscribed to accomplish such a task. Yet, in concentrating on the philosophical 

development of Ernst Troeltsch, it deals with the dynamics of historicism.... 

 

 

The Dynamics of Historicism and Troeltsch's  

Philosophical Development (2) 

 

One who steeps himself in Troeltsch's thought in the manner here intended will 

come to the surprising conclusion that the historicism which preoccupied him 

explicitly in his later years was the deeper motive behind his thought practically 

from the outset (from 1895). He will also have to conclude that this historicism 

drove him relentlessly forward towards ever more consistent, more radical 

applications.72 Troeltsch was profoundly aware of the internal dynamics of 

historicism: "The historical method ... is a leaven which transforms everything";73 

"The inner logic of the [historical] method, once applied, pushes forward" (II 737). 

Besides that, one who does research in Troeltsch notices that other, more or less 

external, factors also shaped Troeltsch's historicist convictions. Initially oriented to 

the great German Idealists Kant, Fichte, and Schleiermacher, he soon sought links 

                                                           
70 I readily admit that one can speak only to a certain extent of external influences. Positivism, 

marxism, neokantianism, and irrationalism consist in no small part of consequences and reactions 

provoked by idealist historicism. 

71 One of the best preparations for anyone intending thus to steep himself in Troeltsch is 

undoubtedly the brilliant third chapter (of more than four hundred pages!) from Troeltsch's 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, entitled "Über den historischen Entwickelungsbegriff und die 

Universalgeschichte." 

72 Extensive research into Troeltsch's development began late in the 1950s — Drescher, Glaube 

und Vernunft bei Ernst Troeltsch (1957); Bodenstein, Neige des Historismus (1959); Drescher, "Das 

Problem der Geschichte bei Ernst Troeltsch" (1960); E. Lessing, Die Geschichtsphilosophie Ernst 

Troeltschs (1965); Drescher, "Ernst Troeltsch's Intellectual Development" (1976) — although a more 

or less genetic approach is taken already by F. J. von Rintelen, Der Versuch einer Überwindung des 

Historismus (1929); Antoni, From History to Sociology (1940); Herberger, "Historismus und Kairos" 

(1935) (Miller's dissertation, "Conscience and History," joins Herberger). See also Benckert's article, 

"Troeltsch." Usually, Troeltsch's thought is divided into three or four periods, which rather vary; the 

individualistic radicalism of Troeltsch's final phase has never been distinguished before. Köhler's 

great dissertation Ernst Troeltsch (1941) ignores Troeltsch's development almost entirely. It is of 

decisive importance for the genetic approach that in the midst of all the changes, justice also be done 

to the continuity in Troeltsch's development. The view that this progressive continuity lies in 

historicism as the driving motive is what, more than anything else, distinguishes my study from those 

of others. Naturally, the cogency of this view must appear as our analysis unfolds. Substantial 

corroboration of it is to be found, I believe, in the short but penetrating obituary article by Paul 

Tillich, who knew Troeltsch personally (KSt 29 (1924): 351-58). See also his reviews in ThLZ 49 

(1924): 25-30, 234-35. 

73 Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 730. 
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with the neokantianism of Wilhelm Windelband and Heinrich Rickert. Subsequently, 

he had very intense contact with Max Weber, whose sociological perspective had an 

explicit impact on him. Via Weber he also took up the subject of marxism. Towards 

the end of his life he moved towards Henri Bergson's irrationalism and still other 

modern currents. All these contacts fructified and impelled his thought.74 

One could say with some justification that the dynamic course of historicism 

from the eighteenth to the twentieth century was recapitulated, in an accelerated 

tempo, in Troeltsch's thought, and that to a certain degree Troeltsch's scientific work 

thereby has become exemplary for the history of historicism.75 

 

 

Towards a More Precise Definition (3) 

 

Let us return now to the term "historicism." Lest the dynamics of historicism be lost 

to view, the term should not be defined so narrowly that its meaning would apply to 

only one stage of its development. Neither should it be defined so broadly that its 

pronounced character would be levelled and the term reduced to a philosophical 

invective. I shall use "historicism" to indicate that philosophical and scientific as 

well as  practical view of life which has as its axiomatic point of departure the  idea 

that history in the sense of cultural development is an  all-encompassing process of 

change which intrinsically and completely  determines the nature of human reality 

with all its facts and values, and  that historical thought based on the modern 

method of historical  analysis and criticism is therefore the real key for giving us 

access to  this changing reality.76 A shorter definition would be "cultural-historical 

evolutionism." The second definition has the added advantage of raising already -- 

without anticipating any particular answer -- the question of the relation of this 

evolutionism, concentrated as it is on the reality of human culture, to other types of 

evolutionism, types that are discussed in biology, cultural anthropology, and the 

philosophy of life.77 

It is no accident that this volume bears the title "Between Historicism and 

Relativism." For later historicists, the burning question became that of whether the 

relentless dynamics of historicism were not impelling it, as by an "iron law,"78 

toward the abyss of relativism. Wilhelm Dilthey struggled with the "anarchy of 

                                                           
74 See especially Troeltsch, "Meine Bücher," in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 3-18. 

75 This is less a coincidence than one might suspect at first glance. It is connected in no 

inconsiderable measure to the historicist notion that the inception of every authentic cultural renewal 

must be sought in the course of cultural history itself (Bergson: "s'installer dans le mouvement"). 

Thus thought, too, can develop only via the history of thought. 

76 Naturally, such a definition is fraught with personal prejudices and systematic perspectives that 

cannot be stated explicitly at this point. 

77 See Jacob Klapwijk, Purpose in the Living World? Creation and Emergent Evolution, 

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008. 

78 Bodenstein, Neige des Historismus, p. 185. 
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values" while Oswald Spengler resolved to face the inexorable "decline of the West" 

heroically. Nowhere, however, do the simultaneous nightmare of Occidental cultural 

decline and the titanic struggle to preserve Western culture appear poised more 

poignantly together than in the life work of Ernst Troeltsch. Between historicism and 

relativism…. That is the place where Troeltsch stood and wanted to stand, as a 

renowned but also forlorn warrior. Historicism as the boundary -- celebrated or 

regretted, but in any case respected -- which Western man could never recross. 

Relativism as the deadly threat to Christianity and culture, to humanity and inner 

nobility of character -- in a word: as chaos.79 

 

  

                                                           
79 Recently, I came across a surprising article, "Das Wort 'Historismus,'" in which E. Rothacker 

signalizes the word in such scholars as E. Düring (1866); I. H. Fichte, Jr. (1850); L. Feuerbach 

(1839); the great historian of logic, C. Prantl (1852); and the teacher of Count Yorck von Wartenburg, 

Chr. J. Braniss (1848). Rothacker found "Historismus" or "Historism" even in the romantic literature 

of the late eighteenth century: Novalis (1798-99); Fr. Schlegel (1797). It may be expected that further 

research will confirm the romantic origin and connotation of the word. These findings strengthen me 

in my conviction that the term "historicism" should be defined and used in such a way that romantic 

philosophy is not excluded (e.g., by its restriction to "historical mediation" or some other 

methodological characteristics), that is, in such a way that justice is done to the intentions of those 

who first used the term. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

TROELTSCH'S INITIAL RESERVATIONS 

AGAINST HISTORICISM (1893 - 1894) 
 

 

 

1.1 Introduction to Troeltsch 

 

 

Biographical Notes (1) 

 

Ernst Peter Wilhelm Troeltsch,80 the son of a physician, was born on February 17, 

1865, in the town of Haunstetten, near Augsburg, in Bavaria. Even while he was a 

youth, he became enthralled by the past and learned to view the world historically. 

He was especially fascinated by the great cultural ideals of Western civilization. 

Troeltsch's early interest in the world of history was nourished by the classical 

education he received at a Bavarian gymnasium. 

In his parental home Troeltsch had already become acquainted with ideas of an 

entirely different sort, too, with the conceptions of natural science and physiology. 

Various naturalistic theories made a deep impression on him. Before long, how the 

two ways of thought are to be reconciled became an acute problem for him. How 

does the world that appears to us in the development of culture fit together with that 

other world the picture of which is sketched in the the natural sciences? 

 

My desire for knowledge was from early youth directed toward the historical world, very 

much as was the case with Dilthey.… At home I was encouraged to investigate the natural 

sciences, since my father was a doctor who gladly would have made a medical practitioner 

of me also, and who pushed me at an early age into scientific observation and 

collection.… Thus it came about that I learned from the beginning to view all problems in 

the history and philosophy of culture within the context of a scientific worldview, and 

sensed at the same time that the interpenetration of both worlds was a burning theoretical 

and practical problem. (IV, 3-4; Bense)81 

 

Troeltsch was of course not the only thinker who wrestled with this problem. It 

was sooner the fundamental problem of his era. The great speculative systems of the 

post-Kantian idealists had collapsed in Germany after 1850 and been superseded by 

                                                           
80 One seldom encounters Troeltsch's full name. See, however, Dietrich, DBJ 5, s.v. "Troeltsch." 

81 References to Troeltsch's Gesammelte Schriften appear in the main text of the present work in 

parentheses, e.g.: (IV, 3-4) indicates Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 3-4. 
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positivism, which strictly curtailed scientific research to the empirical facts of nature 

and society. To the positivists, any proposition that went beyond that was 

speculation and thus contraband. All that was wanted was factual knowledge of 

physical and social reality, that that reality might be controlled by technology and 

organization and made serviceable to the achievement of human prosperity and 

cultural progress. Materialism and marxism had adopted a similar approach. And 

Darwinian evolutionism, soon popular throughout the industrialized world, fitted in 

exquisitely with the positivist belief in progress, which caught on everywhere but 

also provoked negative reactions. 

In about the eighties there was a turning of the tide. Questions concerning the 

capabilities of thought, human values, and the meaning of culture were posed with 

renewed vigor. Many felt that they had been left in the fog, without a real 

worldview, by the positivists' naturalistic pattern of thought. There were new 

opportunities for an idealist philosophy of culture, though that would be realizable 

only in a bitter struggle with positivism, which refused to be dislodged from its 

attained position. This was the theater of conflict in which the young Troeltsch found 

himself and in which he set out to probe the various fronts. 

 

Sufficient occasion, then, to take on challenges, and only too soon was I familiar with the 

oscillating between different kinds of materialism and idealism common in those years. 

(IV, 4; Kraay) 

 

When Troeltsch began his university studies, he at first chose theology, which 

more than any other science seemed to him to afford access to both philosophical-

metaphysical and historical problems. The state of the official philosophy was then 

such that, to use his own language, it had little appeal to him. So off he went, in the 

winter of 1883/84, to study theology at Erlangen. It should be added that he probably 

chose Erlangen for its geographical rather than for its spiritual location. Troeltsch 

could hold the conservative Lutheran orthodoxy of the Erlangen theology only in 

reserved esteem. It had been overtaken, as he saw it, by new problems, new 

conceptions, new ideals which had penetrated the German intellectual universe 

partly through romantic idealism, partly through natural-scientific or political-social 

thought. 

 

At the time, virtually the only entrance to metaphysics and, simultaneously, to utterly 

fascinating historical problems seemed to lie with theology. (IV, 4; Kraay) 

The faculty, Frank, Zezschwitz, Zahn, though considered important then, held but little 

appeal for us [for Troeltsch and his friend Wilhelm Bousset]. For these gentlemen we had 

but measured respect and saw them as relics from the days of the German Confederation, 

remnants of the battle between neopietism and Enlightenment. We had other interests: 

partly those dealing with current socio-political problems, partly those of the prevalent 

natural-scientific world view. The first applied more to Bousset, the second to me. And 
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then, we were young; we raved, rhymed and ranted; we read romantics: Fichte, Carlyle. 

(Kraay)82 

 

Shortly thereafter, Troeltsch went to Göttingen. Here he came under the spell 

of the keen systematic thinker Albrecht Ritschl, from whom he gained profound 

insight into the development of Christian dogma and into the history of the 

Reformation. Yet, Ritschl accommodated his interests in more than the history of 

religion and culture; Troeltsch benefited from him in systematics as well. Ritschl 

inculcated the fundamental Kantian distinction between knowledge and faith and 

initially convinced Troeltsch of his own theological starting point (1.5.3). 

Meanwhile, Troeltsch remained saddled by many philosophical problems, 

including questions of metaphysics and philosophy of history pertinent to Ritschl 

himself.83 Most notably, he sought untiringly for an answer to the old question of 

how the legitimacy and independence of religious and spiritual life could be 

safeguarded against the imposing argumentations of naturalism, based as they were 

on the category of causality. He found no satisfying answer in the theologians. His 

attention having already been called to Hermann Lotze in Erlangen by Gustav Class, 

he now began to read avidly the philosophical writings of this universal thinker who 

had taught for several decades at Göttingen.84 

 

In these questions my Erlangen teacher, Gustav Class, had very early pointed me toward 

Lotze, and with this direction I at once combined study of the original writings of Kant, 

Fichte, and Schleiermacher. But Lotze's was the controlling influence at first. (IV, 5; 

Bense) 

 

We shall presently see how not only the Kantian position of Albrecht Ritschl 

but especially the methodological insights of this late idealist enabled Troeltsch to 

come somewhat to grips with naturalism. First, however, I must mention a third 

sphere of influence within which Troeltsch's flexible mind sought its way -- not 

unaccompanied by tensions with Ritschlian theology -- namely, that of the "history 

of religions school" (Religionsgeschichtliche Schule). The newer historical theology 

of the eighties whetted his historical appetite. Feverishly, he devoured Wellhausen 

and Kuenen, Hase and then Harnack as well. In Göttingen he was influenced 

especially by the capricious, imposing personality of Paul de Lagarde, who inspired 

his historical investigations and enriched them with a new philological method. De 

Lagarde and, not to be forgotten, Bernard Duhn impelled Troeltsch and other young 

scholars (Bousset, Wrede, Gunkel, Eichhorn, Rahlfs, Hackmann) in the direction of 

                                                           
82 Troeltsch, "Die 'kleine Göttinger Fakultät' von 1890." CW 34 (1920): 282. 

83 Troeltsch, Das Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie, pp. vff. See also 2.1.1. 

84 Lotze had not "departed just as I [Troeltsch] came to Göttingen," as Troeltsch states in his 

autobiography "Meine Bucher" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 5). Lotze had already departed for 

Berlin in 1881. 
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the history of religions (Religionsgeschichte).85 In retrospect it can probably be said 

that it was less Lotze and Ritschl and more these historically-minded thinkers who 

determined the direction of Troeltsch's future development. 

It was during these student years that Troeltsch began, with the 

presumptuousness of youth, to search for an all-encompassing picture of the 

development of religions within the still broader framework of a world history of 

human cultures -- a superhuman problem! Yet, even if restricted to the coherences of 

Christianity and European cultural development, the topic was scarcely manageable. 

Before long he was compelled to concentrate mainly on the cardinal question of the 

contemporary relation between the Christian religion and modern, secularized 

culture with all its tensions and contradictions. How had this cleavage in modern 

history originated? A very considerable number of historical studies by Troeltsch 

revolve around this burning question. To this category belongs also the theme of his 

"Habilitationsschrift," Vernunft und Offenbarung bei Johann Gerhard und 

Melanchthon [Reason and revelation in Johann Gerhard and Melanchthon], which he 

presented in 1891, after serving for a year as a vicar in Munich, to the faculty at 

Göttingen. 

Just one year later, at the age of twenty-seven, Troeltsch became associated as 

a professor with the university at Bonn. Thereafter, beginning in 1894, he held a 

regular professorship at Heidelberg. Here -- as previously at Bonn -- he taught 

systematic theology together with ethics. In 1910 he received a mandate to teach 

philosophy as well, at Heidelberg. The fields in which he published grew steadily 

broader too. As a theologian and as a historian and philosopher of religion, he was 

an inspiring leader for many young people. Yet in other fields also -- in the history 

and philosophy of culture, in ethics, and eventually in the fields of sociology of 

religion and the methodology and philosophy of history -- he acquired a name and 

international renown. 

It was not, however, an insatiable thirst for knowledge, let alone ambition, that 

led him to undertake such extensive studies in all these fields. They were sooner 

demanded by the nature of the case, by the pressing problem of modern life with its 

spiritual cleavage and uprootedness. Here everything was interrelated with 

everything else! How is Christianity understandable without a totality picture of 

religious life as such? How, in its turn, does religion fit into culture viewed as a 

whole; and how, in particular, can Christianity be reintegrated into Western culture? 

How, furthermore, is our culture rooted in the natural basis of economic-social life, 

and what is its relation to the physical world? Yes, how, finally, did the total 

constellation of our civilization come forth from the womb of the past: where did its 

rise and fall begin, and how, in the flowing stream of history, do we find something 

to hold onto and regain a strong, integrated way of life? In short, it was the 

                                                           
85 Troeltsch, "Die 'kleine Göttinger Fakultät' von 1890." CW 34 (1920): 282. 
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background of historicism that prompted Troeltsch to engage in ever more 

encompassing studies. 

From this standpoint, Troeltsch was never a professional theologian in the 

academic sense of the term. Confronted by the dire need of modern culture, he 

referred to most theological disputes, already in one of his first publications, as "a 

children's quarrel in a house aflame" (II, 238). Telling too is the account he gave 

later of his transfer to the University of Berlin where, in the spring of 1915, he 

received an extremely broad assignment in philosophy (in the philosophy of culture, 

philosophy of history, philosophy of religion, and history of the Christian religion):86 

 

All in all, publicly, too, I had outgrown somewhat the theological faculty, even if I had 

always carried out its practical educational tasks with the sincerest regard for its lofty 

subject matter and with humane love for my students.… So it is understandable that in 

1915 I took the opportunity that presented itself to resettle as philosopher at the 

philosophical faculty of the Berlin university. (IV, 12-13; Kraay)87 

 

Troeltsch was not purely a philosopher, either. The nature of his thought 

propelled him -- as we shall see -- towards practice: he got involved in cultural and 

political activities. Early on, while at Heidelberg, he represented the University for 

eight years in the Baden First Chamber. Later, from the time of the First World War, 

while residing in Berlin, he was very directly affected by and involved in politics, in 

the political and national drama that was played out over Germany in war and 

revolution. Many speeches and publications attest to this. Although an ardent patriot, 

in 1917 he joined the Popular Alliance for Freedom and Fatherland (Volksbund für 

Freiheit und Vaterland), which had been founded the year before, and, becoming a 

member of its Board, carried on open resistance to German annexationist intentions 

in the event of victory. After the war he became an adherent of the Democratic Party 

and in that capacity also a member, in 1919, of the Prussian state legislature. From 

1919 to 1921 he also served in an adjunct function as parliamentary under-secretary 

and state secretary in the Prussian Department of Religion. His friendship with 

Walther Rathenau, the eventually assassinated minister of foreign affairs, is well 

known.88 It was even suggested that Troeltsch should be made a candidate for the 

presidency of the nation.89 

                                                           
86 Cf. Walther Köhler, Ernst Troeltsch, pp. 331-32; and Ulrich Pretzel, "Ernst Troeltschs 

Berufung an die Berliner Universität." 

87 The theological faculty would gladly have granted Troeltsch an additional assignment, but, 

according to Köhler, the ecclesiastical authorities prevented that because of his radical insights -- he 

had become the recognized systematician of the "history of religions" school. Pretzel shows that the 

responsible government minister also had objection: there should be no mixing of philosophy and 

theology! 

88 Troeltsch, "Walther Rathenau." 

89 Cf. W. Köhler, Ernst Troeltsch, pp. 292ff.; W. F. Kasch, Die Sozialphilosophie von Ernst 

Troeltsch, p. 324. 
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Fortunately, that did not materialize. Troeltsch in the last analysis was not a 

realistic politician but a realistic ethicist who desired to imbue state and culture with 

new, inspiring ideals. In March 1921 he withdrew from politics in order to devote 

himself again completely to science (which includes for him the social sciences, 

historiography, and even theoretical ethics). Troeltsch was of the opinion that he 

could serve his country, yes, Western Christian civilization as a whole -- for he was 

concerned with nothing less than that -- best by decisively diagnosing its decline and 

decay and confronting it with the profound need for a "new cultural synthesis." War 

and revolution had ruined Germany economically and politically, and Troeltsch was 

certainly aware of the threat that that entailed. Yet, he was more heavily burdened by 

another effect of the world war: the spiritual derailment of the Western world. He 

committed all his powers to the struggle for the preservation and renewal of the great 

Occidental heritage. Then, suddenly, there was a changing of the guard. Struck down 

by an embolism in the lung, he died February 1, 1923. 

 

 

The Problem (2) 

 

Back to earlier years! In 1893 and '94 there appeared from Troeltsch's hand a series 

of extensive articles entitled "Die christliche Weltanschauung und ihre 

Gegenströmungen" [The Christian worldview and its countermovements]. This study 

is characteristic for the first phase of Troeltsch's thought, to which this chapter is 

restricted. Theologically, Troeltsch is still typically a Ritschlian; philosophically, he 

is heavily influenced by Lotze. Thus he proposes little independently -- which means 

that this period is certainly not the most interesting one in his life to study. And yet -- 

it is the portal to the later, historicist development. For that reason, an analysis of 

"Die christliche Weltanschauung" cannot be omitted. 

 

The older essay … contains both the starting points of the elaboration of my thought and 

their root so clearly that it can very well serve for understanding them. (II, 227; Kraay) 

 

In one sense, moreover, this work is original after all, or at least characteristic 

for Troeltsch: in its frank presentation of Western secularization.90 The modern 

world suffers -- according to Troeltsch -- from the ill of an inner cleavage. Since the 

Enlightenment a discord has become apparent between the autonomous forces of a 

"this-worldly" culture and the thoroughly repulsed spirituality of the Christian 

religion. Impoverishment and disintegration of worldly culture has been the result, as 

well as a terrifying religious crisis, the end of which is by no means in sight, hidden 

                                                           
90 According to A. J. Nijk (Secularisatie, pp. 31ff.), Troeltsch is one of the first thinkers to have 

employed the idea of secularization as a philosophical and theoretical category. 
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though it may be behind the façade of the privileged position which state churches 

enjoy in various European countries. 

The real remedy for this cleavage is the recovery of a sound and, to the extent 

possible, integral conception of human life in which the changing approaches and 

results of science and culture on the one hand and the Christian worldview on the 

other are re-attuned to each other. To this end, secularized culture will have to have, 

for its part, a contemporary orientation to the basic notions of religion, which do not 

necessarily coincide with some ecclesiastical doctrine or scholastic theology. To this 

end, likewise, the theologians will have to emerge from the narrow walls and 

ecclesiastical ties of their discipline to throw themselves into the great battle of ideas 

in public life. It is there that a stand needs to be taken and liaison sought with 

philosophical and scientific conceptions that satisfy the basic Christian insights. That 

they can be unified needs to be demonstrated, and that, according to Troeltsch, is the 

central task of theology.91 The frightful gap between religious faith and modern 

science must be bridged. Only so can progressive cultural levelling be resisted and 

Christian truth, which otherwise would be supported only by the small basis of the 

experience of faith, concomitantly find broader, if indirect, confirmation. 

 

To point out this possible consonance [of christian experience and world view with groups 

of facts known from elsewhere] has always been the vital nerve and true concern of all 

theology.… Ever since the new science, toward the end of the religious war, won over the 

hearts of those weary with battles of belief, and the great cultural upheaval of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries began, large movements came forward armed with 

completely new facts and notions, and confronting christian piety with a crushing welter 

of new problems. Here the agonizing religious crisis began; we are caught in the middle of 

it, unable to say how it will end; we can only … say that it strives toward a settlement 

between science and religion. Since then we have lacked the wholeness in our spiritual life 

… without which sustained and satisfying cultivation of our tasks is not possible. (II, 229-

30; Kraay)92 

 

Thus the central question for Troeltsch is, "Which philosophical and scientific 

currents are irreconcilably opposed to the Christian worldview and with which ones 

can the latter be united?" We see, then, that he associates the basic conceptions of 

Christianity with certain idealist theories about nature, morality, art, and the idea of 

development (reminiscent of the four main themes of Kant's critiques). And, at the 

same time, we learn what Troeltsch's own position is concerning the grand problems 

of metaphysics, ethics, religion, and -- last but not least -- history. His argument 

pivots (even here!) on the last problem: the question concerning the idea of 

development and the legitimacy of historicism. With that, the order of the remainder 

of this chapter is also indicated. 

 

                                                           
91 Thus already in Vernunft und Offenbarung, 1891. See further 2.1.1. 

92 Cf. Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 324ff. 
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1.2 Metaphysics Based on Epistemology 

 

 

The Problem of Nature, and the Idealist Position (1) 

 

Troeltsch's philosophical reflection begins, as indeed it must, with naturalism, the 

question that intrigued from his youth. He needs to find an answer to the challenging 

pretension that the universe is a closed, determined system regulated purely by 

mechanical laws. Should this be true, all was lost. All attempts to renew culture, to 

ennoble the human ethos, and to re-activate human responsibility would run 

shipwreck on the rock-hard logic of nature. Here, he believes, not only the 

philosophy of culture and of religion but the meaning of the whole of human life is 

at stake. Certainly the natural-scientific world picture cannot be denied, but its scope 

must be curtailed. To that end Troeltsch bases himself on Lotze's idealism and, more 

generally speaking, on the critical position of Immanuel Kant. 

Kant had taught that we may not consider mechanically determined nature to 

be the real world, the world in itself. It is only the phenomenal reality. Indeed, we 

know mechanical reality, but we know it only because and insofar as it appears 

within the human spirit. Mechanical nature is therefore dependent on the human 

spirit. Under all circumstances it is thus not nature but the spirit that has priority. All 

attempts of the natural sciences to explain the spirit and its activities in terms of 

nature are therefore vain. They would cut off the branch on which science itself is 

seated. 

 

It can be shown quite easily, however, that this materialistic appraisal of natural-scientific 

facts is not only readily avoided but also quite impossible. One word will fell this foe (ein 

Wörtlein kann diesen Gegner fällen): nature with all its laws, as we know it, exists in our 

mind only, and in a way is directly a product of mind, that is, its representation. (II, 242; 

Kraay)93 

 

 

Kant, Lotze, and Inductive Metaphysics (2) 

 

From this idealist point of departure, the next question for Troeltsch is whether and 

to what extent the human spirit can penetrate the hidden metaphysical essence of 

nature. Here he sought orientation in Kant and Hermann Lotze. Kant, as we have 

seen, thought it an impossible task to know reality in itself. Yet he retained the 

mysterious "thing in itself" as the necessary background for the so-called 

                                                           
93 In the tradition of Kant, Troeltsch rejects not only the coarse, materialistic variations of 

naturalism but also its more mitigated forms, including the psycho-physical parallelism, so popular in 

his day, which views spiritual activity as a parallel side-effect of material change (G. Th. Fechner). 

Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 264; cf. vol. 4, p. 6. 
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phenomenal, empirical world. The nineteenth-century positivists, however, averse as 

they were to speculation, eventually rejected Kant's shadowy, hypothetical reality in 

itself and clung instead to empirical reality, that is, to the facts and the 

intertwinement of facts positively given to human experience. 

Now, the advance of the natural sciences, which -- entirely in the spirit of 

positivism -- had restricted themselves in their method to the facts of experience, had 

everywhere made a deep impression. Even in psychology this method had proved 

extremely fruitful. It is no wonder that, as a result, even the late idealists found 

themselves forced to discount these methodological restrictions in their philosophy. 

This was also true of Lotze. An erudite specialist in physiology and psychology, he 

sought the starting point for science and philosophy in experience as it is given to 

and appropriated by the human mind. Yet he was of the judgment that a 

philosophical ontology limited to this experience was incomplete. Even Kant, as he 

saw it, had not gone far enough when he called the "thing in itself" unknowable. On 

the other hand, he turned increasingly against Hegelian metaphysics, which had no 

respect at all for the limits of experience while maintaining that reason had direct 

access to the ground of reality. 

Lotze had something else in mind -- a special kind of metaphysics that I want 

to describe here. Lotze wanted a metaphysics which, while based critically in the 

first instance on facts and observations, would carefully draw the line on through 

from the facts of experience to the general ground of reality supposedly discoverable 

behind the multiplicity of facts. In other words, what he had in mind was a 

metaphysics based not on a priori reasoning or deduction but on a kind of empirical 

generalization or induction -- that is, an inductive rather than a deductive 

metaphysics.94 Such a conception is also appealing to Troeltsch, who refers to it as 

"a metaphysics on an epistemological basis" (II, 240). This is not a bad label, for 

already Lotze was seeking the starting point for his inductive arguments in 

epistemology. It was in the first instance epistemological considerations that made 

him search for a metaphysical reality behind the human ego and its knowledge.95 

Lotze indicated that the question concerning the real nature of the things we 

know formed the true crux of his considerations. The positivists' answer to this 

problem had been skeptically to ignore the question, and the idealists' answer had 

been to degrade real things to a shadowy existence as the content of thought of the 

human or divine spirit. Lotze, however, was of the judgment that the independent 

existence and essential uniqueness of things are compelling and that if we know 

things, we know them not just as phenomena but as such, that is, as unique and 

independent. He believed we do justice to this undeniable state of affairs solely 

when, by way of analogy, we attribute to the things around us a similar status as we 

                                                           
94 Cf. H. Lotze, Mikrokosmus, vol. 3, p. 463; Eng. tr., vol. 2, pp. 577-78. 

95 Both Troeltsch and H. Lotze come close to the so-called "critical realism" developed by Ed. 

von Hartmann. 
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ascribe to the reality immediately accessible to the knowledge of man, namely, the 

human spirit itself. 

Thus, proceeding from epistemological problems, which Kant had already 

perceived to lie at the basis of all human experience, Lotze ascended ever so 

carefully the steep steps of inductive and indirect argumentation until he arrived at a 

doctrine of "panpsychism."96 Not only human beings but all material entities may be 

considered at bottom (an  sich) to be psychical realities, a conception that was also 

defended, at least in principle, by such contemporaries of Lotze's as Fechner, Wundt, 

and von Hartmann. 

There is a great deal in Lotze that also recalls Leibniz. Lotze's viewpoint could 

be called monadological idealism, an idealist philosophy in which all things are 

looked upon as psychical monads. The main difference would be that in contrast to 

Leibniz's "windowless" monads, Lotze's units would stand in an inner coherence of 

psychic or spiritual interaction.97 

It is this doctrine of monads in Lotze's sense that we find again in Troeltsch. 

Troeltsch too stresses that we in fact proceed on the assumption that the things we 

know really exist, independent of our knowledge of them. He claims, moreover, that 

all reality outside the human mind can be thought only as being analogous to the sole 

reality we know in actuality and as from within: the human spirit. He also adopts 

Lotze's view of the dynamic interaction of the monads. 

 

In the view of the world as given to us nature and its conformity to law is only 

representation in the human mind. But there are things outside of the mind. What these 

things are can be inferred indirectly only. They can be understood, in analogy to the 

human mind, only as being-for-itself, and hence must be, to some degree of mental life, 

centers of activity-for-itself. This sounds far-fetched, but considerations of this sort cannot 

do without a certain amount of boldness. It is the old idea of the doctrine of monads -- 

taking into consideration interaction going on among them. (II, 246; Kraay) 

 

Summarizing this section, we can say that Troeltsch's original starting point is 

a metaphysics of nature constructed along the lines indicated by Hermann Lotze. 

Next, we can note that with the help of this metaphysics, Troeltsch succeeds, at least 

tentatively, in rigorously resisting the claims of naturalism, because this metaphysics 

culminates in the thought that the spirit has priority not only in our knowledge of 

reality but also in external, natural reality itself.98 Finally, we can state that in this 

metaphysics of nature Troeltsch finds a middle way between Kantian criticism and 

                                                           
96 H. Lotze, Mikrokosmus, vol. 3, pp. 514-48, esp. p. 531; Eng. tr., vol. 2, pp. 626-58, esp. p. 642: 

"this assumption of a soul [Beseelung ] in all things." 

97"There is therefore nothing else than an eternal universal inner stream of reciprocal action in 

things" (H. Lotze, Mikrokosmus, vol. 3, p. 510; Eng. tr., vol. 2, p. 622). 

98However, Troeltsch does not mean to suggest that material things possess as clear a 

consciousness as does man. On the contrary, this spiritual life can vary in intensity and be semi-

conscious or even unconscious -- conceptions we find from Leibnz to the latest literature (e.g., 

Teilhard de Chardin). 
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Hegelian a priori metaphysics. In fact, it may be observed at this juncture that it is 

this a posteriori metaphysics based on a more or less inductive way of reasoning 

which in the next stage of Troeltsch's development will already become fruitful for 

his metaphysics of history, yes, characteristic of the historicism he then develops. 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3 Teleological Ethics 

 

 

The Ethical Motive Behind Troeltsch's Monadology:  

The Autonomy of the Spirit (1) 

 

As far as Lotze was concerned, there was certainly also a practical, ethical motive 

involved in his philosophy, and it was perhaps even the decisive argument for his 

monadology.99 Lotze desired to construct a worldview that would satisfy the inner 

needs of our faith and feelings just as much as it would satisfy our theoretical 

insights. Like Kant before him, he aimed at a synthesis between theoretical 

knowledge and practical, moral consciousness. So he raised the question: What is the 

meaning of nature as we know it with the endless distances of its stars and planets, 

with the restless movements of its atoms and elementary forces? Or does it have no 

meaning and is it only a fixed mechanism that happens to run the way it runs? And 

like Kant, Lotze answered with an appeal to "practical reason," stating that this 

suggestion would be unbearable for our practical, moral sense. Thus for practical 

rather than for theoretical reasons Lotze was convinced that the universe is a means 

in God's hands to realize the highest goal, moral goodness. But does God realize his 

purpose through an inanimate instrumentarium that is oblivious to its own being and 

meaning? Lotze rejected this idea too as being morally unbearable. In short, it was 

not only epistemological but also ethical considerations which led him to the 

conclusion that the cosmos is not mainly a soulless substance. 

This ethical motive shows up again in a very telling way in Troeltsch. 

Troeltsch's argument is also a practical argument; it can perhaps be summed up 

briefly in the statement that if reality has a meaning and if it is spirit that is aware of 

the meaning of reality, then it must also be spirit that constitutes this meaning. 

 

No matter how important the role played by logical considerations in the recognition of 

the priority of the mind in the ontology of metaphysical idealism sketched so far, a 

                                                           
99 Cf. F. Überweg, Grundriss, vol. 4, p. 305: "The moment most convincing for [Lotze] himself 

appears to have been a value moment." 
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practical motif, too, was intrinsic to it, which tells us to recognize mind as the more 

valuble, as precisely that which experiences the meaning of reality and thereby also 

constitutes it. (II, 249; Kraay) 

 

To Troeltsch's mind this transition to ethics is also important because a 

monadological ontology based on a critical epistemology can only safeguard the 

independence of spirit in a negative way, by explaining its subjection to the 

mechanism of nature as an absurdity. In ethical self-reflection, however, a more 

royal road can be travelled. Spirit, or at least the human spirit, can be assured of its 

own sovereignty and freedom also in a positive way, by making itself conscious of 

its own content. Only when we realize that spirit bears within itself as its own duty 

the inner and unconditional validity of the moral law have we truly recognized and 

authentically established its autonomy vis-à-vis determined nature. Here Troeltsch is 

speaking entirely in the spirit of Kant. 

 

This concept of freedom cannot be drawn from a mere opposition of nature and mind, but 

only from the evidence of an independent content of the mind. (II, 249; Kraay) 

 

 

The Goal of Ethics. 

Dangers of Aestheticism and Historicism (2) 

 

Yet, Troeltsch's ethics is not purely Kantian. On the contrary, Troeltsch ascribes to 

Kant's practical philosophy a defect similar to the one he sees in scholastic moral 

philosophy. In Catholic and Protestant scholasticism since the Middle Ages, the 

conviction had prevailed that the starting point of ethics should be the natural moral 

law (lex natura) innate in every man, which would find its confirmation and 

supernatural completion in divine revelation. This natural law would nevertheless 

also, since engraven in the human conscience, be knowable through intuition. 

According to Troeltsch a similar intuitionism is found in Kant's doctrine of the 

categorical imperative, which could be known strictly by a priori  intuition, namely, 

as the pure form of a general law for moral acts. 

Troeltsch notices serious lacunae in such intuitionist theories. They invariably 

presuppose that the moral law is universal and uniform, and as a consequence they 

fail to take adequate account of what has been discovered by the British empiricists 

and moralists especially, and corroborated more recently by psychology and 

historical science: the moral goal or telos as a factor constitutive for ethical life, and 

the closely related factor of the historical diversity of norms. 

 

It is the discovery of the meaning of "purpose" or "end" for the moral and of the factual, 

patch-quilted variety of the imperative. (II, 252; Kraay) 

 

Troeltsch calls attention to several teleological moments in moral action. First, 

moral action requires a moral motivation (like any action); this motivation is 
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prompted by the adumbration of a certain feeling of pleasure or of some good that is 

to be experienced. Secondly, moral action involves more than mere conformity to a 

formal, general law: it seeks to actualize concrete individual or communal 

circumstances. Thirdly, it is not a series of individual acts of obedience; it aims 

sooner at confirmation of the total human personality. Fourthly, acting in accordance 

with a norm also leads, as we know from experience, to normalization and elevation 

of external circumstances: it leads to health, peace, order, and rest. Finally, there is 

also the basic conviction of man that happiness and morality are ultimately 

inseparable; the one must somehow be intertwined with the other in a teleological 

perspective. These are all final moments to be acknowledged in the human ethos. 

According to Troeltsch, they will lead inevitably to a factual diversity of moral 

conceptions instead of to a single intuitive standard morality. This can even be 

confirmed historically. 

 

First, psychological analysis shows that, for moral acts as much as for any other, a 

motivation is required -- that is, a representation of an attainable good that can be 

experienced, or of a desire, or of an elevation of the quality of life.… Next, it becomes 

clear that the moral fact does not at all consist in a mere formal subsumption under a 

law…, but in the great majority of cases consists in bringing about specific conditions 

with a specific meaning and value for private or collective life.… Further, not the single 

act of obedience is at issue … but the moral bone and marrow of the personality. 

Experience then shows that action in accordance with these imperatives alone actually 

makes possible the attainment of life's goals, also outwardly.… Add to this, finally, the 

overall conviction that between … the drive to happiness and satisfaction of life on the 

one hand, and morality on the other, an intrinsic connection must exist, in which … the 

teleological view is somehow the superior. Purpose rules the world of mind as causality 

rules the world of nature.… And the factual diversity of moral views also accords with 

this. (II, 253-54; Kraay) 

 

Not intuitionism but only positivism with its eudaemonistic ethics and post-

Kantian idealism with its ethics of moral goods can satisfy in one way or another this 

teleological structure of the ethos. As for the positivists, they at least sense that 

moral action is goal-oriented, and they are aware of the many and diversified aims 

that determine the patterns of moral action of persons and groups. Troeltsch rejects, 

however, the utilitarian starting point of their ethics as well as the naturalistic 

starting point of their epistemology. He seeks to maintain the principle that, as far as 

truly moral behavior is concerned, we do good not for the sake of its useful effects 

but (as we saw) because of its unconditional validity. 

Does this objection land Troeltsch in the opposite camp of German idealism? 

Undoubtedly, his sympathies lie more in this direction. Yet Hegel and 

Schleiermacher and those around them also come in for criticism. Strongly 

influenced by Romantic aestheticism, they had interpreted morality as the pure, 

integral self-realization of human personality in the individual's full deployment of 

all his potential and talents. Analogously, they considered it possible for culture to 

become moral as a self-realization of "objective mind." Culture too, as the objective 
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precipitate of mind, would be involved in a necessary evolution of the total spirit, an 

evolution within and from primitive, natural relations towards ever higher forms of 

morality. Culture would be involved in the harmonious deployment of all human 

potentials: in the spiritualizing of nature and in the concretizing of the spirit. This 

was the basis for their idealist conception of norms. Moral norms were not inferred 

positivistically from reflections about the material goals of society; moral norms 

were considered rather to be immediately given with the autonomous, creative 

essence of the spirit. Moral norms were the inner formative forces and structural 

moments of the spirit's development. 

For Troeltsch the attractive element of this idealist theory lies in morality's 

retention in it of its teleological but also of its irreducible and autonomous character. 

Yet Troeltsch also criticizes this theory, and not just because it speculatively 

subsumes free morality under the necessary course of the universal spirit (II, 258, 

266). He rejects especially its aesthetic monism. To his mind, it is untenable to argue 

that morality gradually reveals itself in an increasing union of the natural and 

spiritual. 

What, then, is tenable? According to Troeltsch, morality supposes struggle and 

contradiction. Alongside and in opposition to the moral there arises the immoral and 

amoral. The sovereign self-determination and moral freedom of the spirit always 

mean resistance to nature, also to the natural tendencies inherent within the human 

soul. Morality is not the union but the distinction of nature and spirit. Morality is the 

autonomous responsibility of the spirit to bring its duty to bear against all natural 

urges and passions, also in the different fields of human culture. In short, Troeltsch 

is led here not by the aestheticism of Schleiermacher's cultural ethics but rather by 

Fichte's cultural ethics, which is anti-aesthetical and goes back to Kant's dialectical 

opposition of nature and freedom. 

 

As concerns the basic ideas of this speculative ethics: for a long time and from widely 

diverging sides its abstract, general understanding of the moral as activity or effectivity of 

"reason" is characterized as inadequate. In real life only a portion of the operations of 

mind appears as specifically moral; that segment, namely, which is subject to specific 

norms of obligation and to the awareness of "I ought." The rational moral values are 

wrested from the morally indifferent and the immoral; only he who has achieved complete 

morality would be able to mould his every deed in terms of such norms -- but this remains 

always a beckoning ideal. (II, 258; Kraay) 

 

Does not such a teleological ethics become, however, as it did in the case of 

Fichte and many other post-Kantian idealists, an opening for historicism? Already at 

this early stage Troeltsch connects the colorful diversity of moral convictions to the 

historical process -- as we saw -- and to the way in which cultural goods have 

become teleologically differentiated in this process. Already at this early stage he 

desires to remove morality from the mystical sphere of absoluteness to which Kant 

and the promulgators of natural law had elevated it and restore it to its "historical 

relativity and conditionedness" (II, 253). Yet, he still shrinks back from the full 
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consequences of this thought. The entrance of historicism is temporarily delayed by 

Lotze's teleology and Ritschl's theology. 

 

 

Lotze's Doctrine of Correlative Values  

and His Teleological Idealism (3) 

 

Troeltsch's orientation to Kant and Fichte brings him at last onto the path taken by 

Lotze, whose ethics was teleological and yet, at bottom, anti-historicist. Thus, it is 

desirable to make a few additional observations here about Lotze and the teleological 

character of his ethics. This teleological character is evident from his theory of moral 

motivations and of the moral good. According to Lotze, psychology had made clear 

that the "moral good" will be recognized as valuable and be striven after only when 

it proves capable of causing a specific moral pleasure.100 The good is not some 

universal, Platonic idea, not just an intuited metaphysical entity. As if the good could 

exist in itself, apart from its being enjoyed! The same is true of the so-called moral, 

or cultural, goods: not one comprises in itself, separated from its relation to the 

participants, a standard of moral goodness.101 In other words, moral goods 

presuppose moral motivations. 

Lotze has become known for introducing the term "value" from economic 

theory and practice into the philosophical dictionary. His famous distinction between 

the "world of existing reality" (Welt der  seienden Wirklichkeit) and the "world of 

worth, of ought to be" (Welt  der sein sollenden Werthe)102 was subsequently 

incorporated by the neokantians into their philosophy of value. Yet, this kinship 

must not lead to a misinterpretation of Lotze! What he understood by "worth" or by 

"values" might fluctuate in the extreme, but the term would by no means have 

signified an independent realm of a priori valid norms. What he said of the good -- 

that it must be enjoyed in order to be good -- is true, as he saw it, for all values: 

"worth can exist only for a sensitive subject."103 

For all that, Lotze's theory of values was definitely not subjectivistic. 

According to him the theme of moral pleasure need not lead to a psychologizing of 

morality. Lotze's starting point was that the moral imperatives have an unconditional 

validity. The good is not a derivative of subjective feelings of pleasure. Nor could it 

                                                           
100 Cf. E. Spiess, Die Religionstheorie von Ernst Troeltsch, p. 65. 

101 Hence Lotze's remark: "Good and good things do not exist as such independent of the feeling, 

willing, and knowing mind; they have reality only as living movements of such a mind. What is good 

in itself is some felt bliss; what we call good things are means to this good but are not themselves this 

good until they have been transformed into enjoyment; the only thing that is really good is that Living 

Love that wills the blessedness of others. And it is just this that is the Good-in-itself."  Mikrokosmus, 

vol. 3, p. 615; Eng. tr., vol. 2, p. 721. 

102 H. Lotze, Mikrokosmus, vol. 3, p. 229; Eng. tr., vol. 2, p. 346. 

103 H. Lotze, Mikrokosmus, vol. 3, p. 614; Eng. tr., vol. 2, p. 720. 
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be, since such feelings are always qualified feelings. They exist in themselves no 

more than do the values to which they are related: "Pleasure in itself is an incomplete 

thought."104 This means that Lotze desired to consider neither values nor feelings 

about values in isolation. As he saw it, values and feelings presuppose and determine 

each other. They function only in a lively and interactive relationship -- in 

correlation! This is also the opinion of the young Troeltsch. Under the influence of 

Lotze, the maxim that morality deserves to be respected for its own sake and the 

teleological theme of the feeling of moral pleasure which has to be activated are 

taken together in a correlative sense by Troeltsch.105 

Just how teleological and yet antihistoricist Lotze's ethics is becomes apparent 

when it is placed within the framework of his entire philosophy, which Lotze himself 

called "teleological idealism." With this term he wanted to say -- again, not without 

kinship to Leibniz -- that reality as a whole, with all its splendor and all its sadness, 

ultimately can be conceived of from the standpoint of a religious-ethical faith as 

being in conformity with and directed towards something which Lotze described as 

"unconditional worth -- an unconditional ought" (ein unbedingt Werthvolles, ein 

Seinsollendes). Speaking more concretely, he asserted that reality is directed towards 

the ideas of the good, the beautiful, and the holy as the indivisible goal that gives 

value to all beings and all events. Lotze considered even the "mechanism" that is 

nature (as we saw it interpreted) to be a means in God's hand to the realization of this 

highest, suprahistorical final goal.106 

If we compare Troeltsch with Lotze again, we can say that Troeltsch too does 

not wish to limit ethics to a variety of autonomous norms, including cultural values, 

even if they are motivated by a feeling of moral pleasure. Behind the great historical 

diversity of norms and values, teleological in themselves, something else must be 

postulated -- an objective telos, a highest good, a final, meaningful destiny for all 

reality and all history, a terminus which would include both the self-realization of 

human personality and a corresponding salutary development of the external human 

world. 

 

On the other hand is equally clear … that recognition of a teleological moment in ethics 

cannot be limited to this [i.e., to the power of moral motivation], but must lead to the 

presentation of an ultimate goal of ethics -- objective, conferring on existence content and 

meaning, guiding action to unity of purpose; it must lead to the idea of the highest good. 

This highest good does not consist in attaining to an ideal personal worth only, but 

includes a normal and wholesome development of external life. (II, 259; Kraay) 

 

 

                                                           
104 H. Lotze, Mikrokosmus, vol. 2, p. 320; Eng. tr., vol. 1, p. 694. 

105 The proof and importance of this matter will appear in connection with the position Troeltsch 

takes in the controversy between Ritschlianism and historicism (see 1.5.3). 

106 H. Lotze, Mikrokosmus, vol. 3, p. 229, Eng. tr., vol. 2, p. 346; cf. also vol. 2, pp. 13-17, Eng. 

tr., vol. 1, pp. 415-18; Überweg, Grundriss, vol. 4, p. 304. 
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The Paradox of Moral Imperative  

and Highest Good (4) 

 

This ethical position confronts Troeltsch with an antinomy between moral 

imperative and moral goal. Can the moral norm, which must be respected for its own 

sake, be bound to the striving towards a highest good? For Troeltsch, there can only 

be a religious-metaphysical solution to this question, namely, that from a human 

standpoint the imperatives must be declared obligatory ends in themselves but that 

from the divine coign of vantage they must be understood as concrete means and 

forms for the realization of the final goal. This solution is again derived from 

Lotze.107  

 

Let me mention but a few philosophers, each of whom starts out from quite different 

principles: Von Hartmann, Sidgwick and especially, again, Lotze. To be sure, according to 

them the imperatives are, for the subject, underived and impinging entities, but in the unity 

of the Absolute, or in the divine world-order (or however one would express it, depending 

on one's position) they are forms of realization that bring nearer the ultimate goal of 

mankind, the integral, total purpose of humanity's existence; they are forms of realization 

to which people -- initially unaware of this coherence -- subject themselves, contrary to 

the natural-sensual inclinations, for the sake of their life-enriching worth. (II, 260; Kraay) 

 

We can conclude that Troeltsch's attitude is clearly ambivalent. On the one 

hand, he approaches Fichte's historicism, and he does not hesitate to conceive of 

history as the "immanent disclosure," led by great heroes, of all that is entailed in the 

universal spirit of morality. On the other hand, he makes the historical diversity of 

norms into an instrument serving a supra-temporal and supra-individual goal (telos) 

which by guaranteeing the essential unity of morality would stave off historicism, at 

least for a while. Matter and spirit, nature and history shine in the light of their 

supra-temporal and supra-historical meaning and destiny. 

 

The development of morality, then, takes place primarily … in the inner unfolding of 

moral reason emerging together with the general advance of the spirit, and coming to the 

fore with the ever new and profounder demands, particularly in leading heroes. (II, 260; 

Kraay) 

In all the confusion of opinions we still see retained both the recognition of obliging 

imperatives, constituting the dignity of mankind, and belief in ideal goods of 

supertemporal and superindividual worth, as the two major perspectives, understood in 

terms of a particular ethical disposition resulting from moral development. Discovery of 

the historical diversity of morality in no way abolishes the basic uniformity of the 

phenomenon. Recognition of the significance of the goal leaves untouched its ideal 

character which at the same time poses the ideal dictates of reason that lead to it.… Belief 

in the ideal content and worth of the human spirit, lifting the spirit above the merely 

                                                           
107 Cf. H. Lotze, Mikrokosmus, vol. 3, pp. 589-91, Eng. tr., vol. 2, pp. 697-99; Überweg, 

Grundriss, vol. 4, p. 305. 
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sensible and natural through freedom, and conferring upon it timeless meaning -- such 

belief is observed in this form also. (II, 261; Kraay) 

 

It is questionable, however, whether all moral purposes can be integrated 

without difficulty into such a single, grand perspective. This consideration leads 

Troeltsch to make a further distinction, between human and religious morality. That, 

however, is a point that can only be addressed within the framework of the subject of 

the following section: religion. 

 

1.4 Religion and Religious Ethics 

 

 

Romanticism and the Independence of Religion (1) 

 

We saw how Troeltsch overcame the naturalism which had so fascinated him as a 

youth, with the help of Lotze's metaphysics of nature and his ethics. In the process, 

however, he was swept into the current of idealism and confronted with another 

perplexing problem: romantic aestheticism. The ethical reservations Troeltsch 

harbored against this view proved to be not without weight. Yet his religious 

objections are perhaps even weightier. For what, it may be asked, remains of religion 

and faith in God in such an aesthetical monism? God's sole remaining function is to 

rejoice passively in reality's colorful play of forms; or else -- what is worse -- he is 

swallowed up in this world of immanent evolutions! Aestheticism leads, sooner or 

later -- and that is Troeltsch's basic objection -- to pantheistic universalism, to blind 

optimism, to a religion of beauty and harmony that ignores guilt and suffering, to the 

glorification of an apotheosized nature. 

Troeltsch protests against this rose-colored, immanentist-romantic, notion of 

religion, with arguments borrowed from the psychology of religion. The latter has 

shown that religion is an independent phenomenon in human life. Troeltsch 

undoubtedly values the fact that in the romantic worldviews of Hamann, Herder, 

Jacobi, and (not to forget) Schleiermacher religion has been released from the 

Kantian closet of moralistic rationalism.108 Nevertheless, he fears that in the glare of 

a sunny aestheticism, religion decidedly loses something that seems to him to be 

essential to it, namely, its relation to the mysterious and sublime. In that case 

violence is done once again, although in a different way than in Kant, to the 

distinctive character of religion, and its independence is once again put at risk. 

 

Of course, we can primarily point only to the intrinsic self-awareness of all religion, which 

does not cling to the gentle and the serene but to the exalted and the mysterious. (II, 267; 

Kraay) 

                                                           
108 According to Schleiermacher, religion is a separated province in the mind or heart: religion 

rests "in the immediate feeling of the Infinite and Eternal" (Über die Religion, p. 20; Eng. tr., p. 16). 
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Troeltsch is not satisfied to leave the matter at such religious psychological 

arguments. The history of religion too, as he sees it, provides evidence that religion 

is an authentic, independent phenomenon in its own right with its own conditions of 

existence and its own development -- even though the development of scientific 

rationality and of the other forms of culture certainly does not leave it untouched, 

yes, even though it sometimes threatens to be fatally throttled by their indirect 

effects. 

 

Here we encounter everywhere, first of all, the one principle, i.e., that religion is an 

independent and specific phenomenon, rooted in the essential nature and place of man in 

the world, and possessing development and vital conditions proper to itself. (II, 267; 

Kraay) 

 

 

The Direction of Religion: Its Tendency  

towards Morality and Redemption (2) 

 

Yet, the history of religion furnishes another point as well. If we pay attention to the 

direction in which the religions invariably develop, then we are struck by two things: 

the tendency of religion and morality to interpenetrate, yes, in time even to unite; 

and an accompanying tendency in both towards redemption, or deliverance from the 

natural world. 

 

On the one hand we see here a continually more complete convergence and, finally, a 

fusion of the religious and the moral. (II, 268; Kraay) 

 

This conception of "a special kinship and being meant for each other" of the 

religious and the ethical (II, 268) constitutes one of the difficult points in Troeltsch's 

philosophy of religion. For it entails a possible threat to the independence of 

religion. The nature of the difficulty becomes clear when it is viewed against the 

background of the systems of thought of Kant and Schleiermacher. In his own time 

Schleiermacher, the leading nineteenth-century Protestant theologian, had not only 

defended philosophically the uniqueness and independence of religious life and in 

doing so accorded to Christianity the highest place in the general development of 

religions; in later years he had also taught, with greater or lesser emphasis, that 

Christianity is the teleological revelation of the Kingdom of God, which was to be 

understood in the Kantian sense as the realm of freedom, as the moral organization 

of mankind! It is true that for Schleiermacher, as for the the other post-Kantian 

idealists, morality did not have a strictly formal but rather a broad cultural sense (see 

2.4); even so, an ethical interpretation of the religious concept of Christianity took 

place here that would become generally characteristic of pre-World War I Protestant 

theology. 
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In Troeltsch's theological mentor Albrecht Ritschl we find again this ethical 

understanding of religion: it even received a radically formalistic and moralistic 

application in the spirit of Kant.109 It was adopted by Troeltsch, too, albeit without 

the moralistic rigor characteristic of Ritschl's treatment. It is typical of the power of 

the Kantian motive that so many nineteenth-century theologians and historians of 

religion saw in the variety of religions the reality and development of a unique 

phenomenon but nevertheless placed that development, more consistently even than 

the later Schleiermacher, within the polar dialectics of nature and moral freedom. As 

a consequence, the highest religions had to appear as ethical religions.110 

With this in mind, we can go on to consider Troeltsch's own position. 

According to him there is not only a universal tendency towards morality but also an 

accompanying general tendency towards redemption or salvation (Erlösung). This 

redemption is concentrated in liberation from all that is natural and worldly, from all 

relativity of earthly, sensuous goods, that we might be carried to the ultimate goal, 

the absolute good. 

 

On the other hand is evident the increasingly penetrating and interiorizing development of 

the notion of salvation and grace which from the outset is constitutive of religion and at 

the end contains superworldly salvation, guaranteeing an absolute good on a level above 

the relativity of the world and superior to any sensible good. (II, 268; Kraay) 

 

This view is again inspired by Ritschl. Following Schleiermacher, Ritschl 

regarded two ideas as constitutive for the concept of Christianity, namely, the ethical 

idea of the Kingdom of God (see above) and the religious-spiritual idea of 

redemption through Jesus; that is why he pictured Christianity as "an ellipse with 

two foci."111 Troeltsch is convinced that the history of religion culminates in 

Christianity thus understood, and he constructs the tendency just mentioned towards 

ethics and redemption accordingly. The two are closely related, since redemption is a 

moral elevation above sensuous, natural conditionalities.112 

                                                           
109 "Kant … was the first to perceive the supreme importance for ethics of the 'Kingdom of God' 

as an association of men bound together by laws of virtue. But it remained for Schleiermacher first to 

employ the true conception of the teleological nature of the Kingdom of God to determine the idea of 

Christianity … even if he failed to grasp the discovery with a firm hand" (Ritschl, Die christliche 

Lehre, vol. 3 (1895), pp. 11-12; Eng. tr., p. 11). 

110 Cf. Ritschl, Die christliche Lehre, vol. 3 (1895), p. 195; Eng. tr., p. 205: "… at the higher 

stages … we find religion combined with the ethical conduct of life." 

111 Ritschl, Die christliche Lehre, vol. 3 (1895), p. 11; Eng. tr., p. 11. Even for Ritschl, salvation 

has an acosmological, other-worldly (überweltlich) character: ibid., pp. 10-12 (Eng. tr., pp. 10-12), 53 

(Eng. tr., pp. 54-55), and 189-90 (Eng. tr., pp. 199-200). 

112 This interpretation of the Christian idea of redemption is Kantian. In as far as this idea did 

surface in Kant himself, it was only in connection with the perseverence of the general formal moral 

law; and according to Kant this was only an immanent process of consciousness. In Troeltsch, there is 

more at stake: gaining participation in divine love and salvation, taking away the consciousness of sin 

from without. There is no room for such an idea in Kant. Cf. Troeltsch, Das Historische in Kants 

Religionsphilosophie, pp. 60-61, 71n.; see further 3.6.4. 
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It is now clear what a cleft gaped between Troeltsch and Romantic 

aestheticism. For Troeltsch, not only the independence but also the perspective of 

religion is at stake! Should religion seek integration with morality, then it must 

elevate God and the religious-moral ideal of life above sensuous nature! Should 

religion aim at redemption from this world into some kind of ethical-religious 

otherworldliness (Überweltlichkeit), some being beyond this world, then the 

Romantic union of the natural and the spiritual-ethical in devotion to harmony and 

beauty and in adoration of a pantheistically apotheosized nature must be called a 

fatal mistake! The future belongs to theism. And this theism is nothing other than the 

philosophical description (already in Lotze!) of the highest step and stage in the 

historical development of religion: Christianity. 

For the rest, Troeltsch concedes that one must have attained this Christian 

plateau in order to see that, and how, it is the culmination of the development. Only 

from the mountaintop can one survey the route to the summit. 

 

To a glance back from the level of religious life now reached, this tendency reveals itself 

as embedded in the essence of religion. (II, 269; Kraay) 

 

Is this not a clear example of circular reasoning? I believe Troeltsch would 

deny it. His argument in favor of the Christian ideal is not intended as a strictly 

logical line of reasoning or as a conclusive proof. Ideals can not be proven, they can 

only be believed in. With Kant, Troeltsch wants to keep theoretical argumentation 

and practical conviction separate while using the results of the former to the extent 

possible as an indirect indication or oblique support for the latter. Only in retrospect 

does the eminent truth of Christianity receive clarification from the history of 

religion, and this does not lead directly to its practical, personal appropriation. Such 

appropriation should occur along an entirely different route (1.5.3-1.5.4). 

 

The Religious Ethos and the Profane Ethos:  

The Compromise  (3) 

 

What does the religious Christian ethics look like? In any case, it is not necessarily -- 

even where there is resistance to Romantic monism -- a form of heteronomous 

dualism or a kind of a acosmic spiritualism. Religious morality places itself under 

the purifying eye of God, but it does not submit to heteronomous, alien ordinances: 

the human and divine spirits have an inner kinship to each other! Nor is the world 

placed over against God. It is recognized as coming from God and thus as neither 

sinful nor to be avoided in itself. However, to religious Christian insight, the world 

has no value and purpose in itself and thus may not be made independent.113 

                                                           
113 Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 280-81; cf. 285. 
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At this point there is a turn in the exposition that is characteristic of Troeltsch: 

the ethics in question is only half the truth, that is, the truth as seen from a religious 

perspective. For us, modern as we are, a religious ethics can not be the whole story, 

even if it does not lead per se to world avoidance. The unfolding of culture, the 

development of technology and science, the problems of society and economy and 

much more confront man with entirely new challenges and have added other, world-

oriented dimensions to the ethical sphere. The lot of this world must be must be the 

object of our concern and responsibility also for its own sake. To put it briefly, 

Troeltsch claims that the modern process of secularization should be acknowledged! 

 

The tremendous heightening of the intensity of life, the enhancement of the sense of 

existence, the multiplication of tasks and goods in recent centuries have elevated the 

inner-worldly manipulation of power above a merely natural concern to an ethical one. (II, 

282; Kraay) 

 

As a consequence, Troeltsch is compelled to accept two kinds of ethics, the one 

Christian and the other purely human. Human action is determined by a brace of 

moral principles. The humane principle confines us to the sphere of the relative, 

where man is aware of himself as a moral being in his relationships to his fellow 

man and to nature. The religious principle lifts us up into the sphere of the absolute, 

to God as the meaning of our existence, as the origin of our world, as the source, too, 

of unconditional norms of "purity of heart" and "brotherly love," which Troeltsch 

calls the two "foundational concepts of Christian ethics" (II, 280-81). Here man finds 

the highest good in holy union with God, in all-embracing love for the neighbor, 

who is recognized as a brother or sister in God. Here unfolds the kingdom that is not 

of this world: the Kingdom of God (II, 285). 

 

Most important is, however, that in our lives, too, we are invariably divided into these two 

principles. Except in the case of a few pietists, the whole of our thought and judgment, 

labor and leisure, has taken up into itself the basic notion of humaneness. (II, 283; Kraay) 

 

It is clear that Troeltsch turns against Ritschl when he hesitates to identify the 

Kingdom of God with the kingdom of freedom in the Kantian sense. I assume there 

is a direct influence here, in this opposition of the world of humane morality to the 

Kingdom of God, of the pioneering work of Ritschl's son-in-law Johannes Weiss, 

Die Predigt Jesu vom Reiche Gothes [Jesus' preaching of the kingdom of God] in 

which he had recently written (1892): "The Kingdom of God is in Jesus' conception 

a completely otherworldly entity which stands in an exclusive opposition to this 

world."114 However that may be, Troeltsch at least underscores such an opposition. 

To him it means that "innerworldly" (innerweltlich) morality cannot be reduced to 

religious morality. Yes, everywhere -- not least of all in Christianity -- there is a 

                                                           
114 Weiss, Die Predigt Jesu vom Reiche Gottes. See also J. Moltmann, Theologie der Hoffnung, 

pp. 31, 32. 
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tense relation between the two. Religious morality relativizes worldly relations; the 

worldly ethos resists being religiously humbled, precisely in its expansive human 

force and in its proud, profane expectations. 

 

To stand on one's honor and to render to another strict fairness as well seems better than 

submissive humility and love interfering everywhere. (II, 282; Kraay) 

But just here its ethic [the ethic of christianity] appears as the questionable and the 

imperfect, or … the dangerous [one] in practice. (II, 283; Kraay) 

 

It is this hidden or at times open tension that again and again, in ever new 

situations, makes a new practical, moral settlement necessary. In this connection 

Troeltsch already lets fall the word "compromise," a term which will later come to 

occupy a key position in his philosophy of culture.115 Here Troeltsch ranges his own 

ethics squarely against the ethics of Romanticism! In the place of the ethics of the 

harmonious work of art he sets the ethics of the timely compromise. 

 

Here arises, time and again, a problem that life usually solves by compromise, but which 

reflection is hard put to get to the bottom of: the question as to how the two spheres of 

morality are related and how concrete life in the world should assume shape under their 

two-sided influence. Here especially begins a division in innermost depth of the human 

soul.… (II, 286; Kraay) 

 

Troeltsch's ethics of compromise is rooted in the metaphysical constitution of 

man, in the polarity of nature and morality. Yet Troeltsch's ethics differs entirely 

from the uniform ethical conception of Kant, rooted in the same basic motive though 

that was, especially because it knew no way of giving either religion or religious 

ethics an independent place.116 In opposition to Ritschl and Kant, Troeltsch draws a 

contrast between the relative morality in the forum of mankind -- in foro hominis -- 

in which the human spirit still clings to various natural desires and longings, and that 

other morality, which is truly otherworldly and absolute, the morality in the forum of 

eternity --in foro aeternitatis. Only in the latter can the human spirit raise itself as 

full personality above nature, in religious union with the absolute and divine. Only 

                                                           
115 On the concept of compromise in Troeltsch, see B. A. Reist, Toward a Theology of 

Involvement, pp. 156-68. Yet in Reist's study the tension between the religious and the humane which 

is supposed in this concept of Troeltsch's is never brought out clearly. Indeed, it is even obscured, 

especially when the concept of compromise is subsequently related to the much different views of 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer and Harvey Cox (pp. 205ff.). According to J. L. Adams ("Ernst Troeltsch as 

Analyst of Religion." JSSR 1 (1961): 105), this concept already appears in Troeltsch's "doctoral 

dissertation." The reference is probably to Vernunft und Offenbarung bei Johann Gerhard und 

Melanchthon (1891), p. 173. On the "theology of compromise," see also Antoni, From History to 

Sociology, pp. 42ff. It seems to me that the connection Antoni draws to Schleiermacher is not correct. 

116 It is important to note here that Troeltsch and Kant differ in their respective conceptions of 

religion. For Kant religion merely supports morality, and that is why he thinks human duties can and 

must always be regarded as divine commandments as well (Kritik der praktischen Vernunft, Werke, 

vol. 4, p. 261; A233; Critique of Practical Reason, A 233; cf. Metaphysik der Sitten, Werke, vol. 4, p. 

628; A181). For Troeltsch religion has, as we have seen, an independent place. Unlike Kant, he can 

accordingly also assign the religious ethos an independent place and significance, although that ethos 

is at the same time an ultimate foundation for the worldly ethos. 
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there, where he participates in the eternal, is man entirely free from the sphere of the 

relative. 

We took note earlier of the difficulty with which Troeltsch wrestled, the 

difficulty, namely, of recognizing, on the one hand, that authentic religion is oriented 

to morality and of maintaining, on the other hand, that religion is an independent 

phenomenon. Troeltsch's solution to this problem now comes into view. Religion is 

oriented to morality, indeed; but because it is unique, it also develops an ethics of its 

own -- think of Jesus' Sermon on the Mount -- not comparable to any other (that is, 

worldly) ethics. Succinctly speaking, religion at once cleaves to and thereby cleaves 

the ethical. 

 

 

The Dialectics of Moral Development  

and Its Limits (4) 

 

The question can arise whether Troeltsch's ethics does not lack, for that reason, the 

harmonious, teleologically structured direction found in Lotze's view. I would say 

that such direction is present in Troeltsch's ethics, and that it is presented there as a 

liberating view granted by Christianity in particular. But at the same time it must be 

said that this view is overshadowed and obstructed time after time by the capricious 

course of nature and the autonomous logic of humanitarian ethics. Here, only a 

dialectical development is capable of uniting what cannot otherwise be united. The 

opposition between horizontalism and verticalism cannot be ratiocinated into a 

conceptual unity. Not rational insight but practical, everyday life alone knows how 

to cope with these tensions. Man, subject to a variety of natural longings and vital 

instincts, grows continuously, via a humanitarian disposition in his more mature 

years, towards a religious ethos (II, 284). Not the systematic unity of rational thought 

but the dialectical unity of life and history alone is capable of reconciling these 

extremes and of conducting man through the different stages of a relative conquest 

of nature to his ultimate religious destiny.117 

 

An idealistic ethics will be able to find the actual dissolution of the contradiction in the 

advent and maturation of the personality. (II, 287; Kraay) 

 

                                                           
117 The contrast between humanitarian and religious ethics is definitely not romantic. It can be 

compared with Kierkegaard's "stages on life's way." A significant difference, however, is that 

Kierkegaard wanted to place Christian religiosity in an absolute contradiction to the preceding stages 

(even though the preceding stages more or less still lead to the absolute Paradox). Troeltsch seeks to 

break through the exclusive "either-or" in the ascending development towards the transcendent realm 

(cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2 (1913), pp. 292-93n.)! However, from a psychological-historical 

standpoint too he finds it possible to appreciate the one-sidedness of religious radicalism, so 

characteristic of religious leaders (Jesus), apostles, prophets, and priests, with its robust condemnation 

of all immanentist humanitarian ethics (cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 290). 
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This destiny follows not only from the religious meaning which Christianity 

gives to man's existence but also from the moral impulse which is inherent in human 

nature as such. This moral impulse will no doubt in the first instance arise from, and 

frequently attach itself again to, certain sensual or material relations (sexual and 

parental affections, communal interests, etc.). In one way or another, human nature 

gives rise to the ordinances of marriage and family, the state and society, etc., by 

converting these natural desiderata into ethical goals (II, 284-85, 290). Yet, in the 

meantime, humane morality points beyond itself towards something else that is more 

perfect, because humane morality cannot break completely with natural egoism. In 

interpersonal relations, selfishness and pride can never be radically overcome or 

even merely dispensed with. In the variety and relativity of ethical goals, the moral 

will can never be fully satisfied. Thus this first, humane morality must be an initial 

step (Vorstufe) up towards another morality to be experienced in, and before the face 

of, God. Only in surrender to and union with God is all selfishness eliminated and 

the brother recognized in the fellow man. In other words, the religious destiny can be 

accounted for not only in a Christian but also in another way: it is also entailed in 

man's ethical disposition as such. 

 

Its ultimate goal is specifically christian, but it belongs to the general orientation of the 

moral disposition as well. (II, 288; Kraay) 

 

Undeniably, the idea of historical development, borrowed from Romantic 

idealism and the science of religion, is now already seriously troubling Troeltsch in 

his philosophy of religion and in his ethics. Making nature moral and life human is 

called an "immanent operation" (immanente Betätigung) of the moral sense, a "self-

disclosure" (Selbstentfaltung) of the moral disposition into a realm of purely worldly 

goals; and, indeed, according to Troeltsch, it might be accomplished in accordance 

with an inner law of beauteous harmony! To that extent Romantic aestheticism 

might still be considered correct, too, on the humanitarian level (II, 285, 288, 291-

92). It is clear, however, that this approach has its limits. The reason is that the moral 

evolution has its vertex in the religious ethos, concretely manifested in Christianity. 

Well then, in this religious ethos the limits of every historical approach are 

transcended. These limits extend into the eternal. Admittedly, Christianity, too, for 

Troeltsch, is a religion under way, a religion which allows on-going spiritualization 

(II, 280). But where it ushers us into the sphere of the Absolute and makes us 

partakers of an eternal good, there we are in principle elevated above time and 

beyond history. In the religious ethos of Christianity, full religion and full morality 

are, as we saw, one; and as such they are acosmic and suprahistorical in substance. 

Here we encounter once again (see 1.3.4) the hesitant, ambivalent attitude 

Troeltsch displays towards historicism! On the one hand, he wants to make room for 

a strictly humanitarian morality that might be interpreted in romantic-idealist terms 

as an immanent unfolding of a universal moral disposition, with Christianity being 

regarded, moreover, purely as an outcome of the universal history of religion; on the 
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other hand, these ideas are gainsaid by Troeltsch's conviction, inspired by Lotze, that 

this entire world, together with its secular ethos and immanent evolution, is subject 

to highest ethical goods which (in Christianity) ultimately transcend the 

transitoriness of history. 

The crucial question is that of how these views of Lotze's concerning morality 

can be given a firm basis. What Lotze postulated and interpreted philosophically out 

of his deepest convictions is conclusive for Troeltsch, to be sure; yet it cannot, as he 

sees it, be taken in isolation from authentic Christian notions that have sunk deeply 

into Western culture in general and into the idealist consciousness in particular. 

Lotze's idealism is thus a specimen of what Troeltsch customarily calls "Christian 

idealism" or "the Christian worldview," a supreme union of philosophical-

metaphysical and practical-religious insights within a single, coherent worldview.118 

In other words, behind Lotze's problematics lies yet another question -- namely, that 

of the why of Christian conviction. 

 

Only one issue remains: Wherein is rooted the courage to believe in such ethical goods? 

(II, 294; Kraay) 

 

In short, it can be said that Troeltsch looked for a refuge from historicism in 

Lotze's religious-ethical worldview. Yet, the key to this teleological worldview he 

was obliged to seek elsewhere. And where did he find it? In Albrecht Ritschl's 

theological shrine. 

 

1.5  Historicism and Albrecht Ritschl's  

 So-Called "Historicist" Theology 

 

 

The Universalist and Historicist Concept of  

Development, and Its Insufficiency  (1) 

 

"Die Christliche Weltanschauung" culminates in a direct confrontation between 

Ritschlianism and historicism. What is valuable in it, in my view, is that it does not 

commence with a transcendent or external, Ritschlian-Christian critique of 

historicism. Naturally, Troeltsch might simply have pitted conviction against 

conviction, but such a critique would have cut off all philosophical discussion 

beforehand. Troeltsch takes another approach. In this early work he enters into the 

                                                           
118 In general, "worldview" is for Troeltsch the "synthesis" of philosophical-metaphysical insight 

with a multiplicity of practical (religious and humane) values, which overarches, as it were, 

theoretical-philosophical thought and personal conviction. For Troeltsch, the crux of the matter is the 

compatibility, or Zusammenbestehbarkeit (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 229) of idealist 

metaphysics and Christian faith (1.2.2). See Troeltsch, Glaubenslehre, pp. 59-60. 
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historicist way of thinking, weighs the pros and cons of the arguments he finds there, 

and so arrives -- in the first instance -- at a critique from within. 

Troeltsch's immanent critique commences with an analysis of a central 

category of historicism, that of development. Troeltsch asks if this category could 

not be adopted as a basic concept of our view of reality. There would be something 

to be said for that! For since the beginning of Modern Times, we have increasingly 

come to see our world as an intrinsically dynamic event. The world is not a cosmos 

of constant forms and divine structures but is involved in a process of immanent 

development. Becoming and movement are not secondary to the being of things but 

deserve sooner to be incorporated into the definition of the essence of every 

phenomenon. That this is so has long been clear from the case of the special 

sciences, which have achieved spectacular discoveries with the help of a genetic 

method. So the question is, must we not base our entire view of reality on an idea of 

development? 

 

The idea of development … has become the true key to all understanding. The genetic 

method now counts as the most obvious of the self-evident. All the sciences have 

submitted to it. (II, 298; Kraay) 

 

Troeltsch replies that the concept of development is indispensable but 

extremely complicated and manifold in meaning; that it has already undergone a 

considerable development itself; that it is frequently misused in the sense that 

developments observed in empirical details are extrapolated and made the basis of 

grandiose, unverifiable processes of evolution; and, finally, that various connotations 

are generated -- e.g., of slow, organic growth -- and transferred, unconsciously and 

without sufficient reason, from one domain to another (e.g., from the plant kingdom 

to the realm of law and politics -- witness the Historical School of Jurisprudence). In 

short, Troeltsch's criticism is that the concept of development is handicapped by 

ambivalence and ambiguity (II, 303ff.). 

Troeltsch himself makes a sharp distinction between the historical and the 

natural-scientific concepts of development. In modern natural science attempts were 

frequently made to explain not only the course of nature but also, before long, the 

history of human culture from the operation of mechanical laws, as if culture were 

an outcome of complex processes of mechanical motion and not of acts of the free 

will: a naturalistic distortion of what "development" really is. Development may not 

simply be identified with becoming, change, and motion. The natural-scientific idea 

of development is in fact a pseudo-concept (II, 305)! In its proper sense, the word 

"development" is applicable only to the human spirit. For development presupposes, 

on the one hand, a continuity of the subject through all changes (we find such a 

continuity -- as a sense of identity -- only in man) and, on the other hand, a standard 

of value by which to measure the development undergone (such a standard is 

likewise inherent in human consciousness). Thus, only typically human history can 
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rightly be called a process of "development."119 In short, a universalist doctrine of an 

all-encompassing evolution, which is usually based on a natural-scientific concept of 

development, is untenable.120 

A related question is therefore that of whether the typically human reality is to 

be conceived of evolutionistically. That is, can human culture and society be 

understood entirely if not in terms of a natural-scientific then in any case in terms of 

a historical idea of development? Posed in this way, the question becomes exciting 

for Troeltsch, for it was in this of all forms that historicism intrigued him from his 

youth on. He takes up two points in particular, which (with Ernst Bernheim) he 

wishes to regard as the main points of every philosophy of history: namely, the 

factors contributing to and the values resulting from historical development (II, 301). 

Concerning the factors in historical development, he rejects the Romantic-

aesthetic representation of history as a fully immanent and necessary unfolding of 

the spirit. Notwithstanding the regularities in the pattern of history, there remains the 

impenetrable mystery of man's creative freedom; and the possibility may not be 

excluded in advance that through human freedom, fresh divine forces enter into 

history. 

 

But the effective powers themselves, the creative act of great individuals, freedom 

generating new values -- these still remain a mystery. (II, 310; Kraay) 

 

Concerning the values resulting from historical development -- the "axiological 

outcome" -- he observes that through all the alterations, there must be an abiding 

truth and meaning. Yet the assumptions of the idealists (that this meaning is the 

education of man, or the harmonious unfolding of inherent disposition, or divine 

judgment, etc.), are wrecked on the hard facts of history. For the real history gives 

all too frequently the impression of imperfection, of infirmity, of contradiction, of 

tendencies coming to a dead end -- all of which must bring us to a theoretical 

impasse. At the theoretical level it can never be determined what forces and what 

meaning are hidden in history. Idealist historicism is in the final analysis speculative, 

since it is impossible to lay bare the underlying pattern of reality within the 

framework of a universal history of mankind or within a universalist idea of 

                                                           
119 Even apart from its ignoring the typical biological idea of development, this argumentation is 

also vulnerable to correction from the standpoint of Lotze's panpsychism. I believe this indicates (as 

only a later phase of his development will make clear) that Troeltsch did not really appropriate 

Lotze's monadology. At bottom, Troeltsch's distinction between natural change and historical 

development was inspired by Kant's doctrine of the two realms. 

120 A universalistic doctrine of all-encompassing development which in a naturalistic or 

historicist manner places the whole of reality under one common denominator (natural-scientific or 

historical development) is at bottom in contradiction with Kant's fundamental distinction between 

nature and freedom! That is why the unbounded historicism of the romantic idealists, insofar as it was 

based on the dialectical union of nature and freedom and resulted in the speculative connection of 

natural history and intellectual history (Schelling, etc.), never had an impact on Troeltsch. Later too, 

as a consistent historicist, he always upheld the right of a restrictive naturalism beside and in contrast 

to historicism. 
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civilizations. Referring to the great historian Leopold von Ranke, Troeltsch 

concludes that where natural science and historical science are compelled to admit 

their disability, it is given to religion alone to guage decisively the deepest grounds 

and ultimate meaning of all events. 

 

History does not reveal the final grounds of that which happens, nor its ultimate substance; 

these must be left to religion. (II, 316; Kraay) 

 

 

The Religious Ground and Goal of History.  

The Absolute Revelation of Christianity (2) 

 

Where thought must be silent, religious faith holds forth. It speaks of a divine 

mystery in history. It tells us that God is able to enter into human life effectually 

from the outside. For faith itself stands and falls with divine revelations in history. It 

proclaims that God Himself is absolute being, the center of rest within the restless 

vortex of nations in flux. 

 

In accordance with its nature religious faith requires a self-communication of God; only 

there can faith find a fixed resting-point. Indeed, God himself is Being, Center, the 

Absolute in the eternal flux and flow of events and finitudes determining one another 

relatively. (II, 311; Kraay) 

 

Faith knows not only of divine acts but also of a divine meaning in history. 

Through all life's bemusing turns, faith is able to hold fast to an abiding truth and a 

final goal (probably within the reach of everyone in the hereafter) that philosophy 

reaches out for only with difficulty. 

 

In the midst of all change there must be unwavering truth. This is the claim of every ideal 

belief.… To the extent that … in this earthly history assurance of the meaning and the 

immutable truth of existence cannot be done without, we see people maintain and 

experience such certitude in religion, in the belief in eternal truth which they take to be 

due to God's self-communication. (II, 311-12; Kraay) 

 

These practical postulates of religious ethics concerning a divine and universal 

meaning of existence and a divine and absolute ground of history are also found, 

paired with confidence in the clarifying force of faith, in Lotze.121 At this point, as I 

said, Troeltsch establishes links between the Lotzian worldview and Ritschlian 

theology. He states that the divine ground and truth which furnishes thought its final 

support and life its ultimate meaning and which is directly accessible only in religion 

must have revealed itself as such, in full absoluteness, at some point in history. 

Though one may have to admit that the lamp of divine revelation glows only dimly 

                                                           
121 Cf. H. Lotze, Mikrokosmus, vol. 3, pp. 49-50, 14, and vol. 1, pp. v-xvi; Eng. tr., vol. 2, pp. 

172, 137, and the "Author's Introduction," pp. vii-xvi. 
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in various religions, it is hard to assume that religious man just gropes around 

incessantly in trials and errors. Somewhere in the development of the "tellurian 

spirit,"122 the full light must certainly have shined. Thus there is no compelling 

reason for philosophical thought to doubt a priori the religious claim that man has 

somewhere become a partaker of the divine truth as a concrete revelation. Well then, 

this postulate of full revelation provides the bridge between Lotze's teleology and 

Ritschl's theology. 

 

If he [God] breaks through into finitude at all he must break through as this absolute 

fullness [which he is]. Hence he must focalize himself at one point, in order to spread out 

his light from there. One cannot tell how such faith, on account of our meagre insight into 

the factors of becoming, should have become impossible.… The same holds for the 

resultant values. In the midst of change there must be unwavering truth. This is a claim of 

every ideal belief.… Now, if the impulse toward immutable truth is of such depth and 

strength … and if all philosophical attempts to construe it from its development have 

fallen far short of their goal then there is no compelling reason at all to dismiss the claim 

of religion to the effect that it contains the final and lasting truth of human existence. (II, 

311-12; Kraay) 

 

If we may assume that there is such a clear and definitive revelation, then the 

question remains: In which religion do we find it? Or, more concretely (for this is 

what it comes down to in Troeltsch): Why would the absolute and the eternal appear 

precisely in Christianity and why not somewhere else? Is Christianity not just one of 

many religions? Is it not akin to the others through countless phenomenological 

analogies? Is Christianity itself not in constant development? We have to notice here 

that Troeltsch is not trying to hide from the relativizing floodtide of historicist 

philosophy by seeking comfortable refuge in the ivory tower of religion. For within 

its portals, too, the critical questions of historicism resound. Between the various 

historical religions it is ultimately necessary to choose. On what grounds? 

 

Any philosophy that would answer these questions must draw upon values and standards 

from life and thus from religious life itself. For this question, then, we are referred to 

religion. It holds the only possible explanation concerning the absolute goal of 

development. Indeed, the question is not whether such revelation is possible. The question 

is, rather, whether we actually have the right to venerate this revelation in our religion. (II, 

317; Kraay) 

 

According to Troeltsch, the choice must be made for Christianity because it is 

here that the vaunted absolute revelation did, indeed, occur. Troeltsch frankly 

concedes that this colossal verdict is and must remain unproven. It is a matter of our 

deepest personal conviction, of the confession that one is in the grip of the Christian 

                                                           
122 Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 313. The term is from Gustav Theodor Fechner, 

whose pantheism Troeltsch does not share. It is not clear in how far the human spirit is an individual 

particularization of the "tellurian," i.e., earthly, spirit for Troeltsch, nor is it clear how he would 

connect the notion to his monadology. At this point, all is still in motion. 
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principle. In line with nineteenth-century theological subjectivism, Troeltsch 

concentrates such a conviction at bottom in the certainty of the so-called "inner 

religious experience" -- although again (see 1.4.2), this certainty is meant to be 

rendered plausible, retrospectively, from the standpoint of the history of religions. 

 

To be sure, we can initially reply to these questions only by staking our personal 

conviction, with avowal of having been overpowered practically by the christian principle 

-- in a word, with that which theological terminology is wont to speak of as "inner 

experience." (II, 317; Kraay) 

 

 

The Internalization of Supernaturalism.  

Albert Ritschl's Idea of Correlation  (3) 

 

We need to be more precise about this "inner experience" (innere  Erfahrung) in 

Troeltsch. Clearly, and for several reasons, it bears the mark of Ritschl's theology. 

First, it is not an individual-personal experience of being born again, as that was 

conceived and taught in the pietist climate of the Erlangen school with its theology 

of personal experience. On the contrary, like Ritschl, Troeltsch thinks of the 

experience of faith as functional in the Christian community as a whole. Besides 

that, this experience is not a miraculous event, as if God intervenes in human 

consciousness supernaturally from some divine-transcendent realm of being. Like 

Ritschl, Troeltsch is averse to such a dualistic supernaturalism, which assumes two 

realms (like the main trend in mediaeval theology) and supports Christianity not for 

its own sake but for exceptional, external reasons, e.g., the miracles of conversion, 

rebirth, etc. (Medieval theology was based on ontological miracles; pietist theology 

restricted itself somewhat more cautiously to psychological miracles, according to 

Troeltsch.) In the final analysis, this supernaturalism amounts to naive 

anthropomorphism, whether the question is one of spectacular miracles of healing 

and infusions of grace or of the more modern-dress miracles of rebirth, the 

experience of conversion, and the like. Laden with such anthropomorphic, 

supernatural representations are the Bible, church doctrine, and Catholic-Protestant 

scholasticism (II, 239, 317-18). Nevertheless, these notions are in conflict with the 

immanence idea prevalent in Renaissance and Enlightenment philosophy; with the 

unity and coherence of life; and with the universal reach not only of natural but also 

of historical science. 

Troeltsch's reaction to the idea of supernaturalism is that it can only be 

supported to the extent that man achieves inner liberation from natural impulsion and 

egoism and elevation to a realm of spiritual and obligatory values; at the same time, 

he admits that such self-liberation involves a divine penetration of the religious 

consciousness. Now, this reaction is very interesting in that it shows Troeltsch 

attempting to synthesize the anthropocentric ideal of Renaissance philosophy (self-
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liberation) and the theocentrism of the Christian religion (dependence on God). 

Troeltsch accomplishes this synthesis in a peculiar way, namely, by reinterpreting 

the scholastic nature-grace motif in terms of the idealistic nature-freedom motif in 

the line of Fichte and Kant. Modern Christian theologians and philosophers are well 

versed in this procedure, but let us note that Troeltsch accepts the modern notion of 

the immanence of God without ending up in some kind of pantheistic monism. To 

him, God is the "deepest ground of being" (as his later student, Paul Tillich, would 

stress); but at the same time, God distinguishes Himself from this world. As a result, 

the soul can raise itself to God as to a spiritual person. It is just this inner elevation 

of the soul that can be called full freedom and, in religious parlance, grace. 

Troeltsch's position might be called -- to use a term from nineteenth-century 

theology -- "panentheism." Against this panentheistic background, Troeltsch insists 

that supernaturalism not be rejected. What is needed is a "spiritualization and 

internalization of supernaturalism" (Vergeistigung  und  Verinnerlichung  des  

Supranaturalismus).123 

 

At issue is … the progressively more immanent interpretation of the idea of God and of 

the cosmic coherence, an interpretation which would aver only an internally operating 

unity and consistency of an all-encompassing energy, but admits no dualistic 

supernaturalism and no anthropomorphic arbitrariness.… It seemed to me [already in "Die 

christliche Weltanschauung"] … that I could argue that such immanence … need not 

necessarily exclude inner supernaturalism, that is, inner animation and self-discrimination 

of God in relation to the world. (Kraay)124 

 

We may conclude that Troeltsch, like Ritschl, does not want to make "inner 

experience" a supernatural and suprahistorical ground of knowledge of the content of 

Christian revelation. Just what, in that case, does he consider it to be? It is -- as we 

saw -- an internalized spiritual-moral experience (in the idealist sense). It may be 

typified even more exactly as a communal experience, an experience which 

(precisely also as "Gemeindeerfahrung") does not exist of itself or have the power to 

convince of itself, as if it were some kind of isolated, personal experience, but which 

originates rather in the general history of religion and which functions within the 

broader community of an ecclesiastical congregation. It may also be typified as a 

correlative experience which corresponds to the concrete message of a historical 

revelation. It is an experience that -- to be specific -- has come under the claim and 

sway of the awe-inspiring religious-moral preaching of the historical Jesus. 

                                                           
123 Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 272. In contrast to E. Lessing (Die 

Geschichtsphilosophie Ernst Troeltschs, p. 13), Theodor Kaftan (Ernst Troeltsch, p. 72), and others, 

Herman Bavinck has already seen that Troeltsch accepts "a certain supernaturalism" (Wijsbegeerte 

der Openbaring, p. 17; Eng. tr., p. 6). Cf. Keet, De theologie van Ernst Troeltsch, pp. 362-63. 

124 Troeltsch, "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 363. The passage cited here 

refers to Troeltsch's earlier article, "Die christliche Weltanschauung." Also in Richard Rothe (p. 34) 

Troeltsch ventures to speak of "the modern standpoint of the divine immanence." 
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The correlation idea that is involved here invites some further explanation, the 

provision of which may at the same time serve to clarify the extent to which Ritschl's 

systematic theology can be joined structurally to Lotze's metaphysical ontology. This 

connection was less far-fetched than Ritschl's oft proclaimed anti-metaphysical 

attitude125 would lead one to suspect. Ritschl's aversion to "metaphysics" was 

essentially nothing more than resistance to the scholastic theologia  naturalis. 

Ritschl himself often complained that his theology was regarded as an "elimination 

of all metaphysics." Personally, he reduced the difference between himself and the 

advocates of natural theology to the fact that "metaphysics ... is conceived differently 

by my opponents and by myself."126 

Actually, Ritschl rejected not just natural theology but (as we saw) its entire 

philosophical background, the dualistic schematism of nature and the supernatural. 

Ritschl orientated himself philosophically and epistemologicaly to Kant and 

Lotze.127 Reflecting on the difference between philosophical and religious 

knowledge, he did not describe it as a matter of natural versus supernatural 

knowledge but reverted instead to the Kantian distinction between theoretical or 

pure, and practical knowledge. He elaborated that difference in such a way that 

theoretical knowledge is phenomenological, i.e., related to the phenomena of 

sensuous experience (as in Kant) and that practical knowledge is always axiological, 

i.e., related to values (as in Lotze), and that, moreover, these values are always 

correlated with axiological feeling and interested knowledge (see 1.3.3). Ritschl 

applied his correlation idea even to man's religious knowledge. Religious knowledge 

is not theoretically abstract; rather, man is personally involved in that which is 

known, and concerned with the practical value that that which is known has for 

him.128 

In this respect, no exception is claimed for the Christian religion. Christian 

insight too is in the nature of a value judgment. Ritschl considers every theoretical 

argument in favor of the perfection of revelation in Christianity patently impossible. 

Hence his aversion to natural theology! Certainty is afforded only by the inner 

experience of the claim of Jesus (der Anspruch Jesu), only by the feeling of being 

practically overwhelmed by the great Christian moral law, only by the obvious 

                                                           
125 Cf., e.g., H. M. Kuitert, De realiteit, p. 10; Eng. tr., p. 10: "Now, the textbook example of 

anti-metaphysical theology is Albrecht Ritschl." See also Walter Bodenstein, Neige des Historismus, 

pp. 13-14. 

126 Ritschl, Theologie und Metaphysik, pp. 3, 30. 

127 Cf. Stählin, Kant, Lotze, Albrecht Ritschl. 

128 Ritschl's insight contains many nuances. At first, religious and theoretical-philosophical seem 

to be correlated as evaluative and value-free knowledge. Yet Ritschl makes adjustments from two 

sides: religious knowledge cannot do entirely without ideas and concepts; and theoretical-

phenomenalistic knowledge is motivated, whether consciously or not, by something, by the sense of a 

certain value the man of science attaches to the object or event to be known: "For without interest, we 

do not trouble ourselves about anything." Thus according to Ritschl religious and theoretical 

judgments can be compared as "independent" and "concomitant" value judgments (Die Christliche 

Lehre, vol. 3, p. 193ff.; Eng. tr., pp. 203-4). 
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agreement of the gospel with the deepest needs of the human heart. The revelation of 

God in Jesus is not theoretically accessible and understandable in itself: it lives and 

functions only within the Christian value judgment. This particular value judgment 

likewise has no significance in itself: it vibrates only to the tune of Jesus' 

authoritative word. In this way Ritschl's theology -- other differences aside -- 

acquires a much more objective content (and a stronger link with salvation history, 

the Bible, and church doctrine) than the spiritualist and subjectivist conceptions of 

Schleiermacher and the Erlangen theologians.129 

In his view of "inner experience," Troeltsch stands squarely on the standpoint 

of the Ritschlian school with its axiolological epistemology.130 Indeed, he assigns it 

a key position in his own philosophy. Given the demonstrable insufficiency of the 

concept of historical development as a basis for an ultimate normative truth, 

Troeltsch takes the unassailability of the Christian experience of salvation, viewed as 

a supratheoretical value judgment and experience of the absolute, truth-

authenticating claim of Christianity, as the point of departure for his theology, as it 

was for Ritschl's. It is his last redoubt against historicism. 

 

Current attempts to found the christian faith return, with increasing agreement -- and 

rightly so -- to the christian redemptive experience itself, a return to the whole of a 

religious-moral view of life. Correspondence between the christian faith and the 

profoundest needs of the human heart, overpowering of conscience by the christian moral 

law, the humbling and uplifting power of the Gospel -- these are, ultimately, the sole 

proofs of its truth. (II, 227-28; Kraay)131 

                                                           
129 Since then, the idea of correlation has turned up incessantly in theological dogmatics (cf. 

Berkouwer, Geloof en openbaring). In his Dogmatische Studien Berkouwer abandoned the concept -- 

although he retained the term, and thereby opened the door to some confusion and debates in his 

circle: H. Berkhof ("De methode van Berkouwers theologie") and others. In H. M. Kuitert the idea of 

correlation is tied to a new spurt of "historicist" theology (in the sense of 1.5.5) in the line, at times 

strikingly so, of Ritschl (also where Ritschl's double rejection of subjectivistic and of orthodox-

metaphysical theology is concerned) -- but with little attention to the historical backgrounds of the 

problem of correlation (De realiteit van het geloof, pp. 156ff., 100, 207; Eng. tr., pp. 144ff., 94-95, 

186-87. 

130 On this point the only difference from Ritschl would perhaps be in the content of this inner 

experience. Just as in other Ritschlians (Wilhelm Herrmann, "Die Lage und Aufgabe der 

evangelischen Dogmatik in der Gegenwart," passim), so also in Troeltsch this experience seems to be 

concentrated in large measure in the person and unique self-consciousness of Jesus: "The genuine 

source has still forever been the wonderful personality of Jesus … not any new doctrine"; "thus the 

key is precisely his Messianism" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 321, 322). Through concentration 

on Jesus' Messianic self-consciousness and moral character the Ritschlians endeavored to withdraw 

the core of Christian faith from historical criticism, and at the same time they joined newer 

theological insights concerning the constitutive importance of the Messianic eschatology in the 

ministry of Jesus (Joh. Weiss and others; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 322). 

131 Interesting is Troeltsch's later commentary as a historicist thinker: "Today I can no longer 

subscribe to the standpoint adopted beforehand. That is the standpoint of the Ritschlian school.… The 

thus maintained absoluteness of Christianity rests on a too narrow and thin foundation, namely, a self-

declaration and a demonstration that the concept of development as such is incapable of founding the 

positive content. The latter is certainly important, but in it are not comprised the finer problems of the 

idea of development. There is then just the question, through which means within such an unlimited 

development one is to gain a position vis-à-vis normative values. The former, however, is an 
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"Inner Experience" and the Science of Religion (4) 

 

At this point in our analysis of the young Troeltsch, I want to emphasize that in 

resisting historicism his appeal is not to an irrational feeling that would elude all 

reasonable justification. As we have seen (1.4.2, etc.), the perfection of the Christian 

religion cannot be proved; it can, however, be clarified through a historical 

comparison with other religions. In the confrontation with Christianity, these all turn 

out to be more or less nature religions in which man seeks his gods and his salvation 

in and not above this world, religions in which man thus never essentially transcends 

the coercion of nature and the apotheosis of particular natural circumstances. Over 

against this particularism of the nature religions, Christianity (including Hebrew 

prophetism) presented itself to us as an acosmic or spiritual religion in which nature 

was seen as just an unfathomable product of divine creation but history was 

experienced as the sphere of divine revelations. Being a Person and Spirit elevated 

above this world Himself, God in history called man, who was akin to Him, out of 

his particular earthly position to his proper universal and final destination within the 

moral-spiritual communion of God's kingdom. Summarizing, one could say that this 

outcome of the history of religions, referring to the uniqueness of Christianity's 

spiritual universalism, is to Troeltsch's mind at this time an important theoretical 

support for the practical Christian conviction of faith. Provided it bind itself to the 

truth of the Christian religion, Religionsgeschichte has the capacity to illustrate and 

clarify Christianity's unique position and absolute claim. 

 

Even though a positive proof for the character of our religion as absolute revelation of 

God cannot, in the nature of the case, be given, and although the final decision lies with 

one's practical relationship to it, it is nevertheless possible to illustrate more specifically 

the claim necessarily connected with it, i.e., its claimed unicity and supersensible origin, 

and to explain the possibility of it. (II, 318; Kraay) 

 

It is desirable to mention at this juncture that (for historicist reasons!) Troeltsch 

will soon reject out of hand as a scholastic, dogmatic prejudice this subordination 

and subjugation of scientific theory, in particular of the history of religion, to the 

claim of Christianity.132 His present position, however, has been chosen with great 

care. Troeltsch, like Ritschl, fears that putting the history of religion on a separate 

course could result in historicism and in a relativizing of Christianity.133 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
assertion, which as such can prove just as little as any other self-declaration and any other claim." 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, (1913) p. 324n. 

132 Cf., e.g., Die wissenschaftliche Lage und ihre Anforderungen an die Theologie (1900), p. 51. 

133 Ritschl said: "In the investigation of Christianity the general conception of religion should be 

used regulatively. I desire to distinguish myself very precisely in this respect from those who, in 

interpreting Christianity, make a constitutive use of the general conception. For when this method is 
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The Ambivalence of the So-Called  

Theological "Historicism" (5) 

 

Speaking of Ritschl -- it could be considered surprising that his theology has been 

typified precisely as "historicism."134 Did Troeltsch not cling to Ritschl as the last 

support against historicism? Indeed, but this so-called Ritschlian "historicism" has a 

specific dogmatic-historical meaning. The term is indicative in this case of a far-

reaching difference from Ritschl's theological predecessors who, as was said, sought 

the epistemological basis for systematic theology in the Christian experience 

(theology of experience) or in speculative reason (Hegelian theology). By 

"Ritschlian 'historicism'" is meant that Ritschl situated the epistemological ground of 

theology in the same place as the ontological basis of Christian faith, namely, in 

history, that is, in the historical preaching of Jesus. 

The somewhat unhappy term "theological historicism" gives occasion to 

evaluate the young Troeltsch's position. The crux of Ritschlian theology and thus 

also implicitly of Troeltsch's conception is the ambivalence of this so-called 

"historicism." It sought to honor the historical character of the the divine revelation 

in Jesus' preaching and to depend on historical sources (the Bible) for knowledge 

about it. Thus Ritschl also had no objection whatever to the historical-critical 

investigation of these human documents. He was of the judgment that historical 

science could to a great extent support or guarantee the reliability of the 

Scriptures.135 

It is true that with his "historicism" Ritschl had extricated systematic theology 

from the sometimes bizarre straits of inner experience; but in the process he had 

involved it in a perplexing problem. For how can we consider this historical 

revelation to be not only the ground of Christian faith but also the working basis for 

systematic theology when it is at the same time made to depend upon the results of 

historical criticism? This problem becomes more urgent when we remember that 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
employed, no longer as Scholasticism employs it, but in such a way that the influence of the general 

conception of religion makes one even for a moment neutral towards the Christian religion itself, in 

order to be able to deduce its meaning from the conditions of the general conception, then the only 

effect of this is to undermine Christian conviction" (Die Christlich Lehre, vol. 3, pp. 186-87; Eng. tr., 

p. 196). 

For Ritschl the significance of the general history of religions was that in this history the postulate 

of the spiritual-moral personality in its closedness to nature (Kant) came more and more to the 

foreground; corresponding to that postulate would be the authoritative word of Jesus concerning the 

incomparable fulfillment of this postulate in Christianity. It was precisely the increasing isolation of 

the Christian value judgment and of the "Anspruch Jesu" over against the history of religions that 

Troeltsch experienced amongst Ritschl's circle of students that provoked him to resist. See Troeltsch's 

later study, Die Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 37ff.; Eng. tr., pp. 80ff. See also 2.1.1. 

134 Cf. F. J. Schmidt, Die Niedergang des Protestantismus, pp. 23-24 and L. van der Zanden, 

Christelijke religie, pp. 47ff. 

135 L. van der Zanden, Christelijke religie, pp. 52-53. 
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historical criticism became increasingly radical during and after Ritschl's time, 

eventually even denying the historicity of Jesus (Arthur Drews and others)! In fact, 

then, the focus of Ritschl's interest lay not in the results of historical criticism but in 

the practical value of Jesus' preaching for faith. Where the experience of faith is 

certain of a perfect revelation of God in Jesus' words, historical science is of 

negligible relevance. 

Ritschl may be placed at the dividing line between historicism and the theology 

of experience, seeking support in both historical methodology and inner experience 

but convinced that neither of the two is able in itself to carry the load. Historical 

criticism neglects the religious value of history; inner experience, in the absence of 

an objective connection with history, shrivels up into an illusion. This ambivalence 

was not, however, a halting between two opinions; it was the outcome rather of the 

structural correlation Ritschl had accepted between the experience of religious faith 

and the fact of historical revelation. 

From the nature of the case, this twofold relationship of history to both secular 

scientific criticism and the correlative value judgment of Christian faith produced 

tension in Ritschl's works. His students sought a way out. Many of them (Julius 

Kaftan, Theodor Haering, Max Reischle, Willhelm Herrmann, and others) accented 

the value judgment of practical faith, if only in continuing (sometimes minimal) 

contact with history. For others (Adolf von Harnack, Troeltsch), historical research 

became increasingly decisive. So Ritschl's students went their separate ways, in what 

Van der Zanden has rather unhappily designated "theological historicism" and 

"scientific historicism." I agree, however, with his observation that Troeltsch's road 

to historicism had a point of departure in this so-called "theological historicism" of 

his teacher.136 Soon it became clear for him that because the Christian experience is 

tied to the hard facts of history, the so-called Christian history of salvation cannot 

enjoy an exclusive position but must be accessible, like all other history, to the 

general methodology of historical criticism and comparative religion -- whatever the 

consequences of such an elimination of boundaries may be ... !  

                                                           
136 L. van der Zanden, Christelijke religie, pp. 55, 59, etc. From the preceding analysis it will be 

clear I reject Walter Bodenstein's position that Troeltsch distanced himself from Ritschl already in his 

"Habilitationsschrift," Vernunft und Offenbarung bei Johan Gerhard und Melanchthon, of 1891; 

Neige des Historismus, pp. 13-14. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

HISTORICISM AND METAPHYSICAL 

IDEALISM   (1895 - 1900) 

 

 

2.1 The Historical Method and Its Implications 

 

 

The Break With Ritschl (1) 

 

In the preceding chapter we have seen that Troeltsch's initial resistance to historicism 

was inspired by the theological standpoint of Albrecht Ritschl. 137 We have also 

                                                           
137 Walter Bodenstein gives the impression that Troeltsch has already made the break with 

Albrecht Ritschl inVernunft und Offenbarung bei Johann Gerhard und Melanchthon, his 

"Habilitationsschrift" of 1891. In doing so he completely overlooks (E. Lessing follows him in this) 

the first, Ritschlian phase in Troeltsch's development (and the current Hegelian phase too for that 

matter). I admit that already in 1891 Troeltsch advances opinions that are at variance with Ritschl's 

not only historically (in his view of the Reformation and orthodoxy) but also systematically. The 

question is, however: on which points! 

Bodenstein argues that Troeltsch ultimately places himself beside Melanchthon and Gerhard and 

opposite Ritschl on the point of the latter's rigorous rejection of all natural theology and metaphysics. 

To my mind this is to overstate the case, for Troeltsch too rejects the scholastic theologia naturalis, 

while Ritschl is not averse to every metaphysics (1.5.3). However, it is true that Troeltsch allows 

himself to say with Melanchthon and Gerhard, "Christianity does not exist as an independent 

magnitude. It is anchored in that which is naturally human" (cf. Bodenstein, Neige des Historismus, p. 

14); yet if one were to develop this idea concretely in Troeltsch's spirit, the difference from Gerhard 

and the like as well as the affinity with Ritschl would soon become evident. Central for Troeltsch and 

Ritschl, namely -- in sharp contrast to traditional Protestant scholasticism -- is the atheoretical 

practical or evaluative nature of religious knowledge in its correlative relation to the Christian 

revelation. To be sure, Troeltsch felt a need from the outset (it is this that Bodenstein has in mind) to 

buttress this central standpoint of faith indirectly with the help of a scientific theology capable both of 

filling in the gaps and seams between general theoretical insights and practical religious conceptions 

and of establishing more precisely the relation between "faith" (Glauben) and "knowledge" (Wissen) 

by indicating a "point of contact in natural consciousness" (Anknüpfungspunkt im natürlichen 

Bewusstsein) (Vernunft und Offenbarung, pp. 2, 4). In Troeltsch, however, this point of contact is not 

conceived in a scholastic but in a modern way, namely, as an inner point of connection between 

empirical scientific knowledge and practical religious truth. At bottom the point of connection is 

understood not out of the scholastic scheme of nature and the supernatural but out of the Kantian 

motive (shared by Ritschl!) of nature and freedom. 

As a result the task of theology becomes twofold for Troeltsch. On the one hand, it must show the 

congruence between the limiting concepts and inductive-metaphysical postulates of scientific theory 

(which is not identical with natural theology) and the practical religious notion of God (which is not 

identical with Christian supernaturalism). On the other hand, via history and the philosophy of 

history, it must engage in the comparative study of the multiplicity of religious notions in order to 

determine their highest forms of expression. We have noticed that Ritschl -- though with an important 
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seen, however, that Ritschl himself by no means escaped the influence of the 

historical-critical method, yes, that a genuine historical approach was inherent to the 

structure of his theology. Therefore the turn to historicism that follows in the present 

chapter must be regarded not only as an abandonment of Ritschl but simultaneously 

as a radicalizing of motifs already present in Ritschl. These will combine with 

impulses from the history of religions school, to which Troeltsch had already proved 

most susceptible in his student years (Paul de Lagarde and Bernhard Duhm; 

1.1.1).138 Moreover, since 1895 his philosophical thinking is coming increasingly 

under the spell of historicist philosophy, i.e., of Fichte's metaphysics and especially 

of Schleiermacher's and Hegel's philosophies of history and religion. Seen in broader 

context, it appears that Troeltsch's conception of history by this time has a strange 

affinity with the early, romantic-idealistic stage of historicism, as we became 

acquainted with it at the conclusion of our introductory chapter. 

Yet Troeltsch retains his reservations about metaphysics. Just as in his view of 

nature (which even now is still oriented entirely to Lotze's and Fechner's 

panpsychism; 2.2.1), so also in his new view of history, he wishes to proceed from 

the positive insights and methods of the empirical sciences, though he agrees that 

such insights need to be deepened and augmented philosophically and 

metaphysically. Over against the Ritschlians, of whom many, under the influence of 

positivism and neokantianism, have become vehemently anti-metaphysical and thus 

attack him for his idealistic metaphysics, he repeatedly argues that this  difference is 

incidental. The metaphysics demanded and worked out by Troeltsch is only a 

deepening of scientific insight. In the controversy with his opponents, however, it is 

not in the first place such a metaphysical but rather a rigorous scientific, 

methodological question that is at issue.139 The key problem is that of whether the 

historical way of thought is a universally valid method, applicable to the entire field 

of the humanities; or whether some part of the field is exempt from it, whether 

certain facts are closed in principle to a historical approach. The point is of course 

especially that of whether the Christian religion, and in particular miracles and 

events of salvation history may be isolated from the general process of history and 

regarded as accessible only through a specific dogmatic or supernaturalist method. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
restriction -- was not entirely averse to such an undertaking. In this chapter Troeltsch will break 

through this restriction to the extent that in carrying out the comparison from the general standpoint of 

the philosophy of history, he abandons the a priori character of the absolute position of Christianity. 

On Troeltsch's relation to Ritschl and the twofold task of theolgy, see the Foreword to Das  

Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie  (1904) and Die wissenschaftliche Lage  (1900), pp. 47-51; 

see also 2.4.7. 

H.-G. Drescher also places the "turn away from Albrecht Ritschl" after "Die christliche 

Weltanschauung" of 1893-94: cf. Drescher, "Das Problem der Geschichte bei Ernst Troeltsch," ZThK 

N.F.  57 (1960): 187. 

138 Troeltsch dedicated Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2 to the memory of Paul de Lagarde. 

139 "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 2-3 and Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 729. 

Cf. vol. 2, pp. 334ff. 
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Now, as religion is a constitutive part of historical existence, its main questions arise in the 

area of history. (II, 333; Bense) 

The modern view of history [is] the new presupposition of all the humanities. (II, 339; 

Kraay) 

 

Troeltsch criticizes especially the later Ritschlians in this regard for wanting to 

have their cake and eat it too. On the one hand, they honor historical science, also in 

the field of religion, and in doing so acknowledge the universal coherence of the 

Christian and the non-Christian religions. As a consequence, they subject large parts 

of the history of Christian revelation to historical criticism. On the other hand, they 

set the Christian religion apart and isolate at least a certain part of its historical 

tradition (e.g., Jesus moral character or his resurrection) from all theoretical criticism 

whatsoever. Troeltsch regards as illegitimate140 their cherished appeal to Kant's 

distinction between theoretical and practical knowledge (intended to provide a basis 

for the unique historicity of Jesus' character and acts in the supratheoretical, practical 

value judgment of the Christian community). If one sets off down the road of 

historical and philological criticism in religion, then he should not just go half way! 

To Troeltsch it is a matter of scientific integrity to be methodologically consistent, 

also in theology, and to keep clearly before one the inner logic of historical criticism. 

 

Once applied to the scientific study of the Bible and church history, the historical method 

acts as a leaven, transforming everything and ultimately exploding the very form of earlier 

theological methods. (II, 730; Bense) 

The historical method must be taken entirely seriously. (II, 738; Kraay) 

 

 

Criticism, Analogy, and Correlation (2) 

 

In the controversy with the Ritschlians, in particular with Julius Kaftan and his 

student F. Niebergall, Troeltsch explains clearly the assumptions and implications of 

the modern, historical method.141 This method rests, as he sees it, on three 

fundamental categories or assumptions: those of criticism, analogy, and correlation. 

                                                           
140 In Kant history as a separate scientific discipline is not yet done sufficient justice, to be sure, 

yet the scientific method according to Kant does indeed stand or fall with its universal and necessary 

validity (0.2.7). See also Troeltsch, Die wissenschaftliche Lage, pp. 45-46. 

141 This discussion extends over many years: "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895) 

and 6 (1896); "Christentum und Religionsgeschichte," in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2 (1897); 

"Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898); "Über historische und dogmatische Methode in der 

Theologie," in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2 (1900); later it is still being carried on, e.g. in Die 

Absolutheit des Christentums (1902) and in Das  Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie , pp. vff., 

12ff. (1904). On the methodological exposition in question here, see especially "Über historische und 

dogmatische Methode" (1900), dated incorrectly by Troeltsch as 1898 (II, 729). In his increasing 

accentuation of methodology, Troeltsch is approaching the next, neokantian phase. 

Unfortunately, the first and third articles are not included in Gesammelte Schriften. This, as 

Troeltsch himself later declares (II, 450), is because of their Hegelian ideology, from which after 

1900 he wished to dissociate himself. 
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The matter is one of fundamental habituation to historical criticism; of regular use of 

analogies; and of openness to the interaction present within history. 

First of all, the necessary application of historical criticism implies that no 

information is certain beforehand, that no authority is credible as such, and that 

therefore even all assertions of historians must be considered judgments of 

probability. Criticism may alter and improve these judgments a thousand times, but 

they remain judgments having, at best, an enhanced degree of probability. There is 

no settled opinion, no visible institution, but what historical criticism has the final 

word. Even if through its applications our received picture of the past were to be 

fully confirmed rather than changed (which is practically never the case), then our 

inner bearing towards historical tradition and its content would still be 

fundamentally altered by the sovereign character of all scientific criticism. That 

applies equally to all religious tradition. For its scientific study means its being 

summoned and tried before the bar of historical criticism. The authority of the Bible, 

of the church, and the like cannot remain unchanged, given the modern scientific 

viewpoint. 

 

In principle, to become used to historical criticism ... means [to learn to see] that in the 

realm of history there are only judgments of probability.... With this our whole attitude to 

the enormous bulk of memory and tradition in civilization is changed fundamentally.... (II, 

731; Kraay) 

 

Secondly, historical criticism only becomes possible with the discovery and 

regular use of analogies. The analogy to what is going on in and around us is the key 

to criticism of the historical material. Experience, which confronts us with deceit, 

prejudice, myth-making, and so forth, teaches us to recognize these in tradition, 

too.What we have learned to accept as normal or as not unusual in the present we 

expect to find in the past as well. Moreover, the presence or absence of analogies in 

the transmitted material itself helps determine its degree of probability. In this 

regard, Troeltsch observes that the "omnipotence" of the analogy does not exclude 

the occurence in history of ever new, surprising, unique events, but that in its 

application there is nonetheless an assumption of a fundamental similarity of all 

historical events. 

 

Agreement with normal, customary, or at least frequently attested happenings and 

conditions as we have experienced them is the criterion of probability.... But this 

omnipotence of analogy implies the similarity (in principle) of all historical events -- 

which does not, of course, mean identity. While leaving all possible room for differences, 

however, the analogical method always presupposes a common core of similarity that 

makes the differences comprehensible and empathy possible. (II, 732; Bense)142 

                                                           
142 Where the analogies and similarities cease lie the boundaries of the different spheres of life 

(art, religin, law, etc.; Die wissenschaftliche Lage,  p. 43). 

By emphasizing one-sidedly the necessity of agreement between the historian's own present 

experiences and the story he has to investigate, Eckhard Lessing somewhere manages to make the 
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It is this "affinity and similarity" of the human spirit in all its historical 

expressions which leads Troeltsch to his third basic category, the interaction of all 

spiritual and historical phenomena. The spiritual affinity of mankind here alluded to 

suggests that all historical processes are of a kind. Only one, correlative coherence of 

historical events is possible -- a single, universal stream of historical life in which all 

points are mutually codeterminative.143 It would be counter to all the rules of 

criticism to say that at any point in history a breakthrough from a transcendent realm 

has to be accepted or an exclusively supernatural order has to be affirmed. 

 

At every point there do indeed emerge unique and autonomous historical forces that, by 

virtue of our capacity for empathy, we perceive to be related to common humanity. At the 

same time, however, these unique forces also stand in a current and context 

comprehending the totality of events, where we see everything conditioned by everything 

else so that there is no point within history which is beyond this correlative involvement 

and mutual influence. (II, 733; Bense) 

 

According to Troeltsch, the historical method entails two consequences that are 

devastating not only for orthodox but also for Ritschlian theology. The first 

consequence is that historical criticism makes every separate fact uncertain.144 A 

historical fact is only certain insofar as its effects, which have a bearing on the 

present, are certain. But the historical coherence between the original fact and its 

present effect can never be fully clarified. Thus religious faith can never build 

directly on an isolated historical event, that is, on the moral life of Jesus. In 

agreement with the great nineteenth-century theologian Schleiermacher, Troeltsch 

teaches that the influence of Jesus is mediated by history. Only via the revolutionary 

power which his life represents within the life of the church and the religious history 

of Europe does it come with its claim to us. 

 

In the first place, historical criticism brings a measure of uncertainty to every single fact 

and shows that certainty attaches only to its effects upon the present; the historical link 

between original fact and present influence must remain at least partly obscure. (II, 736; 

Bense) 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
notion of analogy the basic principle of historical subjectivity (Die Geschichtsphilosophie Ernst 

Troeltschs, pp. 21-22). Yet while Troeltsch does not deny its basic position (2.2.6), he thinks of the 

concept of analogy as militating precisely against historical subjectivism: against the isolated 

"Christian epistemology" of the Ritschlians. Elsewhere in the same work, in his criticism of Emil 

Spiess, Lessing writes more accurately: "yet the subjective has here not the character of subjectivity 

but is an example of what is general" (p. 66). He goes too far, though, when in criticism of Wolfhart 

Pannenberg he also calls Troeltsch's concept of analogy an anti-naturalistic category (p. 152). The 

experience of nature is of course also analogous for Troeltsch, and physics is a universal science. 

143 Troeltsch held this position already in 1895: "It is self-evident that this approach contains 

weighty implications. The specific, indigenous religion breaks out of its isolation and enters the 

context of a larger whole…. The historical view as such shows christianity to be but one, splendid, 

phenomenon among others with comparable claims"; "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 

(1895): 371-72. 

144 Ibid., p. 374. 
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The second consequence is that such a historical (in this case religious) field of 

forces cannot be demarcated precisely itself. It is interconnected with a still much 

larger field of comparable forces. That is, a given chain of influences always 

functions within the total coherence of cultural forces. Therefore, there should also 

be no attempt to isolate the sphere of Judaeo-Christian tradition from this larger 

whole. Its meaning is clear and historically understandable only in the context of the 

grand complexes of civilization within which it developed. 

 

In the second place, these connections between faith and fact are themselves not isolated 

and unconditioned but are most closely correlated with a much larger historical context; 

they arise out of this context, they share its substance, and they must be understood in 

relation to it. (II, 736; Bense) 

 

Here we discover Troeltsch's main objection to Ritschl. Troeltsch shares 

Ritschl's distinction between theoretical explanation and practical judgment. 

However, theoretical explanation and practical judgment must follow the same 

course, and that would be from the general towards the particular. Scholastic 

theology took the Christian religion as a religion of supernatural revelation and 

therefore as the starting point and norm for interpreting the entire religious world in 

all its historical manifestations. From the outset its course was from the particular to 

the general. Ritschl, however, started out by placing the Christian religion in the 

universal coherence of all religions in order to make it accessible to the general 

methodology of historical analysis. Yet, what he surrendered with one hand at the 

theoretical level, he took back with the other. For on a practical level he elevated the 

uniqueness of Christianity to an a priori starting point and personal gauge of 

Christian conscience. But more is needed for religious certainty than an isolated, 

subjective conviction, especially since historical research has demonstrated that 

corresponding convictions occur in other religions. According to Troeltsch, Ritschl 

could have attained a more objective certainty and reinforced his religious standpoint 

if he had also moved from the general towards the particular in his practical 

evaluation of the phenomenon of religion. He should have weighed the value of the 

various religions against each other substantively on the basis of a comparative study 

in the history of religions and established the preeminence of Christianity in this 

way. 

 

One implication of the historical method is extremely important. It follows from the 

univocity and the total interconnection of historical events that their evaluation and 

judgment no less than their explanation and description must begin with the total context. 

(II, 736; Bense) 

Thus [the new historiography] proceeds from the general to the particular, from the 

investigation of religion as typical contact with God occurring everywhere to inquiry into 

such contact in specific, concrete religious circles. (II, 342; Kraay) 
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It is worth noting at the conclusion of this section that in a manner 

characteristic of the period under discussion, in which metaphysics has been 

discredited by positivism and neokantianism, Troeltsch initiates his discussion 

precisely within the framework of the methodological problems of his opponents. He 

appears to derive both the right to his own insights and the untenability of Ritschlian 

theology from the assumptions and implications of the historical method as such, 

without, at this point, attaching any metaphysical claims to it. But this is true only 

within limits. In itself this historical method, which in the nature of the case relates 

all things to all things, making everything comparable and relative, may lead as 

easily to skepticism and relativism as to spiritual and moral anchorage. Troeltsch's 

historical method (as will be shown and maintained in what follows!) is a more than 

historical method, however. Implicitly, it is a philosophical method based on the idea 

of universal history, a method which, unlike the natural-scientific method, both 

explains and evaluates, which gathers, compares, and connects data from the whole 

of world history, and thus painstakingly probes into the inner development of its 

meaning. It is a method that is determined by the idealist basic conviction that 

historical analogies and developments have not come about thus or so by accident 

but that they are traceable to a fundamental spiritual affinity and ascending urge in 

the core of human history. Such a conviction cannot be legitimated by strictly 

methodological rules but is led rather by historicism; it is nourished from the 

wellsprings of a Hegelian metaphysics of history, as we shall soon see.145 To say 

that is not to disqualify Troeltsch's approach out of hand. For it may not be excluded 

beforehand that the application of a methodology always presupposes a certain 

conviction; even the positivist belief in the self-explanatory power of positive facts is 

a very definite conviction. However that may be, it is a matter of fact for Troeltsch 

that historical criticism as such needs to be broadened into a general comparative 

and evaluative approach appropriate to deal with the universal history of mankind, in 

particular the universal history of religion. To him the Ritschlians are wrong in their 

appeal to Kant and to the practical character of the Christian experience of faith if 

the outcome is indeed an endeavor to exclude Christianity from the criticism of the 

universal history of religion.146  

 

Scientific thought is not limited to the realm of exact causal explanation. The principle of 

scientific thinking in general remains placed above all its objects and seeks to order and 

relate them. When, in the course of such ordering, it is psychologically and 

epistemologically forced to distinguish two areas -- one of exact natural science and an 

                                                           
145 Cf. what Troeltsch wrote retrospectively in 1902: "When I designated my approach in toto as 

a 'historical' method in contrast to the dogmatic, I realized that this historical method could be so 

named only a parte potiori, only from the point of view of antithesis. The historical method involves 

a comprehensive perspective based on the breadth of the historical and developed from the concept of 

universality formed thereby." Absolutheit des Christentums, p. x; Eng. tr. p. 30. 

146 Troeltsch's critique of the Ritschlians is in no small measure self-critique. He mentions the 

"dogmatic prejudice" in which his study (just notice the title!) "Die christliche Weltanschauung" of 

1893-94 still labors (Die wissenschaftliche Lage,  p. 51). 
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historical sphere which comprises both explanation and evaluation -- even then unity of 

method is still the unconditional aim in either area. (Kraay)147 

 

 

 

2.2 History and Its Metaphysical Presuppositions 

 

 

Epistemological Criticism and  

Critical Metaphysics (1) 

 

The starting point for Troeltsch's metaphysics of history is the Kantian critical 

epistemology. That is to say that human knowledge is tied in the first instance to 

phenomenal reality and that statements which transgress the bounds of human 

experience and refer to a transsubjective reality are not susceptible of strict scientific 

demonstration. It is at this point that Troeltsch merely underscores the phenomenalist 

and subjectivist epistemology of his opponents, mainly positivist and neokantian 

theologians (Kaftan and others). 

 

We … retain the firm starting point in critical analysis of consciousness. (Kraay)148  

 

Yet, there are also ineradicable differences. At more than one point Troeltsch 

corrects Kantian epistemology. Thus he acknowledges the phenomenal character of 

space and causality (of spatial objects or substances and of causal or mechanical 

relationships) in outer experience, it is true. Yet this does not mean, as he sees it, that 

there is nothing beyond our subjective experience with which we do not interact in a 

real, spiritual manner. Here Troeltsch falls back again on an inductive and 

panpsychic metaphysics of nature à la Lotze and Fechner. 

 

The phenomenal nature of space and of spatial entities may be granted, and hence the 

phenomenality of the concept of mechanical causality.… But this in no way detracts from 

the conclusion that interaction takes place between subjects and an external world 

"affecting" them. This interaction is not to be thought of as mechanical, going on among 

bodies.… If the external world is seen as something spiritual or spirit-like (the grounds for 

which will be elaborated elsewhere) asserting interaction poses no dificulty. (Kraay)149  

 

Even more profound changes are introduced by Troeltsch into the realm of 

inner experience. Here he denies the substantial and thus the phenomenal character 

of the soul. The soul is to be regarded as a genuine and real unity of functions 

                                                           
147 Die wissenschaftliche Lage,  pp. 45-46. 

148 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 93; cf. p. 81. 

149 Ibid., pp. 89-90. For this Lotzean metaphysics of nature see further ibid., ZThK 5 (1895): 434; 

"Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 43-44; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 550-51. 
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(Wundt, Paulsen) and is guided not only by psychomechanical but also by ideal, 

creative motivations (see further 2.3.2, 2.4.2, etc.). He likewise rejects the 

phenomenal character of time: time is not just a form in which the things observed 

move; observation and experience themselves move in it! 

 

Even more emphatically we must depart from Kant in the area of so-called inner 

experience.… The soul is … no substance but a unity of functions, and its actions are 

subject to a highly diversified kind of coherence within which the creative ideal 

motivations distinguish themselves sharply from mere psychological and 

psychomechanical stress (which for that matter itself is quite different from bodily 

causality). Finally, the phenomenality of time, which reduces the whole of reality to mere 

appearance, cannot be maintained since time, unlike space, is not a form containing things 

only but one in which move intuition and experience themselves. (Kraay)150 

 

These antinaturalistic and antimechanistic corrections of Kant's ideas in the 

field of psychology and inner experience, bring Troeltsch close to Dilthey.151 They 

should be regarded as a preparing of the way for a new metaphysics of the spirit and 

of history. With these corrections Troeltsch seeks to make room for the metaphysical 

unity and independence of the ego, for a transsubjective interpersonal reality of 

spiritual life and spiritual interactions, for the inner tendency of such a spiritual life 

to disclose itself according to objective and ideal laws, and finally (in his 

metaphysics of religion), for faith in a central Being, which would productively 

permeate this entire spiritual realm; and such faith would only be possible if this 

psychic life does not function purely mechanistically.152 Troeltsch's epistemological 

reflections transform critical psychology into a "critical metaphysics" in short order. 

Practically speaking, Troeltsch constructs this "critical metaphysics"153 in the 

style of his philosophy of nature, thus as an a posteriori and inductive metaphysics 

of the spirit. Man does not have at his disposal clear knowledge of the deepest 

ground of all that is (Hegel's metaphysics of the absolute!), in order to deduce from it 

the background of nature or history. On the contrary, just as in the case of nature, so 

too in that of history, one must begin with empirical and methodological insights and 

then deepen these epistemologically in an effort to draw from them general 

conclusions concerning their metaphysical background.154  

 

                                                           
150 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 90. Lotze too had already (occasionally) 

doubted the phenomenal character of time, accepted a spiritual interaction of all that is, and (in his 

own way) concentrated this in a divine Spirit; cf. E. Spiess, Die Religionstheorie von Ernst Troeltsch, 

pp. 57-58, 62-63. 

151 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4 (1922), pp. 5-6; vol. 2 (1903), p. 680. 

152 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 90-91; "Geschichte und Metaphysik," 

ZThK 8 (1898): 45-46. 

153 "My first philosophical authorities were Kant, Albert Lange, and Lotze, through whom I was 

driven forward little by little to the idea of a critical metaphysics" ("Geschichte und Metaphysik," 

ZThK 8 (1898): 52). 

154 "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 40ff. 
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The Methodological Motive  

and the Practical Motive (2) 

 

This road from the science to the philosophy or metaphysics of history has to be 

cleared primarily for reasons of methodology or epistemology. A historian cannot be 

content just to note the multiplicity and mutability of phenomena. A rule is required 

if he is to arrange and to control this material logically. To this end it is not unusual 

for historians to interpret historical facts as the chance products of strictly natural, 

causal processes and then to abstract from this historical material general concepts or 

laws after the model of the natural sciences. Yet this nomological approach would be 

a disavowal of the individual in history, that is, of the specific connections and 

unique meaning relations which man expects to find in history, a betrayal too of the 

meaning of life and of the reasonableness of reality.155  

Troeltsch does not deny the presence of the general in history. On the contrary! 

In the first place, political, religious and other phenomena can be grouped into as 

many general spheres. Moreover, each sphere possesses a central unity, a common 

root from which the many particular phenomena within this sphere arise. 

Furthermore, such a complex has its own general tendency. Finally, this tendency 

runs through the whole of history towards a universal goal, assuming, that is, that 

world history is a meaningful, not a contingent process. Troeltsch certainly 

acknowledges the general in history, but he does not think it possible to deduce or to 

abstract it from the multiplicity of individual phenomena in a positivistic or 

naturalistic way. The general core and the universal goal can be discovered only in 

the particular or individual forms of history in which they disclose themselves, and 

then only by means of individual understanding and historical empathy 

(Schleiermacher, Windelband). In other words, when history is regarded properly, it 

is seen to be an individually articulated process, and it affords as such a fitting rule 

by which to order the multiplicity of historical material. 

 

It is therefore quite legitimate when others adamantly turn against this veneration of 

generality and in the area of spiritual life make precisely the principle of particularization 

and individuation into the basis for all methodical judgment and treatment. In the realm of 

natural science, where we do not know the inner workings of what is happening, 

generality of concepts is means and aim of knowing; but in history generality can ever be 

understood correctly only in its particularizations. (Kraay)156  

 

It is thus in the first instance a methodological motive that puts Troeltsch on 

the trail of the so-called metaphysics of history. Such a metaphysics must necessarily 

be forthcoming from the conscientious analysis of the methodological rule to which 

                                                           
155 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 71-72, 77. 

156 Ibid., p. 76. 
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the historian must be oriented, from the plastic framework in which he must order 

and categorize an often overwhelming amount of material. 

 

The first requirement, then, is a rule by which we can cope with the multiplicity and 

mobility of its contents. But this rule implies a consistent metaphysics of spirit. (Kraay)157 

 

Yet it has already been observed that this methodological or epistemological 

motive is interwoven with a practical motive, a motive of faith, which likewise 

points towards metaphysics. One can conceive history in meaningful terms only if 

one believes in its coherence and meaning-directedness, in its having unity and a 

goal. This is the presupposition of every authentic historian. The historian who 

would disavow the reasonableness of reality would implicitly undermine his own life 

and labor. 

 

To be sure, it is only a belief when in this way one relies on a rational, teleological 

coherence of the particularizations, and the evaluation of them is tied to very strong 

personal involvement. But such belief is given with the faith of man in his own rationality 

and normality, in the correctness of his thinking and the legitimacy of his aims.… The risk 

of believing in the rationality of reality must be taken. (Kraay)158  

 

 

Romantic Idealism (3) 

 

The direction in which Troeltsch will develop his conception of history is not 

unclear. Via Bernhard Duhm and others, he arrives at last at romantic idealism, at 

Hegel and Schleiermacher.159 Indeed, we must conceive of history as a coherent, 

meaningful, and reasonable process: it is the grand manifestation of ideas that 

disclose themselves in the course of time, a manifestation of particular ideal 

tendencies. In constant interaction with the material world, these basic tendencies 

realize themselves according to their own laws and in the direction of a set goal. In 

that way they generate the great life systems of art, politics, morality, religion, and 

so forth. It is these tendencies that form the common or general root of these 

systems.160 

Historical life, however, is even more than a plurality of tendencies. At bottom 

it is a unity. These tendencies may be interpreted as particular dispositions (Anlagen) 

of the spirit of mankind. It is this common spirit, this Gesamtvernunft, which as a 

final unity underlies history and which out of an inner teleological dynamics 

compels the entire process of history towards its universal, ideal final destiny. 

 

                                                           
157 "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 42. 

158 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 77. 

159 "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 52. 

160 Ibid., p. 42. 
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Influenced by the new, poetic ideas of Lessing, Herder and Goethe, then, our view of 

history moved back from the multicolored, multiform outer appearances to the spiritual 

basic tendencies of mankind underneath them (which they embody), and so again taught 

recognition of these tendencies in their inner coherence as a manifestation of the totality of 

human reason which, like a great individual, in the course of its development unfolds its 

spiritual content across the generations. (II, 338-39; Kraay) 

 

The basic tendencies of the spirit, named "forms" or "ideas" in Fichte (0.3.4), 

are preferably called "principles" by Troeltsch and Hegel, although in Troeltsch they 

lack the mark of logical necessity which is so characteristic for Hegel's 

conception.161 They are called "principles" in the sense in which Edward Caird 

speaks of "germinative principles" because for Troeltsch they constitute the organic 

germs, the driving forces of history. They are, furthermore, the dynamic basic units 

of the various spheres of life. As such they provide the historian a rule for 

methodical study. Thanks to these organic and organizing ideas, he can see through 

the confusing multiplicity of facts to discover the grand lines and coherences of 

history. 

According to Troeltsch, these principles tend to propagate and develop 

themselves ever further. They can ramify and particularize themselves into new 

principles. They can cross and interweave themselves. They can be stimulated but 

also hindered by the cultural climate or natural circumstances; they can intensify and 

deepen or consume themselves or be overgrown by a more vital neighboring system. 

In the midst of various lateral branchings, the trunk grows on and eventually causes 

its subsidiary growths to wither and starve away. In fact, the process of history is 

viewed as a single organism bundled into one, all-encompassing principle: "reason" 

(Vernunft) which develops itself in man and the world.162 

 

 

History and Norms (4) 

 

This idealistic and organismic view of history naturally has no room for permanent, 

unchangeable norms, for standards which would be anchored in a cosmic law order, 

in a transcendent revelation or in an identical suprahistorical reason. It knows no 

immutable, supratemporal ideals. It seeks to do justice to the fundamental character 

of the genetic-historical way of thinking, whose feasiblity stands or falls with the 

correlative coherence, the historical "relativity" of all human ideas and ideals. 

The question must be asked: Does this idealistic view of history not lead -- if 

rigorously pursued -- to the most relativistic consequences? Can this of all views 

furnish a way out of the spiritual crisis of the modern era? Does it not undermine all 

                                                           
161 Cf. G. W. F. Hegel, Die Vernunft in der Geschichte, pp. 151ff., 250ff. 

162 "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 57; "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 

6 (1896): 77; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2 , pp. 338ff. 
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values? Troeltsch denies this most confidently. The historical mode of thought need 

have no nihilist aftermath if founded on classical metaphysical idealism. Viewed in 

the light of metaphysics, history turns out to be not chaos but creation: a creative 

process which in developing its ideas simultaneously brings forth its own standards. 

Standards grow in and with history. Man must, and can, derive his standards from 

history itself. 

How is it possible to derive norms from history? Troeltsch asserts -- again in 

the line of German idealism -- that they are connected with the goal-directedness of 

history, with the teleological structure of its ideas. The point is that the full content 

of the ideas is revealed not at the beginning but at the end of history's development. 

Hence historical development, metaphysically speaking, is the inner movement of 

the ideas towards expression of their richest and ripest forms. In history we see a 

hierarchy of spiritual structures and ideals. The higher phases and forms of the 

process of development are marked by history's deepened content and enhanced 

power to overshadow the lower levels of development, and they demand of man both 

that he inwardly experience this development, which is led by "creative 

personalities," and also that he strive in the present for what begins to stand out in it 

as the highest ideal and ultimate goal that is to be anticipated. In short, it is thus 

necessary to entrust oneself to the actual tendency of the ideas, the highest 

conceivable forms of which are normative.163 

 

The yardstick arises in and with history itself, since the higher manifestation carries within 

itself the certainty of its greater power and profundity.… Thus remains … nothing other 

than to entrust oneself to the factual pull of ideas and to seek the goal wherever it 

announces itself in the force of the facts, in the superiority over earlier phases, in the inner 

power and possibility to inspire, and in the scope of its adaptibility. (Kraay)164  

 

 

Decisionism and Activism:  

The Metaphysical Basic Motif (5) 

 

This idealist solution to the question concerning norms acquires new accents in 

Troeltsch. The idealists had never hesitated to determine the absolute goal of world 

history through speculative calculation. Hegel went the furthest with his thesis that 

the World Spirit had reached or in any case was about to reach its loftiest goals in 

the existing system of the Prussian state and in absolute idealism. According to 

Troeltsch, however, it is simply impossible for us, caught up as we are in the stream 

of history, to say what its final result will be. Certainly we may act with confidence 

                                                           
163 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 383, 392. Therefore Troeltsch also 

sometimes calls the ideas "laws" (Gesetze), "ordinances" (Ordnungen), or "norms" (Normen); cf. 

ZThK 5 (1895): 388, 392; 6 (1896): 79ff. 

164 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 78; cf. Die wissenschaftliche Lage,  p. 42. 
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in taking our place in the historical development of ideas, but the ideals we find 

emerging ever more clearly from that development are neither definitive nor 

absolute. In other words, our norms, too, develop with history, and the question may 

be asked if one may even speak of absolute norms at all. 

 

Peculiar to history is, rather, that the evaluative criteria for its assessment arise in and with 

history itself, and that they must be won from the sum-total of its manifest tendencies. To 

demand a ready-made measure would be pure sophistry -- in fact, whether such an 

absolute standard exists at all is a matter of doubt. (Kraay)165  

 

There is another consideration. The creation of norms is for Troeltsch not only 

always provisional; it is problematical as well, in the sense of its being subjective 

and risky. Given the unpredictability and impenetrability of history, it is uncertain 

that the ideas will fully develop themselves in the direction we surmise, desire, and 

strive for, let alone calculate. That history will take new turns is no less 

inconceivable than that we will be mistaken in our assessments. Hence in the final 

analysis the establishment of a standard of measurement is also based on an active 

personal choice and decision, on a "praktische Entscheidung," which people 

(meaning specifically the creative heroes!) are prepared to defend, execute, and 

confirm with the force of personal conviction. In other words, for Troeltsch this 

active choice is effectively the yeast in history. It is, as in Fichte (0.3.4), an irrational 

factor which must somehow be calculated into the basic dynamics of the idea.  

I want to emphasize that these elements of decisionism and activism are crucial 

in Troeltsch's view of history. They render the establishment of ethical norms 

subjective to a certain extent. They do not lead, however, to an unbridled and 

arbitrary subjectivism. The objective point of departure in all authentic creation of 

norms is and remains orientation to the compelling dynamics of the ideas. Decisive 

in Troeltsch's metaphysical worldview is the basic motif of German idealism: the 

dialectical union of freedom and necessity, of subjectivity and objectivity (0.3.5).166  

                                                           
165 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 373. See further on the relation between 

Hegel and Troeltsch, and also on the problem of absoluteness: 2.2.4 and 2.2.5. 

166 Unlike Bodenstein, for instance, for whom the development of Troeltsch's conception is still 

strongly biographically determined -- Troeltsch as theologian (till 1909), as historian (till 1915), and 

as philosopher of culture (till 1923) -- Eckhard Lessing has made an endeavor, commendable in itself, 

in his Die Geschichtsphilosophie Ernst Troeltschs, to investigate the course of the development of 

Troeltsch's philosophy of history in the full breadth and encyclopedic coherence of his thought, as is 

also being done here. That his results are nonetheless so totally different from my own is attributable 

at bottom, I believe, to Lessing's not having gained a clear insight into the central motif of Troeltsch's 

philosophy of history: the dialectical union of necessity (as a feature of the metaphysical course of 

history) and freedom (as a feature of the creative ethical responsibility of man). Only in this motif 

does Troeltsch see justice done to both the norm-creating capacity of the human spirit and its 

inevitable historical determinedness. When his philosophy of history is regarded apart from this 

central motif, the cord of life with its strands of objective history and creative renewal, so natural for 

Troeltsch, is overlooked; the tie between philosophy of history and ethics is constantly broken; his 

idea of encyclopedia, emptied of meaning, becomes a more or less arbitrary construction; and, most 

importantly, the scarlet thread running through Troeltsch's development -- the struggle, which ended 
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It has to be accepted as self-evident that evaluation of forces as outstanding as these 

depends on one's personal stance toward them and that an impassioned battle of 

conviction must be waged for this assessment. One must indeed try to find out the actual 

trend of development and in terms of it be able to explain as illuminatively as possible the 

way of things; even so, such discovery is in large measure due to personal feeling. 

(Kraay)167 

The personages of Judeo-Christian history are … just as irrational as those of Greek and 

Persian history are. (II, 736; Kraay) 

 

 

The Artificial Separation of  

Faith and Science (6) 

 

For the ideals and convictions of modern man, history and insight into its course are 

thus of optimal value as a practical, moral guide. It is for this reason that Troeltsch 

again and again crosses swords with Kant. Although Troeltsch assumes that there are 

indeed distinctions in principle between the various spheres of life, and therefore 

also between faith and theoretical science (2.4.7), he vigorously opposes the 

allegedly watertight separation of faith and science, of practical valuation and 

theoretical explanation. Such a radical separation, adopted by most Ritschlians, 

Troeltsch regards as scientifically untenable and morally fatal. 

It is conceded that science demands unbiased consideration for historical facts 

in the first instance. It is conceded too that man's ideals are founded not through a 

knowledge of historical facts but ultimately through faith. Nevertheless, in all 

historical research the selection, arrangement and explanation of facts is influenced 

by metaphysical assumptions and ethical ideals. Conversely, the forming of ideals 

has become increasingly dependent upon historical knowledge. Since historical 

knowledge has discovered all ideals in their historical relativity and thereby stripped 

them of their dogmatic self-evidence, they can be founded only through historical 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
so tragically, for a new cultural and religious ethos, waged from within the historical evolution -- is 

hidden to view. 

On this point I consider Walter Bodenstein's so characteristically entitled study Neige des 

Historismus to be deeper and more faithful to Troeltsch's intentions: "The problem of historicism is 

… the real theme of Troeltsch's life" (p. 185). Regrettably, Bodenstein's observation comes too late in 

many respects to serve him well. Some pages earlier he has still been able to assert that "it cannot be 

denied … that the concept of historicism did not arise as a leading concept for Troeltsch until this late 

hour [i.e., after 1915]" (p. 144). Such being the case, he prefers to portray Troeltsch as an abstract-

metaphysical theologian (pp. 30, 33) who would have lacked personal religious conviction (p. 68) and 

ultimate ethical seriousness (p. 205), who never found the way to Luther (pp. 135, 203) and to 

dialectical or personalistic theology (pp. 68-69). Bodenstein ends this argument ad hominem with the 

bitter remark that Troeltsch in the final phase of his development extrapolated his essentially 

theological problems and religious shortcomings from Christianity to culture as a whole (pp. 148, 

187). For this reason "the conquest of historicism" had to fail (p. 68): "There is only one explanation 

for this [failure], and this is ultimately of a personal nature. … It is its origin in theology. … It sounds 

irreverent, but it touches the core of the matter: Troeltsch is a theologian who stranded!" (p. 187). Cf. 

also 5.3.7. 

167 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 77-78. 
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comparison -- thus on the basis of history. Historical thinking is always a matter of 

explaining and evaluating (2.1.2). The forming of ethical ideals always, in principle, 

requires historical reflection. Putting what is ours in faith beyond the reach of 

scientific criticism may seem for a moment to be an ideal way of safeguarding 

religious ideals; actually, however, it leads and has already led to a disatrous 

discrepancy between the two -- the deepest root of modern secularization (cf. 1.1.2). 

Only a universal, metaphysically founded and ethically applied historical 

construction can possibly repair this break and heal our spiritual crisis. 

 

History and the founding of ideals are … fundamentally not separated but truly dependent 

on each other. Admittedly, the historical exposition should initially be kept free from the 

founding of ideals. But if the historian believes in ideals then his selecting, ordering and 

explaining of the historical material is already under the influence of thoughts which 

contain germs of a history of philosophy and of a metaphysics. We get the same result 

when, conversely, we start from the task of founding ideals. As long as an ideal counts as 

self-evident it needs no founding. But as soon as history forces a comparison of diverging 

ideals people will first try to reduce the various ideals to one, which they bolster with a 

simple metaphysical argument, and try to explain every deviation as an error. When at last 

this proves impossible they are driven to an evolutionary view of history which embraces 

the multiple histoprical ideals in the unity of a propelling basic power and an ultimate 

goal. That has been the route from ecclesiastical faith through the Enlightenment to 

modern science. What remains, then, is that next to every demand for careful scrutiny of 

the facts, we are still dependent on a founding of the ideal in terms of history. (Kraay)168 

 

2.3 The Historicity of Morality 

 

 

The Nature, Method, and Task of Ethics (1) 

 

If from this historicist standpoint the boundary between historical facts (including 

historical ideals) and normative ideals has largely been erased, then by the same 

token there is no sharp boundary line to be drawn between the science of history and 

the theory of ethics. Troeltsch somewhere calls ethics the "doctrine of the final goals 

and ideals of human existence,"169 but where are these goals and ideals formed and 

pursued if not in the dynamic process of history? Therefore ethics actually already 

                                                           
168 "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 33-34; cf. Die wissenschaftliche Lage, p. 46.  

Although at an earlier stage I denied that the relation between the construction of history and the 

formation of ideals would be circular in its conception (1.4.2), it has in principle now already become 

so (Troeltsch is still half holding on to the Ritschlian position of absoluteness; 2.5.5). After 1900 

Troeltsch will be preoccupied by this circle. 

I would note further that with regard to the combination as such of theoretical knowing and 

practical striving, Troeltsch could appeal not only to the historical idealists but also to Albrecht 

Ritschl! Ritschl rejected the circle in question, it is true, but in contrast to many of his students he did 

clearly recognize the interference between both realms; see my comments on this point in 1.5.3. 

169 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2 (1902), p. 552. 
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begins -- as we saw -- where the historian deals with the formation of values and 

goals in historical life. 

On the other hand, the scope of ethics is broader than that of historical study as 

such. Despite its practical-moral import the latter, properly speaking, has a 

theoretical task and responsibility. Ethics, in contrast, sweeps on towards practical 

evaluations and ideals, aiming ultimately to articulate the substance of ethical life 

into concrete rules and regulations for the individual and society. It is for this reason 

that Troeltsch distinguishes between "general theoretical" and "particular practical 

ethics," of which the former is strongly historical while the latter coincides, in a 

certain sense, with "Christian ethics."170 

Having arrived at this point in our analysis, I want to recall the central place 

that ethical theory has always occupied in Troeltsch's thought. Troeltsch once 

remarked that ethics is the "superstructured" and "most principled science."171 He 

would have been able to say that already as an adherent of Lotze's philosophy. It 

agrees too, certainly, with his present conception, which has been shaped by the 

ethics of Hegel and (not to be forgotten!), Schleiermacher.172 In fact, in his entire 

life Troeltsch never granted anything such a high priority as ethics, reflection on the 

human ethos and its chances of renewal in the spiritually wilted and divided world of 

Western culture. This is the crux of his entire scientific oeuvre ! In the phase of his 

thinking now under consideration we can therefore hardly ignore ethics, whatever 

the problems that may pose for us. The main difficulty is that we have only casual 

reflections and scattered fragments to work with.173 

                                                           
170 Cf. H. Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch und das ethische Problem, pp. 25, 111 (hereafter cited as 

Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch). Namely, the religious (in this case Christian) ethos would encompass the 

practical ethos in its entirety. Otherwise than in Schleiermacher there remains, however, a latent 

tension between the inner-worldly ideals and the other-worldly religious ideal (2.3.6). 

In Heidelberg Troeltsch taught the two-year courses Ethik and Christliche Ethik in alternating 

periods that began in 1895 and 1897 respectively, and from 1905 on he presented them side by side 

during the same two-year periods (cf. Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch., p. 9). 

171 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2 (1902), p. 553. 

172 In practice the words "ethics" (Ethik) and "morality" (Moral, Sittlichkeit) have in Troeltsch at 

times a narrower and at times a broader meaning. The narrower sense (morality or moral doctrine) 

comes together, schematically speaking, with Kant. The broader sense Troeltsch owes especially to 

Schleiermacher who -- as in Greek philosophy -- placed "Ethik" opposite "Physik." In this way in 

Schleiermacher' historicism ethics came to mean a universal philosophy of the spirit, i.e., an historical 

ethics of culture and religion. Cf. Schleiermacher, Entwurf einer Systems der Sittenlehre. Sämtliche 

Werke, part 3, vol. 5, pp. 59ff.; Troeltsch, "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 27-28. 

173 Incidental information, besides that in the articles already dealt with from ZThK, can be found 

in a polemical and not very basic article from 1895, "Atheistische Ethik" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 

2, pp. 525-51). Fragments are also available in H. Benckert's book, Ernst Troeltsch und das ethische 

Problem, scattered throughout the text of which are citations (and a short index) from an unpublished 

and now probably lost syllabus of notes for lectures Troeltsch gave in 1899. I refer to these citations 

collectively as "Heft 1899."  

Unfortunately, Beckert's attempt "to understand Troeltsch from his mature point of view" 

(Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch., p. 7) -- an attempt which is linked to the notion (which I definitely do not 

share) that "we may speak of development in Troeltsch's ethical views only in an extremely restricted 

manner" (ibid., p. 17) -- resulted in his citing from "Heft 1899" precisely that which would 

complement and concretize Troeltsch's more mature works (ibid., p. 68), a plan which could only 
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In "Heft 1899" we find the distinction between theoretical ethics and practical 

ethics. The first main division of ethics, the general theoretical ethics, which is also 

defined as the "doctrine of the principles of ethics," is presented as partly 

psychological-historical-normative and partly metaphysical. In the first of these two 

theoretical guises, ethics is concerned with psychologically and historically given 

and normatively disclosable ethical phenomena, that is, with moral consciousness 

and its norms, which actually obtain in history and which, in a diachronic 

perspective, have to be elaborated towards the future. In its second, metaphysical 

guise, theoretical ethics is concerned with the ground of consciousness and morality; 

as the "metaphysics of ethics," it looks for links with the phenomenological-

psychological and with the constructive-historical investigation. In "Heft 1899" 

Troeltsch calls the second main division of ethics "applied or practical ethics," or "a 

casuistic application in individual and social ethics."174 

 

Ethics includes … (1) a phenomenology of moral consciousness and the construction of 

moral norms founded in it; (2) a metaphysics of ethics; (3) a casuistic application to 

individual and social ethics. These first two taken together make for the system of ethical 

principles and are placed over against the third as applied or practical ethics. (Kraay)175 

 

Both in his doctrine of ethical principles and in his practical ethics, Troeltsch 

brings historicism clearly into the foreground. Our main concern (the main concern 

of "Heft 1899"!) is with the doctrine of the principles of ethics or, more precisely, 

with the psychological-historical-normative part (in its interplay with the 

"metaphysics of ethics"). What scientific method does this part of ethics employ? 

Three are conceivable: a dogmatic method, an abstract rational method, and a 

genetic-historical method. Naturally, for Troeltsch only the last of these will do. 

 

[Three possible methods:] (1) the revelational, statutory method; (2) abstract rational 

ethics; (3) historical, evolutionary ethics. (Kraay)176  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
obscure the salient differences between the period here in question and later. Just how unsatisfactory 

from the standpoint of historical accuracy the attempt "to understand Troeltsch from his mature point 

of view" is can be seen, moreover, from such a statement as: "From … 'Heft 1899' one can conclude 

that Troeltsch thinks of this ethical a priori as being precisely parallel to the religious" (p. 31). Yet we 

know that Troeltsch arrives at his doctrine of a religious a priori (under the influence of 

neokantianism) only in about 1904 (see 3.6.2)! 

174 Such a formulation gives the impression of a casuistic subsumption of practical, ethical cases 

under the general rules of theoretical ethics, but that is not correct. For in historicism theoretical ethics 

does not lead to abstract, general, rational rules; theoretical ethics aspires rather to provide a general 

doctrine of the development of ethical rules, a panoramic and perspective survey of principles, 

including a guiding reference to the highest ideal forms which enter into the picture and which 

acquire for us, when they have done so, a normative, a definitively obligatory character (see the 

continuation). Well then, practical ethics means a concrete application and harnessing of such 

personal and social principles for practical action here and now. This, then, would be "kasuistische 

Anwendung." 

175 "Heft 1899," § 1, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch., p. 23; cf. p. 24. 

176 Ibid. The distinction between dogmatic, rational, and historical method appears frequently in 

Troeltsch. He invariably associates it ("Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 375ff.) 
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The task of this ethics has a close affinity to the method adopted. As a 

"historical, evolutionary" (historische, entwicklungsgeschichtliche) ethics its task is 

(as we have seen) psychological, historical, and normative. First, this ethics must 

analyze the historically given norms phenomenologially and psychologically: this is 

called "psychology of morality" (Moralpsychologie). Next, this ethics must adduce 

the unity and ground of these norms in the moral disposition of the human mind and, 

in doing so, disclose historically and compare evaluatively the unfoldings of this 

disposition in the colorful pageant of cultural formations and moral codes: this is the 

"history of the evolution of morality" (Entwicklungsgeschichte der Moral). Finally, 

the ethics in question must thereby attempt to break through to the highest, thus so to 

speak to the definitive or absolute, ideal that binds us normatively and hence 

demands to be applied to the moral life of the individual and society: this is the 

"section of the definitive norms" (Abteilung der endgültigen Normen). 

 

Evolutionary or genetic-historical ethics [considers] … as ultimate ground of morality the 

great norms which, coming forward in history, are actually at work, ruling and making 

themselves felt in mores, law and religion. The scientific task consists in exploring the 

common soil of this norm-configuration in the general moral disposition, in recognizing 

the disclosure of this disposition in the great historical manifestations of the human ethic, 

and in determining these different forms in their opposed value-relations in a way such 

that the result is a founded acknowledgement of a normative teleology of the moral.… 

Only historical ethics starts directly from the historically given and through analysis of it 

seeks to penetrate to the basic essence of the moral disposition and to the normative 

terminus of moral commands. It therefore naturally divides into three main parts: (1) 

moral psychology; (2) moral evolutionary history; (3) division of the definitive norms on 

this basis. (Kraay)177  

 

 

The Foundations of Moral Consciousness (2) 

 

In Troeltsch's metaphysically impregnated "psychology of morality"178 various 

teleological themes from the first phase of his thought reappear (1.3.2). Thus, the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
with the Middle Ages (including the Reformation), in which the spiritual and moral life was tied to 

divine revelation and ecclesiastical authority; with the Aufklärung, which sought an immanent but 

nonetheless still constantly and supra-historically determined morality in the a priori content of 

human reason; and, finally, with historical idealism, which learned to accept the human spirit as 

historically changeable. Rightly so, according to Troeltsch, because "the presupposition of the general 

equality of the human spirit is impossible": "Heft 1899," § 1, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 

48. 

177 Ibid., pp. 23-24. 

178 "Heft 1899" deals with theoretical ethics, the doctrine of ethical principles. After the 

"Introduction: Nature and Method of the Discipline" (§ 1-3; see 2.3.1), "Chapter 1: The Ethical 

Foundations" (§ 4-11) presents a psychology of ethics (see 2.3.2) which culminates in a metaphysics 

of ethics (§ 10-11; I have already mentioned the latter in 2.2.3, in connection with philosophy of 

history). Next follows "Chapter 2: The Historical Emergence of Ethical Goals and Their Unification 

with/into an Absolute Goal" (§ 12-21; see 2.3.5 - 2.3.6) on the historicity of the ethical, a chapter 
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basic elements of moral action consist of moral norms and ethical goals;179 the 

impulses to moral action lie in the moral will and also in the drive to satisfy the outer 

life; ethical ideals are determined in a formal and in a material sense; in general, 

there is assumed to be a correspondence and convergence of moral action and of the 

betterment of man's natural-societal well-being.180  

And yet we may assume that at this time these teleological conceptions are to 

be understood in a romantic-idealsitic rather than in a Lotzean sense. In this regard, 

the relation between ethical norms and ethical goals demands particular attention. As 

before, so now, too, Troeltsch calls this relation an antinomian but at the same time 

empirical datum. From a metaphysical standpoint he still wants to go on again, as 

before, to make the concept of norm subordinate to that of goal. 

 

This relationship of norms and goals, therefore, is an insoluble antinomy for logical 

analysis, but in practice a most fruitful interaction. Sub specie  aeternitatis the concept of 

telos is placed above the concept of norm, but empirically it is not. (Kraay)181  

 

Nevertheless, we have to notice that on this very point, the change of fronts 

appears that took place after 1895. Troeltsch is no longer operating from a Lotzean 

but from a Hegelian position, even though cetain lines of contact with Lotze remain 

intact. What Lotze and Hegel had in common and what eased the transition from the 

one to the other for Troeltsch was the teleological character of their respective 

idealisms.182 In Lotze this teleology was directed vertically to a centrally active, 

divine Person. It is for this reason that Troeltsch was initially able to regard ethical 

norms in a metaphysical light as instruments in the hands of God for the realization 

of His transcendent goals. However, when he accords prevalence to the concept of 

an ethical goal in "Heft 1899," then he does so from the standpoint not of Lotze's but 

rather of Hegel's teleology. We have already noticed in his philosophy of history that 

Troeltsch relates all spiritual-ethical phenomena to the basic metaphysical datum of 

man's spirit and its ideas. At stake in these ideas are fundamental moral principles, 

and the ones that unfold with the richest forms and deepest substance customarily 

present themselves as obligatory ideals and goals. In this way the universal spirit has 

an impact not only on the subjective consciousness of man but also on the objective 

teleological structures of history, i.e., on what Hegel called "objective spirit." It is 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
which, as the title suggests, eventually centers on a normative passage (§ 21; see 2.3.7). Cf. the Table 

of Contents of "Heft 1899," cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 110. 

179 "Heft 1899," § 4, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 110; and § 5, cited by Benckert, Ernst 

Troeltsch, pp. 32-33. 

180 "Heft 1899," § 5, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 32. 

181 Ibid., p. 33. 

182 Lotze was at first oriented to Hegel; the young Troeltsch returns along the same road from 

Lotze back to Hegel. 
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against this Hegelian background that Troeltsch's teleology has to be understood as 

an immanent teleology with an emphasis on the priority of ethical goals.183 

 

 

Norms and Goals (3) 

 

Is there yet room for autonomous, a priori norms within ethical theory? And if so, 

do they not, as has been widely held since the Enlightenment and Kant, have a 

universal, eternal validity? We want to pose this question emphatically here, for 

now, at this point, Troeltsch must make good his historicism! He does so, not by 

denying the existence of such norms, but by assigning them a mediatiory 

significance. He holds that universal ethical norms do, indeed, come to the fore in 

the ethical development of mankind, in the first, preconscious stages. Such norms 

have to be considered as general directives (Durchschnittsanweisungen), as it were, 

on the spirit's way. They serve as long as and because no clear goals stand out yet in 

the dialectical process of history. Thus these norms are temporary global rules 

implying teleological moments that have not yet crystallized.  

 

The unity [of norms and goals] can … only lie in the superempirical nature (to be 

disclosed still) of the human mind, which is made up such that from its pre-conscious 

content norms proceed without awareness of the teleological moment implied in them, to 

lead to a conscious grasp of an ideal goal indicated by them, and from here make possible 

the elaboration of the ethical rule in terms of teleological ethical concepts. (Kraay)184  

 

We can conclude from this that the undeniable presence of such norms is 

therefore not to be deducted from the truth of historicism. Certainly there are 

autonomous norms, but they are not exempt from history; they are not 

suprahistorical, eternal laws. As general signposts they mediate the future. That is, 

they provide the general framework within which the ethical spirit can advance in 

history even in the possible absence of concretized ethical goals. That is why from a 

metaphysical but also from an ethical and practical point of view, in all conscious 

human acts the ethical goal has to be considered ultimately decisive. History is the 

process of an increasing accentuation and articulation of ethical goals!185  

                                                           
183 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 79. There remains a pronounced 

difference from Hegel only to the extent that Troeltsch distinguishes the human spirit more sharply 

from the divine and thereby preserves room for a relationship of these immanently developing norms 

and ideals to the Deity which is less direct: the divine spirit grounds and productively influences the 

process of their development; see 2.4.6. 

184 "Heft 1899," § 5, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 33. 

185 This process becomes evident in all areas of life! The idea launched by an atheistic opponent 

that the present development of culture is about to issue in a unanimous, universal, humanitarian 

ethics while the religious development fragments, in contrast, into subjective ideals Troeltsch finds 

farfetched. Here and there, growing historical particularization appears alongside abiding affinity. 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 545; cf. "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 180 for 

Troeltsch's view of religion. 
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All the same, also for praxis and theoretical ethics this superordination of the concept of 

telos is of immediate significance, even if always on isolated points only; for the primitive 

autonomous norms are but general directives and do not arise for every separate case.… 

Even so, regulation of the whole of life and ethical theory can ultimately be derived from 

the ethical goal alone. (Kraay)186 

 

 

The Universal Goal: Hegel, Kant, Fichte (4) 

 

Troeltsch also holds, without necessarily being inconsistent, that there is a universal 

ethical goal -- the idea (in Lotzean terms) of the highest good.187 Historically 

speaking, however, the contours of this goal are found to have been drawn not so 

much by Hegel as by Kant and Fichte. According to Troeltsch, spiritual life does not 

originate in a universal logical concept (Hegel) but in man's natural condition. Hence 

his final goal does not lie in the clear, logical self-consciousness of the absolute 

Spirit but in moral and cultural freedom, that is, in the human spirit which, liberated 

from the coercion and compulsion of nature, controls itself autonomously (Kant) -- 

in an ego which completely comprises and contains its own spiritual substance and 

which, in so doing, enjoys access to the totality of all higher cultural contents 

(Fichte). In this pilgrimage of man to the universal goal of a free autonomous 

personality in a moralized world, the Kantian abyss between nature and freedom is at 

once conceded and bridged. Hegel attempted to reinterpret and reduce this gap in a 

logical-dialectical way, by speculative reason. However, it can only be bridged in the 

metaphysical course of history, by the moral struggle of individuals and of mankind 

as a whole. 

 

Here experience shows that moral respect in fact everywhere depends on restraint of the 

more immediately given natural instincts, needs, and notions. In all the diversity in the 

content of goals the achievement and maintenance of the self-rule of the spirit over mere 

natural-sensible life is still the decisive characteristic.… Personality or spirit in this 

comprehensive sense -- a unified I, in control of its entire content and thus encompassing 

the total higher content of life -- that is the concept of the moral telos. (Kraay)188  

 

The metaphysical basic motive of nature and creative spiritual freedom is 

definitive for Troeltsch's historicism, in that it restricts it to being a doctrine of 

                                                           
186 "Heft 1899," § 5, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 33. To a certain extent it may be 

granted Benckert that "this transformation of the coordination (Nebenordnung) into superordination 

(Überordnung) is a dialectical masterpiece." However, Benckert's suggestion that what would be 

involved here is "something unjustifiable," a "turn in the argumentation," and a sense of "uncertainty" 

demonstrates only the shortcoming of his own analysis. For the dialectical argument Troeltsch 

advances does not arise from uncertainty but from his adherence (since 1895) to Hegel's dialectical 

idealism (a fact which can be brought to light only by a genetic investigation). 

187 Ibid., p. 110. 

188 "Heft 1899," § 6, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 47. 
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universal development based on the history of mankind, excluding what is 

sometimes traditionally called "natural history." Only when the spirit -- apparently 

latently present in nature -- lifts itself above nature and develops independently of it 

can there be any question of history in the proper sense; and only then does the term 

"historicism" acquire its qualified meaning.189  

In summary, we can say that it is not so much Kant's idea of a universal moral 

imperative as it is Fichte's idea of a dynamic cultural history that is the key to 

Troeltsch's understanding of human personality. Personality is the totality of ethical 

goals (Inbegriff des sittlichen  Zwecke).190 It comes to the fore not in complete 

surrender to the unconditional ought (Sollen) of the categorical imperative but in the 

individual forming of a good character, to the degree of a person's insight into moral 

and cultural goals, thus as the creative extension of an integral pattern of morality.191 

It is within history that moral personalities act as it were as individual points of 

concentration, as creative particularizations of the unfolding spirit of mankind. 

 

The highest achievement of morality is … not subjection to a general, necessary 

imperative but individual shaping of a good character in proportion to [one's] personal 

understanding of the [ethical] goal. (Kraay)192  

 

The moral law is thus not an abstract-formal, suprahistorical entity to which the 

individual must assimilate himself in order to be a moral person. On the contrary, 

moral laws arise as ideal ethical goals from the creative possibilities of the moral 

person, who is himself moved by the universal human spirit's drive to develop. That 

is the great difference between Kantian idealism and historicist idealism. In the 

latter, ethical goals manifest themselves, in all their concrete cultural variety, only in 

the realm of history. Thus Troeltsch concludes that it is here that the central inquiry 

of ethics takes place -- the inquiry into the "historicity of morality" (Die 

Geschichtlichkeit des Sittlichen).193  

 

The first chapter [of "Heft 1899"] treats mere abstractions; norms, goals and the relations 

of these -- all that is merely distilled [from out of concrete life]. In reality … the moral is 

laid down only in the great constructions of mores, of law and religion, and in the specific 

teachings and exhortations of great moral masters.… This leads to the decisive fact that 

                                                           
189 One also comes across theories of universal development in positivism (Comte, Spencer), 

marxism, and the like, and it would be difficult to overestimate the influence of historicism. Yet here 

in Troeltsch's opinion the distinction between natural and historical evolution (as also between 

natural-scientific and historical thought) is in various ways disastrously confused; see especially his 

analyses in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3 (1922). See 5.3.1. 

190 "Heft 1899," § 6, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 110. 

191 "Heft 1899," § 9, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 110, where in this connection there is 

mention of the "Zusammenhang des sittlichen Handelns." 

192 Ibid., pp. 49-50. 

193 "Heft 1899," § 12, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 110. 
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the way in which the moral disposition unfolds is everywhere historically conditioned, and 

therefore diverse as well. (Kraay)194 

 

 

The Historicity of Morality (5) 

 

The question can be asked how the different ethical goals -- in the sense of cultural 

contents -- originate in history. According to Troeltsch, they arise out of a multitude 

of inclinations and passions that are proper to man by nature. Ethical goals grow in 

natural soil (1.4.4). 

 

Morality has … its independent roots in the urgencies of human communal life and in the 

reciprocal evaluation of men. (II, 547; Kraay) 

Thus the subsequent inquiry [must] examine the growth of the singular moral goals which 

together detach themselves from the natural basis of life as given and, so detached, present 

themselves as goals of the spirit which require affirmation by the will and need to be 

posited in the conquest of the merely natural … these goals [are] readily derived from 

historical reality. (Kraay)195  

 

To mention an example, the sexual drive gives rise to marriage, family, and 

kinship affiliations as natural groups but also as morally developing communities in 

which love, friendship, and social intercourse can flourish.196  

 

Gathering up these three moments, i.e., the relations of sexuality, of reproduction and of 

kinship, the family is the basis and center of the moral world, the fundamental 

disengagement of moral goods from physical facts and, through the harnessing of the 

natural thus initiated, the family is presupposed in all subsequent moral achievements. 

(Kraay)197 

 

The state is rooted in the social drives of human nature. However, for 

Troeltsch, the political community can also be considered as a moral personality, in 

fact it is the most encompassing one.  

 

Out of the natural alliance of a plurality of people, bound together by common heredity 

and language, by common geographical and economic conditions of life, or through 

assertions of natural power and superiority in war, the personality-forming urge produces 

an encompassing moral good: the state. (Kraay)198 

 

                                                           
194 Ibid., pp. 25, 30. 

195 Ibid., p. 68. 

196 Ibid., p. 110. 

197 "Heft 1899," § 13, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 68-69. 

198 "Heft 1899," § 14, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 69. 
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The relations of production and the relations of ownership Troeltsch discusses 

in the context of "civil society" (die bürgerliche  Gesellschaft).199 Again, these 

societal relations and associations stem from natural sources, from the drive for food 

and from greed. Together with the previously mentioned communities, they 

constitute "communities founded and formed by nature" (von der Natur gestiftete  

Gemeinschaftsformen).200  

Other natural impulses in man likewise lend themselves to moral cultivation, 

though they do not produce societal communities.201 From the natural habit of 

curiosity springs science. As science gains control of nature, it too rises above nature 

and becomes a moral entity. 

 

From the logical disposition arises knowledge.… [F]rom the occupation with and the 

disclosing and ordering of the urge to know there detaches itself as a moral good science 

as the concentration of the personality on the ideal of an integral, necessary and 

universally valid truth. (All science is possible only on condition of permanent self-control 

and continual sacrifice.) … Some measure of knowing [is] unconditional prerequisite for 

any personality and morality whatever. The ideal of knowledge, however, is simply the 

elevation of the person from nature as given to nature as understood, and the consolidation 

of the person over against nature through knowledge and calculation of past and future. 

(Kraay)202 

 

Then there is the natural disposition to aesthetic fantasy, which gives rise to art. 

The aesthetic fantasy discovers beauty in nature and purposely sets out to reproduce 

this beauty in a work of art. Troeltsch, speaking here in the romantic sense, calls 

beauty the harmonious unity of the natural and the spiritual. 

 

Art originates in the disposition for aesthetic fantasy, which sees in nature a harmonious, 

teleological corresponcence of the ideal and the natural and purposefully creates such 

correspondence in the work of art.… [In it as moral good:] the elaboration of the unity of 

personal spiritual life with the natural into an analogon personalitatis (Siebeck), which by 

itself alone leads beyond itself to an ideal meaning and core of the universe.… In this the 

ethical content and character of art will be the greater, commensurate to the profundity and 

purity of the psychical content which art reflects in the natural representation, 

commensurate to the depth of the experienced gap which art has conquered. (Kraay)203 

 

                                                           
199 "Heft 1899," § 15, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 110. 

200 Ibid., p. 69. 

201 In spite of Troeltsch's spiritualistic inclinations, he does see religion leading to particular 

forms of community, as is evident from his critique of Richard Rothe. The relation of religion and 

church, however, is most problematical (see further 2.3.6). 

It can also be noted that in Hegel family and kin, state, and society represent the objective spirit 

while science, art, and religion, in contrast, are manifestations of the absolute spirit. 

202 "Heft 1899," § 16, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, pp. 69-70. 

203 "Heft 1899," § 17, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 69. 
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Finally, religion, too, is at first present only as a natural, religious propensity. 

At a later stage, however, there arises from this natural inclination a conscious and 

ethical religiosity, a religiosity in which communion with God is regarded as an 

objectively necessary good. Its core is the direct union of the finite spirit with the 

infinite Spirit (see 2.4.3). 

 

Religion, too, is in and for itself a purely factual and given stirring of consciousness, an 

immediate, intuitive presence of the supersensible world in consciousness. (Kraay)204 

 

 

Religious and Worldly Goals:  

Contrast and Connection (6) 

 

This historical analysis produces a divergent multitude of ethical goals between 

which man is often forced to choose. Yet, one of these goals must be considered 

decisive if moral indifferentism, skepticism, and relativism are to be avoided. An 

articulation of moral goals, a "System der sittlichen Zwecke," is indispensable.205 

 

A mere juxtapositioning would in practice court a highly suspect moral relativism which 

in the end must lead (and actually has led) to moral scepticism and complete destruction. 

The very nature of morality, then, demands such integration and articulation, and without 

its presentation the task of ethics is unfinished.… (Kraay)206 

 

Here, however, ethical theory approaches its limits. For what is the highest 

ethical goal to which all other goals can be made serviceable? Is that goal implied 

and incorporated in the state, in religion, in the economy? Troeltsch emphasizes that 

where such questions are at stake, practical ethical conviction increasingly 

determines theoretical ethical reflection. In any case, a personal decision is required 

insofar as a principled choice must be made between the "supraworldly" 

(überweltliche) goal and "innerworldly" (innerweltliche) cultural endeavors. Here, 

according to Troeltsch, man's ethical horizon splits into opposing poles that reflect 

the duality of his metaphysical position; the resulting conflict cannot be softened or 

reconciled by dialectical arguments but only by life itself, where with the climbing 

of the years, one's values tend to shift from the purely humane to the religious good 

(see 1.4.3). 

 

This conflict belongs to the nature of the human spirit and is a function of the bilateral 

place of man between the sensible and supersensible world. It conditions the polarization 

of human morality which moves to and fro between both poles and in this finds its 

richness and its flexibility. It cannot be resolved dialectiacally, only practically since real 

life (disregarding idiosyncracies) cannot do without the two sets of goals and moves, in its 

                                                           
204 "Heft 1899," § 18, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 70. 

205 "Heft 1899," § 19, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 110. 

206 Ibid., p. 80. 
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development through the stages of life, from the predominance of the one pole to that of 

the other. (Kraay)207 

 

As far as my knowledge goes, there is nothing more to be found about the 

"innerworldly" goals in Troeltsch's writings from this period. We may assume, 

however, that to Troeltsch's mind these goals could be mutually ordered and 

harmonized. After all, he had already recognized, even before 1895, the relative right 

of aesthetical idealism (1.4.4)! Like Hegel, he would then also have ascribed ethical 

primacy to the state as the most comprehensive forming of the ethical spirit. It is "a 

final, highest good" within the worldly, humanitarian realm of life. 

 

As a personality of this kind the state is the most comprehensive, the most independent, 

the most enduring and the most lucid form of personality available. Sovereignty, which 

acknowledges nothing superior to its own personal worth, which can look upon this 

property as a final, highest good and for that very reason confers on individuals 

participation in such sovereignty's proud sense of honor; and continuity, which over many 

generations spreads out the coherence of a singular organized will, raising the short-lived 

individual to membership in a personal being spanning the centuries -- such are the two 

hallmarks of the state. (Kraay)208 

 

Given the permanent tension between immanent-humanitarian morality and 

religion, it is clear that the state can by no means be the guardian of religious life.209 

In particular, the ethical-religious communion with God, as it is experienced in 

Christianity, spiritually transcends the worldly ethos that unfolds within the cultural 

community of the state.210 

                                                           
207 Ibid., pp. 103-4. See also Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 351 and Die wissenschaftliche 

Lage, pp. 5, 8. 

208 "Heft 1899," § 14, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 69. Cf. "Voraussetzungslose 

Wissenschaft" [Presuppositionless science] in which Troeltsch also still identifies the state with the 

encompassing principle of culture, in which various cultural goods develop themselves 

autonomously: "The modern state, modern culture is a principle of the independent development of 

singular cultural goals as autonomous … entelechies" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 185). 

209 It can accordingly not surprise us that in this matter Troeltsch puts some distance between 

himself and one of his predecessors in Heidelberg, Richard Rothe. In more than one respect inspired 

by Rothe and closely akin to his religious-romantic and mystical idealism, Troeltsch nevertheless 

rejects his ethical ideal for today's world, namely, "to tie together a most inward christian mysticism 

and a most worldly humanism" within the ethical community of the state by sacrificing the church as 

an independent religious organization. Cf. Troeltsch, Richard Rothe, p. 35: "Rothe's speculation is 

hardly a solution; even so, the problem he has posed and thought about a great deal remains the major 

problem of modern civilization." The influence of Rothe (and also of Rudolf Sohm) is greatest, 

however, in connection with Troeltsch's spiritualistic reservations vis-à-vis the juridical organization 

of the church. See especially "Religion und Kirche" (1895), Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 178ff.; 

cf. The Social Teachings of the Christian Churches, vol. 2, p. 986, n. 510 (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 

1, p. 950, n. 510). Yet Troeltsch does not want to dispense with the institutionalized church (see 

further 2.4.4). 

210 Troeltsch speaks in this connection about "its spiritualism that conquers everything earthly" 

(Die wissenschaftliche Lage, p. 47). 
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Remarkably, however, religious striving not only divorces itself from the 

immanent unfolding of culture but at the same time supports, crowns, and directs it. 

In the first place, it can be said that religious man, to the extent he has outgrown his 

infantile conceptions of authority, is able to consider the moral law as the 

"outpouring of a divine reason" (Ausfluss  einer göttlichen Vernunft) (II, 535), as 

grounded in a divine spirit. Because of the affinity between the finite spirit and the 

infinite Spirit, this means not ethical heteronomy but religious validation.211 

Besides this divine sanction, religion, at least in its higher forms, gives a new 

content and dimension to morality. The absolute perfection of the divine Being 

represents a supreme ethical ideal. In other words, religion offers us besides an 

ultimate basis also an supreme ideal of morality. 

 

Thus, religion is the most powerful concentration and consolidation of personality since it 

does not only assure it of an eternal ground, free from all earthly limitations and 

mutability, but also because it holds up for it an unconditional ideal in the anticipated 

perfection and absolute self-consistency of the divine and, in the moral requirement thus 

presented, provokes the intensest focus of the will on a central point overruling 

everything. In religion the personality has its deepest root and an infinite goal.… 

(Kraay)212 

 

In addition, finally, it is just from the inner religious communion with God as 

highest good that the other goods receive their true meaning and coherence. Blessed 

communion with God is the moral core around which all other ethical goods arrange 

themselves, the point of integration of all ethics. 

 

On the levels of a more or less sophisticated religion of nature, religion surely serves 

almost exclusively the authorization and supervision of morality. But here the goals and 

goods of moral conduct lie entirely in the innerworldly goods of the individual or of 

society, just like the divine powers are embedded in the world and are but parts of it. But 

where religious metaphysics presents a spiritualized and internalized deity the nature of 

religious authority is changed completely, first of all because the moral turns from an 

external positing by the deity into an inner necessity of the human being as kinsman to 

god. Along with this change, however, the very nature of the moral goals and goods is 

altered too. These no longer consist in the external goals of earthly life but in the 

establishment of a certain communion with the deity, in an inner frame of mind, and in a 

regulation of the interhuman relationships such that these are in keeping with this state of 

mind and its reference to the deity. It is only from this core of morality that ordering of the 

                                                           
211 Therefore Troeltsch rejects atheistic ethics. Atheistic ethics maintains the pretension, to be 

sure, that it alone holds the key to ethical autonomy, since it relinquishes every divine authority and 

religious motivation and thus seeks to respect the moral law exclusively for its own sake; but this is a 

pseudo-argument. In the higher religions, too, good is done for the sake of the good, and not because 

of some external commandment (already in 1.4.3). In seeking to destroy the religious ground of the 

moral law, atheism by no means enhances moral energy, which is activated precisely through belief in 

divine judgment and the forgiveness of sins. See "Atheistische Ethik," Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, 

pp. 533ff. 

212 "Heft 1899," § 18, cited by Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 70. 
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external relations and goals of life follows as well. In this everything depends on how the 

deity is experienced. (II, 545-46; Kraay)213 

 

 

Envisioning the Normative Goal (7) 

 

Troeltsch's conception of a history of morality is, therefore, that notions of family, 

state and society, of science, art and religion forge forward from an ultimate ground, 

unity and coherence in the direction of supreme spiritual ideals. Even if religion is 

placed at the center of this development, two questions remain. First, in what way 

and according to what standard of judgment is such a history to be constructed? And 

secondly, how does Troeltsch envision the concrete normative goal of this 

history?214 

With regard to the first question, I would note that for Troeltsch the Kantian 

scheme of nature and spirit really functions as a general framework of development 

and of judgment. Moreover, decisive for Troeltsch within this framework is the 

Hegelian teleology of ideas. How this teleology is to be worked out in the direction 

of a normative goal structure Troeltsch will make more explicit for the field of 

religious morality afterwards. Where worldly culture is concerned we should be left 

groping about in the dark, however, if the outcome of his religious ethics did not also 

shed some indirect light on the dynamism and direction of profane cultural ethics! 

We know that cultural ideals gradually unite with the highest forms of religious 

morality. Now then, Troeltsch -- as is evident from what he says next -- considers 

the culminating point of the latter to be the religious ethics of Christianity.215 Yet 

then he must also find that the most spiritualized and for us the most normative 

cultural ideals are those that flourish within the atmosphere of Christianity. Thus 

grosso modo the religious side of "the historical development of morality" issues in 

"Christian morality" while the worldly side issues instead in "morality on the basis 

                                                           
213 The possibility of an irreligious ethos (e.g., in terms of social eudaemonism or utilitarianism) 

Troeltsch denies least of all. For innerworldly morality has independent roots in nature. The 

connection with religion is thus strongly external at the outset: religion is just an authorization. Only 

further development brings about the connection here in question. Thus an uncoupling of morality 

and religion is not to be excluded, but it would amount to a historical regression; Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 547ff. 

214 Troeltsch deals with both questions in the closing sections of "Heft 1899," cited by Benckert, 

Ernst Troeltsch., p. 110. These are entitled, namely: § 20. Entwicklungsgeschichte der Moral und ihr 

Beurteilungsmassstab. Die Moral auf dem Boden der Naturreligion und die Moral auf dem Boden des 

Christentums [History of the development of morality and its standard of judgment: Morality based 

on the religion of nature and morality based on Christianity]; and § 21. Die christliche Moral und die 

Aufgabe der heutigen Ethik [Christian morality and the task of contemporary ethics]. 

215 See 2.4 and 2.5, where too it is clear just how closely the decisive standard of judgment is 

connected with the Kantian dialectic. Cf. already the simple opposition of "Naturreligion" and 

"Christentum" in the preceding note. 
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of Christianity"; and these two are -- almost as in Schleiermacher -- united!216 This 

is still undoubtedly a remnant of nineteenth-century cultural optimism. It is an 

optimism which, caught up in the genesis of historicism, is soon dealt heavy blows. 

Meanwhile, it is necessary to give separate consideration to the theory of 

religion as the point on which everything turns in Troeltsch's philosophy, and to 

consider more closely in that context the problem of a standard of judgment. 

 

2.4 The Gottmenschlichkeit of the History of Religion 

 

 

Internal and Inclusive Supernaturalism (1) 

 

After historicism has taken Troeltsch's world of thought by storm, his theory of 

religion becomes the most intriguing subject. For it was the final barrier erected 

against historicism! Now that barrier has been broken down and the first question 

that confronts us is, no doubt: What has become of the old argument that idealist 

historicism conflicts with genuine religiosity? Does historicism not lead to aesthetic 

monism and pantheistic speculation and does it in the process not vitiate authentic 

religious experience? From its side does religion not run the dynamics of historicism 

aground on its rock-ribbed faith in God and is historicist thought not a tempest in a 

teapot in the face of the crystal-clear certainties of Christianity? Here I must say: No, 

Troeltsch still feels the trenchancy of the old argument. He will plead for genuine 

religiosity but at the same time he will draw the consequences of historicism no 

matter what the cost may be. 

To begin with, Troeltsch emphasizes (now against the Ritschlians) that the 

Christian religion must be regarded as one of many religions from the realm of 

religions as a whole. Despite its distinctive character and content, the Christian 

religion in its origin and duration is found to be interwoven with its religious 

"Umwelt," itself subject to historical development. Even miracles, prophets, and 

holy books do not make it exclusive, since these appear by analogy in other religions 

as well. Therefore the Christian religion may not be placed on a pedestal, nor may 

non-Christian religions be disqualified dogmatically, beforehand. As a universal 

social-psychological and historical phenomenon, religion requires a general 

scientific approach analogous to that used for other areas of life. 

 

                                                           
216 Cf. Schleiermacher, Die christliche Sitte, 2d ed., pp. 28, 75, etc. In Christianity, in 

Schleiermacher's view, the cultural and ethical spirit has gained complete control over natural reality; 

Yet in Troeltsch's conception there persists -- that much has become clear -- a dormant tension 

between cultural morality and religious morality, even in Christianity. The extent to which the 

subsumption of cultural goods to the religious good succeeds remains in every situation an open 

question. The desired "unification [i.e., of moral goods] in the direction of an absolute goal" (the title 

of "Heft 1899," Kap II) is thus always -- as Troeltsch will later put it -- a relative, actively realizable 

synthesis. Here a first shadow already falls across Troeltsch's idealist cultural optmism! 
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Philosophy of religion [is] … a philosophical treatment … of religion itself as an 

independent, internally coherent sphere of life developing in accordance with specific 

laws. With this the same treatment is applied to religion as -- simultaneously, and on the 

basis of the same movement of thought -- has been applied to other areas of life. 

(Kraay)217 

 

Two misunderstandings obstruct a scientific approach to Christianity. The first 

is concealed in the idea of two orders of being that are mysteriously conjugated in 

Christianity. Opposed to such a dualistic supernaturalism from the outset, Troeltsch 

internalized it: there can be a question only of the inner exaltation of God as person, 

not of his external transcendence (1.5.3). With his change-over to historicism 

Troeltsch sees -- more clearly in any case than he had before -- that the first 

misunderstanding leads to a second, i.e., Christian exclusivism. Dualistic 

supernaturalism monopolizes all supernatural truths, miracles, and realities for the 

Christian religion. Incorrectly so! If one happens to share the Kantian and 

(remarkably enough) also the pietist feeling that an "inner supernaturalness" (Innere 

Übernatürlichkeit) is revealed in Christianity, then he must sooner or later come to 

the historicist conclusion that a similar supernaturalism must also be present at least 

as a disposition or as a tendency in non-Christian religions. Thus the fundamental 

separation of Christianity from all non-Christian religions disappears.218 

 

The radical pietists transposed the supernatural into the religious extasis itself to such an 

extent that but one step remained toward acknowledgement of equal supernaturality in all 

religious experiences, including non-christian ones, and the fundamental rift between 

christianity and non-christianity would be overcome. (Kraay)219 

Current science … is … in general noted especially for this, that metaphysical, natural-

scientific and historical basic concepts utterly exclude supernaturalism, that the humanities 

themselves are primarily characterized by what has been called historicism and which 

more than anything else refutes supernaturalism on its own ground. (Kraay)220 

 

 

The Independence of Religious Experience (2) 

 

                                                           
217"Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 368; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 

317 and Die wissenschaftliche Lage, p. 31. 

218 Troeltsch subsequently ventures to speak of an "inner supernaturalism," which can be 

maintained only as an "inclusive supernaturalism" ("Religionsphilosophie" (1904), 2d ed., p. 453). 

219 Die wissenschaftliche Lage, p. 36; cf. p. 39 and "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 

(1898): 4. 

220 "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 68, cf. p. 5. Here scholastic exclusivist 

supernaturalism is opposed out of the post-Kantian idealist conception of "natural (i.e., reasonable) 

religion." In Kant the Christian religion is still exclusive, because it is identified in a rigid, 

rationalistic way with the perfect idea of natural, i.e., practical-ethical religiosity: "Christianity is the 

idea of religion, which being generally grounded in reason, must to that extent be natural" (Kant, 

Streit der Fakultäten, in Werke, vol. 6, p. 310 (A 62). 
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Religious phenomena form a unity. Thus they can also -- like the other moral 

phenomena -- be studied according to general scientific methods of thought, that is, 

in a social-psychological and historical respect (the latter of which contains the 

normative aspect). It is for this reason that in Troeltsch the science of religion breaks 

up into "Religionspsychologie" and "Religionsgeschichte." In his psychology of 

religion, he shows that religious experience is a genuine and independent experience 

within human consciousness as a whole, that it is an ultimate, irreducible datum 

(1.4.1) which historically speaking may be called the core of the universal history of 

religion. 

 

Then discloses itself to us, as deepest core of the religious history of mankind, an 

experience that can be analyzed no further, an ultimate, originary phenomenon which, like 

moral judgment and aesthetic perception, is a simple final fact of psychic life, though 

quite characteristically distinct from either. (II, 339; Kraay) 

 

In his conception of religion Troeltsch has undoubtedly never felt entirely at 

home with either Ritschl or Schleiermacher. He has valued Ritschl's having liberated 

the idea of religion from the spell of aesthetical and dialectical monism, which it had 

been under, more or less, in Schleiermacher and Hegel. On the other hand, under 

neokantian influence he has not only granted Christian religious experience an 

independent status as practical experience but has also moralized it and thereby 

largely nullified Schleiermacher's particular significance vis-à-vis Kant.221 It can 

accordingly not be surprising that Troeltsch now proceeds to seek his orientation in 

another direction. 

In the first instance (1895) Troeltsch falls in behind the psychology of Wilhelm 

Wundt. Every concrete experience of consciousness he regards as an often extremely 

complex and variable nexus of representations, feelings, and impulses of the will. 

Every experience of consciousness begins with a particular sensation that is guided 

by a feeling of pleasure or displeasure and leads to a particular stimulation and act of 

the will. In religious experience, too, the basic psychic elements of representation, 

feeling, and will are interactive. 

 

[Religion] is exactly the same that all other experiences of consciousness are too: a 

linkage of representations with accompanying feelings, out of which rise up many kinds of 

voluntary motives. (Kraay)222 

 

From the standpoint of psychology the essence of what is properly called 

religion is: the ideal representation of a transcendent power or powers -- of a reality 

higher than man that is worthy of his worship -- accompanied by intense emotional 

experiences and cultic-practical acts of the will. 

                                                           
221 Cf. "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 28, 66-67; "Die Selbständigkeit der 

Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 366-67. Cf. 1.4.2. 

222 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 380. Concerning Wundt, cf. ibid., ZThK 6 

(1896): 90; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4 (1922), p. 8. 
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The whole always remains the same: the representation of supra-human powers or realities 

that must be worshipped, and which, in agreement with its significance, is accompanied 

by intense feelings out of which arise all sorts of cultural and often also moral acts of the 

will; a whole, ruling in tradition and practice over a large number of people and 

correspondingly consolidating itself in multiple external forms. (Kraay)223 

 

Later (1896), Troeltsch prefers to proceed from the concept of the drive as he 

came across it in Eduard von Hartmann. A drive involves a stimulation of feeling 

and of the will that is unconscious or at any rate subconscious: the stimulating cause 

and the volitional goal are noticed either negligibly or not at all. This concept of the 

drive satisfies Troeltsch's notion that the particular religions with their concretely 

articulated conceptions of God originated in a fluid religious inclination: this would 

be, then, the still unconscious religious drive or propensity. 

 

The drive is always an incitement of the will which, like any stirring of the will, 

presupposes something inciting which stirs up feeling and thus directs the will to that 

which incites. But in the drive the incitement and its corresponding goal remain in … 

darkness.… Just so the religious drive is background and prefiguration of all conscious 

and specific religion. (Kraay)224 

 

The Objective Basis of Religion (3) 

 

All in all, Troeltsch distances himself from theories which account for religion in 

terms of a special psychic capacity (e.g., emotional experience), as if anything less 

than the entire psyche would be involved in it. As a matter of fact, what is specific to 

religious experience can not be understood from the subjective functions of the mind 

at all; rather, it can only be understood from the "content of the mind" (Inhalt der 

Seele).225 The contents of the mind are in principle two: the sensibly observable 

world and the ideal world (the world of the mind and the ideas, to be taken in a so-

called ideal observation). Against aesthetic monism Troeltsch asserts that not only 

the "Sinnenwelt" but also the "Idealwelt" is of a transsubjective origin (Troeltsch's 

critical metaphysics of nature and of the spirit, 2.2.1). The ideas are not just 

intersubjective disclosures and immanent ordinances of the common spirit of man, 

they arise and develop in the last analysis as a result of productive impulses and 

                                                           
223 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 381; cf. ibid., ZThK 6 (1896): 96. 

224 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 97-98. 

225 Rationalist and illusionist theories of religion which inevitably interpret religious belief in 

terms of primitive speculations or in any case of practical needs (Feuerbach) provide an account of 

the conscious or unconscious, subjective operations of intellect or will in religion, certainly, but not of 

the unique, ideal content that is proper to it. 
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movements from the transcendent ground of life.226 That is then also the deepest 

ground of their normative, supra-arbitrary significance. 

 

At issue is, as everyone says, the experience and the perception of non-sensible laws 

independent of man, valid not for the individual but for the spirit in general; it concerns 

ideas which, though in part conditioned by the given situation and by human reflection 

and application nevertheless break through at every one of its great sources in the depths 

of life, without reflection or pondering, without deduction and traceable necessity, and 

which everyone who attends to them in his innermost being experiences as an impinging 

reality independent of him; at issue is an interaction with a non-sensible world which in 

sustained intrinsic movement upholds us and from the depths of our life causes all the 

great convictions to burst forth; at issue is an unabridged analogy with sense perception. 

(Kraay)227 

 

Now, here the specific content of religion is manifest. While ethical or 

aesthetic experiences are correlated to immanent ordinances (to ideas of the good 

and the beautiful), religious experience is directly connected with the transcendent 

ground of morality thanks to the intuitive conception of a personal Someone who 

effectuates these ordinances. One can also say (granted the concept of the drive) 

thanks to the unconscious religious drive and inclination grounded on a divine 

"affectivity" (Affizierung).  

 

Religious intuition is … quite radically distinct from the aesthetic and the moral intuition. 

The latter are related to ordinances and laws, which as such are immanent to spirit and 

which in their specific human configuration only enter into the specific form of the human 

spiritual faculties. Religion, however, at least the naive and genuine religion of daily life, 

is related to a being-for-itself, to something distinct from the mere principle of spiritual 

life, something locked up within itself and "somehow" personal, which as distinct being 

stands over against the pious subject and in which those ordinances and laws are but forms 

and effluences of its action. (Kraay)228 

The religious impulse … is the "affectivity" of souls prior to all consciousness, through 

the divine ground of life which instills in them a yearning, initially undetermined, rife with 

presentiment, for the divine. (Kraay)229 

 

Religious Media. The Antinomy  (4) 

 

The psychology of religion can not stop at this mystical divine influence, even 

though it is the heartbeat of religion. Like Schleiermacher, who spoke of the 

"incitement of pious feeling" (Erregung des frommen  Gefühls), Troeltsch points to 

the incitement of the religious sense by natural or historical events. Such religious 

                                                           
226 Here, of course, transcendence does not mean ontological dualism or scholastic 

supernaturalism. Yet Troeltsch does want to maintain that in spite of every affinity of human and 

divine spirit, the latter is a self-contained, infinite person over against and above human persons. 

227 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 388-89. 

228 Ibid., pp. 392-93. 

229 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 98. 
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incitements, which alone concretize the idea of God, lie for most people in the 

inherited conceptions of God. For the founders of religions, prophets, reformers, and 

other shapers of traditions, in contrast, they lie mainly in immediately gripping 

events or experiences of the soul. In more primitive religions natural phenomena 

serve as the "means of incitement" (Erregungsmittel) for religious belief.230 In one 

way or another, the science of religion is confronted across the entire line with this 

"basic fact of the mediation of religious incitements" (II, 347). 

 

That divine action … does not at all take place in everyone in an utterly new and 

unprecedented way and not purely internally like a kind of magic of the soul but by 

mediations of many kinds. The religious impression … or impulse always arises with 

outer and inner events and experiences, in nature and history, in conscience and in the 

heart. (II 345-46; Kraay) 

 

Yet there are differences! Religion ultimately receives the strongest and purest 

incitements through moral consciousness, sometimes through aesthetic impressions 

(Goethe's "pagan" piety). In the lower religions practically everything can become an 

inducement and symbol for religious fantasy: these religions are accordingly also 

highly productive. The higher religions, in contrast, cluster around moral conscience, 

attaching themselves for this purpose to a few creative personalities. All religious 

energy must be devoted to appropriating the content of their sublime thoughts. These 

religions are therefore highly reproductive, require community, and are restricted in 

number.231 The religious principle approaches its highest forms.232 

 

The purest and most powerful means of incitement is … moral consciousness and its 

experiences. Wherever morality has differentiated itself into an independent knowledge of 

what should be it enters into the closest of alliances with religion and becomes its most 

important medium. The moral pull toward the unconditioned and that of religion draw 

each other reciprocally, and the moral goals turn from goods of innerworldly social life 

into the good of the most intimate communion of the purified heart with the originary 

source of goodness. (Kraay)233 

 

                                                           
230 In the picture that lingers in memory following an actual religious process, the image of God 

inevitably becomes associated and identified with the medium involved. That accounts for the 

divinity of Jesus. In general, that also accounts for the diversity of gods. This diversity likewise pours 

forth from the religious fantasy, which seizes upon anything in order to clarify and symbolize the 

conception of God (paternal love, celestial bodies, diseases, dangers); cf. "Die Selbständigkeit der 

Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 416-17. 

Also deserving mention in this connection is the phenomenon of religious "apperception." As a 

result of the integration of religious experience into the total complex of our consciousness, even 

within a single religious circle the conception of God assumes a different form from one person to 

another; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 348. 

231 Cf. "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 420-21; "Geschichte und 

Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 59. 

232 Cf. Schleiermacher, for whom Jesus was the productively operative primal picture of the 

perfect religion. 

233 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 418-19, cf. 416ff. 
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The many representations of God set religious emotions vibrating in all keys, 

according to Troeltsch. And they do so not only because they awaken hope and 

hysteria about the individual's personal lot but also because there is something 

mystical and opaque about them (1.4.1). The images of God bring man into contact 

with an infinite, mysterious power. Religious experiences are suffused with a 

"sensation of mystery" (Reiz  des Mysteriums), with terrifying enchantment.234 

These emotional experiences have, however, an indispensable counterpole. 

Precisely because of their exceptional and even extraordinary character, the need 

arises in religious circles to get a grip on these basic experiences and to revivify 

them in an extended ritual of cultic duties and acts of the will (because of the 

coherence of representation, feeling, and will!). Exceptional experience creates a 

necessary counterweight in cultic and ecclesiastical forms of community. Now then, 

that is the antinomy with which all religion (including Christian religion!) is 

afflicted. The tendency towards socialization is essential to religious experience yet 

perilous: time after time it stiffens and externalizes religion, and leads to 

ecclesiasticism and dogmatism.235 

 

The Gottmenschlichkeit of the  

History of Religions (5) 

 

We have seen that Troeltsch's psychology of religion seeks on the one hand to 

establish "the specific independence of religion" and on the other hand to indicate its 

"objective, transcendent substrata (Grundlagen)."236 In the part of his theory of 

religion that now follows, namely, the history of religions, Troeltsch demonstrates 

that neither this independence nor this having a ground detracts from the historicity 

of the phenomenon of religion. It is possible to have a comparative study of religion 

in which all religions are regarded together as parts of a universal religious history 

which is organically connected to the development of civilization as a whole. 

Troeltsch's Religionsgeschichte is based on the same historico-metaphysical 

assumptions as his general idea of history. Religions and religious developments are 

                                                           
234 In his psychology of religion Troeltsch is in many respect a forerunner of thinkers like 

William James (3.6.1) and Rudolf Otto (5.4.2). 

235 Cf. "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 422ff. Troeltsch's characteristic 

reservation about the institutional church is directly related to this observation. Although the church is 

psychologically and historically indispensable in the transmission and development of religion (his 

objection to mysticism; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 345!), Troeltsch, like Rothe, considers its 

external form and power contrary to the inner force of religion: the mutual relation of church and 

religion is antinomous. The institutionalization of religion must be kept to a minimum while being 

facilitated again and again through compromise. So it is in Richard Rothe, pp. 29, 43, and especially 

in "Religion und Kirche": "It cannot be otherwise: the relation of religion and church is thoroughly 

antinomous" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 180). Here we have stumbled upon the mysterious 

tension between spiritualism and historicism that will confront Troeltsch again and again (3.6.4, 4.5.1 

and 4.5.2, 6.7.5). 

236 "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 28; and "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," 

ZThK 5 (1895): 416n. 
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the historical embodiment of the religious idea, that is, of the metaphysical 

germinative principle that is inherent to all religious life. 

 

Such an area of life [religion] is … an organic unity of development, for its part 

organically connected with the total development of the spirit.… A developing realm of 

this sort must lead back to a germinative principle that underlies it, a principle that 

encloses within itself the unity of the whole and the necessity of its differentiation and 

teleology. (Kraay)237 

 

To make his point feasible, Troeltsch has to found the dynamism of the 

religious idea (given its direct connection to a supersensible Ground) in an original 

movement of this Ground. The universal progress of religious life and the many 

forms in which the religious principle unfolds are based "on the inner movement of 

the divine spirit in man" (II, 353), which takes place in the unconscious substratum 

of the human psyche. 

 

This unity [of religion] has its ground in a common dynamism of the human spirit which 

advances in different ways as a result of the mysterious movement of the Divine Spirit in 

the unconscious depth of the human spirit, which is everywhere the same. (II, 340; 

Bense)238 

 

In this way Troeltsch arrives at the bold idea of the "divine-human character of 

the history of religions" (Gottmenschlichkeit der  Religionsgeschichte).239 Yes, he 

actually embraces the idea of the divine-human character of history in general: "the 

conception of history as a disclosure of the divine reason" (II, 747), although this 

divinity of all human history only becomes visible in religion. 

 

In general, human history is not a mere stringing together of human subjectivities but a 

working together of human minds with the divine cosmic ground. In non-sensible 

knowledge especially the conscious interaction wth a supersensible world takes place. But 

while the ethical and the aesthetic enter into the psychological mechanism unnoticed and 

operate only as higher standards of judgment in the course of representation and feeling, 

religion directs the single soul in its core to the cosmic power underlying all of this, to the 

divine reason. If the presence of these standards is already linked with the surmise of a 

supersensible world of values valid in themselves, then in religion direct contact with the 

center of this world occurs, from out of which those ordinances then, as laws and 

consequences of a living power, find their firm anchorage and ground. Without religion 

there would be only history of culture. (Kraay)240 

 

                                                           
237 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 176; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 

339. 

238 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 340. This idea of divine influence in the unconscious (cf. von 

Hartmann, Fichte, Seydel; "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 97-98) dates from 

1897 and therefore antedates the corresponding hypothesis in William James's Gifford Lectures of 

1901-02 (see James, The Varieties of Religious Experience). 

239 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 83, 94, 167. 

240 Ibid., p. 79; cf. p. 109. 
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Religious development must therefore be understood as a progression of divine 

revelation, and yet it is nothing other than a revelation from within history. 

 

On this account its development is to be understood as a self-communication of the divine 

spirit, and one must trust this self-communication to reveal progressively the truth of 

religion. (Kraay)241 

And so, with the great idealists, I believe that in this apparent chaos the divine depth of the 

human spirit reveals itself from various sides.… (II, 748; Kraay) 

 

 

Troeltsch, Hegel, and Schleiermacher (6) 

 

The affinity to Hegel is remarkable. Troeltsch makes no attempt to hide his 

admiration for Hegel, in particular for his philosophy of religion. To him Hegel is 

the great stimulator of historicism because more discerningly than anyone else he 

provided a historical-methodological account of the implications of the category of 

historical development.242 Concerning the metaphysics of history, too, Troeltsch 

believes, Hegel showed the way (2.2.2 - 2.2.3). Troeltsch's affinity to Hegel is 

especially apparent, however, from the point under consideration: the assumption 

that determines his theory of religion, namely, that the dynamic development of 

ideas in history points back to and arises from a primordial self-movement of the 

divine, absolute Ground.243  The Absolute is not a point at rest in the dynamism of 

history but the unfolding Ground of all spiritual life.244 

Nevertheless, Troeltsch is not to be understood from a Hegelian perspective. 

He opposes the apriorism, monism, and panlogism of Hegel's philosophy of religion 

and of history.245 To begin with the first, Troeltsch's philosophy of religion does not 

                                                           
241 Ibid., p. 80, cf. p. 110. See also the title of Erich Fülling's book, Geschichte als Offenbarung, 

and the section in it on Troeltsch: pp. 61-81. 

242 "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 43, 57; and Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 

577. 

243 Cf. "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 91-92. 

244 "The anticipation that the Absolute is subject is therefore not merely not the realization of this 

concept; it even makes realization impossible. For it makes out the notion to be a static point, while 

its actual reality is self-movement, self-activity" (Hegel, Phänomenologie des Geistes, p. 23; Eng. tr., 

pp. 84-85). 

245 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 93-94, 94ff., and 97ff., respectively; cf. 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 747. Hegel's original idea -- namely, that in the development of the 

spirit nothing is lost, since in the higher syntheses of history all earlier theses and antitheses are 

"preserved" (aufgehoben), and that every phase of development can accordingly consider itself an 

indestructible vertex without denying historical evolution -- is deprived by Troeltsch of its strongly 

triadic scheme (»thesis»antithesis»synthesis; however, cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 353), to be 

sure; nonetheless, that idea continues to underlie Troeltsch's bold claim that in the Christian religion 

the noblest powers and richest contents of the religious past are preserved and that in this way the 

Christian religion is the "point of convergence" (Konvergenzpunkt) of all religions. In "Christentum 

und Religionsgeschichte" (1897) this culmination of religion is still placed in the future (Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 345, 349, 353). However, in Die Absolutheit des Christentums (written 1902) 

Christianity is called the vertex and culmination point, even though it is precisely in that regard that 
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start as an a priori  metaphysics of the Absolute that forges onward with deductive 

certainty to the necessity of the religious intuition (Anschauung); it starts rather as a 

critique of the religious consciousness, which appears in a colorful diversity of 

historical ramifications and which in its diversity inspires man to search for the 

unitary movement of a Ground disclosing itself within the various religions. 

Moreover, Troeltsch is opposed to Hegel's monist annexation of the human to 

the divine. The religionsgeschichtliche development has as its corollary a 

transsubjective development in the divine. To that extent the "history of religions" is, 

indeed, divine-human -- but not in the speculative sense of a progressing self-

consciousness of the absolute Spirit gained in and through the particular 

developments of the human spirit, with the latter retaining no more than an 

ostensible independence. In other words, Troeltsch's earlier criticism of the aesthetic-

optimistic pantheism of romanticism (1.3.2) touches Hegel too.246 

To Troeltsch, Hegel's having given this romantic monism an intellectual and 

even panlogical twist renders it all the more suspect. The ideas as such are not 

logical principles, and their historical development as such is not implied in the 

logical dialectics of the absolute concept. This holds for the religious idea in 

particular. Religion is not a transitional stage of some divine process of growing self-

consciousness.247 

It will be clear that in more than one respect Troeltsch values the insights of 

Schleiermacher's philosophy of religion more highly than he does to those of 

Hegel's. Like Hegel, Schleiermacher viewed religious life as developing itself 

according to its own laws into a diversity of religious forms. Like Hegel, he sought 

to approach the Christian religion from the standpoint of the universal history of 

religions (although he also tended at times -- more dogmatically -- to think in the 

opposite direction). Yet Troeltsch appreciates in Schleiermacher the attempt to 

understand the history of religions from the standpoint of a comprehensive 

historical-philosophical ethics (see 2.3.1) that is kept free of what Troeltsch so 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
its absoluteness is held to be impossible (pp. 72-73; Eng. tr., p. 114; see 3.6.5). On Hegel, cf. 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 577-78. 

246 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 96; "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 

8 (1898): 29. 

247 For genuine religion originates spontaneously from a preconscious "drive" (Trieb) in contact 

with the divine. Furthermore, it is influenced sooner by mythological thought with its symbolic and 

anthropomorphic concepts than it is by scientific thought. Affinity with theoretical thought appears 

only in the drive of both kinds of concept formation towards the infinite and the unconditional, which 

leads at some later stage to connections being formed in this direction. Still, intellectualizing forms of 

religion are the beginning of the end: along this route rational science is inevitably used to contain 

and repel religion with its fluid experiences and content -- until religious fervor blazes up anew in the 

human heart and the cycle repeats itself. For between religion and science there remains a dialectical 

opposition (and theology is the buffer). Cf. "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 97-98, 

81, 177; "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 54, 57; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 359. 
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detests in Hegel: the intellectualistic distortion of the religious idea and the 

aprioristic construction of its development.248 

On the other hand, Troeltsch is also critical of Schleiermacher. Especially from 

the romantic monism that is also operative in Schleiermacher, Troeltsch keeps his 

distance. In his Dialektik Schleiermacher started from the absolute identity of the 

real (nature) and the ideal (spirit).249 To him it was the transcendent, i.e., 

unattainable ground of human being, which moves without respite between the 

conflicting poles of the ideal and the real. Troeltsch is not opposed to a metaphysics 

of the absolute as such, as we shall see. Yet Schleiermacher's absolute starting point 

obscured the distinction, which is so decisive for Troeltsch, between nature and 

spirit, between natural development and historical development. As a result, the idea 

of historical development was not clearly articulated and also not very promising in 

Schleiermacher. In the field of the history of religions, Schleiermacher's historicism 

was even contradicted by a kind of pantheism à la Spinoza. Because God was the 

fixed ground on which all religious development depends, the religions were 

distinguishable only through the individual manner in which they had become aware 

of their immanence in God. In this way, in Schleiermacher the process of religious 

development was really presented as a multiplicity of more or less mutually adjacent 

religious types. Thus as far as the idea of historical evolution is concerned, Troeltsch 

always takes his orientation from Hegel rather than from Schleiermacher.250 

 

 

The Metaphysics of the Absolute  

as a Metaphysics of Religion (7) 

 

His critique of Schleiermacher and Hegel notwithstanding, Troeltsch does not 

dismiss the possibilities of a metaphysics of the absolute (of being as such or -- if 

one prefers -- of the ground of all that is), even on religious grounds. On the 

contrary! Precisely because religion rests solely on actual revelation and the practical 

power of belief it engenders, there is a need, in addition to the subjective certainty of 

faith, for a different, more objective ascertainment of the presence of the religious 

object, so that the fear of illusion may be banished for good. That is also why the 

higher religions have always induced philosophical reflection on this point. Not that 

the object of religion would be attainable or demonstrable apart from a direct 

                                                           
248 Cf. "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 367-68, 415; "Geschichte und 

Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 27ff.; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 344. 

249 Schleiermacher, Dialektik. Sämtliche Werke (Berlin: Reimer, 1839), part 3, vol. 4, sec. 2, § 

135ff. 

250 On Schleiermacher's imperfect analysis of the idea of development and his monism à la 

Spinoza: "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 175-76; "Geschichte und Metaphysik," 

ZThK 8 (1898): 28-29, 66; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 359. Troeltsch at the same time criticizes 

Schleiermacher's tendency to psychologize the ideas: "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 

62. 
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religious experience: one cannot see sound, cannot hear light! Yet one can expect 

belief in God to be confirmed in metaphysics indirectly. If the object of all religion is 

actually present, then the constellation of the cosmos must be such that there be 

room for such an object, yes, even such that room for such an object be essential to a 

better apprehension of the world. Even in our humble earthly existence it must have 

left traces of its existence and thereby provided occasion for forming a theoretical 

hypothesis about it. 

 

The [scientific hypothesis] can … indicate only quite generally the object which discloses 

its inner life and its essential content solely in the individual religions.… For this reason 

we need expect no proof but indirect confirmation, and this confirmation is not related to 

the idea of God in a specific religion but to the tendency common to those religions that 

are more sharply differentiated and more deeply grasped. (Kraay)251 

 

It is therefore clear that this metaphysics must be not the begin point but the 

end point of the philosophical reflection, that it must not be deduced like Hegel's 

speculations about the Absolute but induced in the line of Kant, Fichte, and Lotze. 

Beginning with what is most proper and akin to man, namely, knowledge of the 

human spirit and its strivings, the metaphysical investigation must be extended in 

ever broader concentric circles, as it were, to what is more remote and less certain, 

namely, knowledge of the ontological nature of nature, in order to break through at 

last to conjectures concerning the ground of both nature and spirit. Only from the 

metaphysics of spirit can the attempt be made to move via the metaphysics of nature 

to the assumption of a final ground of being as such.252 

Now then, there are several indications -- according to Troeltsch -- of such a 

fundamental hypothesis: the datum of human intercourse and thus of actual 

interaction between monadic centers of activity (Lotze); the influence of drives and 

instincts, and thus the spontaneous interplay between the natural and the spiritual 

(von Hartmann); the mutual attunement of logical and extralogical regularities 

(Hegel); the value of morality and the possibilities of its realization (Kant, Fichte); 

the immanent teleology present even in mechanical nature (von Hartmann); the 

aesthetic impression of harmony between nature and spirit (Kant, Goethe); the idea 

of unconditionality implicit in every act of thought (Kant), and much more. Such 

factors drive our thought in the direction of a basic unity of infinite energy in which 

everything bears upon everything else, and nature is the instrument of spirit. Rather 

than of an infinite energy, Troeltsch prefers to speak -- in order to block every rigid 

                                                           
251 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 433; cf. Die wissenschaftliche Lage, pp. 

49ff. There remains a vast difference between basic religious experience and metaphysical knowledge 

of the absolute. The one involves an intuitive primal awareness, the other a logical rounding off of the 

scientific problem; the one a practical, basic datum, the other a theoretical basic question; the one 

authentic representations studied by the science and philosophy of religion, the other hidden 

assumptions of all our philosophical and scientific inquiry. 

252 "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 41ff. 
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and impersonal pantheistic monism -- of an absolute consciousness or of an infinite, 

creative spirit.253 

 

The task here is to show how every such integration [of scientific results in the direction 

of a totality-view of the world] leads up to logical, epistemological, and ethical inquiries, 

and how these investigations, in turn, lead to basic problems of the relationship of thinking 

and being, of teleology and causality, of value and factuality. But in all these problems 

appears, as ultimately necessary notion, the concept of an absolute consciousness in which 

all discord and multiplicity of given reality, together with its unity … is posited in a 

manner that we are unable to grasp but can postulate on logical grounds.… The same can 

be shown from the side of the ethical and the aesthetic. On all these topics Kant's basic 

notions are, in my estimation, up to now quite authoritative, even though it is useful to 

recall the specification of the Kantian doctrine in the Fichtean doctrine of consciousness. 

(Kraay)254 

 

Troeltsch realizes that the metaphysical idea of the absolute is extremely 

problematical and precarious. It is an idea of the complete unity of all phenomena, 

which are separated in human experience. Such a thing can be thought (intensely 

magnified and sublimated) only as a separate "something" next to, outside of, or 

opposite to all other things. That accounts for the permanent conflict between theism 

and pantheism, between external (transcendent) and internal (monistic) views of 

God. Troeltsch's delicate position is that within the immanentist worldview of 

Renaissance-oriented Western thought, he seeks to maintain the transcendence of 

God on the one hand and the independence of man on the other -- an endeavor which 

I have already called a form of panentheism (1.5.3). 

This panentheism really means only that the conception of absoluteness is 

neither theistic nor pantheistic. What is it then, concretely speaking? According to 

Troeltsch, it cannot be contained in a finished conception. It remains unclear to what 

extent the absolute spirit "distinguishes itself" from the given natural and spiritual 

reality and, inversely, to what extent the human spirit has a "relative independence" 

from the absolute spirit. Our minds must be satisfied with provisional, fragmentary, 

poetic-symbolic statements,255 with approximate final concepts.256 

In summary, the metaphysics of the absolute is neither natural theology nor a 

philosophical substitute for religion. The logically, ethically, and aesthetically 

necessary "regress to an absolute consciousness"257 never terminates in God (in the 

religious sense of the word). It can indeed function, however, as a metaphysics of 

                                                           
253 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895): 434. 

254 Die wissenschaftliche Lage, pp. 49ff. 

255 On this point Troeltsch seeks to draw connections -- so he says -- between his own ideas and 

those of Jacob Böhme, the later Schelling, and, in part, also with Eduard von Hartmann; "Geschichte 

und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 44-45. I conclude from this that not only the human spirit (2.2.5) 

but also the absolute spirit has, to his mind, a root which is irrational. 

256 Die wissenschaftliche Lage, p. 50. 

257 Ibid., p. 51. 
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religion, i.e., as a metaphysics that indirectly confirms the authenticity and 

legitimacy of religion through its approximate referral to the absolute as a 

theoretical-philosophical analogon of the religious idea of God. In its final limiting 

concept it determines the point of contact where all religious conceptions concerning 

God have their "geometrical place," as it were (to use an expression of Heinrich 

Rickert's). 

 

The ultimate result is the notion of a creative spirit, positing logical unity and ethical 

values and also a factual reality that is to be formed by them.… As such, however, [this 

result] lies outside of religion which in its own development, on its own strength, can 

reveal only what it [religion] is. The more energetically, however, not religion itself but its 

science, theology, must indicate this point of connection. (Kraay)258 

 

 

2.5 The Absoluteness of Christianity, and Relativism 

 

 

The Crux of the Problem (1) 

 

                                                           
258 Ibid., pp. 50-51. See further "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 178ff. 

One may think here of what in theology is called the doctrine of the "point of contact," provided 

the theme is considered apart from its scholastic backgrounds: Troeltsch is concerned neither with 

connecting supernatural truths to natural theology nor with relating a special (exclusively Christian) 

revelation to one general revelation in creation. Troeltsch knows only a general 

religionsgeschichtliche revelation with a multiplicity of particularizations (just as he also alludes to 

the task of religionsgeschichtliche theology in the present citation; see 2.1.1). 

The thesis posed by the Dutch Calvinist philosopher Herman Dooyeweerd of an "inner 

relationship" between religion and philosophy culminating in the idea of a philosophical 

"cosmonomic idea" orwetsidee, in the sense of the transcendental ground-idea that would underlie all 

theoretical and philosophical thought and that would itself be shaped by some religious "ground 

motive," is also still different from Troeltsch's conception in this regard. According to Dooyeweerd 

religion directs and shapes philosophy via the wetsidee (see A New Critique of Theoretical Thought, 

vol. 1, pp. 1-165; and In the Twilight of Western Thought: Studies in the Pretended Autonomy of 

Philosophical Thought, pp. 1-61). Troeltsch, on the contrary, considers the two to be separated, at 

least in principle. Thus in principle he is committed to the idea of theoretical-philosophical autonomy, 

and, apart from that, to the independent position of religion. However, he considers it possible for the 

one to influence the other indirectly. Thus on the one hand, the idealist conception of the spirit is "fed 

by religion itself," and on the other, the scientific world picture (heliocentrism, evolutionism, etc.) has 

an unmistakable "significance and effect on religious faith" (Die wissenschaftliche Lage, pp. 51-52; in 

a later period these influences are made more explicit, see 3.7.3). 

When we proceed in a problem-historical manner, we discover that Troeltsch arrives at his 

conviction concerning an indirect influence along a way that leads from Kant (partly via Ritschl and 

partly via Schleiermacher) (Die wissenschaftliche Lage, p. 52). Kant applied a strict division between 

theoretical thought and practical (including religious) thought which, nevertheless, resulted in a 

remarkable correspondence between the transcendental ideas of the theoretical and the postulates of 

the practical reason. On such an analogous content of philosophy and religion, see also Karl Jaspers, 

Der philosophische Glaube (1954); Eng. tr., The Perennial Scope of Philosophy, Fourth Lecture, pp. 

79-80. In an earlier context we already noticed that in the end Troeltsch is not satisfied with the 

watertight separation of faith and science in Kant (see 2.2.6). 
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If the psychology of religion (Religionspsychologie) showed us the universal 

foundation of all cultural and spiritual phenomena and, in particular, the root of the 

typically religious phenomenon, then the history of religions 

(Religionsgeschichte)259 affords us insight into religion's historical particularizations, 

a critical understanding of the total development of the religious spirit. Having laid 

bare its metaphysical basis, we must now concern ourselves with the construction of 

its actual course and (especially) with the decisive normative standard in reference to 

which, in retrospect, the process of religious development can be evaluated. This, 

according to Troeltsch (who is always more an ethicist than a metaphysician!), is 

really "the main issue of the history of religions."260 

In the deist religion of reasonableness of the century of the Enlightenment and 

also in Kant's Religion within the Limits of Reason  Alone, such a standard was 

available in reason itself. And the theologians of experience (at Erlangen) and the 

Ritschlians could more or less fall back on the inner experience of faith. In 

historicism, in contrast, a thorny problem arose here. Is it at all possible from the 

standpoint of a historicist view of history to make room for an ultimate religious 

standard, for an absolute comparative religious standard? Or -- the other extreme -- 

must the primitive tribal religions be considered the equals of the great world 

religions because both would be just the products of time and history? 

In his historicist philosophy of religion Hegel had granted an absolute, 

definitive place to Christianity because it was supposed to be the normative final 

form, the perfect realization of the religious idea. Troeltsch rejects however the 

intellectualistic dialectics of Hegel's "ideas" and thus the possibility of determining a 

priori just how and wherein the religious idea would have to find its perfect 

unfolding. Christianity's status as an absolute norm cannot be proved deductively (as 

was so often attempted in Hegelian theology -- Biedermann, Caird) from the 

religious dialectics of the Absolute.261 

                                                           
259 By "history of religions" Troeltsch generally does not mean the descriptive, philological-

ethnological and professional historical study of the details of particular religions. Such study is rather 

presupposed both in "Religionspsychologie" and in "Religionsgeschichte."The latter comprises a 

general view of religions from the point of vantage of the philosophy of history; "Die Selbständigkeit 

der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 72. 

260 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 167. Although "Religionspsychologie" 

and "Religionsgeschichte" are closely allied as a result of their sharing a same metaphysical 

foundation, in the latter the metaphysical assumptions are so pronounced that I have had to deal with 

them first. Troeltsch himself, in "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 5 (1895) and 6 (1896), 

deals with the psychology of religion (§ 2) and its metaphysical assumptions (§ 3) before going on to 

take up the history of religions (§ 4). In the general ethics of "Heft 1899," too, metaphysics is inserted 

between the psychological part and the historical-normative part (see 2.3.2). 

That I have now proceeded to place the historical-normative elaboration of the "history of 

religions" in a chapter apart is to be explained, purely and simply, from the fact that the problem of 

religious norms and of the position of Christianity a propos of these norms is for Troeltsch the central 

issue of historicism, which justifies a separate treatment. 

261 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 93, 167; "Geschichte und Metaphysik," 

ZThK 8 (1898): 34, 54. The orthodox-scholastic proof from the inner miracle of conversion and the 

Ritschlian proof from the isolated value judgment of the Christian community rest, in Troeltsch's 
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Troeltsch also considers it impossible to derive the laws of development and 

thereby the necessary ideal final form of religious history from the course of history 

itself, a posteriori. Not only does the course of history not allow itself to be 

calculated so easily; in the history known to us, the actual basis for such historical 

inductions is also far too small.262 We have to make do with the fragments of history 

that are accessible to us, so at most we can trace the tendencies to be found there and 

content ourselves with what appears on this more restricted scale if not as definitive 

and absolute then nevertheless as the highest form of development. For the rest, 

Troeltsch cherishes the hope that with the religious history we do know about, 

spiritually profound as it is, we are decidedly not faring in some secondary 

backwater but rather in the mainstream of the deepest forces of the religious process 

(just as we entertain similar assumptions regarding the modern scientific 

development)! 

 

Rather, we should be content to explore, in complete and sincere trust in divine reason 

leading and upholding all, the driving forces, the evolutionary tendencies, the inner pull of 

religion, in the bits and pieces that are available to us. And in so doing we should be 

satisfied with that which we, measured by these known tendencies, recognize as the 

greatest result of this development to date. But we should also keep in mind how the 

harvest of history today is an infinitely richer and profounder one, traversing contrasts so 

great that we are not confronted with a mere meaningless fragment, but with a fragment in 

which the profoundest powers of the whole surely have already achieved the most 

significant impact. (Kraay)263 

 

Thus, given the independence of religion, all we have to do is identify the 

specific lines of development in the religions accessible to us and observe the 

direction in which they tend. Where -- so the question would be -- is the evolution of 

the central religious ideas of God, the world, the soul, and salvation going? The 

answer to this question likewise supplies the answer to the question regarding our 

ultimate religious norm and standard! 

 

 

The Dialectics of the  

Religious Basic Categories (2) 

 

Meanwhile, it is for Troeltsch a foregone conclusion that the central religious categories 

evolve according to the Kantian dialectics of nature and freedom. This dialectics is 

observable in the first place in connection with the religious idea of God. The picture of God 

initially has strong sensible features, but it loses these with progressive development. The 

idea of God is gradually spiritualized until it implies the representation of a divine person. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
opinion, on dogmatic and supernaturalist fixations and of course are as such irrelevant; "Geschichte 

und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 3-4. 

262 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 167-68, 178. 

263 Ibid., p. 169. 
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The emphasis on the will in such an idea of God evokes in the religious sensibility a 

powerful piety that will not fail to attribute to the deity the ideal basic contents of the life of 

the spirit. It is for this reason that the spiritualization (Vergeistigung) implies the 

moralization (Versittlichung) of the concept of God. 

 

The notion of God, in virtue of, to be sure, an inner necessity of its own, presses toward 

increased spiritualization and moralization.… The more the identification of sensible and 

religious impressions ceases through reinforcement of the uniqueness of the latter, and the 

more energetically the deity in its force and power urges itself upon the heart, the more it 

reveals itself as the unitary ground of all finitude, which is distinct from finitude and for 

that very reason must be power, spirit, will. Necessarily linked to this is the direction 

toward "God as Person." (Kraay)264 

The ground for this ever firmer delineation of personality-like contours in the nature of 

God is that spiritualizing the notion of God at the same time renders it increasingly moral. 

Wherever God is understood as a spirit at work in the depths of life the fundamental laws 

of the spirit, of the 'inner universe', come to the fore also, as the essential determinations 

of the godhead -- in fact, they come to be the leading concepts. (Kraay)265 

 

In its most mature stages the history of religion accordingly results in a fusion 

of the religious and the ethical (1.4.2). The ethical attains not only its ultimate 

ground but also its highest point: a morality in foro Dei. What has higher value than 

inner communion with God and the good that flows from it: the imperishable value 

of the individual human person? This individualism of the highest religions is 

actually also a religious universalism. Across national boundaries and social orders 

the great world religions address themselves to man as man (not as tribesman, etc.), 

and they worship God as such (not as the guardian deity of a clan, etc.). In so doing, 

they end in monotheism.266 

Secondly, the religiously charged basic idea of the world (born spontaneously 

of the human reason's a priori drive for unity) shows a similar tendency. In the 

religions of nature the gods are subject to the natural order of the world or to fate, in 

mysticism the deity is liberated from that, but only in the prophetic religions does the 

world become God's dominion, His order or creation. Yet this elevation of the deity 

to an otherworldly level (Ueberweltlichkeit) entails as a side effect the degradation 

and disqualification of nature. Nature becomes the contrasting realm of imperfection, 

of struggle and suffering, of temptation, curse, and God-forsakenness. 

 

The more spiritual the deity, the more the world is disenchanted and despiritualized, 

becomes subject to various ways of integral and persistent operation and comes to stand 

over against the deity as pure nature. A peculiar transection of thoughts results: on the one 

hand there is a most intimate relatedness of the world to the godhead, on the other hand 

the distinctness from it. (Kraay)267 

                                                           
264 Ibid., p. 186. 

265 Ibid., p. 187. 

266 Ibid., p. 188. 

267 Ibid., p. 189. 
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The direction of religion is undoubtedly in line with the elevation of God above the world 

and the most serious admission of cosmic suffering. These two interact intimately. The 

idea of God teaches us to long for things beyond this world and cosmic suffering drives us 

to God. (Kraay)268 

 

The third basic idea in religion is that of the soul. Engendered by the same 

rational a priori drive for unity as the category of the world, and with the same 

affinity to the sphere of religious representations, the idea of the soul manifests itself 

initially in fantastic sensual representations (wraith, shadow, demon, etc.). Later, 

when in a moral sense the deity is elevated above nature and society, the souls 

become subservient to the deity (after they die they often go to the underworld!). 

However, with the increasing spiritualization and unification of the divine, the souls 

turn out to be akin to God, and they side with Him against nature. They aspire to 

moral and spiritual goods. 

 

With the grounding of the deity the soul begins to oppose itself to mere nature and to 

enjoy and desire higher goods. To the measure that in this the moral idea as the nature of 

the godhead hovers before consciousness, to that degree the will begins to experience its 

independent particularity over against all other reality. (Kraay)269 

 

The tension between God and world reappears in the mysterious and tortuous 

tie between soul and body and gives rise to the eschatological hope of liberation. The 

idea of immortality, which from Greek and Jewish religion penetrated Christianity in 

a specific way, sprang not so much from the notion of eternal duration or from the 

thought of a final reckoning in the life to come as it did especially from the inner 

drive of the soul to free itself from corporeality and enter into the beatific vision. 

 

In this sense the completion of the doctrine of the soul in the hope for immortality is the 

indispensable correlative to all living faith in deity. (Kraay)270 

 

These three basic ideas channel the flow of religious good towards man: 

fellowship of the soul with God in and above this world. Vaguely sensed in the 

primitive religions of nature (in divine assistance and defence against disaster), 

manifoldly experienced in the folk religions (in miracles, in gifts, and in aid), eagerly 

sought after in mysticism (in the enjoyment of God's own being), this fellowship 

occupies the central place in the prophetic religions which, proceeding from its 

simple, spiritual-ethical consciousness of God, gradually unify and consolidate the 

religious good and arrive at the ideal-spiritual life in and with God. 

 

                                                           
268 Ibid., p. 191. 

269 Ibid., p. 193. That is also the reason why Troeltsch can make a distinction in man between 

"Seelen-Natur" and "Geist"; Die wissenschaftliche Lage, p. 54. 

270 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 194. 
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The true heart of religion is only that which results from the mutual relationships among 

the three representations sketched or what is immediately contained therein, i.e., the 

religious good which, through community with the deity, is experienced and enjoyed by 

souls in and beyond the world and which simultaneously links them to the common 

enjoyment and to the realization of tasks arising therefrom before the face of the deity….  

Finally, in the prophetic religions with their unification, spiritualization and moralization 

of the concept of God, the representation of the religious good also becomes more uniform 

and coherent, transcending the empirical world and above all bound to the conditions of 

attitude and action. (Kraay)271 

 

And so at last there appeared in the cradle of the higher national or ethnic 

religions the idea of redemption, which is essential to all prophetic religions: the 

Indian, Greek, and Christian! In the first two, however, the idea of redemption was 

unable to follow a steady course. In them, the mystical deepening of the idea of God 

overthrew the folk deities, certainly, but at the same time caused the conception and 

expectation of God to sink away into an unfathomable ground of being or into 

nothingness.  

 

Here is rooted the concept of salvation, which comes forward everywhere as the final 

outcome of highly developed religions of peoples, and everywhere is in one way or 

another the foundation of the prophetic religions that arise from them. (Kraay)272 

 

In the Hebraic-prophetic and Christian religions, in contrast, the belief in 

redemption became attached to a living God, a perfect person (Islam is a degenerated 

form -- II, 351-52). Redemption came to mean: God's self-revelation in love, the 

disappearance of feelings of guilt and doubt, certainty of fellowship with God, and a 

firm expectation of it fulfillment.273 

 

Belief in salvation takes on a quite different form, however, where it starts out from a 

living deity who, innerly distinguished from the world, can raise [man] above the world 

and who himself reveals and realizes his saving will. Here the two tendencies of religion, 

to spiritualization and moralization on the one hand and toward salvation on the other, 

come together in such a way that salvational belief is given a firmer support and clearer 

purpose. (Kraay)274 

 

 

The Standard of Judgment (3) 

All things considered, the history of religions exhibits two characteristics in 

Troeltsch: there is on the one hand a drive towards increasing spiritualization and 

moralization, and arising necessarily from it there is on the other hand also a 

tendency towards redemption. Thus there emerges from within the history of 

                                                           
271 Ibid., p. 195-96. 

272 Ibid., p. 196. 

273 Cf. Ibid., p. 210. 

274 Ibid., p. 197. 
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religions itself an ultimate standard of judgment: a spiritualized, moralized religion 

having a prophetic message of redemption for the individual and for mankind 

universally. For Troeltsch it is clear that Christianity is the first and only religion that 

truly meets this religious standard.  

 

The inner dialectic of the religious idea points in the direction of an entirely individual and 

hence universalistic religion of salvation which can only be such because it is wholly 

spiritualized and moralized.… With this the criterion that we are looking for is given, 

together with the answer to the question as to what result the application of this criterion 

to concrete religions would yield. Even in terms of the most rigorous scientific objectivity 

there can be no doubt about this. Obviously, christianity is the profoundest, most powerful 

and richest unfolding of the religious idea. (Kraay)275 

 

For Christianity is built on an intensely vital revelatory foundation that is 

anchored in the profoundly ethical religiosity of its great founder. Christianity has an 

extremely spiritualized idea of God in which the divine will is identical with all that 

is holy and dutiful in itself, i.e., is a will in which theonomy and autonomy are fully 

fused; its unbounded universalism accordingly touches the deeply human in every 

person on earth. Christianity sees the world as a divine creation yet at the same time 

as a path of suffering and purification. In Christianity, moreover, arose the authentic 

ideal of personality, in the notion of the soul, which finds its eternal value in God in 

ethical elevation above the world of nature. In Christianity, redemption is therefore 

also completely spiritual in character: the self-revelation of divine Love delivers 

from need and the consciousness of guilt, teaches to recognize evil and to turn 

suffering into blessing, frees the personality unto its ethical task and unto brotherly 

fellowship in God, and guarantees ultimate perfection. Thus Christianity measures 

up in every way to the standard in question.276 

 

 

Religionsgeschichte and Christianity (4) 

 

Can this result come as a surprise to us? Had Troeltsch not already as a Ritschlian 

theologian characterized Christianity as a religion centered on the two foci of perfect 

morality and complete deliverance (1.4.2)? Has he now not simply put a doctrine of 

historical evolution under this dogmatic theology in order to give it an apparently 

scientific basis? Has the theologian not wrapped himself in the hide of the 

historicist? 

Such a reading must be rejected as getting matters backwards. For as we have 

seen, Ritschl himself had already put his roots down into (Schleiermacher's) idealist 

                                                           
275 Ibid., p. 200. By this Troeltsch does not claim that the normativity of Christianity has now 

been strictly scientifically proven but says that this ultimately practical, personal conclusion does 

complete justice to standards of scientific objectivity. 

276 Ibid., p. 200ff. 
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historicism, precisely with regard to the point in question. Out of aversion to 

scientific inconsistencies, Troeltsch wishes to carry this historicism through into the 

general history of religions. Yes, he even wants to apply it to the specific conception 

of Christianity. Christianity becomes the most vital disclosure of the religious 

principle. It becomes at the same time a unique particularization of that principle and 

as such a religious principle in its own right, the germ of new religious life. The 

essence of Christianity is not fixed beforehand -- certainly not in the person of 

Christ, whether modified or not by such predicates as "absolute," "divine," "eternal." 

The core and essence of Christianity lies in the quality of its principle! 

 

Indeed, the necessary result of the application of the evolutionary notion is that 

christianity comes into view primarily as principle, that is, as unitary basic idea of its 

religious life, transcending its singular historical forms and connecting them both causally 

and teleologically. (Kraay)277 

 

More specifically, the core and essence Christianity lies in the total substance 

of its tendencies and forms. Christianity stands on the foundational revelation in 

Jesus, certainly, yet in history it has undergone a process of evolution, assimilation, 

transformation, and deepening. Between the circles of the first, enthusiastic Christian 

believers and the scientifically versed and culturally experienced Christianity of the 

present day there lies a long road that is co-determinative of the esence of the 

Christian religion. As long as it has not exhausted itself, the Christian idea can lead 

in the future, too, to surprising turns and renewals. 

 

I call christianity a principle … the meaning and essence of which can never be 

understood from its mere embryonic form but only from the totality of its developments, 

and the creative richness of which no calculation can anticipate. As long as it has not yet 

acted itself out and exhausted itself it will astonish us with ever new creations and 

adaptations and the concept of it remains open. (Kraay)278 

                                                           
277 Ibid., p. 205. The so-called divine absoluteness of Jesus conflicts with his acknowledged 

historicity. Jesus uniqueness can only be understood and acknowledged out of the meaning of the 

Christian principle. Joining Biedermann's Hegelian dogmatics, Troeltsch now proceeds to make a 

clear distinction between the person of Jesus and the principle of Christianity. Otherwise than in his 

Ritschlian years (1.5.3), the latter now receives all the emphasis! Cf. "Die Selbständigkeit der 

Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 214n. Troeltsch later elaborated the conflict between the principle 

(essence, idea) of Christianity and the (historical) person of Jesus in the renowned essay Die 

Bedeuting der Geschichtlichheit Jesu für den Glauben (1911). There the historical personality of 

Jesus is held to be necessary only for social-psychological reasons: Christianity cannot do without a 

central person to furnish the community permanence, unity, and a living symbolism, pp. 17-40. 

278 "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 57. Yet Troeltsch does not want to play off the 

Christian principle against the person of Jesus. Jesus to him is a religious genius, a "schöpferische 

Persönlichkeit" (Fichte) in whom the idea of Christianity broke through. Jesus even has abiding 

significance for the Christian religion. Unlike Biedermann, he considers person and principle 

inseparably connected, at least in religion. The mark of all religions is namely that they proceed from 

an irrational belief in divine revelations and therefore are and remain dependent upon the authority of 

their men of God and their prophets. This holds a fortiori for the higher religions with their less 
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The difference from the non-Christian religions is however not simply one of 

degree. The latter, despite all the best intentions, have to a greater or lesser extent 

remained stuck in the sphere of the religions of nature. Only Christianity has 

fundamentally freed itself from this sphere and forged ahead to a fully spiritual 

understanding of God, to authentic revelation and redemption, to pure, inner 

universality. 

 

The distinction of christianity from other religions is not a matter of more or less; it is a 

principled difference over against all others. (Kraay)279 

Even where religions attain [their] greatest height and maturity, where they lead into 

mysticism and salvation-belief, the limits inherent in the original beginnings of nature-

worship are usually not overcome.… (Kraay) 

Only one religion has completely broken out of the spell of the religion of nature and 

stands unique in this respect: the religion of Israel, and Christianity. (II, 354; Bense)280 

 

 

Absoluteness of Christianity? (5) 

 

Thus the normative question culminates in the issue of whether or not Christianity, 

granted its manifestly exclusive position, may and must be called "the absolute 

religion." Only from the answer to this question can it be seen how much difficulty 

and courage it cost Troeltsch to draw without reservation the consequences of 

historicism. 

It needs to be observed at the outset that the question of absoluteness has had a 

history of its own and that it first became urgent in idealist historicism. For idealist 

historicism proceeded to relativize all the elements of cultural life! Could there in 

that case still be any question of a final, absolute position? The historicists rejected 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
creative "predominantly reproductive view of God" and especially for Christianity as the highest form 

of religious life (2.4.4). 

Moreover, Jesus did not see himself as the bringer of a new law, a new religion. He brought rather 

himself, as the final messenger of God demanding a decision before the higher world and judgment 

would come, and in his resurrection, according to his disciples, he legitimated himself as such. It was 

the electrifying faith of this Jesus, interpreted as the resurrected one, that in the first Christian 

congregations grew into a new religious principle, distinguished by its inner directedness towards 

God, by its doctrine of redemption to a higher world, by its dogma of Christ, and the like. The force 

of Christianity's impact throughout history can only be accounted for, so Troeltsch says, from the 

contact with the higher world to which, again and again, the encounter with Jesus has led. Cf. "Die 

Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 206; "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 

59ff. 

279 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 204; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 

748. 

280 Troeltsch does not deny that mysticism and the so-called world religions strive for detachment 

from nature. In fact there is in all religion the drive towards spiritualization and redemption. But at 

some point they evidently stop before a threshold and are diverted into priests' fantasies, into acosmic 

mysticism, into ritualism or monist philosophy. Christianity took the definitive step across this 

threshold. 
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the absolute insofar as it was supposed to involve supernatural truths or eternal 

values of a dogmatic or rationalistic character. Was it not true that all metaphysical 

ideas were taken up by the teleological movement of the spirit? 

Granted their evolutionary character, however, the question then became one 

of whether the ideas could and must arrive at their fulfillment somewhere and of 

whether this definitive terminus of the universal history of the spirit did not comprise 

ultimate truth and the absolute normative standard. In this way Hegel's speculation 

envisioned the world spirit coming to complete self-realization in absolute idealism. 

Here lay the fixed and unsurpassable normative standpoint that Hegel considered 

indispensable to fundamentally clarifying and evaluating world history in 

retrospect.281 

Troeltsch's concept of the absolute is derived from this Hegelian theory. He 

sees absoluteness only where the idea has come to full disclosure. Absoluteness to 

Troeltsch means "unsurpassability" (Unüberbietbarkeit).282 Absolute is that religion 

in which the religious idea has fully realized itself: "the perfecting (vollendende) and 

consummating (abschliessende) form of religion."283 Christianity would be absolute 

for Troeltsch if it were not only the highest existing but also the highest possible 

religion! 

The latter claim is -- when Hegel's speculative calculations are abandoned -- if 

not inconceivable then nevertheless unprovable. From a purely philosophical 

standpoint Troeltsch considers it unfeasible to exclude the possibility that the womb 

of history might bring forth an idea of religion even more exalted than the Christian 

idea. For the present, i.e., for us, such a notion is hardly relevant. Moreover, we 

know that the Christian religion as a universal and personal religion of redemption 

finds itself in the mainstream of the evolution of the spirit, and therefore we may 

have confidence that, even on a higher level, at least its core will be kept. 

 

But has our criticism now achieved what we must demand of it? Has it shown us the 

"absolute" religion and proven it to be such? We must admit that it has not achieved this; 

in fact, that it cannot accomplish this at all. Scientifically no single religion can be proved 

as absolute truth. We have found no more than the relatively most advanced of all the 

religions so far.… Perhaps one could rest content with this. Of what use is it to want more 

and to worry about the absoluteness of christianity, which cannot be proved anyway even 

if it is a fact? Or why reflect on the possibility of a higher religion if a higher one is simply 

                                                           
281 It is superficial in the extreme to dismiss as "smug Biedermeiertum," "Prussian conservatism," 

etc. (as amongst others H. J. Störig does in his Kleine Weltgeschichte der Philosophie, p. 531), 

Hegel's considered observation that the owls of Minerva commence flying only at twilight (i.e., from 

the attained terminus). 

282 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 208: "Unüberbietbarkeit." 

283 "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 4: "… die vollendende und abschliessende 

Gestalt der Religion." 
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not available to us, and if the entire truth-content of the level attained must pass over into 

the higher stage? (Kraay)284 

 

Now that Troeltsch has drawn the lines of historicism through to this point, it is 

as if the import of the act suddenly overwhelms him. In surrendering the absolute 

character of Christian truth does he not let slip from his hands the deepest secret of 

Christianity: the secret that here truly a full redemption has been granted? It appears 

that there is ultimately a tension after all between Troeltsch's scientific insight and 

his religious conviction, between the historicist tendency to relativize and the belief 

in absoluteness upon which until now he has based his theology. Only slowly does 

Troeltsch grow away from Ritschl in this regard. 

In 1896 he smuggles the idea of absoluteness in again by the back door. He 

links it to the Christian concepts of revelation and redemption. His argument is that 

the redemption granted in Christianity implies the revelation of divine love and 

communion from which flows freedom from feelings of anxiety and guilt, together 

with new strength and hope. Such redemption stands or falls, however, with the 

conviction that in this revelation the full light shines, that here God's final word is 

spoken. If the Christian revelation accordingly also presents itself as such, then that 

is not a gratuitous pretension but a "claim" (Anspruch) that must be regarded as 

intrinsically connected with the essence of this religion of redemption. In this way 

Troeltsch still attempts to paste Ritschlian Anspruchstheologie to what is to be 

discovered in Christianity as the noblest core of the history of religions. 

 

This concept of salvation … presupposes that christianity is a comprehensive, definitive 

and undoubted revelation of the divine will. However much remains inscrutable and no 

matter if the godhead turns but a portion of its essence toward man, complete certainty 

concerning its will still must be guaranteed with respect to guilt and sin, as well as over 

against man's profoundest claim of life.… And so it is inseparable from christianity that it 

claims to be a definitive -- and for the need of man exhaustive -- revelation of the divine 

will toward grace. It cannot surrender this claim without giving up its very self. Should 

christianity then indeed be acknowledged as absolute religion? Assuredly so. (Kraay)285 

 

                                                           
284 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 206-7; cf. 210. It is in this context, to the 

best of my knowledge, that Troeltsch first (1896) uses the term "historicism"; he asserts that an all-

relativizing historicism allows us to speak of Christianity only as the highest available (not as the 

absolute) religion (p. 208). 

For the rest, his praise for Christianity does not prevent him from mentioning also the religious 

crisis of recent centuries. Metaphysical theology and ecclesiastical dogma are doomed in any case. 

Yet Troeltsch hopes for a revival of the Christian theistic idea of God, of the personalized notion of 

the soul, etc. 

285 "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 210-11. Troeltsch entertains further the 

notion of corresponding "claims" (Ansprüche)in the non-Christian religions. Yet as these religions, 

viewed in terms of their content, have never completely overcome particularism, their claims to 

absoluteness also have only limited significance. The Buddha can give new revelations in new 

incarnations, the mystics can discover new truths, and so forth. Only Christianity is "in virtue of its 

essence" necessarily absolute religion, even if its "claim" is not scientifically provable (though 

admissible) and graspable only in a practical judgment of faith; cf. ibid., pp. 212ff. 
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Yet in these years Troeltsch wrestles with growing uncertainties. It is not just 

the question of whether this postulate is practically legitimate. Greater difficulty 

appears within the theory as such. Suppose the Christian religion actually were 

absolute: would that not be -- to use the language of II Kings 4:40 -- the "death in the 

pot"? Would it not stand at the end of history, yes, be at the end of its own life 

history? In short, can Christianity be at the same time both absolute and vital?286 

Only in about 1900 does Troeltsch put his hesitations aside, and then he breaks 

with the idea that Christianity is the absolute religion. He calls such absolutizing 

unhistorical and speaks of it as a covert attempt to provide the Christian principle 

with a core that transcends history!287 When in this period Niebergall rekindles the 

debate between Troeltsch and the Ritschlians and observes that Troeltsch's 

standpoint regarding the problem of absoluteness is ambiguous, then Troeltsch 

actually supports him. He frankly concedes that he has hesitated and has come only 

slowly to a consistent application of historical consciousness. Consistency demands, 

however, that the so-called absoluteness of Christianity be rejected, yes, unmasked 

as a disguised remnant of dogmatic thought. 

 

Finally, Niebergall attacks me for inconsistency inasmuch as I, while ostensibly oriented 

to historical relativism, yet emerge at the end with the recognition of the "absoluteness" of 

Christianity, a conclusion that in his judgment is quite impossible for me. It must be 

admitted that Niebergall has here pointed correctly to vacillations not only in my mode of 

expression but also in my way of thinking as they appear in various essays spread over 

several years. It would have been impossible for him to observe that I have actually tended 

to draw the consequences of the historical method ever more strictly and that I have finally 

come to characterize the term "absoluteness" as only a rationalized and disguised vestige 

of the dogmatic method. (II, 747; Bense) 

 

 

The Idealist Conception of Absoluteness, 

and Relativism (6) 

 

                                                           
286"Christentum und Religionsgeschichte" (1897) is brimful of hesitancies. The religious 

tendency towards perfect innerness and humane general validity would have come "to its vertex" (auf 

ihren Gipfel) in Christianity. Yet absoluteness cannot be demonstrated. The unique pretension and the 

essence of the Christian religion are congruent, to be sure. Nonetheless, the Christian religion is not 

simply the definitive high point; it is rather "a new point of departure in the history of religions." 

Even so, it still cannot be surpassed as a religion of personalistic redemption; cf. Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 351, 353, 355, 357. In "Geschichte und Metaphysik" (1898) Troeltsch again calls 

attention to the Christian claim to absoluteness, which only allows of confirmation because and 

insofar as the belief in a definitive divine revelation flows forth essentially from the present 

conception of God and from the present experience of salvation; ZThK 8 (1898): 34-35. 

287 Troeltsch remarks, e.g., that someone like J. K. Lavater conceived of "the nature of 

Christianity as … an absolutization which in its own way is as unhistorical … as Winckelmann's 

understanding of antiquity" and that Hegel, Schleiermacher, M. L. de Wette, W. Vatke, and F. C. 

Baur attempted "to remove the Christian principle from the stream of development and to give it a 

core that has been wrested from history"; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4 (1900), pp. 558-59, 586. 

Troeltsch senses in such theologies, oriented though they are to the history of religions, still a 

dogmatic approach to religion; Die wissenschaftliche Lage (1900), pp. 55-56. 
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The question becomes urgent whether in surrendering every position of absolute 

truth Troeltsch does not walk straight into the arms of "the danger of an unlimited 

relativism"!288 Does not relativism follow inevitably from historicism? Troeltsch 

himself refuses to believe that it does. To his mind acknowledgement of the 

historical relativity of all patterns of value including even religious ideals need by no 

means imply relativism! Historical life is no idle exertion, certainly it still has 

direction and meaning. History is no bursting shower of sparks of ideals, no limitless 

variability of forms of life (certainly not at the higher, ever less productive stages)! 

History has an internal structure and articulation with a converging plurality of 

meaningful developments.289 

Troeltsch maintains without reservation that in these developments of meaning, 

history discloses itself teleologically in the direction of an absolute final goal, albeit 

the question whether this terminus can be situated within history grows acute. He 

likewise firmly maintains that this impetus issues from the human and more than 

human total spirit, thus at bottom from the divine, that is, absolute ground. The more 

the phenomena themselves seem to be engulfed in a shoreless stream of fluxion, the 

more this metaphysical, rather Hegelian conception of history as a teleological 

disclosure of the divine spirit becomes his sheet anchor in the storm. It is not without 

reason that he closes his "Geschichte und Metaphysik" with Fichte's winged word: 

"The metaphysical alone can save, the historical never." 

 

I believe … that the term ["absoluteness"] is not terribly important -- but only because its 

opposite, the much-maligned "relativism," is not so important to me as it would appear to 

be from the dogmatic point of view. Indeed, I would say that it is the essence of my view 

that it thoroughly combats historical relativism, which is the consequence of the historical 

method only within an atheistic or a religiously skeptical framework. Moreover, my view 

seeks to overcome this relativism through the conception of history as a disclosure of the 

divine reason. It is here that we see the undeniable merits of the Hegelian doctrine, which 

needs only to be freed of its metaphysics of the absolute, its dialectic of opposites, and its 

specifically logical conception of religion. The point is that history is not a chaos but 

issues from unitary sources and aspires towards a unitary goal. (II, 747; Bense)290 

 

Concretely, this means that today too man may entrust himself to the guidance 

of metaphysical ideas and commit himself religiously to uphold Christianity as the 

highest revealed form of life. Theory, including philosophy of religion, can of course 

                                                           
288 Die wissenschaftliche Lage, p. 47: "… die Gefahr eines unbegrenzten Relativismus." 

289 Troeltsch has warned from the outset against considering history -- out of intoxication with 

historicism or out of resistance to Enlightenment thought (which supposed that in all that is historical 

it could discover the constant and the identical) -- to be an unlimited diversity of tendencies and ideals 

while as a matter of fact it is reducible to a minimal number of basic conceptions having mutual 

affinity; "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 216; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 

357; Die wissenschaftliche Lage, p. 48. 

290 Already in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2 (1897), pp. 338, 361ff. and in "Geschichte und 

Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 69 Troeltsch asserts expressly that only the idealist metaphysics of 

history can safeguard historicism against relativism. 
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not by itself bring anyone to such an active engagement. Ultimately, the engagement 

in question requires a personal step based on a practical decision whereby the 

Christian faith is adopted as the binding norm for religious experience.291 Yet theory 

can furnish good grounds for this decision, especially in the midst of religious 

resignation and criticism. The more the Christian religion is thrown into crisis, the 

more necessary it becomes to strip this decision and norm of its self-evident 

character and ground it theoretically in a historical-critical study of religion and of 

theology.292 Such a study leads then, via the decision of conscience just alluded to, 

into the realm of the practical, dogmatic theology that in its turn adopts the Christian 

worldview as the axiomatic point of departure for its reflection on the concepts of 

faith. Just as general ethics was found to culminate in practical Christian ethics, so 

the general philosophy of religion is found to culminate practically in the christliche 

Glaubenslehre, the "Christian doctrine of faith."293 

We look back once more for a final glance at this conception of the young 

Troeltsch. It is idealist through and through, innerly akin to the classical conceptions 

of the German idealists from the beginning of the nineteenth century. Yet there is an 

almost indefinable difference in spiritual attitude. Troeltsch supports historicist 

idealism out of conviction, but his thought is more critical, mistrustful, and wary 

than that of his great predecessors. He knows from bitter experience of the sharp or 

scornful opposition to which their metaphysics is exposed from the positivist or 

phenomenalist camp. He has a premonition, too, especially of the threat of 

relativism, which like an evil genius follows hard upon the heels of historicism. 

While the speculative idealists caught scarcely a glimpse of this danger through their 

visors, Troeltsch from the very start, as he made the transition to historicism, 

recognized it and sought to ward it off. His view of history compelled him to join the 

circle of the romantics and idealists. Their naive self-assurance, however, he will 

never share. 

Here we stand on the threshold of the twentieth century.… Since this century, 

as never before, man is beset by religious doubt and nihilist criticism, by socio-

                                                           
291 Die wissenschaftliche Lage, p. 31. This is Troeltsch's decisionism (2.2.5). 

292 Ibid., pp. 39, 47-48. 

293 Cf. Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch., p. 9. Troeltsch taught all four of these subjects in Heidelberg. 

The similarity to Schleiermacher in this respect is remarkable. Troeltsch's lectures on 

"Glaubenslehre," dating from 1911 and 1912, were published posthumously. 

The starting point for the Christian doctrine of faith is, just as in Schleiermacher, that all religious 

representations and concepts are necessarily inadequate and hence to be understood symbolically as 

subjective expressions of the contents and experiences of religious affection; Die wissenschaftliche 

Lage, pp. 37-38, 41. Schleiermacher, however, remained committed to the absolute position of the 

world of Christian consciousness; Troeltsch does not. Cf. "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 

(1896): 205; "Geschichte und Metaphysik," ZThK 8 (1898): 35. For the rest, Troeltsch's doctrine of 

Christian faith, like his practical Christian ethics, falls outside the proper scope of this study. See 

however W. Köhler, Ernst Troeltsch, pp. 161-92 and W. Bodenstein, Neige des Historismus, pp. 49-

60. The principal sources are Troeltsch's Glaubenslehre and his articles in Religion in Geschichte und 

Gegenwart, vols. 2-5 (1909-13). These articles are all mentioned in the "Einleitung" I prepared for the 

reprint edition of Glaubenslehre (Aalen, 1981).  
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economic conflicts and political calamities, by unprecedented technical power 

concentrations and perplexing ethical derailments. The question arises whether or to 

what extent Troeltsch's metaphysical belief in a meaningful, teleological course of 

ideas is able to survive these turbulent flows. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

HISTORICISM AND NEOKANTIANISM 

(1901 - 1906/15) 
 

 

3.1 Dissociation from Hegel 
 

 

The Historicist Motif  (1) 

 

Around 1900 there is a turnabout in Troeltsch's thinking. For to his persistent objections against 

Hegel's metaphysics of the absolute there is now added a critique of Hegel's metaphysics of history, 

namely, of his notion that ideas would be able to come to a full or absolute realization within 

history. This critique of Troeltsch's, which alters drastically even his conception of Christianity, I 

have presented at the close of the preceding chapter. It is not the end, however, as it turns out, but a 

new beginning in the development of Troeltsch's thought. 

Troeltsch begins to realize that all of history lies under the fateful shadow of relativity. 

Absolute ideals are to be found only beyond history, i.e., in the hereafter, and thus are unknowable 

to us as we go about fulfilling our ethical task and cultural mandate here now. Troeltsch faces a 

problem somewhat analogous to the one Plato once bequeathed to his student Aristotle. Where the 

realm of absolute ideas and ideals diverges from the realm of what is relative, it becomes a question 

whether the absolute cannot appear in the relative or the ideal in the imperfect. In Troeltsch this 

thought will not result in a Greek metaphysics of ontological forms, but it will result in a critical 

recognition of epistemological forms and value relations in the fabric of reality. Troeltsch moves 

toward Kant and the Kantian philosophers of the Baden school, Windelband and Rickert, who just in 

this period were able to make Kant's doctrine fruitful for a new philosophy of history! 

Shortly after 1900 one of Troeltsch's most widely read works appears, Die Absolutheit des 

Christentums und die Religionsgeschichte,294 renowned and notorious for the radicalism of its theses 

on philosophy of religion (although Troeltsch would become more radical still). From the standpoint 

of Troeltsch's philosophical development this work is important, because it sets the turnabout in 

question before the footlights. Suddenly, we witness a detailed critique of Hegel's ideology 

presented against the backdrop of a neokantian critical perspective. 

 

                                                           
294 Published in 1902, this work is an adaptation of a lecture given October 3, 1901. 
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In the book The Absoluteness of Christianity and the History of Religion … I had to come 

to grips with the relationship of the historically relative and the substantively absolute; that 

is, with the key issue in all philosophy of history.… This book contained the germ of 

everything that was to follow. (Bense) 295 

The strongly Hegelian standpoint that appeared in that article ["Metaphysik und 

Geschichte," 1898] has here been transformed into a critical one, due to the influence of 

Rickert.296  

 

Die Absolutheit des Christentums offers a penetrating analysis of Hegel's view of history and 

lays bare the heterogeneous and contradictory elements implicit in what can be considered the key 

category of Hegel's metaphysics of history: the "idea" or the "principle of the Spirit" 

(Geistesprinzip). By means of this key concept Hegel has in the first place attempted ta gather 

religion, art, law, and much more into a general concept. Thus in the field of religion, for example, 

the idea stands for the general core of religious life, which would be present in all religions and 

which would be brought to full light first in Christianity. As a general concept the idea refers in this 

way to the common features, general causes, and logically determinable movements inherent in a 

certain spiritual area. Hegel's idea, however, involves more than that. It is also a normative concept, 

for the idea also embodies the norm in the sense of the ideal and final form of the spiritual area in 

question. In Christianity, for example, is given not only the general essence of all religions but their 

standard and ideal as well. In Hegel's idea -- according to Troeltsch -- the concepts of the general 

and of the normative can of course not be seen as separate. They are related to each other in yet a 

third concept: the idea as developmental idea. According to Hegel, what is general in history 

develops of its own force and necessity in the direction of what is normative: the causally 

determinable movement, mentioned before, coincides with the teleological tendency toward the 

spiritual ideal, so that the level of development also becomes determinable. As for our example, all 

non-Christian religions and Christianity can be localized on one, universal line of religious 

                                                           
295 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 9 {1922}. 

296 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 11; Eng. tr., p. 168 n. 4; this statement was added in a note in later 

editions. The theory of transcendental consciousness is designated "this last and correct assumption" as early 

as 1901, in Troeltsch's article "Voraussetzungslose Wissenschaft" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 192). For 

our attempt to approach problems in terms of their historical development, Troeltsch's own dating of this 

article to 1897 (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 183) is very misleading. Moreover, he altered it in a number 

of places for its incorporation into Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, in 1913, most notably by adding the 

conclusion (pp. 191-92). See further Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 450n. and the remark concerning Die 

Absolutheit des Christentums in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 716). Both these passages are additions 

dating from 1913, to be sure, but also of interest is the original text on which vol. 2, p. 716 is based: "The final 

form, which I could give these investigations, my … Absolutheit 1901, approaches in many respects, indeed, 

Rickert's specifications. If in their formulation I had already been acquainted with the main part of Rickert's 

writing [i.e., Die Grenzen etc., {1896-1902}], much would have become more definite and clear." I first came 

across this statement in H.-G. Drescher, who carefully analyzed Troeltsch's development, at least during his 

theological years ("Das Problem der Geschichte bei Ernst Troeltsch." ZThK N.F. 57 (1960): 202). Yet to 

Troeltsch's decisionism (2.2.5) Drescher fails to do justice, as I see it, at p. 202 and also at pp. 226-27. It is 

perfectly correct of H. Benckert to say: "Troeltsch has not been understood essentially as long as one is unable 

to bring 'decision' and 'axiomatic act' into connection in him but designates them instead as inconsistent" ("Der 

Begriff der Entscheidung bei Ernst Troeltsch." ZThK N.F. 12 (1931): 424. 
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development. Given this universal history, Hegel's idea also implies, finally, the concept of absolute 

self-realization. For this reason it would, for instance, be legitimate to regard Christianity as the 

absolute religion, the highest self-realization of the religious idea. 

Troeltsch dismisses the Hegelian notion of idea as so much grandiose mystification. Although 

he holds fast to the possibility of ideal coherences in history himself, history is in the first place so 

concrete and individual in all its manifestations that it utterly precludes so general a concept as "the 

idea of religion."297 It certainly is impossible to abstract from history a concept so general that it 

would furnish the formula for determining history's successive stages. 

If the neokantian influence (see further 3.3) can already be detected in Troeltsch's emphasis on 

concrete individuality at the expense of what in Hegel's metaphysical history is taken to be the 

general or universal, it is even more strongly and fundamentally in evidence in his resistance to the 

dialectical identification of the existent and the normative in history, to the weaving of fact and 

value into a single concept (3.2). Even if it should prove possible to conjure from history some 

abstract general trend or being, then this would still differ in principle from the universal validity of 

norm and ideal. What "is" and what "ought to be" are mutually irreducible. What is of relevance is 

not the alleged actual presence of Christianity in all religions but the normative validity of religious 

truth, which might very well proceed from a single point in history and, moreover, be subject to 

confirmation not by proof but solely by conscience (possibly supported by the history of 

philosophy).298  

Therefore -- this in the third place -- the identification of the concepts of causal movement and 

teleological trend in history can likewise not be justified. The supposed evolution of the normative 

from the actual through the immanent self-disclosure of the spirit can only be based on a logical 

artifice, on a misapprehension of the real nature of historical development. 

The bottom line, finally, when all things are considered, is that any notion of a universal 

absolute realization of an "idea" in history -- a notion already unhistorical in itself (as we have seen) 

and at odds (as we shall see) with the neokantian concept of the individuality of historical values -- 

is no longer acceptable to Troeltsch. 

 

The irrefutable objections to this interpretation are, however, equally clear. The modern 

idea of history knows no universal principle on the basis of which the content and 

sequence of events might be deduced. It knows only concrete, individual phenomena, 

always conditioned by their context and yet, at bottom, underivable and simply existent 

phenomena. For this reason the modern understanding of history knows no values or 

norms that coincide with actual universals. It knows them, rather, strictly as universally 

valid ideas, or ideas purporting to be universally valid, which invariably appear in 

individual form and make their universal validity known by their resistance to the merely 

existent. For all these reasons the modern understanding of history knows no evolutionary 

development in which an actual, law-regulated universal principle produces values that are 

universally authentic. It knows, finally, no absolute realization of such a universal 

                                                           
297 What Hegelian theology wants to understand by "the idea of religion" no longer fits the most 

primitive or does not extend to the highest forms of religion, or it is a philosophical abstraction of 

Christianity or a religious scheme that fits everywhere but no longer says anything. 

298 Cf. Troeltsch's later reminiscence in Der Historismus und seine Überwindung , pp. 70-71 

{1922}; Eng. tr., p. 46. 
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principle within the context of history where, as a matter of fact, only phenomena that are 

uniquely defined and limited and thus possess individual character are brought forth at any 

given point.299  

 

It was historicism that brought Troeltsch to Hegel, and in particular to his metaphysics of 

history, which seemed to unite so successfully an individual approach to history and a general 

acceptance of absolute norms. It is historicism that carries him away from Hegel again. The more 

radical historicism becomes, the more it must relinquish the Hegelian ideas of universality and 

absoluteness as unhistorical to seek elsewhere a more satisfying link between historical relativity 

and ethical absoluteness. Troeltsch appears to have found the desired connection in neokantianism. 

 

 

Secondary Motifs  (2) 

 

It is of great importance to Troeltsch that Windelband and Rickert seem to have discovered within 

their theory of science a more solid starting point for vindicating historicism than he has hitherto 

possessed. Previously, Troeltsch sought connections with such thinkers as Wundt, Dilthey, and 

Eucken, who in various ways (the one rather naturalistically, the other more in the line of the human 

sciences, the third strongly metaphysically) had made psychology foundational to the science of 

history. Basic characteristics of the human mind such as personality, individuality and freedom were 

more or less metaphysically interpreted and tied teleologically to a special way of accounting for 

historical phenomena and events. As we saw, such a verstehende, metaphysically oriented 

psychology formed for Troeltsch the immediate transition to a metaphysics of history in the style of 

Hegel.300  

Yet a serious weakness flawed this conception. It lay in the unclear relation of a psychology 

that would be based on the method of the human sciences to the experimental natural scientific 

psychology. As long as the problem of the relation of causation and teleology, of psychic 

mechanism and ideal motivation, of natural progression and spiritual-intellectual creation could not 

be cleared up, the theoretical starting point of the science of history remained somewhat ambiguous, 

encumbered by the entire problem of the psychical versus the physical. 

Rickert's new approach has the unmistakable advantage for Troeltsch that regardless of any 

possible substantial differences either within psychology itself or between natural and historical 

science, it enables one to deduce the nature of historical science in the first instance exclusively from 

the different objectives inherent to the concept-formation (Begriffsbildung) of natural science and of 

historical science. Rickert thereby overcame at a stroke the tyranny of naturalistic thought over 

history, and he did so on purely formal methodological grounds. He consciously combatted 

psychologism and any interpretation of history from the nature of the "psychological subject." He 

                                                           
299 Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 23-24; Eng. tr., pp. 66-67. Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, 

pp. 705-6. 

300 See 2.2.1 and 2.4.2. Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 680-81 {1903}; vol. 4, pp. 5-6, 8-9 

{1922}. 
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stood on the logic of history, which was rooted, as he saw it, in the "epistemological subject" (Kant's 

"Bewusstsein überhaupt").301  

Troeltsch experiences all this as a liberation. By nature a restless thinker with a strong affinity 

for the immediate and concrete, averse to abstract arguments and arid systems, he never felt entirely 

at home with Hegel's metaphysical speculations.302 Now neokantianism satisfies his reservations, 

inasmuch as it puts aside metaphysical speculation about the intricate ontological assumptions of 

reality and the soul in favor of an epistemological investigation of the logical presuppositions of 

philosophy and science. 

In this way Troeltsch also acquires a better connection with the empirical sciences. Only in the 

closest contact with cultural history, moral psychology, the science of religion, etc., does he want to 

give form to his philosophy.303 He acclaims the emancipation of the sciences from the a priori 

framework of speculative German idealism, certainly, but equally welcome to him is the renewed 

contact with these sciences that is now possible for him thanks to Rickert's theory of science and 

axiology. 

This attraction to the concrete-empirical and positive-scientific is accompanied by a growing 

awareness of the irrational and antirational, of everything in daily life and reality that cannot be 

captured or accounted for in some logical system. It is not in Hegel's panlogism but in Kantian 

criticism that Troeltsch finds the basis he needs for dealing with the idea of irrationality. 

Nevertheless, Troeltsch does not reject the possibility and necessity of a theoretical 

metaphysics. And that is Troeltsch to a tee! He is open to fresh impressions, better approaches, new 

perspectives. But in him this does not lead directly to a clearing away of the old or to an eclectic 

stringing together of the old and the new. It leads rather to an incessant reorganizing of knowledge 

whereby earlier moments or motifs are structured anew in an extremely dynamic system that is 

constantly open to rebalancing. Troeltsch remains a metaphysician. His metaphysics, however, is 

only a shadow of Hegel's; from now on it will have to traverse the roundabout route of an 

epistemology and axiology inspired by Rickert. In its intention it approaches the earlier 

"metaphysics on an epistemological basis" that was oriented to Kant (1.2.2). 

Along these lines a pattern begins to emerge in Troeltsch's theories. Metaphysics as an all-

embracing conception, reinforced by "verstehende" psychology, has lost its central place. The 

question is now one rather of a diversity of intellectual endeavors, each of which in its own right 

spins the thread of knowledge. To begin with, there is empirical research, as it is comprised in 

particular in social psychology and the historical sciences. To this must be added a critical reflection 

                                                           

301 To be more fully elaborated in 3.3 and 3.4. See also Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 681, 686-87 

{1903}. Eckhard Lessing correctly focusses attention on the motif which lay for Troeltsch in the weaknesses 

of psychology and the strengths of epistemology; Lessing, Die Geschichtsphilosophie Ernst Troeltschs, pp. 

62-63. 

302 Already at the preceding stage Troeltsch had begun to shift the debate with the Ritschlians 

from the metaphysical to the methodological level: see "Geschichte und Metaphysik" (1898), pp. 3ff. 

and "Über historische und dogmatische Methode in der Theologie" (an essay which was written in 

1900 but later, in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 729ff., incorrectly dated by Troeltsch to 1898). 

303 Cf. "Meine Bücher," Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 3 {1922}: "It is true, of course, that I 

had such [a philosophical system] in mind as a preconception, but then only with a view to its being 

constantly corrected through independent research"; cf. vol. 3, p. viii {1922}. He can accept at most 

an "open, modifiable system." 
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on all that is implied in knowing these fields scientifically (see 3.2 to 3.4). Given both the empirical 

base and the epistemological base, it becomes feasible to construct a philosophy of history and 

ethical values (see 3.5 and 3.6). Finally, it is possible to round off the whole with a metaphysical 

reflection (see 3.7). All things considered, these are divergent intellectual endeavors, which Hegel -- 

as Troeltsch once said -- gathered into a single metaphysical speculation.304  

 

3.2 Criticism, Historicism, and the Many 

Meanings of "Irrationality" 
 

 

Can Kantian Criticism Be Historicist?  (1) 

 

The critical foundations of Troeltsch's thought are presented at the greatest length in his Psychologie 

und Erkenntnistheorie in der Religionswissenschaft {1905}.305 In this work Troeltsch acknowledges 

the irreplaceable value of the empirical sciences and in particular of the comparative study of 

religions.306 At the same time he calls attention to a terrible shortcoming in such studies. They 

enrich us greatly with accounts of unheard of experiences and conceptions but have nothing to say 

about their value and validity. As a result, the data in question have only a relativizing effect on 

modern man: it is clearly possible to think or act thus or so! Just as Kant turned against the skeptical 

empiricism of Hume, so Troeltsch turns, like a Kant redivivus, against the pragmatic empiricism of 

William James and others. 

What he sees as an indispensable complement is an epistemological inquiry into the rational 

and normative content of all the material garnered from human experience. (Troeltsch has the 

historical variety of ethical and religious experiences in mind more than he has the Kantian 

experience of nature!) Accordingly, such an inquiry on the one hand presupposes (against Hegel) the 

irrational, brute factuality of human experience and on the other hand seeks (in the spirit of Kant) to 

discover the rational, normative core of that experience by setting it apart from the irrational to the 

extent possible. Troeltsch strives in this way towards a synthetical conception, a conception 

acknowledging and incorporating the psychologically given and the epistemologically valid: 

concrete experience and the formal a priori concealed in it. 

 

                                                           
304 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 488 {1906}. See also Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 22-

23 (Eng. tr., pp. 66-67) and 3.5.1. Taking as a guideline the pattern thus described, we begin with the 

epistemology elaborated apropos of all empirical knowledge (3.2) and with the theory of science 

based on this epistemology -- a theory of science the crux of which lies in the logic and epistemology 

of the science of history (3.3, 3.4). On this foundation is constructed the philosophy of history proper, 

with its annex, ethics (3.5, 3.6). Not until the end do we arrive at last at metaphysics (3.7)! 

305 See further Das  Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie (1904) and 

"Religionsphilosophie" (1904). Moreover, Troeltsch speaks expressly already in an article from 

1901(!), "Voraussetzungslose Wissenschaft," of the Kantian theory of transcendental consciousness 

as "this last anchorage of all scientific orientation, this last and correct assumption" (II, 192). 

306 William James' The Varieties of Religious Experience had appeared shortly before! 
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This formal rationalism always includes the most serious consideration of the merely 

factual and psychological -- and that means, of the irrational -- but from this factual and 

irrational mass it extracts the rational element. On the resulting rational concepts of law 

and synthesis it then establishes the only recognition of truth and validity which is 

possible for logically limited human thought. (cf. Bense)307  

 

At an earlier stage in his ethics, Troeltsch reinterpreted the moral a priori's so as to regard 

them as more or less global indications (Durchschnittsanweisungen) discernible in those areas of 

cultural history where spiritual ideas had not yet become differentiated into concrete goals (2.3.3). 

The question arises how Troeltsch can now introduce such a priori's as epistemological forms of 

consciousness rather than as concrete metaphysical contents of the mind. Does he not at the eleventh 

hour clutch onto a priori laws that would be exempt from time and change? Does he not revert to the 

Kantian, prehistoricist stage in philosophy? In short, is Kantian criticism compatible with 

historicism? 

According to Troeltsch, this is certainly the case. In fact, to his mind criticism first becomes 

tenable on a historicist basis. Criticism on such a basis implies far-reaching corrections of Kant's 

original criticism, to be sure.308 These corrections are concentrated in Troeltsch's conceptions of 

dynamic apriority, intelligible time, and empirical morality. 

 

 

Troeltsch's Dynamic Concept of Apriority   (2) 

 

Correction is required first of all, Troeltsch believes, in connection with the basic question of how 

epistemology is able to determine the a priori laws of consciousness. As laws that first make 

experience possible, they cannot be experienced psychologically themselves: at most we can speak 

of a self-discovery of the reason (0.2.7). The question is, however, how this takes place! Here begins 

the divergence from Kant. Troeltsch is of the judgment that the self-knowledge in question never 

originates in abstract isolation. Reason recognizes itself and its own a priori's only in the midst of 

concrete experience, in which it is involved.309  

This perspective implies more than one remarkable difference from Kant. If reason knows 

itself only in experience and must distill its own laws from the very experience these laws make 

                                                           
307 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 23. 

308 Dooyeweerd is correct when he says that historicism is not abandoned but at most mitigated 

by the acceptance of supratemporal "ideas" or eternal "values" (Dooyeweerd, Recht en Historie, p. 

13). 

309 Troeltsch recognizes that underlying such self-knowledge and self-confirmation there is a 

circular argument. Yet this would apply as he sees it to all knowledge, and we must willingly and 

consciously accept that, having confidence in the meaningfulness of reason. Doubt on this point 

would threaten the meaning and coherence of all reality (which is constituted by reason). Critical 

epistemology proceeds, indeed wants to proceed on the basis of the reasonableness of reality. This 

fundamental conviction rests in a free volitional decision, in a religious or metaphysical belief; 

Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 30. Cf. Fichte's "radicalized criticism" (0.3.1); see further 

3.7.1. 
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possible, then it can only approximate the completion of its task. In that case self-identification does 

not occur through a rounded off transcendental deduction of laws; reason's self-knowledge is 

attained rather in an infinite task. 

 

Determining the laws of consciousness in terms of which we experience is a matter of 

bringing out these laws from experience itself. Contained in experience, reason comes to 

self-understanding by way of the analysis that draws her out. But this means that the task 

is an endless one, taking place in the course of starts and re-starts and coming to fruition in 

approximations only. (Kraay)310  

 

The most essential difference from Kant in this respect has not yet been noted. With others 

Troeltsch is of the opinion that the a priori  consciousness itself is taken up in the stream of life and 

history and that it develops itself only in interaction with the objects that are there to be 

experienced.311 Laws of consciousness are not fixed but plastic frameworks, i.e., they are dynamic 

factors. They proceed from the productive force of life, which breaks through into human 

consciousness. However, there is always a remaining not-yet-having-come-to-consciousness, a 

latent rationality and normativity. For this reason too, every system of a priori structures remains 

incomplete.  

 

The inexhaustible production of life will always be richer in latent rational content than 

analysis can show it to be. In other words, the laws brought forward in the light of logic 

will always fall short of the rational content that has not been brought to consciousness. 

Time and time again conscious logic must correct and enrich itself in terms of original 

logical operations that arise in interaction with the object. (Kraay)312  

 

                                                           
310 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 30. The Kantian a priori's would perhaps have to be 

reshaped into "a priori but verification-dependent hypotheses" (ibid., 44). 

The notion that what is rational and a priori would have to be brought out from what is empirical 

conveys Troeltsch closer to phenomenology and the phenomenological "intuiting of the essence" 

(Wesensschau), according to Lessing. He can point for support to Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 9 

{1922}: "Today I know that therewith I have come very near to the phenomenological school, and 

under its influence would grasp many things differently." Mainly on the basis of this statement 

Lessing has proceeded, however, to set what he regards as Troeltsch's third and final period (from Die 

Soziallehren onward) too much in the framework of phenomenology and phenomenological intuition 

(Lessing, Die Geschichtsphilosophie Ernst Troeltschs, pp. 114, 170). Actually, in Troeltsch the idea 

of intuition is primarily of romantic origin, modified eventually by the influence of such thinkers as 

Bergson and Malebranche (5.2.1, 6, and 6.5). Phenomenology is discussed further in 6.5.2. 

311 Here I have in mind Georg Simmel, who sees a priori's as "inner energies" and says: "The a 

priori plays a dynamic role in our representations" (Probleme der Geschichtsphilosophie, p. 11). I 

regard as incorrect O. Cullmann's remark: "In reality, however, [Troeltsch] has derived the norm from 

an area that lies beyond all history, that is, from a philosophy of value" (Christus und die Zeit, p. 37; 

Eng. tr., p. 22, n. 5). 

312 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, pp. 30-31. See also the conclusion of "Die Dogmatik der 

'religionsgeschichtlichen Schule,'" where Troeltsch rejects eternal a priori' s (II, 520) (this passage 

does not appear in the English text of 1913, "The Dogmatics of The 'Religionsgeschichtliche 

Schule'"). 
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The incompleteness of every such system has another cause as well. In connection with the 

proposed abstraction of rationally from factually given data, there is always a remainder in the case 

of the latter that, far from being not yet understood, is never possibly to be understood and that 

permanently resists incorporation into any rational form whatsoever. In seeming and erring we have 

to do with something that is not both psychological and rational, but just psychological. This theme 

of an irrational residue which can never be completely eradicated from either theoretical or practical 

reason corrects and restricts yet again the Kantian doctrine of a priori's. 

 

The anti-rational or irrational (in the sense of psychological appearance or error) also 

belongs to the real and is at war with the rational. Authentic, rational reality (which 

thought would penetrate) is always given together with inauthentic psychological reality 

containing appearance and error. But this means that the rationality of the theory of 

knowledge can only be a conditional one. (Kraay)313  

 

The import of all this is to relieve the Kantian system of a priori  and categorical forms of its 

unhistorical rigidity and to suggest that in the human consciousness the various forms of 

epistemological validity disclose themselves in an individual and creative manner. In view of the 

antirational element of seeming and erring, this is certainly not veiled Hegelianism. On the level of 

the human spirit, there continues to be a difference in principle between the psychological and the 

epistemological, between facts (what "is") and values (what "is valid"). This basic shift in criticism 

brings still other changes along with it. 

 

After the Kantian system of a priori forms and categories has been stripped of its Kantian 

rigidity and immutability, we now view [it] as an expression of the norm-consciousness 

that is still in the process of becoming and can still produce, in case of need, new forms. 

The completely rational isolation of the Kantian forms of consciousness is given up, to be 

sure; they are drawn into the flux of the production of forms that are recognized as valid. 

But the fundamental difference between the psychologically-factual and the 

epistemologically-valid remains as really the ultimate, basic fact of all spiritual reality. (cf. 

Bense)314  

 

 

The Intelligible Ego and Time  (3) 

 

Troeltsch raises a second basic objection to Kant. His epistemological conceptions are rooted in the 

distinction between the empirical and the intelligible (noumenal) ego. The whole of man's outer and 

inner experience Kant rationalized through a priori laws into a causally determined reality, manifest 

in the intuitional forms of space and time. Amidst various confused conceptions of reality this 

scientific picture, which included the empirical ego as a sensible phenomenon, was itself set up, 

                                                           
313 Ibid., p. 31. 

314 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 472. 
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however, by the autonomous intelligible ego. Yet for Troeltsch this is precisely the difficulty: the 

free acts of the supersensuous ego thus mentioned, which conjure the picture of spatial-temporal, 

causal reality, occur in their own turn within a temporal order of psychic eventualities. Should not 

these acts, like all else that comes to pass in time, therefore be considered subject to the causal 

mechanism of phenomenal (spatial-temporal) reality? With that, the product of thought (causal 

reality) would have devoured its own creator (the intelligible ego). Of man nothing would remain 

but the empirical ego, a determined moment of the universal world mechanism.315  

 

The intelligible ego creates the world of laws and in so doing encounters itself as the 

empirical ego, as a product, that is, of the great world machine and its causal process. This 

is an unbearable, violent contradiction, a contradiction that is not resolved by relegating 

the empirical ego to appearance while placing the intelligible ego in reality in itself (an 

sich). The acts of the intelligible ego, part and parcel with spiritual occurrences, are 

irrevocably delivered up to time and thus to phenomenality and its mechanism. (Kraay)316 

 

From this point of view Kant's theory of knowledge must once again be subjected to far-

reaching corrections. The first of these is that not all that is temporal can be considered simply 

phenomenal. To maintain the autonomy of the intelligible ego, it is necessary to attribute to its acts 

as these interfere with the temporal course of empirical consciousness an intelligible time of their 

own. 

 

Autonomous-rational acts … must have their own intelligible temporality. (Bense)317  

 

This new conception of time leads to a new conception of causality. It needs to be 

acknowledged that man's inner experience does not simply proceed in mechanical movements but 

that these can be interrupted and crossed from intelligible freedom. The mechanism of nature must 

according to Troeltsch be arranged in such a way that intelligible acts of freedom can override, so to 

speak, the automatic pilot of the psyche. A free intervention is possible and is, moreover, co-

determined by the built-in performances of the mechanism of consciousness, which can stimulate or 

stifle the intervention. Between the phenomenological and intelligible worlds of consciousness there 

is an "ordered interaction."318  

 

                                                           
315 Troeltsch rejects the possibility that this circle could be resolved through the neokantian 

notion of parallel conceptions. The two perspectives clash in the same object, as the continuation 

makes clear. 

316 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 37; cf. p. 38 and "Religionsphilosophie," p. 473. 

317 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 39. Cf. "Religionsphilosophie," p. 473 and, already, 

2.2.1. 

318 Alongside the intelligible temporality Troeltsch thus vindicates not so much an intelligible 

causality (this was already known to Kant: "causality through freedom") as an interaction between the 

intelligible and the psychological egos. 
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But this meshing together as such affirms that causal necessity is being interrupted and 

that autonomous reason intrudes in this process, the interference not having been brought 

about by the causality, even while the process can stimulate and call for, or obstruct and 

weaken it. (Kraay)319  

 

The consequence of this idea is that empirical and intelligible egos cannot be placed parallel to 

each other in a binary perspective. The neokantian interpretation of Kant in which the ego and its 

expressions are considered on the one hand as "appearance" (Erscheinung) and on the other as 

"reality as such," i.e., now from a causal, now from a normative point of view, is impossible. The 

two viewpoints clash in the same human entity. The sensible (psychological) and supersensible 

(spiritual) egos are dialectically joined, they lie (as Troeltsch puts it) not beside but in and above one 

another. 

 

Rather than merely remaining side by side, the two egos must [be seen to] interpenetrate 

and presuppose each other. (Kraay)320 

There is no way to avoid asserting that there is in fact interaction, and that the spirit 

(Geist) -- or the creations of the normative consciousness -- emerges in antithesis to the 

nature of the soul as described by psychology. (Bense)321  

 

Here again appears the concept of the irrational. At stake is now -- as in the case of the later 

Schelling and Fichte (0.3.4) -- the irrationality of what comes to pass in the absence of causal or 

logical constraint: the creative self-determination as, or to, rational autonomous personality. 

Irrational is the creative force of the intelligible ego, which in its permanent freedom embraces the 

rational idea and now from it develops the rational consequences.322 This idea of freedom is 

irrational, not irrationalist. Freedom and self-realization are only meaningful (conceivable and 

realizable) in the direction of the reasonable person: "Freedom and autonomy, i.e., self-legislation 

through ideas."323 

 

Here too the irrational would be recognized alongside and in the rational. What is 

irrational in this case is action apart from causal necessitation by some antecedent, self-

                                                           
319 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 40. See also Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 31, Eng. 

tr., p. 74; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 709. 

320 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 39. 

321 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 473. With this idea of "interlacements" (Ineinandergreifen) 

Troeltsch repudiates the Heidelberg (3.3.3) and certainly also the Marburg wings of neokantianism 

(Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 42). Rickert acknowledges, to be sure, that the 

epistemological subject can never be stripped completely of the psychological subject (Die Grenzen 

der naturwissenschaftlichen Begriffsbildung, p. 140). 

322 The idea is certainly never grasped in completely rational abstractness, but always in the 

concrete connection of the rational and a priori form with the historical-factual content. To that extent 

this irrational idea of freedom is determined by criticist philosophy; see further 3.5.3. 

323 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 39. 
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determination based simply on the autonomous idea, active creativity that grasps the idea 

and draws reasonable consequences from it. (Bense)324  

 

These modifications that Troeltsch introduces into Kantianism have a point for philosophy of 

religion (3.6.3) and philosophy of history. With regard to the latter, Troeltsch is not just out to 

eliminate epistemological irregularities in critical thought. Nor is it his objective to be ahead of 

certain recent developments in mathematics and physics.325 No, his real purpose here is the 

historicist deepening of the dynamics that he attributed before to the idea of apriority. As the deepest 

source of the dynamics of apriority Troeltsch sees the intelligible or noumenal ego that in the course 

of life and history lifts itself out of its hidden place in the world of psychological consciousness and, 

arriving at free self-determination through apriority, influences this phenomenal world ethically and 

culturally. As a critical thinker Troeltsch distinguishes the intelligible from the empirical, but as a 

philosopher of history he sees (more closely) the one arise from the other in irrational self-creation 

and consolidate itself through an intelligible temporality and causality of its own into an ethical 

personality, the rational regulator of empirical nature.326  

 

The possibility must be recognized that personhood -- as the actualization of autonomous 

reason -- is created and developed in the phenomenal self through the creative act of the 

intelligible self latent within it: the intelligible breaks out of the phenomenal, the rational 

out of the psychological, the former shapes and affects the latter, and there is orderly 

interaction, but no causal compulsion, between both. (Bense)327 

 

 

Practical A Priori's and Concrete Experience  (4) 

 

Troeltsch has yet a final objection in store against Kant. It concerns the conspicuous Kantian 

distinction between theoretical and practical a priori's. Theoretical a priori's are permanently related 

to concrete contents of experience that are to be given form. Kant emphasized this empty, formal 

character in regard to practical a priori's, too, but in spite of that usually overlooked psychic reality 

as their content. As a result, these practical a priori's in fact became something other than the 

                                                           
324 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, pp. 40-41. 

325 With the notion that all temporal events are causally determined, Kant extrapolated one of the 

fundamental theses of classical mechanics and turned it into an a priori nomological system 

embracing also the body, the psychical life, and their relation. Troeltsch punctures this notion of a 

closed system of nature not so much because it is indefensible from the standpoint of the natural 

sciences but more especially because it is so from the point of view of the psychological and 

historical sciences. In the life and history of the spirit, freedom manifests itself as a permanent 

defiance of and dominion over the system of nature; Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 43; 

Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 21, Eng. tr., p. 65. 

326 That Troeltsch finds it impossible, from the standpoint of philosophy of history, to maintain 

the complete phenomenality of time was clear earlier, in 2.2.1. The irrational root of freedom turned 

up in 2.2.5. 

327 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 40; cf. p. 30. 
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intended empty forms that come to reality only by being filled with concrete ethical tasks, artistic 

creations, etc. Contrary to Kant's critical program, they have normally grown into abstract, isolated 

truths of reason. In that case they are no longer the a priori core within but much rather the supra-

empirical rational measure opposed to the confused empirical standards and ideals that are to be 

observed in man's mental life.328  

The historicist drift of this critique of Kant is easily grasped. As long as the moral imperative, 

the rational idea of religion, the artistic norm, and the like function as separated standards of reason, 

the empirical involvement and the historical dynamics of the practical ideas and ethical a priori's are 

enervated beforehand. At the level of practical action and judgment Kant is to Troeltsch's eye still 

really an Enlightenment thinker who, for all his critical formulations, glorifies reason in the abstract. 

Yet critical reflection on morality, art, and religion may never break the connection with what 

presents and discloses itself concretely (i.e., in history) as moral action, artistic expression, and 

religious life. Such phenomena must not be set aside but regulated and developed from the a priori 

core within them. There cannot be rational, there can be only historical art, morality, and religion, 

although these do not lack a rational touchstone.329  

 

In the case of this a priori of practical reason, too, the thing to do is to keep in mind that it 

is a purely formal a priori, which, concretely, must constantly be related to psychical 

content in order to give such content realistic firmness and a principle of critical self-

regulation. (Kraay)330  

 

Troeltsch moves here entirely in the line of the Baden-Heidelberg school of neokantianism. 

Rickert and others wanted to carry a strictly formal rationalism through not only in the area of 

theoretical knowledge but also in the practical domain of cultural and ethical endeavor. In this way 

they brought about an "approach of the Kantian doctrine to empiricism."331 Particularly for 

Troeltsch this is of exceptional importance. For it is only with this rapprochement of Kantianism and 

empiricism that the dynamics which originates from concrete human experience and to which 

spiritual life proves subject -- yes, the intelligible urge to freedom and to the free acts whereby the 

spirit creatively posits and manifests itself in empirical reality -- can be understood as an advance 

along the entire front of history. Here Troeltsch opens up a vista of comprehensive history that need 

by no means defer to the universal views of history of a Fichte or a Hegel, yes, that even still has a 

hidden affinity to these conceptions (see 3.3.4). 

Not apart from dependence on Rickert, it now becomes necessary to take a new turn towards 

the irrational. While the a priori form of consciousness may be rational, it is always committed to 

                                                           
328 Consider the ambivalence in Kant's notion of "religion within the limits of reason alone"; see 

further 3.6.3. 

329 For all the modifications that Troeltsch made to Kant's epistemology on the basis of 

philosophy of history, points of contact are to be found in Kant himself. See Troeltsch's extensively 

documented Das  Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie, pp. 9-10, 81-82, etc. In no small 

measure Fichte had already elaborated these points, particularly as they concern the idea of creative 

development in the intelligible world (0.3.4). 

330 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 45. 

331 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 40. 
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and interwoven with the concrete contents of life and history. These contents are irrational, i.e., 

unique (einmalig), factual, contingent, not deducible from a general law of reason.332 The 

convergence of what is a priori, general and rational with what is historical, individual and irrational 

seems to be the great mystery of all life. At bottom it is the perplexing problem of historical 

relativity and ethical absoluteness, wrapped for the moment in the garments of neokantian criticism. 

 

The irrational here finds recognition in its third form (which, like the other two, is already 

contained in Criticism's point of departure), as the unique, the factual, and the individual, 

which is not without its rational foundation or a rational element but which is above all 

pure actuality and fact. It is the specific merit of Criticism (or of rationalism immanent in 

experience) that it makes room for this moment alongside the rationality of universal 

concepts. It has only failed to provide it with the amount of room to which it is entitled. … 

The harmony of the a priori, rational, and universal with the factual, irrational, and 

particular is the secret of reality and the basic problem of all knowledge. (Bense)333  

 

"Irrationalist" would be a misnomer for this criticist historicism. The power of the irrational 

often thrusts itself upon Troeltsch, it is true: in the false seeming and errors of life and thought (3.2.2 

and already in 1.3.2); in the autocratic act of the noumenal ego, which lifts itself in self-determining 

decisions towards rational personality (3.2.3 and already in 2.2.5); and, finally, now also in the 

factual contingencies of all reality: this irrational facticity discloses itself not only in the natural but 

also and especially in the spiritual, historical world of man.334 Yet this threefold notion of 

irrationality in Troeltsch's conception is no separate and autocratic counterweight to his critical 

rationalism. Rather, it is given with this critical rationalism and is determined and directed by it. 

 

 

 

 

3.3 The Logic of History: Heinrich Rickert 
 

                                                           
332 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 690-91. It is just the acknowledgement of the irrational 

facticity of reality, from which the natural sciences have to make abstractions when formulating 

general nomological concepts, that gives Troeltsch and Rickert the opportunity (as the continuation 

shows) to demonstrate the unique character of the historical sciences: "Then all of history, in spite of 

every relationship to absolute values, remains irrational and individual" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 

2, p. 712). 

333 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, pp. 48-49; cf. "Religionsphilosophie," pp. 423-24. Thus 

Rickert as well: "It must be clear … that here and elsewhere my 'formalism' intends to do justice 

precisely to the irrational nature of its content" (Die Grenzen, p. 723). 

334 In historical reality the irrational is squared, as it were, since here the factual (already 

irrational in itself) is a product of human action proceeding from an irrational depth. In this way there 

arise individual, irrational connections between the factual and the normative: "This individuality … 

is, to be sure, a characteristic of finitude and is something irrational, but in this irrationality [of 

history] … lies the ethical value of the act" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 710; cf. p. 712). 
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Rickert's Logic:  Generalizing and 

Individualizing Concept-Formation  (1) 

 

The turn towards criticism brings Troeltsch under the influence of the neokantian methodology of 

science elaborated by Wilhelm Windelband and in particular by Heinrich Rickert in his great work, 

Die Grenzen der   naturwissenschaftlichen Begriffsbildung.335 Given the importance of this 

development, I shall first discuss Rickert's conceptions. 

In his doctrine of science Rickert proceeds from Kantian critical idealism. It is not the task of 

the sciences to present to human consciousness a logical picture of a reality transcending 

consciousness (a reality that would be independent from human consciousness). That would be 

impossible. The sciences are not committed to reality as such but rather to reality as it is constituted 

and experienced in the human mind. It is that reality which the sciences must analyze, order, and 

systematize so that it is conveniently arranged for logical thought. This standpoint of the immanence 

of reality in consciousness is according to Rickert (following Kant) the only possible starting point 

for philosophy and the sciences; it precludes a speculative, metaphysical approach to history while 

nonetheless leaving completely open the material question concerning the (empirical) content of 

history as well as the formal-logical question concerning the method of its study. Proceeding from 

the assumption of the priority of consciousness, Rickert thus poses the formal-logical question 

first.336  

Rickert ignores the synoptic question of how the various sciences investigate, or should 

investigate, empirical reality. He poses only the formal question of how the results of research are 

presented (dargestellt) and formed into concepts. This can be accomplished, as he sees it, in two 

basically different ways: through natural-scientific and historical-scientific concept-formation. Now, 

in order to make the proper nature and place of the latter acceptable in the face of the apparently 

                                                           
335 In 1903 Troeltsch's "Moderne Geschichtsphilosophie" appeared as a wide-ranging discussion 

of Rickert's Die Grenzen der naturwissenschaftlichen Begriffsbildung (1902). From this time on the 

methodology of history receives even greater emphasis in Troeltsch than he gave it at the end of the 

preceding phase (1900) while he was under the methodological pressure from the Ritschlian 

neokantians (2.1.2). 

It is striking that Troeltsch, now neokantian himself, makes no concessions to his Ritschlian 

opponents, who worked with the recipe of a causal-explanatory, purely phenomenalistic method and 

another, entirely separate, practical-evaluative method of historiography. The mechanistic-

explanatory method he rejects as more appropriate to the natural sciences (first point of criticism!): 

from it is to be sharply distinguished (here Troeltsch joins Windelband and Rickert) the historical 

method, which in its own manner is nonetheless also phenomenalistic in terms of the empirical 

sciences; cf. Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 1; Eng. tr., pp. 45-47. Yet phenomenalism (the second 

point of criticism!) -- even in the latter sense -- is not sufficient as a scholarly enterprise: in the final 

analysis history demands a philosophical reflection and "ontological foundation" as a basis for a shift 

to a more speculative "universal-historical" method; cf. Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. viiiff.; Eng. 

tr., pp. 31-32, 36 (see further 3.4.2). In this philosophical and even metaphysical grounding and 

interpreting of history lies for Troeltsch as before (the third point of criticism!) the bridge -- ignored 

by the Ritschlians -- to its practical valuation; Absolutheit des Christentums, p. xi; Eng. tr., p. 31. 

Rickert published preliminary studies to Die Grenzen already before 1900. This explains the 

demonstrable influence of his methodology of history in Troeltsch's Absolutheit des Christentums. 

336 Such is the case, at any rate, in the rigorously systematic argument of Die Grenzen. For 

practical reasons Rickert follows the opposite course in his Kulturwissenschaft und Naturwissenschaft 

(p. 17). 
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self-evident priority of the objective method of the exact natural sciences, Rickert stresses the 

inevitable one-sidedness of every science (including natural science), which is closely related to its 

aim. This aim in its turn is dependent upon the "extensive" and "intensive" incomprehensibility of 

reality. Down to its most minute objects and occurrences, reality is so inexhaustible in its spatial-

temporal scope, so rich in its individual varieties, that the aim of the sciences cannot be anything but 

a logical transformation and reduction. The sciences aim to reduce reality to more accessible 

proportions and thereby to make it more surveyable and manageable. Since this can be accomplished 

in more than one manner, it follows that there is an inherent restrictedness and one-sidedness in 

every science and scientific method.337  

The desired logical simplification can, as was said, be reached along two diverging paths, of 

which that of the natural sciences is the clearest for many. Disregarding all individual characteristics 

and qualitative idiosyncracies, these sciences seek to acquire a simplified picture of reality by 

charting the common, the general in reality. In this way are formed typically abstract and general 

concepts, concepts that are applicable to a multiplicity of phenomena. 

Now it is noteworthy that the natural sciences do not stop at concepts comprised just of 

similarities and uniformities established by comparative research. And not without reason! Given the 

(humanly) unsurveyable multiplicity of the world of experience, it is simply impossible to decide on 

the basis of empirical comparisons just how manifold, far-reaching, and relevant the observed 

similarities are. General concepts of similarity, including general concepts of classes, are in principle 

-- as acquired from experience -- incalculable in number and restricted in scope and so fail as a 

means of making comprehensible the total world of experience. 

Hence the method of the natural sciences is "generalizing," but then in a specific sense of the 

word. It leads to concepts and judgments that have not only a general character but also a general 

validity. In other words, it leads to concepts having a nomothetical character, in short, to natural 

laws. Only natural laws are in principle independent of (uncompletable) empirical comparisons and 

can eventually be discovered in a few events; yet they are (like the law of gravity) universally 

applicable. Natural laws are restricted in number, yet because of their unconditional universal 

validity can be applied to empirical reality in its unlimited extension and in the great variety of its 

occurrences. General in the sense of nomothetical concepts are the appropriate means of rendering 

reality rationally comprehensible, the more so as the interdependence of these concepts is disclosed 

by the natural sciences as they show promise of breaking through to their highest ideal: a 

comprehensive law capable of explaining all nature as a uniform, law-like mechanism expressible in 

a single mathematical formula.338  

It needs to be added that according to Rickert the term "natural-scientific" method is not 

entirely adequate. Not only (material) nature but also psychical phenomena, and man's spiritual and 

societal life as well, lend themselves in principle to this "nomothetic"339 method of establishing 

regularities. All kinds of phenomena can in principle be logically arranged and classified in keeping 

                                                           
337 In the view of the neokantians, the sciences thus have a pragmatic thrust. This idea, together 

with the previously noted motif of contingent irrationality, conveys them into the vicinity of 

pragmatism. 

338 See Rickert, Die Grenzen, pp. 62-63, 83-84. 

339 Windelband introduced the term "nomothetic" in Geschichte und Naturwissenschaft, his 

rectoral address held at Strassburg in 1894. 
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with general laws. Such laws can be formulated by natural science but also by a psychology or 

sociology oriented to the nomothetic method. 

Collateral with all this is room for another logical approach to reality which focusses just on 

the particular and unique, on the individual and irrational.340 This is the historical or 

"individualizing" method. It does not imply that historical science is able to grasp objective reality as 

such in all its individual contrasts and qualities. Even the most miniscule phenomenon has so many 

elements, facets, changes, and connections that it remains an endless task, a mer à boire to historical 

thought. Never will history be able to recount "how things really were" (Leopold von Ranke), never 

is its method simply "idiographic" (Wilhelm Windelband).341 The historian too makes abstractions, 

he too seeks something relevant in the heterogeneous continuum of reality. He identifies what in 

reality is characteristic and valuable, that is to say, he selects in keeping with certain value 

perspectives.342 Therefore the individualizing method, which aims at general values, has just as 

specific a meaning as the generalizing method, which aims at general laws! 

That is not to say that the historian himself must make a value judgment about the reality he 

investigates!343 As a scholar he is obliged to restrict himself to a factual account of the course of 

events, unadorned by practical judgments. Nonetheless, he cannot eliminate values. For he can trace, 

select, and delimit the actual historical facts only with the help of the question whether they have 

any significance apropos of general values. What this significance is the theoretician need not judge. 

He will relate historical objects to values only theoretically, and so establish what is historically 

relevant not through "practical valuation" (praktische Wertung) but only through "theoretical value-

reference" (theoretische   Wertbeziehung). 

To this "value-reference" the typically historical individuality is most closely related. All 

reality is individual, but not yet on that account historically individual. Historical "in-dividua" are 

(literally!) indivisible, irreplaceable entities if regarded in the light of their reference to general 

values. For example, Rembrandt's Nightwatch is a historical-individual phenomenon, indivisible in 

its reference to the general aesthetic value of beauty. Something similar can be said of the French 

Revolution or of the Napoleonic regime. No matter how these phenomena are finally valued, their 

actually having value -- and hence also the possibility of their being grasped as individual 

phenomena in history -- is beyond question. The account of the historical facts is based on an 

"individualizing, value-referring concept-formation" (individualisierende, wertbeziehende   

Begriffsbildung). In short, historical science will, in a generally valid way that is different from yet 

                                                           
340 The historical individuality in question is irrational insofar as it cannot be understood within a 

general concept; Die Grenzen, p. 226. Ultimately, every approach to understanding falls short in the 

face of the limitless complexity of concrete reality. Not only Troeltsch (3.2.4) but also Rickert would 

be able to call reality irrational in this broad sense; cf. Rickert, Der Gegenstand der Erkenntnis, 354. 

341 The term "idiographic" was also introduced by Windelband in 1894, in the same address 

mentioned above (n. 46). In Troeltsch no indication appears that from Rickert's standpoint this term is 

subject to reservations; compare Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 694 with Rickert, Die Grenzen, p. 

295. 

342 Cf. Rickert, Die Grenzen, p. 319. 

343 The popular conception (see Delfgaauw, De wijsbegeerte van de twintigste eeuw, p. 55, et. al.) 

that according to the Baden school the sciences of man and history are necessarily "evaluative" 

(wertend) towards concrete reality conflicts with the basic idea of the Kantian and neokantian 

doctrine of science. 
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as sound as the method of natural science, select what is essential to it and integrate it into a 

necessary unity.344 

Moreover, what is historical in Rickert is not simply a summary of individual unities. Every 

historical individual phenomenon can, on the one hand, be further analyzed in an individual manner 

and, on the other hand, be inserted into a more encompassing individual whole; is, moreover, 

causally connected (Rickert speaks of a specifically historical, i.e., individual causality) with other 

individual wholes and -- last but not least -- is itself not a fixed whole but a dynamic continuum of 

development. A village community is comprised of smaller groups and persons and is itself part of 

the more encompassing nation and its history. 

To gain insight into what Rickert understands by historical development, one has only -- so he 

says -- to extend the concept of the historically individual from the simultaneous to the 

successive.345 Historical development is thus not simply becoming or change, but an individually 

tempered development. To grasp it as such, one must gain a view of the whole here as well, that is, 

follow the development to its terminus. Thus a historical development is as such a teleological 

development.346 It is likewise an individually articulated development.347  

All things considered, it is obvious that with respect to the methodology of the historical 

sciences (just as much as with respect to the methodology of the natural sciences), Rickert desires to 

proceed from its formal character: it is a specifically logical operation that is in principle as 

applicable to nature as to spirit, and to material as to psychic and historical phenomena.348 The term 

"historical-scientific" or "geisteswissenschftliche method" is to that extent, according to Rickert, just 

as misleading as the term "natural-scientific method."349 

                                                           
344 Rickert, Die Grenzen, pp. 324, 347ff. 

345 "It is only necessary to extend the concept of the historical individuum from the simultaneous 

to the successive in order to retain the concept of a purely scientifically described historical 

development" (Rickert, Die Grenzen, p. 429). 

346 Rickert naturally does not mean this in the Hegelian, metaphysical sense of the word. He is 

concerned with an objective, purely phenomenalistic teleology (cf. Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, 

vol. 2, p. 692), with teleological units of development that are discernible only within the ever-

flowing stream of phenomena and that can be isolated by means of a theoretical reference to values. 

347 Every historical development can be analyzed internally into a series of stages because of 

discernible shifts in its significance apropos of the value involved. It can also be grasped in its 

external relations as a member of a still more encompassing developmental whole. Furthermore, 

phenomena that as such are not directly significant are to be incorporated into descriptions of 

historical developments as "secondarily historical individua in order to facilitate the coherent 

recounting of the significant high points. In this way -- as Rickert sees it -- historical developments 

can ultimately be unified into a single vital, continuous historical coherence; cf. Rickert, Die Grenzen, 

pp. 429ff. 

348 Thus not every star or stone but certainly the solar system or the famous Kohinoor diamond 

has relevance for man in terms of general values, so that, conceivably, their "histories" could be 

written. 

349 There is a popular view that the neokantian distinction between body and mind would 

originate in different methodological approaches to the same phenomenon (see, e.g., C. A. van 

Peursen's Filosofische oriëntatie, p. 241). But this is precisely what Rickert, on Kantian grounds, 

opposes. A generalizing approach to mental life and an individualizing approach to nature are in 

principle just as feasible as the reverse. See Troeltsch's article, "Die Geisteswissenschaften und der 

Streit um Rickert," p. 58. 
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It must be added, however, that Rickert does not simply restrict himself to such a strictly 

formalistic typification of the historical method. Proceeding from that, he seeks to penetrate to the 

historical method in the narrower sense, to the proper method of the historian, the method which to a 

certain extent takes into account the particular nature of the historical material! The necessity of this 

step becomes clear the moment it is asked from where the professional historian derives the values 

that guide him in his work. These value perspectives are not the historian's own perspectives! He 

derives them from the very material that he studies.350 The political developments of ancient Greece, 

for example, can only be recovered if one empathizes with and raises to a theoretical point of view 

the general political values which motivated people in those days and kept them divided into 

particular parties and movements. Only in this way does the historian rediscover the individual, 

unique articulations of a culture as these were then introduced, extended, and experienced as 

essential within certain "historical centers" (that is, from the value judgment of the people or 

communities of that time). From another, subjectively chosen (e.g., aesthetic) perspective, this entire 

development would remain a closed book.351 

The guiding perspectives of the historical exposition are thus not arbitrary. They imply general 

normative values as these were pursued in particular civilizations and concretized in particular 

cultural goods. That is the reason why Rickert cannot consider the writing of history exclusively 

from a formal logical standpoint, i.e., as an "individualizing, value-referring concept-formation." For 

the values involved must be implicit in the investigated material itself. Because nature as such is 

value-free, the historian with his method must in the final analysis still turn to the value-laden, 

meaningful relations of culture. From a more substantial point of view, individualizing, value-

oriented science can be called "cultural science."352 

It is clear that in confrontation with special sciences devoted to investigating their materials, 

Rickert does not want to wander off into formal-methodical abstractions. This is also evident from 

his emphasis that the definitions of natural-scientific concept-formation as "generalizing" (in 

establishing general regularities) and of historical-scientific concept-formation as "individualizing" 

(in referring to general values) indicate only methodological ideals. As ideals they are difficult to 

apply in their pure form in any science. Rickert even recognizes the legitimacy and necessity of 

various mixed forms and intermediate positions (biology, sociology). That does not detract, 

however, from precisely the fact that these transitional forms with their hybrid character can be 

understood as such only in terms of the polarity in logical method that he has described. 

 

 

Troeltsch's Support of Rickert's Logic  (2) 

 

Rickert's extensive reflections assist Troeltsch more than a little along the way. He understands their 

advantages immediately. Here is an idealist who proceeds in terms of a strictly scientific 

investigation of the logical and epistemological assumptions of the study of history to establish 

                                                           
350 Rickert, Die Grenzen, p. 511. So too Troeltsch, Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 3; Eng. tr., p. 

46. 

351 Rickert, Die Grenzen, pp. 508ff., 503n. 

352 Ibid., pp. 520ff. 
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irrefutably, in the face of every naturalism, the independence of history and the unique character of 

historical method, without immediately burdening history with the hazardous hypothesis of 

metaphysical ideas. The individual coherences and the particularizing developments of history are 

understood not from a mystical compulsion of ideas but from tangible empirical phenomena. The 

historian deals with objective developments in history, experienced from the "historical centers" 

themselves. The historian can and must attend to the articulations, to the patterns of development 

and connecting lines which man himself has drawn on the historical plane in ever new, meaningful 

configurations. 

 

We have here a completely objective, purely phenomenological teleology that has nothing 

to do with metaphysics; its only function is to facilitate selection from the infinity of facts, 

and hence "historical conceptualization." (II, 692; Bense) 

 

For Troeltsch it is also of great importance that Rickert appears to have succeeded in showing that 

the historian can go about his work in an objective, scientific manner while respecting the 

irrationality of historical reality. For Rickert and Troeltsch agree that reality in the unlimited 

diversity of its factual data and qualitative differences is individual and irrational to the utmost -- 

this individuality and irrationality are restricted, certainly, but not eliminated by the formal-logical 

reductions and value-oriented selections of the historical method. As such the material remains -- 

even when related theoretically to general and rational values -- individual and irrational in 

character. 

There is no change in this regard when Rickert proceeds -- and that too is of importance for 

Troeltsch -- to unite the formal to a more substantial or material point of view. Yes, the way in 

which Rickert sketches the particular nature of historical matter orbiting around "historical centers" 

enables Troeltsch to emphasize history's irrationality for a second time. History to his mind is also 

irrational as the product of the irrational free acts of man (3.2.3). Every culture is born and pushed 

forward by the formative power of central cultural formers who in pre-rational freedom and 

responsibility (i.e., without logical coercion) devote themselves to the grand vision of certain 

rational ideals, in conformity with which they construct and transform historical reality. While 

retaining the strictly scientific, value-oriented conceptualizations of the historical discipline, 

Rickert's doctrine thus creates room, as Troeltsch sees it, for acknowledgement even of an irrational 

and activist basic principle as operative in the midst of history. 

 

Everything historical, despite all references to absolute values, remains irrational and 

individual. This is both our fate and our distinction. (II, 712; Bense)353  

 

 

                                                           
353 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 710. 
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Criticism of Rickert's Formalism and Concept 

of Psychology:  Wilhelm Dilthey  (3) 

 

Though in many respects Rickert's logic of history means "a deliverance and liberation" (II, 717) for 

Troeltsch, he still has his reservations. These pertain to the one-sidedness and incompleteness of 

Rickert's methodology. To begin with the one-sidedness -- Troeltsch accepts the polarity between 

natural science and historical science as it appears in the formal-logical antithesis between 

generalizing thought and individualizing thought. However, it is to his mind inconceivable that this 

methodological antithesis as such would not already be the correlate of a substantive difference and 

that it might have its origin merely in "a contrariety of modes of observation" (Gegensatz der 

Betrachtungsweisen). How can the same (physical and psychic) reality be viewed quantitatively as 

evincing causal equality -- that is, a strict adequacy of cause and effect -- and at the same time be 

understand genetically and be linked to causal inequality in a process of history whereby small 

causes can produce stupendous consequences? 

 

How is it possible to understand the content of experience first nomothetically, according 

to the principle of causal equality and the conservation of energy, and yet then again 

idiographically, according to the principle of individual causality or causal inequality? Are 

these really only two modes of observation with respect to the same object? Are they not 

rather principles of differentiation among the objects, with some falling under the first 

principle and the rest under the second? I find it difficult to conceive of them otherwise. 

(II, 720; Bense)354  

 

Troeltsch considers Rickert's doctrine formalistically one-sided. Later Rickert himself 

responded (as was to be expected) that all one-sidedness is eliminated by the added theme of the 

"historical centers."355 Yet this addition cannot have satisfied Troeltsch in terms of his historicist 

standpoint. According to the latter, the dynamic a priori's of human consciousness are always active 

within empirical reality: there alone can they be detected and isolated. Of the logical and 

methodological scientific a priori's too it may thus be said that they unfold and can be discovered 

only within human experience, which is to say in the logical interaction of the scientist with the 

objects of his experience: they provoke and stimulate, as it were, a certain methodical exploration 

(3.2.2). Thus regarded, a purely logical-abstract discussion of two possible theoretical attitudes 

which are said moreover to be applicable (in principle) without differentiation to the whole of reality 

must inevitably invite the criticism of formal one-sidedness, precisely because a material analysis of 

culture is only added afterward. 

Troeltsch himself remains committed to the material distinction between a natural-mechanical 

(corporeal, in part psychic) and a spiritual-creative reality as being from the outset codeterminative 

                                                           
354 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. xi; Eng. tr., p. 31. 

355 Rickert, Die Grenzen, pp. 426, 434, 503, 507, 539ff. 

Rickert sees the real difference from Troeltsch as lying in the metaphysics of history, which 

Rickert himself has rejected. And indeed, the opposition later comes to a head in the possibility of a 

metaphysical intuition of history (6.4). For the time being, however, Troeltsch is just strongly under 

the influence of Rickert's phenomenalist or "phenomenological" strategy -- though he modifies it to 

suit his own historicist conviction (which at bottom might also be called metaphysical). 
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of the difference between the two sciences. Spiritual reality proper is of an entirely different order 

than physical or psychical nature. It arises from the inexhaustible, unfathomable freedom of the 

human spirit (the intelligible ego), which intervenes sovereignly in the mechanism of nature and 

creates within it a higher, spiritual realm of values (3.2.3). If the mechanism of nature as such 

demands a generalizing operation of the mind, the spiritual-productive reality defies sustained 

generalizations and can at bottom be understood only with the help of individual, value-oriented 

concepts. 

 

Between the mechanical realm and the spiritual-productive realm a line of demarcation 

must again be drawn. The formal differences in knowledge indicate material differences in 

the objects. (II, 720; Bense)356  

 

To a certain extent these insights agree with those of the German historian and philosopher of 

culture Wilhelm Dilthey.357 After his turn toward neokantianism he too, in his so-called "Kritik der 

historischen Vernunft," constructed history epistemologically in terms of logic, and no longer 

psychologically. He placed the subjective-logical constituting of historical reality in the foreground, 

yet not without tying it closely to its objective experience by the human subject.358  

Agreement with Dilthey remains regarding the place of psychology too, for that matter (2.2.1). 

Namely, in order to do justice to the objective, real element in the human sciences, Dilthey 

maintained the indispensableness of an "interpretive" or "understanding" (verstehende) psychology 

to be distinguished from the natural-scientific "explaining" (erklärende) psychology by, among other 

things, its intrusive directedness towards the historical object. Troeltsch's ideas run parallel; he 

considers Rickert's nomothetic view of psychology one-sided. If spiritual life is able to resist all 

manner of psychological constants and sociological structures and to shape itself from its own 

source of freedom, then it is necessary to recognize a unique two-sidedness, a double motivation in 

the human psyche, and hence also the need for a non-causal psychology focussing on the human 

personality. 

 

Human life … is thought of, rather, as possessing a mysterious double nature. In this 

nature the difficult concepts of freedom and personality are of fundamental significance, 

                                                           
356 Rickert knew of transitional forms between the methodological poles of physics and history, 

and one finds them in Troeltsch as well. He would justify them objectively, I believe, from the 

circumstance that the spirit operates within, from and in defiance of nature. We noticed that spiritual 

reality and psycho-physical nature cannot be separated in Troeltsch. Somewhere he says that the 

historian is confronted with the latter not only in the form of the physical and anthropological 

conditions fundamental to historical life but also in the form of basic psychological drives and 

sociological laws which in the historical are the stuff from which or the network within which 

spiritual life takes individual shape. However, the historian is primarily concerned with this individual 

spirituality; Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 20-21 (Eng. tr., p. 63-64). 

357 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 720-21. 

358 Dilthey, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 7, p. 191. 
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since motivation which springs from the higher, creative powers is never a mere extension 

of previously activated natural motivations (Abs 31, AC 74).359 

 

Thus psychology is for Troeltsch a nomothetic science based on causal explanation, but not 

only that! It also has fundamental significance as a science which in psychological self-analysis 

supplies an initial demarcation of the realm of the spirit and a provisional definition of the essence of 

spiritual creations in the fields of science, art, morality, etc. Taken in this latter sense, psychology is 

a separate philosophical discipline which paves the way for a transcendental critique of knowledge, 

i.e., for the epistemological determining of the normative substance which is inherent to the human 

mind as it is analyzed by psychology. Along these lines, psychology is for Troeltsch "the portal to 

theory of knowledge."360 

 

[Rickert] designates psychology as a purely nomothetic natural science.… I do not 

believe, however, that this designation is adequate. Psychology seems to me to be an 

autonomous philosophic discipline that in many respects forms the presupposition of 

transcendentalism; since it gives a certain treatment and clarification to the empirical 

elements that are to be ordered by logic, it is also bound to influence logical concept-

formation. (Bense)361 

 

This idea of psychology enables us to place Troeltsch's view of history within a broader 

perspective. In speculative Idealism the problem of history was often approached from the the 

standpoint of a comprehensive ontological metaphysics. By about 1850, however, all such attempts 

had foundered, thus opening the way for countless naturalistic interpretations of history in the line of 

the positivism of Comte and Spencer. Now then, in opposition to such naturalistic interpretations, 

Troeltsch -- as we saw -- in the line of Wundt, Dilthey, and Eucken believed it possible to find an 

initial basis for philosophy of history in psychology. Psychology seemed able to a certain extent to 

demonstrate its independence from naturalism by working with such basic psychological and 

psychometaphysical categories as personality and individuality, and by analyzing the experiences of 

spiritual freedom corresponding with these categories.362  

                                                           
359 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 31; Eng. tr., p. 74. 

360 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 34. 

361 As in chapter 2 psychology opened the way to metaphysics  (moral psychology to the 

metaphysics of ethics; psychology of religion to the metaphysics of the history of religions), so here -- 

at least in the first instance -- it offers access to epistemology.  Elaboration, particularly with respect 

to the field of the psychology of religion, is given in the continuation. Also of importance is 

Troeltsch's view of "the sciences of the inner sense" in Kant. In Kant too he sees in regard to these "a 

double problem: [Anthropology] must point both to the causal connection of the 'inner appearances' 

and to their relationship to freedom in human activity and in the advance of history" (Das  Historische 

in Kants Religionsphilosophie, p. 82). 

362 See 2.2.1 and 3.1.2. Dilthey's background was altogether different from Troeltsch's: originally 

he was a positivist. Though they gradually grew closer to each other in a twofold concept of 

psychology, in a logical approach to history, and in a historicist doctrine of values, Troeltsch never 

found justice done in Dilthey to an idea that was central to him as a student of Lotze and of romantic 
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But what is Rickert doing? He is surrendering psychology hide and hair to naturalistic, 

nomothetic thought in order to lay in epistemology, and more specifically in the hitherto neglected 

logic of history, a new basis for understanding history. Troeltsch has to concede to Rickert that it is 

dangerous to approach history from the standpoint purely of psychology, since its openness to a 

nomothetic methodology leaves room for an expansionist naturalism to get a foot on the ground and 

then, in the long run, to stifle autonomous and autocreative life. On the other hand he believes -- as a 

historicist -- that the autonomous and creative element is not situated in some isolated, 

transcendental sphere of validity but that it pushes on in the depths of experience, in which case it 

must also be discoverable, upon closer inspection, precisely through psychology. Therefore 

Troeltsch also does not abandon psychology in favor of epistemology; instead he makes psychology 

the portal for epistemology, and of both he makes avenues, as we shall see, leading to the 

philosophy and metaphysics of history.363  

 

 

Categories of the Philosophy of History: Idea, Tendency, Analogy, and Type.  

The Way towards Ethics and Metaphysics   (4) 

 

In Rickert's doctrine of the formation of historical concepts Troeltsch discovers not only formalistic 

and psychologistic one-sidedness, whereby the inner connection between psychology, epistemology 

and the reality of the human sciences is lost to view, but also a notorious incompleteness. The basic 

concepts of individuality, coherence, and development which Rickert thinks adequate for 

comprehending history need to be complemented with other central categories, namely, those of 

idea, tendency, analogy, and type. 

In introducing the category of ideas, Troeltsch does not mean to suggest that history would be 

exhausted in the disclosure of metaphysical ideas: ideal developments are often gainsaid by brute 

facts! Actually, ideas are at this stage not yet considered to be metaphysical motives. For the time 

being Troeltsch is still only concerned with the empirical demonstrability in history of certain 

cultural matter which is experienced as communal by many people and developed from a shared 

original intention. In that sense Ranke spoke of "ideas"! Now then, such empirical ideas are not (this 

against Rickert) forged into a historical unity through a so-called "theoretical reference to values"; 

no, they already are such a unity originally, in virtue of their own immanent teleology. 

 

… [T]his concept of the idea is neither exhausted nor replaced by Rickert's concept of the 

historical individual. This concept gives a certain characterization of the latter inasmuch as 

such individuals attain their historical identity through the consistency that marks their 

whole course as the consequences implicit in their original intentions gradually unfold. (II, 

722; cf. Bense) 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
idealism: the idea of autonomous creative freedom in and in opposition to history (Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 2 (1913), p. 721; vol. 4 (1922), pp. 5-6). 

363 See 3.5 and 3.7; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 680-88. 
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The characteristic feature of the ideas in question is that they develop according to a particular 

pattern. They seek to realize themselves in history within a certain teleological dynamics, albeit 

deviations are not excluded and the outcome is never certain let alone predictable. It is for this 

reason that Troeltsch considers a second category, that of the historical tendency, to be equally 

indispensable to historical writing. 

 

To be sure, such a development of implications contained in the original impulse does not 

yield a law that works in a strictly logical manner; rather, it yields tendencies that, 

however diverted and constantly reoriented, nevertheless strive for full realization in the 

direction given them by the original impulse. (II, 722; Bense) 

 

Where ideas attract attention by showing similar tendencies even in divergent cultural 

situations, one is inclined and has an opportunity to make comparisons. With that, a third basic 

concept materializes for Troeltsch, namely, that of the historical analogy based on mutual 

comparability. 

 

… [S]ince a plurality of these cultural entities with corresponding developmental 

tendencies exist side by side, the comparison of these more or less closely related areas 

yields many analogies in the course of such tendencies, which again do not work with the 

force of exact law but which are exceedingly important for historical understanding. (II, 

722; Bense) 

 

The concept of the analogy leads him finally to the concept of the "type" used by Jellinek and 

others. Meant by this is neither the concept of the general average nor that of the ethical ideal but 

rather the summarizing characteristic, pronounced and schematically somewhat overdrawn, of a 

complex of affinitive and analogous cultural entities. Max Weber's speaking of "ideal types," Jacob 

Burckhardt's of the "spirit" (of the Renaissance), and Harnack's of the "essence" (of Christianity) 

give expression to similar notions. According to Troeltsch, the logic of history must account for such 

concepts just as much as it must account for those of individuality and development. 

 

But the concept of analogies leads us on to the concept of the type in a sense not 

considered by Rickert, namely neither in the sense of the general average applicable in 

every instance nor in the sense of the ideal but in the sense that it summarizes the 

characteristic processes and outcomes of the more clearly developed cultural complexes in 

a mediating concept around which the individual, actual entities oscillate. (II, 723; Bense) 

 

It cannot be Troeltsch's intention to trump Rickert's analyses in terms of the greater 

completeness suggested by such additional basic concepts. He advances them rather for a very 

special reason. They show that history in spite of its individual particularizations is marked by a 

certain commonness and communality. History follows no general patterns having the character of 

natural laws -- in this respect Rickert is right. Equally, however, history does not disintegrate into 
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strictly individual, historical entities and movements. Needing to be taken into account are common 

points of departure, general tendencies, recurring structures, and converging purposes. The dilemma 

of generalizing versus individualizing concept-formation is an overly hasty simplification. There are 

obviously concepts which coincide neither with the general concepts of nature nor with the 

individual concepts of history and yet are specifically historical. 

 

The specific character of historical concept-formation and abstraction lies not simply in 

the uniqueness and indivisibility of the value-unit that has been selected and formed but 

also in the concepts that express what is common. Finding expression in analogies, 

tendencies, and types, these indicate that civilized life, for all its particularity, also has its 

communal side. (II, 724; Bense) 

 

This critique, which is broad in scope, has implications for the philosophy of history and for 

ethics. The point of it is that the spiritual endeavors of mankind do not become fragmented in a 

thousand and one directions. That would salvage the individuality of history, no doubt; but in the 

process man would be disabled beyond recovery by a disorienting relativism of values. 

 

All of these concepts … presuppose something in common, a certain homogeneity on the 

part of all historical events. Breaking through the twilight of pre-history, these show 

marked similarities of aspiration at every point of the breakthrough. This is not a matter of 

laws of nature or of dialectical development to be reconstructed by reference to its goal. 

But there is a certain uniformity of aspiration, just extensive enough to produce ideally 

interrelated developments, analogous and finally converging tendencies, more-than-

individual frames of mind, and types, and thereby to indicate common points of departure 

and common goals. (II, 723-24; cf. Bense) 

 

A philosophical theory that takes its point of departure in historical categories which are 

purely individual inevitably leads nowhere. It is for this reason that Troeltsch seeks to correlate 

indivisibly from the outset -- even in his methodology -- spiritual individuality and spiritual 

communality. The historian employs individual-oriented concepts to analyze history down to its 

most particular details, but he must not ignore the similarities that appear. It is the task of the 

philosopher of history in particular to cast light on such similarities through a universal comparative 

study facilitated by the concepts of essence, type, and analogy. In the face of "the enervating activity 

of relativistic historicism," human values must be defended and established on the theoretical 

foundations of a logic of history and of the philosophy of history. Only through the mediation of the 

latter, which lays bare the real ties of spiritual life, is the way paved from the logic of history to 

ethics.364 In the neglect of these common ties lies the great methodological inadequacy of Rickert's 

work! 

                                                           
364 Even in his Hegelian phase Troeltsch's emphasis on the historical ideas of analogy and of 

communality was directly related to his anti-relativism. There, however, it led straight to metaphysics 

(2.2.3), while here it leads in the first instance to ethics. (Occasionally even now he still makes loose 
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All that is lacking is the clear and assured logical foundations for such an undertaking, 

which must rest on a logic of history and of the philosophy of   history and, through the 

mediation of the latter, leads to ethics.… (Bense)365 

 

Finally, these categories are points of contact and support not only for ethics but also for 

metaphysics. For Troeltsch there is reason to assume that both are at once empirical and 

superempirical, that both refer not only to coherences within but also to the ground (undisclosed in 

Rickert) underlying historical experience. Ethics and metaphysics, however, require separate 

treatment (see 3.5 and 3.7). 

Although Troeltsch will decidedly not make a complete separation between either the methods 

or the categories of the science of history and the philosophy of history, he does distinguish the two 

more sharply now than he did before. Perhaps his doing so may be called the gain from Rickert's 

one-sided concentration on historical science's categories of individuality and development.366  

 

Perhaps I should have emphasized more strongly the distinction between the study of 

history itself and the philosophical reflection upon history that derives from it.367 

 

 

3.4 The Objectivity of the Historical Method 
 

 

The  A Priori's of the Epistemological Subject  (1) 

 

As long as Troeltsch was under the spell of Hegelianism, his philosophy of history revolved around 

the problems of metaphysics and ethics. Now, partly as a result of Rickert's influence, he postpones 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
use of the triad: criticism, analogy, and correlation. See 2.1.2; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 394; 

Das  Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie, p. 84-85.) 

365 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 479; cf. p. 480. 

366 I may not leave unmentioned that in later printings of Die Grenzen Rickert endeavored to do 

justice to the concepts advanced by Troeltsch, either as "relatively historical concepts" or else as 

"unreal formations of meaning" (irreale Sinngebilden); Die Grenzen, pp. 474ff., 549ff., 600-601. One 

need not ask whether Troeltsch would have been satisfied with such an interpretation. Far from being 

relatively historical or unreal, these concepts touch, as Troeltsch sees it, the very core of history. 

367 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. viii; Eng. tr., p. 28. Troeltsch says this with reference to his 

article of 1900, "Über historische und dogmatische Methode in der Theologie," in which he advanced 

a still unnuanced analysis of the "historische, universalgeschichtliche Methode" (Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 2, p. 738) and in which the idea of analogy is accordingly -- wholly differently than in 

Rickert -- deemed fundamental (2.1.2). Now he realizes more clearly "that this historical method 

could be so named only a parte potiori, only from the point of view of antithesis [i.e., in opposition to 

the general concepts of natural science]. The historical method involves a comprehensive perspective 

based on the breadth of the historical and developed from the concepts of universality formed thereby" 

(Absolutheit des Christentums, p. x; Eng. tr., p. 30; italics added). 
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these problems. Not the ground or meaning of history but rather the method of its study requires 

clarification before all else. At issue is not just the nature of the method in question (as the subject of 

the logic of history) but also its objective reliability (as the subject of the epistemology of history). 

We become acquainted with philosophy of history in a new style: an epistemological philosophy of 

history, i.e., a philosophy of history as philosophy of the science of history. Before addressing 

ethical-metaphysical problems, the philosophy of history must tackle its epistemological task. 

For if it is true that the historical method lacks directly demonstrable metaphysical objectivity, 

then its objectivity must be assured in some other way. Now, Rickert has shown how historical 

concepts arise through a theoretical reference to general values. The question whether historical 

understanding is objective and scientific or subjective and arbitrary depends thus, in the final 

analysis, on the question of the supra-arbitrary character of these general values. Ethics can be of no 

help here, for every concrete scheme of ethical values (Rickert and Troeltsch agree) is timebound, is 

relative and affords no universally valid standard for selecting historical material in an indisputable 

way. How then must the objectivity of history be defended? 

Here too, for Troeltsch, Rickert provides the solution. Rickert posits that with regard to this 

question one can choose either a strictly empirical or else a philosophical standpoint. From the 

standpoint of pure experience the historical method can be used in a strictly objective way. The 

values which assist the historian in his selection of material are by no means subjective. Namely, 

they are derived (as we saw) from the material itself; they are values which gained real, general 

acceptance in a particular civilization. Thus the values inherent to law and state, science and art, 

church and economy gained general acceptance during the development of western civilization; and 

without the viewpoints related to these values, no historian will be able to explain the history in 

question.368  

Must history be satisfied with such an empirical objectivity? This would mean that there are as 

many truths as there are civilizations. Historical objectivity would mean "a historically limited 

objectivity." It would also mean that no universal history could be written, that world history 

disintegrates into fragmentary processes with value systems and historiographies of their own.369  

The final chapter of Die Grenzen is an immense attempt to pry the science of history loose 

from such empirical-historicist restrictions. By the same token, Rickert -- even more than Troeltsch -

- also wishes to give a wide berth to all metaphysical-historicist interpretations of history (which 

found the unity of history and the objectivity of historical science in the unity and progressive self-

knowledge of the communal spirit or something of that sort). Therefore for Rickert the question 

whether we can proceed from epistemological values which have a more than empirical and more 

than speculative status becomes all-decisive. 

In the attempt to steer clear of the rocks of ever rising and receding values, it is useless to 

change the tack in favor of a historiography styled after natural science. Although natural science 

does not apply value judgments in the selection of its objects, it too proceeds, insofar as its 

                                                           
368 From the standpoint of experience -- so Rickert maintains -- it is rather the results of natural 

science that must be considered subjective, since it works with highly abstract concepts of functions 

and relations that are never susceptible of being directly experienced; since it selects appropriate 

phenomena according to viewpoints that are just as unconcrete; and since it binds the phenomena in 

question to natural laws the universal validity of which exceeds experience to a like degree. 

369 Rickert, Kulturwissenschaft, pp. 133ff. 
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subjective side is concerned, in the continuous progress of knowledge, research, and self-correction, 

from the assumption of an absolute value: that of scientific truth. 

Having absorbed this, one discovers still more! Not only science but our entire knowledge of 

reality exists in virtue of a value judgment or, more generally speaking, of an ultimate, obligatory 

normativity. Without it, every judgment and every statement would be equivalent to its contradiction 

and therefore meaningless.370  

Thus the value of truth is an inescapable a priori of the epistemological subject, and so an 

objectively valid obligation arises for the man of science. The search for scientific truth proceeds 

from the free, autonomous recognition of what is valid, of what in itself is obligatory for man. The 

act of knowing is preceded, in other words, by a will which in free autonomy makes what ought to 

be into law. An autonomous will which freely wills what it ought to will is accordingly a good the 

value of which must be considered beyond doubt, precisely from a theoretical standpoint. 

Epistemologically speaking, we have to admit that this autonomy of the will, which is encountered 

not only in but also outside the sciences in all man's voluntary activities and evaluations, 

presupposes a necessary relationship to absolutely valid values, whatever they may be. In short, this 

autonomy refers to the "unconditionally valid."371  

In this way Rickert endeavors to dispense with historicism. If there were only historically 

restricted values, then historical events would have to be selected and structured exclusively in 

theoretical reference to such relative values. In that case historiography would have an extremely 

limited, almost arbitrary significance, a significance reaching no further than the field of validity of 

the values in question. If however there lay at the basis of all values an autonomous will, necessarily 

related to the "unconditionally valid," then this would apply equally to the values disclosed to us in 

history. The values concretized in history are not purely products of the imagination, however far 

they might be removed from what we consider obligatory. These values have objective significance 

because and insofar as they stand in a relation of necessity to what is absolutely valid. With that, 

Rickert believes he has shown that the historian who selects precisely these values as the frame for 

his portrayal of history is not engaged in a blatantly arbitrary manner. Such a historian fits and 

arranges the facts in a meaningful and objective framework. 

According to Rickert it naturally cannot be asserted of any cultural framework that it in itself 

contains the absolute truth. The extent to which any particular historical pattern of culture has 

(already) approached this ultimate value will always remain an open question; what the ultimate 

meaning of world history may be we shall never know, because given the age in which we live and 

who we are, even our own system of values is determined by history itself. Moreover, as theoretical 

science, history need not venture onto slippery ice at this juncture. It can and must work with the 

historically determined values which have emerged of themselves within particular cultural 

communities. For the objective character of history it is sufficient to maintain the formal supposition 

                                                           
370 The values that are under consideration here may not be identified with subjective desires or 

demands of the so-called psychological ego, which is the object of scientific (psychological) 

knowledge. At issue are the presuppositions of knowledge and consciousness, a priori's of the so-

called epistemological ego (cf. Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 707). 

371 Rickert, Die Grenzen, pp. 690, 692, 694. 
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that there are absolute values and, furthermore, that all human knowledge and experience is related 

to them in some way.372  

Tersely, Troeltsch underwrites Rickert's representations. He lends support not only to Rickert's 

conception of a value-free teleological science of history but also to his notion of objectivity as 

described above. In a new way Rickert makes it feasible for him to consider history an independent 

empirical science with a logical concept-formation and with a reliability of its own, in no way 

inferior to the reliability of the natural sciences.373 Troeltsch also concedes to Rickert that this 

reliability stands and falls -- as is the case with every science -- with the objective validity of an 

ultimate formal value. Whoever calls this validity into question calls the meaningfulness of human 

knowledge as such into question and in the end victimizes himself. 

 

The necessity of referring everything actual to an ultimate value … is … the a priori of all 

knowledge and the center of the epistemological subject, which can only organize all ot its 

knowledge from this standpoint. (II, 707; Bense) 

 

 

Some Hidden Assumptions from   

Philosophy of History and from Metaphysics   (2) 

 

Yet the objectivity of history is a more complex affair for Troeltsch than it is for Rickert. Rickert's 

epistemological argument is not completely watertight. It incorporates without sufficient explanation 

certain ethical and religious assumptions, assumptions derived from the philosophy of history and 

from metaphysics.  

Thus Rickert assumes the presence of general values, which would be valid within a particular 

civilization and upon which historians would necessarily depend for orientation. Troeltsch does not 

deny this, but he wonders how and why such cultural communities recognizing shared values 

originate if history is, on the other hand, to be considered absolutely unique (II, 724). Here, already, 

the importance of Troeltsch's complementary series of historical categories becomes apparent 

(3.3.4). History is individual, but at the same time it is compassed about by types, tendencies, and 

analogies which mean more than a superficial connection or similarity. From the viewpoint of 

philosophy of history, individuality and communality belong together because they clearly arise 

from a spiritual striving for unity, a striving that knows particularizations but also shared points of 

departure and affinitive ideals. It is this ethical assumption that Ritschl surreptitiously brings into his 

epistemological argument. 

It needs to be considered, furthermore, that Rickert's epistemology postulates the ultimate 

norm of validity on the basis of the assumption of the meaningfulness of human consciousness. 

                                                           
372 Viewed thus, historical science has an a priori corresponding to the one of natural science. 

The latter too can make do as objective science with the formal supposition that there are universal 

judgments which obtain absolutely, even though it is equally incapable of saying to what extent the 

natural laws it has formulated have already approached this absolute ideal. Rickert, Die Grenzen, pp. 

649-50. 

373 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 692; cf. vol. 2 (1913) pp. 450n., 451. 
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Troeltsch is in agreement, but he points out that this final assumption is not open to epistemological 

justification (since epistemology in itself is dependent upon this assumption!). Based as it is on a 

belief, this assumption contains religious roots. It can only be accounted for from a metaphysical 

point of view (3.7.1). 

 

That which is so central to all knowledge and which, specifically, first gives meaning to 

all historical knowledge must also be real; that is, it must be capable of realization. This, 

to be sure, is a belief and to this extent a religious thought. (II, 708; Bense) 

 

 

The Kantian and Neokantian View of History   (3) 

 

The recognition -- even the typically religious recognition -- that history in its development is 

connected to a universally valid value Troeltsch shares with Kant. The difference is that Kant, in 

keeping with his philosophy of history, considered this value (moral freedom) to be directly 

determinative for the ordering of historical data (see 0.2.7), while Troeltsch, with Rickert, derives 

the ordering principle from empirical history itself and in doing so merely assumes that there is a 

relation to an ultimate objective value. The basis of this difference is not difficult to surmise. Kant 

still considered it possible to establish the universal ethical ideal of history epistemologically, while 

from a historicist standpoint Rickert and Troeltsch consider even an abstract characterization of its 

content impossible and transform it into an extremely formal and absolute principle that unfolds in 

the individual value concretizations of history and that can be known only in such relative 

constructions. This individualizing and dynamizing of the idea in the grand formations of history 

(3.2.2) is found nowhere in Kant.374 As we saw, even Schleiermacher and Hegel suppressed this 

historicist truth wherever and insofar as they permitted the absolute idea to come to complete self-

realization in history. 

Considered as a whole, Rickert's view proves to be of far-reaching importance for the 

historicist conception of history. Troeltsch too is aware of this. According to him Rickert's 

formalism meets to a high degree the problem of the theory of history. The "emptiness" postulated 

of absolute values precludes any dogmatic idée fixe. It affords the historian room and freedom to 

consider history objectively in all its relative and irrational outcomes. Rickert's formalism, in short, 

means a tremendous rapprochement of Kantianism with a more empiricist approach to reality.375 

Yet the reverse side is also not without importance. Even though we venture with our science into 

the empirical world of contingent facts and changing values, there remains the relationship to an 

unshakable norm of obligation, a norm that is absolutely formal, to be sure, but which is therefore 

also beyond the relativities of history.376 This insight lifts man from the prison of his history, raises 

him up from the morass of lethargy. It gives his quest for knowledge an objective meaning. It 

provides, moreover -- as we shall see -- a goal for his moral endeavors. 

                                                           
374 Troeltsch, Das  Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie, pp. 98-99n., 129, 132. 

375 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 709; Rickert, Die Grenzen, pp. 696, 723n.; cf. Troeltsch, 

Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 40. 

376 Rickert, Die Grenzen, p. 720. 
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3.5 History and the Ethics of Values 
 

 

Philosophy of History and Theory of Values  (1) 

 

In embracing criticism (3.1) Troeltsch assigns to epistemology the fundamental task of analyzing 

and disclosing the a priori values and principles of human consciousness as they are to be found, in 

individual-historical diversity, in experience (3.2). Epistemology also has to fulfill this task vis-à-vis 

scientific knowledge and to analyze especially the methods of natural science and historical science, 

which evince a split, as it were, in the a priori value of theoretical truth (3.3). In this respect the 

knowledge of the historical disciplines is clearly extremely complicated, because it works with 

values perspectives derived from the matter of human experience itself and because doing that can 

be meaningful only on the assumption that there are absolute norms of validity. Thereby the position 

of historical science is not impaired, since from a critical standpoint every science and, indeed, all 

human consciousness rests at bottom on an ultimate a priori idea (3.4). 

What is the result? On the one hand we gain sight of a diversity of historical values and on the 

other of an abstract, suprahistorical idea. Yet there is still no way at all of telling which norms and 

ideals are obligatory for us in our situation. The historical values are manifold, temporal, and 

relative, and the absolute, suprahistorical idea hovers above us only as a formal category, as an urge 

obliging us to form ideals (II, 703). Ethically speaking, we have no elbowroom. A separate analysis 

of the values and norms of the spirit with a view towards an actual and, for us, decisive formation of 

ideals is necessary. The basic ideas of Rickert's criticism must be made fruitful for ethics as "the 

doctrine of the final goals and aims of human existence" (II, 552).377  

This is the more urgent because for Troeltsch the problem of ethics is the central problem of 

historicism. Historicism has unsettled all values in modern life. Yet it may not take away every 

spiritual ideal! That would be darkness without hope of dawn. Just as before 1900 the decisive 

question is thus whether beside the rotten fruit of relativism historicism can bring forth the good 

fruit of sound ethics.378  

 

                                                           
377 Ethics is treated extensively in "Grundprobleme der Ethik" {1902-1903}; in Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 552-672). The significance of Rickert's theory of history for ethics is discussed 

especially in "Moderne Geschichtsphilosophie" ({1902-1903}; in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 

673-728). Here Troeltsch seeks to make Rickert's theory fruitful for ethics by bringing concrete 

historical values together into a tendency or perspective with the help of philosophy of history and by 

actualizing this tendency or perspective with the help of ethics, just as he had advocated doing during 

his Hegelian phase. Rickert himself links his ethics more closely to his system of generally valid 

values, so that his ethics has greater affinity to a philosophy of values than to the philosophy of 

history. This distinction does not escape Troeltsch's notice (II, 697), but it becomes important to him 

only later on (5.3.3). The special ethics resulting from the philosophy of religion I will discuss 

separately below (3.6.5). 

378 This dilemma of having either an ethics of values linked to philosophy of history or, that 

failing, relativism is a constantly recurring theme in Troeltsch; see, e.g., Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, 

pp. 678-79 and "Religionsphilosophie," pp. 464-65, 479-80. 
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But the essence of this way of putting the problem, however, is that ethics is the highest 

and most originairy science.  (II 553; Kraay) 

 

Such an ethics no longer depends, however, on the fragile stem of metaphysical thought. That is the 

great difference from the earlier period! For not metaphysics but epistemology has become the basic 

philosophical science. Epistemology has not only to establish in a fundamental way the logical 

possibility and the independent character of the natural and historical sciences. Its task is also to 

guarantee ethics a logical and legitimate place. 

 

Theory of knowledge, together with the logical principles derived from it, is the 

foundational science. Acknowledgement of these principles initially leads to nomothetic 

or natural scientific knowledge. The irrational rest of the specific remains 

uncomprehended, so that, in order to satisfy the epistemological urge to elaborate value, it 

calls for idiographic or historical   sciences. Through their articulation by way of 

teleological concepts these sciences refer to the concept of the value-totality and in this 

way point to a third group of sciences -- the normative sciences of values and norms of the   

spirit. (II, 703-4; Kraay)379  

 

The first thing one notices here is that ethics has much closer ties to the historical sciences than it 

does to the natural sciences. The natural sciences indicate only the room available and the external 

possibilities for ethics. Entirely different, however, is the case of the historical sciences. For the 

formation of ethical ideals depends not only on epistemology's abstract concept of valid norms but 

also on the concrete content that must flow into such ideals from history.380 The concrete ethos is 

always a historical ethos, "real" justice historical justice, etc.381 Because every concrete norm or 

standard appears within a paradoxical interlacement of the factual and given and the formal and 

obligatory as a synthesis of what is individual and historical and what is general and normative, the 

formation of ethical standards always requires the concerted contribution of both epistemology and 

historical science. 

 

                                                           
379 This passage applies primarily to Rickert and indirectly to Troeltsch himself as well. Where 

Troeltsch is concerned I admit that in a certain (that is, ontological) sense metaphysics can be called 

"a foundational science." From a logical point of view the matter is one even then, however, of 

metaphysics on an epistemological basis (3.7). 

380 "Only in historical life can we therefore locate values" (Rickert, Die Grenzen, p. 703). 

381 Rickert, Die Grenzen, p. 723. That, Rickert said later, was why he had been "reproached for 

historicist tendencies" in connection with Die Grenzen (first printing). Rickert rejects historicism on 

more than one occasion. The question remains why and in what sense he does this. He understands 

historicism to mean "getting bogged down in the purely historical," which to his mind must result 

ultimately in relativism since on this basis there is no possibility of restricting relativism through 

formal values (Die Grenzen, p. 697). He also understands historicism to mean the isolation and 

absolutization of historical data (for example, of the idea of the enduring uniqueness of Christianity). 

Of such absolutizations he renders the to my mind authentically historicist judgment: "only through 

history can we overcome history" (Die Grenzen, p. 736). Troeltsch can only confirm this (cf. 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 772 {1920}). 
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But these normative concepts, in which the dynamic center of thinking manifests itself as 

such, are elaborated with respect to content primarily through the consideration of 

historical value-constructs. Their relation to the natural sciences is merely secondary, 

since the latter indicate the sphere, conditions, and limitations of purposeful action. The 

central problem is therefore not only for history but for systematic thought as such: what 

connection is there between the very concept of norms that are recognized as valid, which 

is the chief contribution of the theory of knowledge, and the actual, historical value-

constructs ascertained by historical research? (II, 704; cf. Bense)382  

 

Thus the problem of ethics can be resolved only through the unification of psychological-

historical and epistemological research. We have to know how epistemological values develop and 

have developed in historical reality. What is required in other words is a theory of values based on 

the philosophy of history.383  

This approach to ethics contrasts clearly with the earlier one. There the empirical, i.e., 

psychological-historical ethics interacted with metaphysics (of ethics), and epistemology, as an 

independent discipline, was not involved (2.3.1 - 2). Now, however, Troeltsch believes that the way 

from the empirical to the metaphysical must run through epistemology and the philosophy of values. 

Or to put it differently, moral psychology and moral history do, certainly, constitute the empirical 

starting point for a theory of ethics, but they have as their complement an independent 

epistemological investigation into the normative content of experience, and only the two in concert 

give us ethics, that is, a comparative axiology based on the philosophy of history in the non-

metaphysical sense intended above. Metaphysics only originates from such an historically oriented 

axiology afterwards, as a result of theoretical reflection about its foundations. 

 

Psychological, historical and epistemological insights combine into a theory of value. In 

this theory are uncovered the metaphysical-religious foundations these insights as a whole 

contain. (II, 553; Kraay)384  

 

The crucial question for ethics is how ethical ideals can be derived from history (I, 703, 676). 

For in history a great diversity of ideals have obtained. This fact must not seduce us, however, into 

drawing relativistic conclusions. There are various factors that put limitations on relativism. 

Troeltsch now recalls first of all the great formal ideal of autonomous obligation which enlightens 

man and leads him (albeit stumbling and recovering) forwards. 

 

                                                           
382 Also worthy of notice are Rickert's words: "The most general ethical principle must be 

unhistorical or much rather be suprahistorical, because a value can be derived as little from the 

merely historical as from nature. The significance of the historical for ethics commences only with the 

material elaboration of the most general formal ethical value. Yet it will immediately be very great 

and can in no way be put on a level with the significance which general concepts in the natural 

sciences may have for ethics" (Die Grenzen, p. 720; italics added). 

383 "Religionsphilosophie," pp. 479-80; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 553, 495. 

384 "Religionsphilosophie," pp. 483-84; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 489ff. 
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First, there is given in it the absolute need to relate all knowledge to an ultimate purpose, 

and with it, the assurance of a constantly growing approximation to this ultimate purpose. 

(II, 710; Bense) 

 

Next, it is said to be possible and necessary -- although not, now, out of consideration for 

speculations arising from a metaphysics of history -- for us to install ourselves in the stream of 

history. We can and must maintain the continuity with the past (respected unconsciously in a more 

primitive stage of culture) even on a more mature cultural level, via an orientation gained from 

philosophy of history. In the process we can and must utilize existing syntheses of empirical and 

supra-empirical values as concrete, available resolutions of the problem of ethics, as a preparation 

and pathway for our own concretization of values. 

 

Now the historical value-constructs, which (whether already completed or still struggling 

to be completed) may claim a closer or more distant relation to the necessary purpose, 

already present us with established connections between the empirical and the normative. 

We must look upon these historical value-constructs as suggestive preliminary labors 

toward the connection we seek to establish, and as concrete resolutions of the problem 

which have sprung from that necessary relation between the empirical and the supra-

empirical which is concealed from us. We must, moreover, recognize the continuity 

between these historical value-constructs and our own partial attempt to elaborate further 

the idea of referring the empirical world to an absolute purpose. But this further 

elaboration can only mean that we impartially comprehend, survey and compare these 

historical value-constructs and proceed to arrange them in a hierarchical order.… (II, 708; 

Bense) 

 

Philosophy of history has to compare and arrange historical values with a view to facilitating 

our own concretization of values. Yet, can it do so? It can, because history discloses many 

fundamental analogies and affinities. Their metaphysical justification can now wait (3.7), but 

epistemologically and empirically speaking they are unmistakable. From an epistemological 

standpoint we have to admit that the nature of historical thought demonstrates that man can 

empathize with apparently alien situations. This means every man must be a microcosm, as it were, 

and that all positivized values must have something in common and analogous. (That is a 

hermeneutical notion that will come to play an important role in Troeltsch's thought.) Moreover, the 

analogies in question are evident from an empirical standpoint as well, because we cannot avoid 

seeing many definite similarities and points of correspondence between value-constructs in history. 

 

… [H]istorical impartiality and hypothetical empathy … [support] the idea that every man 

is a microcosm, capable of acquiring an understanding of the nature and function of 

apparently alien situations because of definite points of correspondence between them and 

himself. This means, therefore, that the different value orientations of mankind have 
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something in common. It is this common factor that impels us to compare and contrast the 

values they embody.385 

Experience shows, as a matter of fact, that at every stage the ultimate problems of life are 

characterized in essentially similar ways, and that similar … solutions appear.386 

 

 In the elaboration of these ideas Troeltsch returns to formerly used arguments, which for the 

sake of completeness I summarize once again. The coherences of value in question appear not only 

in the breadth but also in the depth of history, which is to say as value developments (II, 711). If it is 

true that values develop, then a comparative analysis of the high points of the tendencies involved 

may be regarded as sufficient.387 In view of the specific kinship of mankind we can limit ourselves, 

furthermore, to considering just the cultural developments that are still known today.388 Moreover, 

the number of original creations among them is remarkably small, even at the higher and more 

differentiated levels of culture.389 The future is in that case more likely to witness increasing 

concentration and convergence (and subordinating) of the forces on hand than a sudden, ethically 

confusing explosion of spiritual innovations.390 In short, philosophy of history now as in earlier 

years is still dependent on "installation in the great mainstream of history."391  

Instead of a metaphysical basis, however, Troeltsch now has a logical-epistemological basis 

for these explications of his philosophy of values. It is provided, namely, by the categories of idea, 

tendency, analogy, essence, and the like -- employed successfully by the great historians, confirmed 

by practical experience and hermeneutics, and invested here with the significance of symptoms -- 

that legitimate these enlargements in the field and philosophy of the spirit and in so doing function 

as signposts to ethics (3.3.4). 

 

 

The Perspectivist Circle of Historicism.  

The Individuality of Values  (2) 

 

The stumbling block for the philosophy of history in arranging the values presented by history is the 

standard of judgment to be employed. A priori we have no norms whatsoever. Empirically given 

norms must be subjected to judgment. How and from what vantage point will man be able to 

consider history if there is no Archimedean point to be found? 

This typically historicist impasse Troeltsch resolves through his -- maintained even within 

criticism -- activism (II, 192). He believes the desired standard of judgment leaps to the fore in a 

                                                           
385 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 46; Eng. tr., p. 89. 

386 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 52; Eng. tr., p. 95. 

387 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 48; Eng. tr., p. 91. 

388 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 49; Eng. tr., pp. 91-92. 

389 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 49; Eng. tr., pp. 92-93. 

390 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 51; Eng. tr., p. 94. 

391 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 53; Eng. tr., p. 96. 
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spontaneous act, as it were, within the comparative orientations of philosophy of history. One who 

turns to history out of an interest in ethics will consciously or unconsciously bring the norms he 

finds there into connection with the concrete demands and possibilities of the present and actively 

integrate the entire lot into a new synthesis aimed at the idea of ultimate values. 

 

This standard is formed by forging a new synthesis of the gains of the past and the living 

present; namely, when we take from history the ideal contents of the values of life and, for 

our part and in our own way, energetically refer whatever attests itself to our judgment as 

normative to the idea of ultimate values. (II, 709; Bense)  

 

This is an astonishing paradox! Only by arranging the value-constructs of the past in a 

hierarchy of norms are we able to lift ourselves above them in belief in a new normativity; 

meanwhile, the very act of arranging presupposes that we already have the new criterion we are 

seeking. This is the way from philosophy of history to ethics and vice versa, is it not? Yes, indeed, 

the route -- one which a historicist might think to be able to escape only through self-deception -- 

upon which Troeltsch now deliberately sets out is a circle (actually, already in 2.2.5). We have to put 

the present in the perspective of a past which can itself be brought into perspective only from the 

present. Here Troeltsch proposes a perspectivism which in essence amounts to the assumption of a 

floating Archimedean point, a point that keeps bobbing up to the surface that is the present. 

 

All particular constructs retain their unique value.… But universal-historical reflection is 

always able to transcend the historians' representations of the value-units of the past and to 

structure them in an internally cohesive hierarchy. Our own value construction is 

dependent, on the one hand, on these observations; but on the other hand, it also serves, 

conversely, as the standard that gives them their structure. This paradox, this unity of 

subjectivity and objectivity, or synthesis of fact and idea, cannot be removed from the 

concept of the standard. (II, 711; cf. Bense) 

 

According to Troeltsch this circle cannot be avoided, certainly not through the construction of 

an objective law of norms and their development. Such positivist or Hegelian constructions of 

history misjudge the activist element in history, i.e., the energetic, irrational contribution of human 

action. The circle between what is historical and what is normative that forms the centerpiece of 

Troeltsch's philosophy of history can be broken by neither evolutionist nor dialectical constructions. 

It is rooted in the primal enigma of all reality, in what he as a critical thinker now calls "the circle of 

the psychological and epistemological subject." The problem posed comes down to reconciling what 

is given psychologically and historically and what is valid epistemologically. Fact and ideal, 

objectivity and subjectivity, event and faith, by whatever name, do not follow naturally from each 

other but can be united only in a creative act. That is Troeltsch's idea of the creative synthesis of 

values. 

 

It is the circle that unites the epistemological and the psychological subject, the ultimate 

riddle of all reality and all humanity, in which all other riddles -- the antinomies of fact 
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and value, of constant change and eternal unity, of actual causal continuity and ideally 

necessitated freedom, of pluralism and monism -- are grounded. (II, 709; Bense)  

 

There is a direct link between this activism and the individuality of every synthesis of values. 

Just as unique and irreplaceable as the historical value-formations were in their successful 

unifications of the psychological and the epistemological, in their erstwhile concretizations of the 

epistemological ideal, is the value formation of the present moment, even though we simultaneously 

seek to orientate this formation to a general course of ideas in history. For this scholarly or scientific 

orientation and justification cannot alter the fact that every combination of the epistemological ideal 

and the historical material is based in the last analysis on an individual judgment, which contributes 

to constituting its ethical value. It is this individual act that renders the circle passable. 

 

As all historical valuations in their time were individual, unrepeatable, unique in their 

structuring of the idea of value, so also every contemporary attempt at a scholarly 

determination of the relation between actual historical valuations and the ultimate goal is 

likewise an individual combination of the given moment. … But even the most 

circumspect determination remains an individual act, whose objective necessity lies in the 

final analysis only in the assurance of the one making it.… The synthesis of the 

epistemological and the psychological subject is effected in every case by an individual 

act of conviction, and this very individual character belongs to its ethical worth. The circle 

described above is dissolved only by action, namely, by the act of forming conscientious 

judgments based on the greatest possible scientific knowledge of experience. (II, 711-12; 

Bense)  

 

In this way historical dependence and creative freedom, historicism and formalism, go hand in 

hand, even in the constitution of new values. That is why the new standard of judgment is 

historically relative yet impingent upon our conscience. This actual standard of judgment is pitted 

against the claims of history but is simultaneously an active continuation of it. The present standard 

is the norm that transcends history for the moment and yet in retrospect turns out to be merely a 

moment in the transcending movement of history. The inner, necessary urge towards moral freedom 

within history is the real progressive factor of history. The ultimate idea, the absolute, unhistorical 

and formal ideal of the world is unapproachable,392 the circle remains closed. Yet in and from this 

circle a way is forged in an infinite task and in an inescapable faith in a solution that is beyond man's 

grasp. 

 

But once it is established that this circle is the fundamental fact of our spiritual life, we are 

thereby assured that there must be a solution beyond human comprehension, since belief 

in the possibility of such a solution constitutes the a priori of the intellectual endeavor that 

leads to the discernment of the circle. (II, 709; cf. Bense) 

                                                           
392 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 712, 581. 
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… [T]here is given in it [viz., in this circle] the absolute need to relate all knowledge to an 

ultimate purpose, and with it, the assurance of a constantly growing approximation to this 

ultimate purpose. (II, 710; Bense)393  

 

As a result, Troeltsch's view of culture makes a distinctly optimistic impression, even after he 

has abandoned Hegelian evolutionism. Yet where the sun of absolutism has set behind the horizon 

of history, all now depends (even more than in Hegel with his Mut des Erkennens, i.e., the courage 

to know) on belief and struggle, on the act and expectation of the present moment.394 This activism 

must increasingly bear the weight of Troeltsch's moral optimism. 

 

 

Objective Necessity and Creative Synthesis  (3) 

 

For philosophy of history, objectivity remains a problem. Does such an activist philosophy of 

history that plunges into creative, evaluative confrontation with historical events still have anything 

to do with the value-free, coolly observant, strictly objective character of historical science as 

Rickert defended it? It should not be forgotten that from the outset Troeltsch found himself forced to 

qualify this so-called scientific objectivity (3.4.2). Furthermore, he will now admit that the more the 

scholarly discipline of history shifts, via the intuitive-psychological and the epistemological analyses 

of ideas, from the specialized study of historical details towards the comparative study which is 

inherent to philosophy of history and subsequently towards the constructing of values, which is 

inherent to ethical theory, the more subjectivity will be introduced into the science of history.395 

                                                           
393 Nonetheless, every synthesis of values retains its particular, irreplaceable meaning in the 

initiative required of the human person, so that any thought of automatic, uninterrupted progress is 

excluded: "For that reason, development does not need to mediatize the single and does not need to be 

viewed as a continuous augmentation of values" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 711). 

394 The optimistic view of history was as such common property within the Kantian idealist 

tradition, even though it was sometimes paired with reservations (Ranke) or denial (Schopenhauer). 

The neokantians too are of the judgment that the history of culture can be viewed as progress, though 

in that case in Rickert and his adherents the value-related approach of historical science merges into a 

philosophy of value; cf. Die Grenzen, p. 725. Troeltsch regarded his own philosophy-of-history-

oriented ethics as a legitimate extension of Rickert's theories; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 712. 

395 That this is so is apparent in a sublime sketch of the philosophical assumptions of Harnack's 

then recently published Das Wesen des Christentums. To define the essence (of something) -- as 

Troeltsch here shows -- is an extremely complicated and hazardous affair. To begin with, definition of 

the essence envisions the intuitive, psychological-historical demarcation of the essential 

characteristics of a historical complex from all the phenomena related to it. Next, confronted with a 

great variety of positive and negative characteristics, we have to make an epistemological selection of 

this essence, in the sense of the normative core of all these features. Because this core is found to 

shift, the definition of the essence entails, thirdly, the tracking down of this core as a core movement 

with the help of the philosophy of history via an ordering of the ideas involved. Given the teleological 

dynamics of the movement in question, the crux of the matter turns out to be, fourthly, the ethical 

determination of the normative goal or ideal (the ideal essence). Even though this is a cumulative 

series of subjective abstractions and deliberate acts, attachment to the objective course of history is 

required, even in the design of the ethical ideal -- which in particular is subjective, for that matter, 

since it has a direct effect on the further objective development. (Thus my positive or negative 

expectations of Christianity are in some small measure also codeterminative for its further 
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However, although the philosophy of history may no longer be strictly scientific, it has on the one 

hand a scientific basis and on the other hand an inwardly experienced objective necessity. Faced 

with the historical diversity of ideals, philosophy of history must make a subjective choice. Yet it 

does so by sounding, on the objective basis of conscientious historical studies, the inner urge and 

teleological tendencies of spiritual life.396  

There are various reminders of the earlier notion of metaphysical objectivity (2.2.5). Yet for 

the time being this conception seeks a basis not in a metaphysics of history but in an epistemology 

of history: in a dynamic epistemology that is combined with a doctrine of specifically historical 

categories. The heart of the problem, as Troeltsch sees it, lies in the question how the subjective and 

objective factors are to be combined (II, 428). Troeltsch's answer is that this problem cannot be 

resolved by theory, either in a supernaturalistic or in an abstract-rationalistic way, or even in a 

speculative-idealistic way. The historical speculations of Hegel's idealism were based on the 

rationality of reality and in fact overlooked its manifold irrationality (evil, creativity, contingency, 

3.2). From this it can be seen that the desired combination of what is factual and historical and what 

is general and normative resists rationalization (II, 433-34). Well then? Troeltsch proposes to carry 

on, dynamically and critically spinning the rational and irrational, objective and subjective, a priori 

and empirical threads of history, in order to knot the two together in an irrational creative act. Such 

an act is accordingly to be regarded as a new knot in the duality of history and thus even from its 

own intrinsic standpoint as not just individual and subjective but as embodying a creditable element 

of objectivity. Abetted along the way by scientific considerations, the creative act is ultimately 

motivated by the compelling necessity proper to the driving ideas recognized in Troeltsch's doctrine 

of historical categories. 

 

The knotting [of the objective and subjective factors], however, can never be achieved by 

theory, but only by the living act, which here as always combines the subjective and 

objective in spite of their theoretical incompatibility, and has the right, with sovereign 

self-confidence, to point to a combination formed out of a rich objective survey as well as 

out of a deep inwardness, as being the only possible solution. The only thing that matters 

is that the two threads to be united should be spun with the fullest conscientiousness and 

care. The combination itself is then a creative act, which can only be refuted or completed 

and amended by a more convincing and more deeply liberating act. (II, 428; Morgan & 

Pye, 160) 

Every great formulation of ideas and values is an individual, creative act which arises out 

of the possession and appropriation of previous acts, but which conscientiously shapes the 

development of what is possessed in such a way that in the new formation of values the 

acquisition of the past coincides with personal conviction, and the necessity of a driving 

idea within the development is united with the personal grasp of this idea. The objective is 

not available to be simply picked up each time, but every time it is newly created, and it 

becomes binding through the meshing together of what is possessed historically with a 

personal, conscientious, shaping and transforming activity.  (II, 435; Morgan & Pye, 166) 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
development!) That explains the active ethical engagement to which historical thought leads: "To 

define the essence is to shape this essence" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 431). 

396 Naturally, not everyone receives the opportunity, which is reserved, Troeltsch says, for the 

trail blazers, "the great heroic souls" in history (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 435). For others, 

belief in authority remains more or less indispensable. It seems to me that this is in a way still the 

romantic-idealist Führer idea! 
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I summarize briefly. Decisive for the concept of objectivity in Troeltsch's philosophy of 

history is the notion of the dialectical coherence of freedom and necessity (see 0.3.5). But this 

dialectic has nothing to rest against, really, except Troeltsch's doctrine of historical categories. In 

any case, as a central metaphysical motive it is eclipsed by a critical philosophy. It is given a critical 

counterweight in the themes of the facticity and irrationality of reality, to which the dialectical 

movement of the ideas must resort for its content. The unification of what is ideal and what is factual 

into a concrete historical act requires, however (which only confirms the posited irrationality of 

reality!), the original and unfathomable contribution of the "creative synthesis."397 We can conclude 

that the various dimensions of irrationality cause a proportionate number of refractions in the 

pellucidity of the dialectic in question. They already cast shadows, in principle, over the objective 

content of the ideal constructions that philosophy of history, together with ethics, may propose.  

 

 

Subjective and Objective Ethics.  

Wilhelm Herrmann  (4) 

 

It is against the background of this critical philosophy of values that Troeltsch's controversy with 

Wilhem Herrmann must be viewed as Troeltsch presents it in his well known work, Grundprobleme 

der Ethik. Herrmann came from Ritschl's school of thought. In 1901 his Ethik appeared; the book 

gained wide acceptance, but it evoked reservations -- to judge from his own study -- on the part of 

Troeltsch. Herrmann's orientation was Kantian, though not to the Baden (Windelband, Rickert) but 

to the Marburg (Cohen, Natorp) wing.398 He sharply rejected all metaphysics.399 His Ethik is a 

return to strictly formal, transcendental Kantian criticism. It is constructed of the a priori 

determinations of the will of the moral subject -- thus it intends for fundamental reasons to be 

independent from history.400 Therefore Herrmann's Ethik stands diametrically opposed to the basic 

idea of historicism. 

There is agreement between Herrmann and Troeltsch regarding the most general point of 

departure for ethics, to be sure. After all, both are spiritual offspring of Kant. Troeltsch can grant 

Herrmann the validity of a suprahistorical absolute norm which man appropriates in autonomous 

obligation out of a purely ethical disposition. Only Troeltsch, following Lotze and Hegel, still places 

a heavily teleological accent on this norm (his dynamic criticism). It is the ultimate goal of the 

                                                           
397 The term "creative synthesis," used increasingly by Troeltsch, is borrowed from Wundt. Cf. 

e.g. Wundt, Logik, vol. 3, pp. 268-69; see also Troeltsch, Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 12; 

Absolutheit des Christentums (since the 2d ed.), p. 45n. (Eng. tr., p. 170); Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 

4, p. 710 {1916}; vol. 3, p. 443 {1919}. In Wundt the principle of creative synthesis is still 

psychologistic: the summation of psychomechanical factors would lead to a qualitative change, to 

qualitatively altered totalities. 

398 Herrmann himself was a professor of systematic theology at Marburg. 

399 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 571. 

400 Only where Herrmann makes the transition from general to Christian ethics does he, as a 

Ritschlian theologian, draw history, or in any case the "historicity of Jesus," into purview. 
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individual and interindividual moral will (Individual- und Sozialzweck) and is as such the general 

goal of the development of human personality (1.3.3.; 2.3.4). 

 

As to the first point: there is no doubt that ethics must begin with a general analysis of 

morality, and that this analysis initially evokes a purely formal concept of an absolute, 

necessary goal, valuable in itself. Contrary to anything useful and other than all 

expressions of life that are relative (i.e., variably adapted to various levels of life), this 

goal undoubtedly possesses its value and its power in virtue of an a priori necessity, just 

as it also posits a "desire" for the necessary, which is an ideal experience of value in man. 

(II, 616; Kraay)401 

This is none other than the goal of personality development, to the extent that personality 

means the core of a higher, inner life, opposed to and transcending mere psychological 

life, individuality, and subjectivity, and proceeding from the subjection to unconditionally 

necessary goals. In one breath with this the individual and social dimension of this goal is 

developed, since the individual is nothing but the elaboration of one's own value as a 

person and the social implies the reciprocal recognition and advancement of the personal 

value of the other. (II, 617; Kraay) 

 

One might ask whether the assertion of this ideal of personality is consistent with the purely 

formal foundation of Kantian critical ethics. There are two things to be considered. First, Kant 

himself started to redirect the categorical imperative and to concretize it in the sense of this ideal. 

And even if such a redirection is regarded as dubious and inappropriate,402 Troeltsch still has more 

leeway for it -- the second consideration -- than Kant did, to the extent that from the standpoint of 

historicism ethics can indeed not claim to dispose over an idea of the ethical which is purely and 

unconditionally formal.403 

However that may be, Troeltsch proceeds to yoke a subjective ethics and an objective ethics 

together. With regard to the former, concepts of virtue and duty such as integrity, courage, self-

control and chastity on the one hand and brotherly love, justice, gratitude and fidelity on the other 

can be "derived" or "constructed," in his opinion, from the above-mentioned individual and social 

ideal of morality. It begins to seem as if given this possibility of derivation, the whole of subjective 

ethics satisfies Herrmann's formalism and is able to cast off its historical fetters. A point to examine 

more closely later! 

                                                           
401 Here we have again the specifically moral feeling of pleasure, as in Lotze (see 1.3.3). For 

Troeltsch, of course, this is not the problem that it was for Kant, who regarded all psychological 

phenomena as belonging to nature. Kant knew a "feeling of respect for the moral law" as "a moral 

feeling" (ein moralisches Gefühl), to be sure, but he did not recognize it as a feeling of pleasure; cf. 

Kant, Kritik der praktischen Vernunft, in Werke, vol. 4 (pp. 195, 198, 152; A 133, 137, 69); Critique 

of Practical Reason  (Indianapolis, 1956), pp. 76-78. 

402 Windelband and others have observed that this interpretation lends the categorical norm a 

concrete content: "The law of conformity to law (Gesetzmässigkeit) changes into the law of the 

maintenance of human dignity" (Windelband, Die Geschichte der neueren Philosophie, vol. 2, p. 124. 

403 By this time Troeltsch has already begun to challenge the purely formal character of 

subjective ethics, not to mention objective ethics. However, the complete historicizing of the ideal of 

personality -- the idol of western humanist philosophy -- would only be effectuated towards the end of 

his life, but that moment, when it came, would also mean for him the end of all hope (6.6.6)! 
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From this point on one could advance to the derivation from this teleology to the notions 

of duty and virtue elaborated in ordinary useage of ethical language.… Thus, individual 

virtues such as truthfulness, courage, earnestness, prudence, self-control, modesty, 

orderliness, conscientiousness, and so on, could be constructed in terms of the individual 

moral goal of attaining a nature-transcending personality and the assertion of its self-

identity. Social virtues such as charity, justice, care, kindliness, gratitude, respect, fidelity 

and the like could likewise be constructed as instances of acknowledgement and 

advancement of the alien personality and as affirmation of the self-identity of the moral 

relationships that infuse it. (II, 617; Kraay) (italics added) 

 

The great gap between the two thinkers is evident in connection with the question of the 

possibility of an objective cultural ethics. Cultural goods are according to Herrmann no more than 

"given forms of nature" and hence relative ends, in essence ethically indifferent. They belong to the 

category of what is permissible and offer only the matter of moral obligation. Herrmann allows them 

at most the status of a preparatory means for breaking, slightly, natural egoism; but in their historical 

mutability they in his opinion never attain the level of what is obligatory of itself (II, 596). 

In this exclusivist restriction of morality to a subjective general ethics, Troeltsch sees a flight 

from historical criticism. Personally, he has no desire to avoid the confrontation with historicism, 

and he is prepared now, too, in his ethics, to make room for the doctrine of objective goods. He has 

in mind -- as in "Heft 1899" -- the six life-sectors of family, state, society (production and property 

arrangements), science, art, and religion, which have a "natural foundation," to be sure, but which in 

their historical unfolding have by a qualitative shift or "heterogeny of goals" (Heterogonie der 

Zwecke, Wilhelm Wundt) been able to free themselves from it and so have become ethical (II, 618-

19, 612; cf. 2.3.5). To be more specific, he regards these goods (with Rickert and his followers) as 

typically historical realities invested with ethical normativity, as realities into which general values 

have been incorporated in an objective way.404 It is for Troeltsch unthinkable that the goods in 

question could leave us ethically indifferent, that an ethical appeal would not emanate from them as 

strongly as from subjective moral principles, that they would represent, in other words, no objective 

value. They too demand dedication and sacrifice. They too are of service to the individual and 

interhuman formation of personality and thus have individual and social value. They too are 

accompanied by "ideal feelings of pleasure" (II, 619). In one way or another they too must thus be 

applications (Anwendungen; II, 619, 623) of the general ethical principle to experience. 

 

[Helpful is] only the recognition that these goals participate in the character of the 

necessary as such, that they are to be seen as means toward personality development and 

hence as objective values. (II, 620; Kraay)405 

 

                                                           
404 Cf. Rickert, Die Grenzen, p. 328. 

405 In Kant -- so Troeltsch states -- all these goods are considered in the context of the parallelism 

with the transcendentalism of theory (for in the field of theory only subjective a priori's have validity; 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 617). What is really at stake in this debate is of course the neokantian 

concept of the objective character of culture. 
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In one respect the analogy between subjective and objective ethics seemingly is abandoned. 

Troeltsch can find no way to deduce the objective values from the formal a priori. They just turn up 

within the history of the nations and thus can be observed and recognized nowhere but in human 

experience as a whole. One of the primary theses of Troeltsch's epistemology is, as a matter of fact, 

that a priori values develop within history and that they can be discovered and determined only 

there. But then the question comes back again whether this is not equally true of the subjective 

values. Are these values not just as much determined by historical experience? 

At times it seems as if Troeltsch considers the moral virtues to be so closely connected with 

the autonomous idea of morality and personality that they should be directly derivable from that 

idea, and thus formal and suprahistorical themselves. Only cultural values derived from historical 

experience would in that case express truly the historicity of the ethical. 

 

It is better to retain the Kantian starting-point for analysis: to derive the articulation of 

formal imperatives from the notion of an autonomous goal of reason, and then simply to 

draw out, empirically, the determination of the objective goods from the history in which 

they arise and in which they are continually elaborated in accordance with their core of 

necessity. This is how the historical understanding of the moral comes into its own. Of 

course, to the extent that only the general character of validity and necessity of the moral 

goal and the quite general basic conditions of personality development are at issue, the 

moral is in principle a-historical and everywhere basically identical. (II, 623; Kraay) 

(italics added) 

 

Troeltsch nonetheless leaves himself a certain leeway. And he is well able to do so as I see it, 

because the subjective imperatives arise directly from the ethical a priori, to be sure, but they do so 

only (as we saw) through the application (Anwendung) of the a priori to experience. (Otherwise, so 

many virtues could never arise from the one a priori.) Troeltsch accordingly states that subjective 

rules must be distinguished from obligations through objective values "in accordance with 

experience" (II, 618).406 On this basis he is able, furthermore, to consider such rules subject to 

historical fluctuations, although in contrast to cultural shifts these would be "relatively few in 

number." Troeltsch must mean that subjective ethical norms are variable insofar as they enter into 

experience with varying degrees of force and clarity, but that for the rest they are too affinitive to the 

generally valid principle of morality to be able to individualize into a historical divergency of 

formations. 

 

In the application to experience the imperatives of subjective morality are directly 

involved in this general character. Hence they are subject to relatively small historical 

variations, at least, as long as one sticks to the morality within a relatively advanced 

society. From this side morality knows but differences in clarity, insistence and strength 

but contains no essential   contradictions.  (II, 623; Kraay) (italics added) 

 

                                                           
406 See also the last citation in this section, from Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 622. 
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It is thus not Troeltsch's view that subjective spiritual values would be determinable 

irrespective of historical experience, through an isolated a priori deduction from the basic ethical 

principle. He means rather that the general concepts of virtue and duty, as they have developed and 

can be recognized in historical experience and ethical language as such (thus without consideration 

of the particular course of history), can be reduced to this principle. The matter is one of reduction 

more than of deduction! Virtues are historical, albeit not (yet) historical-individual applications of 

the normative principle.407 

That even subjective ethics is tied to experience is the more evident in its practical elaboration. 

Only in the fullness of life does an ethics of principles and goals become a real ethics with all the 

uncertainty that entails, an uncertainty which subjective personal morality is by no means spared. 

Earlier we noticed that an ethics based on philosophy of history has an irrational root; now Troeltsch 

makes clear that concrete subjective morality is likewise rooted in deliberation, free choice, and an 

unfathomable power of decision. 

 

The primary analysis … must trace the applications that are made in   experience and 

subsume them under their comprehensive classes and principles. Such classification is to 

be culled from the totality of historical   experience. In this way analysis distinguishes 

subjective and objective ethics automatically, and in turn will learn to grasp the major 

historical goals posited in objective ethics. It is only thus that moral theory becomes a real   

ethics, moving beyond the theory of the most general basic concepts, of the apriorily valid, 

unconditional and integral goal, which indeed is decisive for the general character of the 

moral but does not yet make a practical regulation possible at all. To be sure, such ethics, 

now tied to … experientially elaborated judgments, loses the apodictic quality of the 

foundational concepts, and becomes dependent on judicious assessment of a given action 

regarding the goal of personality development.… Anyway, absolute certainty is possible 

only with respect to the basic concept, not in the application. On this point Kant, too, 

already had to rely on subjective judgment, that is, on an unpredictable principle. But this 

uncertainty is in keeping with the whole of moral reality, which, after all, is wager and 

resolve everywhere -- resting on caution and deliberation. (II, 622; Kraay) (italics 

added)408 

 

Although all concrete values are empirical in character, the ineradicable difference between 

subjective personal values and objective cultural values lies thus in the impossibility of making the 

connection of the latter to the ethical a priori fully clear. Bearing on this point is the fact that the 

subjective norms enter into history from above as it were (out of the supratemporal ethical 

principle), while the cultural ideals, in contrast, spread into the realm of history from below (from 

                                                           
407 Initially Troeltsch advocated a Hegelian ethics in which autonomous norms were general 

Durchsnittsanweisungen in a spiritual stream which had not yet individualized itself to concrete, 

particular ideals (2.3.3). Here this line of thought has undergone what one might call (neo)critical 

revision. It was under Hegel's influence, for that matter, that Troeltsch had already eliminated logical 

deductions from his ethics. 

408 The "deliberation" alluded to in the last phrase is based, in objective ethics, on comparisons 

drawn from the philosophy of history. In subjective ethics such comparisons make little or no sense. 

Yet even in subjective ethics a margin of uncertainty persists, and probabilism, the reliance on public 

opinion or ethical authorities, is unavoidable. 
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the natural basis, through qualitative change). For the cultural ideals the involvement in history is 

indispensable. Severed from their historical context they would shrivel up to natural attractions of 

pleasure, profit, power, indeed to "given forms of nature" (Herrmann). For the subjective morality 

historicity is less essential. It always finds the way back to the basic principle of autonomy. It 

oscillates between the suprahistorical norm and the general applications of that norm in history. 

Ultimately, however, both the subjective and the objective values pertain to the great ideal of the 

autonomous formation of the personality. Therein lies their necessary character. Therein lies also the 

fundamental unity of ethics. 

 

 

Historicism versus Formalism:   

The Antinomy in the Ideal of Personality  (5) 

 

Yet the tension between historicism and formalism -- which can be overcome only, if anywhere, in 

recognition of the complete "emptiness" of the ultimate ethical ideal409 -- continues to play Troeltsch 

false. The actual, historicist line -- undeniably the earlier drawn of the two -- is centered, without 

any given preliminary standard, in the circle formed by philosophy of history and ethics. This line is 

contradicted, however, by a line of thought that does, decidedly, know a preconceived standard of 

judgment for the philosophy of history, a standard that it derives, namely, not from history but from 

the idea of personality taken as the idea of the autonomous value of the man as such. It is this idea 

and ideal of personality which the Renaissance had already made the foundation and centerpiece of 

western philosophy (0.2.1). This unassailable ideal of personality, which Kant's formal ethical 

category had in fact already given a more concrete content (3.5.4), Troeltsch had been able to 

salvage until now by inserting the Kantian polarity of nature and person (spiritual freedom) into a 

Hegelian construction of history and absoluteness in such a way that personal, spiritual freedom rang 

in the absolute and unsurpassable final stage of history. The insertion in question provided Troeltsch 

with a philosophy of history featuring a universal criterion of judgment. 

Needless to say, the exchange of the Hegelian conception of the absolute for a radical 

formalism of values would entail the inevitable loss of the entire concrete content of the ideal of 

personality. In that case there would also be a fundamental objection. Such a formalizing, i.e., 

emptying of the moral good would mean -- given its historical background (0.2.1) -- that historicism 

would undermine its own foundation in the western tradition of thought. What an oppressive circle 

that would be! Here we discover -- as I see it -- the real cause of Troeltsch's reversion (he is perhaps 

still hardly aware of it) to a suprahistorical or in any case supra-individual, universally valid ethics 

of personality! Insofar as Troeltsch thinks on in this line, the circle of his philosophy of history is 

broken and ethics makes approximating this ideal of personality the standard for measuring 

historical progress. 

                                                           
409 Thus Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie  (see 3.2.1 - 3.2.2). It can be said that in this work (of 

1905) historicism and formalism are better and more fundamentally reconciled than in the study we 

have been considering (the "Grundprobleme der Ethik" of 1902; cf. n. 84, above). It cannot be said, 

however, that there has been any development, because later Troeltsch will continue to fall back on a 

concrete ideal of personality (in the renaissance humanist sense of the term) and resist abandoning 

this ideal to the transience of history (6.6.6). 
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Ethics … must collect and classify the judgments of moral experience and bring them 

together in a system of the greatest possible gradation of their correctness. Criterion for 

this is the achieved contribution to the profundity and strength of personality development. 

(II, 622; Kraay) 

 

 

The Political Ethos  (6) 

 

Generally speaking, Troeltsch emphasizes ethics as a doctrine of objective historical goods. 

Subjective ethics is simple and clear, at least in principle. It is the doctrine of objective historical 

goods with the differentiation and individuation of such goods that presents real difficulties for 

ethics, difficulties that cannot be resolved (as we noticed) other than through the comparative and 

ordering endeavors of the philosophy of history. An objective ethics must offer an answer not only 

to the question of the course and formation of separate spiritual goals but also, and especially, to that 

of their coherence and possible harmonization. For the goal of history is not an abstract uniform idea 

but a concretely articulated system of objective goods. Here the troublesome problem is the 

fundamental difference between religion and immanent culture. 

 

The major problems of ethics, then, are not in the area of subjective ethics, which is 

relatively simple, but in the area of objective ethics, which is difficult and complicated. 

These problems call for the encompassing horizon of a philosophy of history, insight into 

the birth and growth of culture and into the development of moral goods out of mere 

culture.… It is only the integration of these goods as repeatedly occurring on the various 

levels of moral development, that makes for the essence of that development and which 

will characterize different epochs ethically. In the course of this movement a fundamental 

difference among moral goods becomes apparent.… This is why the goal of history can in 

no way be reason or an abstract, unitary idea; it can only be a concretely articulated 

system of goods. In the final analysis, then, the question as to the articulating of this 

system of goods becomes the principal question. (II, 624; Kraay) 

 

In Troeltsch's system of goods the modern state is initially conceived in a classical-idealist 

way as a "cultural state." This means that the state, at the non-religious level in any case, is seen as 

the encompassing principle of all cultural goods. It is within the totality of the state that the 

independent development of profane cultural goals occurs. 

 

The modern state and modern culture [constitute] a principle of independent development 

of singular cultural goals as autonomous ends in themselves, to take form according to 

their own nature and laws -- goals that, as far as we know, may be compatible with 

religion, but may never be subordinated to ecclesiastical points of view. (Kraay)410 

                                                           
410 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2 (1901), p. 185. 
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A fresh and for Troeltsch's further development remarkable note is struck subsequently, in 

Politische Ethik und Christentum (1904). Troeltsch asks himself whether the cultural and 

metaphysical concepts of the state developed by German idealism are not "doctrinaire artifacts of the 

scholar's sanctum, or an abstract riding of principles" and whether state and society must not be 

approached realistically and sociologically. Is it not, on the one hand, a sign of realism to take the 

state as an institution of naked power based on organization and diplomatic talent, on statesmanship, 

technique, and especially an efficient military apparatus (Bismarck)? And on the other hand, must 

political relations and movements not be studied sociologically (Max Weber, Georg Jellinek) and 

must we not learn from the theory of Marx, who views history as a fracas   around the feedtrough 

and the state as a product of economic and societal factors? These problems must, so Troeltsch says, 

be taken truly seriously. 

 

Now, we cannot think of abandoning the truths we owe to both of these schoolings. 

Through them we have learned to understand the most elementary condition of political 

life, and we have perceived how the economic substructure of our existence completely 

pervades our political ideas and institutions, indeed, even the expressions of our higher 

culture.… Such thoughts, with all their true seriousness, must become even more a part of 

our being than has been the case up to now. (Bense)411  

 

The great question, naturally, is whether this political "realism" and historical "materialism" 

are not alien, indeed inimical to Troeltsch's idealist conviction. Apparently, this is not directly the 

case. At least, Troeltsch attempts -- the program will take years (see chapter four)! -- to make room 

for these theories within idealism. That transpires, then, as follows. 

The state from the standpoint of its ultimate end is to be considered a culture state, i.e., an 

institution "…which, by virtue of the political idea, constitutes the framework and presupposition of 

all higher life."412 Thus the idea of the state is and remains an ethical idea. Yet it breaks out of the 

cocoon of nature, emerges out of the struggle for biological survival and out of the social-economic 

interest of the group. Well then, within this dialectic, which is inherent to idealism, Troeltsch seeks 

points of contact for a more realistic approach to the phenomenon of the state. 

 

The state itself arose out of the natural flux and struggle of life and produced its own 

moral (in this case, political) idea. (cf. Bense)413  

 

The marxist and realist ideas of the state imply a possible yet one-sided and provisional truth 

which holds only as long and insofar as the physical existence of the state has to be defended or 

confirmed. The problems associated with industrial expansion, population growth, class 

                                                           
411 Politische Ethik,  p. 7. 

412 Politische Ethik,  p. 36. 

413 Politische Ethik,  p. 36. 
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contradictions and military power are real but not essential to political life. Such problems pertain to 

the natural substratum from which, as from a chrysalis, moral life emerges dialectically. Out of and 

above the massive substructure of elemental instincts to power and urges to well-being arises the 

superstructure of ethical ideas and ideals that comprises not just a reflection but the proper meaning 

of all substructural striving and that safeguards that underlying structure against self-destruction. 

 

This means that while it was a truth particularly needed in view of our political naïveté, it 

was one-sided and not the whole truth. The concept of power dominates everything only 

so long as the state is fighting for the foundations of its existence. Once power has been 

attained, there always arises, besides the care for its maintenance and consolidation, the 

question how this is to be used and what end is served by a powerful state. … once we 

live, we live not for the sake of mere physical existence but for the sake of ideas and 

ideals. They must give the state its ultimate meaning and value. (Bense)414  

 

The possession and politics of power are therefore not unacceptable but even desirable and 

necessary. However, they must, to the extent possible (the compromise!) be determined and 

restricted out of the ethical idea. That idea must obtain in ever-increasing purity, although it will 

never be able to free itself entirely from natural or social relations. 

 

We must become aware once again that the state means much more than that, and that its 

possession and use of power ought to be determined, as much as possible, by the 

indestructible moral idea. (Bense)415 

The ethical idea is so often shattered on the hard realities of existence that … [it] can only 

rarely be implemented in its entire purity. The hardest feature of the human condition, 

after all, is that the purity of the ideal is never fully practible, that the highest conceptions 

of the mind are less and less suited to matter. (cf. Bense)416  

 

Thus the state incorporates an independent ethical idea, the idea, specifically, of nationalism 

(love of country, the honor of the community, loyalty to the flag). Yet to Troeltsch the political ethos 

is hardly exhausted by this idea. The nationalist idea can be complemented and deepened by the 

ideas of liberal democracy and of aristocratic conservatism! Democracy in this connection means 

political emancipation, cultural equality, international adjudication of rights (Kant's notion of a 

league of nations!): ideals which become realizable only on condition of the ethical elevation of the 

individual and the community. Aristocratic conservatism, on the other hand, means the organismic 

articulation of state power, and a voluntary fitting into a patriarchical pattern of authorities (F. J. 

Stahl!) -- notions which, from the standpoint of the actual "inequality of human nature" and the 

historicity of every structure of authority, are indispensable. At bottom these notions of democracy 

and aristocracy belong together as having arisen from the religious, Christian ethics, central to which 

                                                           
414 Politische Ethik,  pp. 7-8. 

415 Politische Ethik,  p. 8. 

416 Politische Ethik,  pp. 38-39. 
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are not only the ideas of personality and freedom but also those of law and order. Although the 

notions of democracy and aristocracy are not the heart of the political ethos, they certainly are an 

enrichment and deepening of it, according to Troeltsch. 

 

Pure nationalism has a greater significance. It constitutes the ethical orientation of 

innumerable people for whom religion is no longer a serious reality but who nevertheless 

wish to devote their little ego to some great cause. Love of country as the devotion of the 

individual to the glory of the whole is its great ethical passion. What is especially involved 

here is the idea of community honor, which turns the personal feeling of honor into a 

collective feeling and through this feeling regulates the relations of the individual to the 

whole. (Bense)417 

The impression that Christianity actually possesses great significance for politics is of 

course no illusion.… But the significance of Christianity for politics is not direct but 

indirect. It does not derive directly from the central idea but rather expresses itself in a 

variety of influences that Christianity has exercised here and there upon the life of the 

state.… The specifically political consequences of the Christian ethic, which affect the 

very structure of politics, are distributed between democracy and conservatism. Both 

camps accordingly have produced spirited defenders whose Christian commitment cannot 

be doubted. One side believes that the Christian ideas of freedom and personality require 

them to support democracy, while the other believes that the Christian ideas of authority 

and order require them to support conservatism -- a clear sign that the Christian idea has 

here undergone a bifurcation. (Bense)418 

 

Meanwhile, one can anticipate how the accents divide. Although new notes are heard, 

Troeltsch elaborates this religiously deepened political morality in a conservative and romantic way: 

the moral personality develops only by accommodating itself to historical ordinances and the like.419 

 

The Christian ethic stands above the state. The state is not the highest good. But the Christian ethic provides 

moral ideas also to the state, ideas through which the state can supplement and deepen its purely political 

morality. (Bense)420 

                                                           
417 Politische Ethik,  pp. 10-11. 

418 Politische Ethik,  pp. 24ff. In this curious bundling of democratic and paternalistic notions lies 

for Troeltsch the Christian contribution to the ideal of the state. Naturally, one can also speak of the 

influence of Idealism (cf. Kant) and Romanticism (cf. Stahl): both, to him, are akin to Christianity 

(1.1.2, etc.). The gospel is apolitical, to be sure, and Christian ethics is in the first instance a strictly 

private, religious morality (with love as the central motive). Yet Christianity affects politics 

indirectly: as an ethical religion it is the source of freedom and equality for the human person, as a 

salvation religion it is a sharp and abiding reminder of the moral differences and gradations of 

mankind and of the necessity of man's meshing in with the divinely willed ordinances of the state, the 

emperor, etc. This twofold Christian contribution is valid even today, if disencumbered of two alien 

notions on which, as "Christian" ethics, it traditionally depended but which are now obsolete: the 

levelling idea of equality derived from natural law (which fails to observe that only the ethical man is 

a person) and the absolutizing apotheosis of the powers (which leads to unhistorical rigidity). 

Historicism stands opposed to both these notions! 

419 Politische Ethik,  pp. 36ff. 
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The Religious Ethos  (7) 

 

Despite its cultural and political importance, the religious ethics far transcends the profane ethos. It 

requires separate attention. Troeltsch's view of religious ethics is diametrically opposed to 

Herrmann's. For Herrmann there is only one, universally valid ethics, that of moral autonomy 

(3.5.4). Thus he can do nothing but identify the Christian ethical ideal with it. The specifically 

Christian contribution is in that case, so he says, that the Christian religion through its belief in God 

(bestowed in Jesus) delivers man from ethical powerlessness and feelings of guilt. Because any 

deliverance outside Christianity is unacceptable, Herrmann, with robust consistency, denies to the 

non-Christian religions authentic faith and moral force.421 

Troeltsch, on the contrary, though sharing Herrman's assimilation of faith and deliverance, 

rejects any Christian exclusivism of faith as unhistorical and therefore sees the redeeming operation 

and moral force of faith as present also, by analogy, in the non-Christian religions. In this way he 

arrives at an entirely different program in philosophy of history and comparative religion aimed at 

discovering the specific content of distinctively Christian ethics. 

According to this program, Christian ethics is a particular type of objective religious ethics, 

even though Troeltsch considers subjective moral autonomy to be presupposed in the gospel (II, 

627). Communion with God, the Father of Jesus, is nonetheless an objective religious good that has 

a unique development and character and appears as a "social goal" (Sozialzweck) in the bond of 

brotherhood uniting all who fear God and as an "individual goal" (Individualzweck) in the infinite 

value of the soul before the eyes of the Father. This great good and the commandments of love for 

one's neighbor and purity of heart are as such particular in character.422 Herein, then, and not in 

salvation and communication of moral power as Herrmann stated, lies the heart of the Christian 

ethos.423 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
420 Politische Ethik,  p. 35-36. 

421 Troeltsch noticed a certain ambivalence in this line of thought. Namely, qua content 

Herrmann's conception of salvation is typically modernistic: salvation is not found in the (faith-

demanding) reconciling death of Jesus but in the liberating effect of religious belief as such (for 

religious belief is made sure by God as the power of good and of His disposition to forgive). Yet qua 

scope it is exclusively Christian and thereby of orthodox signature (salvation and certainty of faith 

stem from the "fact" (Tatsache) of the historical Jesus or, more precisely, from the indelible 

impression of his moral character). On his standpoint Herrmann can combine the two theses only (in 

conflict now with orthodoxy and modenism alike!) by considering the religious belief in God to be, as 

such, something specifically Christian! To him all else would be superstition. 

422 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 630-31; Politische Ethik,  p. 36. 

423 Religious salvation is found for that matter in and outside of Christianity. Its nature depends 

on and is inferable from the particular character of the religious good envisioned (II, 645). The higher 

the belief in God or, in other words, the higher the religious good, then the higher the salvation and 

the released energy (II, 647). Although it does not constitute Christianity's primary and proper 

contribution to moral development, the eminently ethical effect of Christian salvation is for Troeltsch 

beyond dispute. Jesus too, however, was concerned not primarily with salvation but with the good of 

communion with the Father, which acquired an objective ideal form in his preaching of the kingdom 

of God. In the expectation that that kingdom would come quickly, all earthly ends were denied. In 

Jesus, salvation was thus strongly eschatological. (For Troeltsch too salvation is not just present in 

belief but will also occur especially after this life in an ethical and metaphysical event; II, 652). When 
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The crucial issue in objective ethics is, as we noticed, the fundamental difference between 

religion and immanent culture, more concretely, the divergency between the religious and the 

political or cultural ethos, the split (Spaltung) -- grounded in the metaphysical constitution of man 

(II, 665) -- between ethics sub specie aeternitatis  and ethics sub specie temporis (II, 625). At 

present it cumulates in the split between the power-based state, capitalism, class struggle, 

technology, and modern science and art on the one hand, and an interiorized, humane-Christian 

religiosity on the other. This opposition -- the root of the present crisis of Christianity (II, 638) -- 

must be overcome since the two belong together. The religious good lends richness and depth to the 

cultural goals and at the same time furnishes them an eternal ground (II, 621); earthly goals are for 

their part a "pre-school" of the religious goal, because and insofar as they break the natural will (II, 

60). Yet we never advance beyond a "relative unification (Vereinheitlichung)," a compromise, a 

"synthesis" of ideals in which the accents alternate and often, as in individual life, shift from the 

tasks of natural existence in the direction of humane and, ultimately, religious goods.424 

 

3.6 History and Religion 
 

 

The Psychology of Religion. William James  (1) 

 

Insofar as its central intention is concerned, philosophy of religion as the theory of religious values 

fits completely into the framework of ethical theory (II, 553). Taken in a broader sense, however, 

philosophy of religion exceeds the boundaries of ethics. That was already the case earlier (2.3.1); it 

is all the more so now that Troeltsch has made the transition to criticism. He makes this criticism the 

starting point of his philosophy of religion, too.425 

The critical theory of religion does not attempt in the traditional way to establish the religious 

object in a metaphysical concept of God (natural theology, whether flanked or not by a supernatural 

theology based on revelation). The critical theory of religion also does not indulge in metaphysical 

speculations about the course and goal of the history of religions. It investigates religion primarily as 

a datum of consciousness and in this way is able to fall into step with modern empirical research into 

religion. It does, of course, distinguish between what is psychological and what is epistemological in 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
the parousia did not occur, reorientation with respect to the societal order became necessary, and the 

vitality and flexibility of a personalistic and not purely acosmic Christianity manifested itself in the 

encounter with the mystical-contemplative and quietist forms of religion. Christianity was able to 

adapt to and be inspired by Roman hellenistic culture. Thereafter too, under the pressure of 

developments in the history of culture and of the church, accommodations in fact proved necessary 

and possible time after time (in the scheme of the natural and the supernatural, in the distinction 

between personal and official morality, in consecration of the world, and so forth). In this way 

Christianity served to benefit the cultural ethos. 

424 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 658, 633-34; Politische Ethik,  p. 36. All this is in line 

with 1.4.3 and 2.3.6. 

Practical elaboration of the Christian ethos is the task of theological ethics (II, 554). That cannot 

be taken up here (cf. 2.3.1). See further Benckert, Ernst Troeltsch, especially p. 111 (the table of 

contents of "Heft 1907/1908" on Christian ethics). 

425 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 488, 494; "Religionsphilosophie," pp. 423ff.; Das  

Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie, p. 28. 
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religious experience, which is to say between religion as an anthropological and genetic 

phenomenon and its a priori normative core.426 Where science attempts to account for the shift of 

the latter into the former, we have also (as was evident above) a philosophy of the history of 

religions, which includes an ethical theory of religions. The psychology, epistemology, and 

philosophy of the history of religions issue finally in the metaphysics of religion, to the extent that 

one can speak of such a discipline on a critical basis. 

 

The task of the science of religion … limits itself to the analysis of that mental 

phenomenon which we call religion, conceived of as purely and objectively as possible, 

and treated from the four points of view … [i.e.,] psychology, epistemology, philosophy 

of history and religious metaphysics. (II, 492; Morgan & Pye, p. 114)427 

 

The empirical science of religion is confronted with the problem of the philosophy of religion 

from the moment it undertakes to define its field of inquiry (what is already or what is still a 

religious phenomenon?).428 Its method, too, does not appear to be entirely unproblematical for 

Troeltsch. Indeed, it is the method of historical science and of psychology, and he seems to have 

attained sufficient clarity for the time being regarding the first of these. Of the second, however, that 

can not as yet be said. Psychology is only nomothetical within certain limits (Windelband, Rickert, 

3.3.3). To the extent that man as a freely acting or religiously responsible being steps out of nature 

and enters into the process of the moralization of history, he is beyond the nomothetic grasp of a 

physicalistic psychology. Thus the nomothetic approach to religion suffices only, if at all, in 

anthropological research into the nature-based religiosity of primitive tribal communities or in folk-

psychological comparisons of cults and myths. All psychological and genetic explanations of 

religion end where the inner life regulated by autonomous freedom begins.429 

 

The psychological approach will always seek to comprehend the psychic phenomena, and 

among them especially the expressions of the norm-consciousness, in a continuity 

governed by laws of nature; that is, it will seek to turn the activities described by 

epistemology into purely psychological activities. Conversely, epistemology will always 

derive its normative activities exclusively from the necessity of its own "ought," never 

                                                           
426 See "Religionsphilosophie," p. 426. That also accounts for the title of the address Psychologie 

und Erkenntnistheorie in der Religionswissenschaft. 

427 Cf. "Religionsphilosophie," pp. 483-84; Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 28. Already in 

Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 94 (p. 100 in the first printing of 1901); Eng. tr., pp. 141-43). 

It is remarkable that in his Das Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie Troeltsch is able to 

signalize this fourfold approach already in Kant. Kant too distinguishes the psychological-historical 

and the epistemological in religion (p. 22). Kant's starting point lies however not in the psychology 

but in the epistemology of religion, because he thinks it possible to deduce the a priori directly from 

epistemological considerations and postulates (p. 25). Secondarily Kant too arrives, however, at the 

history of religions and, having done so, proceeds to subject it to an anthropological-causal 

(psychological), a historical-regulative (in terms of a philosophy of religious history), and a 

metaphysical-speculative reflection (pp. 79ff., 97ff., and 118ff.). 

428 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 462. 

429 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 465; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 493; Absolutheit des 

Christentums, pp. 31-32, xi-xii (Eng. tr., pp. 74-75, 31-32). 
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admitting the "must" of a psychological continuity. The problem of freedom is 

accordingly central to this question. (Bense)430  

 

In other words, the spell of positivism, of psychophysiology, and the like must be broken. 

Anthropological, medical, and psychopathological explanations of the origin of religions are 

irrelevant when the question at issue is what religion is.431 Religious phenomena must above all be 

understood on their own terms, from within, via an anthropological study of prehistoric forms of 

religion, unprejudiced investigation of the world's religions and, especially, through introspective 

analysis of one's own and openness to another's religious experience (patterned after William 

James's "Meisterwerk").432 Only through empirical analysis and introspection and, on that basis, 

through collection, through comparison and arrangement, through description and typification will 

the religious realm open up for us. Psychological introspection and empathy must also bring an 

answer to the question concerning the specific form (Formbestimmtheit) of religious phenomena, 

i.e., of what makes a phenomenon a "religious" phenomenon.433 In this way it also becomes possible 

to recognize what is authentically religious in the history and prehistory of religions. 

These considerations imply that usually the psychology of religion is empirical and descriptive 

but at the same time more than that! It seeks clarity regarding the question, which is at once 

empirical and supra-empirical, of the possible independence and distinctive character of a given 

system of phenomena, in this case that of religion. In this way psychology paves the way to 

epistemology. 

 

The proper task of the psychology of religion … lies in the question whether religious 

states within the psychic life are merely combinations or derivatives of other states, or 

whether, like logical thought, moral judgment, and aesthetic vision, they have an 

independent being of their own; that is, whether they are secondary or primary 

phenomena. If they are recognized as primary, it becomes necessary to grasp and describe 

their essential characteristics and to make the diversity of concrete forms psychologically 

comprehensible in terms of these characteristics. (Bense)434  

 

For the results of such a philosophical psychology of religion Troeltsch can refer to James, 

Georg Simmel, and others, and also, for that matter, take his bearings from Schleiermacher.435 On 

                                                           
430 "Religionsphilosophie," pp. 472-73. 

431 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, pp. 11ff.; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 499. 

432 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 14. Despite his great admiration for James's The 

Varieties of Religious Experience  (which appeared in 1903), Troeltsch considers it a one-sided study. 

The sensitive-mystical is featured too prominently. Too little attention is given to the importance of 

religious ideas, to which the "divine" attaches itself, and hence also to tradition (the handing down of 

ideas), the means by which religious experience propagates itself (pp. 16-17; on mysticism and 

historicism, see further 3.6.4). 

433 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, pp. 11, 15; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 489. 

434 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 474; see also 3.3.3. 

435 Consider Schleiermacher's "mere feeling of dependence." In Troeltsch this being dependent is 

to be understood neither monistically nor one-sidedly as (mystical) feeling or experience. 
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the whole, such psychologists of religion arrive at the same conclusion, namely, that religion 

manifests itself as an independent phenomenon characterized at bottom by an inner, irrational naïve-

mystical experience of the divine. The divine that is in question here must be understood as the 

ground of all reality, which as such is active in man's psychic life, where it lays claim to the 

understanding, feelings, and will alike (2.4.3). More peripheral distinguishing characteristics are to 

be found in the ethical and social elements of religion and, especially, in religious mythologizing. 

 

Among the central [marks of religion] is found everywhere faith in a presence of the 

divine which can be experienced under certain circumstances, the idea of the 'divine' itself 

being already presupposed, and with this faith the characteristic religious determination of 

feeling and of the will which it affects. Among the peripheral ones there appear 

everywhere the ethical and social elements of religion, and, above all, myth, which is not 

itself religion but is only very closely connected with it. (II, 493; Morgan & Pye, p. 

115)436 

 

 

The Epistemology of Religion  (2) 

 

Upon such a psychology the epistemology of religion can and must build further. For at this point 

the question of the validity and truth content of religion is still open. From the psychology of 

religion we in any case learn that in its fresh, irrational mysticism religion is not a theoretical, 

metaphysical product of human striving after knowledge (e.g., an ontological proof for the existence 

of God) to be tested or substantiated by epistemology (II, 494). Nor is it -- the other extreme -- to be 

epistemologically determined as the direct image or expression of divine reality in human 

consciousness: religion is filled with myths and symbols as purely human expressions. In all 

religiosity the divine is therefore interwoven with the human. In spite of divine influences, concrete 

religions are creations of human consciousness. Yet, not arbitrary creations! If it is true, as the 

psychology of religion adduces, that religion has manifested itself in all times and places as an 

independent experience having a style and structure of its own and bringing with it an inner sense of 

necessity and obligation, then there must be a specific form for this kind of experience: a law of 

consciousness for religious experience and the production of religious ideas.437 With this critical 

solution Troeltsch arrives at his renowned theory of the so-called religious a priori. It is an a priori 

in which, on the one hand, the independent legitimacy and the specific truth value of religion are 

safeguarded and in which, on the other hand, a standard is furnished for critically regulating 

religious experience and the spontaneous growth of religions.438 This doctrine appears for the first 

                                                           
436 Cf. Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, pp. 35-36; "Religionsphilosophie," pp. 475ff. 

437 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 476. 

438 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 27; cf. pp. 23ff. and Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 

192. Not in the least does the turn towards neokantianism convey Troeltsch back to the theory of 

religion of the (neokantian) Ritschlians. The latter operated mainly with Kant's distinction between 

theoretical knowledge and practical faith. In so doing they emphasized only the idea of the practical 

character of (the Christian) religion and risked rendering religion illusory. Troeltsch, however, 

adopted from Kant primarily the critical distinction between the a priori and the a posteriori.  With 

respect to this distinction, he places the main accent (certainly more in the spirit of Kant) on the a 
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time in a clear form, to the best of my knowledge (although the term "religious a priori" is not yet 

used), in Troeltsch's article "Religionsphilosophie" of 1904. 

 

If the religious consciousness is a specific kind of consciousness, then its particularity 

must bear within it a law of its own and a tendency toward unity. (Bense)439 

 

Consideration of the total structure of human consciousness can lead to the same conclusion, 

according to Troeltsch. That all the functions of consciousness find their coherence and ground in a 

divine world reason is owing primarily to religion, inasmuch as religion has the experience of direct 

contact with that reason. Religion must therefore share in the a priori structure of these functions, 

indeed, must be the a priori center of consciousness. 

 

"Having religion" can be shown to be a law of the normal consciousness by reference both 

to the immanent sense of necessity and obligation which belongs to religion and to its 

organic position within the economy of consciousness, which receives its unity and its 

reference to an objective world reason only from it.… (Bense)440  

 

For this second argument Troeltsch can take his bearings from the philosophy of religion of 

the later Kantians. Neither for Kant nor for the Kantians was religion an illusory product of the 

imagination. Already in Kant religion had an a priori core, although one can not speak of an 

independent religious a priori. The a priori quality of religion was implied in the a priori structure 

of the moral reason. For the latter led to the a priori synthetic judgment that nature ultimately agrees 

with the goals of ethical freedom in a moral world order grounded and guaranteed by God (0.2.7).441 

In the footsteps of Fichte many of the later Kantians, however, no longer bring religion into a simple 

connection with the moral reason. In R. Eucken, G. Class, and Windelband religion acquires a place 

in the normative center of consciousness: there it is related to a transcendent reality, i.e., to the real 

ground of all immanent forms of consciousness.442 

Troeltsch considers this revision of Kant's position a decisive step. Yet he continues to object 

that in this revision religion remains cemented, more or less as in Kant, to the other forms of 

consciousness and that the style proper to the religious a priori is not yet brought out with sufficient 

clarity and distinctness.443 In these matters one must not be guided in the first place by abstract 

considerations of epistemological criticism but by the assured results of the psychology of religion. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
priori and, with that, necessary character of religion (Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, pp. 27-28; 

Das Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie, pp. 12ff. 

439 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 445; cf. pp. 476-77. A foreshadowing of this idea we find already 

in "Voraussetzungslose Wissenschaft" {1901}. The dating of this article to 1897 (in Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 2, p. 183) is incorrect. 

440 See Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, pp. 43-44. 

441 Cf. Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 35. 

442 Cf. Windelband, Präludien, vol. 2, p. 305. 

443 "Religionsphilosophie," pp. 476-77; cf. Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, pp. 34-35. 
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The latter shows unmistakably -- as Schleiermacher has already understood -- that the phenomenon 

of religion has an independent character and a uniquely obligating directedness toward an ultimate 

ground of reality that obtains even aside from the problem of how to integrate the ground and norms 

of consciousness. According to the psychology of religion, normative structures but then no less so 

factual reality, in short, the entire realm of human consciousness, is grounded by religion in the 

divine. One could say that, reduced to its essentials, the religious a priori in Troeltsch is the result of 

Kantian criticism and psychology of religion in the line of Schleiermacher. 

 

But the question is whether religion always remains linked up with the other forms, 

merely furnishing them with the ground of their reality, or whether it possesses this 

ground of reality even apart from any reference to those forms of the ideal or norm-

consciousness. This kind of epistemology seems to retain a vestige of the one-sidedness of 

Kant, who recognized religion only as a dimension of something else; but here religion is 

no longer merely a dimension of morality but also of logic and aesthetics. The psychology 

of religion here shows a comparatively greater independence on the part of religion; for 

spontaneous expressions of religion always simultaneously lead back to God not only the 

ideal norms but also the merely factual reality, that is, the whole content of consciousness; 

and in its mystical form, religion is a direct experience of immanence on the part of the 

creaturely consciousness as it participates in the original ground of all consciousness. This 

is indeed also the meaning of Schleiermacher's doctrine of feeling.… (Bense)444  

 

If we place religion for a moment (more fully later) in the perspective of the history of 

religions, where to Troeltsch's mind it has gradually raised itself into a moral entity, then we can 

understand what significance and what limits the neokantian philosophy of religion has for 

Troeltsch. As to its limits, as long as religion is still largely a natural institution within primitive 

tribal communities still almost impervious to any sense of norms, it happens to be not the ideal-

normative but mainly the factual reality that is considered to be related by religion to the divine. In 

other words, neokantian theory ignores that the nature religions, too, are religions!  

The significance of the philosophy of religion in question becomes apparent, however, when 

we look at the other end of the line presented by the history of religions. Where man's mental acts 

become increasingly moral and where, in the process, their common normativity gradually 

crystallizes to become manifest in a uni-multiplicity of goods and values, religion too will grow 

                                                           
444 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 477. Joining Troeltsch, one can maintain that not only the idea of 

the independence of religion but also the idea of a specific religious a priori already occurs in 

Schleiermacher. An a priori judgment of reality as absolutely dependent on God is operative, in 

Schleiermacher, in religious feeling, which is distinguished from theoretical knowing and moral 

willing as an independent power of consciousness. Yet the role of this religious feeling is curious: for 

in it man would transcend the contradiction between willing and knowing, in mystical union with the 

absolute ground, where all contradictions between the ideal and the real, between the divine and 

nature are abolished in a complete identity. As a consequence of such pantheizing thought, the 

experience, regulated by the religious a priori, of reality as connected to the transhuman and infinite 

is bent in a speculative monistic sense, and the fixed contours of a separate law of religious 

consciousness become blurred, as Troeltsch observes ("Religionsphilosophie," p. 477; Psychologie 

und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 35). Later on Rickert too (taking express note of Rudolf Otto's idea of the 

numinous) wanted to regard the religious category of the holy not only as a general ideal of perfected 

will with respect to all values but also as a "value in itself" (Wert sui generis). In Rickert this value is 

also connected to history (Die Grenzen, pp. 728, 752ff.). 
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ethical. Such an ethical religion will then draw all goods and values of consciousness together and 

provide them their ultimate ground. In this sense the theory of Windelband and those around him 

can be understood as an "Anwendungsfall," as an application or specification within the general 

historical framework of Troeltsch's theory of religion.445 In short, the religious a priori is a formal, 

generally valid law of consciousness which imposes upon man an inner obligation to relate to the 

divine as to an absolute ground and standard both natural reality and ideal reality, both empirical 

facts and a priori values. 

 

The most important question is therefore that of the content and nature of the religious a 

priori. It lies in the relating to absolute substance effected by the nature of reason, by 

virtue of which everything real, and in particular all values, are brought into relationship 

with an absolute substance which is their starting point and criterion. (II, 494; cf. Morgan 

& Pye, p. 116)  

 

For Troeltsch, of course, this "relating to absolute substance" (absolute Substanzbeziehung) as 

a central characteristic of religion does not have a static character and automatic course. Thus like all 

other a priori 's the religious a priori too is a dynamic, critically regulatory norm. That is already 

implicit in its definition, according to which the religious a priori and the other values are dependent 

upon one another, because and insofar as the religious a priori gives the others their ultimate ground 

and mutual unity. These considerations give rise to an entire series of criteria. Can a certain religious 

idea be harmonized with other, cultural ideas? To what extent does the religious idea dominate and 

occupy the central position in consciousness? To what extent in religious history has the 

harmonization of religion with the ethical (assuming the ethical may be granted priority) preceded 

its harmonization with the logical and the aesthetic? These are of course dynamic criteria, criteria 

which have appeared only in the course of history. 

This already implies that the religious a priori is dependent upon its relationship with the 

other a priori's and itself gives the firm substantial basis of their inner unity. Since the most 

important of these other a priori's is generally reckoned to be the ethical, with the logical and 

aesthetic coming in second place, the harmonisation of religion first with ethics and then with 

logical and aesthetic aspects of life provides a further criterion of its validity or truth content in a 

given case. The validity of a religious idea may be greater or lesser according to whether it fits itself 

in to the harmony of consciousness or even takes the lead in this harmonisation. So from this point 

of view there arises an inner flexibility in the criterion of validity which can do justice to the varying 

degree of validity of various forms of religion. (II, 494-95; Morgan & Pye, p. 116) 

 

The Religious A Priori in the   

Light of Historicized Criticism  (3) 

 

The idea of the religious a priori caused a great stir and gave rise to many different interpretations. 

An indispensable condition for finding one's way through the material involved is, I think, to take as 

                                                           
445 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 477. 
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a general rule that the religious a priori is to be understood not in terms of Kant's doctrine of the a 

priori but in terms of the modified form given it by Troeltsch in his Psychologie und 

Erkenntnistheorie, which we have discussed before.446 I have in mind here Troeltsch's notion 

concerning the dynamism of the a priori's; the dialectic between the empirical and the intelligible 

egos; and the concretizing also of the practical a priori's in experience (3.2). Considered together, 

only these more recent notions, conceived under historicist influence, make possible a correct 

picture of what Troeltsch understands by the "religious a priori." 

(1) Thus the dynamizing and historicizing of Kant's doctrine of the a priori's means that 

delineation of the religious a priori is only possible in and out of experience (the psychology of 

religion precedes its epistemology) and hence is only an approximation vis-à-vis the dynamism of 

the religious ideas. Being the core of religious evolution, these ideas are distinguishable not only 

from factual religious contents (which must be understood and rationalized from the a priori core) 

but also from antinormative and unintelligible religious phenomena, such as religious mania and 

atrocities (see 3.2.2.). 

 

This holds for the philosophy of religion also: the rational reduction of the psychological 

facts of religion to the general laws of consciousness that control them is a task that must 

constantly be taken up anew in the study of reality. The reduction retraces the movement 

of spontaneous religion in order to find in it rational ground. Moreover, the reduction is 

always but approximation, capable of grasping broad lines only. It must leave open much 

where the rational foundation is not or not yet transparent. Finally, the reduction must take 

into account the irrational as the appearance and error that everywhere clings to the 

rational and yet cannot be explained in terms of it. (Kraay)447 

 

(2) Further, the dialectical connection of the empirical and intelligible egos -- the latter is 

supposed to arise from its latent presence in the former and to act regulatively, with an intelligible 

temporality of its own, upon the psychological ego -- also is fraught with implications for the theory 

of religion. In religion too natural and autonomous powers collide and combine and in so doing 

point towards the unfathomable "interaction" of the empirical and intelligible egos (cf. 3.2.3). 

Precisely for philosophy of religion this view is of the greatest weight. The notion of 

interaction in question is not defensible solely in terms of the general premisses of criticism adduced 

above, which without this idea would end up in an epistemological circle, nor yet again solely in 

terms of the general psychological datum that natural-causal progression is not necessarily to be 

found everywhere in psychic life, at least not in the origination of religious, ethical, and aesthetic 

experiences. Troeltsch brings up a special argument, based on the psychology of religion. He wishes 

                                                           
446 It should be kept in mind that the modifications of Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie in der 

Religionswissenschaft (that is the complete title!) have their primary application, if not their basis, in 

the science of religion. 

447 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, pp. 32-33. For Troeltsch the much discussed question of 

the transcendental deduction of the religious a priori, which played an important and even apologetic 

role in a work like A. Nygren's Die Gültigkeit der religiösen Erfahrung (1922; cf. G. C. Berkouwer, 

Geloof en openbaring in de nieuwere Duitsche theologie, p. 71), was thus irrelevant from Troeltsch's 

historicist standpoint. 
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to retain within religious experience room for the direct and mystical contact with a supersensible, 

transcendent world! 

 

This circle is especially hard to take for psychology of religion and its epistemological 

application. Throughout, psychology of religion shows us the primal experience of all 

religion as constituting not a mechanism, but an operation of the supersensible itself as 

experienced in it. Religion would proceed from the intelligible self-hood in virtue of some 

kind of connection with the supersensible world.… (Kraay)448 

And surely this is confirmed by simple psychological evidence which indeed points up 

interlinkages everywhere, though certainly not always causal necessities, least of all in the 

birth of religious, ethical, and aesthetic experiences. (Kraay)449 

 

This means that the religious a priori is an a priori of an experience which is not mechanically 

determined but which stands open to the autonomous self-determinations of the intelligible ego, and 

which does so, moreover, under the influence of the divine and transcendent. With Kant Troeltsch 

wants to extract religion from the sphere of the determinable, yet without moralizing it. In this way 

religion is made an authentic, non-moral experience of freedom having as a rational core the 

religious a priori which, in time, is supposed to crystallize in history. This process is inaugurated 

and maintained by the pre-rational creative acts of the autonomous man, who grasps the rational and, 

in doing so, forms himself. Especially in religion! Religion would not be religion in the absence of 

this act and experience of freedom; and at the same time, this act is received in religion as an act of 

grace. For religious freedom enacts itself vis-à-vis the transcendent. 

 

Such irrationality … plays an essential role in all psychic life, and is even decisive for 

religion, which would become something quite other than it is if it could not by right claim 

for itself its basic assertion as such, namely, that religion is an act of freedom and a gift of 

grace, an effectivity of the supersensible breaking into the natural-phenomenal life of the 

soul, and an act of free surrender negating natural motivations. (Kraay)450 

 

(3) Finally, the religious a priori is nothing other than the form of consciousness of all 

religions, which as such has to be concretized. Thus it cannot be made into some kind of 

independent, universal religion, such as an a priori belief in the virtue of the moral world order 

(Kant). In itself the religious a priori is empty, is a law of reason without content, is the formal law 

of "having religion" (das Gesetz der Religiosität oder des   Religion-Habens).451 It indicates that the 

                                                           
448 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 38. 

449 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 43. 

450 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 41 (cf. p. 49). Belief in divine grace elevates and 

strengthens morality. Such a conception of grace breaks through the Kantian dualism between the 

phenomenal character and the intelligible character of man (thus Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 

574). In other words, in spite of his orientation to the Kantian doctrine of apriority, Troeltsch 

positively seeks to maintain the inner supernaturalism of 2.4.1. 

451 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 43. 
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religious experience and religious reduction of all factual and ideal reality to a transcendent ground 

is no chimera, no wild, unbearing sucker on the prolific stalk of human consciousness. The religious 

a priori says only that starting from consciousness, religion is given formal and critical structure as 

an independent, necessary and universal phenomenon (cf. 3.2.4).452  

 

Religion … is not to be reduced to the rational faith in a moral world order and opposed as 

such to all other religions; the sole function of the religious a priori, rather, is to indicate 

the element of necessity in the empirical phenomenon and, by reference to this element, to 

correct confusions and one-sidednesses in the condition of the psyche. (Bense)453 

 

At first glance Troeltsch only appears to be intent upon systematically rectifying formal 

criticism by honoring the a posteriori as well as the a priori, also in the field of religion, with greater 

consistency than is to be found in Kant. Kant would not, however, in my opinion, have accepted this 

correction gratefully. For what is at stake here is not merely an abstract scholarly problem but the 

concrete theme of religious actualization, a theme that Kant was as keen to eliminate from 

epistemology as Troeltsch is to keep it there (2.4.3 and following). It is not without reason that 

Troeltsch calls it the proper and ultimate problem of the epistemology of religion.454 

 

 

The Actualization of the Religious A Priori . 

 Is Troeltsch a Mystic?   (4) 

 

                                                           
452 Troeltsch does not deny that Kant often aimed to maintain the a priori nature of religion 

merely as a critical canon and at the same time to do justice to empirical religion by regarding it as a 

representation and illustration of the a priori datum: "So [Kant] defends himself rather often against 

the charge that he wanted to deduce a 'religion from pure reason'. That is at all possible only as a 

critical canon, not as an actual reality of consciousness. He wants to offer only a 'religion within pure 

reason', that is, under the control of pure reason" (Das Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie, p. 

121). Yet Kant's main conception of religion is controlled by the spirit of the abstract a priori of the 

Enlightenment: "However, the critical canon becomes in a twinkling the opposite of all empirical 

religion" (ibid., p. 125). 

453 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 45. The objection that Troeltsch received from the side 

of theology and the philosophy of religion that his conception of religion would be intellectualistic or 

"rationalistic" (G. Wobbermin and others) is refuted by Berkouwer more effectively with the 

observation that formal rationalism is at least not speculative rationalism than with his thesis that by 

distinguishing between a theoretical and an atheoretical validity, Troeltsch turned from a rational to 

an irrational a priori. This thesis becomes true only later (5.3.4 and 5.4.2), and the argument advanced 

is based on a misunderstanding of the Kantian idiom: "atheoretical validity" denotes not something 

irrational but the validity of the non-theoretical, practical reason (cf. Berkouwer, Geloof en 

openbaring, p. 74). Escribano makes the same mistake in the opposite direction when because of its 

rational character he misinterprets the religious a priori as theoretical validity (Die Gewinnung 

theologischer Normen, pp. 101, 105). 

454 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 478. In his Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie  Troeltsch concedes 

frankly that the renewed interest in the a posteriori content of religion has more than a logical-

systematic basis ( the critical distinction of form and content). "The same corrective" derives from a 

"psychological observation," from the datum of the religious actualization (p. 46). 
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It can be asked how the religious a priori as a universal a priori can be affirmed in the face of the 

widespread irreligiosity of modern times. If having religion is equivalent to having consciousness, 

why do so many evidently lack it? In dealing with this point Troeltsch proceeds to distinguish 

between latent and actual religion. Religion, like thought, art, and morality, can pass from a state of 

rest into one of activity. Religion in the sense of the religious structuration and predisposition of 

normal human consciousness is present latently as an ubiquitous a priori. Real, concrete religion 

arises only where to some greater or lesser degree the religious a priori is actualized. 

Thus actualization means in the first place that the a priori receives an empirical, 

psychological content: "the psychological actualization of the religious a priori." 455 It is also called 

"excitation" (Erregung). The media, which hitherto were called incitements of the so-called religious 

drive -- impressions of nature and history, ethical or aesthetic impressions, authority and influence 

of man and tradition (2.4.4) -- are now interpreted in their subconscious operations as ways of 

activating the religious a priori. 

 

The actualization of the religious a priori [is] the production of actual religion through the 

coming together of the rational law and the concrete factuality of the individual psyche.… 

Schleiermacher calls this the arousal of the "pious feeling" (Bense) and, quite rightly, 

recognizes this activating force in every conceivable impression. (Kraay)456  

 

The doctrine of the religious a priori becomes a ticklish subject, however, when we consider 

that these natural or social stimuli are means of communication for personal contact with a 

supersensible, transcendent reality. The religious feeling of being inwardly directed to an ultimate 

reality moves him to abandon here the standpoint of epistemological immanentism. 

 

Only in this way is room made for the act of affirmation and apprehension which replaces 

the twilight of the mere a priori immanence of religion in reason with the light of a 

religion willed by us and filling us with the feeling of reality. (Bense)457 

 

Only in actualized religion does the intimate contact with the Transcendent Reality take 

place which properly constitutes the ground and essence of religion. (Bense)458 

 

With just such a consequence in mind, Kant always rejected the notion of religious 

actualization. It would only lead, he believed, to an unrestrained, irrational mysticism! Troeltsch 

seeks to obviate this problem by means of his idea of the a priori.459 Nonetheless, it remains a 

                                                           
455 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 47. 

456 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 47. 

457 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 47. 

458 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 478. 

459 Troeltsch's attention is directed towards both actual religion and true religion, which to his 

mind do not coincide. In saying that "apriority and revelation mutually exclude one another as 
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question whether an a priori that depends on actualization must not be considered indissolubly tied 

to empirical contents, to religious experiences. In that case, however, what becomes of the ethical 

ideal of "absolute" religion, i.e., of religion which is detached from empirical reality? One may say, I 

believe, that here Troeltsch in his theory of religion is beginning to develop a very special critique of 

the idealist notion of absoluteness. In any case, Troeltsch considers the naïve mystical contact with 

the divine (in inspiration and revelation, in prayer and meditation) unrelinquishable, because he sees 

it as the real pulse of all actual religion (3.6.1). 

 

But apart from this mysticism there is no actual religion, and the psychology of religion 

shows most clearly that the real pulse of religion is to be felt in mystical experience. 

(Bense)460 

 

Troeltsch has on more than one occasion (and not entirely incorrectly) been called a "mystic." 

He actively promoted -- especially after becoming acquainted with James's work on religion -- what 

he came to call a "naïve mystical" concept of religion. Yet it must be kept in mind that Troeltsch's 

view of mysticism is not independent of his historicist conviction. Although in the literature of 

mysticism the religious stimulants are just matches to be discarded the moment the inner light has 

been kindled, and although Schleiermacher too tended constantly to separate the pure a   priori 

essence of religion from its stimulants,461 doing so is according to Troeltsch at bottom impossible. 

The authentic experience of the Divine is always dependent, as he sees it, on the media in question, 

which fulfill a psychologically vital function and make even institutions such as the church and 

ecclesiastical tradition indispensable.462 Troeltsch is averse to the artificial individualistic mysticism 

which commonly grows from the higher religions of culture into an unhistorical spiritualism. Yes, 

he defends mystical religion, but only to the extent that it stays within the bedding of history and 

thereby does justice too to the constitutive elements of mind and will (religious representations, 

ecclesiastical cult, etc.), even though such a mysticism exhibits tensions and antinomies (2.4.4).463 

 

The true mysticism of religion, however, consists in the inner fusion of pure religion and 

stimulation, in the filling of religion with content from the stimulation, and in the linkage 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
contradictory," Heinrich Scholz fails to take Troeltsch's standpoint into account 

(Religionsphilosophie, p. 240). 

460 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 47; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 842: "the 

irrational, mystical power of the religious life." 

461 Cf. Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 47. 

462 For this reason as well, he can write later about "the importance of the historical Jesus for 

faith"; see Die Bedeutung der Geschichtlickheit Jesu für den Glauben (1911). 

463 Concepts such as inspiration and revelation are thus typically religious categories. There is no 

more proper and general category in religion that that of actualization, so Troeltsch says. It remains an 

open question whether there is likewise an actualization of the logical, ethical, and aesthetic 

consciousness: "Actualization is the genuine and final epistemological category of religion, which 

precisely for that reason is also a unique category granted to it alone; even if the actualization of 

thought, of moral or aesthetical consciousness is often categorized in a similar way, then this is an 

indirect influence of religious language. Perhaps it is a similar ocurrence, which, however, in every 

case has by far its most characteristic form in religion" ("Religionsphilosophie," p. 478; cf. p. 483). 
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of the stimulation with the revelation and self-communication of the Deity present in it. 

(Bense)  

This is crucial. At this point resides the naïve mysticism that is essential to religion. The 

other kind of mysticism is an artifact of reflection. (Kraay)464 

The primary phenomenon of all religion is mysticism.… It is in effect a confirmation of 

the mystical theory of religion, except insofar as it always sees naïve religion as having a 

concrete conception of the nature and activity of the divine linked to revelation or 

tradition, whereas such a conception is evaporated away in the mystical theory. (II, 493-

94; Morgan & Pye, p. 115)465 

 

 

The Philosophy of the History of Religions  (5) 

 

The empirical and epistemological investigations of religion converge in the philosophy of the 

history of religions. The latter traces how the epistemological principle, i.e., the religious a priori or 

religious idea discloses itself in the empirical, i.e., psychological and historical reality of religious 

life. 

 

The question will be … whether there be an inner movement in the religious 

consciousness itself, merely occasioned by the general development of things but 

grounded in an inner forward thrust by the religious force and idea itself. The resultant 

task will be to order the historical development of the religious consciousness in stages, on 

the basis of value-judgments. (Bense)466 

 

Troeltsch's renowned book, The Absoluteness of Christianity and the   History of Religions, 

the original German edition of which was first published in 1902, is devoted to this investigation. 

Troeltsch presents a critical ranking of the religions of the world which differs little from the one he 

presented before 1900 (see 2.5.2). Also concerning the religious ideal there is in consequence little 

difference. That this should be so seems self-evident, since in this period of Troeltsch's development 

too he understands the evolution of religions from within, and he is used to stringing the line of their 

                                                           
464 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 47. 

465 The epistemology of religion leads to a basic problem on the level of religious metaphysics. 

Troeltsch has preserved the validity and the truth value of religion by linking it, in a specific religious 

a priori, to the general structure of human consciousness (the solution of critical philosophy). Yet it is 

impossible to probe into the basis of this critical position. We must put our "trust" -- as it is called -- 

in the purposeful organization of human consciousness. Here we find a trust affinitive to religion 

undergirding the epistemological basis for religious trust. This seems to be contradictory but is 

according to Troeltsch a circle which inevitably looms up at the boundary of the epistemology of 

religion ("Religionsphilosophie," p. 479). 

466 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 479; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 489, 495-96. It goes 

without saying that, in keeping with Troeltsch's ethical actualism, the religious truth which is being 

sought here as a standard of judgment and as an ideal can only be won and advanced, created and 

discovered in a free act of decision (Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 33). 
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historical progession along the interface between the realm of nature and the realm of freedom. It 

should not be forgotten that the difference between Hegelianism and neokantianism at this juncture 

pertains more to the systematic justification (whether metaphysical or epistemological) than it does 

to the actual content of the philosophy of history.467 Thus a brief summary will suffice. 

In the ranking of the religions, the polydemonism of primitive tribal communities and the 

polytheism of the religions of the cultures of antiquity have to be placed at the lower stages because 

of their particularism, i.e., their dependence on blood, soil, or a particular state, and because of their 

tendency to treat as identical the forces of nature and the gods. Higher on the scale Troeltsch places 

the prophetic religions, which represent a certain universalism. Such religions have a universal 

message in which the natural world is confronted by a higher, spiritual and eternal world in which 

religion acquires a centralizing efficacy.468 Troeltsch makes further distinctions among the prophetic 

religions, speaking sometimes of religions of law and religions of redemption and at other times of 

mystical religions and ethical religions.469 Religions of law (Judaism, Islam) are not yet entirely free 

of particularism; they allow man to ascend to this higher world on the strength of his own natural, 

voluntary endeavors. Religions of redemption however complete the break between the two worlds. 

Here God and the soul are at last radically disengaged from nature and endowed with higher, 

spiritual power. The infinite value of the moral personality realizes itself in directedness to the 

religious good. The idea of personality is absent or vanishes, however, wherever the religions of 

redemption arrive at the dead end of an intellectualistic mysticism (Brahmanism, Buddhism, 

Hellenistic syncretism, Neoplatonism).470 Not the mystical but only the ethical religions unite 

universal mankind to a moral ultimate goal expressive of man's proper nature, as is done especially 

in Hebrew prophetism and in Christianity. 

                                                           
467 The notion of a religious a priori is not taken up in Die Absolutheit des Christentums, at least 

not expressis verbis. This may seem surprising, since Troeltsch also definitely meant the a priori to 

serve as a standard, indispensable for the critical arrangement of religions: "the criterion of validity, 

which can render justice to the different grade of validity of various forms of religion" (II, 495). 

Perhaps he did not wish to encumber a study in the philosophy of history with much epistemology. 

More probably he was not yet finished (in 1902!) with his "religious epistemology" (religiöse 

Erkenntnistheorie) (Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 94 (1st printing, p. 100); Eng. tr. p. 172, n. 2), 

even though he already had the building blocks for its construction (neokantian criticism, 

Schleiermacher's psychology of religion) on hand. (In "Voraussetzungslose Wissenschaft" {1901} 

Troeltsch already seeks to root the theory of religion in a transcendental "critique of religious 

consciousness" (II, 192), thereby assuming, if not an independent law of religious consiousness, then 

at least the formal apriority of the religious.) In any case, the construction of Die Absolutheit des 

Christentums as a study in the philosophy of history would have turned out no differently even if 

accompanied by an explicit elaboration of the doctrine of the religious a priori, since this a priori  

does not function as a concrete, material standard. It is a formal criterion, knowable moreover only in 

the packaging of historical concreteness and hence as swept up in the teleological dynamics of all 

spiritual development. As such the religious a priori functions in the philosophy of history little 

differently from the religious idea in Hegelianism, which stemmed from a particular disposition of the 

universal metaphysical spirit. (This was of course also an a priori but at the same time much more 

speculative conception. See 2.3.5.) 

468 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 67; Eng. tr., pp. 108-9. 

469 Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 67ff., 99 ff.; Eng. tr., pp. 109-10, 141ff. 

470 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 70-71; Eng. tr., pp. 110-11. The mystic seeks to break 

through to God as ultimate world order or deepest ground of being. In fact this God is nothing other 

than the primal ground of natural religiosity, not ethical will. 
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Only in Christianity do the ideas of redemption and personality finally come to clear 

expression.471 Within the framework of the history of religions, Christianity is unique in that in it the 

break with nature has been carried through radically. It can even be said to be the "point of 

convergence" of all religious developments, as is clear from the general dialectics of the basic 

religious categories (of God, soul, world, and redemption). Namely, in the course of the history of 

religions regarded as a whole, the idea of God becomes spiritualized and ethicized and so comes to 

contrast with the categories of the soul and the world, which again become gradually differentiated 

from each other as to their ethical relevance. All these categories, which in primitive sensuous 

experience are still strongly blended and undifferentiated, diverge, in such a way however that the 

contrast in question may be overcome in the higher life of the spirit: the elevation of the divinity into 

a divine spiritual person is made possible by the personal union with and surrender to the divine of 

the human soul; and the soul, in this way redeemed and sanctified, rediscovers its task and personal 

responsibility in this world. Thus the higher religious life leads to the upbuilding of a kingdom of 

pure personal values. This kingdom is sought and striven for in all religions, but this striving 

converges and is realized only in the Christian religion. Christainity is thus not only the "culmination 

point" (Höhepunkt) but also the "convergence point" (Konvergenzpunkt) of all religious striving.472  

Not that the Christian religion itself is or could be an absolute, ultimate end, the final 

realization of the concept of religion! Apart from its own expectations of the future ("Thy kingdom 

come"), that idea would be in conflict with its fundamentally individual and historical character. 

That Christian civilization might fall back into barbarism or that a new religious impulse might 

surpass Christianity may be regarded as extremely hypothetical but not as impossible. Our 

consolation in that case, so Troeltsch affirms in concluding The Absoluteness of Christianity, can be 

that the truth attained (a personalistic religion of redemption) would persist or return again in the 

vicissitudes of the history of religions.473 Troeltsch is not simply making the wish the father of the 

idea here. His trust in "the converging lines evident in these basic features"474 still betrays a remnant 

of Hegelian ideology (see 2.4.6). 

 

 

                                                           
471 Cf. Politische Ethik, p. 28. 

472 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 72; Eng. tr., p. 114. 

473 Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 73-74 (Eng. tr., pp. 115-16); Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, 

p. 445; and, already, 2.2.5. 

In Das Wesen des Christentums Harnack is strikingly more conservative on this score than 

Troeltsch. He still identifies present-day Christianity with the age of the Reformation (p. 188; Eng. tr. 

p. 299), and the possibility of a future development extending beyond the bounds of Christianity does 

not receive the attention that Troeltsch gives it. For Troeltsch the Reformation is passé; his starting 

point is what he calls the "Neuprotestantismus" and the time of the Enlightenment. Neoprotestantism 

is nonetheless "merely an attempt to characterize anew the nature of Christianity" (II, 447), not a new 

religion. 

The distinction between old and new protestantism Troeltsch in fact already introduced earlier, in 

Vernunft und Offenbarung bei Johann Gerhard und Melanchthon. Untersuchung zur Geschichte der 

altprotestantischen Theologie (1891), as the subtitle indicates; see also pp. 95-96, 204ff. 

474 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 56; Eng. tr., pp. 98. 
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Naïve and Theoretical Claims to Absoluteness.   

Christianity's Persuasive Power  (6) 

 

All religious claims to absoluteness are thus to be rejected for the sake of historicism. Troeltsch was 

that far already in 1900! Such claims however are also to be interpreted in terms of historicism. This 

new step follows now. And what has to be said about religious claims to absoluteness must 

necessarily also apply outside religion. Historicism sheds light on absolutism in cultural 

development as a whole, exposes it, and dissolves it. 

Initially, so the argument runs, human judgment claims a self-evident and not even stated 

absoluteness in every sphere (the spheres of simple sensible observation, of spiritual values, and in 

particular of religion), an absoluteness having to do directly with the restricted horizon proper to 

man. Everything should be just as it is, and it should be so simply because the naïve man has no 

knowledge of alternative perspectives and solutions. Reality, the inner necessity of that which 

obtains, intrudes upon man compellingly with self-evidently exclusive validity. 

 

This is an all-embracing question, applying not only to religion but to every kind of value 

that derives from the inner life, indeed, to the simplest judgments of everyday life as well. 

The simplest observational judgments, the most natural impulses of the will, the rules and 

customs traditionally passed down -- all these are taken by the naïve man as absolute. The 

various expressions of the inner life of man in government, law, and business, in art, 

morality, and learning present themselves as absolute in their origins, their spontaneous 

growth, and their dominance over convention. Every form of religious devotion, within 

the boundaries of its sphere of influence, quite naturally and as a matter of course regards 

itself as absolute, and every world religion does the same in every conceivable sphere.475 

 

It is the impetus of culture which begins to break through this naïve view of the world, 

through thought. naïve absoluteness is not so much eliminated as restricted and the scope of its 

epistemological claims reconsidered.476 This happens as in expanding horizons constant coherences 

appear within which naïvely experienced events are observed to function. The human understanding 

proceeds then, consciously or unconsciously, to make comparisons and combinations. All initial 

naïve positions are adjusted and relativized in terms of a broader frame of reference. Through an 

unbroken chain of new corrections, through enlarged comparisons, through bolder combinations, 

ever more comprehensive frameworks and systems suggest themselves to thought; these grow at last 

into an ultimate context of explanation and assessment: the scientific understanding of the world. 

This is the way in which the Copernican revolution came about in cosmology, the Kantian 

revolution in epistemology, and the historicist revolution in our philosophy of culture. In this way 

religion too become for us what it now is: a practically limitless variety of particular religions that 

for the most part advance similar claims to truth. Therefore the problem of the absoluteness of 

Christianity is nothing other than the general problem of the transition from the naïve to the 

scientific worldview, in its application to religion. 

                                                           
475 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 89; Eng. tr., p. 132. 

476 Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 92, 97; Eng. tr., pp. 134-35, 139. 
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Absoluteness is a universal characteristic of the naïve way of thinking. Equally universal, 

however, is the process that leads to the limitation or dissolution of such naïve conviction. 

Comparison between religions and the realization that one has to make adjustments in his 

initial, naïve outlook has a shattering effect on absoluteness and paves the way for 

thinking. Freedom from this first naïve absoluteness is the essence of culture.… [A]ll this 

leads to comparisons and adjustments that result in a transformation of the initial naïve 

position. This process continues until all the different kinds of religion have been 

juxtaposed, until all the contradictions and antitheses have been matched point for point in 

an effort to discover in these correlations an ultimate principle that will make possible a 

unified and coherent account and assessment of the whole. In this way the naïve world 

view changes into a scientific one.… Thus the problem before us [i.e., that of the 

absoluteness of Christianity] is, to put it concisely, the general problem of the relationship 

of the naïve world view to the scientific in its application to religion.477 

 

How then are the historical religions and their claims to absoluteness to be assessed? Their 

claims are no more a delusion than was the absoluteness of natural perception or desire. Just as in 

the case of the latter the object presents itself to the human spirit as universal and unavoidable, so 

also there is in the spontaneous absoluteness of the religions the sense of objective necessity and 

validity. The inner certainty thus imparted cannot be removed by any kind of theorizing but can only 

be reinterpreted in the new context of enlarged perspectives. The natural absoluteness of the 

religions has to be respected as the accompanying naïve exponent of the authentic experience of 

highest values and divine reality. Thus the power of such absoluteness and its character vary with 

the firmness and intensity of the particular historical experience of this higher world. The various 

degrees of depth and clarity in the apprehension of religious reality will be reflected in the variety of 

the claims to absoluteness. 

 

But if the natural absoluteness of the religions is simply the naïve component of that 

which is apprehended in them as real and valuable, then the form and manner in which 

this natural absoluteness comes to expression will differ in accordance with the manner 

and degree in which the higher world manifests itself in a given religion.478 

 

                                                           
477 Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 89-90, 91; Eng. tr., pp. 132-33, 134. Across the entire field 

the fresh, self-evident view must yield. The doubt, pain, and conflict which accompany religious 

transitions are part and parcel of the conflict, the anxieties, and the uncertainties man must always 

endure when he relinquishes something familiar and personal. Only, the pain is nowhere so acute as 

in religion, because religion aims to offer a final, unassailable certitude. On the other hand -- and now 

Troeltsch proceeds to emblazon the blessings of historicism!! -- a broadening of religious horizons 

has a liberating effect. It relieves narrowness, fear, and intolerance and leads to prudence, broad-

mindedness, and mature judgment. It is religion in particular that benefits from it. It gains a better 

sense of reality and shakes off the fanaticism and stifling contentiousness that inevitably accompanies 

unexamined naive opinion. For the founding of churches passionate faith in an exclusive saving truth 

may be necessary, in established organizations a more discerning spirit can prevail; Absolutheit des 

Christentums, pp. 92-93; Eng. tr., pp. 135-36. 

478 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 98; Eng. tr., p. 140. 
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The natural absoluteness which is inherent to the polydemonic and polytheistic religions of 

tribal and ethnic communities is as much restricted as the power of the divinities themselves and 

varies with the tribe or clan, with the habitat, temple precincts or, more generally speaking, sphere of 

a deity's influence. Unlimited absoluteness, in contrast, is claimed by the universal religions, which 

proclaim the Creator and Lord of the world or a world order or cosmic ground, together with a 

universal imperative for the life of man. Incidentally, even here religious absoluteness is 

differentiated. In universal mysticism, for example, the quest is for the Divine One, but absolute 

knowledge continues to depend upon man's meditative or ascetic virtuousity, on unpredictable 

occurrences of enlightenment, ecstasy, and the like. In ethical universalism matters are different. In 

this type of universalism God as ethical will constitutes an all-encompassing ethical goal that 

coincides with the deepest intentions of man's inner nature. Absolute here are ethical necessity and 

the prophetic revelations about it. Yet here too degrees of purity exist. The dualism of Zoroaster, the 

idea of election proclaimed by the Hebrew prophets, the fatalistic arbitrariness of Allah are just so 

many impediments to the attainment of an inward universalism and a purely ethical absoluteness. 

Jesus' preaching is "quite different" from all this.479 His message about the unconditional 

validity of God's holy and gracious will is fully humanized and genuinely inward. It appeals to the 

deepest needs of every soul, which finds its true end in the coming higher spiritual world, in radical 

separation from all earthly affairs. Jesus' words, whatever the role messianic consciousness may 

have played in his preaching, have the most inward and convincing claim to absoluteness insofar as 

his person and preaching retire as much as possible behind and are legitimated by the inner evidence 

of the absolute cause represented by the coming Kingdom of God. 

 

This simply confirms the result that was reached earlier. Just as Christianity develops the 

personalistic religious idea and its liberating power to its maximum clarity and strength, so 

too its natural, spontaneous absoluteness is the purest and most inwardly oriented 

expression of the power of religion. But if Christianity provides us with the freest and 

most inwardly oriented form of the idea of absoluteness among those known to us, this is 

simply a reflection of the substantive relationship between the Christian religion and the 

other major forms of religion.480 

 

Insight becomes less obvious, however, if these naïve and innocuous absolutisms grow into 

apologetic theories concerning the exclusive possession of definitive truth and thus come by 

definition to exclude one another, with all the negative consequences that entails. For in their mutual 

contradictions and conflicts these absolutisms teach us to be on the lookout for a universal principle: 

a world of ultimate values towards which the particular religions are en route along their different 

roads. It is necessary to seek out in the multiplicity of particular historical self-understandings and 

theories of absoluteness this common principle, the underlying point of interconnection on the basis 

of which all separate claims to absoluteness can be assessed and arranged in a graded series 

according to their substantive value. 

                                                           
479 "Ganz anders" -- "entirely different" -- is the term used in the first edition of Absolutheit des 

Christentums (1902 ed., p. 109). So that it will not be misunderstood and debited to his historicism, in 

later printings Troeltsch changes it to "bedeutsam verschieden"  -- "significantly different"  (1929 ed., 

p. 103; Eng. tr., p. 144). 

480 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 104; Eng. tr., pp. 145-46. 
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Scientifically speaking, only God and this transcendent spiritual principle (the ground and goal 

of history!) are absolute; all revelations and experiences of them share in the relativity of history. 

One can say in retrospect, then, that the naïve absolutisms of the religious dimension discussed here 

originate as a result of (or at least are fostered by)481 the mysterious and compelling relationship of 

God with the historical bearers of revelation, inasmuch as the absoluteness of God is simply 

transferred to them and to their message (2.4.2). 

 

In all this a scientific approach shows that the genuine, naïvely understood absolute is not 

a revelation or a historical phenomenon. It is none other than God himself in his 

incalculable richness of life, constantly surprising human smallness of faith with new 

revelations. To put it differently, the absolute is the goal of the human spirit, characterized 

by a boundlessness and other-worldliness that transcend all history. Wherever God or the 

goal of the spiritual life is strongly and vividly present to the soul, the absoluteness of God 

communicates itself to the absoluteness of religious experiences, attestations, and beliefs 

in a completely spontaneous way.482 

 

We could be satisfied, if that were all there is to it, with this result of the philosophy of 

religion: the gospel of Jesus proves to be the highest form, the convergence point, the fundamental 

new level of all developmental tendencies in religion, and his decision-demanding preaching and the 

unprecedented strength of his claims of absoluteness are proportionate to this new level in their 

purity and power. Yet we must notice that the whole of the Christian experience of faith is burdened 

by apologetic theories of the sort mentioned above (the Messiah-faith of the primitive fellowship, 

the Christ-mysticism of Paul, the early Christian doctrines of the Trinity and of original sin, and so 

forth). With a scholarly flourish, these apologetic theories transferred to the person of Christ the 

absoluteness that Jesus saw in the reality he preached, that is, in the Kingdom of God. 

Thus out of naïve absoluteness an artificial, apologetic absoluteness arose. At the outset, the 

common church people generally came to conceive of it as a supernatural absoluteness, and so 

honored the words, works, and wonders of the Master as purely divine and supernatural while 

treating every deviating sign or witness as demonic or malicious. Subsequently, in church 

philosophy the idea of rational absoluteness took shape whereby non-Christian truths were accepted 

and legitimated as deriving from the revelation in Paradise or from the cosmic Logos. Then at last 

all these absolutisms were -- and are -- threatened by the expanding horizons of the scientific 

understanding of the world.483 

 

                                                           
481 I add this restriction because Troeltsch has earlier presented a more general theory of how 

absolutist notions take form. 

482 Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 105-6; cf. Eng. tr., p. 147. 

483 In other religions one finds analogous apologetics of absoluteness. These have sometimes 

served as models for Christian theologians and Christian philosophers (the Jewish doctrine of 

inspiration, hellenistic incarnation theories, Judaeo-Islamic versions of Aristotle as a preparatory 

stage for supernatural dogmas). 
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Church philosophy constitutes the rational absoluteness of Christianity, just as the 

doctrines of the incarnation, revelation, and ecclesiology constitute the supernatural.484 

 

 This is the lot of theological dogmatism. Within the ever expanding framework of 

metaphysical, cosmological, and psychological theories, of epistemology, and of a new natural-

scientific world picture, the supernatural absoluteness of the theologians and the rational 

absoluteness of the philosophers were steadily undermined and in the end, in the light of historical 

science in particular, given the analogies with profane history, proved to be untenable. Thus a newer 

theology based on history developed and with the help of a speculative, idealist philosophy of 

history gave rise to the conception of a so-called evolutionary absoluteness. This absoluteness too, 

however, is untenable! Troeltsch's objections are known (2.5.5). 

 

Thus supernatural and rational absoluteness gave rise to evolutionary absoluteness.… It 

was in this context that Christianity, previously interpreted as unique and supernaturally 

revealed truth, became in the true sense of the term the absolute religion: the religion 

which exhausts the essence of its creative principle, the realization of the idea of 

religion.… 

This excessive emphasis on perfection and its fundamental divergence from the 

preaching of Jesus -- for whom all ultimate salvation and all ultimate truth were primarily 

something to be awaited -- show, however, that what we are dealing with here is actually 

an artificial absoluteness. The artificial character of this absoluteness becomes most 

evident when this concept is applied to actual history. Real history recognizes only 

individual and temporary structures that are related to their goal strictly in terms of a 

tendency toward the absolute.… Even this last form of artificial absoluteness shatters 

under the impact of real history.485 

 

Thus the thesis becomes unavoidable that no claims of absoluteness, not even those of 

Christianity, can as such be decisive. Such claims can only be considered decisive because and to 

the degree that in them is reflected the strength and clarity of the reality that lies behind the claim: 

the world of religious and ethical ideas in their appeal to human life. That is the reason why the 

                                                           
484 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 122; Eng. tr., p. 153. 

For Troeltsch the tendency towards apologetic absoluteness is of course also characteristic, as we 

have noted, of non-religious mental life. The moment ideals no longer inspire directly and no longer 

are experienced as flowing from what is necessary in itself, they congeal into theories and arguments. 

What was once experienced immediately as compelling and obligatory is transformed through logical 

artifices into a permanent, conceptually demonstrable necessity. In this way, dogmatic thinking takes 

form in theory of art and theory of science, in logic, in metaphysics, and especially in ethics and 

theology. A conviction that was once experienced directly or inherited is made an unshakable point of 

departure, and all else is related to it by assimilation or rejection. Through ever more far-reaching 

comparisons, this conceptual framework is expanded into a full-fledged dogmatic system. However, 

the fate of all dogmatic systems is that eventually their apparently unassailable point of departure 

becomes enmeshed in the web of connections and comparisons and in ever broadening scientific 

frames of reference. 

485 Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 116-17; Eng. tr., pp. 157-58. 
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message of Jesus, which has resounded through the ages with such exceptional purity and freedom 

and proved at the same time to be a culmination point in history, should satisfy the religious man.486 

Troeltsch's conclusion is clear. Historicism may reject all claims to absoluteness, yes, track it 

down to and render comprehensible its naïve sources and consolidated apologetic theories and for its 

own part still not fall in the least into relativism. What Troeltsch has in mind is no absolutism, no 

relativism, but a mixture of the two! What is historical is relative, even all historical values are 

relative. Such values have however, as appears from their common underlying developmental 

tendency or orientation, an ultimate goal. Yet because this goal is absolute, it lies not in but beyond 

man's history. The form we give to it is a particular historical approximation, nothing more and 

nothing less. The ultimate goal can be apprehended but never comprehended. 

 

Absolute, unchanging value, conditioned by nothing temporal, exists not within but 

beyond history and can be perceived only in presentiment and faith.… The problem faced 

by the modern approach to history is not that of making an either/or choice between 

relativism and absolutism but that of how to combine the two. This is the problem of how 

to discern, in the relative, tendencies toward the absolute goal. Or, to state the problem 

more accurately: How does one work out a fresh, durable, and creative synthesis that will 

give the absolute the form possible to it at a particular moment and yet remain true to its 

inherent limitation as a mere approximation of true, ultimate, and universally valid values? 

That is the nub of the problem….487 

 

Till now we have dealt with the psychology and history of religion, with its epistemology, and 

with its philosophy of history. The metaphysics of religion, which completes the theory of religion, 

should come next. For reasons of exposition I shall take it up in the next section, however, in the 

general context of metaphysical theory (3.7.3). 

 

3.7 The Metaphysics of History and of the Absolute 
 

 

The Metaphysics of Nature, Spirit, and History  (1) 

 

                                                           
486 Even modern man can at a given moment forget all history and enter into communion with 

God in naive absoluteness, and while away the time in contemplation of the one, disclosed divine 

purpose. Yet he will have to return to and to be fortified by history. Then of course he has to separate 

the religious perspectives revealed in it from the attendant naive and subsequently theoretical 

pretensions to absoluteness. Even in Jesus, and in us as well, the divine reality is wrapped in limited 

human, historical representations and connections. Nowhere in history do we discover an absolute 

revelation, we find everywhere rather "the guiding hand of God" (a favorite historicist theme, 0.3.5), 

which guides mankind in the direction of the perfect and absolute; Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 

120-21; Eng. tr. 161-62. 

487 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 47; Eng. tr., p. 90. The last two sentences were first added in 

later editions, not to change the argument but to lay bare its crux. See also Rickert, Die Grenzen, pp. 

727, 734-35: "the principle of relativity" can never be overcome by absolute conceptions. 
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More than once it has seemed clear that the reality of mental and spiritual life revealed to us by 

historical research demands multifaceted philosophical reflection. On the one hand, a 

methodological account must be given of the nature and reliability of such research, in terms of a 

logic and epistemology of the historical discipline as such. On the other hand, the content of history 

(take, for example, the history of religions!) also demands philosophical reflection: the values that 

operate and evolve in history require a psychological approach; they require a closer determination 

by epistemology; and they have to be placed in a hierarchy of values -- the work of the philosophy 

of history, which thus must be simultaneously a theory of ethics. Starting from the strictly 

immanentist standpoint of Rickert and others, the case seems to be closed: we have to deal either 

with the a priori norms and methods or with the content of the spirit. 

According to Troeltsch, however, such a transcendentalistic approach to history cannot 

suffice. Freshly influenced by Rickert's striking ideas, he initially concedes to him (1902) that 

empirical nature can indeed not be conceived except as phenomenal, that is, as the immanent content 

of human consciousness. But Troeltsch already adds that from this immanentist position neither the 

spiritual life of one's fellow man, nor history, nor even the meaning of historical ethics can be 

adequately understood. Needed at all these points are metaphysical "completions" (Ergänzungen; II, 

726) of Rickert's theory. 

1. In the first place, there is the problem of the other as a spiritual individual. It is not enough 

to think that man interprets analogously to his own particular being certain experiences that are 

immanent to his consciousness and that he thus concludes indirectly to the presence of a fellow man 

as an other, independent, self-centered consciousness. Often we do not come to know the other 

through ourselves but, just the reverse, ourselves through the other. In other words, we have 

immediate spiritual contact in social intercourse and recognize spontaneously that the impression 

and effect of other human beings manifest an underlying metaphysical reality. 

 

It must certainly be granted that with respect to the physical world the only possible 

standpoint is consciousness-immanentism, and that it is a fundamental error to search for a 

truer reality apart from consciousness, a reality that would only appear in our experience. 

But this concession does not apply to the inner life of others.… However 

incomprehensible this may be, in ordinary human intercourse … we recognize a reality 

that is not simply empirical but the manifestation and effect of a spiritual being that can 

only be inferred. (II, 724-25; Bense)488 

 

Moreover, even if nature exists as the immanent content of man's consciousness, there is 

certainly much more to be said about human existence! In the incomprehensible connection between 

the psychological and epistemological egos every human subject exists primarily as an independent 

force-for-itself, even when it undeniably appears within the mental horizon of another. 

 

                                                           
488 Like Fichte in his time, Troeltsch here surrenders the "thing in itself" as far as nature is 

concerned (as the "beyond" of theoretical knowledge) and yet remains a metaphysician; cf. also 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 715. 
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If "existence" is being-for-consciousness, then the question of the physical world's being-

for-itself is meaningless. In psychophysical beings, on the other hand, where through the 

incomprehensible connection between the psychological and the epistemological subject a 

being-for-oneself is brought about, it is obvious that the concept of existence must be 

treated differently; psychophysical beings are more than empirical data for a perceiving 

consciousness. They are-for-themselves in an incomprehensible manner, and they operate 

as independent forces when they appear to one another. Only this insight frees history 

from the spectral quality which it retains in pure empirical immanentism even for Rickert. 

(II, 725; Bense)  

 

2. Shadowy though historical life would have been in its absence, it is precisely through this 

underlying metaphysical level of human life that the character of history as a fundamental historical 

reality is brought to light as well. New perspectives present themselves. To start with, a 

metaphysical purport cannot be denied now, in retrospect, to Troeltsch's previously noted historical 

categories of idea, tendency, analogy, essence, and evolutionary coherence and convergence.489 

There is no particular need to associate it with the notion of a universal world spirit that deploys 

itself in history in a Hegelian sense; yet there are good reasons to think in terms of a supersensible 

spiritual principle, which functions in separate individuals, certainly, but nonetheless encompasses 

and unites them all. 

 

Just as in individuals the unity of the psychological and the intelligible is ultimately 

founded in a metaphysical intuition, so also this philosophy of history on the whole is 

quite obviously a teleological-evolutionary metaphysics. (Kraay)490 

But if this is so, then the concepts brought forward earlier, those of commonalty, of 

tendency, of developmental coherence and of convergence of distinct developments, gain 

a new metaphysical sense as well, since they signify a principle of spiritual life that indeed 

lives in singular individuals only, but works in them as expanding and controlling power. 

(II, 725; Kraay)  

 

Furthermore, these fundamental spiritual principles and movements tend generally to form a 

contrast with nature and to be inclined towards the absolute spiritual goal, which for that reason too 

is already for Troeltsch more than a purely psychological or epistemological notion: a higher, 

                                                           
489 In "Was heisst 'Wesen des Christentums'?" and "Wesen der Religion und der 

Religionswissenschaft" Troeltsch has shown that in particular the idea of essence has many meanings. 

At times it means the psychological-historical intuition of the "distinctive characteristics" of a 

particular cultural or spiritual movement; or it may mean the epistemological notion of its "true, 

normative character"; or it means the graduation of its normative development by the philosophy of 

history and the quest to determine the ethical ideal (essence as "germinative principle" and as "ideal"). 

The concept of essence may even indicate the ontological status and "basic meaning" of a cultural or 

spiritual phenomenon. In this way the idea of essence is deepened from a historical to an 

epistemological, value-philosophical, and even metaphysical concept. See also Absolutheit des 

Christentums, pp. 22-23 (Eng. tr., pp. 65-66) and n. 102, above. 

490 Das  Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie, p. 127. This statement expresses a 

typification of Kant's philosophy of history that can be applied to Troeltsch's own. 
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metaphysical reality. In other words, Troeltsch's ethical optimism demands, and postulates, a 

metaphysical ground! 

 

The goal itself, however, is simply set before man as a higher reality, a creative personal 

and spiritual reality that breaks forth out of the human soul and has its basis in the 

unconditional worth of the inner man. It is this reality that provides the creative force at 

work in man's conception of a goal, his forward-driving restlessness and yearning, his 

resistance to the merely natural world. This idea requires a turn to the metaphysical, a 

retracing of all man's goals and driving forces to a transcendent force that actuates our 

deepest strivings and is connected with the creative core of reality. (Cf. Bense)491 

The world must be arranged in such a way that this triumph of the ethical state becomes 

possible in it.… Human beings must be organized in such a way that this ideal is bound to 

emerge from their nobler strivings.… A metaphysics of optimism underlies this view of 

the world. (Cf. Bense)492 

 

The philosophy of history shows that what is of importance here is a moral progression of the 

common spirit from its hidden presence in nature. In that case, however, Troeltsch can hardly 

continue to maintain the strictly phenomenal character of nature. And indeed, it is noteworthy that 

he retracts his phenomenalistic theory of nature, espoused in 1902, in the shortest possible time. In 

1904 he states explicitly that nature must be granted an independent status as an objective reality in 

itself. 

 

[Kant] was unable to bridge the gap between, on the one hand, the subject which 

orders the immanent content of its consciousness, and, on the other hand, history, which 

posits both the transsubjective reality of the corporeal and the transsubjective reality of the 

other person, and which interrelates all this causally. This … can change only when the 

destroyed metaphysics is sufficiently recovered to guarantee the transsubjective reality of 

nature and history also conceptually, and to allow reason to arise genetically from its 

natural potential. (Kraay)493 

 

3. Now, all of this is of fundamental importance for Troeltsch's philosophy of culture and 

religion and for his ethics. The reality of the progressive spiritual movement mentioned above lifts 

the philosophical ranking of cultural and religious values in history, together with the ethical 

realization of new cultural and religious norms, definitively above the level of subjective ordering 

and personal whim. Past developments of values, which have produced the values constructs of the 

                                                           
491 Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 57-58; Eng. tr., p. 100. 

492 Politische Ethik,  p. 16. Here Troeltsch reports the standpoint of the adherents of democracy; 

indirectly and to a certain extent he makes it his own (cf. pp. 26ff.). 

493 Das  Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie (1904), p. 106. This is not to say that 

Troeltsch comes out again at Lotze's panpsychism, as was still the case in 2.2.1. Lotze's metaphysics 

of nature had an epistemological basis, while Troeltsch's rests more on a philosophy of history! 
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present, are expressions of this spiritual dynamics and have in it a real, objective coherence and 

ground.494 

 

Such a metaphysic of history is … unavoidable for every comprehensive historical 

comparison and evaluation and above all for the treatment of the problem of culture, for 

ethics, and for the philosophy of religion insofar as the latter is a philosophical 

investigation of the concrete historical religions and their hierarchical ordering according 

to value. (II, 727; Bense) 

The hierarchical ordering of cultural values according to their developmental stages, 

which is accomplished through their evaluation from a universal point of view, is then not 

simply a subjective arrangement for the purpose of a better orientation but rather claims, 

inasmuch as this ordering is based on the observer's self-immersion in the continuity of 

history, to be apprehending an intrinsically grounded objective interrelationship. Indeed, 

the individual act by which such an evaluation is effected is itself a link in the 

evolutionary chain by which this interrelationship advances; a link, moreover, that has its 

origin in the inner drive of the interrelationship itself. (II, 725-26; Bense) 

 

It is clear that in making this metaphysical turn Troeltsch keeps a respectable distance from 

Hegel. History is not the rational, necessary, predictable unfolding of the universal spirit, it is 

irrational, particular, and creative. The metaphysics of history is no aprioristic, logically deducible 

calculation of the course of history and cannot be inferred from the logical idea itself, but is a 

posteriori and depends on the discipline of history, on epistemology, on the philosophy of history, 

and on ethics. Instead of being the foundation it has now become the capstone of the edifice of a 

systematic philosophy of history. The metaphysics of history proceeds painstakingly to pierce and 

fathom the subterranean stream of the uncalculable spirit. As individual and flexible in its movement 

as history itself is the metaphysics of history. Able as it is "to install itself with a correct intuition 

into the creative process of the cosmic will" (II, 435), the metaphysics of history is the actualist 

interpretation and activist continuation of its struggle for freedom. As "Metaphysik der Freiheit"495 it 

participates itself in the hidden dialectic of continuity and creativity, of necessity and freedom. 

 

[Such a metaphysic of history is] does not rationalize history to the point where history 

would simply actualize a universal concept but rather retains the irrationality of all 

individual constructs, since it acknowledges the individual character of every metaphysic 

of this sort. But this metaphysic of history is not thereby reduced to a merely subjective 

opinion; rather, inasmuch as it proceeds from a conscientious immersion in historical work 

and from the interpretation of its meaning, its judgment seeks for continuity, which it 

develops further as a relatively creative act. (II, 727; Bense) 

                                                           
494 With respect to this basic developmental coherence the professional historical way of thinking 

(in Rickert's sense) falls entirely short. This approach must be deepened to an intuition at the level of 

the philosophy of history ("the … concept of [historical] evolution remains an intuition and a 

presentiment"; Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 59 (cf. Eng. tr., p. 102), cf. Gesammelte Schriften, 

vol. 2, pp. 393, 407), yes, deepened to an "ontological approach to human events" (Absolutheit des 

Christentums, pp. xff., especially p. xii; Eng. tr., p. 32). 

495 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 728n. and p. xi (table of contents). That Troeltsch only 

added this term during the revision of 1913 makes no difference. 
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Having arrived at this point, we can conclude that in his deepest convictions Troeltsch has 

moved much less far from the views he held till 1900 than it would at first seem. Epistemologically, 

a great change has, indeed, taken place: the philosophy of history rests now in the first instance on 

epistemological premisses, not on metaphysical hypotheses. From an ontological standpoint the 

alteration is, however, much less far-reaching: the reality of history is still grounded in a universal-

historical, continuous and creative evolution of the metaphysical spirit. Thus regarded, the critical 

theory introduced in the present phase in Troeltsch's development might seem to be no more than an 

artificial and rather complicated irregularity in an unmodified metaphysical conception of reality. 

Yet it may not be forgotten that the inadequacies of this metaphysical conception (apropos of the 

problems of absoluteness, irrationality, etc.) have impelled Troeltsch in the direction of a new 

critical structuring of his thought and that he has at the same time correctly laid bare the 

metaphysical roots hidden in the neokantian critical theory. Thus there are lines running back and 

forth between criticism and metaphysics, as the history of philosophy, too, can teach us (Kant, 

Fichte). The integration of criticism and metaphysics is not in itself an artificial composition. In 

Troeltsch's case the system of relations arises from the internal structure of the problems he 

considers. 

As a metaphysician Troeltsch stands somewhere between Hegel and Bergson. He shares 

Bergson's actualistic evolutionism. He rejects, however, his irrationalism: Bergson denies, 

incorrectly, every a priori of an absolute system of values or spiritual goal.496 In that respect 

Troeltsch's thought has a greater affinity (given independent development) to the spiritual 

metaphysics of Rudolf Eucken, although he does not consider Eucken's "noölogical method" of any 

particular value.497 There is still even a lingering kinship with Rickert's philosophy. Phenomenalism 

is determinative for the framework of Rickert's theories, certainly, but in spite of that Troeltsch 

detects traces in him, too (unavoidable for authentic critical philosophy, Troeltsch would say), of a 

metaphysics of freedom.498 

 

 

The Metaphysics of the Absolute  (2) 

 

Troeltsch's metaphysics has, however, a double bottom. The supersensible reality of (nature and) 

history defended here has, namely, in its own turn, a ground in the absolute! In this way Troeltsch 

arrives at last at a universal metaphysics of the absolute, which naturally does not stand in isolation 

from the metaphysics of history. On the contrary, the history of the human spirit, en route to a final 

goal, actually demands an absolute ground, from where its movements are guided and motivated. In 

                                                           
496 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 726. The kinship with Bergson will engage our attention still 

more often in ch. 5. Regarding his critique of Kant and denial of an a priori and absolute system of 

values, see Bergson, L'évolution créatrice, pp. 355-61; Eng. tr.: pp. 356-63. 

497 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 50; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 725-26; 

Absolutheit des Christentums, p. xix (Eng. tr. p. 38). 

498 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 727-28, where Troeltsch refers to the metaphysics 

implicit in Rickert's Die Grenzen (especially pp. 666-67). Elsewhere one finds that Rickert was (later) 

more or less able to justify Troeltsch's thrust through to metaphysical grounds (Die Grenzen, p. 730). 
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history, the causal movements of the psychic nature and the decisive interruptions of free human 

acts ultimately converge with the execution of a providential world plan. 

 

Surely, difficult questions persist. How is freedom related to the causal, psychological 

process? Somehow we must conceive of freedom as breaking into it. But then, how does 

this very freedom relate to the cosmic design or the aim of nature, which, if this fusion of 

nature and freedom is to be thought of as realization of the final goal, must be assumed as 

well? (Kraay)499 

 

What is this metaphysics like? Methodologically, Troeltsch begins (with even more reasons 

than in the preceding phase of his thought) not with Hegel but with Kant and underwrites his critical 

distinction between believing and exact knowing.500 He accordingly rejects as impossible an a 

priori, speculative Hegelian rationalism that would derive reality from logically necessary ideas and, 

instead, adopts as his starting point Kant's formal rationalism (together with its informal 

implications), which is based on reality as it is given in human experience. However, from there 

Troeltsch sets out, with his so-called "regressive rationalism,"501 to reason back to the ultimate 

presuppositions of human consciousness and of human values in order to arrive finally at a 

metaphysics of the absolute. He does however grant Kant that such arguments produce concepts that 

are ever more remote from the ground of experience and hence ever less likely to guarantee 

adequate knowledge.502 Yet they provide a certain hypothetical rounding off of our scientific 

insights. Moreover, they can offer the necessary support, if only indirectly, to religious knowledge, 

in which the idea of the absolute (namely, as the idea of God) is directly accessible (II, 496).503  

In other words, Troeltsch is in fact striving for a critical metaphysics, a metaphysics which 

emphasizes more than ever before the critical distinction between the a priori and rational and the 

factual and irrational, yet not as the final word, not as the axiomatic begin point and end point of our 

thinking. For even this distinction must be founded in an ultimate unity. 

The problem of metaphysics intrudes upon us with logical inevitability in other ways as well, 

as the following questions may serve to indicate. Is the connection of scientific insights to ultimate 

unifying limiting concepts (Kant's transcendental ideas) devoid of metaphysical implications or 

applications? What fundamental relation lies between the epistemological subject and the 

psychological subject, between Kant's "consciousness in general" and its particularizations in 

individual consciousnesses (think of Fichte!)? What is in general the ultimate basis of "reason as 

such" (Vernunft überhaupt) and of the validity of its a priori forms of consciousness? What is the 

mutual relationship between these two a priori's (and in particular, moreover, between the two 

methods of the theoretical a priori: the nomothetical and the idiographic ways of thinking) and how 

                                                           
499 These questions Troeltsch raises in connection with Kant's philosophy of history, but they also 

apply to his own thought; Das  Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie, p. 99. 

500 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 484. 

501 "Regressive" because concerned with a "regress to an absolute consciousness" (Die 

wissenschaftliche Lage (1900), p. 51). 

502 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 25. 

503 Cf. Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 28. 
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is their relation to empirical reality to be understood? What makes it possible, in particular, for the a 

priori-general and the individual-irrational-factual to be so attuned to each other that in 

confrontation with the a priori, factual errors can be excluded? With such questions Troeltsch 

continues to wrestle unceasingly,504 believing that authentically critical thought cannot just 

cavalierly brush them aside. They lead him to reason back inductively and hypothetically to the idea 

of an absolute consciousness, of a universal cosmic ground, to the idea, in religious terms, of 

God.505  

 

Thus we arrive at the philosophical treatment of the idea of God. This is admittedly not possible by way 

of a deductive metaphysics, but it must emerge somehow together with the metaphysical conclusions arising 

out of the examination of experience and the attempt to unify it in final terms. A strictly epistemologically 

directed philosophy also, if it does not get stranded in psychologism and scepticism, will always contain the 

initial points of such a metaphysics in its concept of validity and of 'reason as such', the only question being 

how far this can lead. (II, 496; Morgan & Pye, 118)506  

 

With that the main themes of such a metaphysics are clear. The first, just as in Troeltsch's 

earlier days (2.4.7), is the founding of the entire world, of nature and history in the absolute reason. 

For Troeltsch this has become an act of exceptional importance because now his eyes have been 

opened more than ever to the unreasonable, pre-rational and anti-rational aspects of existence. The 

more he distinguishes critically between the rational and all that is irrational, the more he senses a 

need to anchor both metaphysically in a single ground of consciousness. Of primary importance here 

is the unity of history with its baffling coherence of contingent facts and a priori necessity! Should 

this coherence lack a demonstrable basis, then history and all the values in it would become in a 

twinkling the prey of various utilitarian and illusionistic theories. For the present, therefore, the 

principal task of every metaphysics is to found all norms and values in the cosmic reason. Only in 

this way must and can idealism, which is to say the ideal values of the human spirit, be sufficiently 

safeguarded against the ever threatening encroachments of naturalism. 

 

In the present state of affairs the main responsibility is the assertion of an idealism which 

anchors the spiritual values of reason in the foundation of the world, over against the 

concepts of an all-consuming natural philosophy. (II, 497; Morgan & Pye, 118)  

                                                           
504 See already 3.2.2; 3.4.2; 3.6.4. 

505 Yet such "metaphysical regressions (Rückschlüssen)" are for two reasons not proofs of God. 

Firstly, in the metaphysical there is nothing to prove (critical philosophy!). Moreover, God is directly 

knowable only in religion and therefore cannot be the outcome or product but can be the Gegenstand 

of philosophical thought; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 496. 

506 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 708ff. and 724ff., especially 728. See further 

Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, pp. 25, 49-50. 

Troeltsch's metaphysics of absolute consciousness has a strong affinity to that of Rudolf Eucken. 

He rejects, however, Eucken's recourse to a specifically noölogical method. The regressive method 

that Troeltsch has in mind following Kant, Lange, and Lotze means nothing other than argumentation 

from psychological and epistemological methods of inquiry back towards possibly ultimate 

boundaries, a thinking through of critical theory to its metaphysical ground (cf. Psychologie und 

Erkenntnistheorie, p. 50). 
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The second main theme of such a metaphysics is related to the first. It touches the special 

relationship of absolute consciousness to finite human spirits. Troeltsch refers to the latter as 

"moments of absolute consciousness." One is reminded of Hegel or of Schleiermacher, for whom the 

human spirit, in complete dependence, was conscious of it immanence in the absolute. Yet Troeltsch 

certainly does not wish to identify himself with the evolutionary and mystical monism of these 

thinkers.507 Because moral values imply self-obligation and the human spirit is thus free, there can 

be no monistic confluence of values and reality, nor can these even be necessary vitalist elaborations 

of the single world-substance. Troeltsch is intent upon preserving room for continuously new 

beginnings and creative human acts. He desires a pluralist metaphysics, a "Metaphysik der Freiheit." 

 

Alongside this second main problem is that of asserting the possibility of continuously 

new beginnings and new realities, in the context of the relationship of the cosmic ground 

or of absolute consciousness to its constituent parts or to finite minds. Without this 

possibility all religious language becomes either a mere jargon or a fruitless mysticism. It 

is the problem of pluralism or freedom over against monism, the latter knowing only 

necessary deployments of a substance which is always identical with itself. (II, 497; cf. 

Morgan & Pye, 118)  

 

For this reason the foundation of the world cannot be a monist unity. It must itself be freedom, 

spirit, creative will. The ultimate basis of our thinking is therefore not pantheism but theism, or 

better still, panentheism.508 

 

If the metaphysical unity of the psychological and reason is not imbedded in a vitalistic 

elaboration of the cosmic substance, but in the interrelation of two principles that in 

experience always appear divided, both supporting and conflicting with each other, then 

the cosmos itself cannot be conceived of as mere monistic unity, but only as creative will. 

In that case Theism is the final, speculative conclusion of one's world view -- and thus the 

ultimate ground of the philosophy of history. (Kraay)509 

                                                           
507 On Hegel, see Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 30 (Eng. tr., pp. 77-78); for Schleiermacher, 

see Die wissenschaftliche Lage (1900), p. 52 and, further, 2.4.6. 

508 The most correct rendering of Troeltsch's conception is "panentheism." He himself speaks of 

"the theistic or panentheistic concept of God close agreeing with [Kant's] philosophy of history" (Das  

Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie, p. 129). Troeltsch is dealing here with the problem of a 

dualism that must nonetheless be immanent (the passage is about Kant and Eucken --see ibid., p. 128 

-- but implicitly also about Troeltsch himself), with religious transcendence that likewise means 

religious immanence; "Religionsphilosophie," p. 484. In this opaque material, all terms begin to float. 

Here freedom is likewise called inner ideal necessity; pluralism does not exclude monism (II, 709) 

and can simultaneously imply the ontological dualism of nature and freedom (II, 578). World reason 

is called not only the creative primal force but likewise the hidden totality (Inbegriff) of all that is and 

that is valid; it causes truth to triumph more and more over seeming and error, and yet human 

freedom is also considered to be actively involved in the process (Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, 

p. 49). 

509 Das  Historische in Kants Religionsphilosophie, p. 128. Troeltsch is describing Kant's 

philosophy of history, but indirectly also his own view. 
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Freedom is for Troeltsch a fundamental and irresolvable problem and another of the themes of 

this metaphysics. No rational explanation is to be found for freedom. It is much rather -- as in Kant -

- the real wonder of autonomous consciousness. Autonomous freedom is broader in scope in 

Troeltsch, however, than it is in Kant. For it is for him (as a result of the influence of Schelling and 

others) at the deepest level an irrational or pre-rational power of self-determination. As such it takes 

the initiative in all spiritual fields in order to seize hold there, in unfathomable sovereignty, of the 

rational idea, and to elaborate it in connection with the empirical world.510 We may assume that 

Troeltsch considers this irrational freedom to be fermenting in the absolute reason as well, and that 

the metaphysical unity of the factual and the a priori alluded to above originates from this free, 

creative primal ground.511 

According to Troeltsch's conception this irrational freedom and its individual auto-creations 

and syntheses of values is so essential for man that it cannot be denied him even in the life to come. 

Unless -- the observation seems most remarkable -- man's spirit might at some juncture return into 

the absolute spirit!! For the absolute spirit is the origin of the individual reality and of the universal 

values of consciousness, so that the eventual return to this origin would probably arrest all individual 

realizations of values. A dizzying thought! Perhaps moral progress would be nothing other than a 

"remanation" and return of the spirit, history nothing other than a startling intermezzo in the 

metaphysical world drama. In that case would there not eventually still be an absolute realization of 

values? Indeed, but then still only as a completely extra-historical return into the absolute ground of 

reality. For the time being, according to Troeltsch, the outcome of such a world plan is hidden from 

us. 

 

Everything historical, despite all references to absolute values, remains irrational and 

individual. This is both our fate and our distinction; nor is another world conceivable in 

which this would no longer be the case; in such a world, doubt and unrest might, at best, 

give way to clarity and certainty; but even clarity and certainty remain individual, until 

perchance the soul returns again into the Divine Spirit. (II, 712; Bense) 

 

In that connection Troeltsch mentions yet another theme of metaphysics: the problem of sin 

and evil. He mentions it because their dark possibility is obviously given with freedom and because 

in its irrational depths, the corruption in question poses just as fundamental a limit for metaphysical 

thought as human freedom does. It has to be acknowledged that no solution is to be found for it 

except a practical religious one: evil has to be overcome by good, understood in terms of conversion 

and redemption. 

 

A precise exposition [of the relationship between scientific metaphysics and religious 

faith] will have to focus on the problem of freedom, sin, and evil, which constitutes a 

                                                           
510 Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, pp. 41ff. On Schelling's influence see also 

"Religionsphilosophie," p. 481 and 3.2.3. 

511 See the previous citation and 2.4.7. 
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barrier for every rational hypothesis about the world-ground, and must recognize that there 

is no theoretical answer for it but only the practical solution of religions. (Bense)512 

 

The Metaphysical Hypothesis of the Absolute   

and the Religious Idea of God   (3) 

 

A not unimportant question remains. How does the metaphysical hypothesis of absolute 

consciousness relate to the religious idea of God as we came across it in the philosophy of religion? 

For Troeltsch metaphysics and philosophy of religion are two distinct disciplines. The modern 

theory of religion seeks to understand religion from itself, not to construct it metaphysically. 

Because religion is more however than the (a priori regulated) subjective psychical act of faith, as is 

clear from the fact that there is also implicit in this act of faith the objective reality of the idea of 

God, the empirical science of religion does not suffice, not even when an epistemology and ethics of 

religion are added to it. Eventually, even the science of religion is confronted in a particular way by 

metaphysics. The question is, namely, how the religious idea of God is to be incorporated into the 

totality of human knowledge. The religious idea of God must be brought into connection in some 

way or another with the insights of scientific theories. Within the latter there must at least be points 

of contact and indications of the idea of God; otherwise it is useless to maintain that there is an inner 

unity of knowledge in man. As a consequence of raising these questions, the theory of religion 

ultimately issues, via religious psychology, religious epistemology, and religious ethics, in the more 

or less traditional form of philosophy of religion. It ends up as a metaphysics of religion. 

 

The question about the essence of religion … is always a transition to the metaphysical 

question about the relationship between the idea of God to philosophy and to the summary 

outline of our knowledge in the most general concepts. (II, 490; Morgan & Pye, 112)513 

 

Since the task of such a metaphysics of religion is to give a philosophical account of the idea 

of God as the absolute ground of all that is and is of value, it largely coincides with the general 

metaphysics of the absolute consciousness.514 It is not only the keystone of Troeltsch's theory of 

religion but the point of convergence of his entire philosophical systematics. 

 

At this point the problems of the science of religion become those of fundamental 

philosophy or metaphysics in general. (II, 496; cf. Morgan & Pye, 118) 

 

                                                           
512 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 484. 

513 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 492, 496; Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 22 (Eng. tr., 

pp. 65-66). 

514 Because of this actual convergence or coincidence, I have not dealt with this metaphysics of 

religion separately (after 3.6.6). The metaphysics of religion is thus not a particularization of first 

philosophy, as are the metaphysics of nature and of history. It deals rather with particular problems 

arising from the interaction of metaphysical knowing and religious believing. 
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Although the religious idea of God and the metaphysical idea of absoluteness coincide in 

objecto, from a subjective standpoint there remains a considerable difference between the theoretical 

thought of metaphysics and the practical thought of religion. The religious notion of God and the 

idea of the absolute are heterogeneous.515 Yet they are interrelated. Earlier, Troeltsch has already 

called the idea of the absolute an analogon of the idea of God, the geometrical place as it were where 

the various forms of the religious knowledge of God converge. He has also showed that religious 

faith and the metaphysical thought of idealist philosophy are affinitive and mutually 

corroborative.516 As it turns out now, this relationship involves not only mutual confirmation but 

also mutual influence and accommodation. With Wundt, Troeltsch speaks of reciprocity between 

religion and metaphysical theory. 

 

The relationship between that hypothesis and this faith with its metaphysical elements is a 

relationship of mutual interaction, where each influences the other. Wundt has explained 

this mutual relationship very accurately in the Introduction to his System der Philosophie: 

Metaphysics finds religion among the contents of reality that are to be thought together as 

one; it cannot exclude religion's influence on the ultimate concepts of metaphysics; but 

religion also must accommodate its world of ideas to the picture of the world drawn by 

modern science, particularly of the highest generalizations of empirical sciences like 

cosmology, geology, biology, and universal history. (Bense)517 

 

The interaction in question takes place because on the one side the modern theoretical insights 

of the sciences of nature and history, of logic and epistemology point beyond their own disciplines 

and fields and invite connection with the highest philosophical and metaphysical ideas, and on the 

other side religion in its authentic forms not only involves a mystical experience of the ultimate 

Ground but at the same time produces and contains encompassing representations and concepts 

whereby it in its own way likewise "signifies a total picture of reality."518 In other words, the main 

categories of religion and the limiting concepts of metaphysics are parallels, which demand to be 

confronted with each other and compared. Most importantly, of course, there is interaction between 

the religious representation of God and the idea of absolute consciousness. Undoubtedly, the other 

universal categories of religious thought, namely, those of world and soul, will also not be able to 

escape the impact of science.519 

                                                           
515 See, for example, Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 51. 

516 See 2.4.7. To do so was also the ruling intention of the first phase of Troeltsch's thought. That 

was the controlling theme of "Die christliche Weltanschauung" {1893-94}; cf. Die wissenschaftliche 

Lage  (1900), pp. 50-51, and 1.1.2. 

517 "Religionsphilosophie," p. 484; see further Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 497 and 

Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie, p. 28. 

518 Die wissenschaftliche Lage  (1900), p. 49. 

519 The impact that the scientific and philosophical world picture can have on the world of 

religious thought became apparent to us in connection with the overthrow of religious claims to 

absoluteness (3.6.6), although in the view of Troeltsch the analyzing of such effects is the task not of 

science but of the Glaubenslehre, that is, of practical theology (see Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 

497). Reversely, just how fundamental the impact of religion on scientific and philosophical thought 

can be is suggested by Troeltsch's references to the not merely metaphysical but also religious ground 

of idealist thought (3.4.2, 3.6.4 and 2.4.7). 
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The Relativity of History and its   

Absolute Points of Contact  (4) 

 

We glance back just once more. The entire history of the spirit stretches away before our eyes in a 

multiplicity of completely individual and changeable forms, each with its own time and place, past 

or present, under the sun. Only the final goal of history is unshakable and absolute. Absolute too is 

the divine foundation or ground of the world.520 The ground and goal of history are fixed; as a 

result, however, they lie outside the field of play of history as such. Yet they control the game! The 

divine cosmic will and the principle of absolute value enclosed in His hand are the transcendent 

points of contact between which our lives are suspended. Thanks to this, history is not a whirling 

chaos of frustrated ideals but an evolving cosmos of spiritual tendencies and structural types, of 

continuity and progression, of possibilities of orientation and acts of decision, of creative courage 

and confidence. All is relative and uncertain, nowhere is the absolute attained, and yet this actualist 

idealist historicism is still unshaken. It finds its justification in the religious and metaphysical trust in 

the divine foundation of life and in the ideal meaning of existence. 

 

Only here [in metaphysics] do we reach the final justification of the [idealist] starting 

point of the whole investigation. (II, 496; Morgan & Pye, 118) 

The theory of endless change … is a groundless prejudgment that seems plausible only to 

people who have consigned all metaphysical ideas regarding a transcendent background of 

history to the status of illusion -- and with such ideas the religious belief in the unity and 

meaningfulness of reality.521 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                     

In Kant there is no mutual influencing, just an imperfect correspondence between the 

transcendental (not in a metaphysical sense) limiting concepts of theoretical or scientific reason (the 

theological, cosmological, and psychological ideas of the so-called transcendental dialectic) and the 

postulates of practical or religious reason (God, freedom, and immortality); (cf. Kant, Kritik der 

praktischen Vernunft, in Werke, vol. 4 pp. 266ff., A241ff.; Critique of Practical Reason , A241ff.). 

In the contemporary Christian transcendental theory of the Amsterdam philosopher Herman 

Dooyeweerd, we find even less mutual influence between theoretical thought and religion: 

Dooyeweerd predicates the complete predominance of religion. The three transcendental ideas of 

theoretical thought regarding the coherence of the cosmos, the unity of man, and the divine Origin 

(contained in the so-called cosmonomic idea) depend one-sidedly on the permeating influence of 

various religious ground motives; see A New Critique, vol. 1, pp. 169-94, In the Twilight of Western 

Thought, pp. 5-61, and Roots of Western Culture, passim. The problem lies in the variety of these 

ground motives. In my opinion the rise and development of these motives apart from the influence of 

culture, philosophy and science is difficult to conceive. Van Peursen has said so with respect to the 

so-called Christian ground motive of "creation, fall, and redemption" ("Enkele critische vragen," p. 

167 and "Antwoord aan Dooyeweerd," p. 199). The same can sooner be said, I think, of the so-called 

scholastic religious ground motive of "nature and grace" and of the modern humanistic religious 

ground motive of "nature and freedom": the ideas of "nature," e.g., shift with the position of science. 

520 Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 105-6, cf. pp. 47, 80; Eng. tr., pp. 147-48, cf. pp. 90, 122. 

521 Absolutheit des Christentums, p. 51; Eng. tr., p. 94. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: INTERIM PHASE 

HISTORICISM AND THE PROBLEM OF  

SOCIOLOGY (1907 - 1915) 

 
 

4.1 Troeltsch's Discovery of Sociology (Introductory Section) 
 

 

Rise of the Sociological Point of View  (1) 

 

In the first part of our book we have discovered that nineteenth-century historicism, the roots of 

which go back to the period of the Renaissance and which acquired its classical form in German 

idealism, exhibited an intrinsic tendency to draw increasingly radical consequences from the 

historical approach. We have been able to illustrate the internal developments involved in this 

process by using an example, that of the great philosopher of historicism, Ernst Troeltsch. However, 

the dynamics of historicism in the nineteenth century were generated not only by internal factors but 

also by external influences (0.5.1), as we shall now go on to notice in this second part of the book. 

One of the most powerful impulses has undoubtedly been a linking of the sociological approach to 

the historical point of view.522 This coupling of perspectives and methods is discernible already in 

the mid-nineteenth century, particularly in the social theories of Comte and Marx. Yet neither Comte 

nor Marx contributed significantly to thinking through historicism. In both, concern with the 

structures of human society as such was so pronounced that, although they located these structures 

within the comprehensive framework of history, the relativizing consequences of historicism seemed 

of little or no importance. Fascinating in the history of historicism, however, is the fact that in the 

long run the pact with the sociological approach only aggravated the relativizing consequences of 

historicism. That is a development we want once again to illustrate through the example of Ernst 

Troeltsch, whose thinking enters a new phase. 

Social science as a separate academic theory was developed in the first half of the nineteenth 

century in France by Auguste Comte. The specific problem of structures and relations in human 

society has of course engaged man's mind through the ages. Sociology was already conceived of in 

antiquity (Plato, Aristotle), but it was usually dealt with in the context of the politika, as the question 

concerning the (ideal) structure of the "polis," the state. The state -- such was the prevalent Graeco-

Roman conception -- as "societas perfecta" embraced all other societal communities as a whole 

embraces its parts.523  

                                                           
522 Cf. Dooyeweerd, Vernieuwing en bezinning, pp. 180ff.; Roots of Western Culture, pp. 189ff. 

523 Cf. H. E. Barnes and H. P. Becker, Social Thought from Lore to Science vol. 1, pp. 182, 190, 

etc. That would account for the exclusivism and provincialism in so-called ancient "sociology"; see 

Barnes on "Ancient and Medieval Social Philosophy," in An Introduction to the History of Sociology, 
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In the medieval Scholastic conceptions of Thomas Aquinas and those around him, in a 

fundamentally altered society, this comprehensive and even totalitarian view of the state was picked 

up and elaborated. The church, however, was assigned an exceptional position. In virtue of its 

special divine origin, it stood above this societal constellation and supervised it. The church as a 

supernatural institution of salvation would be the divine crown of human associations, the "societas 

perfecta supernaturalis."  

As a result not only of the collapse of the ecclesiastical monoculture (which now more than 

ever deprived Scholastic thought of any actual basis) but also of the harsh doctrine of "ragione di 

stato" (Machiavelli) and of the growing power of independent national states and (to add no more) 

of Rationalism's aspirations to found the state on reason, Modern Times came to require a new 

doctrine of the state. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries such a doctrine was customarily 

tied to notions of natural reason and natural law, through the hypothesis of a social contract. It was 

conceived or at least conceivable that people acting as rational and free individuals had for 

protection at some time in the past bound themselves together permanently in order to form a state 

and in so doing had delegated and transferred all authority to the sovereign (see 0.3.3). 

In such models the state, freed from the ecclesiastical yoke, was often granted virtually 

unlimited power and the doctrine of state absolutism was often legitimated on purely rational 

grounds (Hobbes' Leviathan). English liberalism, however, witnessed a certain reaction against such 

totalitarian constructions. In John Locke, for example, the state had a limited function, being 

conceived as an association for the organized protection of man's inalienable natural rights (i.e., 

rights not even transferable in a social contract). The rights to freedom, property, and life must be 

man's to be enjoyed without any interference from the state. In particular, one must be able to pursue 

freely his private economic interests -- a notion confirmed in Adam Smith's classical theory of the 

wealth of nations with its bold thesis that it is precisely the pursuit of the private interest which 

works for the public good.524 Given such concerns, classical liberalism developed a strong sense of 

the need to demarcate the political sphere. For the first time bourgeois society, regarded structurally 

as a private sphere of life capable of harmonious development only where social and economic 

forces have free play, was distinguished clearly from the structure of the state. 

Yet the insight in question was not the fruit of theoretical liberalism alone. Practice too 

pointed in its direction. Increasing secularization, the growth of maritime trade, the American war of 

independence, the collapse of the ancien régime in France, the abolition of vestigial feudal structures 

during the French Revolution, the Napoleonic wars, industrialization, increasing division of labor 

and cultural differentiation, together with the rise of new ranks, classes, schools and elite groups 

opened people's eyes to the pluriformity of concrete social reality and shattered all monopolistic 

political conceptions. By the end of the eighteenth century, Romantics and Idealists had already 

begun to assume a fundamental pluriformity of public life and to regard social communities as 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
p. 8. During the Hellenistic period this conception of the state was in many respects superseded by 

cosmopolitan ideas and ideals, especially in the Roman Stoa. 

524 Anyway, in by far the most cases! On this point Adam Smith (in contrast to the later optimists 

in economic liberalism) was not strictly doctrinaire. Cf. C. Gide and C. Rist, Histoire des doctrines 

économiques, vol. I, p. 101. 
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organic articulations of the people as a whole, as individualized historical expressions of the national 

spirit (0.3.3).525 

Alongside Romanticism's individualizing and historicizing ideas of community, the early 

nineteenth century witnesses in the positivism of Auguste Comte and other founders of sociology as 

a separate academic theory a revival of scientism, a renewed interest in the natural sciences with 

their general explanations and predictions. The dominance of the physical sciences leads to a 

generalizing conception of human society, though not without further ado. Already in Comte's 

sociology a certain link is established with historicism, as we noticed before. Comte has a theory of 

human society as an organic whole and as the product of a historical development: his "social 

dynamics"! He and similarly minded scholars do not find it logically necessary to trace the actual 

state of affairs in society to the results of some speculative social contract. Just as the natural 

sciences are worthy of their name because of their knowledge of the general laws of nature, so 

sociology, Comte supposes, will establish itself as a science by tracing the general laws of society 

and by predicting its future development. 

There is yet another new wrinkle. Saint-Simon and Comte point out that human life and 

society are only marginally affected by political movements, by the vicissitudes of dynasties and 

kingdoms, by the grand game of gambits ventured in the royal interest and constitutional 

countermeasures. Virtually untouched by all the political, monarchical and ministerial maneuvering 

and its resulting wars and overthrows, life and history go their own way. The real substance of the 

history of civilizations must, they believe, lie elsewhere, in the much more stable structure of social 

and economic life. Property arrangements and production relations and the class order which these 

dictate are the factors basic to history. 

Now as far as Troeltsch is concerned, this sociological point of view presented itself as a 

tremendous and stimulating challenge in the social theory of Karl Marx. Marx, who like Troeltsch 

had been influenced by Hegel, converted the latter's idealism into dialectical materialism. Material 

reality would not arise from ideas but ideas from material reality -- by which Marx meant social 

reality as a historical phenomenon determined by economic or labor processes, by the technical 

material (tools, machines) required for, and the differences of property, rank, and class associated 

with such processes. All political positions and in that case all moral, religious and philosophical 

ideologies as well, Hegel's not excepted, might be accounted for in their origin, development and 

diversity on the basis of the underlying social-economic situation. 

Here too, then, we see a coupling of generalizing sociological and individualizing historical 

thought. The history of mankind is unique, and yet it is governed by general laws, which make even 

historical prediction possible. The meaning of history lies according to Marx not in the dialectical 

progress of the self-consciousness and freedom of the Spirit but in the dialectical self-emancipation 

of man from the needs, exigencies and contingencies of nature, through the elevation of labor and 

the advance of technology. The red thread in the fabric of history is the exodus of the chosen 

proletarian class from the house of natural bondage and slavery, the irresistible march through the 

wilderness of modern capitalist exploitation to the promised land of the classless society of the 

                                                           
525 Certainly this pluriformity of social spheres was still often considered to be embraced by the 

state (Hegel, Rothe): the idea of the state is in that case in fact rechristened and idealized into the 

general idea of the cultural community (2.3.6). 
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future. Every development in constitutional order, the political system and law, in art and science, in 

religion and philosophy is considered dependent upon this fundamental social-historical movement. 

 

 

Interim Phase:  Discovery of Sociology  (2) 

 

Troeltsch did not adopt this one-sided explanation of the ideological "superstructure" from the 

sociological "substructure." Yet the question of the degree to which human ideologies are stamped 

by a certain sociological substratum Troeltsch went on to recognize as an authentic and fundamental 

problem. He comes to regard the whole of intellectual, cultural, and religious history in the 

perspective of this social dimension. He finds in it a new, unanticipated key to explanation. To make 

use of it he has to revise his entire view of historical reality. His way of looking at the history of 

religions (especially at the history of Christianity and of Protestantism) and at cultural history 

(especially that of the modern western world), recorded in countless publications, undergoes far-

reaching changes.526  

A remarkable interim phase opens up in Troeltsch's development. His historical and 

systematic studies have always gone hand in hand,527 but now the latter seem to have ground to a 

halt. Systematically he is at a standstill, historically he wants to move on and learn more, though 

from whom? Upon finding guidance nowhere, especially with regard to the history of Christianity, 

he proceeds to devote about four years, beginning in 1907 or 1908, to writing a book of some 

thousand pages himself, "with indescribable difficulty" (IV, 11), a work destined to become a classic 

in the sociology of the Christian religion, Die Soziallehren der christlichen Kirchen und Gruppen 

(1912) [English trans.: The Social Teachings of the Christian Churches (1931)].528 While a 

                                                           
526 Noteworthy in this regard are: "Protestantisches Christentum und Kirche in der Neuzeit," 1st 

ed., 1906 and 2d ed., 1909; "Die Bedeutung des Protestantismus für die Entstehung der modernen 

Welt," 1st ed., 1906 and 2d ed., 1911, with the English translation Protestantism and Progress, which 

first appeared in 1912 (Boston, Beacon Press, Inc., 1966); "Das Wesen des modernen Geistes," 1907; 

and Die Soziallehren der christlichen Kirchen und Gruppen  (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1), in 

progress by 1908. 

527 For our purposes it is of course mainly the latter that are of concern, but notice the astonishing 

number of historical publications (about Protestant life and theolgy, about modern culture and 

philosophy, and, especially, the connections between them) listed in the Baron bibliography: 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 861-72. 

528 This is Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1. Parts of it were published beforehand in installments in 

Archiv für Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik (1908-1910). In 1931 an English translation by Olive 

Wyon appeared entitled The Social Teachings of the Christian Churches ; this has been reprinted 

(1949, 1950, 1956) and excerpted, and an American paperback reprint with an introduction by H. 

Richard Niebuhr was published in 1960. There are also translations in Italian and Spanish. A French 

translation of the conclusions of Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1 appeared in Archives de sociologie des 

religions 11 (1961). New German reprints have reached the market since 1961. See also the 

bibliography. 

A real supplement to Die Soziallehren is Augustin, die christliche Antike und das Mittelalter 

(1915); cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 12. Written from the same cultural and social-historical 

perspective (pp. v-vi), it is one of the last works of Troeltsch that still breathes an unadulterated 

universal-historical, optimistic-idealist spirit (pp. viff.). That is also the reason why this chapter 

covers the years to 1915. I have maintained that 1907 is the first year of this interim period because, 

on the one hand, Troeltsch by then had undoubtedly already gotten started with the social-historical 
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tremendous step forward historically, this opus magnum reveals no discernible systematic or 

methodological advancement in Troeltsch's development. What can have been the reason for this? 

 

 

Genesis and Crisis of Historicism  (3) 

 

Was the sociological approach so little revolutionary? Or did Troeltsch lack the time to keep pace 

systematically with his social historical writings? Or did he perhaps shrink from accepting the 

logical consequences of his new ideas? At the end of this interim phase, in 1916, what we can as yet 

only surmise will become clear, namely, that the bringing together of the historical and sociological 

points of view has precipitated an unimaginable crisis in Troeltsch's thought. Afterwards it will also 

be possible to say that the hiatus in Troeltsch's systematic development and his professional ritual 

genuflections to idealism are the result not least of all of his simply not knowing what to do with his 

new discoveries. He just endeavors to encapsulate the truths of sociology within his idealist 

conviction, but it is the latter rather than the former which will give way as this operation progresses. 

From 1916 onward we witness the collapse of Troeltsch's idealism and, consequently, the gradual 

radicalization and disintegration of his historicism as well. Certainly there continue to be new twists 

and turns in it, but these are by now the windings of a labyrinth. Again, it is only later that this 

problem erupts into an actual crisis. For the moment the issue is to analyze Troeltsch's newly won 

insights as such and the manner in which he endeavors to fit them into the idealist framework, with 

all the attendant consequences. In the process we will observe, at most, symptoms of the coming 

crisis. 

Hence there is reason indeed to speak here of an "interim phase" during which the later 

development is being prepared and in terms of which it can be explained; meanwhile, there persists 

an apparently undisturbed idealism.529 No useful purpose would be served by sketching this idealist 

construction again here. I will show rather how Troeltsch endeavored to integrate his sociological 

insights into the idealist system: an interim balance. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
studies in question (see the date, in itself incorrect, of 1907 in Die Bedeutung des Protestantismus, p. 

2) and, on the other hand, because the cultural-historical essay "Das Wesen des modernen Geistes" of 

1907 provides a clear sketch of the sociological foundations of the Western world and is to that extent 

an important step further than the corresponding cultural analyses in Politische Ethik und Christentum 

(1904) (3.5.6), in "Protestantisches Christentum und Kirche in der Neuzeit" (1906), and in Die 

Bedeutung des Protestantismus für die Entstehung der modernen Welt (1st ed. also 1906). See 4.3.4. 

529 Somewhere in Die Soziallehren itself Troeltsch says that the newly discovered social-

historical causality "in theory means nothing new" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 976; Social 

Teachings, vol. 2, p. 1002; see 4.2.8). This is certainly somewhat arguable (4.3.1), but in any case the 

few systematic writings from this period still show all the marks of Kantianism and Idealism. Articles 

such as "Zur Frage des religiösen apriori" (1909), "Die Bedeutung des Begriffs der Kontingenz" 

(1910), and "Empiricism and Platonism in the Philosophy of Religion" (1912) offer no essentially 

new points of view. In 1913 Troeltsch continues to confirm his philosophical position in the 

publication of Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, in which -- even in the last articles added to it -- he still 

espouses the transcendentalistic theory of values and the mystical idealist metaphysics of history; see 

4.6.4! Diverging articles, still written under the preceding influence of Lotze and Ritschl or of Hegel, 

are -- to the extent they are included in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2 -- emended and furnished with 

notes; cf., e.g., pp. 227n. and 449n. 
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It can be asked where and how Troeltsch came into contact with the problem of sociology. In 

a certain sense the contact was already implicit in the course of his historical studies which, whether 

he was dealing with the history of the church and of religions or with cultural ethics and the 

philosophy of religion, focussed with ever greater actuality on the knowledge and shaping of the 

modern world and on the specific contribution made to this process by Christianity. In this context 

(see already 3.5.6) he could hardly ignore the great social questions of the modern period. Hence 

Marx, together with other social theorists, demanded his attention. Moreover, in Heidelberg during 

these years Max Weber developed a name for himself by drawing a connection between the 

Protestant ethic and the original spirit of Western capitalism.530 As a representative of the university 

in the First Chamber in the German state of Baden, Troeltsch became familiar, furthermore, with the 

practical side of social and political problems (IV, 13, 11). The real impetus to independent 

sociological study and to the writing of Die Soziallehren he received however from an invitation to 

review a rather unimportant book by M. von Nathusius, Die Mitarbeit der Kirche an der Lösung der 

sozialen   Frage [The cooperation of the church in the solution of the social question] (3d printing, 

1904). Troeltsch recognized its weaknesses intuitively and suddenly became conscious of the 

widespread ignorance concerning the social and ethical conceptions of the Christian church, past and 

present. Because there was no one he could turn to, he set to work himself and wrote, instead of a 

review, a voluminous study, a history of Christian conceptions of culture and society. 

 

The invitation to review of a miserable book by Nathusius on the social task of the 

protestant church made me conscious of my ignorance -- and ours -- about these matters, 

and instead of writing a review I wrote a book of nearly a thousand pages. (IV 11; 

Bense)531 

 

Troeltsch first applied the sociological approach to church history, in order to learn from 

history how Christianity organized itself into social forms and how it positioned itself with regard to 

society through the centuries. His concern -- unlike Weber's -- was not so much the question of how 

the church (in its social politics and ideas) actually interacted with and influenced temporal powers 

but also and more especially how it regarded them in principle, in its "social teachings," that is, in its 

social philosophy and social ethics (I, 2, 15; IV, 12). Only against this historical background, as 

                                                           
530 Weber's renowned study "Die protestantische Ethik und der Geist des Kapitalismus" 

originally appeared in ASS  20 (1904) and 21 (1905). Troeltsch had intensive contact with Weber for 

many years, and for many years they were close friends. In Heidelberg they even lived in the same 

building after 1910 and formed with some other scholars "a particularly happy and enriching work 

community" (IV, 784). See also Marianne Weber, Max Weber: Ein Lebensbild, Eng. tr.: p. 449, etc. 

Concerning their temporary mutual alienation during the First World War, see p. 524. 

When upon the occasion of the ninth "Deutsche Historikertag" in Stuttgart in 1906 Weber was 

unexpectedly hindered from speaking on the theme "The Significance of Protestantism for the 

Formation of the Modern World" and Troeltsch had to take his place, he was directly confronted with 

Weber's work and with the social-economic and social-historical problems which were being posed 

by Weber and Werner Sombart; cf. Troeltsch, Die Bedeutung des Protestantismus, pp. 1, 66ff.; 

already in HZ 97 (July/August 1906): 1-66. 

531 In the original German text of this passage Troeltsch gave the title of Nathusius' book as 

"Soziale Aufgabe der evangelischen Kirche," which is not correct. See Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, 

pp. 5, 950 (Social Teachings, vol. 1, p. 26, vol. 2, p. 987). 
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Troeltsch sees it, does it become possible to find an answer to the second problem, the pressing 

problem of Christianity's actual contribution to the social question. 

Notice that Troeltsch is concerned with Christianity's contributions, no more and no less! An 

encompassing political or social theory from the side of Christianity he regards as impossible, but a 

complementary Christian input to such a total view would be indispensable. Social theory itself will 

strive towards new social patterns and ideals but is inherently incapable of ascertaining the ultimate 

values and norms for society. This fundamental lacuna has to be filled by the religious social ethos. 

 

The science of society cannot create ultimate values and standards from within, for even 

economic science, in regard to the ultimate valuation of goods which it handles, and in 

regard to the complicated social, political, and moral energies which it presupposes, is 

obliged to use institutions outside the borders of its own special faculty. (I, 2; Social 

Teachings I, 24) 

 

A Christian ethos means more than just grace supporting an ethos already present or to be 

created; it has a content of its own (3.5.7). Moreover, this "special substantive character" 

('inhaltliche'   Sondercharakter) (I, 3) of the Christian ethos does not consist merely of world 

avoidance and spiritualistic ascesis. It has temporal, social implications. As such it is even of 

fundamental importance for culture and secular life. That is apparent from the numerous "social 

teachings" which have sprung from the Christian religion. 

 

In point of fact the whole question of asceticism is one of the main problems connected 

with this subject. But the purely ascetic interpretation of the Gospel is a misreading of its 

chief religious ideas, and therefore it underestimates the sociological energies which issue 

from this leading religious idea. (I, 4; Social Teachings I, 35) 

 

 

What Does "Social" Mean?  (4) 

 

The preliminary question is: What in this context does "social" or "society" (Gesellschaft) mean in 

Troeltsch? We have to realize that Troeltsch is a writer who never uses a terminology based on sharp 

definitions. Human reality is so complex that it always escapes sharp definitions. It can only be 

described with the help of terms that are constantly in gentle fluctuation and that clarify themselves 

in a concrete context: verba valent usu. 

Given this fluctuation of terms, it can in any case be said that Troeltsch rejects the unspecified 

comprehensive use of the term "society" to express the totality of all social structures and relations 

(as in Comte and socialistic literature). "Society" or "social" reality as the totality of all social circles 

and connections is something completely not examinable, something as global and abstract as 

"culture" and "history" and thus unmanageable in scientific theories (Rickert). What Troeltsch has in 
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mind are certain characteristic components of this total complex (I, 8-9), and then primarily and 

above all the economically and socio-economically qualified structures and connections.532  

 

By "Society" modern science means, and rightly, primarily the social relationships which 

result from the economic phenomena. That is to say, it is the Society composed of all who 

labour, who are divided up into various classes and professional groups according to the 

work they do, which produces and exchanges goods, a Society organized upon the basis of 

the economic needs of existence, with all its manifold complications. (I, 9; Social 

Teachings I, 30) 

 

This apolitical, socio-economic conception of society, the counterpart of the formal juridical 

conception of the state in terms of public law, is behind such expressions as "state and society." Yet 

in certain instances both are covered by the single term "society." That happens especially when 

Troeltsch speaks of them in connection with the church and religion in such expressions as "the 

church and societal life." Well then, that is the very relationship which concerns Troeltsch in Die 

Soziallehren. Apart from the matter of how to organize their own social structures, the Christian 

churches and groups deal in their "social teachings" grosso modo with the state, with the socio-

economic sphere, and, finally, with the basis of both, family life. 

 

The modern social problem … by its orientation towards the Church … becomes the quite 

different problem of the relation between the religious forces and the economic social and 

political forces.… Thus the state again tends to become identified with economic social 

problems.… 

Thus it is an actual fact of history that from the beginning all the social doctrines of 

Christianity have been likewise doctrines both of the State and of Society. At the same 

time, owing to the emphasis of Christian thought upon personality, the Family is always 

regarded as the basis both of the State and of Society, and is thus bound up with all 

Christian social doctrine. (I, 11-12; Social Teachings I, 31-32)533 

 

4.2 World Religions from the Sociological Point of View (Historical Section) 
 

 

                                                           
532 We have encountered an initial delimitation of the concept of society in the classical, 

Lockeian liberalism, namely, as the totality of all human circles and connections not encroached upon 

by the state. Such a definition, for which Troeltsch refers especially to Rodbertus and Lorentz von 

Stein, he himself finds still too broad. 

533 Again, Troeltsch as a theologian, ethicist and philosopher of culture is not interested so much 

in the question of how church and society have actually influenced each other in reality as he is in 

how, granted such an actual basis, Christianity has formed and developed its ideals into a fundamental 

position vis-à-vis secular society and -- possibly -- into an integral Christian conception of culture; 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 14-15 (Social Teachings, vol. 1, pp. 33-34); see further Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 784ff. 
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A Twofold Problem. 

The Types of Church, Sect, and Mysticism  (1) 

 

In the sociological approach to Christianity two points, according to Troeltsch, are of central 

importance. 

1. What are the sociological implications of the idea of Christianity and how have these 

unfolded and acquired shape in the particular structure of a religious community? 

2. What broader social ideals have developed from Christian ideas and how have these 

crystallized into a fundamental view of society?534  

 

For this reason the chief point for sociological reflection is the question as to how this 

characteristically religious movement has organized and shaped itself, and which social 

ideals regarding the nature of man it has, in turn, introduced in the broader movement. 

(IV, 125; Kraay) 

From this point the question remains: to what extent has the church established a social 

ideal -- the idea of a christian culture -- that would embrace the whole of society, and how 

does it infuse its theory? (IV, 127; Kraay) 

 

At first glance this twofold problem of the general sociology of religion seems fairly simple. 

Yet the moment it is confronted with the concrete historical realities of Christianity, an extremely 

complex pattern of social interlacements emerges. It is of course not our intention to follow the 

historical inquiry of Die Soziallehren step by step.535 For our purposes it will be sufficient to devote 

attention to its method, its final results, and its possible implications for Troeltsch's conception as a 

whole. Even so, we are immediately confronted with the complexity of the problem of the sociology 

of religion. 

Let us focus for the moment on the first of the two central questions. It appears that the so-

called sociological idea of Christianity (I, 14), which is to say the social ideal implicit in the idea of 

Christianity, gave rise to a pluralism of organizational structures. In general these elaborations can 

be reduced to three types (with transitions and intermediate positions), namely, the church, the sect, 

and mysticism. Although the sectarian and mystical types clearly arose later (at least in their 

pronounced forms) than the type of the church, they all -- in Troeltsch's judgment -- can be traced 

                                                           
534 Again, Troeltsch as a theologian, ethicist and philosopher of culture is not interested so much 

in the question of how church and society have actually influenced each other in reality as he is in 

how, granted such an actual basis, Christianity has formed and developed its ideals into a fundamental 

position vis-à-vis secular society and -- possibly -- into an integral Christian conception of culture; 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 14-15 (Social Teachings, vol. 1, pp. 33-34); see further Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 784ff. 

535 The conclusions of Die Soziallehren Troeltsch has tellingly summarized himself, in eight 

points (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, 965-86; Social Teachings, vol. 2, pp. 993-1013). These more or 

less correspond with sections 4.2.1, 3, 4, 5, and 8 (historical) and 4.4.1, 2, and 3 (ethical) of the 

present study. In these sections, however, other writings are dealt with as well, including especially 

the articles "Epochen und Typen der Sozialphilosophie des Christentums" (1911), "Das stoisch-

christliche Naturrecht und das moderne profane Naturrecht" (1911), and "Religion, Wirtschaft und 

Gesellschaft" (1913). 
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back to original tendencies in the gospel of Jesus and in the life of the early Christian communities. 

Hence each has its own legitimacy (I, 967; IV, 127, 169).536  

In the original preaching of Jesus the accent still lay entirely on the coming of the kingdom, 

which under the rule of God would usher in a religious and ethical renewal of the world, and 

therefore on the need for religious surrender and moral purity before the all-seeing eye of the Lord. 

In other words, what was at stake -- from a sociological point of view -- was pure individualism (that 

is, the individual human being, who in nearness to God discovers the eternal personal value of the 

soul) and pure universalism (that is, the spiritual community, in which people -- whatever their 

idiosyncrasies -- recognize and love one another as brothers and sisters purely through heartfelt 

human communion in God). These two motives inspired the formation of circles of devoted young 

people but provided as yet no basis for any form of religious organization (I, 34ff.). 

Later on, these initially rather freely shifting flocks of disciples formed themselves into more 

closely knit sociological groups. This happened as belief sprang up in the risen heavenly Lord, who 

was called the Messiah and Logos and who, present in the congregation as Spirit, revealed his 

powers of salvation in baptism and the Lord's Supper. The cult of Christ led to the formation of 

churches! This transition from free groups to fixed churches must be ascribed, according to 

Troeltsch, to Paul (I, 58ff.). He points out, later, that it is from the Pauline establishment of churches 

that the structures of sect and mysticism likewise gained their start. Paul's doctrine of grace opened 

the way to the proper type of the church, his doctrine of sanctification contained the principle of the 

sect, and his Christ mysticism and zealousness for the Spirit would eventually find a following in 

spiritualist circles (IV, 127). 

The story of how the transition to more stable forms of association actually took place is not 

what concerns us here. In any case, the contours of the three types gradually become clearer as 

church history unfolds. The church reveres Christ as the miraculous divine deliverer whose work 

progresses in its midst. The church is therefore the institution of salvation, the redemption won by 

Christ has been entrusted to it as an objective treasure of grace. From this source the clergy can draw 

salvation in order to pour it out upon the people of God. This salvation may be received by anyone, 

                                                           
536 Initially, Troeltsch recognized only two sociological types, namely, church and sect. That is 

the case, for example, in "Die Bedeutung des Protestantismus" as first published in1906, although 

here he already tends at times to place mystical spiritualism (not yet conceived of as a type of 

community) alongside the baptist sects; see HZ 97 (July/August 1906): 18. Even "Schleiermacher und 

die Kirche" (1910) is still based on the idea that there are two types of community. In the early 

chapters of Die Soziallehren, too, a distinction is always made between two types (Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 1, p. 375; Social Teachings, vol. 1, pp. 340-41). If the communal life of the mystics 

comes up, then they are said to organize themselves after the example of the sect (Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 1, p. 383; Social Teachings, vol. 1, p. 348) or to form a "pure fellowship of thought" 

(Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 420; Social Teachings, vol. 1, p. 377). The extensive discussion of 

the mystical type (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, pp. 848-964; Social Teachings, vol. 2, pp. 729-820, 

with notes pp. 962-990) was only written in 1911, in connection with the final draft the work. Three 

types are also presented in Die Bedeutung des Protestantismus (1911, 2d ed., rev.!) and Protestantism 

and Progress (1912), and in "Epochen und Typen der Sozialphilosophie des Christentums" (1911). 

It was probably as a result of the influence of H. R. Niebuhr"s The Social Sources of 

Denominationalism (1929), a work inspired by Troeltsch, that Howard Becker later designed four 

types: "ecclesia, denomination, sect, cult" (in L. von Wiese and H. Becker, Systematic Sociology, 

1932). In 1957 in Religion, Society and the Individual (pp. 147-55), J. M. Yinger arrived at a further 

"refinement" of Troeltsch's typology; he distinguished six types: the universal church, the ecclesia, 

the class church or denomination, the establishment, the sect, the cult. See also L. Laeyendecker, 

Religie en conflict, pp. 72ff. 
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irrespective of his subjective holiness and record of service. It is the church, and its truth, its 

sacraments, and its priesthood, that is holy and divine. In its objective unassailability the church can 

incorporate the newly born through infant baptism. It can open the gates for the world and urge, if 

not compel, the masses to enter in. As a people's church it can mix in the life of the world without 

detriment to its own, God-given dignity. 

 

The Church is an institution which has been endowed with grace and salvation as a result 

of the work of Redemption; it is able to receive the masses, and to adjust itself to the 

world, because, to a certain extent, it can afford to ignore the need for subjective holiness 

for the sake of the objective treasures of grace and of redemption. (I, 967; Social 

Teachings II, 993) 

 

The sects group themselves around Jesus as Lord and guide. They see the congregation 

constitute itself through the personal, voluntary association of those who have purified themselves 

from the world and taken up the cross in the imitation of Jesus. The holiness of the congregation 

depends in this case entirely on the worthiness of its members and hence must be identified with a 

small circle who await, and persevere to, the end. 

 

The sect is a voluntary society, composed of strict and definite Christian believers bound 

to each other by the fact that all have experienced "the new birth." These "believers" live 

apart from the world, are limited to small groups, emphasize the law instead of grace, and 

in varying degrees within their own circle set up the Christian order, based on love; all this 

is done in preparation for and expectation of the coming Kingdom of God. (I, 967; Social 

Teachings II, 993) 

 

The mystics have in view the immediate revelation of the Spirit of God in the soul. They 

accordingly know Christ not according to the flesh but as a mystical principle, a hidden reality. They 

experience Him in direct union with God, in conjunction with which the Word and the history of 

salvation, the church, and the cult shrink or shrivel up into stimuli for experiences which are highly 

personal and inward. This unique stirring can be nurtured and engendered only, if anywhere, in 

monastic groups or in free, secluded circles of friends not known to the world. 

 

Mysticism means that the world of ideas which had hardened into formal worship and 

doctrine is transformed into a purely personal and inward experience; this leads to the 

formation of groups on a purely personal basis, with no permanent form, which also tends 

to weaken the significance of forms of worship, doctrine, and the historical element. (I, 

967; Social Teachings II, 993)537 

 

                                                           
537 The types mentioned here are also characterized briefly by Troeltsch in "Epochen und Typen 

der Sozialphilosophie des Christentums" and "Das stoisch-christliche Naturrecht und das moderne 

profane Naturrecht." 
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In the complexity of history, Troeltsch sees these types becoming differentiated and 

radicalized in conflict, separation, and heresy, without prejudice to the possibility of their eventual 

reconciliation or reunion. At one time sectarianism and spiritualism are estranged from the church or 

from each other and at another time they merge or find themselves back in the broad bosom of the 

mother church with its offices and hierarchy, its orders and cloisters, its vocations, devotions, and 

lay movements. It is only with the transition to Modern Times that these types attain their fully 

articulated forms with respect to each other and that the third type especially, which until then was 

the least developed, comes into its own.538 It is at this time, moreover, that in Lutheranism, 

Calvinism, and -- still neglected in the Soziallehren  (IV, 2) -- Anglicanism independent secondary 

forms of the proper Catholic church type are in the making. But then it is also just precisely at this 

time that -- especially in the concrete unfolding of Calvinism in Western Europe and America -- the 

most complex tangle of interlacements between the types appears. 

 

 

Max Weber's "Ideal Types"  (2) 

 

It may be asked just what is meant in this context by the term "type." In the literature of the subject 

Troeltsch is regularly approached in terms of Max Weber's theory of science: Troeltsch scholars like 

Yinger, Kasch, Reist, and Dresscher speak of the "ideal types" of church, sect, and mysticism. I have 

objections to this. In the first place, it is striking that Troeltsch, though thoroughly familiar with 

Weber's ideas, avoids the term "ideal type."539 This terminological difference has a basis in their 

respective theories of science. 

Both Troeltsch and Weber proceed from Rickert's idea of the "extensive" and "intensive" 

incomprehensibility (3.1.1) of empirical reality: reality appears to be inexhaustible for sense 

perception and beyond grasping for human knowledge as soon as we want to take into account all its 

quantitative dimensions and all its qualitative differences. Conceptual knowledge can accordingly 

never, as they see it, be a true and complete "copy" (Abbild ) of empirical reality. Furthermore, they 

consider it the mark of theoretical concepts -- as Kant in principle had already asserted -- to be the 

means of ordering the multiplicity of sense impressions. Finally, all three -- Rickert, Weber, and 

Troeltsch -- are agreed that this ordering of empirical data is accomplished in the cultural sciences 

through a theoretical reference to values (see 3.1.1). What values? It is on this point that the 

divergence arises. Weber assumes a more subjective stance than Rickert, a more subjective stance 

even than Troeltsch! 

                                                           
538 It is amongst the Protestant Dissenters and in connection with Humanism that the long 

forgotten spiritualistic type first acquires its world-historical significance. To Troeltsch's mind the 

religiosity of the modern unchurched scientist is -- if present at all -- spiritualistic. 

539 W. F. Kasch has noticed this too, though it does not deter him from speaking of "ideal types" 

in Troelsch; cf. Die Sozialphilosophie von Ernst Troeltsch, p. 118. We find the same Weberian 

terminology in J. M. Yinger, Religion, Society and the Individual, pp. 147ff.; H.-G. Drescher, "Ernst 

Troeltsch's Intellectual Development," p. 24; and, in particular, in B. A. Reist, Toward a Theology of 

Involvement, pp. 112ff. 

Troeltsch himself as far as I know uses the term only once, loosely and by way of exception (in 

1922; see Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 759), with respect to the essence of an epoch; but just there 

the context is strongly antiWeberian, romantic and metaphysical. 
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According to Weber the formation of concepts in the cultural sciences (which include the 

social sciences) must be considered subjective not only because it involves ordering on the part of 

the knowing subject but also because it makes a theoretical reference to communal values which are 

derived not from the experiential realm of the material under investigation (Rickert) but from the 

cultural ethos the investigator brings with him from his own social context: historical facts are only 

those facts that are valuable for us.540  

Nonetheless, the results of such cultural or historical research are not subjectivistic for Weber 

in the sense of their being arbitrary. A scholar freely brings his own values perspectives to the 

selection of data, but once he has adopted these perspectives he is strictly bound by the norms of 

thought in applying them to his research material, and the outcome to be attained is thus fixed! 

Hence the assured results of historical research do not change; all that changes is the degree to which 

these results interest one party or another. A new development in society generates new values and 

new problems, and thus new questions for history.541 

In mental and cultural sciences, in which the empirical matter is so elastic and inexhaustible 

and in which the meanings ascribable to things change with the times, a scholar can only arrive at 

exact insights by purposely imposing logical schemes on his material: the "ideal types." In order to 

get such ideal types he presses (taking into account what is objectively possible) particular patterns 

or developments which he notices in society, and which he regards as meaningful, in such a way and 

to such a degree that from a logical point of view they reveal a consistent and transparent structure 

or genesis. To be sure, these theoretical constructs (for that is what they are!) represent ideal 

structures or ideal developments, and they will always be at variance with concrete reality. In that 

sense they are "utopian." Yet such models have -- besides their heuristic significance for scientific 

research and hypothesizing -- indispensable value for the sake of logical exposition, namely, as 

fixed, definable, but then also ideal limiting concepts by which the actual and variable relationships 

in social life can be measured precisely.542 For Weber, even the three types of religious association 

of church, sect, and mysticism which he and Troeltsch see crystallizing from the original sources of 

Christian fellowship are theoretical and operational constructs and, as such, ideal types!543  

                                                           
540 "When we require from the historian and social research worker as an elementary 

presupposition that they distinguish the important from the trivial and that he should have the 

necessary 'point of view' for this distinction, we mean that they must understand how to relate the 

events of the real world consciously or unconsciously to universal 'cultural values' and to select out 

those relationships which are significant for us" (Weber, Gesammelte Aufsätze zur 

Wissenschaftslehre, p. 181; Eng. tr.: Methodology, pp. 81-82; the citation is from "'Objectivity' in 

Social Science and Social Policy"). 

541 See further Weber, Gesammelte Aufsätze zur Wissenschaftslehre, 3d ed., pp. 180-85; Eng. tr.: 

Methodology, pp. 80-85. 

542 As the matter is one here of logical over-accentuation of characteristic trends or traits in 

reality, i.e., a matter of fiction, even contradictory philosophical conceptions (for example, the 

natural-law and the romantic-organismic conceptions of the state) can have an ideal-typical 

significance; cf. Weber, Gesammelte Aufsätze zur Wissenschaftslehre, 3d ed., p. 206; Eng. tr.: 

Methodology, p. 104. 

543 In Gesammelte Aufsätze zur Wissenschaftslehre  ( 3d ed., p. 194; Eng. tr.: Methodology, p. 93) 

Weber calls even the concepts of church and sect, as he has conceived them in their significance for 

Western culture, "ideal types" (because they are to be found nowhere in reality in their conceptual 

purity). Moreover, Troeltsch has formulated the substance of his own typological concepts, at least as 

far as church and sect are concerned, with the help of Weber's ideal-typical constructions. For Weber 

had already contrasted the church and the sect as an institutional and a voluntary association (Weber, 
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Yet this operationalistic theory of ideal types, rooted as it is in transcendental phenomenalism 

(reality is just phenomenal) and the voluntarist actualism of a philosophy of values (values just stem 

from acts of the will), must be considered alien to Troeltsch's metaphysical idealism.544 For 

Troeltsch too social or historical types are descriptive, schematic concepts, certainly. Yet that is not 

to say they are intended as ideal in the sense of logical-utopian scientific constructs which would be 

applied only for the sake of getting a grasp on meaningful patterns in that elusive course of events 

called history. Historical types have their objective basis in the metaphysical unity of reality itself, 

they refer to spiritual tendencies which are present there, even if such tendencies are perhaps never 

able to attain a fully transparent form or ideal development in unruly reality. This concerns also the 

three types of religious association. These types are more than conceptual tools. They have an 

objective basis: they arise from the religious or metaphysical idea of Christianity itself!545  

 

 

Sociological Type and Christian Dogma  (3) 

 

The other side of the coin is that in their own turn the types in question have left their mark on the 

religious idea of Christianity itself and on its elaboration in doctrinal representations, conceptions of 

truth, and ethical ideals. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Gesammelte Aufsätze zur Religionssoziologie, vol. 1, pp. 152-53; cf. likewise 206n., 207n.). Finally, 

Troeltsch also concurs with Weber in holding that Christian groups do not in fact coincide with but 

rather oscillate between their typological definitions. 

Otherwise, there are also substantial differences to be noted between Weber and Troeltsch 

regarding the differences between church and sect, as Benjamin A. Reist has made clear. The most 

important of these is that for Weber the distinction turns on the voluntarism of the sect, whereas for 

Troeltsch the heart of the distinction has to do with the question of the attitude toward and the 

relationship to the world (see 4.2.5). Cf. B. A. Reist, Toward a Theology of Involvement, p. 11 and L. 

Laeyendecker, Religie en conflict, p. 55. 

544 Troeltsch has adopted Rickert's logic of history but in doing so has expanded it -- in an 

entirely different direction from Weber -- to lend historical concepts, and especially the concept of the 

type as it concerns us here, an objective-realistic basis in a real development and structure that would 

transcend consciousness (3.3.4). 

545 One could say that Weber's concept of the type is "nominalistic" and that Troeltsch's is 

"realistic" -- but then in the sense of so-called critical realism. Raymond Aron speaks of Weber's 

"nominalism" in La sociologie allemande contemporaine (p. 103). And correctly so, insofar as Weber 

expressly calls the ideal types "unrealistic" or "utopian" and "abstract"; Gesammelte Aufsätze zur 

Wissenschaftslehre, 3d ed., pp. 189-208 (Eng. tr.: Methodology, pp. 89-106); 559-62 (cf. Eng. tr.: 

Economy and Society, pp. 19-22). 

Against the distinction I have drawn between Troeltsch's and Weber's concepts of types it cannot 

be argued that in opposing Rickert Troeltsch himself once asserted the indispensability of the concept 

of type by appealing to Weber's notion of the ideal type (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 723) (3.3.4). 

It must be remembered that Troeltsch in that case did not go so far as to espouse Weber's 

interpretation of the concept of the type; on the contrary, by means of such concepts as idea, 

tendency, and analogy, he drew it inside a historical-metaphysical horizon (3.7.1). 

An entirely different point, of course, is that of whether Troeltsch's types are able to be employed 

within an operational or instrumental scheme (as ideal types, constructs, and the like) by social 

scientists. Something of the sort is being attempted in American sociology of religion (Howard 

Becker, Milton Yinger, and others), generally with one-sided accentuation of the sociological and 

social-ethical characteristics of each type; see B. Johnson, "A Critical Appraisal of the Church-Sect 

Typology" and P. Gustafson, "UO-US-PS-PO: A Restatement of Troeltsch's Church-Sect Typology." 
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The christian [idea] offers … various possibilities for such self-organization. Retroactively 

they have characterized the idea in a most fundamental way. (IV, 722; Kraay) 

 

Here I have in mind in the first place the way in which doctrinal ideas develop. Although the 

independence and originality of the religious idea are for Troeltsch beyond dispute, that does not 

detract from the fact that its elaboration into Christian dogma depends directly on the social 

formation of Christianity.546 For example, the original Christian doctrine of the deity of Christ 

would have arisen from the Christ cult in the first congregations, and this in turn would have arisen 

from the social need for mutual affiliation experienced by the scattered flocks of young men filled 

with the spirit of Jesus.547  

This doctrine of Christ does not develop in a single way but assumes various forms in the 

different types of community. The Christ of the church is the divine Deliverer, who in his work of 

salvation and reconciling death has once and for all prepared exoneration and grace for the world 

and who has now entrusted this to the church with its offices, traditions, and sacraments in behalf of 

all the believing people of God. The Christ of the sects is the heavenly and returning Lord, who in 

his Sermon on the Mount has given a law of life and in his earthly existence an example to follow, 

and who only upon his return will bring salvation and establish his kingdom in the midst of his 

disciples. The Christ of the mystics, finally, is a divine force, an invisible principle of life, which 

was once embodied fully in Jesus but which as the deepest Ground of life is in fact present in every 

person and is experienced directly and individually in every unmediated encounter with the divine. 

Jesus' original preaching of the kingdom of God undergoes a similar development. This 

second principal doctrine of Christianity also forms three particular branches. Here it is the kingdom 

of God present in the world as the institutional church. There, as not of this world, it is to be founded 

by Jesus only in the future and (as the chiliasts assert) consolidated in a thousand-year reign. 

Elsewhere, it becomes the kingdom that is with and within us as the hidden mystical rule of God's 

Spirit in our hearts. 

The dogma of deliverance also undergoes threefold differentiation in an analogous way. Here 

it is the reconciliation purchased once through the death of Christ, effectual in the church as the 

force working forgiveness and sanctification. There it is imminent in the promised rapture of the 

saints. And among the mystics, it is experienced in the repeatable union of the soul with God.548  

                                                           
546 There is according to Troeltsch an "inner connection of each formulated dogma to a 

fellowship group more or less affected by it"; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. viii (Social Teachings, 

vol. 1, p. 20). 

547 Against the background of Hebrew monotheism, according to Troeltsch, the dogma of the 

divine trinity flows from the dogma of Christ. 

548 From this sociological perspective new light is shed not only on various dogmatic 

developments, that is, on the spontaneous creation and articulation of the world of religious ideas, but 

also on their dogmatological elaboration, which is to say on the vicissitudes of theology! It can be 

shown that theology, too, given its connections with a religious community, is sociologically 

conditioned (which is not to deny that theology's rational elaboration of the Christian intellectual 

heritage in turn influences the underlying social consciousness; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 969, 

Social Teachings, vol. 2, p. 996). Take the church. The cult- and sacrament-conditioned theology of 

Catholicism has allowed itself to be constrained within the framework of late classical metaphysics. 
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Sociological Type and Christian Conception of Truth  (4) 

 

The sociological point of view has also given a new chance to the historicizing (that is, interpreting 

historically) of the religious Christian claim to truth. The tendencies found in the history of religion 

to absolutize or relativize Christian truth are, as it turns out, largely conditioned by society and the 

history of society, and then in this sense, that the differing religious conceptions of truth and 

toleration parallel the differences between the ecclesiastical, the sectarian, and the mystical types of 

association. 

The church wants to be a church of the people and of the masses. Since that is so, it can only 

fully maintain its sanctity and divinity by transferring these goods from the ecclesiastical subject to 

the objective institution of salvation. The church must accordingly be considered to possess divine 

grace and absolute truth, truth which even can be sustained by coercive means, spiritual and 

temporal (thus also never without support from the state!), in confrontation with any, be they inside 

or outside the church. 

The sect wants to be a community of actively confessing sanctified Christians, hence exists 

alongside the civic and everyday life of the people, and while also certainly assuming the absolute 

truth of the Gospel, considers it accessible only to the initiated. From the state the sect desires only 

complete freedom of religion and in contrast to the (other) churches stresses external religious 

tolerance. Within its own congregations, however, the sect maintains the lex Christi with rigorous 

discipline, whereby the level of internal pressure and intolerance is raised as high as possible. As a 

result, sectarianism, deprived of the strong arm of the state, is surrendered to endless splintering into 

small groups. 

Finally, spiritualistic mysticism knows the truth of salvation just as a strictly personal and 

inward property, as an ineffable reality behind the written word; universal truth is therefore 

separated from the historical, relative forms of expression of the Bible, dogma, church law, and cult 

and rediscovered in shared experiences, in connection with which inward toleration and true 

freedom of conscience blossom. Neither external nor internal coercion are needed or even possible 

and conformity is not required. All this being so, the spiritualistic position -- no less than the 

ecclesiastical and sectarian positions -- is fraught with dangers and objections. Mysticism has 

practically no substantial Christian content and no hold on the masses. It threatens to fade into an a-

Christian religious individualism. 

Thus the church, the sect, and mysticism all have characteristic shortcomings. The conclusion 

must accordingly be that the Christian experiences of truth and toleration inevitably move within the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
In contrast, the theology of Protestantism, with its interiorization of the principle of the church and 

purification of dogma, has become more rational, but for the rest it too has always remained 

conditioned by cult and church authority. The sect, with its ties to the lower social classes, is 

prescientific and produces ethics, certainly, but not theology in the proper sense. Spiritualism in its 

turn has construed Christian religiosity as an ever self-renewing source of power within the total 

religious consciousness and in that way proceeded to develop a genuinely scholarly theology 

compatible with the philosophy of religion. This theology has accordingly also been able to find 

points of contact with modern idealist thought but, on the other hand (alas!), has short-circuited the 

ecclesiastical establishment, a matter characteristic of the latent tensions in contemporary Christianity 

(see 2.4.4). 
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typological circle of church, sect, and mysticism. Each seems to depend on the one-sidedness of the 

others. 

 

There are only varying practical suggestions of approximate utility which emerge out of 

this tragic interplay of forces. (I, 972; Social Teachings II, 999)549 

 

 

Sociological Type and Christian Ethos  (5) 

 

The complex history of the Christian ethos also becomes clear when approached with the help of a 

sociological typology. The ethos of the Gospel is so exalted (radical personal sanctification before 

God; pure, self-denying brotherly love) that it is only capable of realization in another world (which 

Jesus accordingly also considered to be at hand). Discovering afterwards that earthly relations were 

of a more enduring character, the church concluded that compromises were generally unavoidable. 

Thus the church accepted the compromise with the world. It employed the stoic idea of relative 

natural law550 as the means of carrying the compromise through. Alongside it, nonetheless, the 

church knew a stricter standard of sanctity, which was, and is, practiced in the cloister. The 

culmination of the Christian ethos appears in the classical medieval two-level morality (partly 

natural, partly supernatural). The Protestant churches too, according to Troeltsch, relied in various 

                                                           
549 It can be asked whether Troeltsch in Die Soziallehren has not overthrown the plan of 

interpretation from Die Absolutheit des Christentums (the naive, apologetic, rational, and evolutionist 

experience of truth and absoluteness; 3.6.6). Perhaps in just some measure this is so. In any case, 

Troeltsch saw no reason to modify the second edition of Die Absolutheit  (1912!) on this point. 

Perhaps the two schemes of thought can be connected as follows. The restricted absolutism of the 

sects is related to a certain prescientific naïveté; the universalistic absolutism of the church is paired 

with universal-catholic apologetic aspirations; and the tolerance and relativist conception of 

spiritualism bears affinity to the rationalist-historicist development of science. The difficult point, 

however, is that Christianity -- in Troeltsch's conception -- has not originated from within sectarian 

circles. 

550 Besides Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1 (Social Teachings,  vols. 1 and 2), cf., e.g., vol. 4, pp. 

128, 174, 158-59. The Stoa placed this relative natural law in opposition to the originally obtaining 

absolute natural law with its ideas of equality, freedom, and communal property; it implied a relative 

recognition of the phenomena, necessary after the Fall, of justice, power, private property, the 

struggle to secure material goods, etc. Troeltsch always stressed the fundamental significance of this 

lex naturalis for the notions of theology, ethics, and culture alive in the early church, Catholicism, and 

the Reformation. He demonstrated its importance to Lutheranism (Melanchthon) already in Vernunft 

und Offenbarung (1891). Independent research led Troeltsch to notice, at about the same time that 

Dilthey did (see Dilthey's Gesammelte Schriften, vols. 1-2), that natural law is a decisive underlying 

factor in Western intellectual history (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 348, 433, 745ff., 374ff., 

724ff., etc. He learned to distinguish ever more clearly between the Stoic and Christian versions of 

the idea of natural law and the modern version (the profane autonomous law of reason) (Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 384ff., 188ff., 165) and associated the latter with the newer philosophical, 

cultural, and religious ideas of the Aufklärung. Natural law acquires significance in the present 

context particularly as the idea of the pregiven societal arrangement ordained by nature (by God) that 

would be construed and worked out in different ways by the different types of religious community. 

See Die Soziallehren, "Epochen und Typen der Sozialphilosophie des Christentums" (1911), and "Das 

stoisch-christliche Naturrecht und das moderne profane Naturrecht" (1913). On this function of 

natural law, see further 4.2.7. 
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ways on this same idea of natural law,551 but they largely abandoned the ethical dualism. They 

developed instead a Christian ethic of vocations which faced the world in a spirit of voluntary, 

compliant obedience (Lutheranism) or else with rational, reforming zeal (Calvinism and ascetic 

Protestantism).552  

Such ecclesiastical compromises are in principle rejected by the sects. Their staunch 

adherence to the Sermon on the Mount involved them in constant conflict with the temporal powers.  

To define their rigorous position, they appealed the extent necessary to the other stoic idea of natural 

law, that of the Golden Age: absolute natural law (IV, 150, 184, 164). Apart from the aggressive 

groups which hurled themselves violently against the hard reality of society and bled to death on it, 

there were the passive sects, isolated from the world. They withdrew into themselves until many of 

them (in conjunction with Calvinist and free church movements) were able to find a way to the 

world in ascetic and puritan Protestantism. 

Spiritualistic mysticism, in contrast, has always remained unconcerned about the pros and 

cons of the cultural compromise. Considering itself above nature and the ordinances of natural law, 

it lives in freedom of spirit and conscience, in an antinomianism in the good (at times pejorative) 

sense of the word. Its influence on the masses has never been organized and so has remained 

minimal. Mysticism till the present day has always depended for its influence upon the inward 

working of the Spirit. 

Confronted by this diversity of views, Troeltsch himself continues to consider directedness 

towards the transcendent and the denial of the world the authentic core of the Christian ethos. The 

question of the supernatural, of "Überweltlichkeit," and consequently that of ascesis in the 

metaphysical dualistic or disciplinary methodical sense is, he believes, the primary and proper 

problem of religious ethics, no matter how contrary that may seem to the modern optimistic "this-

worldly" spirit. 

Nonetheless, it has become abundantly clear that the Christian ethos is not a matter of simply 

denying the self and the world (4.1.2). Neither the sectarian negation of culture nor the spiritualist 

resignation to culture has proven to be a tenable solution in the world. Broadly speaking, it is the 

church that has been neither able nor willing to isolate itself from cultural life and that has drawn out 

the social ethical implications of the idea of Christianity, and then in two directions, that of medieval 

Catholicism and that of free church Calvinism (see further 4.3.3). Thus the second, additional 

problem of the Christian ethos is that of how the religious ideal can be augmented by conceptions of 

interpersonal societal relations and, if possible, broadened into a general Christian cultural ethics. 

 

To-day, therefore, the main problem of the Christian Ethos is still the problem of 

supernaturalism, and of its unavoidable result, asceticism, in the metaphysical-dualistic or 

in the disciplinary rigorist sense, an asceticism which is never merely a simple denial of 

the world and of self. On the other hand, its second main problem is how to supplement 

                                                           
551 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 140, 146, 180ff. 

552 In the solemn vows of the cloister and in the ideals of Calvinism, notions of absolute natural 

law already played a role. If the idea of the relative natural law was a conservative principle which 

allowed compromises, the idea of the absolute natural law functioned as a critical element incapable 

of accepting existing states of affairs. 
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this religious one-sidedness with an ethic of civilization which can be combined with it. (I, 

974-75; Social Teachings II, 1001) 

 

 

The General Sociological Paradigm  (6) 

 

This accessory problem of Christian ethics is at the same time the second problem in a sociological 

analysis of Christianity that requires consideration (4.2.1).553 How do religious Christian 

conceptions of culture and society arise, and how have they actually arisen, from a Christianity 

which, like the Eastern churches even today,554 is as such culturally indifferent? 

Troeltsch's initial answer is that an internal ideal of community operative in the structures 

generated by the religious idea itself tends to be expanded to apply to human society as a whole: the 

ideal of religious community has at its core a broader, universal significance. It would be possible to 

apply this ideal directly or analogously to political and socio-economic life -- in the case, for 

example, of regulating the relation between the individual and the community (I, 9-10).555 

Christendom tends constantly, in other words, to elevate the operative internal Christian ideal of 

community to a general sociological paradigm.556  

The difficulty is, however, that such social-ethical models originating in religion never gain 

the opportunity to be fully realized because they are exposed in their own turn to the influence of 

other kinds of societal ideals and, furthermore, because they clash with immutable sociological laws 

and circumstances (IV, 169). The second leading problem of social ethics must accordingly be 

broadened to the question of how the religious ideal of community contained in the general 

sociological paradigm influences and in turn is influenced by the given societal relations and the 

ideals already contained in them and the extent to which the religious ideal is susceptible of being 

combined with these other ideals to form an inner unity. 

 

[Christianity's sociological idea] will always be found to contain an ideal of a universal 

paradigm of human relationships in general, which will extend far beyond the borders of 

the actual religious community or Church. The problem will then be how far this paradigm 

will be able to penetrate into actual conditions and influence them; in what way also it will 

feel the reflex influence of these conditions, and to what extent in such a situation an inner 

unity of life can be, or is, actually created. (I, 14; cf. Social Teachings I, 34) 

 

                                                           
553 Naturally, this problem cannot be considered -- in view of the forward position of the church 

type in the matter -- in isolation from that of the typological diversity in religious self-organizing. 

554 Augustin, die christliche Antike und das Mittelalter, pp. vii-viii. 

555 For the question of what Troeltsch regards as the core of such a religious-social ethos, see 

4.4.1. 

556 Thus Troeltsch finds the Calvinist ideal of the community of the saints (the church as institute 

of salvation and sanctification) being extended to the general task of sanctifying the world; 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 144. 
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Religion, Church, and Society  

The Historical Role of Natural Law  (7) 

 

With that, the problem has become most complicated. It is now necessary to investigate how religion 

and society have actually influenced each other in concrete situations. The religious ideals of society 

may tend to alter actual societal relationships, but all the while they are already based on such 

relationships themselves. Religion exists in concrete contexts which leave all its dogmatic and 

ethical ideas only very restricted room for practical elaboration. In other words, not only in the 

relation between religion and church (including the religious group) but also here in the broader 

relation between religion and society (including the church organization) there is interaction 

between the ideological level and the sociological level. In a manner of speaking, the waves moving 

to and fro between religion and church are subject to interference and frequency modulation by the 

broader undulations passing back and forth between religion and society. 

 

Furthermore, whatever ground is governed (or yet to be conquered) by the religious idea is 

already occupied by such sociological structures as the state, the economy, the family, and 

society, which greatly impede the effectiveness of the religious idea or direct it into 

particular channels. The resulting interactions, which have the greatest significance for the 

actual course of development, are grounded in the contingency of a coming together of 

entirely different structures that were originally independent of one another. Of course, 

conceptual presentations of dogma and ethic are not exclusively conditioned by such 

interactions; yet they are conditioned by them to a very large extent. The purely 

ideological and the sociological constantly intermingle, and either may enjoy a temporary 

preponderance. (IV, 722; Bense) 

 

According to Troeltsch, the reciprocal relationship between religion and society results from 

the embodiment of the religious ideas in the various types of religious communities. On the one 

hand, these communities are the bearers and nurturers of religious ideas and ideals; on the other 

hand, they themselves operate on a broad plain of encounters with various other social powers which 

likewise happen to be there in one form or another. 

Thus this investigation is complicated by the fact that the question raised by social ethics and 

the history of dogma concerning the weal and woe of the religious ideals of society must be replaced 

again and again by another question, the question raised by social history and church history 

regarding the actual relations in which the religious group (with its ideals and paradigms) operates: 

What were the concrete historical influences -- back and forth -- between the religious structure (of 

church, sect, or mysticism) and the social one (of state, society, or family), and to what degree have 

these been able to conglomerate? All the while, Troeltsch's attention remains  focussed on the 

principles that are at stake (4.1.2), on the history and development of the religious ideals of society 

in their influencing of and receptivity to the temporal spheres, and the quaestio ultima is that of the 

degree to which these interpenetrations have led to an inward conceptual integration of life or, quite 

specifically, the extent to which Christendom also in terms of principles has come to grips with the 

worldly powers. 
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We shall then have to ask, further [that is, following the question concerning the 

sociological idea and organization of Christianity and concerning the ideal of a general 

paradigm of human relations arising from these]: What is the relation between this 

sociological structure and the "Social"? That is the State, the economic with its division of 

labour, and the family? Naturally, in historical fact the latter will always be treated and 

regulated by the former [that is, by the religious ideal of a general sociological paradigm], 

but the problems themselves are connected with the following questions. What was the 

actual influence of the sociological religious paradigm upon other social groups? And 

thus, what has been the actual influence of the churches upon social phenomena? On the 

other hand, what influences did the religious community on its side receive from the 

politico-social formations? Finally, to what extent was an inward contact with, and 

penetration of, social life rendered possible, and how far did it lead to an inward 

uniformity of the collective life? (I, 14-15; cf. Social Teachings  I, 34)557 

 

The result of Troeltsch's investigations is that the integration in question has only been 

successful in medieval Catholicism and its reformational daughter churches. These found room to 

expand their own sociological paradigm and to bring it into a more or less harmonious connection 

with the given political and social structures. The desired formula of compromise was found in the 

idea of natural law, which was borrowed from the Stoa; that is the idea of the innate moral law, 

which would be the basis of all positive rules of law, social institutions, and ethical relationships. 

The Roman Stoa distinguished, as I pointed out, between an absolute and a relative law of 

nature. Unable to carry through the ideals of perfect freedom, equality, and communal property 

themselves, they had declared the absolute natural law valid for the primeval Golden Age of 

mankind. For the present dispensation they referred to the arrangements of state and justice, of war 

and violence, of private property and slavery as the means of discipline and salvation required by 

nature and willed by divine reason for a humanity sunken in evil and selfishness: the relative natural 

law. 

The idea of a relative natural law suited to fallen mankind was adopted already, with 

modifications, in the early Christian church: one might even find it in the Old Testament Decalogue. 

The earliest Christians thereby acquired a social-ethical guideline within the temporal relations, 

especially with regard to the state. The state might now be viewed sometimes as the product of sin 

and sometimes as its divine check. Yet it was only with medieval Catholicism and Thomism that the 

idea of the lex  naturae (which was identified with the lex Dei) was seized upon in a systematic way 

to construct and justify the compromise with the state and culture. On the one hand natural 

ordinances, political structures, and patriarchal authority could be honored as poena et remedium 

peccati, the "punishment and remedy of sin," and on the other hand they could be made subordinate 

to the primacy of the church. 

For the rest, the proper mind of the church opted not for the world but for the cloister, for the 

higher morality of the Sermon on the Mount, for the lex Christi. Here and in the sects the 

fermentation of the absolute natural law was at work. The absolute natural law got practically no 

                                                           
557 See also the notes on those pages and, further, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, pp. 2-3 (Social 

Teachings, vol. 1, pp. 24-25). 
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chance at all in conservative Lutheranism. Through its distinction between a spiritual personal ethic 

and an official ethic of vocations, Lutheranism was able on the basis of relative natural law to 

legitimate the existing structures of temporal authority as divine. In Germany Lutheranism 

accordingly resisted more modern developments. In contrast, the absolute natural law made 

significant headway in Calvinism, which with its assimilation of Old and New Testament ethics, its 

ideal of a Christian society, and its defense of the right of resistance against a godless government 

grew like a spreading vine into a world-reforming principle. In its free church form Calvinism 

coalesced with sectarian movements -- especially in the Anglo-Saxon world (puritanism, 

independentism) -- and was able to join with and issue in the modern conception of natural law: a 

profane natural law characterized by radical attempts to achieve an atomistic and rationalistic 

reconstruction of society (see 0.3.3). In Modern Times -- as we shall still see (4.4.3) -- the 

contradiction between the religious social ethos and the immanent developments and earth-directed 

expectations of culture and society has grown once again into a practically insurmountable rift. 

There, sketched roughly with the broadest charcoal, are the results of Troeltsch's research. 

 

The question is first of all, therefore: what relationship has the church formed to the non-

Christian realities and ideals of social life, and how has it been able to do so with inner, 

conceptual motivation? The answer to this question is, in short, that it has done so by 

developing the concept of Christian natural law and by gaining mastery over all those non-

Christian elements with the help of this natural law. (IV, 174; Bense)558 

In the ancient world that ideal [of an inward uniformity of the collective life] was never 

attained; in the Middle Ages and in the daughter churches of the Reformation it was 

realized, at least in ideal and in theory; in the modern world the discord has again become 

evident. (I, 15; Social Teachings I, 34) 

 

 

The Marxist Motif  (8) 

 

In the meantime it has become clear that Troeltsch desires to take into account the Marxist motif of 

the social historical and especially social economic conditionality of religious ideas, without, 

however, reducing everything to this single scheme. Religion is not simply an ideological reflection 

or epiphenomenal side-effect of production relations and class structures. However often society's 

dynamics may suck religion along in its wake, religious life again and again wells up as it were from 

original depths, especially where there are great tides in the development of the religions (Jesus, 

Paul, Origen, Augustine, Thomas, Francis of Assisi, Bonaventure, Luther, Calvin, and others). At 

such times religion as such is able, in "interaction" (Wechselwirkung) (IV, 27; cf. IV, 11 {1922}), to 

                                                           
558 Worthy of mention in connection with Troeltsch's view of the relevancy of the doctrine of 

natural law for the religious social ethos are, besides Die Soziallehren, passim (cf. Sachregister), the 

early studyVernunft und Offenbarung bei Johann Gerhard und Melanchthon (1891), pp. 163ff. and, 

further: Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 348 {1897}; p. 433ff. {1898}; pp. 745ff. {1901}; vol. 2, pp. 

552ff. {1902}; vol. 4, pp. 374ff. {1903}; vol. 2, pp. 474 {1906}; "Protestantisches Christentum und 

Kirche in der Neuzeit" (1906), pp. 261ff., 296-97, 304; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 128ff.; 

166ff. {1911}; pp. 156ff; 779-80 {1913}; Augustin, pp. viii-ix; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 

724ff. {1916}; Deutscher Geist , pp. 3-4 {1922}. 
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condition and determine economic realities.559 In spite of all its services, the "Marxist" method falls 

miserably short on this score. 

 

The "Marxist" method, especially those elements within it which seem clearly justified, is 

gradually transforming all our historical conceptions, and naturally it also transforms all 

our ideas about the present and the future.… In opposition to the exclusive and doctrinaire 

application of this method, however, the whole of this survey has shown that all that is 

specifically religious, and, above all, the great central points of religious development, are 

an independent expression of the religious life. (I, 975; Social Teachings II, 1002) 

 

On the other hand, as Marx correctly saw, religion, whatever its wellsprings, receives impetus 

and form from the social and thus also indirectly from the economic sphere. Thus Jesus' ideals are 

related to the economic level and with the natural and climatological circumstances of the land of 

Galilee (IV, 31). Early Christianity is related to the circumstances produced by ancient social 

history. And the medieval Church is grafted into the still growing trunk of the Germanic world: only 

so could a Christian monoculture arise. Moreover, the religious individualism of the Reformation 

presupposes the decline of the collective medieval society: the Reformation gained its chance amidst 

newly inaugurated national political and social economic relations. That this movement eventually 

divided into Lutheranism and Calvinism is attributable not least of all to its having been rooted in 

different social soils (an agrarian Germany dominated by "small states" versus Geneva, a republic 

and city of merchants). Liberal neoprotestantism is associated in its turn with modern bourgeois 

society and its cultural evolution. And the present-day crisis in the realms of Christian faith and life 

must be regarded as an indirect consequence of the modern centrifugal forces of capitalism, 

nationalism, imperialism, population growth, etc. (4.4.3). Finally, the religious sects and groups are 

also understandable only when considered in connection with the social classes which undergird 

them. 

 

                                                           
559 This is the basic drift of the renowned investigation made by Weber and Troeltsch and 

renewed by Tawney into the relationship between Calvinism and capitalism: the "inner-worldly 

asceticism" which was a part of the Protestant experience of faith and which especially in Calvinism 

resulted in the idea that everyday work is a divine vocation directed to the glory of God led to 

"unrelenting professional labor" stimulated by the doctrine of predestination. Success soon came to be 

regarded as a confirmation of one's divine calling, even as a sign of divine election. (In other words, 

the so-called syllogismus practicus of I John 3:14 was applied directly to the realm of labor and 

profit.) Meanwhile, such success led not to an existence of luxury and comfort but -- given the 

disciplined Calvinist-Puritan way of life -- to an involuntary accumulation of capital which, to the 

glory of God and the assurance of one's own salvation, was applied to profiteering in ever new 

investments. In this way Calvinism, which for that matter did not forbid charging interest, became an 

essential factor in the rise of the economic ethos (Wirtschaftsgesinnung ) (W. Sombart) of capitalism 

and the spiritual backbone of the capitalist system. Cf. Weber, "Die protestantische Ethik" (1904-

1905); Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, pp. 704ff. (Social Teachings, vol. 2, pp. 641ff.) and 

(already written in 1906) Die Bedeutung des Protestantismus, pp. 66ff. (Protestantism and Progress, 

pp. 132ff.); and, further, R. H. Tawney, Religion and the Rise of Capitalism. None of these writers 

regarded Calvinism as exclusive in this regard. Sombart called attention to Judaism and its belief in 

creation. Additional pertinent literature is mentioned in Tawney (pp. 237-38). In Tokugawa Religion 

(1957) Robert N. Bellah discussed the importance of Tokugawa religion for the early progress of 

modernization and Western-style capitalism in Japan. 
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On the other hand, however, it is clear that in the causal connection out of which their 

peculiar form of religious thought gains concrete stimulus, force, movement, and aim, 

social and even, finally, economic influences are at work, though this is not always 

apparent, and their significance varies considerably. (I, 975; Social Teachings II, 1002) 

 

 

 World Religions and Economy  (9) 

 

In his article "Religion, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft" Troeltsch shows that the sociological method 

of inquiry and thus also the Marxist question concerning the relation between religion and economy 

can be extended to the entire history of religions. All religions evince a close coherence with the 

pattern of society and -- since that is largely determined by economics -- with the given economic 

order. 

A new complication presents itself in this regard, however. The relation between religion and 

economy is not susceptible of simple determination: it shifts in keeping with the level of religious 

life. A point apart is the question concerning the source and origination of religion, a question which 

can be resolved neither psychologically and historically nor ethnographically and anthropologically, 

since it belongs at bottom by nature to the philosophy of religion.560 

Yet, strictly speaking, the real problem does not present itself on the level of primitive natural 

religiosity but there where religions have gone on to develop in cultures which have already become 

somewhat differentiated. In such cultures religion and economy are observed on the one hand to 

become independent of each other and on the other hand to combine into a "relation of interaction" 

(Verhältnis der Wechselwirkung) (IV, 27). Just as we have already seen with regard to Christianity, 

repeated contacts and mutual influencing are possible via the broad interface of the societal 

structures. 

 

If then by nature the two tendencies are so different, there can be no direct contact at all. 

Religions are not economic ideals, and economic forms and interests are not religious 

laws. The contacts are but mediated ones. But this raises the question as to this mediating 

entity. The answer to this is quite simple. It is to be found in the great sociological 

configurations of being, in part created by religion and, once established in this way, 

infiltrating deeply into the economic, in part arising from economic and other grounds 

which, in virtue of their tremendous power, in turn insinuate themselves into the religious 

world of thought. (IV, 25-26; Kraay) 

 

What course does this interaction take on the stage of the history of religions? In the case of 

tribal and folk religions, organized structures rooted in religious veneration of the dead and the 

ancestors become the basic powers in society. They also become the foundation of family relations, 

of civil law relations, of household economies, and the like. Accordingly, in antiquity the entire life 

                                                           
560 We have to take into account in these matters Troeltsch's notion of the dialectical "heterogeny 

of goals": 3.5.4. 
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of the Greek and Roman city or polis was tied to the ritual system of religion. To be considered also, 

however, is the opposite relation of dependence: How is the cult of the ancestors related to the 

established agricultural economy? What connection exists between ancient Israel's veneration of a 

god of the clan and ethic of brotherhood (from which Hebrew prophetism arose) on the one hand 

and the nation's original nomadic way of life on the other?561 

Where the ethnic religions with their ancestor worship, their state cultus, and their 

particularistic identification with natural groups are broken through and where communities based 

on inward, spiritual affinity appear, the latter, abetted by missionary and propagandist activities, 

eventually supplant the former. In these world religions (in the Orient, Buddhism in particular, and 

in the Occident Judaism together with Christianity and Islam), released as they are from the ties and 

interests of natural groups, there is a complete shift in the relation between economy and religion. 

The religious idea is refined to an ultimate ethical and metaphysical principle. In this way the 

religious idea comes to imply a position with respect to economy and society not through its 

sociological consequences but directly, as a religious valuation of life. 

Yet in different ways! Buddhism works out its social consequence (propertylessness) only 

amongst the monks and for the rest is resigned to the societal structure and caste system; Judaism 

has acquired enormous economic significance through its belief in creation and its practical 

religiosity and historical development, yet attunes its economic ethos to divine election and 

messianism; Mohammedanism if only through the primitive nature of Islamic law is inwardly tied to 

less developed forms of social and economic life. Only in Christianity have religious inwardness and 

religious organization attained full universality. Here, according to Troeltsch, they liberated 

themselves truly and completely from the particular connections of society and economy, and did so 

in their own way, in ascetic detachment from the world and positive acceptance of the world. 

 

The true liberation of religious interiority and of the distinctively religious community 

from the social and economic has taken place in Christianity only. And yet this has never 

meant a complete ascetic negation of the world; rather, with Judaism, Christianity has 

always held onto the notions of a good creation and of the world as a place in which 

human labor has meaning. (IV, 29; Kraay) 

 

 

The Sociological and the Universal Historical Approaches:   

The Critical Point  (10) 

 

                                                           
561 Similar problems arise with respect to India and the Far East. Troeltsch mentions the 

connection in India between religious representations and the caste system, which has mainly 

determined economic relations there. He notices the importance of the family cult for the social and 

implicitly also for the economic structure of the Chinese empire. He speaks of the religious tensions 

and short-circuits caused in Japan by a religiously charged society's contacts with Western economic 

rationalism. In all the ethnic religions he finds both the traditional intertwinement of religion and 

economy and the cultic sociological unity of the entire society. Only in Greece and Rome was this 

broken through by the immanent power of an economic and political rationalism, which was fraught 

in its own turn with consequences for the ethos. 
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It is revealing that this purely idealist conclusion should still flow from the pen of the writer of Die 

Soziallehren. Has Troeltsch in that case failed to see the relative correctness of the Marxist ideology 

and has he not himself laid bare the societal roots of the Christian religion? Indeed, but this insight 

now seems suddenly, from the perspective of the philosophy of religion, to lead to disastrous 

consequences! Think of it! If the Christian religion is not purely spiritual and ideal, then what reason 

would there be for Troeltsch as a philosopher of religion to continue to refer to it (divested as it 

already is of its predicated absoluteness) as the "highest" religion? Yes, would it still be possible -- 

given abandonment of the idealist ideal -- to speak of "higher" and "lower" at all? 

On the other hand -- speaking now from a practical sociological standpoint -- is not every 

religion an appropriate product of its own native soil? In this matter is not Christianity on one and 

the same level with all other religions, at least with the great world religions, which although they 

have freed themselves, to be sure, in a religious organization of their own from all intimate ties with 

tribe, city or state, nevertheless also -- according to Troeltsch's own analysis -- have never entirely 

transcended particularism? If this should also be true for Christianity, then there is an undeniable 

parity of religions, and the findings of Die Absolutheit des Christentums would seem to have been 

overtaken by the discoveries of Die Soziallehren ! 

Here already in the heart of Troeltsch's religious and ethical reflections one sees the 

fundamental tension between the sociological and the universal historical approaches, between 

Marxism and idealism, between the idea of the equivalence and that of the pre-eminence of 

Christian truth. Applied to the single phenomenon of Christianity, sociology appears to lead to 

astonishing and clarifying results, yet turned upon the entire history of religions it tarnishes the 

luster of Christianity, indeed, grows into a crisis for the idealist theory of religion, yes, perhaps for 

idealism as such! At the end of his work Troeltsch readily concedes that the sociological approach to 

the history of religions does not seem to lead to a conclusion but rather opens up the most intractable 

and complex problem (IV, 29). Troeltsch cannot resolve the impasse. Now, is the Christian religious 

idea freed of societal connections or is it not? Troeltsch's final conclusion fluctuates between yes and 

no and yes…! 

 

In and for itself the controlling religious idea here [in Christianity] seems to be purely 

religious and ideological. The starting point seems to lie in the ethical ideal rather than in 

an immediate, cultic bond of natural life, a coincidence of natural forms with the cultural 

forms of society. But even   here this independence is a very limited one. The actual 

interrelation is far more complex than it would seem to be. The foundational ideals are in 

fact    in no way that free from the actual and concrete substrate from which and   over 

against which they assert themselves. Jesus' own ideals are of a part with the economic 

stratifications, the climate, and the natural conditions current in Galilee. They could not 

have come forward in the modern metropolis. (IV, 30-31; Kraay) (italics added) 

The reason why the investigation is finally focussed on … our own religion … is not 

(merely) the practical weightiness of its significance for our culture. The primary reason 

lies in the specific intrinsic meaning that in this respect accrues to Christianity. Born at the 

place where East meets West, it emerged out of the religiously founded idea of humanity 

and redemptive hope of Israel's prophets. By way of a complete liberation from all   

natural-social conditions it has taken the form of the purest religious   interiority and 

religious human concord, together with a radical hope of   deliverance. (IV, 33; Kraay) 

(italics added) 
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It is time to raise the problem to a general level by asking whether and how Troeltsch will be 

able to draw the th 

eoretical and practical consequences of the newly won insights in church history and the 

history of religions for his philosophical conception as a whole. 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Sociology and Historical Science (Theoretical-Systematic Section) 
 

 

Collision of the Ideological and Sociological Factors   

in the History of Religions   (1) 

 

Characteristic of Troeltsch's theory of history (and of the history of religions first of all) is his 

emphasis on the great diversity of causal factors in history. What are these factors? At an earlier 

stage of his development Troeltsch had borrowed from the idealist tradition two essential factors: 

historical ideas (the necessary development of historico-metaphysical seminal notions) and historical 

personalities (the creative freedom of the great formers of history). For the rest he spoke only in the 

most general terms of contingent and anti-normative forces against which the historical development 

would have been pitted and which would accordingly also have been anything but essential to it 

(3.2.4, 3.2.2, etc.). 

During the current phase Troeltsch learns to make further distinctions amongst the historical 

motives operating within and upon the social connections of the Christian religion. On the one hand, 

he sees that the Christian religious ideas tend, out of inner necessity, to generate social circles 

around themselves, as it were, and in this way to metamorphose according to a set pattern into the 

more or less stable social spheres of church, sect, and mystical group. This tendency towards 

societal embodiment is of course not restricted to the Christian religion. Non-Christian and even 

non-religious ideas also reveal a similar regular pattern. Thus we stand here before a unique 

historical factor, before a kind of natural law of human society, a law which determines the way 

people group together. 

On the other hand, Troeltsch has also encountered the influence which different social powers 

have had on Christianity, which is a historical causality in its own right (IV, 122). Political and 

social influences on the religious idea do not belong to the development of the religious idea itself, 

nor can they be reduced to a societal natural law. Chance determines the subsidiary powers to which 

the religious idea will have to relate once it transforms itself into an institution or association of its 

own. This factor of historical contingency renders the actual development of every ideal uncertain. 

Whether a new spiritual movement and group formation will catch on and flourish or else be 
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disfigured or nipped in the bud depends on this factor to no inconsiderable extent. In short, 

ideological and sociological factors play upon each other without letup, and the latter can often be 

preponderant. 

 

Yet something is introduced here among the historical causalities which is neither idea nor 

person, something that has its foundation in the "law of nature" of the sociological self-

expression of everything ideal, and in the historical accident of the encounter and fusion of 

these various structures (IV, 723; Bense) 

The resulting interactions, which have the greatest significance for the actual course of 

development, are grounded in the contingency of a coming together of entirely different 

structures that were originally independent of one another. Of course, conceptual 

presentations of dogma and ethic are not exclusively conditioned by such interactions; yet 

they are conditioned by them to a very large extent. The purely ideological and the 

sociological constantly intermingle, and either may enjoy a temporary preponderance. (IV, 

722; Bense) 

 

The question now is whether the newly introduced factors leave standing anything at all of the 

idealist picture of history. Are the "ideological and sociological methods of historical research" (IV, 

721)562 really reconcilable with each other? Once the dependence of ideas on society has been 

established, does the sociological method, thus legitimated, not go on in time to undermine the entire 

idealist edifice, as it did previously in the hands of Comte and Marx?563  

Yet sociology cannot trump idealism as easily as that. It must be remembered that Troeltsch 

invariably sees historical development as a dialectical evolution of the idea from nature. Cultural 

history is not a pure unfolding of ideas but a spiritual elevation from and control of the 

psychological passions, desires, and needs which are given with natural existence. Man and his 

history are marked by this separation and intertwinement of nature and spirit. So even from the 

perspective of idealism, history cannot be reduced to ideological factors alone. It is marked by a 

substratum of natural causality and by a vertical teleology. Now, the societal side of the history of 

the spirit Troeltsch tends to designate as a part of this natural substratum. Thus the sociological laws 

of group formation and regulation are called psychological natural laws. And the confluence of the 

different lines of development and general conditions is also non-ideological. It is called historically 

contingent and is thus a whim, more or less, of nature.564  

 

                                                           
562 This title of a review article was not Troeltsch's own but Hans Baron's; see Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 4, p. viii. 

563 Certainly Troeltsch spoke of "the right to apply a method of social history to Christianity, and 

the limits within which this may be exercised" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 975, Social 

Teachings, vol. 2, p. 1002; italics added), but the question is whether and in what way this method, 

even when limited, can be fitted into the idealist scheme of history. 

564 In his Politische Ethik und Christentum  (1904) Troeltsch had already regarded the social 

factors underlying political realism and historical materialism as part of the natural substratum of 

history (3.5.6). He now proceeds to spin this interpretation out further. 
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The sociological laws … are psychological "laws of nature" resulting from the distinction 

in the soul between its own proper life and its extrinsic relatedness. The relationship of 

these laws to the ideological element is most complicated and must be elucidated from 

case to case in their mutual conditionedness.… The "necessity of the idea" finds its limit 

not only … in the "freedom" of the person but also in the sociological laws and in the 

historical contingency of the coming together of various lines of development and general 

conditions. (IV, 723; Bense)565 

 

In this way Troeltsch gains considerable elbowroom. The series of historical causalities is not 

yet exhausted!566 To the sociological laws in question other natural factors are paired. Why should 

race, climate, and biological constitution not play a role in history in keeping with the role played by 

society? Moreover, the sociological factors themselves are varied in nature. In a broad sense (I, 11), 

the social or the societal includes not only the state and economy but also the spheres of influence of 

art and science. A concrete society is a collision of causalities. Everything indicates that the 

historical potencies (to borrow a term from Burckhardt567) have become by now to Troeltsch's mind 

extremely numerous and pluriform. Of decisive importance for insight into the course of Troeltsch's 

development, however, is that he continues to maintain, or at least to want to maintain, his idealist 

position. Striking in this regard is his remark that the recently discovered socio-economic factor 

signifies in principle nothing new for the history of religions! 

 

As previously we have been in the habit of placing political, scientific-historical, 

philosophical, race-theory biological causalities in the context out of which and in which 

the concrete movements of religious history arise, so also this newly discovered [socio-

economic] causality must be accepted in its full significance. In theory this means nothing 

new, once we have become accustomed to the idea of seeing religious revelations 

developing out of a set of causal connections; we will not deal further with their supposed 

"necessity," or with "supposed laws of history." Causality knows no hierarchy, no degree 

of greater or lesser importance, and so it is no depreciation of other factors (as many 

people suppose) if this newly discovered causality is granted just as much right to exist as 

those which were previously in a position of honour. (I, 976; cf. Social Teachings II, 

1002-3) (italics added) 

 

The remark in question is both striking and dubious! For it is precisely at the point where 

Troeltsch desires to fit the social to nature's last that the shoe begins to pinch. He may place the 

social on one and the same line with particular factors such as race, climate, and soil, but in one 

respect they differ fundamentally! In the idealist conception the universal historical progress of the 

                                                           
565 The question of course is whether the last kind of historical causality mentioned can still be 

called not only historically contingent but also necessary in the natural scientific sense. In general 

Troeltsch argues that where autonomous acts originating in the idea penetrate nature, natural laws 

either are interrupted or else are elastic but in both cases contain a contingent element: "Interrupted or 

elastic laws are themselves something contingent, measured according to an ideal of general 

necessity"; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 776. 

566 The last citation continues: "The series of historical causations is therewith not ended"; 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 724. 

567 See Burckhardt, Gesammelte Werke, vol. 4: Weltgeschichtliche Betrachtungen, p. 20. 
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spirit consists in growing interiorization and in liberation from all natural and particularistic 

connections. Can the spirit tear itself loose, however, from its social surroundings? Has Die 

Soziallehren not shown precisely the impossibility of any such thing? Yes, has it not shown, 

mirabile dictu! that social relations have sprung, and then by natural necessity, from the idea itself? 

And is it not precisely that which causes the clash between the sociological approach and the 

universal historical approach? 

 

 

The Radicalization of Historicism  (2) 

 

Even should there be no cause for concern in principle (but see 4.6), in practice clouds are gathering. 

From a sociological point of view Troeltsch is confronted by the relativity of every concrete set of 

ideas (including those of Christianity). The picture of reality is becoming ever more individual and 

historical; relativism looms ever nearer. Why? 

From Die Soziallehren it is clear that the influence of social life and especially of social-

economic life penetrates to the very core of religion, that is, to the religious idea and its 

development. Now though it may be possible to assign this influence a place in theory, in fact the 

movement of religion becomes pinned not only to its own past but also to its natural social matrix. 

Nowhere does religion escape its social determinants. The ideal core of religion not only possesses 

possibilities of rational disclosure and creative rejuvenation, it at the same time displays features of 

sociological particularization and involvement (II 449-50). How relative, yes precarious then is not 

every religious dogma or ethos! More than ever, an absolute position is wanting.568  

 

All this means that the history of religion is being drawn far more deeply into the stream 

of events, and into the varying conditions within the fundamental elements in life. Thus it 

becomes still less possible to find an unchangeable and absolute point in the Christian 

ethic, since this also only means the mastery of an existing situation, which is determined 

pre-eminently by social conditions and the establishment of an ideal which corresponds to 

this situation. (I, 976-77; Social Teachings II, 1003) 

 

Yet insight into the sociological connectedness of religion does not run completely counter to 

the knowledge of its ideological development. Such insight would much rather deepen and refine 

that knowledge. Troeltsch discovers that the idea of (Christian) religion contains (aside from its 

general tendency towards particularization) specific possibilities for differentiation, not only such as 

are connected with the diversity of the types of Christian groups but also such as can be brought into 

the open, as it were, by the total constellation of society. However positive this complication may 

seem, it makes the task of following the thread of development nettlesome in the extreme. Religious 

ideas do not just evolve in a logically predictable line (insofar, at least, as they are not already bent 

in unexpected, creative ways), no, this ray is refracted in the opaque prism of various more or less 

                                                           
568 And if there is already a pretense of absolute truth somewhere, then the presence of this 

pretense just indicates a sociological type of community to which such a conception of truth is related 

(4.2.4). 
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contingent group formations. One could even say: the more imposing the sociological connectedness 

of religion, the more precarious its actual ideological continuity proves to be! 

 

An account which is no longer essentially ideological, that is to say, interested only in the 

development of the ideas of belief, but sociological, that is to say, seeing the ethical and 

religious ideas in their close relationship with the various Christian social formations and 

in their interaction with the secular forces of society, will no longer be able to formulate 

the essence of Christianity as simply as Harnack did. The concept of the essence, which is 

necessary for empirical history, will have to recognise far richer possibilities of 

development and sifting in the history of the Christian idea, if it wishes to recognize the 

phenomena as falling within a common social area. The concept of the various 

possibilities for development inherent within the Christian idea will be more important, for 

the purely historical attainment of a general concept, than the demonstration of a simple 

continuum or even of a dialectical necessity in the sequence of ideas. (II, 449; cf. Morgan 

& Pye, pp. 177-78)569 

 

Naturally, Troeltsch does not mean to deny all unity and continuity in the history of ideas. 

Although it must be granted that every idea develops typological ramifications and sociological 

connections, that must not detract from the fact that the possibilities for such ramifications and 

connections belong to the idea itself (in casu, the Christian idea of religion and, more specifically, of 

Christianity). It is the idea that individualizes itself in history, yet in a measure that Troeltsch had 

never hitherto imagined. 

 

The concept of the various possibilities for development inherent within the Christian idea 

will be more important, for the purely historical attainment of a general concept, than the 

demonstration of a simple continuum.… These possibilities are then thought of as lying 

within the principle, but they contain the ramifications and interconnections of the latter. 

(II, 449-50; Morgan & Pye, pp. 177-78) 

 

 

Divergence Between the Science of History,  

the Philosophy of History, and Ethics  (3) 

 

As a result, the ties between the science of history, the philosophy of history, and ethics are loosened 

further. Now, thanks to Rickert Troeltsch had at an earlier stage already been reasonably successful 

in emancipating historical science from speculative interpretations of history: historical science 

would not organize its materials around metaphysical ideas but select and summarize them in 

theoretical orientation to existing empirical-historical values. Still, more than a little Hegelianism 

remained in the air. Value-free science and value-laden philosophical ethics continued to go hand in 

hand. For Troeltsch was of the judgment that historically and factually given values and their 

                                                           
569 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 449-51 was added by way of correction to the article "Was 

heisst 'Wesen des Christentums'?" (1903) when it was edited in 1913. 
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development in time and tradition were an indispensable preliminary to the choice of an actual 

ethical position, so that ethics must "install" itself in the teleological mainline of the historical 

development of values (3.5.1). But now that this continuity has become highly vulnerable and the 

teleology sustained by it most dubious, Troeltsch is compelled to dilute further Hegel's motif of 

mixing facts and values. The empirical science of history and the normative philosophy of history 

must be separated even more rigorously.570 

For historical science, confronted with a diversity of ideal developments and lacking a simple 

teleological mainline, this means that all teleological expectations must be suppressed and that the 

various possibilities contained in the idea must be laid out impartially, realistically, and as it were 

skeptically. Driven back upon Rickert's conception of a "value-free teleology" (II, 450-51), historical 

science will now still more than before have to consider and deal with particular developments in 

their directly given and by now fully exposed, multifarious historical-causal interconnections.571 

 

Under these circumstances, on the other hand, the systematic, normative task of defining 

the essence of Christianity as a basis for future development and as material for the 

teaching of the faith is also seen to be clearly distinct from the purely historical task. This 

task reckons with various possibilities in terms of which the essence may vary and link 

itself with other forces of history giving special effects. These forces are then thought of 

as lying within the principle, but they contain the ramifications and interconnections of the 

latter. They strive to separate rather than to come together. (II, 450; cf. Morgan & Pye, pp. 

177-78) 

 

On the other hand, there are also implications for philosophy of history and for ethics. Ethics 

is faced with a concrete, complex cultural situation and at the same time must be considered 

powerless to wrest its own ideal from a basic tendency in universal history. Thus ethics will have to 

seek the realization of just one of the many diverse possibilities for current development contained 

in the idea by making an active, prudent decision vis-à-vis the practical and intellectual constellation 

of the moment. 

 

The dogmatic, normative concept of the essence by contrast aims at a rejuvenating 

synthesis, at the selection and extraction of that which corresponds to the present and 

                                                           
570 An absolute separation between the science and the philosophy of history or even between 

what is historically and what is actually normative would shatter the unity of history and thereby 

history itself and is therefore inconceivable from a historicist point of view. Shapers of history and 

renewers of culture are like the leaders in a bicycle race who succeed in breaking away from the pack 

for a while, to be sure, but who in doing so spur them on to greater speed and thus sooner or later fall 

back into the group: "All such divisions are, of course, only provisional and hypothetical; history will 

comprise once again the unity of life and knowledge"; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 451 {1913}. 

571 It is for this reason that Troeltsch deliberately does not focus Die Soziallehren into a 

normative social-ethical message (but at most underscores a number of the basic structures essential 

to Christianity; 4.4); cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 449-50 {1913}. 
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future and at a new connection between that which is so extracted and the practical and 

intellectual world of the present. (II, 450; Morgan & Pye, p. 178)572 

 

It is true that ethics may and must look back into the past for tendencies and solutions that 

would be recognizable in our present circumstances and perhaps, in some measure, applicable to 

them. A great deal of ballast from history and the philosophy of history can, however, simply be cast 

overboard. But as a consequence ethics also finds itself far removed from the constructive 

philosophy of history! Ethics becomes now less interpretive and speculative; it is more expert and 

decisionistic. And the philosophy of history, the construction of ideas, seems now more subjective 

and precarious; it is an indispensable yet less mediating link between pure historical science and 

ethics. 

 

Today every attempt at self-reflection and self-orientation is bound to conceive of our 

world primarily along purely historical lines, as a configuration brought about by certain 

definite historical forces, combining and fusing various levels into one. Only then can a 

relatively comprehensive construction based on certain fundamental ideas be attempted; 

and only when it has been completed can the whole be approached from the perspectives 

of ethics and the politics of culture. (IV, 298; Bense; italics added) 

 

 

The Comprehensive Cultural-Historical Method  (4) 

 

Yet it is not so much their diverging as it is the direction these disciplines take that deserves our 

attention. I will restrict my discussion here just to the science of history.573 This science, so it was 

said, must be set up as objectively as possible, without regard to philosophical interpretations and 

normative concretizations. What this means becomes particularly clear in connection with the 

methodical problems of grouping and periodizing of historical materials. These problems cannot be 

solved on the basis of a speculative ideology. Ideas have proven to be too variable, too dynamic, and 

also too sociologically conditioned to provide any real principles for organizing historical 

phenomena. The sociological approach inflicts wounds but also heals them. Of permanence -- as 

they show themselves to be -- are the underlying sociological structures of life. These structures, 

then, also afford the general concrete lines along which history can be organized into periods and 

cultures. 

This also applies to the history of religions and of Christianity! Only a small portion of the 

spiritual developments of Christianity has been produced by the inner dialectics of the religious idea. 

In any case they are not traceable to confessional or dogmatic positions. They are not even simply 

                                                           
572 Troeltsch expressly distances himself in these two citations from the close connection posited 

in Harnack's Das Wesen des Christentums and until recently accepted by himself between the 

"Wesensbestimmung" of history and the philosophy of history and the "Wesensgestaltung" of ethics, 

that is, between the historical and philosophical determining and the ethical shaping of the essence 

(see 3.5.3). 

573 For ethics and the philosophy of history see 4.4 and 4.6 respectively. 
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traceable to the associational forms of church, sect, and mystical group. Only when such 

developments are considered in terms of Christianity's involvement in the general pattern of society 

do they become more fully understandable. Further differentiations are then mainly determined by 

the seminal possibilities afforded in the various types of religious association, as Die Soziallehren 

has shown. 

 

If Christian views are to be classified on the basis of some principle, the first such 

principle would be provided by the forms of community to which the idea has given rise 

and by their retroaction upon the idea. Furthermore, whatever ground is governed (or yet 

to be conquered) by the religious idea is already occupied by such sociological structures 

as the state, the economy, the family, and society, which greatly impede the effectiveness 

of the religious idea or direct it into particular channels. The resulting interactions … have 

the greatest significance for the actual course of the development…. (IV, 722; Bense) 

 

The interaction of ideological and sociological factors in the total world of culture places 

heavy demands on the historian. No sector of life can be studied in isolation! Troeltsch is now of the 

opinion -- which he previously would have rejected on the basis of his belief in the specifically 

religious dialectic of ideas574 -- that work in the field of the history of religions, too, is only possible 

and justifiable on the basis of a comprehensive method which is appropriate to cultural history, and 

which includes the method of social history.575 

 

Just as the history of Christian origins … is a complex phenomenon, so there are 

considerable differences among the main forms of Christianity. Indeed there is, since the 

second century, the firm institutional continuity known as Catholicism. But the 

institutional changes corresponding to the major periods constitute, in the first place, quite 

significant differences; and, in the second place, the religious, ethical, and cultural spirit 

pervading the periods manifests extraordinary differences. These derive not from the inner 

dialectic of the religious idea -- or where they do, they do so minimally -- but from the 

fusion of the respective cultural situation with the ideal structures of religion. The history-

                                                           
574 The title -- "Die kulturgeschichtliche Methode in der Dogmengeschichte" -- given Troeltsch's 

1901 (!) review of Seeberg's history of dogma when it was incorporated into Gesammelte Schriften 

(vol. 4, pp. 739-52) is singularly inappropriate. (And, indeed, the title is not Troeltsch's own but was 

supplied by the editor, Hans Baron; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. viii.) Troeltsch at that time was 

already bent on wresting the development of dogma loose from unhistorical standardizing, no doubt. 

But for the rest he viewed it primarily in terms of the flow of religious ideas, in terms of theology and 

ecclesiastical praxis, not primarily in terms of the cultural, let alone the cultural-social, context. That 

would become an issue only now. Cf. "Die Selbständigkeit der Religion," ZThK 6 (1896): 182 and the 

citation in 3.6.5. 

575 This is why the historical study of the different religions is to his mind still in its infancy, even 

with respect to Christianity and Greece, which are the best known to us from our own European 

cultural history. Comprehensive cultural and social histories of Islamic, Hinduist, Buddhist, and 

Confucianist religions are nowhere in sight, let alone a "general history of religions" on such a basis. 

See Augustin, p. vi. 

Hans Bosse is wrong, I believe, to see the social-historical method of Troeltsch's Soziallehren as 

comprehensive. For Troeltsch it was still a limited method (see 4.1.4). Troeltsch's methodological 

insights are stood on their head when Bosse speaks of "seine Erweiterung der kulturgeschichtlichen 

zur sozialgeschichtlichen Methode" (Marx-Weber-Troeltsch, p. 88). 
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of-religion method, therefore, must always -- wherever the total phenomena of historical 

existence are sufficiently known -- be the method of cultural history, which necessarily 

includes social history.576 (Bense) 

 

What is said of the history of religions applies a fortiori to the other sectors of life as well. 

Troeltsch points out that the ideological approach of history such as the church historian Walther 

Köhler employs in the fields of religion, philosophy, and so forth, can still be carried through with 

relative ease and to a certain extent. For these fields concern primarily movements of ideas. Such a 

scheme would be totally inadequate, however, as a framework for coming to grips with such 

massive mundane powers as the state and politics. The interconnections of these sectors of life with 

the history of society are even more conspicuous than those of religion are (IV, 721). 

 

What [Köhler's remarks] present is a thoroughly "ideological" principle of historical 

research. Such a principle is not entirely without justification, especially in connection 

with so "ideal" a movement as the Christian religion. But even as such an ideological 

approach is unworkable in the area of political history, for instance, it is only conditionally 

workable in the area of religious history. (IV, 722; Bense) 

 

To judge from Das Wesen des modernen Geistes (1907), Troeltsch considers this sociological 

interconnectedness especially characteristic of contemporary Western culture. The social and 

institutional components of the modern sovereign, secularized, military, bureaucratic, and 

democratic state in particular; of a capitalist economy buttressed by technology and rationality; and 

of a humanitarian system of justice (II, 302ff.) he refers to here as the "pillars" of our existence (II, 

311). To be sure, they are not entirely devoid of ideal content, yet it is just as a result of their 

importance as social systems that they are the actual basis of the modern world. Cultural tendencies 

in the sphere of ideas and worldview, amongst which Troeltsch places science, art, philosophy, 

ethics, and religion, are as a result of their fluidity and social dependence much less dominant. He 

makes an exception for the modern sciences, which in some respects act as a bridge (II, 301), 

because although they originated in the general striving of ideas, they have gradually grown, as a 

result of their rigorous logical techniques and methods, into a second cornerstone of culture (II, 

313). However that may be, it is in any case clear that from 1907 for Troeltsch it is preeminently the 

organized and institutionalized powers that permanently and decisively condition culture. 

 

The hard and fast lines of principle [of the modern mental world] lie in the practical and 

institutional side of life, in the political, social, and economic structures.… In seeking to 

understand the modern world we have to grasp first of all its most characteristic and 

                                                           
576 Augustin, pp. v-vi; cf. pp. 171-72. The quintessence of Troeltsch's study of Augustine, namely 

that he is the conclusion of Christian antiquity and cannot already be assigned to the Middle Ages, is 

inescapable from a cultural historical and social historical standpoint (p. 172). Similarly, this 

standpoint can reinforce Troeltsch's thesis that the Reformation still belongs essentially to the Middle 

Ages and does not usher in Modern Times, albeit he has on the other hand never minimized the 

indirect importance of the so-called old Protestantism (and even more decidedly of the sectarians and 

spiritualists of those days) for the development of modern life; cf. Die Bedeutung des 

Protestantismus, 1911 ed., pp. 31ff. {1906} and 45ff. {1906}, respectively. 
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essential objective foundations. Only then are we in a position to throw light upon the very 

mobile complex of worldviews that forms a part of the superstructure of culture and has 

the most manifold ties to tradition.577 (IV, 301-2; cf. Bense) 

 

 

 

 

4.4 The Crisis of Christian Social Philosophy   

(Ethical-Organizational Section) 
 

 

The Core of the Social Ethos of Religion   (1) 

 

In spite of the fact that ideas appear to be fettered to fundamental social structures and thus if not in 

their origin then at least in the ways in which they have to be implemented dependent upon them,578 

Troeltsch still thinks it possible -- remarkably enough -- to hold as high as ever the banner of ethical-

metaphysical idealism. He still believes in absolute albeit formal values, values which although they 

present themselves only in the broken and defective reflections of a particular cultural scene 

nevertheless norm temporal existence and ultimately form the face which absolute reason turns 

towards us. In this sense, but then also only in this sense, the Christian social ethos has within it, 

despite its time-bound and context-conditioned manifestations, an eternal core, an abiding value, a 

message for the ages. 

At the end of Die Soziallehren,579 in order to avoid giving historical actuality the final word, 

Troeltsch gathers into a few sheaves the harvest of the Christian religion: its personalistic 

individualism (recognition of the moral value of every human being in and before God), its 

universalistic socialism (the moral and universal community of mankind before God), its ethical 

paternalism (acceptance of ethically defined and motivated relations of authority), its idea of caritas 

(spontaneous expressions of Christian love within groups) and, finally, its idea of the kingdom (the 

majestic socially inspiring idea of the definitive realization of the absolute in the hereafter). Together 

these ethical categories should be and indeed could be a source of rejuvenation for the withered 

social ethos of the churches. 

 

                                                           
577 In "Die Bedeutung des Protestantismus" as published in HZ 97 in 1906 Troeltsch still cites as 

the primary marks of the modern world the idea of autonomy, individualism, scientific rationalism, 

and earthly optimism, albeit he does not ignore practical political-social structures. It is only in the 

second, revised edition of 1911 that their decisive importance in determining the essential nature of 

things is made explicit by such additions as: "to these characteristic marks of the modern spirit have 

to be added those which belong to the domain of purely practical circumstances and conditions" 

(political militarism, capitalistic business organizations, growth of applied science, immense increase 

of population, colonialism); cf. pp. 16-17; Protestantism and Progress, pp. 26-27. 

578 Cf. Augustin, p. 172. 

579 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, pp. 977-86 (Social Teachings, vol. 2, pp. 1004-13). 
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But perceptions of eternal ethical values … have been selected from life in history, which 

the living conviction and the active will fully apprehend in the certainty that here we 

perceive absolute Reason in the revelation which is addressed to us and formed in the 

present connection. Only in this sense is the attempt now made to emphasize the 

permanent ethical values which are contained within the varied history of the Christian 

social doctrines. (I, 977-78; Social Teachings II, 1004)580 

 

 

The State Church and the Integration of the  

Three Social Types of Religion  (2) 

 

Yet such ethical categories would be no more than the marrow in the spiritual and practical bones 

and joints of a given epoch. We have arrived once again at the neokantian solution: the "union" of 

the absolute and the relative. Therefore there will never, and certainly not in our time, be an end to 

the development of the ethical ideas and social involvements of the Christian religion, either as to its 

internal organization or as to its external program. 

The prevalent misery of the church makes the question of a reorganization of its structure an 

extremely important one for Troeltsch.581 What shape must the Christian community adopt today, 

what is its most effective form of organization (I, 979)? Die Soziallehren makes four points on this 

subject. (1) At the level of all spiritual religions, an independent cultic organization is indispensable. 

(2) As such the church type is to be preferred, because this type underscores the element of grace in 

the character of religion and simultaneously appeals compellingly to the masses. (3) The pure church 

type leans, however, on the coercive arm of the state, which is acceptable and meaningful only as 

long as there is an instinctively spread unity of worldview. (4) That (medieval) time is long past, and 

the history of Protestantism accordingly also shows the necessary tendency to mix and unite the 

three previously analyzed sociological types. Now that the church as a state church has demanded 

and won control of the entire life of the nation, it must without delay and for the sake of its survival 

be reconstructed into an open people's church where the Christian spirit wafts through from every 

quarter (I, 982-83). The church's general sense of religious community must never be allowed to 

perish, but room must be made for freer forms of congregational life as in the free churches and 

sects, and it must be supported by an inner spirit of mild tolerance and respect as in mysticism. 

 

In the mutual interpenetration of the three sociological categories, which must be united 

with a structure which will reconcile them all, lie its future tasks, tasks of a sociological 

and organizing kind, which are now more pressing than all doctrinal questions. (I, 982; 

Social Teachings II, 1009) 

                                                           
580 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 978 (Social Teachings, vol. 2, p. 1105) and vol. 4, p. 169. 

In Die Bedeutung des Protestantismus (already in 1906) too the ethical and metaphysical ideas of 

personality and community, so closely akin to (Protestant) Christian religiosity, appear time and time 

again (pp. 21, 59, 74-75, 92). Its "metaphysics of absolute personalism" (p. 21; cf. Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 330, 336) is to be understood, as before, as a "metaphysics of freedom" (p. 102). 

581 Consider the relations in Germany at the time: the church was formidable as a conservative 

political bloc but ineffectual as a house of religious community, especially for workers and 

academics. 
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Inadequacy and Decline of Christian Social Theories  (3) 

 

The greatest challenge for contemporary Christianity arises, however, from without, from the 

confrontation with the so-called social question. That, after all, was also the real point of departure 

of Die Soziallehren (Nathusius; see 4.1.3)! 

The crux of all Christian social reflection and policy lies, according to Troeltsch, in the 

rivenness of the life of society. It is rooted in the modern separation of state and society, a separation 

which for its part became possible as a result of their both severing their ties to the church. The 

consequence of this situation is that the best intentions of the church for society have little or no 

effect without the help of state power. Every Christian social endeavor must be attuned to the social 

policies of states that have an interest of their own in resolving this pressing problem but that now 

no longer derive their directives, as they once did, from the ecclesiastical superstructure (I, 12-13). 

Notwithstanding this enormous complication, present-day Christianity must not avoid the 

social question. How will it react to the startling challenges of modern life with its capitalist 

economy, its industrial proletariat, its political and military aggrandizements, its population 

explosions, and its man- and labor-enslaving technology? According to Troeltsch, not even the 

beginning of an answer has yet been found. 

Contemporary Christianity still operates with solutions from the past. The uncompromising 

reformist zeal of the chiliastic sects is naively utopian, also in the present forms of a radical 

Christian socialism. Mysticism accepts in advance the impossibility of imparting to the world a 

peace that passes all understanding. And in fact, even the social- ethical conceptions of the churches 

must be considered inadequate. 

Essentially, Troeltsch works here with two types (4.2.7). The first is formed by the patriarchal 

social philosophy of medieval Catholicism. This philosophy was based upon closed forms of society 

and the micro-economic relations (estates, guilds, feudal relationships, etc.) of the pre-capitalist 

period. It was a practical expression and apologetic, framed in terms of relative natural law, of the 

medieval spirit of solidarity, authority, piety, and loyalty, and it was able to imbue these spiritual 

categories with the message of the Catholic church, with the ethos of a personalistic religion and a 

universalistic love. This type of social philosophy, together with its assumptions about society, has 

become completely outmoded in Modern Times. 

The other type is the social philosophy of ascetic, puritanical Protestantism (a confluence of 

neocalvinism in its free-church and pietist incarnations with sectarian and spiritualistic 

movements).582 In contrast to the classical Catholic conception, this Protestant view of culture bears 

                                                           
582 Die Bedeutung des Protestantismus, pp. 61-62; Protestantism and Progress, pp. 121-23. Here 

Troeltsch can appeal to Abraham Kuyper, who viewed Romanism and Calvinism as the only two 

fully developed embodiments of the Christian idea: see Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism, pp. 17-19; cf. 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, pp. 790-92; vol. 2, pp. 688-89. "Calvinism and the sect-group 

composed of the Baptists, Methodists, and Salvationists today constitute a religious unity which also 

represents a great sociological collective type of Christian thought" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 

792; Social Teachings, vol. 2, p. 689). 
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an affinity -- indirect, unconscious, or even unwanted as the case may be -- to the salient features of 

modern life.583 Willy-nilly it has infused modern capitalism with spirit and vitality (Max Weber) and 

contributed to a utilitarian work ethic, to the rational planning of life, and to the ideals of democracy 

and liberalism. It should not be forgotten, however, that its methodical and rational structuring and 

control of personal and social life, which was defensible in terms of absolute natural law, was 

ultimately serviceable to the religious idea of the universal lordship of Christ. The modern world has 

wrestled itself completely free, however, from these strict schemes of subordination rooted in the 

puritan, pessimistic sense of sin with all the soberness and somberness which that implies, and now 

fosters instead an atmosphere of optimism and self-reliance. Since Cromwell's attempt to establish a 

Christian state in England went completely awry and proved impracticable, the social ethics of 

ascetic Protestantism has also been sidelined (IV, 333). 

In view of the fact that on the one hand Christian cultural ideals are manifestly tied to obsolete 

patterns of culture and an antiquated doctrine of natural law while on the other the world of society 

has grown so complex as to be practically incomprehensible, the results of Die Soziallehren are as 

clear as they are painful.584 All present-day Christian social schemes -- to the extent there are any -- 

are patchwork. A grand contemporary Christian vision of society is simply lacking. From the 

Christian idea a new doctrine of society will have to be developed that addresses social relations as 

they now actually exist. The entire Christian social ethic stands and falls with the question of its 

finding and realizing a new synthesis with the imposing developments of our time. 

A secondary conclusion serves as a warning and a consolation. The past teaches us that every 

synthesis is necessarily relative. The bond between the ethical idea of religion and the life of society 

can never subsist as an abiding harmony. The psychophysical and social are by nature recalcitrant 

and accept the ruling idea only in the form of ever newly created compromises. Material nature 

                                                           
583 See also Die Bedeutung des Protestantismus, pp. 45ff., 87ff.; Protestantism and Progress, pp. 

87ff., 174ff. 

That Troeltsch valued Anglo-Calvinism much more positively for its social teaching than he did 

German Lutheranism and labelled the latter medieval, conservative, and subservient to powers and 

ordinances may or may not be so, but it is certainly not correct to maintain, as Karl Holl has 

suggested (Gesammelte Aufsätze, vol. 1, Luther, 466-67), that that would account for his own political 

standpoint, which in that case would have been Western "liberalism" (Gladstone for Bismarck!). 

Bodenstein goes even further and argues that Troeltsch's Luther interpretation leads to a sifting of the 

spirits and that the assessment of it exposes the devotees of western, pacifist and social-democratic 

ideals as opposed to those who would uphold the properly German and Lutheran idea of the state and 

its development (Neige des Historismus, p. 123; here again the suggestive contrast between Gladstone 

and Bismarck, p. 135). The argumentation is at once irrelevant and untrue. Just what a patriot 

Troeltsch was, just how calculatingly he accented "German" ideas in contrast to those of Western 

Europe, just how unsuited to historically conscious Germany he in his deepest being considered 

English liberalism, democracy, and socialism to be, and also the qualified extent to which he was, 

after all, able to justify Bismarck's statist political realism, will become apparent in the following 

chapters; see also 3.5.6 and Marianne Weber, Max Weber:  Ein Lebensbild, pp. 261-62. It can be said 

(rendering Bodenstein's position somewhat understandable) that later, during the Weimar Republic 

(6.1.2), Troeltsch became more democratic; that, furthermore, religious socialism in Germany soon 

appropriated Troeltsch's ideas about Luther and gave them a polemical edge (see, e.g., Die 

Bergpredigt bei Luther and Der Zusammenbruch des Luthertums als Sozialgestaltung by Georg 

Wünsch); and, finally, that the Lutheran opposition to Die Soziallehren was cast in a political light by 

Troeltsch himself when he characterized Emanuel Hirsch's book Die Reich-Gottes-Begriffe, as a 

"straggler from the war and propaganda literature, a polemic against Western ideas"; see Bodenstein, 

pp. 123ff. and 131ff. 

584 Troeltsch does not venture an analysis of the present-day, totally decrepit social theories of 

Christianity. His inquiry extends just to the beginning of Modern Times! 
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complies in lesser or greater degree with the idea, depending on the capacity of the idea to adjust 

itself in greater or lesser measure to the prevailing situation. As a consequence, the idea is always on 

the way on earth. The kingdom of God as a perfect social-ethical organism cannot be realized in 

history. There is no absolute social ethic to be found, and to make reality absolutely moral is 

impossible. Yet Die Soziallehren does not end in resignation and relativism. Troeltsch clings to the 

idealist premise and promise: the kingdom of God is within us, and its realization lies in His hands. 

 

If the present social situation is to be controlled by Christian principles, thoughts will be 

necessary which have not yet been thought…. (I, 985; Social Teachings II, 1012) 

Nowhere does there exist an absolute Christian ethic, which only awaits discovery; all that 

we can do is to learn to control the world situation in its successive phases just as earlier 

Christian ethic did in its own way. There is also no absolute ethical transformation of 

material nature or of human nature; all that does exist is a constant wrestling with the 

problems which they raise. Thus the Christian ethic of the present day and of the future 

will also only be an adjustment to the world-situation.… The truth is -- and this is the 

conclusion of the matter -- the Kingdom of God is within us.… The final ends of all 

humanity are hidden within His hands. (I, 986; Social Teachings II, 1013) 

 

4.5 The Romantic Idea of Community  

(Social-Philosophical Section) 
 

 

Schleiermacher's Conception of the Church  

and Die Soziallehren  (1) 

 

I will now undertake to show on the basis of the texts the general philosophy of society against the 

background of which Troeltsch arrived at his ethical-organizational conclusions in Die Soziallehren. 

I will show in particular the source from which he drew his ideal of Christian community (the mixed 

type of church, sect, and mysticism) and indicate, furthermore, how his doubts about a contemporary 

Christian conception of society were influenced by it. 

Troeltsch's ideal of Christian community, formulated at the end of his Social Teachings, has 

puzzled many Troeltsch scholars. What did Troeltsch have in mind with this mixed form of church, 

sect, and mysticism?585 The key to this matter is to be found, I believe, in a study that has been 

largely neglected in the literature, namely, "Schleiermacher und die Kirche" (1910). In this essay, 

which preceded the final version of Die Soziallehren, Troeltsch as yet distinguishes, to be sure, only 

two main types of Christian society, the church as a supernatural institute of salvation and the sect as 

a voluntary Christian association. Yet whatever the distinguishable types of Christian community 

may be, Troeltsch shows that the differences between them began to grow blurred at the beginning 

                                                           
585 Consider, for example, B. A. Reist's theatrical exclamation concerning the mixed type in 

question: "What in the world can this mean?" Toward a Theology of Involvement, p. 151. 
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of Modern Times as a result of the rise of a new conception of socialization associated with the 

modern atomistic theory of natural law.586 

This had far-reaching consequences, according to Troeltsch. It cleared the way for a man like 

Schleiermacher in the nineteenth century to attach an entirely new meaning to the church as a 

religious community.587 In Schleiermacher the church is no longer the ecclesiastical institute 

established by Christ. Instead, it is the religious community as such (the non-Christian community 

thus included), which originates in the religious need for expression, communication, and 

stimulation. Such a freely self-forming and changing community is likewise not a sect. It has no 

atomistic construction, is no association of individual believers. The ordering from above, the 

initiation of actions from the structure as a whole, as in the earlier church type, remains primary. Yet 

there are also typical sectarian elements: the idea of community assumes the lively, active 

participation of the individual, through whose personal commitment the community first establishes 

itself. 

I believe it is safe to say that Troeltsch also would have taken separate note of the mystical 

elements in Schleiermacher's conception of the church if in 1910 he had already recognized the 

mystical type of Christian community as distinguishable from that of the sect. In any case, it is 

definitely already apparent that as a matter of fact the mystical inwardness which Schleiermacher 

ascribed to religion has also left its mark on his idea of the church.588 

What Troeltsch after 1910 would call the features of a mystical community he as a matter of 

fact already puts his finger on in Schleiermacher. In the sociological posture of the church towards 

the outside world Schleiermacher found a brief for the separation of church and state. In the church's 

internal juridical relations he renounced all claims to absolute truth and viewed dogmas as changing 

expressions of a mystical religious feeling that defies formulation in the proper sense. Furthermore, 

he sketched the churches as open, interconfessional communities and grouped them around religious 

virtuosi and charismatic leaders.589 Finally, he also sought to maintain the broad national church, 

namely, as a pedagogical provisorium for such communities and conventicles, which would function 

as salt to savor the national church. 

                                                           
586 The Enlightenment's idea of community in terms of associations (see 0.3.3) led to gradual 

effacement of the structural distinction between church, sect, state, family, society, etc. All these 

societal structures were conceived as associations with different goals. Thus to the popular mind the 

various forms of religious community soon amounted to about the same thing. "Church" came to 

stand for any association with a religious purpose. 

587 "Schleiermacher und die Kirche," pp. 29-30. 

588 Troeltsch's own concept of religion was stamped from the outset by Schleiermacher's 

romantic mysticism. That Troeltsch likewise from the outset sought to base such religious mysticism 

on the life of the church community while at the same time not neglecting to attack ecclesiastical 

institutionalism may seem at first glance to result from contradictory tendencies (2.4.4, 3.6.4). Yet 

from the standpoint of Schleiermacher's conception of community the two can be meaningfully 

united. During this phase Troeltsch is beginning to look at these matters from a sociological point of 

view. 

589 Troeltsch's own concept of religion was stamped from the outset by Schleiermacher's 

romantic mysticism. That Troeltsch likewise from the outset sought to base such religious mysticism 

on the life of the church community while at the same time not neglecting to attack ecclesiastical 

institutionalism may seem at first glance to result from contradictory tendencies (2.4.4, 3.6.4). Yet 

from the standpoint of Schleiermacher's conception of community the two can be meaningfully 

united. During this phase Troeltsch is beginning to look at these matters from a sociological point of 

view. 
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Thus it is striking, in the first place, that Schleiermacher envisioned a religious community 

which in practice would combine all the typological features of the church, the sect, and mysticism. 

Next, it is remarkable that such a "mixed type" corresponds precisely with the sociological design 

which Troeltsch introduces a year later in Die Soziallehren (4.4.2). And that this is the result of more 

than a superficial resemblance is abundantly clear from the conclusion of "Schleiermacher und die 

Kirche," where Troeltsch has explicitly states that the future of the church can only lie on the way 

that Schleiermacher has indicated. Thus Schleiermacher's conception of the church provided the 

model for Troeltsch's proposed reorganization of the church! 

 

One thing is sure: if Protestantism is to have a strong and successful future … if it would 

not hobble along behind events with all kinds of proofs that this or that "nevertheless" has 

a point; if, on the contrary, it would gain rich and profound vitality, bringing order into 

and satisfying the religious needs that even now are still alive in our nation, it will be 

achieved only on the road staked out by Schleiermacher. The day of the one all-embracing 

church, bastion of grace … has past. Now is the time for state-free churches, restricting 

themselves to ethical and religious rivalry, equipped with flexibility in dogma and rite 

within the context of a common Christian spirituality that can never be grasped in a single, 

immutable formula.590 (Kraay) (italics added) 

 

 

The Romantic-Organismic Doctrine of Community  (2) 

 

As could be expected, Troeltsch was aware of the ideological background of Schleiermacher's 

conception of the church. Schleiermacher's views are based on his social ethics and philosophy of 

culture. The social community is for Schleiermacher a blending of the generally identical and the 

specifically individual and likewise a historical center, a kind of magnetic field generated by strong 

nodal points in historical development. Schleiermacher's concept of community stems from the 

general romantic view of community, which is basically organismic, as we saw before (see 0.3.3). 

 

[Schleiermacher's concept of "church"] not only comprises all religious structuration of 

the community; it has been imported from his general sociology of ethics or philosophy of 

culture, which everywhere looks upon society as an amalgamation of the generally 

identical and the specifically individual, but also as organic radiation from some forceful 

concentration point in the development of life. (Kraay)591 

This indeed is the first really new conception of the religious community, and a new 

program for its outward and inward formation, since the Reformation. Just as his grasp of 

the religious idea itself is a new one, rising up out of the modern spiritual context and yet 

independently Christian, so also do his ideas of the church and the community agree with 

the new organic sociology, which dissolved the natural law of the social contract while yet 

                                                           
590 "Schleiermacher und die Kirche," p. 35. 

591 "Schleiermacher und die Kirche," p. 30. 
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representing a characteristic, vitally Christian way of thinking. Precisely the intermeshing 

of these two makes for the actual and genuine greatness of Schleiermacher. (Kraay)592 

 

Against this background the final conclusions of Die Soziallehren  appear in broader 

perspective. The notions propagated there of mixing the basic types of religious community to form 

an open national church with a broad sense of community, lively core constituencies, and dogmatic-

cultic flexibility is not advanced out of purely practical considerations, is also not a purely synthetic 

product of scholarly reflections, but means above all a dynamic and deliberate alignment with 

Schleiermacher's concept of the church and the Romantic idea of community.593 

 

 

Towards a "New Culture of Cohesiveness"   (3) 

 

It is hardly conceivable that Troeltsch desired to restrict the applicability of this idea of community 

to the field of the sociology of religion. It is plausible to regard it as forming in Troeltsch, as in 

Schleiermacher, the general basis for the analyses, ideals, and expectations pertaining to his history 

of culture (see already 3.5.6). 

Troeltsch's assessment of the development of modern culture had never been unreservedly 

favorable. In particular, he had perceived discrepancies between religious and profane life and in 

this regard regretted and been troubled by the general decline of the influence of Christianity (1.1.2). 

During the period in question in this chapter his concern is doubled, because he regards profane 

culture too as replete with contrasts and controversies. From Troeltsch's analyses of the history of 

culture it seems to me that his concern is motivated by the organismic ideal of life. Troeltsch fears 

that this ideal of a cohesive and closed community, which was prevalent for a time in Germany and 

fed by Romanticism and the Restoration, will now no longer be able to get a foot on the ground, for 

as long, at least, as militarist, capitalist, technological, and scientific expansionism continues. The 

more he devotes himself to political and social questions, the more irreconcilable this ideal and this 

actual reality seem to him to be. Yet the problem is extremely complex because on the one hand 

Troeltsch is not a pure romantic in the aesthetic monist sense of the term (see 4.6.2) and because on 

the other hand he assesses modern civilization as positive.594 Thus it must be said for the sake of 

                                                           
592 "Schleiermacher und die Kirche," pp. 32-33. 

593 That Schleiermacher had found an appropriate complement for the organismic conception of 

the church (the church not as institute but as organism; cf. the same distinction in Abraham Kuyper!) 

in the idealist conception of religion could only have made it more grand in Troeltsch's eyes (see the 

last citation). The inner affinity of Christian religion and idealist thought (1.1.2) guarantees, he 

believes, that the conception of the church in question can be at the same time a Christian conception, 

an authentic expression of the Christian idea. I endorse the view taken by Barth: "The victorious 

position in the teaching of Troeltsch … certainly rested last and not least upon the fact that he took up 

Schleiermacher's programme once again and placed a conception in the centre of his philosophy of 

religion, which was basically a Romantic one" (Karl Barth, Die protestantische Theologie im 19. 

Jahrhundert, p. 305; Eng. tr., p. 227. 

594 These nuances are coherent with Troeltsch's esteem for a Christianity which on the one hand 

has not rejected the world without qualification, yes, that has even given impetus to the current 
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completeness that Troeltsch sought on the basis of an activistically and dualistically modified 

romanticism to expose as pernicious not so much Western civilization but just certain motivating 

forces in it, namely, modern individualism and rationalism (IV, 331-32). 

Troeltsch sees this individualism as given with the emancipation of the modern world from the 

ecclesiastical ties, hierarchical relations, and collective structures of medieval society (in spite of its 

strongly variable character and occasional reversal in universalistic and pantheistic tendencies). 

Closely tied to this individualism, so he believes, is rationalism. For when once cast upon himself as 

autonomous, the individual experienced an immediate urge to orient himself in a this-worldly 

manner and as a consequence to exchange belief, authority and tradition for immediate intuitions 

and the methodical intellective techniques of reason (though such rationalism has also had to deal 

with inner tensions and the repercussions of irrational forces).595 

Now, what is questionable for Troeltsch is not so much the origins of individualism and 

rationalism as their results. The will towards technological-scientific control of nature, the craving 

for logical calculability and predictability in all economic and political action, the systematic 

opening up of new continents and new markets, the attempts at rational reconstruction of social 

structures from elementary data, the growing differentiation of sectors of life and specialization of 

work with new classes and group interests Troeltsch adduces again and again as the actual basic 

factors which since the Enlightenment have rent the social organism and led to atomistic 

disintegration and rationalistic levelling of the social order. Here we recognize at once the typical 

Romantic objections to atomistic individualism and egalitarian rationalism (0.3.3). In the same 

manner in which Troeltsch has called attention to the importance which the religious sociological 

paradigms once acquired for the shaping of general societal relations (4.2.6), so now he indicates 

with respect to our time the (fatal) influence of rationalistic individualism. As next to and in rivalry 

with other (including Christian) ideals of society, such individualism has become the new 

sociological paradigm of our age and world. 

 

Above all, the modern bourgeoisie, the Law of Nature, the emancipation of the fourth 

estate, and, finally, scientific rationalism have created a new sociological paradigm of 

rationalistic individualism, which is connected, it is true, with the older ideas of Christian 

individualism, but which in its optimistic and equalitarian spirit is sharply opposed to it. (I, 

965; cf. Social Teachings,  vol. 2, p. 991) 

 

We are reminded that the impasse of contemporary Christian social philosophy was thought to 

be the result not only of internal exhaustion but also of the onward march of the differentiation of 

life, whereby societal factors would have multiplied and, as it were, gotten out of hand (4.4.3). All 

things considered, the ailment of disjointedness from which Western culture suffers and from which 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
movement of culture, and which on the other hand has rendered romantic-aestheticist pantheism 

untenable. 

595 How diminutive the degree to which Troeltsch rejects these modern tendencies as such may 

be seen from the fact that in his view the Reformation by its individualization of the Christian religion 

(the personal relation to God through faith!) and by its active rational approach to building 

congregations and establishing the direction of life (especially in Calvinism!) contributed to the rise 

of this new pattern of culture. The only thing that was alien to it was the "this-worldly" optimism of 

modern man. 
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the exigency and powerlessness of Christian social ethics stems is thus one and the same. The 

remedy for both problems Troeltsch sees primarily in a return to a closed society, to a "new culture 

of cohesiveness" (neue Kultur der Gebundenheit) (I, 966). To him this would mean, we may now 

safely say, the active and fullest possible realization of the Romantic ideal of community in society 

as a whole. Europe, which in the Middle Ages formed an ecclesiastical monoculture, is now a house 

in decline. He hopes, however, that the edifice can be restored, albeit he recognizes that such an 

expectation cannot depend upon or be realized on the basis of the Romantic ideal of community 

alone.596 Realistic as he is, Troeltsch does not expect so much, after all, from the force of ideas. The 

desired turn in culture will more likely result from an internal self-correction of modern society. 

Troeltsch hopes for a consolidation of society once political and economic expansion has been 

completed around the world. 

 

Further, the actual practical restrictions of modern individualism, the neutralization of the 

competitive struggle, which had been unleashed for two hundred years by bourgeois 

individualism, and allowed to spread throughout the world, is likely to become an effect of 

purely economic and political conditions of power, in which the division of the product 

spheres and the influence of the producers bring assured quotas; and, when these spheres 

are fixed, both the mobility of the population and the production of offspring will be 

compressed within fixed limits. Radical individualism will probably soon be an interlude 

between an old and a new civilization of constraint [read: culture of cohesiveness]. This 

individualism may be compared with the process of taking the materials of a house which 

has been pulled down, sorting them out into the actual individual stones, out of which a 

new house will be built. What the new house will look like, and what possibilities it will 

provide for the development of the Christian ethic and of Christian social philosophy, no 

one can at present tell. Christian social philosophy will bring to the task both its common 

sense and its metaphysical individualism; but it will have to share the labour with other 

builders, and like them it will be restricted by the peculiarities of the ground and of the 

material. (I, 965-66; Social Teachings, vol. 2, pp. 991-92)597 

 

4.6 Idealism Versus Realism (Cultural and Critical Section) 
 

 

                                                           
596 Earlier the doctrine of natural law had also not enjoyed a position of exclusive importance in 

this regard, but had been mixed with Platonic, Aristotelian, and internal Christian schemes of 

community, and later with modern, social-philosophical, and juridical conceptions as well. Yet 

Troeltsch did not venture to credit even the dominance of the organismic idea. 

597 One is tempted to think here of Ferdinand Tönnies' Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft of 1887, a 

work which not only delimits the terms of its title in a sociological manner but also places them in a 

universal-historical perspective, whereby the rationalistic Gesellschaft, i.e., the artificial, associative 

structure of contemporary society, would have developed dialectically from an original, living, 

Romantically conceived Gemeinschaft or communal structure with the prospect of a synthesis 

between the two in socialism. Cf. Max Weber's discussion of Tönnies' "dichotomous" rather than 

"continuous" use of these terms in Economy and Society (1978), pp. 41, 60. To the best of my 

knowledge, however, Troeltsch first examined Tönnies seriously in Der Historismus und seine 

Probleme (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3 (1922), pp. 45-46 and 362-63). As a matter of fact, Tönnies' 

study became more broadly known only after its second edition appeared in 1912. For that matter, the 

Romantic streak in both writers is notorious. 
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The Idealist Definition of Culture  (1) 

 

At the conclusion of this chapter one must ask whether and to what extent Troeltsch has succeeded 

in integrating the more modern realist and sociological ways of thinking into the romantic-idealist 

worldview which has clearly continued to flourish in the background. 

The question is a thorny one for Troeltsch. In Schleiermacher's day the problems of society 

were still relatively simple for idealism; the philosophical solution seemed more or less obvious. 

Such sectors as nation, state, or church were regarded as social embodiments of a metaphysical idea 

or of the spirit of a community, which in turn was conceived of as a particularization of universal 

consciousness in motion. Yet the problem was how idealism (already vitiated by historicism in 

Troeltsch) could survive in the face of the growing controversies in culture, of the realist exposure of 

brute power in society, and of the Marxist discovery: the socially conditioned idea! 

It is noteworthy that already in his choice of terminology Troeltsch suggests from time to time 

that to him philosophical idealism is nothing more than a makeshift last resort.598 In substance, too, 

his defense of such idealism is limp. In espousing an already problematical reconciliation of 

Hegelian and Neokantian ideas, Troeltsch had previously described culture as an ideal and value-

laden complex. The various sectors of culture all had a real and natural basis and origin, to be sure, 

but tended to grow from it towards their a priori and ideal telos. Adoption of the Marxist notion of 

"superstructure and substructure" (IV, 11) must thus certainly have cost Troeltsch a great deal of 

difficulty. For even when curtailed and brought into interaction with other causal factors, the social 

and economic determinants of culture emerge, once they have been introduced, as a threat to the 

idealist definition of culture. 

In the first instance Troeltsch maintains the ideal status of all sectors of culture. Not only in 

religion and philosophy (IV, 721) but also in the field of politics, for example (though less 

pronouncedly so), ideas retain their validity. Yes, even the economy and the goods exchanged in it 

are brought into connection with ideal values (I, 2).599 

What room, then, does culture still allow for sociological factors? Troeltsch accounts for these 

as vestiges of nature, as natural communal interconnections arising from the sexual urge, 

breadwinning, favorite pursuits, and the like (I, 5), which can be sublimated, however, into cultural 

forms of community, that is, embodiments of ideas.600  

                                                           
598 Thus he says that he is able only with great difficulty ("sehr viel schwieriger als damals" -- in 

1905 in Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie ) to fit the realism of the psychology of religion of 

William James into the transcendental idealist framework, although there is no alternative to doing so 

("Immerhin bleibt nichts anderes übrig als …; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 383). Elsewhere he 

asserts that the whole of cultural ethics is threatened by relativism and that practically and 

theoretically there is no alternative but to fall back upon a decisionistic idealism with all the inherent 

problems of absolutism which that entails ("Hier bleibt praktisch nichts übrig als … "; "Ich meine nur, 

dass hier auch theoretisch nichts anderes möglich ist als …" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 760-

61). 

599 See Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 301: "Gewiss sind in alledem (i.e., in the political, social 

and economic formations, etc.) Ideen enthalten…." 

600 We find the word "social" used in this pregnant sense throughout Die Soziallehren. It 

indicates here the religious community as a "fellowship which issues from the religious idea itself" 

(Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 5; Social Teachings, vol. 1, p. 26) and other similar, i.e., also ideal 

spheres or structures: the economic (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 9; Social Teachings, vol. 1, p. 
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The Fracture in the Idea of Culture  (2) 

 

The matter is much more difficult, however, than that! Troeltsch has also asserted that an essential 

mark of a higher culture would be the interdependence of ideological and sociological factors, or 

even the dominance of the sociological ones as a result of their institutional durability (4.3.4). But if 

that is the case, cultural historical tendencies must be regarded as divergent in their deepest and most 

essential intentions. Society is then not the field of polarization of movements guided by ideas; it is 

instead the interface between ideals and interests, the battleground between lofty religious, moral 

and philosophical goals on the one hand and objective economic and material interests on the other. 

The philosophical implications of this are clear. The moment Troeltsch takes seriously the anti-

ideological tendencies in life and proceeds in this way to set up a basic conflict between the religious 

and economic sectors (as extremes perhaps), a dichotomy appears in the idealist definition of 

culture, a fracture in the Neokantian philosophy of culture. 

 

In [a more or less differentiated culture] there is everywhere a tendency toward the 

independence of specifically religious life and thought, and a similar bent toward the 

independence of economic labor, which must be understood in terms of its practical 

goal.…. But if the two tendencies are as essentially diverse as that, the interaction can 

hardly be a direct one (Kraay)601 

 

 

The Tenuous Thread of History  (3) 

 

Not only is Troeltsch's concept of the unity of culture rendered problematical, so too are his views of 

the progress of culture and the unity of history. The realist and sociological approach shook to its 

foundations -- as I have already shown -- the idea of the universal-historical progress of religion and 

of its culmination in Christianity (4.2.10). Well then, this conflict between the sociological and 

universal-historical approaches now spreads to all areas of culture. For the question of either the 

progressive uncoupling or else the permanent coupling of idea and structure arises at every turn! 

This entails as a consequence that the idea of world history and world-historical progression is put at 

stake, together with that of the possibility of a universal-historical philosophy of history! The latter 

is no longer a self-evident extension of historical science and vanguard of ethics! Ethics and 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
30), the state and the family (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, pp. 11-12; Social Teachings, vol. 1, pp. 

31-32), and perhaps science and art as well (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 11n.; Social Teachings, 

vol. 1, p. 36, n. 6). These spheres or structures are thus -- as before -- according to their dialectical-

teleological destinations, still purely idealist and ideological in character, the embodiments of an idea. 

Thus in Rickert's idealism too values do not just "cleave to" but are "incorporated in" cultural 

reality; Rickert, Kulturwissenschaft und Naturwissenschaft, p. 18. 

601 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 25 {1913} (italics added); cf. p. 30. Given its philosophical 

implications, Troeltsch would have written such a passage down only provisionally. In 1916 he 

returns to the "economic idea"; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 720. The tension is obvious! 
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historical science become increasingly independent (4.3.3). In the face of the discrepancy of 

cultures, the philosophy of history shrivels into a strongly subjective attempt to supply, to the extent 

that it is possible to do so, a comprehensive construction of history framed from leading ideas.602 

The theory and construction of universal, continuous, convergent progress becomes so 

extremely problematical for Troeltsch that he has a tendency to break through the paradoxical circle 

of ethics and philosophy of history (3.5.2). The question of whether there is continuous progress in 

world history must at every turn be weighed only from an actual normative standpoint. This 

standpoint -- so he says -- cannot have its basis in the movement of history. Rather, it makes the 

assessment of history possible. 

 

But there is no doubt that this theory [of an absolute, continuous, all-embracing evolution] 

is a very questionable construction. Experience merely confirms the assertion that all new 

values are purchased by the sacrifice of old ones, that no progress simply transcends the 

previous epoch, and that even while it closes certain doors of human distress it opens new 

ones. That progress is being made, and what sort of progress, cannot be established by 

merely pointing to the movement of history itself but only through spontaneous value 

judgments and constant self-criticism on the part of every age. These spontaneous value 

judgments cannot be validated by the historical movement but rather validate the 

evaluation of the historical movement. (IV, 335; Bense)603 

 

Yet Troeltsch cannot completely break through the circle, for then the question would 

immediately arise concerning what a historicist ethic is oriented to if not to the perspective presented 

by philosophy of history. From the standpoint of ethics, the idea of the "Universalgeschichte" may 

not be abandoned. 

The sociological approach gnaws away not only at the warp but also at the woof of history, so 

to speak -- not only at the philosophy of history but also at the philosophy of culture. Or, to adopt 

another metaphor, it drives wedges into the idea of history because it has first driven wedges into the 

idea of culture. If the actual cultural factors are to be prevented from running off with all our ideas 

and ideals, then the idea of the unity or at least of the unification of culture may not be surrendered. 

But how is such unity to be realized? 

 

 

                                                           
602 See the less elegant phrasing in 4.3.3, in particular the following words, which I quote here in 

German: "bei der erst hinterher ein Versuch einer möglichst zusammenfassenden Konstruktion aus 

leitenden Grundideen versucht werden kann" (IV, 298; italics added). 

603 "… sondern muss in beständiger Selbskritik von jeder Epoche selber erst durch spontane 

Werturteile festgestellt werden, die nicht aus der Bewegung begründet werden können, sondern die 

vielmehr erst die Beurteilung der Bewegnung begründen." From the little word "vielmehr" (italics 

added) it is evident that philosophy of history does not depend entirely on ethics. Notice also the 

sequence between them (IV, 298). 

In Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 977 (Social Teachings, vol. 2, p. 1004), Troeltsch actually 

states that ethics will often do better to depend upon intuitive clairvoyance than on constructions from 

the theory of history. 
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The Poly-Interpretable Idea of the Synthesis of Culture   

and the Threat of Relativism  (4) 

 

The idea of culture synthesis is a key concept in Troeltsch's thought.604 It must be understood 

against the background of what I earlier referred to as the Romantic "idea of consensus" (0.3.3, note 

39), according to which all sectors of culture taken together would be the harmonious expression of 

a particular national character or communal spirit.605 Troeltsch initially had not been averse to such 

aesthetic monism, at least insofar as it pertained to secular culture. But as a philosopher of religion 

he raised insurmountable objections (pantheism!) and -- with an almost Kierkegaardian "either-or" -- 

placed religious goals over against secular objectives. The unity of culture could only be achieved, 

he believed, through a creative "compromise." In other words, the original idea of synthesis in 

Troeltsch's philosophy of culture can be seen as an activistic transformation of the Romantic idea of 

consensus (1.4.3; 2.3.6). 

At the present stage of his thought an altogether different idea of consensus has gripped him, 

namely, that of the Marxist philosophy of society. His earlier idea of consensus rested on ideological 

foundations, the Marxist concept has a sociological basis. Where Troeltsch refuses to choose in this 

regard and seeks instead to unify, irrational tensions mount in his idea of culture. He regards the 

appearance together of ideas and structures as contingent rather than as necessitated beforehand by 

some communal spirit. Thus more than ever the matter comes down to a free act of unifying, 

                                                           
604 In this idea of synthesis practically all of the problems from Troeltsch's philosophy of history, 

philosophy of culture, social philosophy, and ethics come together. In fact, the entire course of his 

development could be clarified by referring to the shifts of meaning in the idea of synthesis. Such a 

study would at the same time lay bare the tremendous tensions which culture and history are subject 

to and which therefore demand "synthesis," as Troeltsch sees it. 

It is true that the term "synthesis," especially in the sense of "creative synthesis," gains currency 

with Troeltsch only after 1900 (in keeping with Wundt; see 3.5.3). Yet he was able even earlier to 

enunciate the ideas in question. Thus the word refers first to the need for a creative compromise 

between divergent religious and humanitarian objectives, a notion Troeltsch defended from the first 

stage of his development (1.4.3): Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 659, 663-64 {1902}; Politische 

Ethik (1904), p 32; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 855 {1910}. Next, it also often stands for the 

active interconnection between historical ideas and actual insight, for the productive concentration 

and reinterpretation of the past in the present with a view to some future still to be formed, as this 

came to characterize Troeltsch's historicism from the second phase of his development (2.2.4, 2.2.5): 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 653 {1902}; pp. 431, 447 {1903}; p. 709 {1904}; Glaubenslehre , p. 

24 {1911-12}; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 511 {1913}. In the third, neoKantian phase Troeltsch 

also goes on to use the term in the sense of the irrational bringing together within a scheme of ethical 

values of what is epistemological and a priori and what is contingent and factual (3.5.3): Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 2, pp. 711-12 {1904}; Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie (1905), p. 23. To all this 

there is now added the fourth meaning, synthesis as a uniting of the forces of ideology and material 

culture, synthesis as an intellectual adaptation to the brute reality of nature and structures and as the 

domination of this reality by ideas: Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 977 (Social Teachings, vol. 1, p. 

1004); cf. p. 985 (Social Teachings, vol. 1, pp. 1012-13). During the next phases, too, the idea of 

synthesis will undergo further articulation (5.3.4, 5.5.11, and 6.6.9). 

605 In philosophy of culture the idea of consensus is not strictly Romantic. It occurred earlier in 

thinkers like Vico and Montesquieu. Later it was applied rigorously by Oswald Spengler, who not 

only calls the art, technology, politics, and philosophy of the Occident "identical expressions of one 

and the same spiritual principle" but also considers these morphologically comparable to the pertinent 

cultural expressions of other civilizations; Spengler, Der Untergang des Abendlandes, vol. 1, p. 63 

(Eng. tr.: Introduction, last section). The idea of a "universal history," already withered in Troeltsch, 

has vanished completely in Spengler, just as it had in the particularism of Romanticism and the 

German Historical School. 
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forming, and controlling. It is the task of man to bend religious ideals and immanent cultural ideals 

towards each other in a creative way, and this will be done successfully only if the natural and social 

components which are given with culture are taken into proper account. Man will have to adapt his 

ideals to the brute facts and brutal realities if he would hope to gain control of them and incorporate 

them into the new plan for culture.606 As a consequence, every synthesis and every ideal is given a 

thoroughly relative form. 

 

In effect, we are the more insistently confronted with the relative conditionality of every 

moment as a non-repeatable synthesis, supervised by the spiritual-ethical which often is 

apprehended more clearly intuitively than in a theory that overlooks much and covers up 

more. Ultimately this renders impossible the trick of viewing whole epochs and groups as 

but preparatory phases for an absolute that cannot be found in history anyway. (I, 977; 

Kraay) 

 

How heavy the ethical responsibility and burden of the synthesis is appears clearly only when 

we recall that this synthesis also seeks to be, in the third place, the synthesis of the embattled unity 

of history. It must tie the ever so tenuous thread of the past to the tangle of present-day cultural 

interconnections at the cutting edge of actuality. Yet what has become of the general motivation and 

objective direction of ethics in a history of ideas bound hand and foot by sociological forms and 

institutional contexts? Is its creativity not, in the final analysis, disguised arbitrariness and hidden 

relativism? 

Here I must recall the fourth sense implied by the idea of synthesis. Synthesis is the formation 

of ideas as a union of brute facts with a   priori forms (3.5.3). The final answer to all aspersions and 

suspicions regarding relativism is for Troeltsch still, for the time being: the transcendentalist theory 

of values supported by a mystical-idealist metaphysics of history. However dynamized and 

historicized and even tied to geophysical and social realities they may be, ideas still point in a rising 

line from a basic metaphysical tendency towards the undiscoverable absolute. In this way ideas 

guarantee the unity of history, however opaque it may be. They provide a sense of direction and 

orientation in every cultural situation, no matter how complex it may seem. 

 

Is this whole approach actually relativism?… By its very nature, transcendentalism is anti-

relativistic. The theory of value indeed differs, in both method and substance, from this 

theory of theoretical reason. But in the spheres of art, morality, and religion, a non-

theoretical validity is recognized which, together with the validity of theoretical reason, 

forms the validity of reason as such. The logos is a system of validities including both 

theoretical and non-theoretical validities. For that very reason, it is a creative vitality, not a 

deadly rationalization. Yet in every instance it is directed toward something ultimate, 

valid, and necessary; it is not a poetic chaos of motley forms. (II, 829-30; Bense) 

This is not relativism but subjectivism.… This subjectivism, however, is of a special 

kind.… It is set in a metaphysical background.… This background consists in a vigorous 

                                                           
606 In effect, Troeltsch invests the idea of synthesis with a new, practical dimension. Previously it 

culminated in an ethical shaping of the essence (Wesensgestaltung), but now it is extended to 

practical, programmatic labor (see 4.4). 
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movement of reason as such, which bursts forth in ever new creations and into whose 

creative teleology the soul can intuitively enter.607 (II, 832; Bense) 

  

                                                           
607 These citations are from 1913, thus from the period after Troeltsch finished writing Die 

Soziallehren. Not until the days of the Great War in Berlin will Troeltsch's idealism collapse! See 

further Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 382 {1912}; pp. 776-7 {1910}; and pp. 860-62 {1910}, 

together with the title of that section, p. xi {1913}. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

HISTORICISM AND THE PHILOSOPHY OF  

LIFE   (1916 - 1920/23) 
 

5.1 Introduction 
 

 

Berlin and the Great War  (1) 

 

The new contours of Troeltsch's historicism take shape in about 1916.608 Various factors play a role. 

Troeltsch has just left behind him the community of his theological labors in the more or less 

secluded academic world of Heidelberg. That means moving away from ecclesiastical structures and 

dogmatic patterns of thought. He has been freed of direct responsibilities for the ecclesiastical 

training of students. His emotional and practical ties to institutionalized Christianity wear away. His 

position becomes freer and more independent, and so does his philosophical stance. In Berlin, the 

                                                           
608 It is impossible to draw a sharp line between the phases. A neoromantic ideology of 

community and glorification of Das Wesen des Deutschen (address at Karlsruhe 6 December 1914) 

emerges at the outset of the war; the critique of the apriorism of neokantian rationalism is first 

formulated in Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge, an address presented on the 

occasion of the birthday of the emperor William II (27 January 1916). Perhaps the move to Berlin in 

1915 has already been philosophically decisive. More important is the question of how long the new 

phase lasts. The period between 1916 and 1923 becomes a time of ever deepening crisis for Troeltsch 

as he is cast to and fro by riptides of conflicting ideas. This makes the study of the texts complex in 

the extreme. Unavoidably, the analysis of any text (whatever its results) can be controverted from 

other texts. Thus ultimately it is not just the references to the texts but especially the method of 

inquiry which is at stake! As for myself, I have not considered it my task either to smooth out the 

branchings and unevennesses in Troeltsch's studies in favor of a single trend or to anthologize 

paradoxes, although Der Historismus und seine Probleme  (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, with 

articles from 1916 to 1922!) would lend itself nicely to either objective. Rather, I have attempted to 

trace the lines of development in this tangle of thoughts, and in doing so I have carried through the 

hermeneutical principle, that it is not the repetition or renovation of old but the introduction of new 

ideas which marks the direction of the real course of Troeltsch's development. 

The consistent application of this principle has led to the discovery of what may arguably be 

called the most fundamental change in Troeltsch's ideas: the shift (in about 1921) to a radical 

individualism! This change was fraught with such far-reaching consequences that Troeltsch himself 

recoiled from it time and again, only to attach himself to the ideas dealt with in this (penultimate) 

chapter, while incessantly probing for possibilities to reconcile and smooth out differences. The end 

of the present phase can therefore not be strictly fixed at A.D. 1920. What now follows will continue 

to have its effect right on into Troeltsch's final writings. 

In adducing the evidence pertinent to this late radicalism, I intentionally disregard what was 

written after 1920. In this chapter I also refer only sporadically (for clarification) to the editorial 

changes Troeltsch made to the writings published between 1916 and 1920 that were incorporated into 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3 (the Historismus-Band), in 1922. 

Meanwhile, it remains a matter of fundamental importance to the investigation to make a sharp 

distinction between the two phases. Only on the basis of such a distinction does it become possible to 

account for the paradoxes in the Historismus-Band. And only so does it become possible to think the 

development and dynamics of Troeltsch's historicism through all the way to the bitter consequences. 
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turbulent center of German politics and European diplomacy, of the influx and clash of ideas, 

Troeltsch must seek his way anew. Here in the coming years he will have contacts at the highest 

levels of the national and Prussian governments. He feels it: here history is made. Here he gains 

impressions from day to day of its capricious, unpredictable course.609 Officially, too, his status has 

been changed. The theologian has become what at heart he already was: a philosopher of culture and 

history. At the university of Berlin he will in many respects develop further the line of his great 

predecessor here, Wilhelm Dilthey. 

These changes in the course of his life and the climate of his work have been accompanied far-

reaching changes in the times. These are the enervating years of the world war, which will produce 

such great expectations and later also so much despair in Germany. Troeltsch has to come to terms 

with all this weal and woe, also as a philosopher of culture. He does not blame the war on Anglo-

French hegemonist instincts alone but is cognizant also (at least in retrospect) of the war-mongering 

recklessness of the German people and the diplomatic miscalculations of the emperor, which helped 

to provoke the event and its catastrophic consequences. To Troeltsch the war is in the first place, 

however, the almost inevitable consequence of a structural complex, of an uncheckable Western 

political, industrial, economic, demographic, and military expansionism. It did not begin as a 

struggle of the spirits, did not arise from real or imagined cultural contradictions, but was produced 

by structural forces, by the imperialistic tendency to divide the entire surface of the earth between a 

few great powers and by a need to restrict German competition.610 

Troeltsch sensed keenly that along with this material struggle for a better life, the great 

spiritual values of the Occident were nevertheless also being thrown into Moloch's fiery furnace. He 

saw it clearly: an era has come to an end. The global conflagration has reduced to ashes the belief in 

universal moral progress and worldwide humanity. With the deaths of millions of soldiers, the 

idealist conception of human history as the progressive actualization of absolute values has bled 

empty. Is a new era dawning? Does the solidarity of the German folk in stress and storm bear a 

promise for the future, also a promise of spiritual renewal? Troeltsch's mind balances between hope 

and fear, between the philosophical nationalism of a Fichte611 and the despairing, pessimistic 

heroism of a Spengler. During the early years of the war the former mood prevails. 

 

                                                           
609 Personal experiences, life in Berlin, news of the collapse of the front, rumors and the 

consequences of the German Revolution, tensions both at home and in the larger world of 

international politics -- Troeltsch noted, interpreted, integrated and wrote it all down, hot from the 

pen, in his own unique, expressive way, in his Spektator-Briefe, letters which were published between 

16 November 1918 and October 1922 in Kunstwart and republished later. Also in essays and 

addresses dealing more with philosophy of culture and collected in Deutscher Geist und Westeuropa 

(from the years 1916 to 1922) and in countless minor publications Troeltsch appears as anything but 

an ivory tower scholar, which would have conflicted, for that matter, with his ethical activism. On the 

circle which formed around Hans Delbrück and Troeltsch even during the war (multiplying his 

contacts with various statesmen of the new democratic Germany) and on his friendship with 

Rathenau, see Spektator-Briefe, pp. v-vi, 24, 285ff; Deutscher Geist, pp. 258ff. 

610 See Deutscher Geist und Westeuropa, especially "Die Ideen von 1914" {1916}; and, further, 

articles such as "Das Ende des Militarismus" {1918} and "Das Schulddogma" {1919} in Spektator-

Briefe. 

611 See already the foreword of January 1915 added to Augustin, die christliche Antike und das 

Mittelalter. See further, e.g., "Die Ideen von 1914" and "Privatmoral und Staatsmoral" in Deutscher 

Geist und Westeuropa, pp. 34ff., 53, 56, 139, 150. 
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For the second time in the course of this war we celebrate the birthday of our Imperial and 

Royal Lord, amongst the terrific cares and hopes brought upon us, upon the whole of 

European culture, by a fateful struggle among the great nations, a war long feared, and, 

once unleashed, surpassing even the most fearful imaginings.… Winds of change blow 

about him and us, but it is hardly a gentle breeze, enveloping and permeating every 

present moment steadily, invisibly, felt only by those whose senses are finely tuned; on 

the contrary, it is the violent storm of a world-historical crisis in which the old is broken 

down for all to see, and shocks accompany the coming of the new. (Kraay)612 

 

A fierce romantic nationalism raises its head, although it has a certain countervailing weight in 

the universal perspectives of Christianity and in the broad idealist conception of humanity (0.3.4).613 

In exigency and stress Germany strives not only for living space but also for its spiritual identity. 

Like 1813, the year 1914 becomes for Troeltsch the year of "national elevation" (national 

Erhebung).614 He sees the political parties and social classes rediscovering each other, the forces of 

culture gathering together, land and folk uniting in a single will to life and community, a religious-

metaphysical solidarity, an economy and politics keyed to the wartime situation, a closed 

commercial state.615 

Even beyond the nation's borders a reintegration seems to be taking place. The hope expressed 

in Die Soziallehren for a new order and consolidation in political, social, and economic relations as 

the necessary basis for a new ethos (4.5.3) seems suddenly to be realized "for a planet now at last 

drawn together." It is the soil in which a new spiritual culture can perhaps be planted and in which 

the romantic ethos of a free, active acceptance and dutiful, organic self-insertion into the supra-

individual whole can become established, at least for Germany.616 As 1813 opened a perspective for 

the idea of national European states founded on a humanitarian-liberal world culture, so the 

catastrophe of the current war may be able to disclose a new world of thought in which national self-

reflection and self-articulation will gradually bring to light the special characteristics of each of the 

European cultures. Thousands are today already engaged -- so Troeltsch says -- in "considering and 

pondering the essence of Germanness."617 

 

                                                           
612 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge." HZ 116 (July/August 1916): 1. Also 

"Die Ideen von 1914," p. 35. 

613 Troeltsch would indeed restrict the latter, in a neoromantic way, to the system of the Western 

cultural community (Deutscher Geist, pp. 141, 150, 152): the "ethic of humanity" (Humanitätsmoral) 

(p. 141) is to him an "ethic of the Occidental nations" (p. 165). It is the idea of Europäertum (see 

further 5.5). 

614 See "Der metaphysische und religiöse Geist der deutschen Kultur," p. 71; cf. p. 75. 

615 Deutscher Geist, pp. 41ff., 37ff., 44ff. 

616 Deutscher Geist, pp. 63, 71, 74, 79. This German idea of freedom will perhaps become -- so 

Troeltsch says -- the future of the peoples of Western Europe (p. 50)! 

617 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," p. 46. 

Directly with the outbreak of the war, Troeltsch's tendency to romanticize what is "German" 

manifested itself in a torrent of addresses and writings: Das Wesen des Deutschen (Karlsruhe address, 

1914); Deutscher Glaube und Deutsche Sitte in unserem grossen Kriege (1914); "Der Geist der 

deutschen Kultur" (1915); Deutsche Zukunft (1916); see Baron's bibliography in Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 4, pp. 868ff.; see also especially Troeltsch, Deutscher Geist und Westeuropa, which 

contains selected writings from 1915 to 1922. 
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Today we are caught up in a comparable crisis, which puts an end to an epoch of ideas and 

forces and announces a new, as yet unknown world for western civilization, and perhaps 

for the entire planet, which is being drawn together at last. As before, still surrounded by 

the storm of events, we seek to decipher its meaning and we try to spell out the fate it 

holds in store. (Kraay)618 

Today's crisis uncovers an essential difference among the nations of Europe, profounder 

and more intrinsic than we had hitherto assumed in our overly egalitarian notions about 

the western world.… It follows that the rearrangements of the future will be very much in 

terms of such characteristic particularity, no matter how urgently we must remind both 

world politics and the religious and cultural community of the re-unification of the 

international community. Accordingly, we must look upon and shape the German future 

as German first of all. (Kraay)619  

 

Later, when the Fates seem to have turned against Germany, when the monarchy collapses and 

the land is tested by revolution, the philosophical climate around Troeltsch alters drastically. The 

nineteenth century's philosophers of doom, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, seem to have been proven 

correct. Not ideas but tragic destiny sways the scepter over history. People listen hungrily to thinkers 

like Dilthey, Simmel, and Spengler, who cast their insights in the most skeptical and relativistic 

formulas. Then it is as if the ground sinks away beneath Troeltsch's feet, and his thought is plunged 

into crisis.620 

 

 

New Shifts in Historicism.  

Between Rationalism and Relativism  (2) 

 

Yet Troeltsch's mind is not just a passive organ of registration nor the course of his development a 

mere barometer of the social upheavals in question. Driven or provoked by circumstances, he is 

propelled by the historicist problem itself towards new questions and new insights. The theme of the 

historically individual becomes dominant in the process. Cultural history and sociology -- as we 

have already seen -- have compelled him to recognize the complete individuality of historical 

phenomena. Each encompassing phenomenon in life, every historical period or cultural circle, must 

now be considered an irreducible, unrepeatable "effective coherence" (Wirkungszusammenhang), as 

Troeltsch likes to put it, borrowing a term from Dilthey,62114 a complex whole in which religious 

expressions, moral endeavors, and cultural activities intersect and influence each other and, 

furthermore, organize themselves into and become adjusted to a multiplicity of sociological 

structures and institutions, which in their own turn are held together by group instincts and practical 

concerns and ultimately established on the natural foundations of race, climate, and geographical 

                                                           
618 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," p. 4. 

619 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," p. 46. 

620 See already 5.6 and subsequently ch. 6. 

621 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 120-21, 167, 181; vol. 3, p. 47 {1922}; vol. 4, p. 718 

{1916}. 
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situation. All these factors cluster into a single historical complex, into a separate and distinct world 

with its own internal possibilities for understanding, its own standards of judgment, its own ideals of 

community. The conclusion now becomes unavoidable. Absolute a priori values, which would float 

about somewhere above history, cannot exist. Even as strictly formal structures of consciousness -- 

so Troeltsch says -- they simply cannot be maintained in the face of the complete individuality of all 

historical phenomena. Thus does he free himself of the a priori philosophy of values of the 

neokantians, to retain only their individualizing logic of history. He no longer believes that a truly 

individual history can be judged in terms of or even just related to a universal system of values and 

criticizes in broad terms attempts such as Rickert's to connect what is historically individual and 

what is rationally and generally valid.622 It is the results not least of all of the research of Die 

Soziallehren which impact so violently on Troeltsch that they shatter the neokantian framework to 

which he has hitherto clung. 

Now, this raises the question of whether Troeltsch has not fallen between the wharf and the 

ship. The acceptance of fixed, objective norms of reason possessing general validity he regards as an 

a-historical rationalism. But does the recognition of the complete individuality and temporal 

conditionality of all historical tendencies and ideals not lead to an equally objectionable conception: 

to a boundless relativism? Rationalism and relativism form the pincers between which Troeltsch is 

squeezed and from which he must somehow manage to extricate himself. Der Historismus und seine 

Probleme is the breath-taking report of his struggle to do so. 

 

One notes that these matters are far from easy. If one starts from the idea and from the 

standard, one falls into an a-historical rationalism, and loses the relatedness to empirical 

history and its praxis. If one works in terms of the historically individual, staying in tune 

with research, there is the threat of boundless relativism and skepticism. If one would 

bring both perspectives together in some ingenious theory of development, the constituent 

parts keep breaking away. (III, 162 {1922}; Kraay)  

 

From the critique of Rickert and like-minded thinkers it is at least clear that Troeltsch's 

conception will evince some strongly antirationalist characteristics. Mind or reason is no longer the 

universal authority, structure, or endowment to which human thought, judgment and action can 

orient itself. Instead, it is fully integrated into the system of a particular culture, in this case the 

Western one. Within this system it acquires further definition in conjunction with the diversity of 

national characters.623 

                                                           
622 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge" (HZ 116 (July/August 1916): 1-47) was 

significantly expanded and then largely incorporated into Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3. 

623 Germany is for Troeltsch the personification of classicism and aesthetic culture, of the 

romantic-organismic idea of community, of the autonomous-idealist sense of freedom and duty, 

permeated by a religious and metaphysical spirit. France is the epitome of atheistic belief in science 

and atomistic rationalism, of radical democratic and revolutionary conceptions of society, of a 

levelling sense of freedom and equality. England is the land of a liberal humanitarian spirit of 

freedom, where there is respect for the entrepreneurial zeal of the individual citizen, a deep belief in 

the harmonious interplay of economic forces, respect for the historic institutions of church, state, and 

parliament, and a wondrous mixture of puritan moralism and utilitarian colonialistic imperialism; see 

Deutscher Geist und Westeuropa, passim. 
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Mind is a particular component of a particular culture, a special function of life. Troeltsch 

becomes interested in the irrationalist philosophy of life, and especially in the thought of Henri 

Bergson, who rejects the a priori system of reason while at the same time recognizing the gap 

between the uniform outer movement of nature and the creative inner evolution of the mind and, in 

keeping with that, the disjunction between mechanical thought and intuitive thought. Troeltsch sees 

the antimechanistic conceptions of Bergson and Boutroux converging with those of German 

idealism.624 

Later I will return to Troeltsch's relation to Bergson. Provisionally, however, I would note 

here as the most conspicuous difference that Troeltsch, in the line of Kant and German idealism, 

wants to derive the opposition between nature and creative spirit not, or at least not directly, from a 

twofold metaphysical movement but primarily from self-reflection on the ordering principles 

whereby the data of experience can be grouped and understood in different ways. This means that 

while Bergson seeks the basic perspective for his epistemology and metaphysics directly in the 

intuitive psychological analysis of consciousness,625 Troeltsch starts with the neokantian 

methodology, with the logic of history. This logic is the more general and more objective part of the 

philosophy of history, and the part that remains closest to empirical research (III, 27).626 

The reflection begins in the logic of history (formal philosophy of history, 5.2), then moves on 

via the circuit of historical construction and ethics (material philosophy of history, 5.3) to the remote 

regions of ultimate metaphysical questions (5.4).627 

 

5.2 The Logic and Epistemology of History 
 

 

Critique of Rickert.  Critical Realism.  

The Principle of Intuition  (1) 

 

                                                           
624 Deutscher Geist, p. 71. 

The agreement with Bergson did not escape Troeltsch's notice. He characterizes it as "completely 

spontaneous" (in "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," p. 6), but he might have 

added that Bergson's ideas, like his own, have some roots in Hegelianism. On this point I shall be 

satisfied just to refer to Bergson's mentor, Alfred Fouillée, whose L'évolutionnisme des idées-forces 

appeared in 1890. See also Troeltsch's characterization of Bergson as a "student of French 

neokantianism" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 57 {1922}). 

625 Bergson, L'évolution créatrice, pp. ix-xi, 267-71; Eng. tr.: pp. xiii-xv, 267-71. 

626 This does not alter the fact that Bergson's influence is discernible even in this logic of history 

(5.2.6). 

627 Remarkably, epistemology as an independent discipline plays a negligible role here. The 

neokantian sense of epistemology as a theory of transcendental values (cf. 3.2) is now considered 

problematical; so too is the neokantian epistemology of history, which previously, as a theory of 

values, had provided a foundation for the logic of history (cf. 3.4). Where Troeltsch still makes 

separate mention of epistemology he does so either to characterize it (if taken in the latter sense) as a 

critical realist and intuitionist interpretation of the categories proper to the logic of history (see 5.2.1) 

or else (with reference to the former sense) in order to irrationalize the principle of apriority as such 

(see 5. 3. 4). 
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Although its point of departure is in Rickert, Troeltsch's logic of history still develops along realist 

lines. It is more open-minded than Rickert's. In a more or less a priori fashion Rickert had construed 

the formation of historical concepts as the logically distinct counterpole to concept formation in the 

natural sciences. He had attempted to clarify these two processes as the strictly oppositional 

possibilities for knowledge into which theoretical thought might in principle split itself when faced 

with the heterogeneous continuum of reality. Troeltsch finds such a deduction artificial. What he 

envisions instead is an analysis of basic concepts as these actually arise and are developed within 

theoretical thought. 

This more realist approach to the logic of history has an epistemological and metaphysical 

basis. If it is true that the categories of empirical science correlate with the peculiarities of their 

content (3.3.3) and (as Troeltsch now expressly asserts) mesh intuitively with the potential 

articulations of the material itself, then there is reason actually to start from the present categories, 

the usefulness and tenability of which have already been put to the test, as it were. Moreover, 

historical critical scholarship has already taken such a high and certain flight alongside natural 

science that its structures of thought have become established and have been formulated, at least in 

broad strokes, and must be taken as the point of departure for further reflection in philosophy of 

history.628 

Thus according to Troeltsch's critical realism, pure historical science is a matter of 

simultaneously ordering logically and perceiving intuitively the materials of history. Historical 

thinking rests upon presuppositions, upon principles of selection, formation, and connection which 

come up spontaneously and unconsciously in the process of logical interaction with the historical 

materials and now, in the logic of history, are brought to consciousness and broader communal 

recognition.629 

 

The logic of history consists in certain logical presuppositions, principles of selection, 

formation and connection, which we activate, initially quite unconsciously, in order to 

comprehend experienced reality as determined through criticism or through our own 

observation. In the interaction with the object, or in the preoccupation with the issue, these 

urge themselves on us gradually, and ultimately demand logical articulation. The extent to 

                                                           
628 Troeltsch joins Rickert in regarding the individual-historical approach as the opposite of the 

generalizing habitude of the natural sciences. Yet he sees no need to arrive at the former indirectly via 

the "limits of natural-scientific concept formation." Troeltsch also continues to share Rickert's 

recognition of transitional forms between the poles of pure natural science and pure history: on the 

one hand, a particularizing description of nature, as in biology; and on the other hand, a generalizing 

approach of history, as in anthropology, sociology, etc. (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 29-30). 

These, too, as he sees it, are anchored in the material itself: the particular and historical reveals 

general features (ibid., pp. 62ff. {1922}). Sociology is an auxiliary science to the history of culture 

properly considered (ibid., p. 191 {1916}). 

629 Certainly -- so Troeltsch says (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 29-30 {1922}) -- these 

categories will be interpreted differently in the different schools (transcendentalist, hegelian, 

phenomenological, etc.). In 1922 he accordingly proceeds to make a sharp distinction between the 

general logic of history and the interpretive epistemology of history, a distinction which for the time 

being (perhaps as a result of the lingering influence of the neokantian intertwinement of the logic of 

science with epistemology, see 6.4) remains fairly inconspicuous. Although Troeltsch may for the 

moment still regard the intuitionist spirit of his logic of history as self-evident, it is in fact, however, 

already an disputable interpretation of the concept of history; see the continuation. 
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which these principles play a part in the determination of factuality as such is a question 

which can be left aside here. (III, 29; Kraay)  

 

The most fundamental distinction Troeltsch makes is that between the (intimately connected) 

categories of individual totality and historical development. This distinction is of basic concern to 

us, too, since it provides the point of departure for all his later reflections, a thread in the labyrinth of 

his Historismus-Band.630 

 

 

The Historical Category of Individuality  (2) 

 

Troeltsch calls the concept of individuality central to history because he regards individual totalities 

as the basic entities in history. The historian starts with what is individual, not so much with 

individuals as particular persons as with composite yet not further reducible total structures. Central 

are the earlier mentioned collective yet individually profiled "effective coherences" in which mental 

processes and natural circumstances are fused into an indivisible, original, and intuitable complex 

whole. Historical individual phenomena are not separate from nature, and yet they cannot be 

considered and analyzed as products of nature's universal mechanisms. On the contrary, they can be 

understood -- through intuition! -- only in terms of more encompassing individualities in which they 

are embedded, of family, gender, class, nation, epoch, cultural world, and, ultimately, the spiritual 

community of mankind. The concrete individual understanding of historical science is accordingly 

differently directed than the atomizing concept formation of natural science. 

 

When we place ourselves … at the pole of history, its foundational category is … the 

category of individual totality as a basic unit. Primordially, history … consists of nothing 

but complex wholes, in which a manifold of elementary psychical occurrences, together 

with specific natural conditions, is always gathered up already into a vital whole or a 

totality. The crucially logical perspective is that one must start out, not from summing up 

such elementary events, but from the perceptible whole and the fusion of such wholes in a 

living unity of greater or lesser historical significance.… These concrete clusters cannot be 

derived from psychology; in every case they make for entirely new, concrete entities, 

posited factually and hence perceptible historically only.… More precise analysis shows 

that an individual whole of this sort in turn may be understood in terms of a greater totality 

-- family, kinship, class, nation, temporal conditions, spiritual situation and, finally, the 

unity of mankind. For this reason the real objects of scientific history turned out to be the 

                                                           
630 Troeltsch organized the Historismus-Band largely around this distinction. Ch. 1 advances it, 

ch. 2 elaborates the concept of individuality in the direction of ethics, ch. 3 carries the idea of 

development towards so-called "universal history," and ch. 4 applies the notions of individuality and 

development to Western culture. Yet this principal distinction was not just an editorial invention 

introduced in 1922 for the sake of lining up originally independent articles which revolved in some 

cases around the idea of individuality and in others around the idea of dynamic development. As early 

as 1918 Troeltsch made mention of "the two main concepts of logic" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 

71). 
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collective entities, rather than biographical, single individuals. (III, 32-33; Kraay) (italics 

added)631 

 

In broad outline what we have here is obviously the idea of individuality from the idiographic, 

individualizing logic of history of Windelband and Rickert. In fact, it is actually traceable, as we 

have seen (0.3.3), to Schleiermacher and the Romantic conception of history. And indeed, this was 

the source of Windelband's view. 

The intuitionist accent, however, has little or nothing to do with Windelband or Rickert, 

respectively! It betrays rather the literature of neoromanticism and the philosophy of life, the 

influence of the antirational, intuitive principle of Bergson and others, which, as we have seen, was 

flooding Germany at this time! Troeltsch gradually succumbs to this intuitionism. Rickert resisted it 

with growing ferocity; he set out to extirpate and deny entirely the intuitive character of historical 

concepts. Initially, this difference is of little consequence to Troeltsch. In fact, he uses Rickert's logic 

of history for his own purposes and relates it to Bergson's idea of intuition -- which reveals more 

about Troeltsch than it does about Rickert. (The difference in question will, however, eventually 

lead to some sharp polemics; 6.4) 

 

One could say that there is much similarity between the logic of history as developed by 

Dilthey and Rickert, and Bergson's epistemological principle of anti-rational 'intuition'. It 

is just that, unlike Bergson, the German thinkers are right in elaborating the logical, 

abstract and conceptual element which is implicit in Bergson's thought as well. (Kraay)632 

 

 

Secondary Categories:  The Unique, the Essential, the Symbolical, 

the Coherence of Meaning, the Communal Spirit,  

the Unconscious, the Creative, and Freedom (3) 

 

The central historical category of individual totality implies additional concepts in Troeltsch's 

thought. The first is that of the original and unique. If it is true that historical total phenomena 

cannot be explained by and traced to the operation of general laws of nature, then that means that in 

                                                           
631 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 32-33 (the last italics are added), cf. p. 38. 

Physical analysis reduces the facets of experience to which it has access to ultimate atomic or 

energetic elements and the laws governing their mutual interconnections. An analogous atomistic 

reduction of historical reality (preferably to psychical elements -- positivism) is impossible: it would 

no longer have anything to do with what is historical. 

632 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," p. 11. This passage was omitted from 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, not without reason! Another passage, which describes the individual 

totality as "a still visible representation of numerous individual events" ("Über Massstäbe zur 

Beurteilung historischer Dinge," p. 9), was associated with Rickert's name in 1922 through what I 

take to be a mistaken editorial arrangement (vol. 3, p. 120). Rickert's rejection of intuitive thought is 

directly connected with his consistent transcendental philosophy of value, which renders every realist-

metaphysical intuition impossible (see 6.4.1 and 6.4.2). Troeltsch probably first saw this contradiction 

clearly in Rickert's 1920 study, Die Philosophie des Lebens. See also Rickert's Die Grenzen, p. xxii. 

Troeltsch brings the issues into sharp focus (see Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 153ff. {1922}). 
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their being there they are something original, something which (in the context of a certain time and 

place) has simply presented itself just as it is. That is the origin -- in the first instance -- of this 

category of being factually and uniquely given, of originally coming into being. Thus Renaissance 

culture is to be regarded, for example, as an original unicity, i.e., as an entity which is not deducible 

and understandable only in terms of itself. 

Troeltsch does not hereby exclude the possibility of something like "historical explanation." 

Quite in contrast to physicalist explanation, however, this means to explain in the sense of 

empathetic, interpretive understanding. It is a living into what happened and into the coherences in 

which an event occurred. It is the intuitive art of sensing how a particular cultural phenomenon had 

to develop from its original propensities and circumstances just as indeed -- according to the sources 

-- it actually did. 

 

The notion of originality and unicity … is … implied in this concept of individual totality. 

Its specific principle is something that cannot be reduced further, nor explained; it can be 

understood through empathy, not deduced. 'Deduction' and 'explanation' in history is but 

an intuitional insight into the process of becoming, insight that allows one to understand 

how, given the beginning and the context, such becoming can be traced in the interaction 

of environment and conditions. Throughout, however, the original entity is the simple 

datum. (III, 38; Kraay)633  

 

A following category is that of what is definitely characteristic or essential: the category of 

essence. For a cultural phenomenon is a broad, comprehensive totality borne by people of different 

natures in diverse circumstances, as the attempt to formulate the unique meaning of such a 

phenomenon must inevitably confirm (think, e.g., of a group committed to a particular literary style). 

What is needed therefore is not just a delimitation vis-à-vis the stream of events but also an 

identification of the core. The essential unifying tie by which holds a cultural phenomenon together 

needs to be captured in a general concept and yet kept concretely before us. Here it again appears 

that historical concepts are intuitive concepts which connect general or comprehensive knowledge 

with concretely perceptible contents.634 

                                                           
633 On the point of empathic understanding, Troeltsch is indebted to Dilthey. Like him, Troeltsch 

distinguishes between natural-scientific or explanatory "experimental psychology" on the one hand 

and interpretive, human-scientific psychology on the other hand. Nevertheless, for Troeltsch historical 

science is of yet another sort still than even this Diltheyan psychology. Its independence is related to a 

special feature of Troeltsch's category of originality: his (romantic) conception of historical creativity. 

From a hidden underground reservoir of life there arises in the womb of history a new spiritual 

vitality, which enters into the forms of the physical and psychic apparatus, certainly, but is not 

reducible to it. Well then, psychology is tied to the surface phenomena; even interpretive psychology 

can at most keep open the points of access (Einbruchstellen) to be found here. (Interpretive 

psychology also has the task of investigating the conditions and nature of historical understanding and 

empathy.) It is reserved for history, however, to plumb the depths of the meaning and content of the 

free creations of historical man (cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 34, 39, 61, 94 {1922}). 

634 Here we have confirmation of what had already become clear (4.6.2), namely, that the actual 

and essential in history cannot coincide with the purely mental or ideal. Historical concepts point 

towards living people and concrete situations as the natural channel of the spiritual stream, giving 

Troeltsch all the more reason to cling to the intuitional character of these concepts (cf. Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 3, p. 40 {1922}). 
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If one aims at a more accurate picture of the totality, by formulating this originality and 

making visible its effects, one eventually has need of a narrower selection, which not only 

fits the object out of the flow of things, but also underscores, within the object, the 

essential or characteristic traits, the vinculum substantiale.… In this way alone the 

experienced reality of history is subsequently transformed into an historical concept -- a 

general concept with lasting, concretely perceptible content, with great naturalness resting 

on a combination of factual knowledge and intuition. (III, 39-40; Kraay)  

 

The concept of essence, which seeks to understand logically the core of individual and supra-

individual coherences in history, entails the further category of symbolical representation. For every 

selected characteristic ascribed as essential to a particular event is a general one standing for a 

thousand interpretations and details. Even by approximation it is impossible to say how many 

implications and associations lie hidden in the symbolical concepts of the historian (when he writes 

of democracy, military dictatorship, etc.) or are aroused in the fantasy of his audience readers and 

listeners.635 

 

In this idea of the 'essential', selection is inseparable from the notion of 'representation', 

since the characteristic features must represent at one stroke a mass of conclusions and 

evaluations as given in general experience or in intuitive fantasy. One cannot even begin 

to approximate their sheer mass; at best, they can be made visible in examples. This ability 

to represent untold details by way of comprehensive characteristic traits is the 

indispensable prerequisite for all historical description; it is the essence of the general 

concepts that rule here and the counterpart of analogous achievements attained by the 

natural-scientific concept of law (which is of a different sort altogether). (III, 40; Kraay)  

 

What is essential can only be tenably conceived, on the other hand, through reference to the 

unit of meaning, which within such a cultural world penetrates consciously or unconsciously to 

everyone and is understood by others empathically. The immanent meaning in question may be 

positive, but it may also be negative (e.g., the meaning of an age of decadence). 

 

Finally, one might ask how this essence or characteristic which determines the pictorial 

abstraction and symbolization can itself be specified. This is possible only by way of 

reference to a unit of value or a unit of meaning, immanent to the consciousness of that 

particular totality, which we can grasp only on account of our capacity to experience value 

and meaning. The word 'meaning' here does not stand for conscious planning; rather, it 

refers to a complex of motivations and significations of which, perhaps, we are still quite 

                                                           
635 In such symbolical representations (Vertretungsbegriffe), which are more or less affinitive to 

Rickert's and Weber's types or ideal types, the historian's intuition, tact, and training are crucial. They 

are particularly indispensable, because of their encompassing, integrating force, in connection with 

the grand syntheses of history. Such works as Ranke's Epochen and Harnack's Wesen des 

Christentums are complete chains of symbols. In such symbols, what is essential in history is captured 

and presented at a stroke. 
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unaware. Furthermore, the term is to be understood in a purely formal way, and certainly 

need not always refer to a positive meaning or value. (III, 42; Kraay)  

 

Here we have arrived at a point of the highest importance in Troeltsch's logic of history. Is the 

logical conception of the historical as a unit of value (a conception which will prove to be the central 

juncture for Troeltsch's cultural ethics) not still essentially the same as in Rickert? This is certainly 

not the case. Initially (1916), he even essays to jettison altogether the selective conception of 

historical things as units of value! What is behind this? 

We have already touched upon how historicism had fundamentally undermined Rickert's 

philosophy of so-called absolute formal values. And not only that! Rickert had thought he could 

fasten his logic of history to this philosophy of values (i.e., in order to explain the uniqueness and 

objectivity of history; see 3.3 and 3.4). As a consequence, the logic of history had also been situated 

on the slippery slope. What is Troeltsch to do now? It is his intention to abandon the neokantian 

philosophy of values while detaching from it and saving the logic of history. The question is, 

however, how? Troeltsch puts his doctrine of historical categories on a new track by holding that 

these concepts have to legitimate themselves within and above all in terms of the characteristics of 

the historical material as such. 

In doing so he contradicts Rickert's notion that the ultimate principle of selection and hence 

the objective basis of historical science would lie in the formal system of a priori values. And now I 

come to the deliberate attempt of 1916. Troeltsch suggests in the first instance that typically 

"historical" facts are selected with the help of the category of what is actually effective in history 

(das historisch Wirksame). That would mean that "historical" events are not events corresponding to 

a certain principle of value of the so-called transcendental subject but rather events conspicuous -- 

regardless of their eventual reference to values -- in the ongoing historical process because of their 

great efficacy and far-reaching consequences. 

 

The system of values [is] not really the selective principle in the work of historians at all. 

The fact is that this principle cannot be defined rigorously, In practice, it will essentially 

be whatever is effective historically, no matter whether or not its operation corresponds to 

an a priori cultural value. (Kraay)636 

 

Troeltsch later withdrew this passage.637 The reason for his doing so is not unknown. He 

writes in 1918638 that the principle of historical "efficacy" (Wirksamkeit) does not lead to a solution. 

For without qualification it could represent a merely natural or psychological causality, and 

                                                           
636 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," p. 23, cf. p. 9. Perhaps there are initial 

influences here from Eduard Meyer and Georg Simmel, who also supported the category of the 

"effective"; cf. Simmel, Die Probleme der Geschichtsphilosophie, pp. 184ff. 

637 In Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 151 {1922}, it has been deleted. 

638 Perhaps he did so as a result of the influence of Max Weber, who had already criticized 

Meyer's category of the "effective" some ten years earlier; cf. Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, 

p. 43n. {1922}. Indeed, criticism of this category was also forthcoming from Rickert's side (cf. 

Rickert, Die Grenzen der naturwissenschaftlichen Begriffsbildung, pp. 433-34 and Kulturwissenschaft 

und Naturwissenschaft, pp. 93-94). 
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Troeltsch with his conception of history is of course not prepared to move in that direction. The 

historian's concern is with causes which can be said to be meaningful. His concern is with the 

effective, surely, but in the sense of the factor effecting values. After all, history is still a fabric of 

units of value, units of value which we must be able, in one way or another, to feel and to 

understand. 

 

History … always remains, even regarding its meaning-content, a 'for itself', never 

becoming a 'for us'. This is why it has been thought that its essence should always be 

looked for only in the actually effective, or in the enduring -- in this way the idea of the 

essential is reduced once again to purely psychological causality. That which is 'effective', 

however, can for the most part be defined in terms of its significance for the realization of 

meaning and value, even in purely 'external' events like earthquakes, famine, or epidemics. 

(Kraay)639 

 

It is of decisive importance that following this most pointed confrontation Troeltsch does not 

return to Rickert's philosophy of values. He regards as acceptable neither the idea of the 

transcendental-logical "production of objects" (Gegenstandserzeugung) nor its epistemological 

relation to the idea of a priori values. The idea of a historical phenomenon as a unit of value arises 

(like the category of individuality) from the interaction of the intellect with historical reality itself. 

For Troeltsch historical thought still articulates itself from an autonomous logical position, no doubt. 

He believes, however, that the categories tend to tie in naturally with the possibilities of articulation 

implicit in the event as such.640 It is only from this point that Troeltsch proceeds, and then still with 

the greatest difficulty, to distill a not a priori theory of value.641 

From these epistemological backgrounds we return to the logic of history. To the central 

category of the individual totality Troeltsch attaches still other concepts.642 First, there is that of the 

communal mind and the individual mind, of "Gemeingeist" and "Einzelgeist," a dialectical relation 

and as such an "originary phenomenon" in history. On the one hand we have the antinomy of the 

organic historical totality and the interaction of its members in confrontation with each other and 

with the whole. On the other hand, there is an all-penetrating spiritual unity, which the individuals 

are caught up in. Here, too, Troeltsch's logic of history betrays its Romantic background. This is the 

                                                           
639 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 43 {1922}; only the first sentence and the third and fourth 

words of the second sentence [translated here as "this is why"] were added in 1922. See further 

Troeltsch's criticism of Erich Becher's use of " adequate magnitude" as a principle of selection: 

Troeltsch, "Die Geisteswissenschaften," SchmJb 46 (1922): 38ff. 

640 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 34 {1922}. 

641 In the absence of a consciousness of values which is universally valid it will be difficult to 

deal with the problem of the possibility of understanding historically immanent meaning, and (given 

the fact that our understanding of meaning is invariably colored by our own conceptions of value) it 

will also be difficult to resolve the related problem of the objectivity of historical thought; see 5.3 and 

5.4. 

642 Yet the system does not force his hand. Thus Troeltsch is equally free to approach such 

historical categories as the coherence of meaning, the unconscious, the symbolical, and the supra-

individual community via the category of development as well as via the category of individuality; 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 54-55, 46; and vol. 3, pp. 42, 657-58 {1922}. 
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Romantic conception of the universal as the unit of meaning of all that is individual, and of the 

individual as the agent of differentiation of the general meaning.643 

 

Hence, the complex nature of the concept of such individual collectivities or individual 

totalities harbors a great tension between the general and the specific, between the 

communal mind and the individual, society and the person, objective and subjective spirit. 

This, consequently, is generally the most difficult problem of every history.… There is 

continual interplay … a dialectical relation -- if by this we mean the unit of 

contradiction.… It is an originary phenomenon of history.… In it, everything universal is 

related to the individual, and everything individual is linked with the universal -- 

'universal' here referring to unity of meaning in the very totality that constitutes the object 

of investigation. (Kraay)644 

 

Romantic at bottom is yet another category which fits in directly with the historian's concept 

of the communal mind, being even presupposed in it: the concept of the unconscious.645 Here, too, a 

historical rather than psychological notion is at stake, a category connected with the dialectic 

between the individual and the community. As the concentration point of countless individual 

consciousnesses and the treasure chamber of tradition, the communal mind is always more, namely, 

than the sum of the actual contents of all individual consciousnesses. In all conscious decision-

making, the concrete individual is pressed from every side by quiescent recollections and scarcely 

sensed assumptions, tendencies, and instincts. Average people do not act in full consciousness of the 

assumptions and implications of their actions. It is only leaders, poets, prophets, and seers who can 

divine at the time the spirit of the whole or the trend in history and then also consciously shape it. 

 

The idea of a communal mind or spirit is possible only when another basic historical 

category is enlisted: that of the unconscious. Gathering up thousands of individual acts, 

defining them through tradition and heritage, the communal spirit, whose origins are 

difficult to identify, presupposes a consciousness outside that of the concrete individual. 

Similarly, the individual presupposes, in the miracle of recollection, a consciousness 

beyond the actual. In terms of the category of development, the gradual emergence of the 

effectivity and scope of tendencies or aspirations also render the concept unavoidable. (III 

(1926), 46; Kraay) 

 

Looking at these eminent renewers, one can see that history cannot be understood apart from 

the category of the new: the creative. This element of creativity is proper to the whole of history, but 

                                                           
643 Troeltsch himself alludes here to Schleiermacher's doctrine of the "mixture of universality and 

individuality which shifts at times to the one side or to the other," and also to Tönnies’ Gemeinschaft 

und Gesellschaft; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 46 {1922}. 

644 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 44, closing sentence of the 1922 text. 

645 Troeltsch alludes to Hegel's distinction between "being-in-itself" and "being-for-itself," which 

practically never coincide. 

Apart from that, this passage about the unconscious (vol. 3, pp. 46, 47) was first added during the 

final editing in 1922, at a time when Troeltsch became interested in the idea of the unconscious in an 

entirely different way; see 6.4 and Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 675 {1922}. 
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it culminates in the surprising deeds of the great formers of history. And yet these actors do not 

break through the causality in history, they highlight it precisely in its uniqueness! Historical 

causality cannot be measured by natural science in equations of cause and effect, it can only be 

understood empathically and interpreted through the intuitive sifting of external causal 

circumstances and inner grounds. 

  

Every individual is undoubtedly incorporated in the supra-individual collectivity…; still, a 

moment of originality remains, both in the whole and in the individual…. The power that 

enables such originality to transform the whole, or to have a decisive impact on it … is 

one that strikes us first of all in virtue of its amazing and unpredictable productivity. It is 

the creative element…. (III, 48; Kraay) 

 

It is in this category of the creative as a dynamics of meaning not inferable (as by some natural 

or dialectical law) but nonetheless continuous with what has gone before that Troeltsch locates the 

crux of the logic of history. Focussed as it is on causal inadequacy, newness, and the enlargement of 

reality, it must seem irrationalistic in the eyes of those who regard the paradigm of the natural 

sciences (with the principles of causal equivalence, quantitative equation, and exact definition) as 

the only feasible form of thought. Yet if historical science is to have its own reasonable rights, our 

concept of logic as such must be expanded to make room for the category of creativity.646 

 

Natural-scientific rationalism aims at the greatest possible identity; historical 

understanding looks for the inexhaustible novelty and factuality of productivity. If the idea 

of rationality were restricted to the former, history would be irrational.… If this is not 

satisfactory, the concept of logic needs to be expanded such that it includes history. It is 

here that logic invariably faces the greatest of difficulties. (III, 49; Kraay) 

 

The category of creativity includes the category of freedom. Both the force of all creative 

developments and the possibilities for their realization stand and fall with the resolution of the will 

to express itself and to prevail in the face of all opposition. Free will is the prerational ground and 

inseparable ingredient of the creation of values in history. History is the terrain upon which freedom 

generates and realizes itself in its creations, the realm where personality acquires vitality and form. 

 

                                                           
646 C. A. Van Peursen speaks deftly of the need to "unlock" the logical operational concept of 

truth, invoking in doing so dialectical logic, Ferdinand Gonseth and Henri Bergson (Van Peursen, 

Waarheid en de taal der wetenschap, pp. 10-11). 

Later (in the editing of 1922), Troeltsch offers some clarification. One can, so he says, assume the 

standpoint of natural science, but also the standpoint of évolution créatrice.  Given the former, history 

is incomprehensible. From the standpoint of the latter, however, corporeal nature and natural-

scientific thought seem somewhat strange and rigid; here one has to do with the line in the logic of 

history belonging to romantic idealism and the philosophy of life (although Bergson in particular 

scarcely elaborates its typically historical sense). According to Troeltsch, both standpoints are 

possible, and both are relative (see further 6.3.2 and Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 49-50 {1922}). 
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In addition, the concept [of creativity] includes that of freedom, in the sense of 

arbitrariness, which has always been understood, correctly, as a trait of the historical…. 

This can only mean that, in the battle of emerging original and creative tendencies … the 

strength of the new depends on its self-concentration and its tenacity … on its choice for 

itself in the midst of jostling forces. (III, 50; Kraay)647 

 

 

 

The Concept of Historical Development  (4) 

 

It must be kept in mind that the constitution of the historical "object" (with the help of such 

categories as individuality and totality of meaning) is just a provisional, summarizing abstraction: 

the "object" (e.g., Antiquity, the Renaissance, the Reformation) is taken as a more or less static 

whole. In reality the historical object is a dynamic event, which is incorporated, moreover, in the 

dynamics of still more comprehensive processes. One can accordingly not be content with the basic 

category of historical individuality, for it points towards the second central category of historical 

science, that of historical development, which Troeltsch sometimes calls the core of all historical 

logic.648 

 

[The historical object] is always on the move, both within itself and in relation to other 

objects.… In this way the basic concept of historical individuality implies that of the on-

                                                           
647 Freedom is neither a datum pertaining to man's character nor an intelligible "thing-in-itself" 

but an unfathomable self-creation (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 50 {1922}). 

Here the word "arbitrariness" (Willkür) does not denote license or an absence of restraint. For in 

the line of romantic idealism and the philosophy of life, freedom to Troeltsch means "installment" in 

the course of the spirit or the movement of life or the being driven, as it were, by an inner ideal 

necessity (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 79 and vol. 3, p. 222 {1922}). 

As a matter of fact, this freedom as inner necessity within history's nexuses of meaning is to 

Troeltsch a freedom in contrast to the accidental and contingent, which, as he explains in his revision 

of 1922, arises from without and opposes the inner dynamics of meaning (cf. already, however, "Die 

Bedeutung des Begriffs der Kontingenz," Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 776 {1910}). For by far the 

greater part of all actions are determined -- because of slackness in the striving for freedom -- by 

superficial motives and external causes, that is, by happenstance. Contingence is in general present as 

intersections of disparate systems of law, namely: (1) intersections of different systems of meaning 

(with as possible consequence renaissance, levelling or stifling); (2) conjunctions of cultural and 

natural systems (birth or death of a genius, catastrophes, etc.); (3) coincidences of complexes of 

natural causes having an indirect influence on history (population explosion coinciding with a poor 

harvest, etc.) Hence creative freedom is the flexible domination of such natural and contingent forces. 

One could eliminate the contingent by calling it an indispensable means to cultural progress (cf. 

Toynbee's idea of "challenge and response" -- JKl). Troeltsch is well aware, however, that such a 

suggestion would go far beyond the bounds of the science and logic of history; Gesammelte Schriften, 

vol. 3, pp. 51ff. {1922}). 

648 From what has been said and from what follows it is understandable that Rickert's concept of 

development (even more than his concept of individuality) elicited Troeltsch's most vehement 

opposition. In contrast to Troeltsch, Rickert takes as his standpoint the historical concept of 

individuality, which needs only (!), so he says, to be expanded from the simultaneous to the 

successive in order to attain the desired concept of development; Rickert, Die Grenzen der 

naturwissenschaftlichen Begriffsbildung, p. 429 (see 3.3.1). 
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going becoming of a coherent whole, or, as it is usually called today, a process of 

development. (III, 54; Kraay) 

Historical development is the concept that lies at the core of the logic of history. 

(Kraay)649 

 

 

Secondary Concepts:  Continuity of Meaning,  

Idea, Tendency, and Duration   (5) 

 

What does Troeltsch understand by historical development? Certainly not only and primarily 

psychic causal processes, which appear within every developmental coherence. And not even, in the 

first instance, the historical-causal (i.e., individual-causal) creations of the great formers of history, 

which erupt from some hidden substratum. Historical development is before all else a continuum of 

meaning. A historical object is to be understood not as being connected simply to meaning but also 

as tending towards and having connections with other historical objects. 

The reason for this thought is clear. If the unity of history as a whole can be accommodated 

only in an idea of meaning or value, then how much more must that be so regarding what upon 

examination proves to be a process of dynamic striving. Therefore those who speak of historical 

ideas or tendencies, that is, of teleological movements of meaning (graspable, again, by intuition) as 

distinct from abstract, mechanical causal processes, do so correctly, according to Troeltsch.650 

 

The processes within a [developing] whole are … not determined merely by simple causal 

relations of the distinct psychical events, out of which creative productions may arise as 

specific concentrations and disclosures. Much rather, the causal processes as such are at 

the same time thoroughly controlled and determined by a meaning or a tendency working 

itself out in them.… These are the 'historical ideas', such as christianity, renaissance, 

capitalism, feudalism, etc. (III, 54; Kraay) 

 

                                                           
649 "Die Logik des historischen Entwickelungsbegriffs," KSt 27 (1922): 265. Yet upon further 

reflection this statement is again deleted from Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 657 -- which cannot 

seem strange when it is recalled that in 1922 Troeltsch was expressly engaged in advocating a radical 

individualism (see ch. 6)! 

650 Of course natural causation can also be observed in history. Yet psychological-causal analyses 

have their limitations, on the one hand because the system of psychological causes can be broken 

through by the mind, and on the other hand because historical developments, which surpass the 

psychological mechanism of human individuals, can undergo the greatest imaginable expansion: total 

events such as the development of Western culture or the history of Christianity we can do no more 

than survey, as continua of meaning. Again and again, psychological causal relations are just surface 

phenomena overlying the meaningful substrata of events. The great tendencies of the spirit as systems 

of meaning transcend the concept of natural-mechanical and even that of individual-historical 

influences; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 59-60 {1922}. 
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Troeltsch finally associates this distinction with Henri Bergson's notion of time.651 There is an 

abstract natural-scientific time and a so-called concrete historical time. The former is oriented to 

spatial relationships: time is broken down into mutually isolated, measurable chronological spans. In 

history, however, time is viewed as a fleeting stream in which divisions and measurements are no 

longer possible, in which past, present and future continuously condition each in creative patterns 

and in which temporal units of meaning can only be marked in broad and speculative outline, in 

short, as an actually experienced duration.652  

 

Ultimately this distinction leads to the core of a different notion of time, in which both the 

natural-scientific and the historical idea of becoming are rooted.… Historical time … 

refers to a stream by which nothing is delimited or isolated, in which everything flows 

together, the things of yesterday fuse with those of tomorrow, every 'now' is pregnant with 

past and future at once, such that nothing can be measured other than by means of 

incisions, introduced, more or less arbitrarily, to identify complex meanings or great 

changes in them. (III, 56-57; Kraay) 

 

Bergson and Neoromanticism  (6) 

 

Just a few remarks remain to be made respecting this logic of history. We have been able to establish 

that in its central categories of individuality and totality it has a strong neoromantic background.653 

It is true that as a result of his sociological studies Troeltsch has attached much greater importance in 

it to the realistic and social-structural components, but his doing so has only served to accentuate the 

particularity of historical individualities. The idea of historical development as a teleological 

dynamism and differentiation arising from a hidden substratum also has its origin in the Romantic 

sense of history. Yet the category of development creates serious difficulties precisely in this 

connection. Troeltsch encounters complications when he broadens it into a world-historical 

evolution of ideas. Here sociology functions counterproductively, so to speak, and vitiates the idea 

of development. It becomes a question to what extent history can be understood in terms of the 

compelling force of ideas. Troeltsch now discards for good any teleological connection of history to 

an absolute system of values. In short, it cannot be surprising that insofar as the category of 

development is concerned, Troeltsch's logic of history opens up to new ideas, in particular those of 

Bergson. The mysterious liaison of Romantic individualism and idealist evolutionism 

                                                           
651 The reference to Bergson (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 57) is from 1922. Yet in 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol.3, p. 24 {1918}, Troeltsch also alludes to Bergson's distinction between 

mathematical and genetic-historical thought and its importance for the logic of history; and in 1916 he 

already says: "In Bergson's theory, however, for me, certainly, his distinction between chronometric 

time and real duration is of great importance" ("Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," 

p. 6). 

652 Certainly Troeltsch realizes that this "concrete" time (like Hegel's "concrete" history) is a 

result of historical abstraction, just as chronometric time is the result of natural-scientific abstraction. 

That Troeltsch nevertheless ventures to speak of "concreteness" stems from the fact that history 

leaves the given reality intact, at least in its individual diversity and individual direction, and thereby 

retains a great measure of intuition and "nearness to reality" (Wirklichkeitsnähe); Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 3, p. 30 {1922}. 

653 I use the term "neoromanticism" wherever and to the extent that romantic thought has broken 

its links to idealist rationalism. 
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metamorphoses into an alliance with the irrationalist evolutionism of the philosophy of life. 

Troeltsch's category of individuality joins Bergson's notions of creative evolution, intuition, and real 

duration. 

Yet it would be wrong to underestimate the distance between Troeltsch and a thinker like 

Bergson. Bergson's évolution créatrice is by no means a teleology on the level of ideas; in the area 

of intellectual or mental history in particular it offers no clear possibilities of articulation (Troeltsch's 

immanent ideas of value). Furthermore, Bergson's intuition (which together with intelligence would 

originate in consciousness, yet depend not on discontinuous matter but on creative life) is not a 

specifically historical category, a category suited to grasping units of meaning. Finally, the idea of 

time as durée réelle is not typically historical either, but is sooner psychological in nature: the inner 

experience of duration in contrast to spatially structured solar time. These differences are not devoid 

of importance.654 It is only in terms of a historically distinctive logic that Troeltsch sees a way 

towards ethics. 

 

 

5.3 Ethics 
 

Two Negative Forms of Historicism  (1) 

 

The logic of history is of twofold importance for Troeltsch. On the one hand, it is a barrier to the 

conceptual expansions of naturalism;655 on the other hand, it is a gateway to ethics.656 For 

historicism it is of the greatest importance that the concepts of naturalistic thought can be curtailed. 

For naturalism has always attempted in one way or another to reduce history deterministically to 

final elements, analogous series, or general (sometimes dialectical) laws. One need only think of the 

positivist, "folk-psychological," and marxist views of history! These are also unarguably historicist 

views of history; yet such historicism is of poor alloy. It is to a greater or lesser degree a naturalistic 

historicism, which in its most consistent forms renders free will and the formation of all ethical 

ideals logically impossible and under the sail of strictly scientific praxis plies a course leading 

directly to relativism. That it is untenable is already apparent, however, from its logical-theoretical 

foundations. 

                                                           
654 These differences have a metaphysical background. Troeltsch still clings to the duality of 

nature and spirit (a legacy of idealism), however weakened and restricted it may be; see 5.4.1 and 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 659, 49-50 {1922}. 

655 Tennekes, who has signalled remarkable parallels between the so-called cultural relativism in 

American cultural anthropology (Herskovits and others) and historicism -- I suspect for that matter 

that historicism actually influenced this movement through thinkers such as Peirce and Weber -- 

refutes this relativism by referring to particular ethical values which would be discoverable in all 

cultures, especially because the social substratum "suggests and even dictates" such values (Het 

cultuurrelativisme, p. 62). Troeltsch, however, as I see it, would question whether dictated values, 

values simply imposed by the natural or social circumstances, can still be called ethical. 

656 In the basic categories of the historical "object" (Gegenstand) and development Troeltsch sees 

an independent counterweight to the corresponding physical categories of the atomic element and the 

nomological chain of events determined by regularity in nature; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 61 

{1922}. 
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We are cured of the vulgar kind of historicism which, by and large … erroneously 

modelled history after the entities, laws, statistics and determinants of the natural sciences. 

The curse of naturalistic determinism … is lifted. (III, 67; Kraay)657 

 

On the other hand, the philosophy of history would also fall short if it were satisfied with 

nothing more than a doctrine of specifically historical categories. On this view historical science 

would be expected to bring to light the content of history, and the philosophy of history its logical 

assumptions, that's all. For philosophy to go further and draw ethical conclusions for the present and 

the future would be considered unscientific from this standpoint. Troeltsch, however, regards this 

complete separation of ethics from the philosophy of history as unacceptable. 

If for the sake of scientific objectivity historians were to cut the last actual connection with the 

latter, then the result would be enormous compilations of histories, sterile heaps of critically distilled 

material devoid of contact with life as people live it. The only interest such material could still 

arouse would be in response to the pageantry of its presentation in sweeping panoramic images. 

Here we stand before the second form of negative historicism: aestheticist historicism. According to 

Troeltsch, this type of historicism is found in many romanticizing writers, of whom Ernst Renan 

would be the grandmaster. Such historicism turns history into a spectacle of pulchritudinous 

enjoyment, into a kaleidoscope of passive contemplation. Aestheticist historicism revels in the 

drama of the phenomena per se and is able, with mild irony, to understand and forgive all. Still, it 

means a fatal paralysis of moral will and effort. In other words, this view, too, leads to unlimited 

relativism! 

 

This purely contemplative way of looking at history [is] unnatural and absurd. From 

another side it, too, leads to the vulgar historicism that is appealed to so often … to the 

extent, namely, that it amounts to boundless relativism, making light of issues and 

paralyzing the will and one's own life. (III, 68; Kraay)658 

 

This relativism must be made impossible. On ethical or metaphysical grounds and on logical 

or epistemological grounds a philosophy of history truncated into a formal discipline is to be 

rejected. The moral sense and the active will seek meaning and purpose in history, borne as they are 

by the metaphysical conviction that life is not an idle process (5.4.2). Theoretical thought, too, must 

ultimately reach the conclusion that the formal philosophy of history has ethical and material 

implications. The material implications are included both in its category of individuality and in its 

category of development. 

 

                                                           
657 That he first added the little word "vulgar" (schlechten) here and in the following citation only 

during the revision of 1922 is indicative of just how little principled or dogmatic Troeltsch is in his 

pronouncements about historicism. 

658 It was especially this sterile scientific and aestheticist historicism that Nietzsche attacked in 

his Vom Nutzen und Nachteil der Historie (Werke, vol. 1, pp. 243ff. and 247ff.). 
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Faced with the character of empirical historical research, should we not give up the whole 

idea of criteria drawn from the philosophy of history and from ethics? The answer is: most 

emphatically not. The vital will to live cannot be left out of consideration. For its own 

sake it cannot surrender the meaning and goal of becoming. In this it is at one with the 

ethical conviction which asserts the duty, inherent in moral consciousness, to believe in 

meaning and in destiny, and which urges us to constant renewal of the search for content. 

(III, 164; Kraay)659 

[Material philosophy of history] is not a psychological demand alone; it is a logical 

necessity as well. (III, 69; Kraay) 

 

 

The Category of Individuality,  

Hermeneutics, and Ethics  (2) 

 

For what is the case? The historical category of individuality (to restrict ourselves to that for the 

moment) seemed to be one whereby even civilizations from remote times and places can be grasped 

as units of meaning and units of value. This concept formation (on the basis of values immanent in 

history!) obviously presupposes the historian's ability to enter hypothetically into alien systems of 

values. Now Troeltsch must confront the question, which is essentially hermeneutical: How, after 

all, is it possible to understand such different ideals? 

It is remarkable that Troeltsch does not retreat at this point to Rickert's theory of the so-called 

epistemological ego with its universal a priori structure. Now he no longer relies on an a priori 

system of values; he just refers to a system of value possibilities. Entering historically into alien 

values and patterns of culture is to his mind only possible on the assumption that a system of such 

values is already present in potency in our own being. All the values and ideals that ever stirred or 

enflamed the human mind anywhere must certainly lie within the reach of our own axiological 

sensibilities if we are ever to be able to say anything meaningful about them. Through the 

penetrating study of history this dormant scheme of potential meanings is awakened within us, 

enabling us to recognize ourselves, at least to some extent, in others. Thus it might be said that for 

Troeltsch man is virtually an axiological microcosm.660 

Now if my historical understanding of alien normative structures means the activation of and 

confrontation with such a wealth of possibilities of value and meaning within me, then it can be said 

to be logically inconceivable that I will not feel challenged, yes compelled to adopt a personal 

position, to form a personal -- and at the same time historically enriched and adjusted -- ideal. The 

science and the logic of history are accordingly inseparable from ethics. 

                                                           
659 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 166. 

660 Having posited the scheme of value possibilities described here as the presupposition for all 

understanding of meaning, Troeltsch draws closer to the phenomenologically focussed ethical 

conceptions of Scheler (Der Formalismus in der Ethik, beginning in 1913) and Spranger 

(Lebensformen, 1914, 2d ed., 1918). As a result, his approach is distinctly more flexible than it was 

when he still adhered to Rickert's epistemology. The latter provided the epistemological background 

of the hermeneutical problem in Die Absolutheit des Christentums, pp. 46, 52 (Eng. tr., pp. 89, 95) 

(3.5.1). 
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A historical object is constituted by thought in terms of meaning and value. Such thinking 

arises through empathy with hypothetical past meanings, with reference to the system of 

potential meanings that is always present [in the human mind]. Logically speaking, 

therefore, it is necessarily the case that we move on, from disclosing and experiencing this 

realm of potentialities, to our own constitution of meaning, and that we exploit the 

historical approach in choosing and creating ourselves. (III, 69; Kraay)661 

 

 

The Core of the Problem:  Individual History  

Versus Universal Norm.  Rickert  (3) 

 

Yet Troeltsch is confronted by now with towering difficulties. For if the logic of history seems on 

the one hand to point the way -- via hermeneutics -- to ethics, on the other hand it seems to block 

this very path with its own category of individuality. Here I come to the central question of ethics, 

which I alluded to earlier: How can the individuality of history (in which ethical action occurs) be 

correlated with generally valid ethical standards?662 If one proceeds on the assumption that there are 

religious and dogmatic or else speculative and rationalistic or transcendental norms of a general and 

absolute character, then it is impossible to see how such norms can touch the individual lives of 

particular persons or collectives in their unique passage and reference, impossible, that is, to see how 

concrete history can still be taken fully seriously.663 If, on the other hand, one takes as his starting 

point the idea of historical individuality (as Troeltsch does here), then it seems impossible to attain a 

generally valid standpoint, and one quickly becomes lost in an "anarchy of values" (Dilthey). 

 

The question arises: How can such ideal concepts be gained; how do they relate to 

empirical historical life; how, especially, can their universality be harmonized with 

historical individuality as defended in the logic of history sketched above? (III, 124; 

Kraay) 

At issue are … the conceptual tools by which concrete historical life can be measured 

against the standards of its meaning and value. By what means can these ideals possibly 

be brought in confrontation with an actual situation? Apparently, the inherent relativism of 

                                                           
661 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 67, 71, 81. 

662 That the core of all Troeltsch's difficulties lies here is clearly perceived by Paul Tillich in his 

review of Der Historismus und seine Probleme (JSSR 1 (1961): 110-11). 

663 On this point Troeltsch also criticizes Kant, Hegel, and Rickert and thus his own past: "Über 

Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," pp. 15ff., 18ff., 22ff. (cf. greatly expanded in 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 126ff., 130ff., 150ff. {1922}). Troeltsch harps incessently on the 

same string: Kant's abstract ethical ideal cannot be applied at all to individual history (vol. 3, p 127); 

one can only be dismayed at the "world avoidance mentality" reflected in the ideal advanced by the 

Marburg school regarding the real history; Hegel's idea of the absolute is a "monstrous violation" of 

real history (vol. 3, p. 130; Eucken's ethics of mental life is "just as helpless" in the face of universal 

history as Hegel's idea (vol. 3, p. 134); and the general validity of Rickert's system of values leads to a 

"collision" with historical individuality ("Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," p. 24), 

yes, Rickert's rational deduction of absolute values is "something completely suprahistorical, yes, 

inimical to history" (vol. 3, p. 152 {1922}. 
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genetic, historical thought is hopelessly and radically at odds with the notion of a 

universal, absolute goal of history, making it quite impossible to solve a historical crisis in 

terms of such a goal. (Kraay)664 

 

To Troeltsch, Rickert's theory is the most refined attempt to bridge this gap. Yet it, too, is 

defective, he now says. Intriguing in Rickert's position is his association of the criteria which are 

used by the historian for purposes of selecting and arranging historical facts, and which are derived 

from values immanent in history, with the objective values of the axiological system which 

constitutes the ultimate principle of historical selection, the objective basis of historical work. 

Meanwhile, he raises this axiological scheme, elaborated in six points, to the proper standard of 

ethical judgment. According to Troeltsch the notion of an absolute a priori principle of historical 

selection for historical science is of course already without foundation, but its identification with a 

proper standard of ethical judgment is even more spectacularly far-fetched. Generally valid values 

so conceived clash with what is individual and historical; they are not ahistorical but antihistorical 

(and in their systematic elaboration are in fact still derived from history and from Western cultural 

notions). 

 

If one … interprets Rickert's system … in this way, one will run into an ultimate, 

irresolvable contradiction: the contradiction between historical configurations (whose 

individuality he emphatically maintains) and the autonomous, a priori rationality of a 

universal and objective system of values. (Kraay)665 

 

Here again the core and conclusion of Troeltsch's critique are inspired by the neoromantic 

philosophy of life. The idea of general standards of reason is held to be simply untenable. If as in 

kantianism such standards are posited in confrontation with individual reality, then no actual point of 

contact can be found between the two; if the two are linked together in terms of an evolutionary 

process through the speculations and dialectical tricks of metaphysical idealism, then violence is 

done to the irreducible individuality of life and history. Either way, the results of the logic of history 

are trodden under foot. 

                                                           
664 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," pp. 11-12. 

665 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," p. 24. 

Troeltsch formulated his objections more clearly and extensively in 1922. In Rickert cultural 

values in their generally valid, formal core are set opposite the flow and endlessness of becoming 

(vol. 3, p. 152); the indissoluble connectedness of "being" and "obligation," of fact and value breaks 

up at bottom into the Kantian opposition of empirical facticity and transcendental necessity (vol. 3, p. 

153), so that even the bridges which Kant constructed between the antagonistic historical 

development and reason as it raises itself above that development have vanished (vol. 3, p. 154). The 

inception of Rickert's system of values depended on some empirical elements that were smuggled in, 

in the absence of which the opposition between history and idea would be complete (vol. 3, p. 156). 

Rickert's system of values is certainly not the ultimate principle of selection for historical science 

(history on that basis would degenerate into a "picture book of ethics," cf. Schleiermacher), it is in 

essence nothing more nor less than a standard of reason, out of touch with reality (vol. 3, p. 156) and 

which functions only as a telos of the future, leaving the hottest ethical issue -- the actual creation of a 

present cultural synthesis from the historical past -- for what it is (vol. 3, p. 157) and failing to 

consider that fact and ideal do, after all, coincide in a stream of development that impels them both 

forward together (vol. 3, p. 158). 
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Also by Rickert! Troeltsch had hitherto shared Rickert's views concerning the necessary 

presupposition of an absolute system of values, but equally central to him had been the concrete 

individuality of historical values and the historian's creative installment of himself in the dynamics 

of history. Now that he has abandoned the idea of absoluteness himself, he can see all the more 

clearly that it is just to this that Rickert has completely committed himself and that despite all his lip 

service to the logic of history, he has sacrificed the secret of the individual and historical.666 

 

 

The Irrationalist Turn.  

The New A Priori Idea. The Cultural Synthesis  (4) 

 

How does Troeltsch find a solution? With great firmness he rejects the idea that the stream of life 

can be correlated with an absolute system of rational values.667 On the other hand, he resists the 

temptation to abandon altogether to the flood of empirical history the notion of standards in 

philosophy of history and of ideals in ethics. The formation of ethical ideals cannot be put on the 

same level with the act of historical understanding and even less so with the act of natural scientific 

explanation. Norms and ideals arise from empirical reality, to be sure, but at the same time, they 

change and renew it out of an autonomous and creative sense of ethical responsibility that is as 

irrefutable as it is unprovable. Norms and ideals have their seat in a special realm of reason, the 

realm of "obligation" (Sollen) (III, 124, 166). Never may they be unmindful of their unique and 

sublime origin. Never, too, however, may they wrap themselves in the dazzling vestments of 

universality, absoluteness, and supratemporal validity. 

What, then, is Troeltsch to do? At this point he seizes upon the idea of the irrational! The 

formation of autonomous ideals should not be relinquished; rather, it should be tied to historical 

actuality in the encompassing stream of history which impels both forwards together, though the 

stream itself is not rationally directed by any timeless, humane values.668 In other words, the 

formation of standards becomes a unique coefficient within the individual process of history as such. 

It cannot be anything other than an individual and spontaneous, a priori and autonomous creation of 

values rooted in the productive force of the mind and in a particular historical and social milieu. 

 

An undoubted, basic fact of spiritual life is the creation of new norms and ideals, whose 

birthplace is the independent and autonomous realm of reason. Always starting with the 

given, they simultaneously change it and correct it, owing to some secret, productive 

power of the mind.… To be sure, one must renounce criteria whose nature is incompatible 

with the individuality of all concrete historical forces or ill at ease with one's own time-

bound production, which, since it belongs to history, is individual as well. That is: one 

                                                           
666 "It seems that Rickert is surrendering to historicism in his logic of history only in order to 

exorcise it again through his idea of value and standard" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 156 

{1922}). 

667 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," p. 6n. 

668 See Troeltsch's remarks about the still opaque idea of irrationality in Mehlis (Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 3, p. 158), Jonas Cohn (vol. 3, p. 159), and even, at one point, in Rickert (vol. 3, pp. 

157-58 {1922}). 
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must relinquish the universality, timelessness, absoluteness and abstractness of these 

standards, give up a simple equation of them with reason as such or with the divine cosmic 

essence. One formula alone is adequate: spontaneity, apriority and self-assurance without 

supra-temporality, universality or absoluteness. It means, further, that such criteria … 

must be found and construed anew, drawn from the vast situational matrix. (III, 166; 

Kraay) 

 

This is a new conception of apriority. In contrast to kantianism, what is at stake here is not the 

apriority of laws and standards in the sense of universal, necessary laws of reason preceding all 

experience. Such a conception Troeltsch has called untenable. What he intends is a centering of 

apriority in the very process of forming standards! Although all laws, standards, and ideals are 

intrinsically connected to and marked by their situational matrix,669 their basis is a priori! The 

production of norms is at bottom independent of empirical data; it constitutes a new, autonomous 

beginning. 

Thus apriority means, negatively, that ethical standards and ideals cannot be reduced 

(naturalistically, evolutionistically, etc.) to illusions, products, reflexes of actual, psychological 

striving, even though they do unfold on the level of psychological causality. Positively, it means that 

the formation of ideals belongs in essence to another realm, the realm of "obligation" alluded to 

above; that it is based on a spontaneous, autonomous mental impulse; that it is an axiomatic 

irrational creation. The formation of ideals proceeds from and stands in continuity with the past, 

with what is already empirically given, to be sure; but at the same time it is involved, out of an inner 

freedom and spiritual force, in changing, renewing, and impelling this tradition. This freedom, 

moreover, is in itself a compelling, intuitively felt urge, a necessity with which every notion of 

validity originates in the fundamental constraint of the mind. 

Apriority is the irreducible, autonomous, and unassailable foundation of every ethical ideal. It 

is not in its own turn transcendentally deducible or rationally grounded. It appears from an irrational 

act of decision and from a metaphysical sensibility, but it proves itself through its concrete meaning 

and retrospectively obvious fruitfulness. 

 

[Apriority] means the autonomy of these criteria, an autonomy ultimately transferred by 

their meaning-reference. It also means the inexplicability of these standards in terms of 

mere presuppositions or antecedents; although the standards are in continuity with these, 

their configurations are new. At work, then, is an irreducible, spontaneous spiritual power, 

a transfer of irrepressible meanings which do not themselves need grounding in still 

another meaning, etc. This apriority is simply a fact of life, the recognition of it a decision 

of the will. Without such acknowledgement, however, there would be no valid apriority at 

all. (III, 179; Kraay) 

Widespread acknowledgement does not exist, so that one may justifiably confront the 

question of fact with the question of right. The quaestio juris admits proof in terms of 

rational necessity, or in terms of derivation from the nature of reason alone. This necessity 

itself, in turn, is but the result of self-reflection, witness to underivable ultimacy in every 

                                                           
669 For the laws of logic and mathesis Troeltsch is prepared to make an exception, since these 

have only indirect contact with empirical reality; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 180, 182. 
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region of thought. Hence, this necessity as such can only be acknowledged when the will 

takes its stand in submission to intuitively experienced necessity. Conversely, the 

fruitfulness of thought alone can lend additional support to the validity of the 

acknowledgement. (Kraay)670 

 

I consider it meaningful to speak of irrationalist historicism in Troeltsch only when we have 

arrived at this stage of his development. Earlier, Troeltsch has already spoken of irrational acts of 

creativity (2.2.5; 3.5.3) as the starting point for the formation of ideals. Nevertheless, these acts were 

necessarily directed towards an absolute, a priori objective of all mental development. Now, 

however, Troeltsch retains the idea of such development, but he willingly and knowingly rejects the 

relation to an absolute a priori objective. The development in question is an unending creative 

process, down to its deepest, divine foundation. Since it has no rational telos or limit, it cannot be 

rationally constructed in advance or rationally reconstructed afterwards, but at some point it breaks 

out in a feeling of overwhelming necessity. Only in this way does Troeltsch find it possible to 

maintain the fundamental historicist motif of creative freedom and metaphysical necessity. 

 

In poetic terms one can speak of the affinity of the genius with destiny; the promise of the 

one is the certainty of the other. Speaking religiously or philosophically, one can refer to 

the self entering into the becoming of the divine spirit, or one can refer to the 

emancipation of freedom from inner and ideal necessity. (III, 221-22; Kraay) 

It is an intuitive entering into the itinerary of the inner movement of the divine spirit, 

which none can construe a priori or rationalize a posteriori, but which at some point 

bursts forth in a feeling of overpowering necessity and clarity. (III, 168; Kraay)671 

 

Troeltsch's irrationalism implies neither subjectivism nor arbitrariness. For him the crux of the 

entire matter lies precisely in the bringing together of apriority with objectivity in the formation of 

standards (III, 179ff.). This type of objectivity has two dimensions. On the one hand, it consists in 

the expert organizational and practical knowledge of the actual context in which the ideal must be 

formulated, of the total "effective coherence." On the other hand it manifests itself in the 

unprejudiced historical-critical orientation to the past, in the great ascending spiritual tendency in 

which we are involved and from which the ideals must be ferreted. This twofold directedness is 

characteristic of what Troeltsch prefers to call, in his Historismus-Band (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 

3), "the new contemporary cultural synthesis" (die neue gegenwärtige Kultursynthese). Implicit in 

the idea of the "new cultural synthesis" is thus both the necessity of a tying of the cultural historical 

past with the present and the future and the incorporation of this new, synthesized ideal into the 

given social cultural total constellation. Naturally, it will be necessary within this ideal to bridge the 

                                                           
670 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," p. 35 (cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, 

p. 180). 

671 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 79; see further 5.4 (concerning the irrationalization of the 

religious a priori. 
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contradictions between religious and profane ideas and even the further contradictions which appear 

to be present within the sphere of profane culture.672 

 

The objectivity of such autonomous and -- to that extent -- apriorily formed standards rests 

… on two factors. First, there is the dimension of highly attentive, utterly unprejudiced 

immersion in the facts, in the entire effective coherence to which we belong. Next, there is 

the moment of bringing out, from actual life, the ideals of this culture, of having entered 

into the spiritual totality of life that arises in it, charged with the task of regrasping this 

coherence and of evoking it anew in every crisis. (III, 181; Kraay) 

 

 

Judgments of the First and Second Degree  (5) 

 

Yet one of the two pillars of the cultural synthesis, that of unprejudiced immersion in the cultural-

historical past, is shaky. It is a question whether one can still speak meaningfully of universal 

cultural-historical developments. Historical totalities have turned out to be such individual 

compositions of mind and matter, cultural values are so encapsulated in a complex whole of both 

mental and natural, physiological, psychological, and sociological factors, that the universality of 

spiritual tendencies can only be regarded as extremely fragile and all attempts to establish a 

universal history highly problematical (see 4.6.3), especially now that the supposed beacon of 

absolute, humane values has been swallowed up in the teeming sea of the historical, with all its 

flitting shadows. 

As a consequence, Troeltsch becomes convinced that the philosophy of history must be 

restricted in the first instance to the context in the midst of which we presently find ourselves: the 

history of modern occidental culture (since the Enlightenment or perhaps since the Renaissance). 

The history of Modern Times is the only history we know inside out. It is the only history we are 

able to assess according to standards drawn from its own meaning dynamics and based on one and 

the same natural substratum. Thus on this microscale Troeltsch's philosophy of history remains more 

or less unchanged. 

 

Initially … one can speak of evaluative criteria for the contemporary historical context 

only, that is, for the last two hundred years, or, at most, for five hundred years of 

occidental history. It is in this context alone that we are sufficiently steeped to really draw 

out such standards, and it is this context that requires them in order that its own movement 

may be led by them. (III, 171; Kraay) 

                                                           
672 On the ambivalence of the idea of synthesis, see 4.6.4. On the tensions that exist within the 

profane sphere as well, cf. the statement: "The tensions of religion, art, science, state, law and 

economy are not logical contradictions and their unification is not a logical but a supralogical unity of 

an at every turn individual synthesis" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 177). Synthesis as the criticist 

linkage of the empirical and psychological with the formal and a priori is now of course eliminated. 

The [Dutch] translation of "gegenwärtige Kultursynthese" proposed by A. A. van Ruler is 

"historische cultuurvorming." However, the idea of "historical shaping of culture" completely leaves 

out the tensions this concept is meant to bridge; cf. Van Ruler, "Historische cultuurvorming," p. 200. 
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The logic of history has indicated, however, that other cultural worlds, too, can be construed 

as meaning totalities. As such they open themselves up to us, if indeed we are able, through 

historical empathy, to enter hypothetically into those worlds and their ideals. Yet with this 

consequence, that -- analogous to the experience of meaning and the possibility of judgment in our 

own cultural sphere -- we have not only to grasp genetically but thus also to judge practically 

cultural systems developed elsewhere, using standards inherent in the nature or "essence" of the 

realms to be defined. Both here and in our own cultural situation what we have, then, is an immanent 

critique, a judgment made possible by internal standards and ideals (even if as far as our own 

situation is concerned, the standards are still open and subject to further development). 

 

If we would evaluate such alien totalities of historical occurring, our judgments could 

amount to no more than immanent criticism, in which the alien is measured in terms of its 

own nature and ideal. (III, 171; Kraay) 

 

But in spite of every sociological claim to the contrary, this will not suffice. In his 

hermeneutics Troeltsch has explained that alien cultural ideals awaken in us a latent system of 

virtual values: we are compelled to choose a personal position (5.3.2). This implies that we also 

measure alien cultures indirectly by our own standards of judgment. Such an indirect evaluation is 

then -- in contrast to the kind considered earlier -- a judgment not of the first but of the second 

degree. 

 

To understand an epoch is to measure it in terms of its own nature and ideal, no matter 

how complex these may be. But while this relationship to alien cultures is a first 

requirement, a second task, of course, remains: this foreign spirit must be compared with 

and measured in terms of one's own context.… There is evaluation of a first and of a 

second degree. (III, 172; Kraay) 

 

If one were to pursue only this second line of thought, then the stories of the past would 

become for us a compilation of edifying, inspiring, admonishing, or deterring examples. Yet such a 

pragmatic conception of history is too fragmentary, according to Troeltsch. He gives the play of his 

thoughts a surprising turn in this phase by fielding a new and qualitatively different piece: the 

category of historical development. Not only the category of individuality but also the category of 

development has material implications pertinent to the philosophy of history. 

 

 

The Category of Development and the  

Notion of "Universal History"   (6) 
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Troeltsch's train of thought is as follows: Every historical totality is more than an isolated system. It 

undergoes a certain internal development but is also incorporated in a broader stream of 

development. There are permanent exchanges and cross currents involving neighboring cultural 

configurations and worlds of thought (it is precisely the cross fertilization of cultures -- Greece and 

the Orient, Germany and Antiquity, Medieval Europe and Islam -- that produces the richest fruit). In 

this way the most narrowly focussed studies of particular cultures are found to point beyond 

themselves towards the understanding of ever broader, more comprehensive movements, which 

ultimately embrace mankind as a whole. 

 

The whole [of past imagery] takes on intrinsic and genetic form as soon as we focus on the 

second basic historical category, i.e., that of continued development.… There is no history 

of development in isolation. If this does not exist, then adequate exposition must take into 

account the meshing of several totalities, so that, finally, the circle is expanded to its 

ultimate limit, comprising all of humanity. (III, 72; Kraay) 

 

If, however, the microhistory of one culture is a development of meaning, then so, too, is the 

development of history as a whole. Indeed, the former is so fully incorporated in the universal 

stream of time that it can only be called meaningful if world history in its turn is meaningful too, and 

interpretable as such! If it is so, then the task of making such an interpretation belongs to the 

philosophy of history in the usual, material sense of the word. 

 

If … development of a single whole already makes for a development of meaning, then 

the cohesive, indivisible development of all the totalities of mankind taken together must 

constitute development of meaning as well.… To explicate the complex unity of meaning 

in the becoming of mankind becomes an unavoidable task, without which no unity of 

meaning of the individual geneses would be possible either. (III, 72-73; Kraay) 

 

Meanwhile, the philosophy of history can exist only as an a posteriori elucidation and 

construction. The course of man's development can neither be inferred a priori (from a law that is 

undiscoverable) nor read objectively (from facts that are unfinished). It is not interpretable from a 

bird's-eye view but only from the perspective of a frog: it is interpretable only from the specific 

situation in the midst of the reality in which the philosopher of history finds himself (III, 73). 

Unavoidably, then, the past must be constructed in terms of the present and the present in terms of 

the past (III, 75-76). Given history as a realm of values, this means that on the one hand its meaning 

dynamics must be sketched as converging in or producing the contemporary normative ideal,673 

while on the other hand this same normative ideal is the critical position with reference to which the 

past must be charted. 

                                                           
673 In the process there emerge some similarities which -- so Troeltsch says -- constitute the line 

leading from the ancient Near Eastern empires to the modern Occident; and, likewise, some contrasts 

appear which lend a different shape to the communal ideal and join to form the line leading to the 

East Asian world (see 2.5.2). 
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From the category of historical development, which presupposes a universal (thus including 

the present and the future as well!) process of becoming, it is manifest that the standard of judgment 

of the second degree (that of the researcher) and that of the first degree (that of the culture under 

investigation) can in principle not be separated: they are genetically connected and must be actively 

connected in the continuum of historical meaning.674 Yet since this continuum is not present 

objectively, the current scheme of ideals must actually be said to be its product and its producer. 

Given this conundrum of antinomy and correlation, it is impossible to say what precedes what: the 

standard of the second degree spontaneously generates itself. 

 

 

"Universal History" and "New Cultural Synthesis" 

brought together in a personal choice" (7) 

 

We now see clearly how the philosophy of history and ethics are intrinsically connected and how the 

philosopher of history is engaged. The macrohistorical material philosophy of history does not while 

away the time on some suprahistorical plane projecting cinematographic images of history. It does 

not exhibit gratuitously an encyclopedic idea of history or anything like that. Practically oriented as 

all knowledge is, it propels reflection -- certainly in a time of social need and spiritual crisis -- 

towards a new model of society, a new cultural synthesis (III, 692). The philosophy of history 

arising from the science and logic of history ends in ethics (III, 79). For it judges the past and at the 

same time points the way from the past towards the present and future! Its second-degree standards 

not only establish the key into which the past is transposed, they also express the ideals of the 

present and anticipate the chords of the future. Criticism and creativity are essentially the same thing 

here. And so are the critical standard of judgment and the new cultural synthesis.675 All in all, it 

seems that we have returned via a detour to the philosophy of history as we were always used to 

seeing it in Troeltsch: universal-historical, a posteriori, perspectivist, and correlatively activist 

(3.5.2). 

Yet Troeltsch's ideas have become more radical, especially on the point of so-called "universal 

history." In his Historismus-Band  Troeltsch puts the idea of universal history into broad historical 

perspective and at the same time elaborates it in a new way. The idea of universal historical 

development was at bottom unknown, so he believes, to Jewish Messianism, to the Christian 

                                                           
674 Cf. Troeltsch's reference to "the synthesis of standards of the first and second degree" 

(Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 175 {1922}). 

675 I once suggested that the immanent or historical and the contemporary or personal standards 

to which Troeltsch initially refers as standards of the "first degree" and "second degree," respectively 

(Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 172), he would have referred to further on (p. 174) by just the 

reverse titles; J. Klapwijk, CBVCW 26 (December 1962): 20. This hypothesis, which clarifies the text 

considerably, can be confirmed. As it turns out, the second passage was first added some six years 

later, during the revision of 1922. And that Troeltsch characterizes personal ethical standards at this 

time as standards of the first degree can be explained from the fact that it is now no longer the more 

theoretical question concerning the origin of historical standards of judgment but rather the practical 

ethical question regarding the possibility of cultural renewal that has assumed the primary place in his 

concern (6.6.11). Symptomatic of this shift is, among other things, the expanded title, "Über 

Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge und ihr Verhältnis zu einem gegenwärtigen 

Kulturideal." 
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doctrine of redemption, to ancient Stoicism's conceptions of natural right, and to modern 

Rationalism. All these currents have had at their disposal, from their own standpoint, general, 

unshakable truths, without, however, giving serious consideration to the great question of how these 

truths relate to the individuality of the historical. Here it is historicism that has opened people's eyes. 

The idealists began to see the seriousness of the problem and resorted to the idea of universal 

historical development in order genetically to unify individual, existential reality and the ultimate 

universal goal, the relative facts and the absolute meaning of history. 

Since then, according to Troeltsch, there have been many new attempts to portray world 

history as an objective construction determined by a universal terminus. This was thought possible 

since the great final goal would already have been realized (Hegel), might be calculated from 

general laws of history (Comte, Spengler, Marx), or could be derived, though perhaps only furtively, 

from Western ideals of culture and humanity (Ranke, Guizot); moreover, it was also often postulated 

on the basis of natural law or of the ideas of Darwinism, or else just poetically fantasized.676 

Yet such delineations of the march of mankind towards a fixed and absolute final destiny have 

proven to be historically untenable. A philosophical construction of history is therefore still feasible, 

according to Troeltsch, but only with reference to the contemporary creation of ideals. 

Consequently, at least from our perspective, these contemporary ideals are really to be regarded and 

to be pursued as the general goal towards which the whole of world history is under weigh. For 

Troeltsch the current cultural ideal is no longer a transit lounge somewhere along the route to the 

definitive goal (whether suprahistorical or otherwise) of a universal a priori rationality. History is 

not an infinite advance towards and realization of an a priori destination (III, 184). Thus -- standing 

in the actuality of the present -- there is no alternative to regarding the new, contemporary cultural 

synthesis as the goal into which all history must be gathered, and, conversely, to regarding history as 

the thread on which the present synthesis depends. More than ever "Universalgeschichte" and the 

new "Kultursynthese" are cast upon each other and able to be unified just on the basis of a final 

personal choice and decision. There is no higher, supra-subjective court of appeal! Subjectivized and 

historicized, the philosophy of history remains intact, but it points towards a general ideal that binds 

only us in our situation (as far as it reaches and as long as it lasts) (III, 183). 

 

Development of universal history cannot do without meaning-unity and meaning-

relatedness. Given the endless flow, mere historical contemplation cannot provide us with 

them.… This gives rise to a universal history constructed with reference to the idea of a 

contemporary synthesis of culture, together with a synthesis drawn from the 

developmental urge of our historical life. Accordingly, the philosophy of history today 

consists in this correlation. (III, 692; Kraay) 

As a result, the standard and its corresponding construction of series and oppositions differ 

among the various thinkers. The genius of the great, comprehensive philosopher of history 

lies in the standard proposed by him. Such people, however, are but few, so that we need 

not count on too large a number of possible standards. Even so, the final choice for one of 

them remains an intensely personal self-installment in the meaning of becoming on the 

                                                           
676 Among the most impressive analyses ever presented by Troeltsch is his detailed investigation 

of the influence of the idea of "Universalgeschichte" and, implicitly, of historicism as a whole -- 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 110 {1922} -- on the philosophical theories of the nineteenth century 

(Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, ch. 3; cf. especially pp. 689ff.). 
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part of one who believes that this choice allows him to grasp that meaning. Beyond that, a 

higher, supra-subjective judge simply does not exist. (Kraay)677 

 

5.4 The Metaphysical Unity of History 
 

 

Creative Will and Metaphysical Faith  (1) 

 

We have noticed that according to Troeltsch the spontaneous a priori   formation of standards and 

ideals rides the waves of meaning of universal history. Yet it is difficult to see how the idea of 

"universal history" (in the cultural and religious sense) can be maintained philosophically now that 

historical and social geography have laid bare such incisive gaps throughout history.678 What 

justification is there to expand universalistically and to concretize ethically the concept of historical 

development if the lines of connection between the various cultural currents must be adjudged 

tenuous, defective, undiscoverable, yes, sometimes even broken?679 Is it not necessary to abandon 

the whole idea that philosophy of history can construct a universal history and furnish a universal 

standard? 

On the contrary! This is a suggestion that Troeltsch rejects, not only out of a sense of moral 

obligation but also with an appeal to the irrational creative will to live! The universalist connection 

and interpretation of historical phenomena in the direction of a great and gripping ideal arises at 

bottom from an irrepressible life force, from a dynamics which does not will to despair of the 

comprehensive meaning of life. The great historical minds will the unification of standards of the 

first and second degree, they will the discovery, gathering up, strengthening, and binding together of 

the mental threads of the cosmic tapestry, and their confrontation with the present and the future. 

 

                                                           
677 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," pp. 31-32 (italics added, JKl); cf. 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 173. 

That Bodenstein separates the idea of cultural synthesis from that of universal history and cuts 

them loose from their metaphysical ground, and that he subsequently interprets such conceptions as "a 

plurality of mutually unrelated solutions" to the problem of historicism (Neige des Historismus, p. 

187) I regard as the great structural shortcoming of his book. Naturally, his critique is now given free 

rein, such that the cultural synthesis lacks an objective course, universal history has no telos or 

meaning, and metaphysics degenerates into vain contemplation. Bodenstein does, however, correctly 

sense -- but that is literally and figuratively another chapter -- that metaphysics as monadology and 

ethics as formal ethics represent solutions which can have no place in this pattern of ideas (6.4 and 

6.6). 

678 The difficulty is that the idea of "universal history" spills beyond all empirical scientific 

observations: neither as an actual causal coherence nor as a continuum of meaning is the unity of 

history discernible in, let alone surveyable from, the sources. Later, Troeltsch will accordingly also 

distinguish expressis verbis between the empirical-historical (pertaining to the logic of history) and 

the universal-historical (pertaining to the philosophy of history) concepts of development, although 

even then the one points tellingly towards the other (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 173-74, 688ff. 

{1922}). 

679 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 174 {1922}. 
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Faced with the character of empirical historical research, should we not give up the whole 

idea of standards drawn from the philosophy of history and applicable to ethics? The 

answer is: most emphatically not. The vital will to live cannot be left out of consideration. 

For its own sake it cannot surrender the meaning and goal of becoming. In this it is at one 

with the ethical conviction which asserts the duty, inherent in moral consciousness, to 

believe in meaning and in destiny, and which urges us to constant renewal of the search 

for content. (III, 164-65; Kraay)680 

 

Yet this irrationalist will to live is not, for Troeltsch, the deepest point of departure. The will 

to discover the course and direction of life is motivated by a belief -- namely, by the fundamental 

religious and metaphysical conviction that within the historical sequences, which have to be 

connected, there does, indeed, prevail an inner urge of human reason, based in its turn on the 

teleological unity and movement of the divine spirit in finite events. The universalist idea of 

development is based, in other words, on an unprovable, intangible, yet unrelinquishable 

metaphysical idea of unity and development. 

 

Recognizing the constructed sequences as one coherent development and their oppositions 

just as variations within one common spiritual world, we form the historical [that is, 

philosophical historical -- jk] idea of development.… Metaphysically, we trace such 

sequences and their oppositions back to an inner urge of reason at work in them; we trace 

reason back to its ultimate, divine root, to the inner movement of the divine spirit in the 

finite. In this way we shape a thinking at the limits of the theoretical, a thinking which is 

the completion and the final background of all historical knowledge. It is the only 

assurance we have that the movement of individual, historical realities is based on an 

ultimate unity which, owing to its motion, escapes every concept so that words like 'unity' 

and 'all' are no more than utterly inadequate characterizations.… To set standards, then, is 

a matter of faith in the profound and full sense of the word: meditation on a content drawn 

from life as expression and revelation of the divine ground; reflection on the movement of 

this ground towards an unknown, cosmic meaning; a faith that takes hold of an ideal 

arising in the present … but representing the unknown absolute. (III, 173, 175; Kraay)681 

 

Founding the creative and vital will in a metaphysical movement carries Troeltsch into the 

vicinity of Bergson's metaphysics. Still, there is a striking difference between the two. Basically, that 

difference is to be found in the teleology of the movement in question. Troeltsch may have 

foresworn every belief in absolute rational connections in history, but -- remarkably enough -- he is 

still of the judgment that human history is headed somewhere. Unlike Bergson, he sees evolution not 

as empty but as directed towards meaning.682 Therefore it is to him the deepest justification not only 

for the construction of a universal history but also for the formation of ethical ideals. We form our 

                                                           
680 The passage deleted from the citation as it appears here is one of the additions inserted in 

1922 which made the Historismus-Band so difficult to read: cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 174 

{1922}! 

681 This is the original text from 1916. The deleted passages are in this case all from 1922. 

682 Troeltsch is of course not acquainted with the later Bergson and his Les deux sources de la 

morale et de la religion (1932). 
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standards and ideals as possible prefigurations of some final goal towards which we grope our way, 

he asserts against Bergson. 

 

In spite of being capitalized on by clerical apologetics, [Bergson's thought], on the other 

hand, is of no relevance to history and has little to do with religion, in which all thinking 

about the meaning and goal of the progressions of the world is anchored, or which is, as a 

matter of fact, the belief in such a meaning and goal. Hence the emptiness and 

purposelessness of his élan vital. Starting out from history and, within history, from the 

history of religion, one does not assume that kind of emptiness. Instead, one must 

understand attempts at absolute, rationalistic assimilation of development (which, with 

Bergson, one must reject) in terms of faith (which one must retain) in a goal-directedness 

and meaning-directedness that really exists, even if it is beyond rational and uniquivocal 

[einheitlich] formulation. This is the aim of the present essay.683 

 

 

The Absolute Ground and Absolute Goal  (2) 

 

The metaphysical background of Troeltsch's ethics and philosophy of history is now somewhat 

discernible. In intellectual and cultural history as such no certitude, no absolute point of reference is 

to be found, not even as a formal system of values. Absolute immutable values are undiscoverable 

and cannot exist, not in our knowledge of nature and history, and not in the shaping of our cultural 

standards. And that is so not only or primarily because our concepts and ideas change as our 

experience broadens, though the object in question be unalterable. No, our ideas change primarily 

because their very objects are in flux. We have seen this conception elaborated with respect to 

history and ethics. Troeltsch surmises that something similar is true for matter and nature, too. 

Perhaps the whole of reality is "on the move." From this standpoint, intellectual history would be 

just a swiftly flowing gulf stream in an incessantly rolling ocean of life. 

 

While the timelessness and immutability of validity may hold for formal logic and 

mathematics, it does not and cannot apply to knowledge in the empirical sciences of 

nature and of history, nor in constituting standards in the philosophy of culture. Apace 

with the expansion of the scope and the depth of our experience, these concepts change, 

though their object as such be unalterable. They change, especially because their object is 

included in the stream, so that it demands a correspondingly progressive reformulation of 

thought. This is certainly true of history; it probably holds for nature and for the world of 

matter as well.… (III, 182-83; Kraay) 

 

Nonetheless, it would be premature to conclude that life, and in particular intellectual life, is 

chaotic. The stream of life in its entirety cannot be comprehended scientifically, it is true. Yet life 

must have unity, coherence, and meaning, so Troeltsch maintains, or our thinking would not be able 

to grasp its particular constellations through empirical or norm-oriented science. In some mysterious 

                                                           
683 "Über Massstäbe zur Beurteilung historischer Dinge," p. 6. 
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way thought must be connected with all that is. There must, in other words, be a common ground in 

which nature, history and mind, together with all intellectual reflection upon them, rest. Thus no 

matter how realist our conception of science may be, there is a way from it to the idea of an 

absolute, unifying ground. Constantly in motion, it is rather to be intuited than demonstrated and laid 

out schematically. 

 

No science can approximate the broad stream of life. Life must have unity, coherence and 

meaning, otherwise our thinking would be unable to focus on and to grasp its individual 

configurations in empirical and normative science.… The unity and meaning of the whole, 

however, can be but surmised and felt; it cannot be expressed or constituted scientifically. 

We cannot verify an individual moment in terms of the whole; we can, however, 

extrapolating the achievements of individual moments, intuit the meaning of the whole as 

always alive and always at work. (III, 183; Kraay) 

 

The divine world reason (III, 179), the undeniable basic conception underlying all thought, is 

in particular the ground of the possibility of the formation of standards. Troeltsch cautions, however, 

against conceiving of this unifying ground as an immutable identity, as fixed substance or absolute 

law. Such a conception would inevitably put our pluralist reality into a rationalist straitjacket and, 

more specifically, turn our cultural standards into rigid and unwieldy eternal laws of reason. If one is 

nonetheless justified in speaking of the creation and shifting of norms, then such processes can only 

be grounded in an incomprehensible, inner movement and mutability of the divine itself. God 

Himself, as ultimate unifying ground and creative will, is the motor driving the whole of the history 

of the human mind. He is so not in the Hegelian sense of the necessary dialectical unfoldment of the 

concept but rather in the Heraclitean and prophetic Christian sense of a dynamic agent, an 

unfathomable creator God.684  

                                                           
684 On this point Troeltsch notes the shortcoming of Rudolf Eucken, whose views are otherwise 

so affinitive to his own. Eucken recognizes the disclosure of the all, without, however, introducing 

with sufficient clarity the "inner mobility within the all itself, that is, within the concept of God" 

(Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 134-35). 

In this matter Troeltsch feels drawn more to Rudolf Otto, who, aided by the notion of the 

"numinous," pointed to the "irrational" element in the religious representations of God, to the dark, 

incomprehensible, threatening, and alluring in the divine being; Troeltsch, "Zur 

Religionsphilosophie," KSt 23 (1918): 68-69. Yet in Otto as in Troeltsch the divine also has rational 

qualities, of goodness, justice, world dominion, etc. Troeltsch's commentary on Otto is, nonetheless, 

that he uncritically welds the modern antirationalism of his psychology of religion to a rationalistic 

philosophy of the history of religion in the spirit of Kant and Jacob Friedrich Fries. Here real 

movement and change in the history of religions is absent. Otto sees it as the unfolding of what would 

be implicit in the religious propensity of man, whereby the rational would germinate next to the 

irrational and both would strive together to attain complete mutual harmony (ibid., pp. 72-74, 76). 

Such a construction damages, he believes, the "completely incommensurable individuality," which 

Otto too accepts, of all that is religious (ibid., p. 74). The actual relationship between the rational and 

the irrational is a metaphysical issue, according to Troeltsch (ibid., p. 73). (In the epistemology of 

religion Troeltsch and Otto are again largely in agreement.) The idea of the numinous or divine is a 

religious a priori but of course not a rational category. The irrationalist turn in the idea of apriority 

(5.3.4) means to both that the idea of God must obtain as a spontaneous, original, psychologically 

irreducible conception of the soul over against the whole of reality, rooted in freedom, either in 

humble acceptance or else in arrogant self-isolation. In Otto this idea of apriority is rooted in the 

intuitive, immediate certainty of feeling and faith (cf. Fries and Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi) within the 
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At this point, however, the metaphysical conception finds itself in great perplexity. On the one 

hand, it must allow room for the free and irrational autocreativity of the human mind; on the other 

hand, it must ground it in the comprehensive unity of a divine meaningful movement. But in that 

case such a divine movement must in fact, in spite of all inner changeability -- and Troeltsch himself 

recognizes this -- be oriented to a total meaning, an ultimate truth, an absolute goal, be it known only 

to God. Thus we are confronted with a peculiar result. Troeltsch may have banished what he regards 

as the unbridgeable contradiction between creative movement and absolute norm from human 

history, but it persists as a metaphysical mystery in the divine ground. Indeed, it may be asked 

whether it has been completely banished from the former, since human history participates in the 

divine ground! 

 

If … following Heraclitus and the ideas of the Hebrew-Christian world, we proceed from 

a creative vitality of the divine will which can never be conceptualized exhaustively … we 

arrive at the very depth of life which renders intelligible both the inner dynamism and 

change in God, and the transformation and mobility of truth and ideals, and yet allows us 

to retain the focus on ultimate truth and reality -- although these, if we can speak of God 

as 'knowing', God alone knows. (III, 184; Kraay) 

 

In any case, it is this fundamental focus on an ultimate goal that must make it possible for 

Troeltsch to construct a "universal history" conceived of as a unity of meaning expressing 

successively the common spiritual content of history (III, 74).685 It is this same divine focus that 

legitimizes the formation of human ideals, even if man has no absolute ideal in view. It is enough 

just to see the divine in the relativity of our ideals. It is enough just to believe that our flashing 

thoughts and creative acts are the issue and revelation of divine teleological striving, representing 

the unknowable absolute (III, 175). In fact, Troeltsch by now recognizes a universal teleology in 

history only insofar as it is rooted in a divinity which exists in the unity of its full vitality and thus is 

always proximate to its goal. 

 

The need to designate any human truth or ideal as absolute disappears. Confronted with 

relative truths and relative ideals, we retain the possibility of taking hold of divine life in 

them.… We are forever on the move towards the absolute, which for itself exists only in 

the unity of the fullness of its life. This absolute, being no concept at all, cannot be 

conceptualized. Essentially, the wager of a thinking that would surpass the merely formal 

is that we dare to look upon a flash of reason as emanating from divine vitality, that we 

dare to take hold of it and work with it in this perspective. (III, 184-85; Kraay) 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
propensity (Anlagen) of human consciousness, while in Troeltsch it is based more on the sovereign 

choice and recognition of the will (ibid., pp. 67, 70, 71). 

685 There is still room for the idea of humanity as a directive, as an approximation to general 

validity (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 78). Contrasts like those between the Western and East 

Asian worlds can be called "oppositions, which nonetheless give different forms to and understand 

differently something which is somewhat the same" (ibid., p. 172). 
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 Philosophy of Risk  (3) 

 

Because the mysterious contact with the divine is the actual condition for philosophy of history and 

philosophy of culture, for thought and action, we are confronted here with a philosophy of risk in the 

full sense of the term. I return here to the notion of moral determination, which was supposed to 

accompany metaphysical belief. Belief and intuition are necessary for grasping in their divine origin 

both the historical development and the subsequent ethical insight, while courage and ethical will 

power are required for giving form to them and energizing them against all resistance. Yet this is 

and remains a risk (III, 181, 221). Mistakes and failures lie in wait. One who ventures amiss 

excludes himself from the divine mystery. One whose understanding is by chance correct may fail to 

sway others and become the victim of the idea. Yet without the baleful misadventures of heresy and 

martyrdom, truth cannot triumph. 

 

One cannot rule out delusion here. One may miss the mark and thereby place oneself 

outside of the life of the divine, while he who understands aright, but cannot persevere in 

the face of the mass, becomes a martyr to the idea. Risk, error and suffering always 

accompany the quest for truth and value. (III, 185; Kraay) 

 

"Romantic swindle" -- that is what Max Weber once called this idea of historical development 

with its arcane depth perspective (III, 189-90 {1922}). According to Troeltsch, however, this 

construction of universal history with its active ethical perpetuation does not depend simply on a 

final "justification by faith" (III, 185 {1922}); it is also secured by strict scientific requirements 

against subjectivistic arbitrariness and mere self-delusion. It must be built from an inexhaustible 

supply of critically refined historical knowledge and put in perspective by the professionally trained 

comparative intuition. Moreover, it must be scientifically calibrated to the particular geographical, 

climatological, anthropological, technical, and sociological circumstances which time after time 

condition the creative formation and individualization of ideals. Beyond that, it faces the task of 

recognizing and validating every cultural configuration as an internal unity (III, 175-76).686 

Universal histories requiring such maximal knowledge, insight, and endurance are the preserve of a 

select few historians of genius and are thus restricted in number. They differ vastly from ordinary, 

run-of-the-mill romantic speculations and are thus also the least deserving of the professionals' usual 

querulous skepticism.687 

                                                           
686 Its task of also doing justice to the formal principles of ethics is from a later date (1922); see 

6.6.4. 

687 The fundamental difference between Weber and Troeltsch lay in the question whether man's 

practical valuations and basic convictions on the one hand and the value-free train of scientific 

thought and argumentation on the other can be either consistently separated or else inwardly 

connected to each other via the historicist idea of development; cf. A. Dietrich, "Ernst Troeltsch," 

APG  1 (1923): 106. The strict neokantian transcendentalist rationalism of Weber's conception of 

science and the voluntarist-irrationalist "polytheism of values" of his ethics clashed increasingly with 

Troeltsch's basic insight that faith and reason can be brought together, that scientific thought must be 

directed through philosophical intuition towards a new cultural synthesis in which values are actively 

involved; cf. Dietrich, "Troeltsch," DBJ 5, Das Jahr 1923 (1930): 349-68. 
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5.5 The Flaw in the Idea of History (1920) 
 

The Impending Crisis  (1) 

 

Yet it is Troeltsch himself who places the question marks! The concept of historical development in 

the direction of an encompassing world history has hardly been unfolded before he begins to 

discredit it! There must certainly have been a superior number of counter-arguments to compel him 

to abandon the idea of a "Universalgeschichte," an idea which -- according to his own words -- arose 

so convincingly from scientific considerations, philosophical intuition, religious belief, and moral 

courage. 

In spite of this, Troeltsch does not enter directly into a new phase of thought. Till the end of 

his life he is arrested by the problem of whether relativism, which more and more would seem to be 

the inevitable outcome of the individual historical approach, should not be curbed by an ethics 

deriving its credentials from a developmental coherence to be constructed between particular 

historical phenomena in such a way that it represents a universal tendency. Where otherwise would 

man find a moral guideline? During the intervening years Troeltsch therefore constructs "universal 

history" again and again. And just as often he finds himself compelled to deconstruct it and restrict it 

to particular civilizations.688 In other words, we are witnessing here a period not of genesis but 

primarily of crisis in Troeltsch's thought. 

The depth of this crisis can be gauged only when we recall just how much the idea of the 

universal coherence and unity of the meaning of history has been a basic Occidental conviction, a 

conviction already pre-formed and given shape in the ancient world. I have in mind the Jewish belief 

in creation and Hebrew messianism and, further, for example, the Stoic idea of the logos, Hellenistic 

cosmopolitanism, and the Roman imperial spirit and conception of justice. I have in mind in 

particular the Christian conception of world history as this crystallized, from its Jewish protohistory 

and not without the political, ecclesiastical and intellectual broadening of horizons of the world of 

late Antiquity, around the core of Biblical salvation history and eschatology in Augustine's grand 

conception of history.689 This conception, in principle a global providential perspective, determined 

the Christian view of history throughout the Middle Ages and also made an ineradicable mark on 

Reformation thinking about history. Secularized, it has lived on in the general patterns of history of 

Modern Times.690 Noteworthy in this regard are Condorcet's notion of the "indefinite perfectibility 

                                                           
688 That is the way it was in 1916 (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, ch. 2, especially pp. 186ff.), in 

1918 (ch. 1, pp. 74ff.!), and in 1920 (ch. 4, pp. 705ff.!). It could be said that Troeltsch has moved a 

step, but certainly not a phase, further here: in one and the same phase he defends and rejects 

universal history. It is not until we come to his Der Historismus und seine Überwindung {1922-1923} 

that the idea of universal history has vanished except for some minor traces (6.6.5). 

689 It was Augustine who saw all mankind caught up in a world-wide conflict between the civitas 

Dei and the civitas huius mundi, a history which, he believed, embraced all ages and all peoples from 

the Creation and Fall to the anticipated future Judgment of God. 

690 This is also acknowledged by the Marxist-oriented but very critical theorist of history Jan 

Romein, for example; J. Romein, In de hof der historie, pp. 142ff. However, the strong opposition 

made by Löwith between the ancient idea of history which would be cyclical and the Judaeo-

Christian one which would be linear and thus the fountainhead of modern secularized views of history 
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of human nature," Herder's idea of humanity, Hegel's belief in "progress in the consciousness of 

freedom," Comte's doctrine of the three stages, and the marxist expectation of the ideal state. 

All these ideas of humanity and expectations of the future are put at stake, however, if world 

history should disintegrate into particular civilizations that would know nothing but their own life 

cycle, their own history and truth. Troeltsch is drawing close to Spengler and his The Decline of the 

West.691 

 

 

Reservations Concerning "Universal History"   (2) 

 

Yet what is it that prompts Troeltsch to give up the idea of a universal history of mankind? It is in 

the first place a series of actual facts. Thus it is to his mind an unmistakable fact that the ideas of 

humanity and progress are secularized versions of Christian utopianism and chiliasm (as he 

expresses it), notions that have long since grown pale and empty. Further, the sciences of prehistory 

have impressed us with how restricted our historical purview (of some six thousand years) is in 

comparison with the hundreds of thousands of years through which man has already lived. Beyond 

that, in a spatial sense as well the world of history has expanded into realms of immeasurable 

differences and hitherto utterly unknown regions and tribal areas. Meanwhile, the so-called 

primitives have turned out to represent anything but the standardized type of pristine man so often 

and so guilelessly proposed in Greco-Roman and Western thought. In fact, biology and cultural 

anthropology have rendered extremely dubious the unitary origin of the human race, while 

geography and paleontology have brought to light tremendous natural upheavals, ice ages, and the 

like: unfillable gaps in our idea of mankind.692 

Methodologically, the idea in question is equally problematical. As the result of vast research, 

the historian is now confronted by source materials so extensive that they are no longer humanly 

comprehensible. Even so, he can be sure that a great deal is still buried or unknown. He knows too 

that the material to which he does have access is defective and fragmentary, especially where it 

pertains to non-Western peoples who have not developed a historical consciousness (III, 709). 

Neither the problems of fact nor the methodological objections, however, are decisive for 

Troeltsch, but just the philosophical reservations regarding "universal history." The historical 

"object" -- so we have seen -- is constituted as a meaningful continuum of experience and 

understanding. But can one speak of such a continuum in connection with the history of mankind? 

Even apart from the interruptions in and the incomprehensible vastness of real causal relations, it 

seems inconceivable that the contradictions between the Occident and the Orient, between 

civilizations, so-called semi-cultures, and primitive configurations could be affiliated into a common 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
I consider somewhat exaggerated; K. Löwith, Meaning in History and Weltgeschichte und 

Heilsgeschehen, passim. Notions of paradise and progression found in Hesiod, Ovid, Democritus, 

Epicurus, and Lucretius already break through the concept of a cycle. 

691 The two thinkers developed their conceptions independently of each other. Troeltsch 

published the ideas that we go on to discuss here already in 1916. Spengler's book appeared in 1918 

but was already conceived, he has indicated, before the First World War. 

692 Troeltsch, "Der Aufbau der europäischen Kulturgeschichte," SchmJb 44 (1920): 3. This 

passage has been deleted in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, ch. 4. 
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field of experience, into a real coherence of meaning.693 Mankind as a whole has no mental or 

spiritual unity, hence no unity of development! 

 

The historical … can be held together only by a converging unity of, or uniform, meaning-

content, and this content must be universally accessible to experience and understanding. 

"Humanity," however, still utterly opaque and un-understood as to its expansion in space 

and time, does not have a common content of meaning and culture.… Humanity as a 

whole has no spiritual unity; hence, it has no uniform development. (III, 705; Kraay)694 

 

Last but not least, Troeltsch also comes to this conclusion because of hermeneutical 

considerations. Somewhere he mentions how practically impossible it is to penetrate alien 

civilizations. What do we really know, after all, of man and his million-year history? We know only 

the European world with its cultural presumptions and colonial offshoots. Russia, which shares the 

Greek and primitive Christian (though not the Latin) past with us, is already strange to us. The soul 

of the Orient is even more a closed book to us, just as those who know it say. And if mutual 

understanding on the part of kindred or contemporary cultures is already so difficult, who, then, 

would have the capacity to grasp all expressions of cultural life and bring them to life again out of 

the dust of history (III, 186)? Even if a universal history lay within the realm of human possibilities, 

such a comprehensive conception would be at most an aesthetic curiosity devoid of any practical 

use!695  

 

[Cross-cultural] understanding is hard to achieve; that anyone should understand all 

cultures at once is quite impossible. Even if one could, such understanding might be of 

didactic interest in illuminating the possibilities of human kind, but it would be of no 

practical use whatever in relation to one's own stance and positive cultural effort. (III, 708; 

Kraay) 

 

Thus in the end Troeltsch is confronted by a multiplicity of civilizations, each representing a 

particular way of life and coherent nexus of meaning. These are -- to name the most important ones -

- the Near Eastern Islamic civilization, the old Egyptian, the Hindu, and the Chinese civilizations, 

and then the twin civilization of the ancient Mediterranean and modern Euro-American world (III, 

708; cf. 704). The chance that the future will bring a single global civilization Troeltsch leaves open 

(III, 75), but in that case there would first have to be actual political-social changes (the underlying 

sociological factor!) and a world-wide broadening of perspectives, and even then, new internal 

divisions would have to be anticipated (III, 186-87). 

                                                           
693 The exception Troeltsch makes (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 706) for certain formal, 

universal notions of morality dates from 1922; see 6.6.4. 

694 That man's diverse possibilities are nonetheless in their final, metaphysical depth expressions 

of something common to all men Troeltsch does not rule out; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 710. 

695 Here we see that the cleft between the cultures has become so wide in Troeltsch's view that 

the formation of ideals elsewhere in the world has no actual significance any more (even indirectly!) 

for our own new cultural synthesis. 
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Europäertum as a Fate   (3) 

 

The conclusion is one of utter resignation. In fact we know only ourselves! We understand only our 

own essence, our own development. The knowledge of alien civilizations leads ultimately to nothing 

other than deepened self-knowledge and practical self-orientation. So Troeltsch says: We cannot 

shed our own historical skin. And further: We must have the courage to accept our own historical 

destiny. The idea of "fate" begins to supplant the idea of "universal history"! 

 

The fact is that we only know ourselves, understand our own being alone, and, hence, just 

our own development. We need to know them out of practical necessity, as presupposition 

of our cultural activity and of our planning for the future. A journey around the world may 

well be the most direct route to ourselves. For this itinerary of ceaseless comparing and 

studying is ultimately a route to ourselves.… Since one cannot shed one's historical skin, 

one must have the courage to confess to one's own historical destiny.… One's vantage-

point may yield the widest of perspectives and reach the greatest heights; nevertheless, it 

is from that ground alone that one thinks, reasons, acts, and creates. As the saying goes: in 

the end you remain as you are. (III, 709-10 {1920}; Kraay) 

The better part of wisdom: to love your fate and to cope with it creatively. (Kraay)696 

 

Earlier we saw that the hermeneutical possibilities of understanding alien civilizations 

provided a universal counterargument against the individualistic limitations of historicism (5.3.2). 

Now, however, it turns out that Troeltsch has given up the belief in such possibilities. Only one 

conclusion seems legitimate, a very embarrassing conclusion: We need a world history, but we have 

only the Abendland, i.e., the history of Europe (and America). "Universal history" can now exist for 

us only as a scholarly ordering of our own cultural existence, that is -- to put it paradoxically -- as a 

"world history of European civilization" (eine Weltgeschichte des Europäertums).697 The present 

crisis confronts us with the need for a new cultural synthesis, but only from the history of Europe 

can a guideline be derived for such an actual and active continuation. We have no choice but to 

continue loyally spinning out the threads of our particular, European fate. 

 

Hence, universal history, the philosophy of history and the shaping of the future really 

become, at best, a unified understanding of our own becoming and of our own 

development. For us there is only a universal history of European culture. (III, 710; Kraay) 

                                                           
696 Deutscher Geist und Westeuropa , p. 203 {1918-1919}. See also pp. 187, 193; and 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 76; vol. 3, p. 720 {1922}. 

697 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 708 {1922}. This restriction of the idea of world history to 

the "Abendland" we in fact already find in vol. 3, p. 187 {1916} and vol. 3, p. 75 {1918}. 
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This is no piteous remnant; it is the consumingly important task of giving expression to 

the European soul and of shaping the future of the continent. (III, 711; Kraay)698 

 

 

Christianity as the Religion of European Civilization  (4) 

 

The idea of Europäertum, of restricting ourselves to the civilization of Europe, is fraught with far-

reaching consequences for philosophy of religion and for the place of Christianity. Reduction of 

"universal history" necessarily also disables the idea of a universal comparative history of religions 

based upon a comprehensive history of culture (4.3.4). If systems of culture cannot be compared 

with each other, then neither can the religions involved in them. If the Europäertum, i.e., a closed 

European civilization, is our lot, then so, too, is Christianity as its religion. The consequences of 

these notions for Troeltsch's philosophy of religion we learn from a discourse in Der Historismus 

und seine Überwindung: "Die Stellung des Christentums unter den Weltreligionen" {1922}.699 

In this lecture, the English version of which was published in Christian Thought:  Its History 

and Application as "The Place of Christianity Among the World Religions," Troeltsch measures the 

distance that now separates him from his earlier study of 1902, Die Absolutheit des Christentums 

(see 3.6.5, 3.6.6). He tells how in that book he found himself obliged to dismiss as untenable both 

the exclusively supernaturalistic and the Hegelian evolutionistic concepts of absolute validity, and 

how he proceeded, in opposition to Hegel in particular, to construct the eminent validity of 

Christianity not on its supposed actual universality and implicit presence in all other religions but on 

the foundation of personal conviction. At that time he also assumed that such conviction could be 

buttressed by a philosophy of history comparing the various naïve claims to absoluteness made by 

different religions, claims reflecting the various levels of their development. Troeltsch goes on to 

relate how by proceeding in this way he discovered that Christianity's truly universal claims to 

absoluteness are connected with an equally universal, purely human and humane content while 

elsewhere, even in the world religions, the substance of religion is still associated with 

particularized, national feelings. 

This earlier book, in which Christianity is presented as having the highest claim to religious 

validity, Troeltsch would now modify at a number of points. He concedes, on the one hand, that 

individuality and supreme validity cannot be reconciled as easily as he previously still believed: his 

studies in social history in particular have made him aware of just how utterly individual and relative 

Christianity actually is in spite of its profound spiritual content and its universal pretensions. 

Christianity has become fully wed to European civilization, and it breaks up into various historical 

phases and ecclesiastical denominations depending on temporal circumstances and social conditions. 

                                                           
698 How radically and at the same time practically this is intended is evident from Troeltsch's 

pedagogical proposal that in education in the schools everything which falls outside our civilization 

should be handled in the context of geography, including especially the still extant cultures and 

semicultures. For the rest, Asia, Egypt and the like can be left -- so he proposes -- to specialists and 

Biblical fundamentalists; Troeltsch, "Der Aufbau" (1920), p. 40; deleted in Gesammelte Schriften, 

vol. 3 (1922), ch. 4. 

699 Although it dates from 1922, this article is based on the idea of "European civilization" (pp. 

76-77), not yet on the mystical individualism of 6.7.1! 
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The Christianity that persists outside Europe, the Oriental Christianity in Syria and Ethiopia, yes, 

even Russian religiosity, is in fact a world apart. 

 

[Historical Christianity] is a purely historical, individual, relative phenomenon, which 

could, as we actually find it, only have arisen in the territory of the classical culture, and 

among the Latin and Germanic races. The Christianity of the Oriental peoples -- the 

Jacobites, Nestorians, Armenians, Abyssinians -- is of quite a different type, indeed even 

that of the Russians is a world of its own. The inference from all that is, however, that a 

religion, in the several forms assumed by it, always depends upon the intellectual, social, 

and national conditions among which it exists.700 

 

On the other hand, so Troeltsch goes on, the other world religions, especially Buddhism and 

Brahminism, are as purely humane and spiritual as Christianity, and they have an equally genuine 

naïve-absolute message of salvation, although in their own parts of the world these religions have 

assumed forms that differ strongly from that of our religion. 

 

On the other hand, a study of the non-Christian religions convinced me more and more 

that their naïve claims to absolute validity are also genuinely such. I found Buddhism and 

Brahminism especially to be really humane and spiritual religions, capable of appealing in 

precisely the same way to the inner certainty and devotion of their followers as 

Christianity, though the particular character of each has been determined by the historical, 

geographical, and social conditions in which it has taken shape.701 

 

It would not do justice to Troeltsch's intentions to conclude at this point that Christianity, 

Buddhism, and all the rest are equally valid. Properly speaking, they cannot be compared, for they 

do not have a common denominator. That the religious core can never be abstracted from it cultural 

shell is the insight with which Troeltsch is now primarily concerned. Therefore he criticizes not only 

the attempt to demonstrate the highest validity of Christianity but also the attempt to compare the 

validity of religions as such as a disguised remnant of rationalism.702 In the field of religion, too, he 

expresses the idea of a "fate." Christianity is one of the many possible forms of religion; through the 

actual course of events, it has become fused in a particular way with our own civilization. Historical 

facts -- the freakish course of destiny -- have been decisive in uniting Christentum and Europäertum. 

On the one hand, Christianity has been Hellenized and Europeanized; on the other hand, European 

culture (with its ideal of personality, idea of progress, social structure, science, and art) has a 

Christian foundation. Thus Christianity has become a part of our very being, the only religion that 

we, Europeans, can endure. 

 

                                                           
700 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 75. 

701 Ibid. 

702 Elsewhere (in connection with Rudolf Otto) he speaks of "the wholly incommensurable 

individuality of religious phenomena"; "Zur Religionsphilosophie," KSt 23 (1918): 74; see 5.4.2. 
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The individual character of European civilization, and of the Christian religion which is 

intimately connected with it, receives now much greater emphasis, whilst the somewhat 

rationalistic concept of validity, and specifically of supreme validity, falls considerably 

into the background. It is impossible to deny facts or to resist the decrees of fate. And it is 

historical facts that have welded Christianity into the closest connection with the 

civilizations of Greece, Rome and Northern Europe.703 

 

The most important thing is that in the teeth of brute facticity Christianity has an inner truth, 

manifests the Divine Life. It is the face of God revealed to us, binding us and bringing us 

deliverance. Christianity is final and unconditional, that is, absolute … "for us"! It is so because we 

have nothing else and because here, with inner certainty, we recognize the divine voice, just as 

others may have a different experience of absoluteness elsewhere and express it religiously in their 

own way. 

 

Now, obviously, we cannot remain in these matters at the level of brute fact. Christianity 

could not be the religion of such a highly developed racial group … if it were not, in some 

degree, a manifestation of the Divine Life itself.… It is God's countenance as revealed to 

us; it is the way in which, being what we are, we receive, and react to, the revelation of 

God. It is binding upon us, and it brings us deliverance. It is absolute for us….704 

 

It should be noted that Troeltsch does not deny that there are different levels of religious 

experience, as if to say there could be for him no such thing as primitive religions. In keeping with 

his basic idea that in history there is a dialectical ascent of the spirit from nature, the possibility of an 

authentic religious experience of absoluteness exists only in cultures which have achieved an 

independent and relatively high stage of mental life, not in vitiated tribal religions and primitive 

demon worship. The religions of nature will gradually and inevitably be conquered by missionary 

enterprise. Mutual respect and cross-fertilization -- unaccompanied by missionary zeal! -- is 

appropriate, however, to the great spiritual religions. Fused with heterogeneous cultural systems, 

these religions are the expressions of unbridgeably different historical, social, racial, biological, and 

anthropological factors. 

 

We shall, of course, assume something of this kind [that is, of the experience of the 

absolute] only among nations which have reached a relatively high stage of civilization.… 

We shall not assume it among the less developed races, where many religious cults are 

followed side by side, nor in the simple animism of heathen tribes, which is so 

monotonous in spite of its many variations. These territories are gradually conquered by 

the great world religions which possess a real sense of their own absolute validity. But 

among the great spiritual religions … the fundamental spiritual positions which destiny 

has assigned to them persist in their distinctness. If we wish to determine their relative 

value, it is not the religions alone that we must compare, but always only the civilizations 

of which the religion in each case constitutes a part incapable of severance from the rest. 

                                                           
703 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 76. 

704 Ibid., pp. 77-78. 
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Who therefore will presume to make a really final pronouncement here? Only God 

Himself, who has determined these differences, can do that.705 

The great religions might indeed be described as crystallizations of the thought of the 

great races, as these races are themselves crystallizations of the various biological and 

anthropological forms.706 

 

 

Europe's Aureola.  Significance of the  

Comparative Sociology of Civilizations  (5) 

 

Naturally, Troeltsch has no objection to "universal history" as laid down in many books. It is just 

that to him it is no more than a "bookbinder's synthesis" (III, 711), a compilation of histories, 

especially of factual histories. He also accepts the concept in the sense of a universal comparative 

sociology concerned with the laws of development of the nations or with a general typology of their 

individual characters or tendencies, in short, as a generalizing auxiliary science for history. As such 

it is even not without importance. Thanks to such a comparative sociology, Troeltsch is able once 

again to discern something unique in European civilization.707 Yes, to some degree the European 

world regains its universal aureola. 

One of the most characteristic and sociologically discernible features of the Western world, 

compared with others, is its construction out of two cultures, each of which went through its own 

stages of development. The one was the ancient, Mediterranean-centered world; and the other was 

the modern world, which developed among the more northerly, Latin and Germanic peoples 

beginning in the days of Charlemagne. They are two distinct worlds and yet so thoroughly 

intertwined in historical remembrance and continuity that every expression of the modern mind 

bears the stamp of Antiquity. That accounts for the depth, fullness, intricacy and dynamism as well 

as for the passion for historical reflection (III, 921ff.) characteristic of Western culture, phenomena 

which without exception derive from an enduring, vital contact with the deep past. 

 

The question soon arises a to whether such general structures of development [those of 

universal-historical sociology] would not be of great help, precisely for our understanding 

of the European world. In this way it would, to some extent, be re-inserted into reflection 

on humanity as a whole. This question is relevant, and important especially because it 

points up a feature in virtue of which [Europe] is entirely unique, escaping every 

analogy.… This highly specific feature of European development is that, instead of 

containing a unitary development and niveau of culture and people, which could be 

charted in a [sociological] theory of stages, it represents an indivisible fusion of two, 

utterly distinct and unrelated [components].… The European world consists of the ancient 

and the modern. (III, 715-16; Kraay) 

                                                           
705 Cf. ibid., pp. 78-79. 

706 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 80. 

707 Thus the article "Der Aufbau der europäischen Kulturgeschichte" (incorporated as ch. 4 into 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3), SchmJb 44 (1920), which also accents the idea of destiny. 
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This inner connection was able to succeed only because of the mediating position of the 

Christian church. Its world-historical importance consists in its having preserved, administered, and 

passed on to newly converted peoples the cultural treasures inherited with the decline and fall of the 

Roman Empire. There is more than one reason, then, why for the present and the future Euro-

American civilization is consigned, if not to the splintered churches, then in any case to Christianity. 

The Christian religion is not only the religion of European civilization as such (though it is that!), it 

is at the same time (and in this respect it is peerless amongst the world religions!) the religious and 

social connective tissue of this twofold historical reality.708 That this is so places the total 

development of Western civilization as a whole, if not its two component developments considered 

separately, beyond every conceivable framework of comparative sociology. 

 

This decidedly paradoxical situation would indeed be inexplicable if a mediation had not 

wedged itself between the two worlds, separating them and also uniting them most 

intimately. This mediation is the Christian church. (III, 717; Kraay) 

[Christianity] is not only Europe's religion; it is, moreover, the fusion of its two 

heterogeneous souls and bodies. By way of this fusing function it provides the Occident 

with a mixture of specific religious and sociological moments, which, while fitting none of 

the general theories of levels, confers a highly specific character on all European 

problems, a character not exhibited by any other great religion in its relation to state, 

society and culture. (II, 718; Kraay)709 

 

 

                                                           
708 In this regard, the Christian religion has unified within itself and frequently transmitted not 

only the rational insights and ethical ideas but also the organizational structures and rational 

administrative techniques of these civilizations; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 719-20 {1922}. 

709 Here -- as Troeltsch himself establishes -- new light is shed on the question of religion and 

culture in Europe, and in particular also on the role and significance of the social-ethical conceptions 

of Christianity. The idea of the unique twinship of Europe and the view of the church as vital binding 

tie do not appear in Die Soziallehren. And indeed, in and around 1912 these ideas were not yet of any 

great importance for Troeltsch, since the eminence of European culture and of the Christian idea were 

still otherwise well secured. 

It is clear though that on this point Troeltsch finds himself opposed to Spengler, who isolates 

Western civilization ancient and modern, then locates original Christianity in an equally isolated 

"arabic" civilization, and finally proceeds to bring all civilizations under the iron yoke of his 

organismic and morphological idea of analogy. This idea of analogy (which derives from philosophy 

of history) and the ethical quietism that accompanies it are directly at odds with Troeltsch's activist 

and perspectivist interpretation of history and experience of freedom. 

Christianity's mediating position is stressed again in the writings of Arnold Toynbee, who 

balances painstakingly on the line between analogical and activist approaches. In Toynbee's 

philosophy of history, moreover, the idea of cultural affinities and affiliations assumes a much more 

general place than it does in Troeltsch. Furthermore, the continuity between Graeco-Roman 

civilization and modern Western civilization implies the unique place and future of Christianity, 

according to Toynbee (at least in his later writings), sooner than it does that of Western culture, as 

Troeltsch would have it; cf. Toynbee, A Study of History, vol. 6, pp. 324ff. and Civilization on Trial, 

pp. 234ff. 
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Europe Tarnished.  

A House Divided  (6) 

 

One would think that this Europäertum, the bearer of the enlightening torch of a rich heritage, would 

necessarily reveal a powerful cultural tendency, a tendency which, in the relay race of the ages, a 

new cultural synthesis could rightly and reasonably join. At the very least, our present-day formation 

of ideals seems to be supported by the cultural enterprise of many millennia and by the cultural 

contributions of many nations. A new ideal, then, but with old credentials, not an idle take-off run, 

not an arbitrary concoction.710  

Yet Troeltsch's thoughts now -- that is, beginning in 1920 -- take an exceptional and decisive 

turn. For the question is: What is the significance of the fact that the fusion of the ancient 

Mediterranean and the modern Western cultures is a fusion of two unique, individually distinct 

partners whose sociological foundations too are heterogeneous? Can one really assume a continuum 

of meaning in this regard? It is this difficulty, I believe, which brings Troeltsch to the idea that the 

coherence of meaning of European civilization must be sought not so much in an idea of 

development as in an idea of construction (Aufbau). At the basis of European civilization itself there 

is no continuous cultural movement to be found; there is just a congeries, an unceasing construction 

and reconstruction of the most widely diverse elements of culture. 

What, then, is the situation? Europe, sociologically unique as it is, is confronted with a 

specific problem. Within its own bosom it has a rich heritage, but also a great deal of division!711 It 

thrives on ideas from diverse bygone worlds and cultural levels, which clash, chafe, and intermesh, 

and which, moreover, collide and fuse with newer mental impulses, with ideals of the modern age. 

That accounts for its unceasing restlessness; its urge to engage in historical self-reflection; its will to 

renew its present but obsolete spiritual and intellectual resources; its constant, pendulum-like 

movement between present and past (III, 723-24). 

 

When every possible construction of European development in terms of the general 

schemes of [sociological] universal history … breaks down, we are left with the specific 

problem posed by the development and build-up of European culture.… The meaning of 

Europe is composed of and derives from quite diverse and entirely unique historical 

worlds and levels. Because they remained vital and of immediate influence, they continue 

to repel each other and to fuse in new ways.… Without ceasing they clash and mesh with 

new forces and ideas, evoked by the European world itself. (III, 718-19; Kraay)712 

                                                           
710 Troeltsch arrived at such a view again and again after 1916. It constituted something of a 

minimum conviction against the storm of criticism levelled against his idea of "world history"; 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 193 {1916}. 

711 See already Deutscher Geist und Westeuropa, p. 178 {1918-1919}. 

712 This dynamic and antagonistic depiction of European cultural life must certainly also be 

understood against the lamentable background of postwar Germany, where a sense of community had 

largely disappeared, where all ideals seemed uprooted, where revolutions and military putsches, 

ideological quarrels and political intrigue poisoned and divided the people, and where belief in 

brotherhood between the so-called European Christian nations was put to the severest test, not least of 

all by the systematically tightened thumbscrew of extortionate and disruptive Allied policies; see 

6.1.2. 
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Now, this is a crucial matter. Not only in so-called world history but even in the cultural 

history of Europe discontinuities and discrepancies appear. The idea of construction starts with these 

flaws; it shows the impossibility of engrafting the desired new cultural synthesis onto the trunk of 

European culture, because this trunk does not exist, and never did. 

How then must the new cultural synthesis be accomplished? Not otherwise than with the help 

of the idea of construction, which interprets the past as an articulated and layered whole and yet at 

the same time as material for a construction of the future.713 In other words, it is necessary to trace 

anew Europe's important, vigorous spiritual motives, to select them, order them and, with fresh 

spiritual energy, bundle them into a new cultural ideal. In this way the discontinuities of history 

must be actively bridged in the present by a philosophical attempt to establish a new order. 

 

The contemporary synthesis of culture … has no need of a thoroughgoing coherence, 

conveniently tested in each of its singular complexes.… It requires no more than that the 

major constellations are visible, the particularly significant cultural formations that have 

emerged out of the stream.… In fact, direct continuity with the line of development as 

drawn by the historian is not only not needed, it is of no use at all; [the synthesis] is not 

meant to continue, directly and simply, the line of development that factually makes for 

the most recent conditions. This would be impossible anyway, since there is no such thing 

as just one line of development at any one time; rather, there are a number of distinctive 

and, hence, conflicting ones. [The synthesis] in fact means to transcend such conflict, to 

arbitrate in it; inasmuch as it aims for something higher, it understands the current clash of 

cultural forms in terms of their historical roots, enriches, corrects and modifies them, 

bonding them together in a new mold. To be sure, it will reckon with today's demands; at 

the same time it will be relatively free of them, because it is steeped in the great mass of 

culture still at work. In this way alone [the synthesis] can become relatively creative, and 

in turn forge new lines of development out of those that divide the present. (III, 699-700 

{1922}; Kraay)714 

 

 

The Metaphysical Root of the Problem.  

Periodizing and Structuring European Civilization  (7) 

 

Is the idea of a construction not even more precarious, then, than the idea of a universal historical 

development? Not only does it also feature the circular relation of historical interpretation and 

                                                           
713 Troeltsch, "Der Aufbau der europäischen Kulturgeschichte," SchmJb 44 (1920): 18. 

714 This citation is an addition from 1922, but it provides a striking picture of the problem that 

Troeltsch has now (1920) come to face. 

In 1922 he goes a step further to the extent that he recognizes twin cultures elsewhere (Sumer-

Akkad, Babylonian-Assyrian) and in this way subtracts something from the uniqueness of Western 

civilization; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 716 {1922}. Moreover, then he also emphasizes that this 

uniqueness could just as easily be a bane as a blessing to us; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 721 

{1922}. In other words, it is not a privilege, but is simply our lot; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 

700 {1922}. 
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ethical creation, such a creative construction will, in addition, have been even more strongly 

focussed into a subjective voluntary choice. For here we can no longer "install" ourselves in a great 

stream of ideas. On the contrary, we are confronted with divergent cultural configurations which 

present themselves historically in a process of mutual influencing and reinforcement, but also of 

reciprocal rejection and opposition, as the current crisis again clearly demonstrates. How then is the 

historical thinker to rise above the actual conflict of the spirits?715 

 

The question is: How can this construction be built up? The answer is: Only by beginning 

with an analysis of the present situation.… Conversely, regarding the current situation one 

can indeed say that it must be understood in relation to an overview of the past, and that it 

must be pieced together from the legacies of great epochs with lasting influence.… It 

seems, then, that there is no objectivity at all, that the best we have is complementary 

confirmation. (Kraay)716 

 

This problem is such that it goes beyond philosophy of history and beyond ethics. Here 

Troeltsch's thought is affected right down to its metaphysical root. Here the dialectical motif 

fundamental to his conception, the deeper unity of creative freedom and universal metaphysical 

necessity, threatens to fail him completely. In that case, however, the cultural synthesis would lose 

its ground, direction, and drive and be swept away irretrievably in the maelstrom of facts and 

opinions. Is not all at stake here for Troeltsch? He cannot afford to lose the objective and vital 

contact with history. 

It seems that an objective interpretation of history based on the category of construction is not 

a complete impossibility. On the contrary! To a certain extent -- so Troeltsch maintains -- such an 

interpretation can be realized in historical thought precisely because of this idea of construction. 

Unlike the universal philosophical interpretation of history invoked thus far, which proved to depend 

heavily on subjective intuition and on virtuoso psychological empathy, the idea of construction finds 

support in an objective scientific analysis of real causal coherences (to which any development of 

meaning must be oriented).717 The philosopher of history, in other words, need not install himself in 

the main movement of history (subjective as this self-installment is, given the circle of ethical ideal 

and historical material; contradictory as this movement is, given the coupling of competing 

tendencies). Thanks to an objective method, he can lift his gaze above the confusing ballast of 

movements of meaning, which have made history so heavy and opaque. He can restructure it with a 

fresh outlook on the great dominants which were the original nodes of our cultural past, which have 

since then repeatedly intertwined in new configurations and now demand a new creative synthesis 

and assertion of a new dominant. The objective methodological certainty which this affords him 

resides, according to Troeltsch, in the possibility of scientific periodization. 

 

                                                           
715 See the previous citation. 

716 Troeltsch, "Der Aufbau der europäischen Kulturgeschichte," SchmJb 44 (1920): 18-19. 

717 Troeltsch concedes afterward that a constructivist philosophical interpretation of meaning can 

never be entirely suppressed even by this new approach; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 698 {1922}. 
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In actual fact, however, the matter is a little less complicated. Objective construction is not 

wholly impossible; it can be brought to bear on the issue to some extent at least. The 

major means towards a solution of this reciprocally conditioned, twofold task [of 

producing a historical construction and of analyzing the present situation] is: acquisition 

of a reliable periodization. (Kraay)718 

 

Troeltsch comes to the standpoint that the real components of our momentary cultural 

existence unfold before our eyes as the successive nuclear contents of the great historical periods 

from our past. The advantage of the theory of construction is now clear. It can avoid the problems of 

universality in the philosophy of history and of details in historical science, which together, till now, 

have handicapped general history. Its only concern is with the main periods and contents. And this 

problem can be resolved objectively, given the feasibility, already defended earlier by Troeltsch, of a 

sociological periodization (4.3.4). Unlike all ideological periodizations, this one can refer to the 

imposing social infrastructures of life, and it has a perfect right to do so since these structures co-

determine the higher developments "right down to their spiritual core." In short, a kind of universal 

historical sociology supersedes, to a great extent, universal historical philosophy! 

 

Indeed, a truly objective periodization is possible only in terms of the socio-economic, 

political, and juridical substrates. These alone yield solid structural connections, capable 

of supporting and conditioning the whole; furthermore, outwardly they are easy to 

recognize. But there is a deeper reason: the spiritual, civilizing and cultural elements all 

rest on this substrate; they are bound up with it already in its originary structure; while 

gaining substance of their own, all of them are permanently encompassed by it and, at 

least in part, determined by it right down to their spiritual core. In every instance the 

extent, the degree and the outcome [of such enclosure and definition] are topics of special 

consideration. (III, 756; Kraay)719 

 

This shift is understandable. On the one hand, the sociological perspective has so seriously 

subjectivized the philosophy of history and fragmented its idea of history, that ethics must be pried 

loose from them as much as possible. Only in that way can ethics avoid subjectivism and relativism 

while at the same time and in its own way confirming the notion of fragmentation.720 In both 

respects, historicism tends towards antihistoricism.721 

Yet the connection with history cannot be broken completely. For as long as historicism is 

really historicism, that connection remains a matter of vital importance! Thus we see that, on the 

other hand, sociologically schooled reflection itself endeavors to compensate for the lacunas in the 

                                                           
718 Troeltsch, "Der Aufbau der europäischen Kulturgeschichte," SchmJb 44 (1920): 19. See also 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 700 {1922}. 

719 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 700ff. {1922}. 

720 I refer to the idea that not only the continuities of meaning belonging to the past but also those 

between the past and the present are now no longer given or guaranteed. The connection between 

historical substratum and ethical act must be actively established again at every turn. 

721 On this tendency see M. C. Smit, "Historisme en antihistorisme"; and S. U. Zuidema, 

"Kierkegaard," pp. 31-32. 
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philosophy of history, and by means of its periodization techniques helps where possible to provide 

the program of cultural ethics with a historical basis. 

 

 

The Transition from Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft. 

Ferdinand Tönnies   (8) 

 

How is one to get from a particular period of culture to its central meaning? Here, too, sociology 

must provide the solution! According to Troeltsch, sociology shows clearly that in every cultural 

epoch (at least in the case of European civilization) there is as rhythmical movement from 

"community" (Gemeinschaft) to "society" (Gesellschaft). By the first of these is meant a 

conservative, traditional, and paternalistically organized group in which countless talents and 

creative possibilities ripen in the silence perhaps even of millennia. The so-called Gesellschaft, in 

contrast, belongs to the brief, immediately succeeding period of individual conscientization, 

flexibility, and spiritual freedom, of democratization and its attendant vitiation of the group. Such 

periods suddenly manifest the ripe fruits of the mind: individual, human, and universal. At such 

times the particular and national brings forth the general and purely human, fountains of tradition 

gush floods of creativity. Now, this is the moment of transition from "community" to "society": the 

classic productive apex of every historical period.722 

In Troeltsch's notion of a rhythmical movement of culture from Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft, 

in his idea of the humanization of culture at the point of culmination and transition, and in his 

depreciation of the Gesellschaft we discern the influence of Goethe and of Romanticism.723 

Especially striking is Troeltsch's agreement with the romantic theory of community advanced by 

Ferdinand Tönnies. This agreement is also noticeable in the attention Troeltsch pays to the idea of 

community in socialism (which is eventually espoused by Tönnies). For the rest, socialism is 

essentially alien to Troeltsch, since it embodies, as he sees it, in spite of its sense of community, an 

essentially rationalistic and individualistic system of values.724  

 

[Historical life] runs its course in the rhythm between a more substantial and more 

traditional 'community', in which forces are being shaped unobtrusively and 

subconsciously, especially under the aegis of relatively permanent upper classes, and a 

more individualistic, more open 'society', which broadens the cultural content, humanizes 

                                                           
722 Troeltsch sees this moment of transition in Greek democracy, Hebrew prophetism, medieval 

urban culture, and in the emancipating movements of the Renaissance, Reformation and Aufklärung. 

He sees it too, though with the directional signals reversed, in the Roman Empire, the Catholic 

Church, and also, perhaps, in current socialist efforts to move from Western individualism towards a 

new reintegration of culture. He supposes that the rhythmical movement from "community" to 

"society," which arises from the "inner nature of things," can also be found outside Western 

civilization. 

723 See also the remarkable citation from Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 759 {1922}! 

724 Unlike Paul Tillich, Troeltsch is thus also not impressed by religious socialism (6.7.3). 
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and universalizes it.… It is the passage from the one to the other that makes for times of 

fecundity. (III, 759-60 {1922}; Kraay)725 

 

In this romantic conception, history often all too swiftly passes its peak. Overripe, society 

becomes uprooted, loses itself in intellectualism, levity, and sophistication, and so falls into decay. 

Our modern society, too, so Troeltsch believes, is threatened by such a fall. In another manner than 

Spengler and the circle around Stefan George and less doctrinairely than Tönnies, Troeltsch 

nonetheless does not consider the way back to be out of the question. A reintegration as in the 

Roman Empire and in the early catholic church with a new vertex (Augustus and Augustine!) can 

occur. It is up to us! 

Troeltsch proceeds now to refer to such productive moments from the past in order to translate 

the sociological periodization of history into a typification, appropriate to philosophy of history, of 

its classical high points. The latter have an actual relevancy, for they are the real building blocks of 

our cultural heritage, basic forces of yore which, as such, persist into the present, into Modern 

Times. 

 

 

Modern Times.  

Ineluctable Lot and Creative Freedom   (9) 

 

As we know, Troeltsch regards the modern period as originating in the fifteenth century with the rise 

of the sovereign state, early capitalist economy, and autonomous thought but as really coming into 

its own only with the Aufklärung, when both monarchical absolutism and confessionalism were 

broken through in principle, the independence of the Western national states gained ground, 

autonomous science advanced on all fronts, and an unprecedented industrial expansion started (III, 

762ff.).726 Here then in this modern world we find as he sees it the persistence of four basic forces 

from tradition. Numbering among these in the first place is a still oriental Hebrew prophetism with 

its profoundly human ethic, as assimilated into the humane Christian and Greek ethos. Next, there is 

the classical culture of the Greek city-state as a fountainhead of free artistic and scientific education. 

Thirdly, we have the Roman Hellenistic conception of empire with its ideas of a bureaucratic 

militaristic world-state and of an equally universal religion (ultimately the Christian church). And -- 

last but not least -- we have the occidental Middle Ages, imponderable lap of our existence, root of 

our political and social institutions, pervaded with our own spirit of interiority and yearning for the 

infinite. 

 

                                                           
725 The romantic-sociological passage of Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 757-62 was only 

added in 1922, to be sure, but its quintessence can already be found in the original article (cf. 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 768, 771-72). 

726 Certainly romanticism has formed a countermovement to the Enlightenment ever since, but 

not in every respect. Romanticism too, in its own way, has stressed the sovereignty of the national 

states and upheld the autonomy of scientific thought; it has just ignored the spheres of economy and 

technology. 
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The idea of construction demands that we draw out [from universal-historical 

development] the great, elementary basic forces.… We can leave out of consideration the 

pre-Greek world.… One element of this oriental era does have significance for us: the 

Hebrew prophets and the Hebrew Bible. It is an element, as a matter of fact, that 

originated from the destruction caused by the great oriental powers, and from the 

transformation of the national religious ideals as influenced by these powers, into the 

profound ethics of humanity as embraced by the floundering ancient Hellenist. Together 

with Christianity it has become a mainstay of the European world.… The second basic 

force is classical Greece, i.e., the city-states of classical Hellas.… The polis … became 

the wellspring of free artistic and scientific activity, which, although in large measure 

conditioned by the sociological substrate, has nevertheless gained a freedom and an 

identity over against it that is quite unusual.… Thirdly, there is the world of ancient 

imperialism, the Greco-Roman monarchy.… Out of this imperialism two factors [assert 

themselves] with astonishing strength: the idea of a well-defined military and bureaucratic 

superstate, and of a world-religion, ultimately needed by imperialism, and for that reason 

expanded from oriental mission to Christian church.… The fourth basic force, finally, 

spans the great divide between antiquity and modernity: our occidental Middle Ages.… 

Our most authentic spirituality, as well as our political and social institutions, is rooted 

here. Few people are aware of this relationship, although all of our lives are caught up in 

it. Spengler's description of the Faustian soul contains profound truth.… This is the secret 

birthplace of the interiority and of the urge towards the infinite that distinguish mature 

European culture from classical and foreign civilizations. (III, 765ff.; Kraay)727 

 

The question could arise of why modern man could not register just the actual influence of 

these traditional forces in modern culture, gratefully or ungratefully, but in any case as an 

ineluctable fact. Yet that would be to abandon moral freedom to the determination of fate. I have 

already indicated that the idea of construction seeks to displace the earlier idea of universal history, 

which was distinctive for the romantic idealism of freedom. Assuming that "freedom" in the 

romantic-idealist sense meant the free extension of a necessary unfolding of the spirit or a free 

movement proceeding from a subconscious but deeply felt necessity, then "universal history" 

signified the indispensable philosophical and scientific compass for people who in an age of 

historical-critical self-consciousness had lost their unconscious and intuitive sense of direction and 

who were seeking by means of a world-historical orientation to rediscover in free and conscious 

responsibility the necessary course of history. 

However, in Troeltsch's thoroughly historical conception of culture, the theory of construction 

has turned out to be the only remaining possibility for a scientific orientation. This theory finds and 

orders the basic forces from earlier periods in history that have persisted into Modern Times, where 

they have been involved in countless fusions and interconnections with the typical basic contents of 

the modern Western world. Man must now disentangle himself from this web of latter-day 

elaborations and dogmatizations and regain, with the help of the theory of construction, a fresh, clear 

view of the great traditional motives. Only in this way will we be able to experience these forces 

                                                           
727 The penultimate sentence appears only in "Der Aufbau der europäischen Kulturgeschichte," 

SchmJb 44 (1920): 43. The final sentence dates from 1922 and is not, moreover, entirely consistent 

with the idea that the so-called basic forces of history are themselves products of a process of 

ripening. 
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anew, in freedom, as they supply new energy, and to shape them into a cultural plan for the world of 

today and tomorrow. 

 

The idea of a construction of Europe's cultural history is this: to render the basic forces 

intelligible with respect to their original meaning and their upsurge in the movement of 

history; to stake out the decisive emphases in our memory of the past, and to order them in 

relation to the present; finally, to grasp the current configurations of these basic forces in 

relation to each other and to modern life.… Once one has this kind of mental picture one 

can go to work in today's culture. (III, 765, 767; Kraay) 

 

It is clear on the one hand that Troeltsch does not want to surrender human creative freedom to 

the fate of a diseased, blighted, decaying European civilization. It is clear on the other hand that he 

no longer finds it possible to situate such freedom metaphysically in the line of a continuous 

necessary movement of universal history. How then can freedom survive, how can it escape its 

compelling fate? Freedom can be saved -- as Troeltsch sees it -- only through a living, contagious 

contact with the discontinuous high points and necessary creations of the cultural past. In this 

manner we can gain control of our destiny and turn the past into a source of new creativity. 

 

 

In a Predicament between Ideology and Sociology   (10) 

 

Has the wearisome riddle of contemporary historicism now been solved, thanks to this theory of 

construction? Has the way out, the way to a new cultural synthesis been indicated? This point 

deserves careful consideration, since it has not yet become clear how the sociological approach 

could undermine the idea of universal history without implicitly discrediting the idea of 

construction. If mental life is always inevitably stamped "to the core" (bis in das seelische Zentrum 

hinein) (III, 756) by real factors in society, then that must certainly also be so in the case of such 

classical creations as Hebrew prophetism or medieval asceticism. The question is thus how such 

spiritual forces can still have any importance for us now that their sociological pied-à-terre has long 

since been superseded by more modern structures. It is this problem that needs to be examined, with 

respect to its (1) ideological and (2) sociological aspects and also with respect to (3) the relationship 

between them. 

(1) It is one of Troeltsch's deep-seated convictions that the ideological contents of culture, in 

spite of their strong dependence on a particular sociological basis, have authenticity, independence, 

and a priori originality (5.3.4). Now this is the reason, as he sees it, why they evince an inner 

tendency to free themselves of the particular, natural soil in which they originated, to become 

independent, and to expand into the pretentious sphere of so-called general human values.728  

                                                           
728 Troeltsch already pointed out such tendencies towards the generalization and absolutization of 

ideas at an earlier date, explaining them from the psychology of history (3.6.6) or social psychology 

(4.2.4), which implicitly reduced overblown ideas to more original proportions and relativized them. 

Nevertheless, he still clung to the idea that given the general human quest for a formal ethical a 
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The process in which erstwhile concrete and singular culture-contents, sociologically 

conditioned as they are, emancipate, gain independence and become spiritualized, is one 

of the basic facts of history, especially of Mediterranean history. (III, 768; Kraay) 

 

As a result of this continuous process of emancipation and spiritualization, we now see -- so 

Troeltsch says -- throughout the whole course of European civilization since ancient times the spirits 

living on, as it were, even though their sociological bodies have perished and been forgotten. These 

spirits have come to exist more or less on their own, obeying their own logical and psychological 

impulses and entering into associations at will, irrespective of their own original circumstances. This 

gradually produces an increasingly complex web of ideas, a relatively independent history of ideas 

that reaches into higher realms and that is being spun out further even today. 

 

Throughout [history] spirits whose original sociological flesh has fallen to decay and 

forgetfulness continue to exist. Their content, having become independent in this way, 

takes on independent associations of its own…. This is how eventually an increasingly 

complex, relatively independent history of the spirit comes into being. (III, 768; Kraay) 

 

How are we to assess all this? The danger of abstract argumentation, of dogmatism and 

rationalization, of scholasticism and stereotyping lies at the door. It is historicism that perceives this 

danger and brings the absolutized and standardized values and ideas back into living contact with 

their original sociological basis. Like the mythical giant Antaeus touching mother Gaea (III, 724), 

they renew their strength by touching their maternal soil, and so they recover their primary, concrete 

meaning. In the process they are snatched away from the present and lose their significance for us. 

At least momentarily! As soon as new life has been breathed into such contents of culture, the 

process of emancipation and humanization repeats itself. Historicism relativizes and reactivates! 

Until the fruitless fencing with "eternal principles" begins all over again…. 

 

Here lurks the temptation of abstraction, of dogmatizing and rationalizing, of 

scholasticism, of emasculation and superficial equivocation with conventional or evidently 

rational 'cultural ideas' or -- as it is fashionable to call them -- 'values'. When this danger is 

felt, historical inquiry will trace these ideas and values to the soil that gave birth to them, 

replenish them with concrete, original and vital meaning (whereby they are indeed 

disengaged from the present and fitted into history). At that very point the process of 

dissolution begins anew, and the replenished and rejuvenated culture-content becomes a 

supra-historical principle once again. (III, 768-69; Kraay) 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
priori, which was also called a metaphysical final goal, it is possible to assume a progression in the 

philosophy of culture, or an increase in the universality and humanity of mental life as a whole. Now, 

however, that the universal historical quest has shown sociological gaps and the universal telos -- at 

least as a fixed, a priori structure of consciousness -- has disappeared from the picture, nothing 

remains of the formation of ideals, as Troeltsch sees it, except a given natural substratum and a 

tendency arising dialectically and irrepressibly from it to form and absolutize ideas. From this 

standpoint it is accordingly questionable whether there can still be any thought of a metaphysical final 

goal; see 6.8.1. 
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Thus to Troeltsch to generalize and to absolutize is on the one hand dangerous and misleading, 

and on the other hand normal, yes, inevitable and indispensable!729 It affords the only possibility we 

have of bridging the divide that separates us from the past origin of the ideas. Suppose that every 

cultural group, or at least every historically conscious cultural group, could do nothing but take 

critical distance from the spirit of the past and bring forth and nurture only ideas of its own! The 

break with the ancient and medieval worlds would in that case be definitive for us, and the current 

cultural crisis would not be able to lead to a renewal of culture based on a synthesis. Yes, then 

cultural renewal would become "creatio ex nihilo," without direction, without material, without 

connection to anything that preceded it. Historicism would in that case truly be nothing other than 

the catalyst of a process of cultural dissolution and decay!730 

As a result the formation of ethical judgments comes under severe and alternating stress. On 

the one hand, there is a permanent urge and necessity to escape the particular situation, to venture 

the leap into the freedom and mobility of pure spirit (III, 760 {1922}). On the other hand, the 

moment generalized cultural ideas no longer really touch anyone and are merely repeated as lifeless 

doctrines, there is an equally enduring urge and necessity to reanimate them through history, that is, 

through a new understanding of their particular origins, whereby the possibility may present itself of 

freely and actually reorganizing and reintegrating them into a new paradigm for the future. That is 

the restless heartbeat in the European history of ideas. 

 

Such fragmentation, generalization and transformation into 'isms' is quite normal and 

necessary. It is from these that the European world draws its vitality. Equally necessary, 

however, is that these principles -- conflicting in content, conflated in life -- are 

ceaselessly re-appropriated in an exact historical way and repeatedly made to enter into 

new relationships. This … is the spiritual restlessness of our time. (III, 769; Kraay) 

 

(2) With regard to the sociological aspect of the problem of culture, Troeltsch assumes an 

entirely different stance. The political, economic and juristic structures of modern western society 

can be known directly through practical insight. What is at stake here is not ideas demanding to be 

understood historically in terms of some "ism" but concrete social relationships that one must simply 

know as facts. Current questions pertaining to the modern sociology of culture do not demand far-

reaching insight into the past. Backgrounds from before the rise of our society in the sixteenth 

century are irrelevant to our orientation in life today. It is the social structures and relationships 

                                                           
729 That is a decisive difference from before. Then he was also able to ascribe practical value to 

religious ideas of absoluteness, for example, as these existed in earlier times that were not conscious 

of history, but he regarded them as completely out of date in a century of growing historical 

consciousness (3.6.6). Now he accepts these tendencies to absolutize as legitimate. 

730 It is now clear why Troeltsch believes he can locate the classical in the interface between 

"community" and "society." For it is here that the contents of culture bear the concrete living meaning 

of the social community in which they have been nurtured until now; and it is here, too, that they 

receive -- by a leap into mental space -- the universal aureola of the truly classical. This aureola will 

shine again and again, whenever and wherever there is a moment's detachment from the particularity 

of individual communities. And across the broken plane of history with all its gaps and lacunas, that 

light will still be visible to us. 
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which have arisen since then that we must grasp and incorporate, practically and concretely, into the 

pattern of our lives.731  

 

With respect to the sociological or political, economic and juridical structures in the 

current situation, matters are reversed. Only as far as legal and governmental technicians 

and scholars are concerned do these structures call for the historical insight that reaches 

back to the distant past. As such, however, they are directly given and intelligible, in life, 

in reflection, in current lot and labor, so that those who seek wisdom and orientation in life 

have no need of endless historical founding or comparative research. In practice these 

things are our fate, and one must retain and seek to understand them practically. In 

contradistinction to the wraiths of the spirit that yearn for the body they once had, and who 

can be understood and unified historically only, these bodies have a vitality of their own, 

and they … can flesh themselves out in terms of practical life. (III, 769-70; Kraay) 

 

Thus sociologically speaking, European civilization is thoroughly fragmented. It has no inner 

continuity, no enduring or renewed effect of ancient structures in present-day relationships. Hence 

its apprehension requires no universal history or theory of construction, just a practical look at 

relationships as they exist now for us. The notion that these can be rendered intelligible by the 

associative force and development of ideas has served its turn. Here historicism is superfluous. The 

idea of fate is decisive. 

 

Practical life has no need of historicism. What it needs is clear and lucid observation, 

common sense and a mind not burdened with theory.… At issue is not a content of values 

and of ideas that have to be embraced in some 'ism' or another; rather, our concern is with 

thousands of practical details, meshing them together is not a matter of logical systematics 

but of praxis.… It will not do to grasp these matters historically. We must apply ourselves 

to them in practice, understand the necessities that condition our fate, search out the forces 

that, arising from this state of life's affairs, shape themselves to meet the future. (III, 770; 

Kraay) 

 

(3) The new cultural synthesis must thus accommodate a twofold but at the same time 

intricately interwoven problem. In terms of sociology, it has to form a clear picture of the existing 

societal order, including its practical and material suppositions, developments, and possibilities. In 

terms of ideology, it has to diagnose and deepen through historical scholarship the mental and 

cultural goods which European civilization has conveyed to us, and reintegrate them, so that they 

emerge from the brick kiln of historicism with new radiance and purpose. In short, the ideological 

spirit of culture must once again find a fitting sociological body to inhabit and, conversely, the 

sociological body must be enlivened by a rejuvenated spirit. 

 

                                                           
731 Troeltsch confirms here the impression that state, law, and economy have no ideological 

content, even in their core. In 1922, however, he again -- as before -- classifies them among the 

cultural values; Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 28; Eng. tr.: p.103; cf. already 4.2.9. 
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The task becomes a double one: on the one hand, elaboration of a lucid picture of the 

contemporary social order…; on the other hand, concentration, simplification and 

deepening of the ideal-cultural content that western history has brought us.… This twofold 

task combines in the effort … of giving new sociological body to the ideological content, 

and of inspiring the sociological body with new, vigorous spontaneity, with renewed 

appropriation, adaptation and transformation of the great historical content. How this 

should, or could, be done, we do not really know. (III, 771; Kraay) 

 

No guidelines are available for accomplishing this. Practical insight and historical knowledge 

must combine in the creative, resourceful deed. Moreover, this deed must be borne by belief and 

moral courage. What it now largely lacks, however, is its intuitive installment into the pulse of 

general history. So the question arises: Does this creative act not thus also lack inner necessity, a 

compelling sense of direction, evidence and the force of conviction? And are the positing of ideas 

and the shaping of culture not thereby converted into private matters which, whatever the outcome 

may be, remain in any case highly uncertain and fortuitous? 

 

 

Cultural Synthesis and the Romantic Vision of Community.  

Historicism and Fictionalism  (11) 

 

Troeltsch must answer these questions in the negative in order to save his philosophy from 

bankruptcy. The direction in which he seeks a solution has already been marked out in the preceding 

pages: that of the romantic doctrine of community (minus the universal-historical framework of 

German idealism). Just as the earlier classical conceptions of culture originated in a concrete, living 

sense of community, so too must the new cultural synthesis be regarded as a genuinely communal 

affair. A cultural ideal is to be prepared by many in silence, it lives, it grows and ripens in personal 

reflection and communal deliberation. It is whispered, spoken, written about in small circles and 

large. Finally, the whisper swells into a liberating anthem which is expressed by the genius, which 

then ascends from the throats of thousands, and which finally resounds down through the centuries. 

The new contemporary synthesis of culture too can only have its quiet inception in the concrete 

Gemeinschaft. Creative freedom is not borne by a world-historical idea; in Troeltsch's 

neoromanticism it springs from the force of inner necessity and the assimilation of tradition proper 

to a particular cultural community. Only there can it build up its momentum for the leap into the 

realm of a general meaning, a new inspiring "ism."732  

 

It cannot be the work of an individual. By nature it is the accomplishment of many, in the 

secrecy of their own personality first, in broader circles next. In such groups new life will 

                                                           
732 Here, in contrast to 5.3.4, the new cultural synthesis is given a strongly particularistic 

background in the romantic experience of community. As such it also acquires an additional, altered 

meaning: the synthesis of past and the present towards the future becomes a creative structuring of the 

heritage (vol. 3, p. 699 {1922}), a "piling up of the construction" (Schichtung des Aufbaus) (vol. 3, p. 

756 {1922}). 
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begin, converging from different sides. An artistic symbol would be most effective, as 

were the Divine Comedy and, later, Goethe's Faust. (III, 771-72; Kraay) 

 

Yet this cultural synthesis totters on its foundations, theoretically and practically alike! 

Practically speaking, it stands or falls with the possible consolidation of a new vital community. Yet 

what expectations can Troeltsch have in this regard by 1920? When the world war broke out he 

passionately hoped -- as we saw -- that the pressure of circumstances would impel the peoples of 

Europe to a new sense of community and greater solidarity. In particular, he worked for a revival of 

the "German" idea (5.1.1). He experienced, however, anxious misgivings, disappointments and, 

finally, total disenchantment. At the end of the Historismus-Band Troeltsch observes himself that the 

war has cast an entire period of history into the crucible but that new, authentic community life is 

still nowhere even remotely visible (III, 772 {1920}). From the standpoint of romanticism, does the 

collapse of so degenerate and morbid a culture as that of modern Europe not make much more sense 

than a new experience of community, the foundation of a new system of culture? 

Theoretically speaking, the impasse must be considered just as serious, for to the extent that 

the new synthesis of culture has to be attuned to existing sociological structures and developments, it 

shares inevitably in "the necessities that condition our fate" (III, 770). Yet to the extent that it seeks 

to transcend this particular lot and, in free ideological self-determination, tries to combine the 

classical moments of the past with the spiritual insights of the present, it has to pay the price of 

willfully and knowingly ignoring the particular historical context of these cultural motives. 

The solution proposed to the riddle of historicism is thereby rendered paradoxical in the 

extreme. Historicism must historicize the great, absolutized ideas of our culture and give them back 

to the past with the express intention, however, that they subsequently should be extricated and 

emancipated again for purposes of present-day appropriation. The practical ethical synthesis of 

culture can go on only at those moments that historicism's back is turned. 

It is important to notice that we have here an antinomy with a history of its own. Theoretical 

and practical reason, which Kant had so carefully distinguished from each other, Troeltsch -- in the 

line of German idealism -- has combined from the outset. The thrust of his historicist philosophy of 

religion and culture was to give practical reason (which in Troeltsch as in these idealists was meant 

to be far more than a rigid notion of duty and religiosity) a basis in philosophical theory and 

universal history (2.2.6). The tragedy of this endeavor, however, is that it gradually turned into its 

opposite! Historicism has implacably undermined every basis it has ever laid for a cultural ethos. 

Thus it cannot be astonishing that this ethical calling shudders on the verge of collapse. Theoretical 

and practical reason, individual-historical insight and the general-ethical ideal have become 

irreconcilable opposites because there is no longer any universal historical line from the former to 

the latter, not even when we zoom in on European history. 

So a shattered "universal history" is replaced by the sociological theory of construction. The 

intention is not unclear. If universal meaning and ethical relevance can no longer be ascribed to the 

world of European history as such, then perhaps something of the sort can still be ascribed to its 

great concentration points. But individual-historical thought does not spare even this adroit notion. 

These cultural heights can retain their classical character, that is, their universal historical 

significance, for our historically self-conscious age (III, 168, 117) only by means of a fiction! What 

Troeltsch's position comes down to is that the original sociological conditionality of these powers 
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can be ignored. Only in this manner can they provide again, in a sociologically and ideologically 

totally altered constellation, a platform for new cultural creativity. Only so can history be overcome 

through and from history (III, 772). Without this fiction the desired new cultural synthesis would 

break loose completely from its historical and traditional anchors. Hence there arises in and from 

historicism not an unhistorical but rather an anti-historical ethic, an ethic so caught and entangled in 

the frameworks of social history that it can only live and breath by ignoring its captivity! 

 

The possibility of separating culture-contents from their original historical contexts, 

together with the shaking contest of these principles in mature spiritual life, always forces 

life to reactualize these culture-contents historically, and to re-order them by reworking 

history, whereby the original sociological conditionality may and, yes, must repeatedly be 

left out of consideration.  (III, 769; Kraay) (italics added) 

 

Here we see not the fiction of a logical artifice, of a stylistic paradox, or of man's intentional 

self-deception. According to Troeltsch, it is the fiction of an irrational impulse groping towards a 

general ideal. It is the deep-rooted and impossible to extirpate tendency of man to regard as great, 

absolute and "the end" that which is particular, relative and his own. From the outset Christianity too 

has been "one of man's great and powerful utopias."733 Historicism recognizes and unmasks this 

utopian drive but at the same time has to admit that without it there is no possibility of attaining a 

new cultural synthesis. 

Undoubtedly this fiction has a basis, to the extent that it expresses man's belief in an absolute 

goal of history. Yet even then it remains an unlegitimated anticipation. And what are we to think if 

this postulated goal too must be regarded as an unlegitimated metaphysical hypothesis? Yes, by 

what means can Troeltsch's metaphysics of the absolute still legitimate itself? Certainly not through 

the romantic theory of synthesis by construction, the very theory which rejected the previously 

posited universal tendency of history? The theory of construction of 1920 has turned out to be a 

broken reed, a staff which pierces the hand. Troeltsch's thought has now been shattered to its 

metaphysical foundations.734  

  

                                                           
733 Cf. "Luthers Kirchenbegriff." 

734 Presently Troeltsch will denounce as untenable the utopianism at which he has now come out: 

"The primitive and the dogmatic epochs do not profit by their substantiality, since there is no 

awareness of it, and the blank spaces are filled with superficial battles of all sorts. Later, reflected and 

individual ages did profit from their spiritual unity; even though it meant only idealized yearning and 

admiration. By contrast, recent times reveal insight into those substantial roots, and have need of 

them, precisely, however, because those roots are being pulled up and dispersed, and the conflicting 

possibilities that were held together in them have sprouted. Such times yield insight, but not 

possession -- and possession remains out of reach just because insight is present." (Der Leuchter 4 

(1923): 52-53; Kraay) (italics added) 
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CHAPTER SIX 

HISTORICISM AND RADICAL  

INDIVIDUALISM   (1921 - 1923) 
 

6.1  Introduction 
 

 

Again:  The Dynamism of Historicism  (1) 

 

In chapter five we learned that the idea of world history became ever more elusive to Troeltsch as 

time went by, yes, that he was hard pressed to maintain even the more restricted idea of a "closed 

European civilization" (Europäertum). And he was able to salvage that only by supposing effectual 

commitment on the part of creative individuals and circles who -- although unable to discover an 

uninterrupted unfolding of meaning even in their own cultural past -- were nevertheless deemed 

capable of unearthing the valuable elements needed for its construction, in order to join them 

together with the power of new mental energy and on the basis afforded by the structures of modern 

society, thus taking nexuses of meaning that had crystallized and then dissolved again long ago and 

converting them into a new matrix of meaning, into an inhabitable dwelling place in the actuality of 

the present. 

Yet by the same token the doubtfulness of such a construction, precisely when considered 

from the historicist standpoint, could hardly be concealed. After 1920 the dynamism of historicism 

accordingly continues to be felt.735 It leads to a new turn in Troeltsch's thought, a turn which, as 

such, is seldom if ever mentioned in the literature of the subject even though it goes to the heart of 

Troeltsch's ethical, religious, and metaphysical convictions. Our task now is to gain a clear view of 

this change. 

Two objections may be raised here, however (these would also account for this shift's having 

gone unnoticed). The first is a matter of textual criticism. Suppose there actually was a kink in the 

                                                           
735 Whether the final stage in Troeltsch's development commences in 1921 or 1922 is difficult to 

say and of but secondary importance. The neoromantic theory of community is sometimes defended 

even after 1920 (see 5.5.8); on the other hand, Troeltsch expresses support for the monadological and 

platonizing idea of methexis, or "participation," in "Die Geisteswissenschaften" (pp. 60, 57, 59), 

which appeared in the first issue of Schmoller's Jahrbuch in 1922. His writings from 1921 (even the 

article about Friedrich Gogarten, "Ein Apfel vom Baume Kierkegaards") offer no definitive answer. 

Only in 1922 were the phrases "metaphysics of the ego" and "value-relativity" added to the text of 

"Der historische Entwicklungsbegriff in der modernen Geistes- und Lebensphilosophie," part 2 

{1921} as incorporated into Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3 (see pp. 576-77, 584). It is unquestionably 

noteworthy that already in 1921 in this article Troeltsch expresses a certain sympathy respecting 

Simmel's more recent development, in which the notion arises that for the individual there is a 

fulfillment that has nothing to do with the historical process. See Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 504, 

n. 313a and HZ 124 (1921): 434n. 
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line of his thought before and after 1920 -- Troeltsch in that case would have virtually eliminated it 

while preparing his writings for inclusion in the Historismus-Band, would he not?736 

While these editorial retouchings can be identified through careful critical comparison of all 

the texts involved, the second and real difficulty is a matter of philosophical interpretation. The 

question becomes that of the extent to which the ideas from the period after 1920 really differ from 

Troeltsch's earlier standpoints. We have to take into account that to Troeltsch's own mind -- this 

justifies his editorship! -- the earlier and later insights were not entirely unconnectable (see 6.6.11). 

He at least believed that it was necessary to seek a connection. By what right then, it may be asked, 

does one reporting Troeltsch's conception untangle the threads of his thought? 

There are four points to consider. In the first place striking contrasts appear in the publications 

from before and after 1920. We find notorious contradictions even amongst the earlier and later 

parts of the Historismus-Band in spite of all Troeltsch's efforts to smooth them out before publishing 

this volume.737 These contrasts and contradictions have to be accounted for. Secondly, Troeltsch has 

always shown himself to be a flexible, undogmatic thinker capable of combining ideas that appeal to 

him up to and sometimes even beyond the bounds of the logically possible -- though it often turned 

out that some subsequent critical sifting was unavoidable.738 Such attempts at synthesis cannot 

simply be dismissed as eclectic or inconsistent, since -- this in the third place -- they are based 

squarely in historicism itself. Historicism seeks to proceed not from a systematic starting point but 

more broadly, from historical lines and traditions of thought, in order to anticipate their future 

confluences, adaptations, and renewals. It is our responsibility to identify the core and direction in 

such a broad, anticipatory approach. 

The deepest ground of all the contradictions in question lies, however, in my opinion, in the 

crisis of historicism. The old paths have become impassable, yet new ways either have not been 

opened up or else offer poor prospects. Troeltsch thrashes about in a labyrinth of schemes, yes, 

sometimes returns hesitatingly to long superseded notions from kantianism and to ideas of natural 

law. What we have to do is form a picture of the uncertainty, tension, and tragedy involved.739 

                                                           
736 Troeltsch turned this anthology into a unified volume in the sense that the diverse publications 

he worked into it (dating from 1916 through 1922!) are arranged not as separate articles or in 

chronological order but to the extent possible as a logical whole. Moreover, he emended the texts 

(often very extensively) from the standpoint of 1922! Nor was he satisfied merely to add explanatory 

passages (in ch. 5 I have sometimes referred to such passages). He preferred to give the material a 

newer interpretation, which he interpolated liberally into older passages. 

737 Just one example of such is Troeltsch's ambivalent stance towards universal history, which he 

constantly both propagates and discredits (5.5.1), and defends again in 1922 ("Die Logik des 

historischen Entwickelungsbegriffs," KSt 27 (1922): 296-97; so also in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, 

pp. 689ff.). 

738 In this way Troeltsch was still able, during the interim phase discussed in ch. 4, to combine 

his sociological and social-historical insights with an a priori and universalistic idealism, although the 

tensions were palpable. Their separation was effected only later. Now too our task is to detect the new 

approach discernible in the tension of ideas. As a result of Troeltsch's premature death, however, no 

further critical sifting took place after 1920: hence our problem of interpretation. 

739 That tremendous tensions underlay the final composition of the Historismus-Band (which 

bridged the years from 1916 to 1922) Troeltsch himself observed in a letter to Friedrich von Hügel, 

who says of it: "Elsewhere he tells me of the fearful strain which the writing of the last part of the 

Historismus had cost him" (von Hügel, Introduction to Christian Thought, by Ernst Troeltsch, p. 17). 
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Here we are in fact confronted by a trilemma. One can endeavor -- out of esteem for Troeltsch 

-- to smooth away all the wrinkles and irregularities in his conception in order to render it as 

defensible as possible. Or one may consider it obligatory to identify and then accent all the 

contradictions in order to demonstrate the untenability of historicism. One can also proceed, 

however, out of a combination of respect and criticism, to unravel the accumulated reflections in 

order to continue to discover, even here, the essential movement of Troeltsch's ideas. The last choice 

is consistent with the design of this entire study, namely, to follow Troeltsch in the deepest 

intentions of his thought. Moreover, this approach can also serve to identify the precise points at 

which historicism was bound to founder. 

The difficulties involved certainly should not be underestimated. Because Troeltsch's ideas no 

longer had the opportunity to crystallize fully, the sketch of this final phase must be considered 

somewhat hypothetical, at least in its details. And that this last turn carried him directly to the brink 

of relativism and that he was aware of it himself(!) may be inferred from the pessimism of his last 

years and from the paradoxes of his thought, but there is no conclusive proof. Troeltsch never 

conceded the derailment of his thought or the bankruptcy of historicism, lest he at the same time 

betray life itself! Only by trial and error will we be able to disclose the tortured twists and turns of 

his thought. More strictly than ever we will have to observe the hermeneutical principle that it is not 

the repetition of old ideas but the introduction of fresh ones that marks the essential progress of 

Troeltsch's development (5.1.1). 

The basic impulse behind this new development lies, I believe, in Troeltsch's being forced at 

last to abandon the idea of necessity implicit in universal history and metaphysics after having been 

compelled earlier to restrict it to the boundaries of a particular (in casu European) cultural 

community. The correlative idea of freedom can consequently no longer be rooted in a universalistic 

or else particularistic view of life and history: its basis becomes a feeling of necessity that is 

metaphysically individual, that is located in the unfathomable urge of personal existence.740 

Personal existence must now bear the full weight of freedom and of the work of creative 

synthesis, try though the individual may to share the burden with others and in so doing to turn the 

personal urge and feeling of necessity into a communal affair, yes, into a matter of society and of the 

history of culture. Such a philosophy of culture culminates, it seems, in individualism and actualism! 

The less the creative individual can depend upon history or nestle into community, the more he is 

cast back upon himself and upon the active and concrete act of creating ideals and founding a 

community. In this regard too the theory of construction of 1920, which concentrated the chronically 

disintegrating unity of meaning of European civilization in the meaning-creating and meaning-

unifying activity of the cultural synthesis imposed by the moment, meant a striking transition. 

The difference from his earlier views must of course not be artificially exaggerated. 

Previously Troeltsch had seen the history of culture as issuing in an urge for ethical renewal; he 

continues in the present phase to seek a historical basis for this urge. His earlier idea of community 

had embraced the particular person; by the same token, his new idea of individuality is virtually 

inconceivable and untenable apart from the "Überindividualismus" implied in the concept of 

community. The metaphysical starting point of Troeltsch's views is however no longer either the 

                                                           
740 The Roman Catholic baron Friedrich von Hügel-Kensington, while engaged in intense 

correspondence with Troeltsch, was one of the few to become keenly aware of this "excessive 

individualism"; see his Introduction to Christian Thought, by Ernst Troeltsch, p. 17. 
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urge of universal history or the collective communal instinct; the root is now the meaning-creating 

individual. That, then, is the real reason why Troeltsch, with all his reinterpretive genius, essentially 

bids farewell to the philosophy of life and neoromanticism and moves instead towards the 

individualistic metaphysics of Leibniz. 

 

 

The Postwar Circumstances  (2) 

 

The basic tendency becomes clear. Troeltsch's fervent belief in universal-historical and community-

wide patterns of meaning proves untenable in the face of the iron logic of individual-historical 

thought and of the force of circumstances.741 The latter deserves further elucidation. I have already 

indicated that Troeltsch experienced the postwar years entirely differently from the preceding 

period; indeed, they were much more bitter to him. Certainly he was profoundly saddened at the 

time by the brutal violence of the war itself and by the hatred and division which were so abruptly 

manifested in the Christian West. Yet a passionate nationalism flared up everywhere during those 

years, and in a curious way it assuaged Troeltsch's romantic instincts. 

German nationalism may have set Troeltsch's heart aglow during the war, but the ignominious 

fall of the Empire and the ensuing disintegration of its political and social structures have by now 

deprived the German romantic way of thought of its sociological basis. By now neither the idea of 

the unity of the German "folk" nor the broader conception of a European cultural community has a 

basis any longer in actually existing national and international relations. The flames of war may be 

extinguished, but the sword of revolution flashes about. The discord between the European nations 

has developed into mistrust, revanchism, and frustration. It has assumed concrete form in a frightful 

policy of predatory exploitation and in the hunger blockade against Germany. Intellectually, too, 

Germany is numbed by an international media vendetta, a moralizing campaign to indoctrinate the 

masses with the notion of German war guilt. So at least Troeltsch experiences the situation. 

It is oppressive to Troeltsch to find the great ideal oppositions between German historical-

organismic thought on the one hand and West European conceptions of natural law on the other 

hand erupting with full force after the war within the German national and party system itself.742 

Moreover, he is horrified to see the ideals of romanticism -- where they still exist -- degenerate into 

reactionary conservatism, swollen adulation of authority, brute power politics, fascism, and cynical 

indifference to mind and morality: a dangerous mixing of romanticism and naturalism, as in 

Nietzsche.743 He wonders whether the community of Western civilization has not been shattered for 

good, and whether German intellectual culture in particular must not be considered permanently 

                                                           
741 Von Hügel, too, draws a connection between this radical individualism and "the isolation of 

his country from the rest of the world, and perhaps even more painfully, the loneliness of himself 

amidst many of his own people" (von Hügel, p. 17). 

742 Deutscher Geist, pp. 4-5 {1922}; cf. p. 170 {1918-19}. 

743 Deutscher Geist, p. 18 {1922}. Troeltsch also criticizes the reactionary ideology of power 

represented by the emerging fascist movement, "bei uns Hakenkreuzer genannt" (see "Auf dem Weg 

zur neuen Mitte (7. Oktober 1921)," in Spektator-Briefe, pp. 213-23). 
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uprooted.744 He does not want to despair, is prepared to relinquish the old (classicist) idealism, but 

continues to believe that the poetic force, historical-individual approach, and religious-metaphysical 

inspiration of the German soul can also be depended upon for the future. 

For practical reasons after 1918 he declares himself a decided proponent of a parliamentary 

system of government and democratic politics.745 Democracy, however, he regards as a compromise 

solution: he emphasizes that the German spirit will have to fructify it with ideas of responsibility, 

community, and leadership.746 It is remarkable that Troeltsch in his last writings occasionally seeks 

to draw closer even in   principle to "Western" democracy and finds it imperative to fit ideas that are 

operative here, such as the notions of human rights and of a league of nations, into "German" 

thought and some possible future cultural synthesis.747 Just how such a synthesis is to be achieved is 

left as unclear, however, as the impasse is great.748 

 

 

 

6.2 The Threat of Naturalism: Activism 
 

 

The Persistent Problem of Nature  (1) 

 

At first glance it may seem strange that Troeltsch, troubled as he is by the conundrum of history, 

should concern himself with the problem of nature as well. Yet there is a good reason for his doing 

so. In reality the two problems are closely intertwined. Yes, the closer historicism draws to its 

terminus in isolated activism and relativism, the more vulnerable it becomes to the pull of 

                                                           
744 "In fact, today the question as to whether the old foundation allows us to retain any real 

coherence at all is a very, very serious one indeed. The old days now seem to us bourgeois, like 

Biedermeier frills…. But that is a damnably tenuous coherence" (Kraay; Deutscher Geist, p. 171 

{1918-19}). 

745 Troeltsch associated himself with the democratic party after the war and so served from 1919 

to 1921 in the minor post of parliamentary undersecretary for Protestant affairs in the Prussian 

ministry of religion. Cf. H. Benckert, "Troeltsch, Ernst," RGG 6 (3d ed. 1962): 1044-47; W. Köhler, 

Ernst Troeltsch, pp. 5, 292; W. F. Kasch, Die Sozialphilosophie von Ernst Troeltsch, p. 224; F. von 

Hügel, Introduction to Christian Thought, by Ernst Troeltsch, p. 15. All speak of 

"Kultusministerium." Probably incorrect then is "Ministerium für Wissenschaft, Kunst und 

Volksbildung" or "Unterrichtsministerium" in A. Dietrich, "Troeltsch," DBJ 5, Das Jahr 1923  

(1930): 353, and 443. 

746 Germany, he believes, should look for its models to the Anglo-American democratic ideals, 

which are rooted in historical traditions and conservative institutions or else oriented towards an 

international ethos, rather than to the French egalitarian-rationalistic conception of democracy. 

747 Troeltsch, "Naturrecht und Humanität in der Weltpolitik," pp. 19ff. In Der Berg der 

Läuterung Dante becomes for Troeltsch the paragon of the notion that interaction between a true 

spiritual aristocracy and a broadening democratic culture is indispensable. The sacrifice of either must 

lead to superficial average-mindedness or sterile narrow-mindedness (pp. 18ff.). 

748 See 6.6.4 and 6.6.5. Troeltsch always ascribed great moral and societal importance to ideals of 

humanity based on natural rights as in Western Europe and America (4.2.7). Influenced, however, by 

neoromanticism, he found such ideals unsuited to a historically minded Germany. 
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naturalism, which affords equally little room for a normative ethical view of culture.749 Naturalism 

had always seemed to be just a marginal issue for historicism, but now it emerges of itself as a 

central concern. 

Since his youth at home and university Troeltsch has wrestled with the challenging problems 

of the natural sciences. Already in his early years the sciences confronted him with such a clear, 

indisputable, determined and uniform order of the cosmos that they seemed to consign spirituality, 

freedom, and responsibility to the realm of the impossible, even though he was certain, on the other 

hand, that the spirit has an autonomous domain of its own and must in fact be regarded -- on the 

authority of inner experience -- as the very center and meaning of all human action, indeed, of the 

entire order of cosmic reality. 

It was precisely because he took the spirit and the history of the spirit as his point of departure 

that the problem of nature was implicit for Troeltsch from the very outset. We have seen how he 

dealt with it in the first instance (phase 1) by construing corporeal causal reality as such 

epistemologically, as a mental picture of the spirit (Kant), and then interpreting and redefining this 

picture metaphysically, as a pan-psychic monadic reality, already present at a pre-human, not clearly 

conscious level (Lotze, Leibniz). 

The latent danger of an expansionist naturalism persisted, however, even when Troeltsch 

proceeded to confirm his view of reality and history with an evolutionist metaphysics of the spirit in 

the vein of Hegel (phase 2).750 Otherwise than in Hegel, such a metaphysics of the spirit was to 

Troeltsch not the obvious starting point for reflections in the philosophy of history. It needed 

buttressing itself, through critical consideration of the psychological components of history (2.2.1). 

Yet psychology did not afford him sufficient solace and clarity, since in part, as experimental 

psychology, it represented the very naturalism he was seeking to avoid (3.1.2). 

Influenced by Rickert and those around him (phase 3), Troeltsch next attempted to tie the 

difference between the natural and the historical sciences to methodology: to a remarkable 

difference of orientation between the formation of physical concepts on the one hand and of 

historical concepts on the other, a difference of orientation deriving, so he maintained, from the two 

ways of elaborating the scientific a priori. The nature of a science is already apparent in its 

methodology and in its categories. Anyone who attempts to grasp intellectual and cultural history 

with natural scientific categories has already surrendered, whatever the interpretations he may 

advance for it afterwards. In short, historical methodology has a dual function: it prepares the way 

for philosophy of history and for ethics, and it is at the same time a necessary safeguard against the 

inroads of naturalism (II, 679, 698ff.).751  

Yet Troeltsch was not sure that the independence of history was sufficiently guaranteed even 

with such epistemological, psycho-metaphysical, and methodological provisos as these. Certainly 

                                                           
749 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 628 {1913}. 

750 Benckert's idea that Troeltsch worked with naturalism until 1895 and that he was thereafter 

captivated by historicism is in my opinion too simple; see H. Benckert, "Troeltsch, Ernst," RGG 6 (3d 

ed. 1962). For Troeltsch the boundary between historicism and naturalism remained a serious 

problem. 

751 Troeltsch insisted throughout his life that if there is ever to be clarity regarding the relation 

between history and norms, clarity must first be created regarding the relation between history and 

nature; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 679 {1903}; vol. 3, p. 201 {1922}. 
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the formal logical parity of natural scientific and historical concept formation was increasingly clear 

to him, yet he was still confronted by an enormous substantial incongruence between an expanding 

universe of millions of light years and the meager intellectual history of mankind, lost in an obscure 

corner of the cosmos. 

Hence Troeltsch concluded after some hesitation (3.7.1) that this problem can not be laid to 

rest by the observation that the material world is nothing other than a representation of 

"consciousness in general" (Kant) or of a world consciousness (metaphysical idealism).752 Even less 

can it be disposed of by asserting as a counterweight to nature a plurality of mental worlds (Leibniz). 

Troeltsch raises an extremely concrete and practical difficulty that touches the philosophy of history, 

and ethics. The life of the human personality and the quest of cultural history for values ought as 

such to wrestle free of the paralyzing omnipotence of nature: yet what difference does it make to 

them whether nature is just a "thing in itself" or whether it must be called a representation of a 

universal consciousness. Neither in personal life nor in history is the colossal preponderance and 

resistance of nature abolished or the spirit's victory over it won by the claim that it has to be 

understood in terms of "consciousness in general.753  

This problem engages him in a new way when (in his fourth phase), as a result of his studies 

of social history, he notices that geophysical, biological, and social processes ineradicably and often 

decisively influence all intellectual development to the very core. That casts a shadow over the ideal 

of a fully universal manifestation of the spirit. The consequences will appear in the phases to 

follow.754  

During this period (phase 5) Troeltsch attains ever greater clarity respecting the independent 

character of history: the realist logic of history (Reallogik) of the Historismus-Band is assigned the 

role of counterweight to the naturalistic doctrine. For the rest, the relation between nature and 

history continues to be a theoretical and especially a practical moral problem. The phenomenalistic 

epistemology of transcendental idealism appears (even apart from its metaphysical short-

sightedness) to be an imperfect solution to the problem of nature: not only is nature contingent upon 

the spirit but the converse is also perturbingly true. It is even so true that in ethics it leads to the 

rejection of a fixed ideal of morality, as in philosophy of history it leads to the end of the idea of a 

universal history. It affects even metaphysics. Metaphysical belief in the unique content of history 

cannot remain unimpaired: to what extent may man still have confidence in God's-way-in-history? A 

heavy mortgage is placed upon this belief and upon the moral will to believe and to transform this 

belief into action. Against the massive, closed order of nature with its oppressive weight we have 

practically no remedy apart from constant recourse to the mysterious greatness and creative freedom 

of the inner man: "But friends, the sublime does not dwell in space." "It is not outside. There the fool 

seeks. It is in you, you bring it forth eternally" (Schiller).755 

                                                           
752 Already in that period Troeltsch ventured to speak of the "pressure of colossal, quantitative 

disproportionality between spiritual life and the material world; "Theodizee," CW 15 (1907): 345-50. 

753 "Kant bleibt im Ansatz," ZThK 17 (May 1907): 231-33. Playing a role in the background of 

Troeltsch's thought is the idea that man's innermost being (the intelligible ego) is not simply free from 

nature but that it must (through self-creation) free itself from it; cf. Psychologie und 

Erkenntnistheorie, pp 37ff. (3.2.3). 

754 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, ch. 1 {1918}. 

755 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 85 {1918}. The continuation of the text (pp. 85-110) dates 

from 1922. 
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The Preponderance of Nature and   

the Plurality of Worlds (2) 

 

When in his theory of construction of 1920 Troeltsch, alluding expressly to man's primordial past in 

nature (5.2.2), relinquished the idea of the world-historical unity of meaning and found it impossible 

to interpret even the continuity of European civilization as anything but an ephemerally created 

pattern, the entire front line of the spirit's defenses -- as he had previously thought of them -- against 

the preponderant force of nature and natural experience simply collapsed. From then on he was 

troubled by a terrifying question. Is not the entire history of culture just an ephemeral, imperfect 

blossom on the great trunk of evolving life on earth (III, 97, 101 {1922})? Yes, is it not, together 

with its biological prehistory, perhaps just a warm breath on a frozen windowpane? Should that be 

so, then the method of the natural sciences would be vindicated, and the labor of historians would be 

no more than a gratuitous, illusory satisfaction. 

 

A merely logical, bilateral limiting of both methods will not overcome the difficulty that 

objective reality keeps pressing upon us: the problem given with the minuteness and 

evanescence of the historical world over against the vast expanse of nature in space and 

time. By comparison, history, together with its biological prehistory, always seems like a 

wholly anomalous, disappearing, tiny enclave, evaporating like a breath of air on a frosted 

pane. Whenever one pictures in the mind this difference in vastness, together with the 

powerful certainty, rationality and consistency of the natural-scientific method, it seems as 

if the method of the immense swallows up the method of the minute. Again we might ask 

whether an independent, mature historical method is any more than self-deluding human 

arrogance or need to believe. (III, 83 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

Thus the quantitative disproportion between spirit and nature becomes a vexing problem for 

Troeltsch. In spite of his metaphysical reservations he finds himself constrained more than ever to 

oppose this frightful incongruity from the standpoint of Leibniz's postulate of a plurality of worlds. 

There must be a great diversity of mental worlds in the universe. These must represent widely 

differing levels of perfection and each must have a history of its own.756 Otherwise the intellectual 

history of mankind would be an unspeakable anomaly, man's imperfection unbearable, the logic of 

history an incomprehensible paradox. 

 

Without the notion of a plurality of spiritual realms, a pluralité des mondes, as Leibniz 

said, human history and the human spirit are a frightful anomaly indeed in the world.… If 

the world-spirit and the living beings of the earth as bearers of life were all there is, then 

the former would always be questionable and the latter a pitiful peculiarity.… I insist, 

however, that at its outer edges history recedes somehow into the mystical background of 

                                                           
756 Troeltsch accordingly regards this as a modern post-Copernican variation of what was 

formerly called angelology, astromancy, astrology, horoscopy, and the like. 
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life as a whole. Without this, there is no way to maintain even the independence of its 

logic and method. (III, 86-87 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

 

A Closed Chain of Nature?  

Answers of Logic, Psychology, and the Philosophy of Nature  (3) 

 

Besides the preponderance of nature, the continuity of the causal, natural-scientific method together 

with the laws of the conservation of energy and of entropy are at stake. The first idea, namely, that 

causality in nature is a continuous and closed system, poses an enormous difficulty for historicism. 

This idea seems to exclude any interaction of physical and psycho-spiritual activities -- if indeed 

they can still be considered to be independent of each other. At best one might speak of a parallel 

linkage of mental activities to physical causality (psycho-physical parallelism). But even so mental 

life is still, more or less, sooner or later, subordinated to the latter. The law of the conservation of 

energy seems to reinforce this conception, since any eventual influence of or on an independently 

functioning mental life would have to be recorded as a gain or loss to the total fund of energy. The 

principle of entropy, finally, which assumes the irreversibility of all energy processes in the 

direction of an increasing equalization and diffusion of energy, seems to condemn the universe to a 

final state of equilibrium, a sort of terminal overheating, in which case all life's values would 

become arbitrary and history be deprived of all meaning. 

 

The difficulty does not reside in the quantitative incommensurability alone … but every 

bit as much in the postulates and conditions intrinsic to the natural-scientific method and 

its logic as such. The problem lies in the enclosing, universally valid and uniform, natural 

causality, in the notion of nature as a closed system to which the laws of energy 

conservation and of entropy are to be added. (III, 87 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

Thus a dangerous battery of problems is emplaced here. These are dangerous problems 

because they seem to follow directly from the experimental methods and indispensable assumptions 

of the natural sciences themselves, and they seem to place historicism once again under the severest 

possible pressure: in effect, historical life is converted into psychological causal sequences, and all 

personal striving after ideals is exposed as nothing but subjective appearance. According to 

Troeltsch this devastating naturalization and psychologization of historical and moral life must be 

dealt with by three great nexuses of sciences: logic together with axiology, psychology, and the 

philosophy of nature. 

 

There are three broad clusters of sciences that take part in shedding light on the issues that 

come into view here: logic (and, closely related to it, value-theory), psychology and 

philosophy of nature. (III, 91 {1922}; Kraay) 
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1. With respect to the first of these, Troeltsch strongly maintains that logic is an independent 

field of science.757 It can be so because there is a difference in principle between logical laws which 

have an autonomous validity and demand free acknowledgement, and the causal laws of 

experimental psychology, which aim rather at genetic reduction and factual explanation. By analogy, 

then, he argues, all ethical values as norms or "laws of obligation" (Sollgesetze) must be posited over 

against the factual "laws of being" (Seinsgesetze) of the physical and psychic natural sciences. 

Troeltsch looks upon this opposition as the breakthrough that overcomes evolutionistic naturalism in 

principle. 

Yet this opposition between the laws of being and of obligation confronts Troeltsch with a 

ticklish problem as soon as he begins to elaborate it. In the first place, it is problematical to say to 

what degree the separation in question has a basis in reality. It must be remembered that Troeltsch 

regards the spirit as evolving dialectically from nature. This implies that its logical (and by analogy 

axiological) aspect is at the outset (in the preconscious human and historical stages of life) still fully 

attached to the realm of psychological causality and enmeshed in the rules of instinctual language, 

from which it must disentangle itself time after time. Such factors cast a pall over this 

argumentation. They imply that a clear, absolute separation in reality between the laws of being and 

obligation is neither to be expected nor to be achieved, even in logic.758 

A second problem is that of the criterion by which this conscious separation is effected. 

Troeltsch's answer: it is the logical instinct, which recognizes, understands, and gives form to itself. 

We know, however, that such an act is always, as he sees it, a precarious construction of the will, a 

risky venture that must legitimate itself through its results.759  

 

In this area [in logic and theory of value] we are dealing with norms rather than factual 

laws of being.… To be sure, serious problems remain in areas where it is no longer easy to 

distinguish these. There is, first, the question as to how logical evidences arise from 

psychological and linguistic preliminaries and preparations.… A complete, exhaustive 

self-sufficiency of the logical (and of the evaluational) over against the psychological 

seems impossible. An absolute division between factual laws and norms does not seem to 

have a basis in reality.… Second, the question remains how, in this situation, one can get 

hold of the logical (and evaluative) norms, other than by way of reference to their 

psychological proximity, and what, in that case, the criteria might be by which they might 

be abstracted from the psychological. The answer can only be in terms of a logical instinct 

that understands and knows itself, and which, furthermore, may be trimmed and honed by 

the language created along with instinct, and by available scientific achievements. Specific 

hold by way of a logical criterion or by way of a construction thus grasped instinctively, 

                                                           
757 Troeltsch alludes here to Husserl's Logische Untersuchungen. His point is that every theory of 

logic, including one that psychologizes logic, can only be what it is by virtue of its recognition of the 

autonomous validity of logical laws. 

758 In other words, if these laws cohere with one another in the ultimate (metaphysical) ground of 

reality, then they will also constantly intersect and interact at the empirical level. Thus historicism is 

confronted by the formidable task of relativizing not only ethical values but also logical truths; see 

6.3.4. 

759 Only subsequently are rules of thought that have been tested in this way integrated into a more 

general system. The logical system is thus never primary; it arises rather from the principles and 

hypotheses of a self-confident and self-confirming knowledge of reality (see 6.3). 
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always ultimately remains a matter of volition or positing, the validity of which must be 

proved post-facto by the fruitfulness of the construction. (III, 91-92 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

2. Troeltsch believes that a breakthrough against naturalism is also made by psychology, 

likewise a great, independent nexus of sciences. In particular as a human science psychology is 

independent, even though as an experimental discipline it endeavors to assimilate itself to the 

physiological and biological natural sciences, on the basis of a so-called psycho-physical 

parallelism. Troeltsch concedes to this parallelism that the dualistic Cartesian construction of soul 

and body as separate substances and the corollary notion of a substantial causality between them 

produce perplexing difficulties. If, however, in the spirit of Bergson, one takes the psychical to be a 

continuous non-spatial current that flows about individual lives and in the process comes into 

contact again and again with a body and senses, then Troeltsch finds it unobjectionable to speak of 

interaction between the psychical and the physical (in this construction, so he believes, the law of 

the conservation of energy is not necessarily violated).760 

 

If one conceives of psychical processes as of a continuing, wholly unspatial stream, 

whirling around the individuals present and, in this case, bound to a body and to sensory 

organs, it will present no great difficulties to posit influences on them from the corporeal 

world via the body and, similarly, influences from the psychical life on the corporeal 

world by way of the body, without loss or gain in energy. Only a purified theory of 

interaction can do justice to the facts of actual experience. (III, 93-94 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

In this way too, then, history gains the leeway it requires and is liberated from various 

naturalistic notions of necessity. Psychology is able and will have to develop a conception of 

causality that leaves room in the apperceptive realm for the possible breakthrough of a new world of 

mental values and contents. Such contents will be subject to investigation by a typically human-

scientific psychology, and can be called, for their part (as Troeltsch avers in a remarkable dilation of 

Bergson's theory of perception), actualizations of a world of possibilities of meaning and value 

immanent in the mind (6.5.2).761 

                                                           
760 Here Troeltsch is attracted by Bergson's theory of perception, in which the organization of the 

body (in relation to its physical environment) is referred to as the apparatus whereby an element from 

the full stream of reality, immanent in the human mind as this would be, is selected and made actual 

for consciousness; for the human mind is considered to have a number of "potentialities" (virtualités); 

cf. Bergson, L'évolution créatrice, p. 270; Eng. tr., p. 269. 

761 Troeltsch certainly does not deny the possibility of experimental psychology. Psychology 

operates, as he sees it, with different methods at different levels (and in this way also mediates 

between biology, history, and ethics). It considers physiological and psychophysical problems (as a 

natural science), internal psychological data and patterns (availing itself where possible of analogies 

to the natural sciences), new historical contents and mental possibilities, whether individualizing (by 

way of intuitive understanding) or typifying (by means of historical comparisons), and the 

metaphysical knowing of the soul (using metaphysical construction). The unity of all these directions 

and approaches lies in the psychical "object," conceived of with Bergson as concrete duration in its 

complex relation to spatial time and to the individual body with its surroundings; see "Die 

Geisteswissenschaften," SchmJb  46 (1922): 63. 
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3. The crux of the contest between historicism and naturalism lies in the philosophy of 

nature, namely, in its consideration of the principles of natural scientific thought. In spite of support 

from the logical and psychological resources described above, the supposed autonomy of historical 

science remains questionable as long as the historian has to contend with the axiomatic idea of the 

closed system of nature, whether this is inferred from the idea of physical causality or from the laws 

of the conservation of energy and of entropy. 

Is the inference logically legitimate? Inductively, so Troeltsch maintains, the inference is 

untenable, because induction cannot exhaust all possible cases. Besides, contra-indications are 

discernible in the (axio-)logical and psychic-autonomous structures of human action described 

above, just as they are in the realm of biology. 

If the idea of a closed system of nature cannot be a conclusion  arrived at inductively, must 

one then not perhaps say that it is the logically necessary presupposition of all natural-scientific 

inductions? This would be the case, so Troeltsch believes, only if the closed order of nature or 

category of causality (as the condition for the possibility of the so-called Gegenstandserzeugung or 

"production of the object" through theoretical thought) allowed itself to be established in an a priori  

transcendental deduction (Kant); or if the total sum of all energy, taken in the Eleatic sense, were 

granted us as an intellectively necessary unity. 

Ultimately, however, according to Troeltsch, such reasoning cannot be vindicated. The a 

priori's of thought cannot be inferred a priori but arise from the logical interaction with the object 

and confirm themselves only through their fruitfulness — a not inconsiderable limitation of the 

Kantian doctrine of the "production of the object" through thought. The theses in question 

concerning the conservation and equalization of energy are discovered empirically and verified 

empirically (and for the moment are not beyond discussion). Yes, in natural science caution has now 

become the rule where the a priori assertion of immutable, strictly exact, absolute laws is 

concerned.762 All things considered, the idea of the closed causal order of nature can be applied as 

logically necessary neither to reality as a whole nor to the relation between nature and other spheres 

of law. 

 

None of these a priori's [of natural science] imply … the rational necessity of a closed 

coherence of nature, not even the principle of causality does, which can exclude the 

linkage of nature with other worlds of law no more than it can force the analogy of its own 

essence on that connection. This way of thinking may be a practical necessity as working 

hypothesis for detailed natural-scientific investigation into all the relationships of bodies 

to each other, but for the totality and for the relations to other realms of law it is no 

rationally necessary presupposition. (III, 97 {1922}; Kraay)763 

 

                                                           
762 Natural science is based on the a priori of a universal coherence between all that happens, but 

beyond that its a priori's have become malleable and are restricted -- so Troeltsch says (under the 

influence of the German philosopher of nature Erich Becher) -- to the confidence of memory, the 

possibility of quantification, the axiom of regularity and the principle of causality in the sense of the 

uniform connection of like with like within a spatially and temporally definable constellation. On 

Becher see "Die Geisteswissenschaften,"SchmJb 46 (1922): 42, 49, 51. 

763 See further Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 61 {1922}. 
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As if the outcome seems spare even to himself, Troeltsch proceeds to flesh these ideas out 

with the conceptions of a vitalistic biology. Thus he imbeds history in the totality of biological 

evolution, so that in ancestral and prehuman living creatures there would already be discernible an 

analogous impenetrable connection of the corporal and the psychical; in this way he comes round 

again to the notions of the cosmic significance of life and of the plurality, mentioned above, of 

mental worlds.764 

 

 

Human History and Biological Evolution  (4) 

 

In this connection another serious problem presents itself. Nature plays an extraordinarily broad role 

not only alongside but also within mundane history. How insignificant man's cultural history is 

alongside the practically endless monotony of prehistoric millennia! And how history and prehistory 

alike are swallowed up when placed on a line with the millions of years of biological gestation! How 

unsearchable is man's origin, how immeasurable the primal ages during which he was a purely 

natural being! How brief the span of cultural history, begun, no doubt, just some ten thousand years 

ago! We are confronted again by the gigantic incommensurability of nature and spirit, by the 

unbalanced relationship between the world of being and the realm of the autonomous spirit of 

civilization. 

Furthermore, civilization cannot endure forever. All cultural systems are of but limited 

duration. It is unlikely that ever new, ever higher forms of culture will continue to unfold. In time 

civilization uses up man's physiological strength and nerve.765 

 

Finally, difficulties … arise on account of the broad inroad of nature into the history of 

earth itself.… One … does not really know the beginnings of man at all, surely he must 

have been, for immeasurable lengths of time, a pure being of nature rather than of 

culture.… Once again rises from within history itself the quantitative incommensurability 

of nature and history.… Things will not improve even if we project into the future the 

cultural period that opened up some 10,000 years ago. It cannot be extended 

indefinitely.… Culture will eventually burn up its physical and psychical energy. (III, 99-

100 {1922}; Kraay) 

                                                           
764 In view of the limited applicability of the law of entropy to specific domains within nature, 

and by invoking eventual interactions between different cosmic systems of nature or possibly 

unknown mental influences upon nature, one could probably entertain the notion of a universal 

rhythm of death and life (instead of that of an ultimate cosmic death of warmth). Behind this notion 

(which is reminiscent of the panpsychism of Troeltsch's first phase) is the metaphysical idea of the 

dialectics of nature and spirit within and from an ultimate ground of unity. 

765 The monstrous development of modern weapons technologies still lies beyond the horizon of 

his experience and fantasy (cf., however, Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 99; Eng. tr., pp. 

169-70), but Troeltsch does take into consideration the possibility of a planet rendered uninhabitable 

by climatological changes. More than once he evokes Dubois-Reymond's image of the last person 

roasting the last potato on the last ember (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 101 {1922} -- and in a not 

yet so skeptical context, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 188 {1916}): an end that he thinks much 

more probable than the socialist utopia, Christ's return, or the breeding of the "superman." 
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Thus the tree of life will no doubt bear but briefly its imperfect blossom. Everywhere, in truth, 

existence is seen to be difficult and trivial, and the harmonious vertices are rare, as rare as genius in 

the common herd. Struggle and selection determine events. The history of the world is hard and 

aristocratic. The secret of history is grace, election, predestination.766  

 

Everywhere struggle and selection rule in the course of alternating times of highs and 

lows, even where human volition itself is no longer primarily competitive. This is how it 

is: election, grace, predestination, selection is everything. World-history is immensely 

aristocratic.… (III, 101 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

Skeptical Pessimism or Heroic Activism  (5) 

 

Is there still room for creative history? Does the idea of predestination not render impossible any 

free human involvement and creation of values? Not at all, for predestination is not equivalent to 

determinism! Man can be true or untrue to his predestination, obedient or disobedient to the inner 

urge of necessity. Still possible is the free act, which does not disavow its predestination, 

encompassed, yes, at times even trumped by contingency though it is (5.2.3). 

The weaker sort (most people today) call this view pessimism; stronger souls speak of faith 

and heroism. Anyway, what is meant is that one must have the courage to accept life as it is. In 

particular, one must draw all the energy from the situation that can be gotten from it. One must not 

doubt the essential character of history, however brief its existence and rare the periods of its 

blossoming may be.767 

 

Actually, one can be true or untrue to predestination, and the outcome of the original aim 

is surrounded by contingency.… The weak … call this pessimism. The strong call it faith 

and heroism; they do not blame God for not making them other than they are. (III, 102 

{1922}; Kraay) 

 

Our conclusions regarding the effects of naturalism on Troeltsch's historicism at this time can 

be brief. 

1. Materially speaking, the confrontation with naturalism has weakened rather than improved 

the position of historicism. Yes, historical development and as a consequence historical thought 

seem almost to collapse under the pressing weight and influence of the material and biological 

                                                           
766 The idea of predestination is to Troeltsch no mere metaphor from the field of religious 

language but a key metaphysical concept: the metaphysical idea of unfathomable divine necessity, 

which makes freedom of action possible as desired, and to which the religious terminology points. Cf. 

"Prädestination," RGG 4 (1913). 

767 Perhaps there is, so Troeltsch suggests, a cosmic rule of life and death to which history too is 

subject. A ground for such a rule is of course not adducible. In the end we simply have to accept the 

purely factual character -- uninferrable from logical laws and values -- of that which is. 
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universe. Troeltsch postulates alien spiritual worlds and cosmic life, to be sure, but the very fact that 

such postulates have to be thrown into the scales at all shows clearly how matters stand. 

2. From a formal logical standpoint, historicism appears to have triumphed in this 

confrontation. That the order of nature is hermetically closed Troeltsch considers unprovable. The 

contrary case, however, is similarly unestablished! Thus uncertainty persists, an uncertainty that can 

be removed only through an appeal to the inner evidence of the free, heroic act of the spirit. Yet it is 

precisely the legitimacy of this appeal that is disputed by naturalism! 

3. In effect, Troeltsch is driven into the corner of an extreme activism. Are life and history 

still objectively and teleologically anchored in an all-encompassing divine goal? Troeltsch leans 

towards the idea that they must be understood actualistically and activistically as a reiterative 

creation of meaning within or bestowal of meaning upon menacing, unruly, meaningless situations, 

a "giving meaning to what is meaningless" (Sinngebung des Sinnlosen) (Theodor Lessing). 

 

6.3 Torturing Formal Logic: Metalogic 
 

 

Formal and Material Logic  (1) 

 

An important point in the controversy between historicism and naturalism has been left as yet 

unmentioned, namely, the question of whether there is but one logic, a single valid way of 

reasoning, and of whether there is thus still room alongside the formation of natural-scientific 

statements and concepts for something like a "logic of history" (III, 88 {1922}). This question 

carries us into an entirely new problem area, that of the relation between history and logic. It is a 

theme to which Troeltsch repeatedly devotes attention during this period (after 1920) but about 

which his statements remain extremely vague, cautious, and insecure, since he concedes that he is 

incapable of resolving the matter.768  

And indeed, we find here a whole series of interrelated problems. It is not just a question of 

whether there is more than one model for forming scientific concepts and, if so, how the various 

possibilities fit together. There is also the question of how a plurality of scientific approaches, 

should there be such, can be related to general formal logic and of how such a logical pluralism 

originates. Furthermore, it must be shown what logical structures are the most original and -- in 

particular -- whether from the standpoint of formal logic historical logic is not simply untenable. 

Finally, inquiry must be made concerning the deepest ground of this logical diversity as such and of 

its relation to reality.769 

To begin with, Troeltsch wishes to make a sharp distinction between formal logic in general 

on the one hand and the material logic of the natural and historical sciences (including ethics) on the 

                                                           
768 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 28n. {1922}. 

769 Troeltsch's "doctrine of a plurality of logics" is vigorously rejected by J. J. Schaaf, Geschichte 

und Begriff, pp. 4-40. 
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other hand.770 The concepts and rules of formal logic are intentionally formed by abstracting from 

every material content. Hence they form a contrast to the concepts and trains of thought of material 

logic, which originate unconsciously and instinctively through logical interaction with the object and 

which are thus essentially co-determined by the heterogeneous character of the matter concerned.771 

The upshot of all this is that formal logic must be one, while in contrast the special logics 

(Sachlogiken), precisely in virtue of their intercourse with various objects, must be many. It follows 

that there is room for a specifically natural-scientific and also for a typically historical approach. 

This methodological pluralism is accordingly not to be understood as resulting just from an internal 

division in logical thought; it is to be understood rather in terms of the difference in nature of 

physical and historical materials.772  

 

 

The Conflict Between Formal and Historical Logic  (2) 

 

What is the relation, then, between the structure of formal thought and the structure of material-

logical thought, and which structure must be considered decisive in case of a conflict between them? 

Here we touch upon the crux of the matter. Troeltsch is distinctly aware that in its unsuspecting 

innocence the logic of the sciences (and in particular the relatively youthful logic of history) is 

vulnerable to the subtle harassments of elementary formal logic. The latter, in keeping with its 

internal structure, is always engaged in sifting and analyzing. Its critical approach dissects every 

spontaneously developed and materially experienced instance of knowledge by applying the formal 

rules of identity and contradiction. 

Troeltsch does not state in so many words at what points formal logic applies the scalpel to the 

methods of scientific thought. Yet with respect to historical science it will have become clear where 

the main problems lie. In the first place, elementary formal logical analysis approaches the historical 

ideas of individuality and totality as complex concepts and so seeks to unravel these. The main 

object of assault, however, is the grand and fundamental category of historical development. In 

particular, the logic of the évolution créatrice to which Troeltsch, like Goethe and the Romantics, 

like the idealists and the existentialists has mortgaged his heart,773 looks like it must be smashed to 

pieces by the principia identitatis and contradictionis. Principles such as "'A' is 'A'" and "'A' is not 

'not-A'" make the idea of creative life (in which 'A' glides over into 'not-A' and both remain united in 

a continuum of teleological meaning and historical duration) unsound and contradictory. Logical 

                                                           
770 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 29 {1922}. Because of its practical character, the formation 

of ethical concepts stands more or less apart (6.6.2). It is constructed not from ontological concepts 

(Seinsbegriffe) but from concepts of obligation (Sollbegriffe). These are concepts which entail not an 

abstraction from reality but a positing of values. 

771 This material logic (Sachlogik, Reallogik) can in its own turn be called formal because and to 

the extent that as philosophical reflection on the logical concepts of the sciences it differs from 

philosophical reflection on the contents of such sciences. In this way it is possible for Troeltsch to 

distinguish material historical logic as "formal logic" from the "material philosophy of history." 

772 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 31 {1922}; cf. vol. 3, p. 37 {1922}. 

773 There is a line from Kant, Schelling, and Hegel to Schopenhauer, von Hartmann, and 

Bergson; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 49-50 {1922}. See 5.2.6. 
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truth, it would seem, nullifies historical truth. It is accordingly understandable that Troeltsch calls 

formal logic a "philosophical torture-chamber" for spontaneous scientific knowledge. That 

naturalism is beset by similar difficulties can be but a cold comfort for historicism.774  

Nevertheless, empirical-scientific thought, no matter how vexed and weakened, cannot be 

broken permanently. The logic of the sciences, in virtue of its natural emergence in intuitive 

intellective intercourse with the object and through its inner evidence and through its fruitfulness in 

practice, possesses such an authentic and original right to exist, also in the science of history, that it 

will always rise again. Moreover, conversely regarded, it provides the basis that is required for 

defining the problems of and for criticizing and even eventually correcting elementary logic.775 

 

The logic of the sciences of the real [of the positive sciences] must be sharply 

distinguished … from general elementary [formal] logic. The logic of the sciences of the 

real arises instinctively in the intercourse with the object, and is importantly co-

determined by the objects; it has no objection to a multiplicity of basic methods, and, in 

the certainty of its own compelling coherence with its objects, will not be confused by 

repeated disintegration of its concepts on the part of elementary logic's basic tendency to 

dissolve, to subvert, and to question. Conversely, viewed from the side of the objects, 

there seems to be something terribly problematic and opaque about the elementary-logical 

rules of identity and contradiction. These only seem a constant breaking up and rendering 

questionable of all knowledge gained, a kind of philosophical torture-chamber for all 

knowledge that emerges naturally, but comes out of torture weak and broken, while yet 

unable to renounce its instinctive convictions. (III, 27 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

In this way the formal-logical principia identitatis and contradictionis and the entire logical 

theory of concepts, judgments and proofs becomes for Troeltsch nothing other than provisionally 

formulated rules and conventions that are devoid of content and therefore generally applicable. They 

are empty, average rules lacking all nuance. Only in terms of and in relationship to the manifold 

contents of scientific thought can and must their proper meaning be established, both logically and 

metaphysically (metalogically). In other words, these still empty assertions of elementary logic have 

                                                           
774 In what respect formal logic would criticize the argumentation of the natural sciences remains 

unclear. Perhaps one must think here of the previously mentioned method of induction, which -- 

although long a cornerstone of natural-scientific reasoning (cf. 0.2.2) -- is not conclusive from a 

formal logical standpoint (6.2.3). It is not without reason that, in the endeavor to delineate the 

formation of scientific propositions and arguments, logical positivism has exchanged the criterion of 

verifiability (which depends upon inductive reasoning) for that of falsifiability (which presupposes 

strict deduction and the principle of contradiction); see Karl R. Popper, The Logic of Scientific 

Discovery, pp. 40ff. Such an escape or solution is not available to Troeltsch. It may be appropriate to 

point out at this juncture that the principle of contradiction is vulnerable to reservations from the 

standpoint of logical intuitionism, and that Troeltsch's opposition to formal logic as he conceives of it 

is precisely, at bottom, intuitionist in character (see 6.5). This problem is crucial for the historical 

sciences. Natural sciences too are not immune from formal criticism at various points, but because of 

their assured results and astonishing technical applications, they are considerably less vulnerable. 

775 An additional problem for historical logic arises from the circumstance that the historical 

materials are in part (where neither individuality nor creativity are at stake) susceptible of a more 

abstract, natural-scientific, psychological-causal explanation and verification. To this extent Troeltsch 

wants to do justice to the distinction made by Hegel between dialectical-concrete and reflective-

abstract work in history; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 56 {1922}; cf. "Die Geisteswissenschaften," 

SchmJb 46 (1922): 44. See also 5.2.5. 
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perhaps the first but certainly not the last word: they need to be oriented to the various paths of 

science and must be subject to modification in light of these where appropriate. 

 

Thus, the rules of elementary logic, too, are but an initially grasped presupposition, a 

presupposition which, emerging from the grand total of positive-scientific data, must 

finally be subjected to a new logical and metaphysical operation, where the law of identity 

and contradiction is established in its true and final sense, and the doctrine of judgment, 

deduction and conceptualization in the multiplicity of its forms may be oriented to the 

positive sciences. These are the difficult problems of metalogic. (Kraay)776 

 

 

Logical Antinomies and Metalogic  (3) 

 

Here however Troeltsch involves himself in new difficulties. Just as on the one hand he proceeds 

from a structural diversity in what is logical, so on the other hand he still seeks essentially to hold on 

to the general normative character of thought and to the inner unity of what is logical.777 In this way 

he arrives at a threefold articulation of logic. Besides formal logic and material logic there is yet a 

third, which addresses the antinomies and contradictions that appear within and between the first 

two, reducing them to their ground and overcoming them: metalogic. The antinomies and 

contradictions in question are only reconcilable at a supralogical level: in the idea of the 

fundamental metaphysical development of the world, a development which forms the dialectical 

unity of being and meaning, that is, of natural and historical development, and of thought about it.778 

Logical thought and, in particular, concepts of historical development, are at bottom not just 

reflections of, but instead actually participate in, the dynamic movement of reality. 

 

[Logic] constitutes a highly diversified science, embracing formal elementary logic, the 

object-related logic of the positive sciences, and metalogic, which overcomes emerging 

antinomies and contradictions. (III, 91 {1922}; Kraay) 

The ultimate, most characteristic and most general problem [of metaphysics] consists in 

the incessant transmutations of being into striving and obligation, and from striving and 

obligation back to being. It is a problem that cannot be solved under the aegis of the 

presuppositions of purely formal and abstract reflective logic; rather, it refers to the level 

of metalogic mentioned earlier. (III, 204 {1922}; Kraay) 

                                                           
776 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 27-28 {1922}. See also pp. 37-38, where Troeltsch points 

out that Leibniz too was compelled to recognize not only "vérités de raison" but also "vérités de fait," 

and that even the Scholastics were already confronted with the problems of "individuation." 

777 Cf. Troeltsch's remark concerning logic being necessary and one: "its nature, its … necessity 

and unity" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 28n. {1922}). 

778 This metalogic thus makes clear that not only the contents of scientific or theoretical thought 

(nature, history, values) but also such thought itself, in its multiplicity, leads to metaphysics; 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 107 {1922}. 
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In the final analysis [the concepts of development] go back to the inner movement of 

cosmic life itself, and in their ultimate and profoundest ground as unity of being and 

meaning, of fact and idea, of substance and motion, signify the most authentic object of 

metaphysics, as in Hegel and Bergson. (III, 686 {1922}; Kraay)779 

 

How must one envision this metalogic? Troeltsch suggests that some insight may be gained 

from a comparison of Eleatic logic and Heraclitean logic, of the logic of a Herbart and that of a 

Hegel, of Kant's elementary logic (already far from free of contradictions even in its non-

metaphysical use, insofar as the categories of substance and causality are concerned) and his 

transcendental logic. The clearest example of such a metalogic is for him undoubtedly Hegel's 

dialectical logic (III, 247ff.). In the spirit of Hegelian speculation (panlogism!) the problem cannot, 

however, as he sees it, be solved. How then it is to be solved he declares he does not know. Later it 

will turn out that Troeltsch endeavors to provide the historical dialectic with a metalogical basis in a 

monadological intuitionism, yet without success (6.4.4). Proceeding from the radical individualism 

of the monadology, it is virtually impossible to arrive again at the categories of supraindividual 

totality and of communal development, which are central to the logic of history (6.6.11).780  

 

The example of metalogic worked out the farthest is Hegel's metaphysical logic of 

dialectics, and Bahnsen's opposed attempt at a Realdialektik.  Neither seems to me a 

successful solution of the problem, but I find their grasp of the problem as such to be 

highly instructive. I do not consider myself capable of solving it. (III, 28 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

Troeltsch's position regarding logic and metalogic is noteworthy nonetheless. He has sought 

the point of departure for his "historical realism" in the intuitive force and methodological reliability 

of the special sciences, in particular the science of history. Given this standpoint it becomes his task 

to secure the authenticity and independence of this approach, with the help of metalogic, against the 

destructive assaults of a formalistic logic. It is not formal logic but metaphysical logic that finally 

provides historical thought with a secure footing. 

                                                           
779 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 107 {1922}. 

780 For all their insight into the practical and pluriform character of logical thought, the inductive-

empiricist, pragmatist, and fictionalist logicians have to his mind, under the influence of naturalism, 

missed precisely the point of metalogic. And even if in its turn the "pure" logic of the 

phenomenological school has shaken off naturalism, it has failed, under the influence of mathesis, to 

do full justice to the diversity of logical orders (related to the ideational laws of the various fields) and 

thus likewise disregarded the metalogical problem. Traditional aristotelian-scholastic logic for its part 

-- because of its orientation to everyday speech -- remained largely dependent on a sensuous, 

nonmathematical conception of nature. It is only in its doctrine of concept formation and abstraction 

that it finally touches upon the divergence and ultimate ground of thought. In contrast, according to 

Troeltsch, the metalogical problems have been correctly grasped already in Cusanus (in the themes of 

the docta ignorantia and of the coincidentia oppositorum) and then especially in Hegel's dialectical 

logic and in a contrary way in Bahnsen's "Realdialektik," but not resolved. Bergson's views also do 

not satisfy him completely. Beyond Hegel and Bergson, he wants to return to a monadological-

intuitionist logic; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 686 {1922}, etc. 
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Yet the supposed metalogical unity of the logical continues to be a troublesome postulate. 

Indeed, the assertion that the logic of the positive sciences may effect modifications of formal logic 

remains vague as well. 

 

 

The Historicization of Logic and the  

Crisis of Historicism  (4) 

 

From the standpoint of historicism there would really be just one conclusive reply to the irritating 

questions of formal logic. These questions would be laid to rest if it could be shown that the 

pretended absolute emptiness and unempiricality of elementary-logical concepts is inconceivable 

and that the supposed a priori and universal validity of the structures of formal thought is fictitious. 

Is there not something to be said for the view that formal logic itself is a product of history, that 

together with the physical and historical-ethical disciplines, yes, that together with all reality it is 

caught up in a process of becoming ("im Werden begriffen"), engulfed in a living, creative stream of 

history? In that case, formal logic -- viewed in its historical context -- would share to some degree in 

the individual differences it could not account for through reference to its own internal structure. 

Troeltsch hesitated at this point for a long time. Although in other respects the process of 

relativizing had long been in full and radical development, during the penultimate phase (5.3.4) he 

still thought of formal logic, with mathematics, as possibly a priori and immutable (III, 180, 182). In 

1922 he considers the strict formality and apriority of mathematics to be dubious, but initially he 

does not yet question general formal logic (III, 202 {1922}). Yet he soon takes the decisive step.781 

Then not only all cultural, ethical, and religious norms but likewise the structures of validity of 

science and logic are historicized. Naturally, this step cannot be avoided if one takes seriously the 

proposition that thought is grounded in a dialectical, metalogical-metaphysical flux of the cosmos. 

 

Indeed, even the validity of science and [the validity of] logic seem to exhibit, under 

different skies and upon different soil, strong individual differences present even in their 

deepest and innermost rudiments.782  

 

While the tension between historicism and logicism that undoubtedly exists within Troeltsch's 

system would seem at first glance to have been resolved here in favor of the former, closer 

examination reveals that this result is something other than a solution. Apart from the point of 

                                                           
781 Most notably in Der Historismus und seine Überwindung {1922-23}; see citation. In 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 92 {1922} Troeltsch already observes that independence -- a 

complete separation of the logical (and axiological) from the natural and psychological -- is 

impossible (6.2.3). With that, historical differentiation and diversity within logic is already accepted! 

782 Cf. Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 76; Eng. tr., p. 53. Troeltsch arrives here at an 

extreme opposition to Rickert, for whom the validity of logical concepts is exempt from all becoming; 

Die Grenzen der naturwissenschaftlichen Begriffsbildung, p. 398. Hegel's influence is at work here, 

together with that of Bergson, according to whom intuition progresses in creative evolution; 

L'évolution créatrice,  pp. 267-68; Eng. tr., p. 267: "intuition goes in the very direction of life, 

intellect goes in the inverse direction." 
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whether the idea of an intrinsic genesis of the structure of logical thought is materially correct,783 

two other questions present themselves. If scientific and logical thought have no fixed normative 

standards or normative orientations, it becomes the question whether both the meaning of 

historicism and its validity as a logical theory are not torn from their moorings and brought into 

discredit, and thus implicitly also Troeltsch's notion of the historicity of the logical, and so forth. 

The relation between history and logic would be debated again and again -- ultimately, in all 

likelihood, to be decided for good on the basis of formal logic! 

In the second place, the question of the relation between historicism and naturalism would be 

reopened. For a cornerstone of Troeltsch's argument lay in the autonomous, self-evident validity of 

the laws of logic (6.2.3). How in that case would his antinaturalism survive the displacement of this 

foundation? From this angle too, then, it is somewhat understandable that Troeltsch concedes that he 

does not have a real metalogical grip on the problem of logic and history. Yet the necessary and 

compelling character of human and, yes, of historical thought stands or falls with an adequate 

metalogic! 

 

6.4 The Struggle Against Epistemological Subjectivism: Monadology 
 

 

Logic, Epistemology, and Transcendental Logic  (1) 

 

The idea cherished by logicians of formal logic as a universal instrument (the "language") of the 

sciences has a fervent opponent in Troeltsch. He seeks to demarcate the logic of the physical, the 

logic of the historical, and the logic of the ethical with respect to each other and, moreover, to 

distinguish these from formal logic. Now for the logic of history, its relations especially to the 

natural sciences and to general formal logic have proven to be problematical.784 Not only these 

external relations, however, but also the internal meaning of historical concepts implies a great 

difficulty. For here lies the grand problem of the relation between the historical concept and 

historical reality. 

Must the answer be that historical concepts provide a particular, purely pragmatic ordering of 

historical reality, yes, perhaps even shape and generate it in a transcendental-logical manner? Or 

must one accept rather that the historical concept affords us direct access to the reality of historical 

life as such? Are historical concepts molds which form historical reality, or are they windows 

through which we observe historical reality as it actually is? Adducible in support of the one view is 

the enormous alteration to which historical material is subjected time and again by the formation of 

concepts; adducible in support of the other view is the historian's confidence that in spite of that he 

                                                           
783 Thus regarding Indian logic (little ever came of logic in China; cf. P. T. Raju, Introduction to 

Comparative Philosophy, ch. 2), Matilal wants to distinguish between problems related to the lingual 

and ratiocinative tools of the Indian scholastic tradition and authentic logical problems which appear 

in them and evince, he believes, a universal character. Cf. B. K. Matilal, "Gangesa on Universal 

Property," p. 541. For attempts to approach Navya-nyãya logic from the standpoint of modern formal 

logic with a view to incorporating it into the latter, see, e.g., C. Goekoop, The Logic of Invariable 

Concomitance in the Tattvacintamani, especially pp. 23ff. 

784 The logic of ethics is discussed in 6.6.2. 
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is dealing with real patterns and penetrating ever further into real historical material. In any case it is 

clear that in this question concerning the relation between concept and reality we are no longer 

dealing with a logical problem but instead face an epistemological problem, with all the 

philosophical uncertainty that entails.785  

 

Indeed, the major problem and concern that arises here, and that we are to trace out, is no 

longer a merely logical one at all. Rather, the question now is: do these logical means 

make for an arrangement of facts such that they can be understood merely pragmatically, 

together with some transcendental-logically constructed creation of thought, or is it the 

case that these means make it possible to grasp and see the real context? The vast 

transformation experienced by the material by way of those concepts argues for the first 

possibility. The corroborative feeling that such a context really took place argues for the 

second.… The problem is really an epistemological one, and the theory of knowledge 

alone can provide the answer. (III, 672-73 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

Now, it is noteworthy that Troeltsch rejects the neokantian solution from the outset. It actually 

confuses matters by failing to maintain the distinction between the logical problem and the 

epistemological problem. In the so-called transcendental logic the material-logical problem (the 

question concerning the concepts of empirical-scientific knowledge) and the epistemological 

problem (the question concerning the relation between knowledge and reality) are drawn together 

into the transcendental-logical theory of the so-called "production of the object through thought" 

(Gegenstandserzeugung durch das Denken). 

 

At this point, however, we must preclude the unfortunate confusion that would render 

impossible a clear-cut division of empirical logic and epistemology, that is, the neokantian 

doctrine of the production of the object by thought alone, a doctrine which, rather than 

separating logic and theory of knowledge, fuses them as 'transcendental logic', and, 

accordingly, replaces reality with validity, and objectivity with value-orientation and 

subjective necessity. (Kraay)786 

 

 

Rickert, Windelband, and the    

Objectivity of Theoretical Knowledge  (2) 

 

                                                           
785 The logical analysis of concepts can proceed from the existing praxis of the historians, 

according to Troeltsch, and from the concepts employed by them. It must accordingly be possible in 

principle to attain a communis opinio between the various philosophical streams. In the 

epistemological (and later also metaphysical) interpretation of these streams, however, it is the 

differences between these streams that stand out; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 30-31 {1922}. 

786 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 673 {1922}; see also p. 46 {1922}. We have seen that for 

Rickert the only question that remained as a separate epistemological problem was the one concerning 

the objectivity (in the sense of the reliability) of this transcendental methodological knowledge (3.4). 
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We know that Troeltsch held this view earlier, too, but nevertheless -- at least with regard to the 

spiritual realm -- complemented the transcendental-logical conception with a metaphysical one. He 

endeavored to furnish neokantianism with a basis in romantic-idealism and in this way to construe 

human history as more than just a consciousness-immanent reality. In one manner or another it 

would still be a reality as such, unfolding itself teleologically from central metaphysical ideas and 

tendencies into a universal-historical process (3.7.1). In later years Troeltsch accordingly (not 

uninfluenced by Bergson's metaphysics) stresses ever more emphatically the intuitive character of 

historical concepts and the tangibleness of historical reality, so that the notion of the metaphysical 

status of history gains added importance (5.2.1 and 5.3.3). In this way a discussion is begun with 

Rickert,787 who definitively rejects intuition as the mark of historical concepts just while Troeltsch 

defends it more and more forcefully. 

The difference is far-reaching, since it touches in particular the objectivity of the formation of 

historical concepts. According to Rickert the logical concepts of the sciences have merely the 

character of validity. On the basis of value-oriented abstractions, historical reality is formed in 

concepts that do not represent this reality but merely obtain for it.788 That there might be a basis for 

speaking here of objective validity Rickert can still assert only by appealing to the notion of a 

meaningful orientation of these concepts to ultimate "transcendent," that is, suprahistorical values of 

consciousness. 

Troeltsch takes an entirely different view. He has historicized all ideas of values. He is 

accordingly of the opinion that this notion of epistemological objectivity fails to save us from 

subjectivity. The formal structure of consciousness is itself "in becoming," is itself an intrinsically 

historical figure. This is already sufficient reason not to deny the intuitive character of historical 

concepts or the living, actual contact between the historian and his objects. Otherwise violence 

would be done not only to the historian's inner conviction that he has seen   something but also to the 

objectivity of his work. This objectivity resides in fact in the intuitive connection of historical 

concepts to reality, as we shall see. Troeltsch's favorite philosopher is no longer Rickert, who 

learned from Mach and Avenarius. He leans more now towards Windelband, who was informed by 

Lotze and romanticism. Had Windelband not placed opposite the general laws (Gesetze) of natural 

science the individual formations (Gestalten) of history and concluded in connection with these that 

whereas abstraction prevails in natural science, empiricality prevails in historical science?789 

                                                           
787 For Troeltsch's standpoint see: "Über Massstäbe" HZ 116 (1916) (cf. Gesammelte Schriften, 

vol. 3, ch. II); "Über den Begriff einer historischen Dialektik," HZ 119 (1919) (cf. Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 3, ch. III, 2); and "Der Entwicklungsbegriff in der modernen Geistes- und 

Lebensphilosophie II," (HZ 124 (1921) (cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, ch. III 6 C); see further "Die 

Geisteswissenschaften," SchmJb  46/1 (1922): 35-64. For Rickert's standpoint see: Die Grenzen der 

naturwissenschaftlichen Begriffsbildung, 5th ed. (1929), pp. xv, xxviii-xxix, 13, 395-96, 425-26, 434-

35, 503, 507, 539ff., 559, 571. 

788 The concepts of the sciences do not have being, nor do they become, because their nature is 

such that they do not exist but obtain; they claim validity, not reality; Rickert, Die Grenzen, pp. 56ff., 

357ff., 398. 

789 See Windelband, "Geschichte und Naturwissenschaft," pp. 149-50; cf. Troeltsch, Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 559, 563 {1922} (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, is devoted to Dilthey and 

Windelband!). In his theory of history Rickert intentionally abandons Windelband's individual 

"formations" and adopts individual "concepts" instead; Die Grenzen, p. xxiii. He recognizes (in later 

years) at most a logical "understanding" of so-called "meaning structures," which would be sharply 

distinguishable from every intuition or perception of physical-psychical reality given us as a datum; 
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I believe I can see what [Rickert] holds only thinkable. (III, 238 {1922}; Kraay)790 

In [the idea of historical development], as in the case of the historical object, perceptive 

abstraction is at issue, an abstracting 'take' which represents the concrete, past object, and 

[therefore] does not shed empiricality completely. This is why 'historical seeing' is the true 

essence of history, while at the same time it is thinking. (III, 59 {1922}; Kraay)791 

 

Thus Troeltsch grants that the knowledge of historical science entails a methodical 

intervention, a theoretical grouping and modelling of available materials to make them manageable 

and comprehensible. To this extent historical knowledge also, indeed, be called "subjective." Yet 

this does not detract from the historian's inner conviction that in his efforts to establish order he is 

dealing with particular, objectively observable patterns -- in other words, that his logical sketching is 

intuitively connected with possibilities of articulation that are inherent in the material itself. 

 

Both the delimitation of specific epochs or periods and the description of an objective 

sphere are … 'subjective'. Only, the historian must simultaneously have the feeling that he 

responds to a possible ordering embedded in the thing itself. To be sure, the 'objectivity' 

on which such delimitation could be supposed to rest raises a question of its own…. (III, 

34 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
see Kulturwissenschaft und Naturwissenschaft, p. 19. Of course, neither Troeltsch nor Windelband is 

concerned with some kind of sense perception, the intuition of sensually perceptible formations in 

history. What is at issue as far as they are concerned is rather logical intuition, perception "with the 

minds eye," as it were (Windelband, "Geschichte und Naturwissenschaft," pp. 150), "seeing that is at 

the same time thought" (Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 59 {1922} (cf. vol. 3, pp. 34, 36, 

and 660 {1922}: "this perceptive thinking or thoughtful perception"). Both recognize, moreover, that 

the concepts of physics -- albeit in lesser measure than those of history -- have within them an 

intuitive moment; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 685 {1922}. Rickert fears the potential 

irrationalism in such a theory of science. According to him "intuition" and "concept" are clearly two 

separate matters. Only by a theoretical synthesis can the difference between them be bridged; Die 

Grenzen, p. xxix. In the background is Kant's epistemological dualism. 

790 Initially, Troeltsch still interpreted Rickert as a proponent of the intuitionist standpoint and 

claimed affinity with him; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 120 {1916}. Later the opposition between 

their viewpoints became obvious. Regrettably, in his Wijsbegeerte der Geschiedenis (p. 152), K. L. 

Bellon adopts this very page virtually word for word. As a result, the striking difference between 

Rickert's transcendentalism and Troeltsch's intuitionism -- a difference that continues to be of 

importance in the theory of history today -- is largely smoothed away (see also Bellon, p. 184). 

791 In his Wijsbegeerte der Geschiedenis (p. 184) Bellon calls Troeltsch's concept of individual 

totality as intuitive concept a contradictio in terminus on the grounds that for Troeltsch intuitive 

would be synonymous with concrete. For Troeltsch, however, all historical concepts are intuitive and 

abstract, though less abstract and more intuitive than the concepts of physics, sociology, and the like; 

cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 36, 685 {1922}. By comparison -- thus relatively speaking -- he 

can sometimes call historical science concrete (for historical thought leaves the individuality of the 

given phenomena intact). Also at work in Troeltsch's terminology, certainly, are the effects of Hegel's 

distinction between concrete dialectical logic and abstract reflexive logic, and of Bergson's concept of 

concrete temporality. Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 56, 57 {1922}; and "Die 

Geisteswissenschaften," SchmJb 46/1 (1922): 44, 54. See 6.3.2. 
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The Return to Leibniz  (3) 

 

We face the problem of how this empirically qualified objectivity of scientific (here historical) 

thought can be understood and founded! Which path must Troeltsch choose? The neokantian idea of 

epistemological objectivity, the idea of the relatedness of historical values and historical knowledge 

to ultimate a priori values of consciousness, he has abandoned. But the romantic-idealist idea of 

metaphysical objectivity, the anchoring of universal-historical patterns of meaning in a metaphysical 

movement of ideas and in the progress of the spirit of mankind as a whole (which long undergirded 

the epistemological notion of objectivity), has likewise turned out to be untenable and, with the idea 

of "universal history," become obsolete. There is also no way out in pragmatism, which justifies the 

scientific arrangement of facts only in terms of their practical aims and possible applications. That, 

after all, would be subjectivism in   optima forma (III, 674-75 {1922}). 

At this time Troeltsch proceeds to distance himself from a key trend in the tradition of 

Western thought. The subjectivist problem of the (neo)kantians and pragmatists arises, so he 

emphasizes now, from the central position of Descartes. It was not Kant but already Descartes who 

turned Western philosophy into a philosophy of consciousness, a philosophy that needs to be 

constructed by the autonomous thinking of the knowing subject. Troeltsch accepts this starting point, 

but the elaboration of it -- basing thought on the consciousness of the individual person as a closed 

substance -- has, as he sees it, been entirely misdirected. Up to positivism and pragmatism it has led 

to the notion that as such the varied experiences of man are somehow alien to him, not related to the 

substance of his thought. Empirical data would not be meaningfully arranged until ordered by 

thought, that is, brought into alignment according to certain a priori or a posteriori principles of 

arrangement. In this way there arose on the one hand -- roughly speaking -- a mechanistic picture of 

nature and on the other hand a positivistic picture of history, a picture of a complex accumulation of 

phenomena awaiting mental ordering. The consequence was that neither nature nor history was left 

with an objective existence or inner coherence (even if they were afterwards sometimes ringed about 

with metaphysical postulates). Even the Kantian transformation of the cogito into a transcendental 

"general consciousness" testifies to this notion of the aligning activity of thought. 

Troeltsch states that the objective character of reality and, in particular, the inner unity of the 

organic coherences of history can only be maintained if the rigid concept of the thinking substance 

or of a norm-positing consciousness is abandoned and recourse is had to Leibniz instead. Leibniz's 

doctrine was also rooted in Descartes' philosophy of consciousness. But Leibniz's great contribution 

was to understand the thinking ego and its historical coherences at a deeper, monadological level, as 

being rooted in the ontological and teleological unity of the divine life. Only this insight into the 

metaphysical bedrock of the ego can convey us out of the impasse of epistemology. 

 

 

The Monadological Foundation of   

 All Objective Knowledge  (4) 

 

Troeltsch arrives at a picture in which the monadic ego, the finite human spirit, is in an unconscious 

way identical with the cosmic consciousness, that is, with the infinite divine spirit, yet in such a way 

that the finiteness, the individuality, and the embodiedness of the human spirit remains intact. 
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Thanks to this (limited) identity with the divine, the human ego can be said at bottom to participate 

in the total content of this reality and thus in truth virtually to bear within itself the entire so-called 

external world.792  

To know is to say that under certain circumstances and to a certain degree the monad has 

access to the objective content of this divine consciousness and through intuition relates this 

(seemingly separated) realm of experiences to its own, individual ego. The intertwinement of 

conceptual thought and intuitive insight becomes transparent where participation in the objective 

relations of life and reality that course through man is accompanied by application of logical aids for 

extending insight beyond the horizon of what man experiences consciously and directly. It is clear 

too that the use of logical concepts and arguments does not have to detract from objective reality, 

since the latter is not at bottom an alien or imaginative external world but an inner coherence within 

the divine life, into which my intuition, thanks to the logic of science, is able to penetrate more 

deeply. 

 

The Cartesian turn can also lead to other results [other than those of the mechanistic and 

psychologistic worldview], and has in fact done so. One can give up the rigid concept of 

thinking substance or of norm-positing consciousness and conceive of the I as a monad, 

which, in view of the unconscious or its being one with cosmic consciousness, participates 

in the total content of the real, and hence potentially carries within itself the 'external 

world', both the corporeal and that of 'other minds'. This allows one to relate, under certain 

conditions, portions of the All as individual consciousness experiences them, to oneself as 

one's own reality as lived and experienced. It further allows one to expand logically the 

embedded coherences which have come into view, far beyond conscious experience. This 

is the road Leibniz has travelled in his monadology. (III, 675 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

With this picture of matters, Troeltsch is well aware of the distance that separates him from 

Leibniz's windowless monads and mathematical ideals of thought and reality. Still, this neither adds 

to nor detracts from the decisive turn he believes Leibniz gave Western thought and Western 

epistemology in connection with the identity of the finite spirit and the infinite spirit. The same 

identity appears, he believes, in Malebranche's idea of the so-called "connaîssance en Dieu." In 

Malebranche too the real connections between the process of causal reality and the process of 

becoming are not seen as a forming of empirical series by the human mind but are understood from 

the participation of the human spirit in the living unity of the divine absolute spirit.793 

                                                           
792 We see here the influence of Bergson's theory of perception. In its virtual openness to the 

whole of reality, the human psyche, in spite of its union with the body, returns to the uninterrupted 

stream of psychic life, which only appears discontinuous to consciousness; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, 

vol. 3, pp.94-95 {1922}, and 6.2.3. 

In opposition to Lessing I have to observe that according to Troeltsch we bear intuitively within 

us not only "the spiritual other as other" (Fremdseelische) but also the corporeal nature; Lessing, Die 

Geschichtsphilosophie Ernst Troeltschs, p. 114. See the citations that follow. 

793 These new insights, probably inspired by Herman Schmalenbach's study Leibniz (1921) (see 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 676, cf. p. 207 {1922}) are so weighty for Troeltsch that he now 

believes the history of German philosophy will have to be approached not from Kant but much rather 

from Leibniz. In Berlin Troeltsch held seminars on the prolegomena to his Historismus-band, 

particularly as regards Husserl and Leibniz; cf. Köhler, Ernst Troeltsch, p. 332.  
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It is noteworthy that this monadological-metaphysical epistemology touches more than the 

science of history. Not only is the knowledge of historical totalities and developments basically a 

consideration of supraindividual, inner coherences of divine life; the same is so for ethical ideas.794 

Yes, even the knowledge of nature has a monadological foundation.795 

 

'Knowledge', as distinct from lucid ordering, is this generality [of historical concepts] only 

as comprehension of a supraindividual, i.e., divine, coherence of life. Something similar 

holds with respect to laws of nature. (Kraay)796 

 

 

Historicism under Pressure  (5) 

 

One of the most remarkable things is the place that metaphysics as monadological metaphysics is 

now assigned in Troeltsch's encyclopedia of knowledge. It is no longer and exclusively a probing of 

the farthest horizon of knowledge in an otherwise still self-confident philosophy of nature and 

history. It no longer enters the picture just as the result of the philosophical consideration of the 

contents of scientific thought (thus coming after philosophy of history and ethics). Even 

philosophical (epistemological) reflection on the concepts of the physical and historical sciences 

conveys us into the midst of metaphysics.797 

The seriousness of this encyclopedic shift cannot escape us. Epistemological subjectivism has 

made such significant inroads since Troeltsch abandoned the idealist metaphysics of the spirit and 

the neokantian a priori doctrine of values that it threatens to transform all scientific concepts into 

strictly subjective observations or merely pragmatic intellective techniques. With that the realm of 

human life would dissolve like a fata morgana, and historical man would be completely deranged 

and disabled. The monadology is meant to allay this danger from the outset. Such a precocious 

                                                           
794 Cf. "Die Geisteswissenschaften," SchmJb 46/1 (1922): 60. See also 6.6.2. 

795 By knowledge of nature Troeltsch means here not only romantic-organismic views in the vein 

of Schelling and Goethe but decidedly also the mechanistic knowledge of natural laws. Thus it 

becomes clear why he maintained earlier that not only the logic of history and the logic of ethics but 

also the logic of physics is material and intuitive (6.3.1): all scientific knowledge must at bottom be 

understood monadologically. 

796 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 679, 684-85 {1922}. Notwithstanding the appearance of 

agreement, this view is very different in theme and elaboration from the monadological metaphysics 

on an epistemological basis from Troeltsch's first phase. There Troeltsch was intent upon establishing 

the preponderance of the spirit, even amidst the multiplicity of natural phenomena (with the help of 

the notion of underlying separate monadological power centers), while here he is looking for what is 

the unifying bond in reality and in values, so that participation in the divine is of central importance. 

797 This is why metaphysics and epistemology (6.4 and 6.5) now appear for discussion directly 

after logic (6.3). At times Troeltsch seems to suggest that epistemology and metaphysics (which have 

again fraternized, as in his Lotzean and Hegelian phases) would form the systematic conclusion of all 

philosophical-scientific reflection -- in this case of historical reflection (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, 

pp. 107, 80 {1922}). And indeed, in other contexts too metaphysics does come up later (see 6.6, 6.8). 

Yet Troeltsch also observes that metaphysics should intervene earlier, at least in history (Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 3, p. 687 {1922}). Hence in practice (see, e.g., Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, ch. 3, p. 8 

{1922}) it follows directly upon the logical analyses of the concepts of development and individuality 

(Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 685, 687 {1922}). 
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metaphysical reinforcement of historicism may serve to give us some indication of the pressures and 

counterpressures that are by now required to keep this mental edifice intact. 

 

6.5 The Unsolvability of the Hermeneutical Conundrum: Intuitionism 
 

 

Leibniz's Pluralism  (1) 

 

Troeltsch set the new Leibnizian metaphysics up as the basis for the whole field of human 

knowledge. Yet he applied it time after time to historical knowledge, to the chill question raised in 

the autumn of historicism: Is history not just a subjective orchestration of facts without any objective 

basis or inner meaning of its own? 

In this context of theory of history it now becomes entirely clear why Troeltsch is not satisfied 

with the universalist metaphysics of Hegel or Bergson, systems which were also intuitively based on 

an identification of the human spirit with, or on its participation in, the divine spirit (III, 104 

{1922}). Why does he reach back from there to the individualistic ontology of Leibniz? Troeltsch 

has tripped over the universalism of their theory of ideas! The more world history disintegrates, such 

that even the present age and national culture seem to be no more than a unity fraught with inner 

antagonisms, the more Troeltsch is forced to divest the metaphysics of history of idealist and 

monistic speculations concerning such universalia as world reason, the spirit of the nation, the spirit 

of the age, and so forth. He holds fast to the possibility of a metaphysics of history, to be sure, but 

proceeds to concentrate it in the depths of individual personal existence, as we shall see in more 

detail later on (6.6). That is the reason why he ultimately comes out at the individualistic and 

pluralistic metaphysics of Leibniz.798  

Although Leibniz never developed a conception of history as such, his metaphysics is of the 

greatest importance to Troeltsch in this regard. The reason for this is that it can provide a basis for 

the logic and theory of history without basing history itself on logical and a priori constructions and 

without depriving man of the last remnants of responsibility. It is a metaphysics which leaves room 

for the recognition of coherence in history, certainly, but which is also able, on the other hand, to 

place and interpret history's undeniable discontinuities. It is such a supple metaphysics that Troeltsch 

hopes with its help to tame the centrifugal forces of historicism. 

 

 

Historicism, Hermeneutics, and Phenomenology  (2) 

 

The importance of this new tack becomes abundantly clear when Troeltsch raises the question of 

hermeneutics, which he now -- not without reason! -- calls the core of the epistemology of history, 

yes, the central problem for all of philosophy. For philosophy is tied most closely to the question 

                                                           
798 Troeltsch refers to Smallenbach, who found in Leibniz the first "authentic pluralism" in the 

entire development of philosophy of history; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 676 {1922}. 
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how, upon what basis, and to what extent people can understand one another: the possibilities and 

limits of thinking, philosophizing, and acting in community depend directly upon this question. 

 

Great emphasis should be placed on the significance [of the monadological view] for the 

epistemology of history, especially for its concept of development. The reason for this is 

that the pivotal question here is the question regarding the knowledge of other minds [the 

spiritual external to oneself], which constitutes the true theory of historical knowledge, 

and is, in fact, a central issue in all of philosophy…. (Kraay)799 

 

It will be remembered just how closely the problems of historicism and hermeneutics -- not 

only in Troeltsch but in general -- are related to each other! That is one of the reasons why 

hermeneutics became a focal point of philosophical interest at a relatively late date. As long as one 

still proceeded in an ontological or rationalistic sense from the essential unity or uniformity of 

human nature, or else in the transcendentalist sense construed so-called "consciousness as such" as a 

universal and necessary structure of thought and, moreover, drew a link between its general validity 

and that of ethics, religion, and aesthetics, self-knowledge seemed much like the knowledge of man 

as such, and the problem of understanding other minds seemed to pose no special difficulties. 

The problem in question had received some attention elsewhere, in sensualist and 

associationist empiricism, as Troeltsch correctly observed. Empiricism was and is of the view that 

the ego is dependent for its possibilities of understanding on the perception of corporeal phenomena 

by another. From such physical signs the ego would be able to infer psychical and mental processes 

by analogy to the operation of both in the ego's own life and experience.800 A similar significance is 

also sometimes ascribed to language: in that case it is regarded as a complex of sensible data 

(sounds), with which (within a given language group) the hearer, on the basis of his own lingual 

experience, associates images not unlike those of the speaker, so that there need not be any notion of 

an actual mental transfer or intercourse.801 

To Troeltsch such epistemologies are fundamentally inadequate. Not only do they deny the 

possibility of communication in the proper sense of the term; they also exclude beforehand the 

possibility of the experience of something genuinely new.  Moreover, they in fact presuppose an 

equal knowledge apparatus in all human beings. In this respect they resemble the rationalism he has 

already rejected. 

In the historicist tradition, on the contrary, the idea has taken hold that the structure of human 

consciousness would not be generally valid or uniform. It would have evolved. It would have 

disclosed itself in the course of the centuries as an extremely differentiated and individualized 

phenomenon. In that case, however, the question of whether and to what extent we can understand 

each other becomes acute. Only in the historicist tradition does the hermeneutical question become 

                                                           
799 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 679 {1922}. See also "Die Geisteswissenschaften," SchmJb 

46/1 (1922): 43. 

800 See Troeltsch's critique of the philosopher of nature Erich Becher in "Die 

Geisteswissenschaften," SchmJb 46/1 (1922): 42-43; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 679 {1922}. 

801 See Troeltsch's critique of the linguist Hermann Paul in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 682-

83 {1922}. 
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truly urgent. Noteworthy here is the twofold direction in which Schleiermacher worked. On the one 

hand, in contrast to almost everyone else at the time, he gave the idea of historical individuality a 

place of prominence; on the other hand, he elevated hermeneutics into an independent theory. 

Not uninfluenced by Schleiermacher, Troeltsch has already argued -- in opposition to Rickert 

in particular -- that the transcendentalist standpoint of immanent consciousness does not adequately 

account for historical knowledge and that the evident reality of human mental intercourse must lead 

rather to the conception that mutual understanding is first made possible by the fundamental 

metaphysical unity of the human race.802 This viewpoint becomes clearer elsewhere, where 

Troeltsch asserts -- in opposition to aesthetic historicism in particular -- that the possibilities of 

hypothetically sensing and understanding alien values presupposes not only an underlying 

interhuman community but also a basic anthropological structure, in keeping with which man may 

be called a "microcosm" capable of sensing and understanding apparently(!) alien values.803 He 

elaborated this idea creatively in later years. The human ego would be furnished, so he suggested, 

with a system of potential meanings or possible values that would be actualized through contact with 

other people.804  

With this conception concerning a scheme or system of possible values inherent in the human 

mind, a conception we have also noticed in phenomenologically oriented thinkers like Eduard 

Spranger and Max Scheler, Troeltsch can no longer manage at this time. He finds it -- and this is his 

objection to phenomenology as such -- too a priori, too little attuned to history. He considers the a 

priori schematism of possible values (as developed by Spranger, in his humanistic psychology, as 

the presupposition of understanding — witness his Lebensformen of 1914) to be a still too rigid 

rationalistic corollary of the schematism of theoretical possibilities of being or categories of 

understanding (as inserted by Kant between the understanding of nature itself and the application of 

the separate categories).805  

 

Other [thinkers] have equipped mankind with an a priori of various categories of 

understanding other minds, an a priori schema of possible meanings and values, which 

emerges from unconscious potentiality to actuality when other minds [or their products] 

are encountered. Since this schema must ultimately derive from the subconscious or supra-

conscious essence of the spirit common to all, it will in the end lead to a common ground 

in individual minds. But the bond with this sensible sign remains, and no light is shed on 

the contact itself. Above all, the system, supposedly embracing all possibilities, is not 

tuned in to the most important one, the possibility namely that powers profoundly new can 

flow from the other selfhood into one's own. (III, 682-83 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

                                                           
802 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 2, p. 725 {1903}; see 3.7.1. 

803 Cf. Die Absolutheit des Christentums (1902), p. 46; see 3.5.1. 

804 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 67, 69, 71 {1918}; see 5.3.2. 

805 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 94 {1922}; cf. vol. 3, pp. 60-61, 683-84 {1922}. See Eduard 

Spranger, Lebensformen (1914). 
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To be sure, the schematism in question refers implicitly to the unconscious total being of the 

human spirit and in this way to its divine ground,806 yet it clarifies, so Troeltsch maintains, neither 

the connection of the understanding to the senses nor the actualizing contact as such. This 

schematism is especially inadequate (compare the critique of rationalism and empiricism) to account 

for the influx of elementary new forces from the other into one's own consciousness.807 Yet there is 

no other way in which progress can be made. So Troeltsch arrives ultimately at the monadological 

theory of intuition and participation in the spirit of Leibniz and Malebranche that has been described 

above. 

To a certain extent there is indeed an affinity between monadological intuitionism and the 

phenomenological Anschauung of Husserl and especially Scheler. I have already pointed out that 

Husserl's conception of an "intuition of essence" came closer to Troeltsch's concrete, dynamic view 

of apriority (3.2.2). But at this time other elements of phenomenology also have, or acquire, great 

importance for Troeltsch. I have in mind in the first place the analysis of consciousness as the 

egocentric starting point in Husserl, and beyond that his "platonism," and especially the 

metaphysical elaboration given it by Scheler. By taking his starting point in the intuitively given, 

self-contained reality of human consciousness, Husserl, according to Troeltsch, is able to prevent 

both a pantheistic blurring, as in the philosophy of life, and a transcendentalist phenomenalist 

volatilization of the human ego. Moreover, his "platonism" means that the "essences" and ideas 

appearing in the human ego ultimately exist independently of the existence of an actual human 

consciousness within which they can actualize themselves.808 According to Troeltsch, these 

considerations (to be interpreted mathematically rather than historically in Husserl) point in the 

direction of a platonizing, monadological metaphysics.809  

This monadological outcome Troeltsch finds elaborated in Scheler's ethics of values. In spite 

of his earlier criticisms, Troeltsch gives Scheler credit for seeing that the spirit rising from the 

stream of life "participates" in the ideas of the divine, in other words, for seeing that the divine ideas 

break through and that they actualize themselves in human consciousness (only so does the ego gain 

depth, and the hermeneutical problem clarity). If Scheler's strength lies in the motif of participation, 

his weakness as Troeltsch sees it lies in his having failed to find his way from there to the notion of 

                                                           
806 Troeltsch considers the idea of participation in the sense of Leibniz and Malebranche to be 

essentially present in Scheler and Spranger as well; see Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 614ff., 207 

{1922} and the continuation. 

807 On the whole, via Spranger and Scheler Troeltsch produces a sample of self-criticism, a 

critique of his penultimate phase. After 1920 he accordingly no longer speaks of a system but at most 

of a world of possible values. Compare Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 94 {1922}(!), 117 with, pp. 

67, 69, 71 {1918}. 

808 Unlike Plato, neither Troeltsch nor Husserl is concerned with the real, each is concerned 

rather with the ideal character of the existence of ideas; for Husserl on this point see Theodorus de 

Boer, De ontwikkelingsgang in het denken van Husserl, pp. 311ff.; Eng. tr.: II, iv, 4. 

809 Troeltsch asserts: "The intuition of essence may become a participation in the divine essence" 

and "it will be a new Leibnizianism, a new universal mathematicism and a new monadology"; 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 600 {1922}. And some of Husserl's followers, like Dietrich Mahnke, 

did move in this direction. In fact, Husserl himself referred to the discrete unit of human 

consciousness as a "monad" ("Philosophie als strenge Wissenschaft," Logos 1 (1910): 312-13; 

Cartesianische Meditationen, pp. 146ff.), though not in such a way that the consequences intended by 

Troeltsch can be ascribed to him. 
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historical development: in Scheler the latter moves only at the periphery, not at the heart of the 

divine spirit.810  

 

 

The Limits and Means of the Perceptive Intuition  (3) 

 

Yet the movement in question arises from the deepest ground. Only in this way can justice be done 

to history. Only in this way, moreover, is there a possibility of understanding the spiritually external 

in all its new, unknown and unthought forms: thanks to our being identical to the consciousness of 

the All, we bear it latently and intuitively within us. We can sense it as our own life, even while we 

conceive it as belonging simultaneously to another monad. Poetic talent, occult phenomena, and 

historical-hermeneutical dexterity can be accounted for in this way.811 

 

External spirituality can be understood only because, on account of our oneness with 

[participation in] cosmic consciousness, we carry it intuitively within ourselves and are 

able to understand and experience it as our own life, while at the same time experiencing it 

as foreign and as belonging to a monad of its own. (III, 684 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

Troeltsch insists that this is not fantastical mysticism. The perceptive intuition is tied to the 

media of the senses, to corporeal influences and experiences (gestures, occurrences, writings, and 

the like) as causal occasions that have to activate the intuition.812 The possibility of direct, 

uncheckable perceptions apart from corporeality is denied. 

 

To be sure, all of this must be kept free of mystical fantasy. It does not go beyond the 

bond of such intuitive knowledge with simple or derived sensible mediations. Such 

                                                           
810 In the same article in Logos, according to Troeltsch, Husserl has failed to do justice to the 

individual and historical. He opposes it to the ethical or normative ideal, which philosophy as a strict 

science is meant to uncover. He grants historicism room only as an indispensable but provisional 

worldview (Weltanschauung), without making clear how the transition could ever be made from the 

provisional to the definitive ultimate ideal. 

In the case of Scheler, the monadological idea is found in the concept of the "absolute solitude" of 

the intimate human personality, which would exclude all but the divine openness to and hiddenness in 

God. In alluding to the concept of participation Troeltsch would have in mind a statement such as: 

"All loving, contemplating, thinking and willing is therefore bound up intentionally with the one, 

concrete world, the macrocosmos, in terms of a loving, contemplating, thinking and willing in God."  

Cf. Der Formalismus in der Ethik, pp. 564-65, 396. Scheler hailed Troeltsch's shift in the direction of 

Malebranche as bringing them closer together; Vom Ewigen im Menschen, p. 11; Eng. tr., pp. 38-39. 

811 Indeed the problem of philosophical-hermeneutical understanding arose already in 

Malebranche. He resolved it by referring in his own manner to the divine-universal spiritual substance 

as "the place of spirits." Heimsoeth comments that Malebranche's theism shades into panentheism, 

but only with respect to the spiritual world; Metaphysik der Neuzeit, p. 51. In Troeltsch nature too is 

absorbed in the divine ground or movement; see 6.4.4. 

812 All things considered, it is thus not some one or another dormant system of possible meanings 

(5.3.2) but intuition itself that is actualized. 
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intuition is actualized only through influence from external bodies and by corporeal 

perception.… Without causal occasions there is no viewing (Schau).… There is no 

immediate intuition. (III, 684 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

However, there is indeed a mystical, spiritualistic element in this epistemology. The affinity to 

Malebranche's spiritualism -- think of his "causae ocasionales"! -- and to Troeltsch's own earlier 

typifications of mysticism as inner seeing attended by openness to external stimuli speaks for 

itself.813 So it is not mysticism as such but the unbridled fantasy that can accompany it that 

Troeltsch rejects. In "German historical realism, which is at the same time mysticism" (III, 217 

{1922}), external occasional causes, together in fact with personal talent, training, and the like, are 

taken into account as mediating factors that cannot be eliminated from the process of understanding. 

Such a mediating factor can also be found in the many intellectual aids, supplements, and 

means for construction and verification that exist in the province of thought. In the positive sciences 

such means of thought consolidate into general types and schemes or into standardized categories. 

Thus we are confronted at this point by the difference between interhuman understanding in history 

and the formation, by the historian, of scientific concepts about history. What is the relation between 

understanding as such and the special understanding that is appropriate to historical science? (For 

the latter was the starting point of our hermeneutical inquiry!) 

The two are to Troeltsch's mind intimately related. Historical thought too is a form of 

perceptive intuition, albeit one thoroughly furnished with the intellective aids in question, which 

complement and deepen the intuition. Yet the adage applies even here: ultimate certainty lies in the 

conviction that something has been "seen." The intuition keeps embracing the logical continuities 

and constructions, even though the latter can also be grasped abstractly and brought to bear as 

further reaching media and criteria. The logic of history accordingly does not differ essentially from 

everyday historical and interhuman understanding. 

 

"Disclosure of [specifically historical] occurring means that, in terms of this rational 

wager [receptive grasp of meaning-coherence], our mind penetrates to the inner 

coherences of history. In this way logic is simultaneously present, as it were, in history 

itself. The relationship of our knowing mind to historical occurring is constituted in the 

same way."814 

 

Consequently historical knowledge involves intuiting what is there, not thinking something 

up. The categories of the logic of history analyzed earlier are at bottom intuitive insights, insights 

that bring into view and illuminatingly penetrate the inner coherences and continuities of meaning in 

history -- even though anthropological limitations and logical contrivances must be taken into 

account in the process. An unverifiable intuitionistic mysticism is just as indefensible as the notion 

of purely ratiocinative constructions of validity or the notion of purely pragmatic operations of 

thought. 

                                                           
813 Cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 217 {1922}; see 4.2.1 and also 6.7.5. 

814 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 685 {1922}. Here Troeltsch approvingly cites Friedrich 

Gottl, Die Grenzen der Geschichte, p. 51. 
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It is intuiting, not contriving. But in the intuited are recognized and included logical 

connections, continuities, and constructions. It is only in abstract questioning that they are 

extracted, in turn to serve as means and criteria. It is in this that perceptibility … of the 

concept in general is ultimately founded. While no positive science can eradicate a final 

residue of perceptibility from them, it is retained to an exceptionally high degree in 

relation to corporeally rooted, psycho-spiritual life. (III, 685 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

In short, Troeltsch is confronted by the clash between transcendental and romantic idealism, 

by the contradiction between neokantian formalism and the intuitionism of the philosophy of life. It 

is a contradiction that can only be reconciled -- so he now believes -- by adopting as one's point of 

departure the monadological metaphysics of Leibniz. That is, all historical categories, yes, all 

concepts of the empirical sciences must be regarded as inner possibilities of a communal 

metaphysical self-understanding, as logically and anthropologically limited disclosures of the 

dialectics of cosmic life, in which nature and history, being and meaning, facts and ideas are 

contained. That, then, is the metalogical terminus of all logical and epistemological reflection. 

 

Thus developmental concepts are nothing but the self-apprehension of the intuited advent 

of inner meaning-coherences of history itself, rendered existential by mediations.… In the 

final analysis they go back to the inner movement of cosmic life, and in their ultimate and 

profoundest ground as unity of being and meaning, of fact and idea, of substance and 

motion, signify the true object of metalogic, as in Hegel and Bergson. In this way alone 

the battle between intuitionists and formalists can be settled and the dialectic be reduced to 

its core. (Kraay)815 

 

 

Hermeneutics and the Sociology of Knowledge  (4) 

 

Here Troeltsch becomes entangled in a welter of metaphysical and metalogical problems.816 There 

are other questions as well, however, having to do with the philosophy of history and with ethics, 

that are much more urgent for historicism. These appear the moment it is realized that the newer 

epistemology expresses not only the intrinsic possibilities but also the fundamental limitations of 

human understanding. What does it mean to say that hermeneutics no longer proceeds from the 

position of the total human spirit in universal history or from the transcendental structure of human 

                                                           
815 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 685-86 {1922}; cf. vol. 3, p. 616 {1922}. 

816 How does one arrive at monadic concretizations of cosmic consciousness? How far do these 

extend into the supra- and sub-human? Whence the fixed connection of human consciousness to 

corporeality and perceptibility? How in spite of that is grasping of the absolute possible? How, 

ultimately, are being and thought, fact and meaning, united? How are the laws of formal logic related 

to this dialectical unity of the absolute? How is corporeality the presupposition and at the same time 

the content of intuition? These are questions which Troeltsch does not resolve and considers largely 

unresolvable; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 686-87 {1922}. To him in the end the monad is the 

metaphysical miracle par excellence; Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 576 {1922}. 
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consciousness, or, yes, even from a scheme of all possible meanings and values virtually inherent in 

man's mind? What are the practical consequences of the newer epistemology's monadological and 

metaphysical central idea? What, in particular, is implied by the asserted corporeal imbeddedness 

and anthropological limitedness of the intuition, and to what extent do these restrict the horizon of 

the understanding? 

Consideration of these questions reveals that the continuity of the meaning of history and in 

particular the possibility of a universal history is neither rediscovered nor restored by this new 

approach. On the contrary, the universalist foundation of history is surrendered. The consequences 

become conspicuous in a monadological, which is to say radically individualistic metaphysics. All 

knowledge may be "knowledge in God" (Malebranche), but it is at the same time knowledge from 

individual monadological positions with all the anthropological ties and limitations which that 

involves. 

Interhuman comprehension and understanding too is knowledge and as such is limited. 

Troeltsch's previous stage of thought, which had its inception with the hypothesis of a scheme of 

consciousness of all possible values based on a universal historical understanding of meaning,817 

ends with the strong assertion that we, Europeans, really know only ourselves and understand only 

our own being.818 Here then this sobering truth is given an epistemological and metaphysicial basis. 

The deficiency of our knowledge and of our understanding is unavoidable and fundamental. It is a 

result of the unexceedable limits of our participation in the life of the divine spirit. 

Troeltsch has in mind not only the interventions of corporeality and sensuousness in the 

process of understanding. Our entire social, historical, and geographical conditionality (III, 65-66 

{1922}) plays us false here. That is why he is able, precisely in the context of his monadological 

epistemology, to show that the problem of hermeneutics shades, as in Max Scheler, into the problem 

of the sociology of knowledge. 

 

At this point [i.e., the question regarding knowledge of other minds] the problems of a 

sociology of knowledge arise … as Scheler rightly saw. (III, 679-80 {1922}; Kraay) 

 

Obviously, then, monadological intuitionism does not save the theory of knowledge (including 

hermeneutics) from the theories of relativity associated with historicism. Instead, the new 

framework delivers epistemology to their tender mercies. I would recall here once again Troeltsch's 

pronouncement that the validity of science and the validity of logic, thus even the purest structures 

of consciousness, are fraught to the core with social and historical differences.819  

                                                           
817 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 67ff. {1918}; see 5.3.2. 

818 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 709 {1920}; see 5.5.3. Given the brokenness of European 

culture as such, this understanding too must be meant as broken and defective. 

819 Troeltsch, Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 76 {1922-23} (Eng. tr., p. 53); see also 

p. 30 (Eng. tr., pp. 105-6); and 6.3.4. 

From the anthropological, historical and sociological relativeness of all knowledge one could 

conclude purely logically that the insights of historicism are also just relative: the familiar 

philosophers' recipe of the self-refutation of skepticism. In the sociology of knowledge this argument 

is accordingly often advanced, and it is often rejected as well; see, for example, Karl Mannheim, 
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6.6 The Barren Paths of Ethics: The Ethical-Metaphysical Idea of Individuality 
 

 

To the Heart of the Crisis of Historicism  (1) 

 

To the problems of theoretical and especially also of historical knowledge are attached in the nature 

of the case problems of practical ethical knowing, willing, and acting. For the logic and the 

epistemology of history require -- as we have seen on more than one occasion -- the development of 

a material philosophy of history and a practical ethics. This path seems strewn with obstacles now. 

The question therefore arises of whether ethics and the authentic formation of ideals will continue to 

be feasible at all. 

It is worth noting at the outset that here -- at the ethical level -- we have reached the heart of 

the crisis of historicism. That human knowledge is limited and myopic, that we at bottom understand 

-- even in the other and the alien -- only ourselves is exceedingly frustrating but in itself no 

catastrophe. Knowledge is only instrumental. It derives its importance from its significance for 

orientating human life and action, for ethics (III, 113 {1922}). The question is, however -- and 

Troeltsch racks his brains about it -- whether the demonstrated deficit in epistemology will not lead 

to the bankruptcy of ethics. 

The way from historical knowledge to moral judgment and ethical creativity Troeltsch 

previously described as a two-way street that proceeds on the one hand from the concept of 

historical individuality and on the other hand from the concept of historical development. This way 

followed the course of hermeneutics on the one hand and that of the construction of a possible 

universal history on the other hand. From the standpoint of hermeneutics, the understanding of 

historical individualities, attached as this is to particular immanent values, had to result, so he 

maintained, in a personal determination of what should be. From the standpoint of philosophy of 

history, the development of such historical values in the direction of personal, contemporary values 

was considered to be traceable as a genetic movement in universal history. In the absence of a 

suprahistorical guideline, ethics in this way was at least able to derive from the all-consuming 

stream of history a guiding tendency for the future (5.3). 

That is why it was also such an ethical tragedy when Troeltsch had to concede, more and more 

as time went by, that hermeneutical knowledge and universal-historical language actually fall short, 

that they in fact never rise above and see beyond the walls of a particular cultural existence (even 

though he endeavored, in his so-called theory of construction, to maintain the appearance of a 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Essays on the Sociology of Knowledge. Little is made of the point in Troeltsch, probably because in 

his opinion historicism in the modern world is not so much a theoretical question as a practical 

problem of life. As such it is not susceptible to correction through intellectual tricks -- which from a 

social-historical standpoint could be interpreted precisely as time-bound expressions of cultural 

refinement. In "Naturrecht und Humanität in der Weltpolitik" he claims that the rise of romantic-

historical thought in Germany can be accounted for largely on practical and cultural-historical 

grounds -- just like that of the opposed theories of natural right in Western Europe. Nor does insight 

into this conditionality at all obviate or abolish the temporal connection to a particular tradition. Such 

insight can only provide an incentive to consider possible corrections, given the national or historical 

standpoint that has been adopted; see "Naturrecht und Humanität in der Weltpolitik," pp. 19-20. 
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universal history). The consequence seemed as unavoidable as it was painful. If the past is 

inaccessible to us and destitute of any line of universal development, then by the same token it offers 

no ethical guideline. If the past becomes shut, so does the future. Then fictional anticipation 

becomes the order of the day (5.5.11). 

I want to put it still differently. The growing fragmentation of "Universalgeschichte" has 

brought about a break between history and ethics, too, and it is that about which Troeltsch is so 

concerned. We see him in his final years reflecting again about the way that might lead from history 

to ethics. If it does not proceed from an understanding of universal meaning and if it is also does not 

start from a construction of universal history, then what must the way be? Troeltsch's answer after 

1920 is that access to ethics must be sought via the ethical and metaphysical idea of individuality. 

 

 

The Ethical and Metaphysical Idea of Individuality  (2) 

 

Individuality can function as a bridge because it is not only a historical but also an ethical category 

(already in 5.3.3). In his logic of history Troeltsch presents individuality especially as particular, 

unique factuality (even though every historical fact is found to be a unit of value as well); yet he can 

also advance it in his logic of ethics, as the momentary individualization of the ideal and the 

normative (even though every concrete norm is factually determined as well). The individual is two-

edged, is factual and ideal alike. It is a particular fact which in its own way expresses and extends 

towards what ought to be general. One can also say, starting from the other side, that it is a general 

norm which particularizes concretely in factual empirical relations. In this duality the historical past 

is individual, but so -- with a practical point -- is the formation of ideals demanded in the present; 

and the same holds even for the connection that is to be drawn between past and present endeavors. 

In this way, through its implicit references to the ideal and the normative, the idea of individuality 

can form the connecting link between the science of history and the doctrine of values. 

 

Strictly speaking, this chapter effectuated a transition from history to theory of value, and 

it is true that this new region of theory is entered through the gate of the idea of 

individuality, which alone can lead from the one to the other. It can do so because the idea 

of individuality does not signify merely the purely factual particularity of by-gone 

historico-spiritual complexes, but by the same token also signifies an individualization of 

the ideal or of the 'Ought-To-Be', which, since its forms are always particular, is not 

exhaustively realized, but is strived after and, relative to the circumstances, felicitously 

embodied in various ways. (III, 201 {1922}; Kraay) 

In this new and deeper sense of individuality, idea and factuality are one already in the 

past; also, both are one in individuality with a completely different intensity, as practical 

concern with present criteria-construction and contemporary cultural synthesis, in the here 

and now; finally, individuality contains the bond of former ideal tendencies with those that 

are to be produced today. (III, 200 {1922}; Kraay) 
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Here the term "individualization" may seem rather remarkable. It indicates that according to 

Troeltsch there is still something general behind the individuality of time and future, and then not 

something general in the sense of a norm proclaimed by an abstract epistemology or philosophy of 

history, which would have to be individualized in some way or another -- there is no longer any 

question of that. What then does he have in mind? Here we come to the cutting edge of Troeltsch's 

conception. On the one hand he wants to make "historical individualism" (III, 214 {1922}) the 

central idea and starting point of all historical and ethical reflection. Yet on the other hand -- in order 

to avoid lapsing into relativism -- he must still perforce hold fast within this sphere of individuality 

to something general and unifying. This can be concretely available only in the metaphysical 

dimension. In short, from the idea of historical and ethical individuality Troeltsch once again breaks 

through to a metaphysical individualism comparable to that of Leibniz, to a metaphysical idea of 

individuality that tries to retain the general in terms of participation. Is it not in the notion of 

participation espoused by Leibniz and Malebranche that the individual is seen as having part in the 

universality of the divine?820 

 

 

So-Called Relativism of Values  (3) 

 

This metaphysics sheds light on the problems of ethics. At a single blow the subjectivity, but then 

also the relativity, of all values is made clear. Their relativity is as a matter of fact their being related 

to and tied to an objective ground. The understanding but also the possibility of not understanding 

alien values is rendered comprehensible. A clear distinction is brought about between ethical values 

as the values of the divine spirit and the values of man's animal vitality. Room is opened up in and 

amongst these values for recognition of sociologically and psychologically determined phenomena 

such as superficiality, confusion, and strife. Most importantly, human individuality can be fully 

recognized, namely, as the unique expression of the common ground of life, in both the animal sense 

(in the satisfaction of needs) and in the ethical sense (in comprehension of the divine realm of ideas). 

Metaphysics advances! There was no conception of history -- so it appeared -- without 

metaphysics. There is no ethical reflection -- so it turns out now -- without metaphysics. Only the 

metaphysical idea of individuality is suited to link history and ethics and to found the latter as a 

historical ethics. Historical values are individual and relative, and the personal ethos is too, but in all 

this that is individual and relative -- that is the missing link! -- the divine and absolute is present and 

active. In this way there appears an axiological individualism that is not relativism since the 

individuality in question is not pure relativity but a relativity of value, a union of the particular with 

the general, of the relative with the absolute, an expression of the inner contact with the deepest 

                                                           
820 Troeltsch fulminates against the bald Cartesian ego-consciousness that has been taken as the 

point of departure by modern Western philosophy and theory of values, in which moral values are 

sought in the content of consciousness or in the subject of consciousness or in the relation between 

the two and in which these values are then related to the feeling, the will, the imagination or else to a 

specific function of consciousness, while the argument rages about whether these values are 

subjective or objective. To him these and similar problems are eliminated once it is acknowledged 

that the ego is a monad which — though in varying degrees and extent — contains virtually the 

cosmic consciousness. 
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fountain of Life. That fountain constantly brings values and ideals towards man, who at the same 

time creates and renews them.821 

 

With this, the central concept of the theory of value becomes that of individuality, in the 

sense of the unification of the factual and the ideal, unification of the naturally and 

situationally conditioned and the simultaneously ethically demanded. In this sense the 

concept of individuality is that of the principle of value-relativity. Value-relativity, 

however, is not mere relativism, anarchism, contingency or arbitrariness; instead, it refers 

to that which is always on the move and creative of the new; hence it can never be 

designated as a timeless and universal unity of the factual and the normative.… It is not 

simply there, it has to be produced.… The individual in this sense is at the greatest 

possible remove from a mere logical category that by logical compulsion must be applied 

to everything, next to a simultaneous, similarly compelled way of looking from the 

viewpoint of general laws. Much rather, it is a human creation, the fusion of fact and 

spirit, of nature and ideal, of necessity and freedom, of the most general and the most 

particular, of … the absolute and the relative.… Relativity of value … makes sense only 

when within the relative the absolute becomes alive and creative. Otherwise it would be 

mere relativity rather than relativity of value. (Kraay)822 

 

This "value relativism" (III, 218 {1922}) means in short that not only the logic of history 

(with its representations of individuality and development) but also the logic of ethics must be 

anchored in a philosophy of monadological identity.823 All representations of value -- Troeltsch can 

also speak platonizingly about representations of the realm of ideas824 -- are ultimately views of 

contents and ideals that are present virtually in one's own mind. One might say in the spirit of 

Malebranche: even the practical values we know only in God (III, 207 {1922}). 

It becomes a question for later (6.8) whether the crux of historicism, the connecting of the 

individual with the universal, is not shunted off here onto the shoulders of this metaphysics. Yet this 

problem causes grief not only at the metaphysical but also at the ethical level. Just suppose that 

human ethical striving produced only individual forms without a general sense of direction -- in 

practice, although driven by the dynamism of the metaphysical, it would just be adrift and out of 

                                                           
821 The definition of individuality as the momentary individualization of the ideal that was 

posited earlier (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 200 {1922}) is in that case also meant in the sense of 

an individualization of consciousness as such: this cosmic consciousness would be contained with its 

content and law in the separated monadic individuals — though in an intensionally, extensionally, and 

qualitatively highly divergent manner (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 685 {1922}). 

That this individualization is a divine but at the same time a risky human act is apparent from the 

reference to Kierkegaard: "this individualized divinity [must] according to … Kierkegaard be grasped 

in an existential leap and wager" (Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 214 {1922}); cf. "Die Zufälligkeit 

der Geschichtswahrheiten," (1923), p. 42. 

822 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 211-12 {1922}. The words "of … the absolute and the 

relative" in the third sentence from the end I have interpolated from p. 213. 

823 This ethical logic is not concerned so much with strictly ethical concepts as it is with 

representations of values and norms in general. In the jargon of the day, one speaks of deontic logic. 

824 Troeltsch refers for his metaphysics not only to Leibniz and Malebranche but also appeals 

readily to Plato's theory of Forms and idea of participation; cf. "Die Geisteswissenschaften" (1922), p. 

57 and Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 205, 212 {1922}. 
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control! It would lack the capacity to direct the flow of history and to renew society. Consequently, 

we see Troeltsch in the last months of his life (1922-1923) fretfully making one final endeavor to 

rediscover, on the innovative basis of an ethically and   metaphysically rooted idea of individuality, 

a path to what is ethically general and universal. I allude here to the posthumously published work 

with the misleading German title (see 0.5.1): Der Historismus und seine Überwindung (1922-23), 

i.e., "historicism and its overcoming."825 

 

 

The Endeavor to Overcome Relativism   

with Formal Ethics  (4) 

 

In Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, which has been published in English translation as 

Christian Thought: Its History and Application, Troeltsch states explicitly that for him the cardinal 

problem has always been the clash between individual-historical thought and the normative 

establishment of general truths and values. Hence the central theme of the volume is: What is the 

relation between the unceasing flux of historical life and the need of the human spirit to contain it 

with fixed ethical norms, so as to overcome historical relativism? 

 

At bottom we are all, in our every fibre, aware of historical relativism.… The most living 

problem of actual life consists of the question whether, and how far, a conceptually 

assured and clarified ethic can master and limit this historical relativism.826 

 

In Der Historismus und seine Überwindung we find a very remarkable answer. Relativism has 

to be contained first of all by a priori notions of conscience, that is, by a formal ethics of 

personality! This proposition is certainly no less than astonishing. It has, after all -- as is clear and 

will become clearer -- no basis whatsoever in Troeltsch's current historicizing frame of mind.827 It 

                                                           
825 I shall not claim -- insofar as material from 1922 is concerned -- that this endeavor is entirely 

absent from Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3. There, however, Troeltsch was out to provide a 

counterweight, during the final editing, to texts which still proceeded from the idea of a given 

common spirit, annex "universal history," and to reroot these in the metaphysical idea of 

individuality. In Der Historismus und seine Überwindung he is able to give the idea of individuality 

its full measure and thus must perforce recover, from this standpoint, the general, including the spirit 

of ethical community. 

826 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 4, cf. pp. 63-64, 1; Eng. tr., pp. 70-71, 35-36, 67. 

827 Formal ethics no longer functioned even at the penultimate stage of his thought. In the 

original articles which provided the foundation for the Historismus-Band (dating from 1916 to 1920), 

it has practically disappeared from view (only once does Troeltsch still allude to it, tangentially -- 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 79-80 {1918}, cf. vol. 3, p. 203 {1922}). I am well aware that this 

is an argumentum e silentio.  Yet there is support for it in that the Historismus-Band -- in view of the 

problem that concerns it -- Troeltsch had just as much reason to deal with formal ethics as he did in 

Der Historismus und seine Überwindung. Moreover, this is also apparent from the additions 

concerning formal ethics that Troeltsch as yet made to his Historismus-Band in 1922 (pp. 176, 196ff., 

203, 706). Furthermore, it is remarkable that in the original articles in question Troeltsch always 

refers straightforwardly to the values and ideas of philosophy of history as "ideals" (as if they actually 

were just that) and that he later emends them to "cultural ideals" (obviously in order to make room 
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betrays the fact that Troeltsch is now directly confronted with the failure of his philosophy, indeed, 

with the collapse of German romantic thought, and that he therefore is compelled to resort to ideas 

that he had once embraced (3.5.4) but later abandoned. These are ideas that stem from Kant or in 

some other way from the Aufklärung and which now, following the demise of the Wilhelmine era, 

are surging back into Germany from England and America -- notions of natural law and democratic 

ideals, the ideas of human rights, of a league of nations, of a universal history, and so forth 

(6.1.2).828 

However that may be, it is in any case so that the formal ethics of personality is thrown into 

the breach as a dam against the flood tide of historical relativism because this ethics is based on 

formal norms, that is, on norms which at bottom are not time-bound but flow directly from the 

general nature of moral consciousness and conscience. They orientate ethical actions to the purely 

formal goal of the self-creation of the free personality: establishing one's independence, in inner 

concentration and autonomous self-determination, from the causal controlling impulses of nature. 

From this ethics of conscience and personality are derived not only the moral obligations one 

has to oneself (truthfulness, strength of character, and the like) and to the other as a person (justice, 

honor, goodness, and so forth) but also the obligations one has to the community (solidarity and such 

matters). The latter flow from personality as a feature of human social groups. In the mutual bonding 

and commitment of their members, social groups too lift themselves from the natural to the moral 

order, in the sense that here the formal-ethical goal always remains affixed to the material of 

concrete cultural labor. Groups too as moral persons have mutual relations entailing similar (though 

even less easily realizable) obligations of justice, respect, a sense of responsibility, and the rest. 

These relations and obligations are gathered, then, into the ideal of mankind, the ideal of nations as 

moral communities that have all united to form the community of Man, not as a biological species 

but as a moral order: the ideal of a universal Humanity. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
beside them for formal ideals of personality); cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 175-76. Telling 

too, finally, is the terminological shift from "new cultural synthesis" (Historismus-Band) to "new 

ethical synthesis" (Der Historismus und seine Überwindung); see the continuation. 

828 In "Naturrecht und Humanität in der Weltpolitik" Troeltsch draws a sharp distinction between 

the German romantic and the West European democratic and rationalist ideas of man, community, 

and development (p. 15). He lays bare the social and historical roots which cause these ideas to 

diverge in widely differing situations (pp. 19-20). Yet both conceptions, as he sees it, are traceable to 

notions of human autonomy and rational criticism (p. 19), so that the opposition would appear to be 

not entirely unbridgeable. A correction of German thought with Western European ideas is urgently 

needed. For from a historical and moral standpoint it is clear that romantic thought in Germany has 

splintered the perspective of universal history into refurbished nationalism, and skepticism, and into 

specialist and contemplative attitudes. "In contrast, however, what is needed is a return to universal 

historical thinking and feeling" (p. 22). A return to general history is needed and thus also a return to 

a comprehensive ideal of humanity, to "developments led by natural right and the idea of humanity. 

These will and must play their role in the ideal of a future cultural synthesis" (p. 23). The ideas of so-

called human rights, Western democracy, a league of nations, and the like, which were never done 

justice (not even by Troeltsch himself -- see "Privatmoral und Staatsmoral," Deutscher Geist und 

Westeuropa, p. 147!) in the German romantic conceptions of autonomy and community, would also 

have to be incorporated into German thinking (pp. 24-25; cf. also Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 101 

{1922} and Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 99; Eng. tr., pp. 169-71). How this 

connection is to be brought about Troeltsch does not seem to know. Nevertheless, he senses that 

romanticism is at a dead end. "Whoever wants to live -- and our nation wants to live -- will have to 

bring the German traditions into new contact with the great world movements" (p. 26). Hence his (for 

that matter failing) endeavor to break the impasse with the help of formal ethics. 
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Now, the end of moral action which first appears in an obvious manner is the attainment 

and defence of a free personality, which has its foundations in itself and possesses a 

certain unity of its own.… From this end or aim which ought to exist the particular 

demands of Ethics can be derived without difficulty as soon as we consider that, in the 

first place, this personality has to develop itself in a double direction, in a particular 

demeanor towards itself, and in a particular demeanor towards its neighbor; and that, in 

the second place, the characteristic of personality applies as a demand made not only of 

single men but also of communities, so that not only individual but also corporate 

personalities are required.… At this point the moral demand rises to the ideal of Humanity 

-- of a community of all mankind in which the national groups are morally bound to each 

other and depend upon each other in the same way as the single social groups within the 

several nations.… All these demands which are thus applied to group personalities are 

necessary consequences of the fundamental principle of Formal Ethics, as soon as this 

principle comes to be pressed to its last consequences. Hence these doctrines continually 

recur in all ethical systems as the doctrines of Humanity, of the Love of Mankind, of 

International Justice, of the Rights of Man, and of Progress.829 

 

Can the turbulent flow of historical life be dammed and channelled by formal ethics? 

Troeltsch admits that such a desideratum can never be realized definitively and completely. 

Timelessly valid and suprahistorical though the moral idea may be,830 it cannot provide a fixed 

demarcation because it is never applicable in its full purity in any cultural setting. Indeed, its 

realization is impossible not only in practice but also in principle, since it consists in a struggle 

against nature for emancipation, in freedom as permanent self-emancipation, self-confirmation, and 

self-creation. Its definitive and complete attainment would mean goodness and reasonableness as 

necessity, without struggle and hence without freedom -- which is as inconceivable as it is 

impossible. Furthermore, natural drives and needs are so thoroughly incorporated in man's 

constitution and earthly existence that for this reason too these can be not eliminated but at best 

controlled, through responsible readiness to enter into ever new compromises. 

 

In these circumstances there is no hope at all left for the realization of the moral idea of 

humanity by finally and completely damming and canalizing the stream of historical life 

through a morality which is timelessly valid and transcends history. Struggle remains to 

all eternity -- struggle and yet again struggle -- as the lot of the moral here on earth. Man 

is, and always will be, at once a natural and a rational being. Reconciliation can only be 

attained by a compromise.831 

 

Thus limiting history by the moral ideas of personality and humanity is an act that varies with 

circumstances, an act that applies and realizes absolute norms conscientiously (and hence is already 

historical and relative itself!). In short, it is an act that only temporarily checks the stream of life. 

Progress can be made in this way, to be sure; in the end we gain at best, however, not an absolute 

sheet anchor but a guideline. 

                                                           
829 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 9-10, 13-14; Eng. tr., pp. 77, 78-79, 83, 83-84. 

830 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 18, 21, 27; Eng. tr., pp. 89-90. 

831 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp.18-19; Eng. tr., pp. 89- 92. 
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Historical Relativism can and must be limited from this point of view. But the act of 

limitation itself is always and in every case an act which differs according to situation and 

circumstances, maturity of development and difficulties of life. It is a relative act, which 

only realizes absolute standards as far as possible, and bears in its bosom its own absolute 

quality only in the form of decision by the personal conscience and resolution.… In this 

respect an advance may very well be both possible and desirable for humanity. In the act 

of decision we may thus certainly trace a factor of fundamental definition and precision of 

direction, but not a timeless, eternally valid, abstract program.832 

 

The Attempt to Check Relativism Through  

   a Cultural Historical Ethics (5) 

 

Troeltsch is of the judgment that formal ethics can limit history adequately only in combination with 

cultural historical ethics.833 Yet such an ethics is but a poor remnant of Troeltsch's earlier notions. 

Notwithstanding the formal-ethical idea of humanity considered above, there is no longer even a 

word about "universal history" as such. From the outset, philosophy of history provides a basis 

restricted to the a   posteriori idea of Europeanism: the construction of Europe's presuppositions, 

history, and lot. We need insight into the unconscious, natural (geographical and biological) 

premises of our lives,834 then into the internal dynamics governing the course of European history, 

and, finally, into the interplay of the necessary and contingent elements of culture which inevitably 

appear in history. 

These are the lines within which the struggle for the renewal of culture and society will have 

to be carried on. They show that such a renewal will always be strongly constructive and contingent, 

subjective and factual in character. Perhaps there may be a necessary dynamics or an ideal direction, 

that is, an "inner logic" in history, but it is clearly limited in scope and intertwined with contingency. 

                                                           
832 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 20; Eng. tr., pp. 91-92; cf. already 3.2.2 and 

3.5.4. 

833 Thus he is also critical of Kant, who was satisfied with a transcendental ethics analogous to 

his transcendental logic (Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 7; Eng. tr., p. 74). The 

connection and combination sought lies herein, that the ethics of personality, formal as it is, requires 

ideal matter, concrete cultural goals for its actions, and that conversely these cultural values and 

goods are only realizable in the moral disposition of the free personality. Of course their mutual 

difference with respect to history is not thereby eliminated. Formal ethics is elevated to timeless 

validity while the ethics of goods appears in the historically individual, the former individualizing 

itself only and exclusively in its application, the latter from the outset and thoroughly. By the same 

token, the relations of moral superstructure and natural substructure are different in the two cases: in 

the first case there is a natural opposition between moral responsibility and natural disposition, in the 

other case there is a gradual ethical elevation of marriage and education, of economics and 

technology, of law and the state, as there is too in the unfolding of science, art, and religion from the 

variety of particular natural concerns and needs (desire, need, force, curiosity, fantasy, and fear; see 

the six cultural spheres in 2.3.5 and cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 180-81). Cultural ideals 

remain tied to these natural givens, whence their individual, relative-historical character. 

834 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 165 {1922}. 
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The idea of "destiny" (Schicksal) becomes more pronounced.835 Philosophy and science provide just 

a practical framework for the new synthesis, not the pretentious perspective of a philosophy of 

history. 

 

A conscious and constructive synthesis also becomes necessary. This kind of synthesis is 

the something for which today we are searching unceasingly in our modern world. The 

final question, therefore, is, "how can that synthesis be achieved?" Here, it is true, we are 

dealing with a matter of theoretical construction. But this construction is not an a priori 

construction which can start from the essential nature of Reason or of the law of the 

world-process. It is rather an a posteriori construction which essentially demands a 

knowledge of the premises, history, and destiny of the particular sphere of culture. 

Definite possibilities and methods are thus indicated from the very first and for every 

synthesis; and in following these we are only concerned with the historical individuality of 

the particular sphere of Culture, and the peculiarity of Reason as it has developed here in 

this given place.836 

 

The first requirement for creating a new synthesis is accordingly insight into the given cultural 

constellation. The cultural system in question needs, further, to be disencumbered of superfluous 

ballast and concentrated in a particular dominating value. Then other cultural values must be united 

around this core. Finally, such a new system should be brought into contact with formal ethics: each 

system has to confirm and to limit the other. The concrete elaboration of such a synthesis depends at 

bottom on personal impression, individual conscience, and the inner experience of faith. The 

ultimate responsibility is an individual decision. 

 

Once, however, this knowledge has been attained, the system thus evolved must be 

refined, concentrated, liberated, and directed. The essential point is to determine the 

direction by bringing out the central value and attaching and incorporating with it the rest. 

The creative act, and a conscience ready to assume responsibility, are here too the decisive 

factors, no less than in the application of the morality of conscience to the complicated 

relations of reality. It is, too, the personal and individual conscience which connects the 

system of cultural values with that of the morality of conscience -- explaining and 

strengthening, and at the same time conditioning and limiting, the one by the other. Here, 

too, it is faith that ultimately decides; and here, too, it is likewise faith that justifies.837 

 

In this way cultural ethics is made largely dependent upon the subjective (albeit tactful and 

conscientious) act of the creative personality, an act grounded in the moral will to reform culture and 

in the intuitive evidence provided by religious or metaphysical faith. The enlightening line of an 

underlying ideal development has been reduced to a minimum; the emphasis now is on the notion of 

                                                           
835 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 37, 38, 39, 41, 76, 78, 105. In Christian 

Thought, the English translation, the German word "Schiksal" is alternately translated as "Fate," 

"destiny" and "lot." See pp. 116, 117, 118, 121, 53, 56, 178. 

836 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 39; Eng. tr., pp. 117-18. 

837 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 39-40; Eng. tr., pp. 118-20. 
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destiny.838 Formal and historical ethics have to support each other in order to survive and resist 

relativism; but historical ethics is on its last legs,839 and formal ethics, as a closer look reveals, has 

already succumbed altogether. 

 

 

The Historicizing of Formal Ethics   (6) 

 

On balance, what does formal ethics contribute to the way we shape our lives? At one moment it 

seems to have the power to restore a more or less fixed horizon to a disoriented cultural ethics, 

through an ideal of personality considered to be supratemporal and universal. Troeltsch, however, 

when he has finished carefully spinning the fine web of his formal and material ethics, sunders it 

himself from its main point of support, the idea of personality (this universal starting point of the 

formal theory of duties, this universal content of cultural ethics). Suddenly he rechristens it -- in a 

flash of historical intuition -- a Western belief, Europe's cultural destiny, our truth and ours alone!  

 

The idea of Personality, which, in the form of Freedom, determines everything in the 

morality of conscience, and in the form of Object, everything in the ethic of values -- this 

idea is, after all, a Western belief, unknown in our sense to the Far East, and preeminently 

and peculiarly the destiny of us Europeans.840 

 

                                                           
838 Spontaneous renewals produced unconsciously before modern times and unaccompanied by 

philosophical and scientific insight Troeltsch calls "syntheses … fateful in their nature" 

(schicksalartigen Synthesen) (Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 38; Eng. tr., p. 117). 

839 We shall see that the question of the concentration and unification of cultural elements in a 

central value is decided by Troeltsch beforehand in favor of the religious-metaphysical value. 

840 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 41, cf. pp. 77, 83; Eng. tr., pp. 120-21, cf. pp. 54, 

62. It is in any case clear that the reintroduction of formal ethics gave rise to an ambiguous idea of 

personality: in the sense of formal autonomous freedom and in the sense of the concrete contents of 

cultural and spiritual development. The one is of transcendental-idealist (0.2.7) and the other of 

romantic-idealist (0.3.3) provenance. I have to admit that the connection between them is not 

contradictory insofar as and to the extent that both are traceable to the Renaissance-humanist idea of 

man as a free autonomous being that creates itself and its own world. 

This idea of personality rests upon the basis of Western Christianity, Troeltsch says elsewhere 

(Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 77; Eng. tr., p. 54; cf. Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 1, p. 

978; Eng. tr., pp. 1004-5). Cf. in this regard my observation concerning relation between Christian 

and Renaissance-inspired ideas of freedom and creation (0.2.1). That Troeltsch sees more continuity 

than disjunction between Christian and humanist conceptions of personality is consistent with his 

whole historicist approach to Christianity, in which apostolic, patristic, medieval, reformed and 

neoprotestant adaptations of the faith can all be called equally legitimate expressions of the Christian 

mind. In neoprotestantism as a consequence he regards humanist autonomous thought and the 

Christian idea of freedom as correctly linked: theonomy and autonomy are one. 

In their authoritative critiques of Troeltsch's definitions of Christianity, church, Lutheranism, 

Calvinism, and so forth, protestant theologians and historians have in general taken this historicist 

starting point in his approach too little into account; cf. Karl Holl, Gesammelte Aufsätze, vol. 1, 

Luther, 106. The Dutch Reformed theologian J. Severijn (see "Ernst Troeltsch over de betekenis van 

het Calvinisme voor de cultuurgeschiedenis," ARS 1 (1927): 1-71) does, indeed, have an eye for this 

particular approach, although he does not share it. 
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In Troeltsch's thought -- so one may conclude -- there is no longer any room for a formal 

morality. That Troeltsch always or fully surrenders to this conclusion I shall not claim. He simply 

cannot afford to cease clutching onto the straw of formal ethics. So to the extent that formal ethics 

seems to bring to light at least a series of "formal" characteristics of the European mind, he 

construes something like a formal-ethics-on-a-historical-basis (whatever that may be), a "morality of 

conscience … for us Europeans," the hovering counterpart of an "Ethic of the Cultural Values … for 

us Europeans."841  

 

 

The Ethical-Metaphysical Idea of Individuality  

and the Mighty Stream of Life (7) 

 

This result seems all the more questionable when it is remembered that in fact the so-called 

European culture too, as a basis for morality, has been slipping away from Troeltsch for some years 

now, so that it can no longer offer much, if any, support. Previously, Troeltsch regarded the 

individual shaping of the ethos as motivated, borne, and legitimated by a broad, general evolution of 

ideas; now he really gathers its ultimate basis and justification entirely into the individual voice of 

conscience itself. No matter how one may choose to defend or found the formal and cultural 

principles of morality, their elaboration, association, and application to the recalcitrant, contingent 

actual situation depend at bottom on a personal act of decision (Kierkegaard's irrational "leap")! 

 

This solution of the problem [i.e., the limiting and shaping of the historical stream of life], 

however, is always an association of different principles, and an application, too, of these 

associated principles to the facts and needs of the natural, sensuous process, with its 

innumerable accidents and actualities.… This accounts for the character of struggle and 

labor that is inseparably associated with this solution, and indeed with Ethics in general; it 

explains … its … qualities of compromise and individuality.… In this compromise there 

is, properly understood, something more than a simple coming to terms with the 

complications of life. There is a deeper content;  there is the metaphysical character of 

individuality which attaches to all personal decisions of conscience and to every synthesis 

of cultural values.842 

The proof of the correctness of one's own position consists in an individual adjustment of 

the kind described, and in the certainty which results therefrom.843 

 

                                                           
841 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 41-42; Eng. tr., p. 123. In "Die Zufälligkeit der 

Geschichtswahrheiten" (1923), a spirited summary of the pertinent articles from Der Historismus und 

seine Überwindung, the formal ethics of conscience is really entirely abandoned in favor of a cultural 

historical ethics based on individuality (see p. 39). 

842 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 43; Eng. tr., pp. 124-25; italics added. 

843 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 48; Eng. tr., p. 130. For the affinity to 

Kierkegaard's individualism, see "Die Zufälligkeit der Geschichtswahrheiten," p. 42 and Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 3, p. 214 {1922}. 
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The ethical synthesis is a creative tri-une compromise between the morality of conscience, 

cultural ethics, and the situation of the moment844 and is as such individual in character.845 The 

creative synthesis has its starting point, certainty, and ultimate responsibility in the root existence of 

the individual reformer of history. With that we have come to the metaphysical core of this new 

ethics; here, the correspondence between Der Historismus und seine Überwindung  and the final, 

monadological redaction of the Historismus-Band is striking! Everything turns upon "the meaning of 

the ethico-metaphysical conception of individuality, as it is presented here in the combination of the 

Morality of Consciousness and that of the Ethic of the Cultural Values with the conception of a 

Creative Compromise adapted to each successive stage of development."846 

In Der Historismus und seine Überwindung it becomes clear how much Troeltsch is baffled 

by the problem of this individualism. No sooner has he established that by combining the resources 

of formal ethics and cultural ethics it must be possible to canalize history than he retires again. For 

of what significance are such resources, of what significance is such a synthesis -- in spite of the 

objectivity of its sense of metaphysical necessity and the legitimacy of its historical-ethical and 

practical-technical considerations -- as an individual, subjective act of synthesis, in the face of the 

colossal stream of life? That stream can only be controlled and shaped by mass convictions and 

common spirit, by leadership, authority, and tradition. If skepticism and relativism are to be 

withstood successfully, then it is absolutely necessary that the new individualism be transformed 

into a kind of superindividualism (Überindividualismus)847 springing from a common spirit. 

 

Skepticism and relativism are only an apparently necessary consequence of modern 

intellectual conditions and of Historicism. They can be overcome by way of Ethics, and by 

way of ideal forces emerging from history itself, which are only mirrored and 

                                                           
844 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 43, 47, 56, 40; Eng. tr., pp. 125, 130, 141, 119. 

Because in Der Historismus und seine Überwindung formal morality must likewise be situated, 

Troeltsch speaks here not of a "new cultural synthesis" (as in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3) but of a 

"new ethical synthesis"; see, e.g., pp. 58, 59; Eng. tr., pp. 142, 144. 

The Dutch philosopher A. Troost correctly observes that the term "situation" in modern ethics 

entails more than the traditional "circumstances" and that this "more" appears clearly from the way in 

which the notion of "situation" functions in a particular climate of ideas; cf. Casuïstiek en situatie-

ethiek, p. 248. It is the climate of ideas in which the moral autonomy of the person is maintained, but 

the circumstances are posited in contrast as an actual contingent determinant of the individual moral 

decision. This is already the case in Troeltsch, although "Situation" (Der Historismus und seine 

Überwindung, p. 56; Eng. tr., p. 141) is not yet the accepted term. 

845 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 57ff., 40, 43-44, 47ff.; cf. Eng. tr., pp. 142ff., 

119, 125-26, 129ff. 

846 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 47; Eng. tr., pp. 129-30. This ethical-

metaphysical individualism is the key  to understanding the ethical problem of Der Historismus und 

seine Überwindung ! It explains why Troeltsch now proceeds to screen his conception against 

Liberalism (which is equally individualistic but also atomistic) and against the massive monistic 

community ideology of German Romanticism (pp. 45-49 and 49-51, respectively; Eng. tr., pp. 127-32 

and 132-35; cf. "Die Zufälligkeit der Geschichtswahrheiten," p. 60). It explains especially why 

relativism is such an acute danger and why at this crucial moment the heart of all ethical problems is 

located in the creation of the common spirit (Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 51-60, 

especially p. 57; Eng. tr., pp. 135-44, 141-42)! For such a common spirit no longer exists without 

further preface, either as the self-evident beneficial result of egoistic efforts (liberalism) or as the 

hidden starting point of all morality and culture (romanticism), and yet (in the confrontation with 

relativism) it is indispensable (pp. 43-45; Eng. tr. pp. 124-27). 

847 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 51; Eng. tr., p. 135. 
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concentrated in Ethics. But it cannot be denied that this objectivity is involved in a deep 

subjectivity and founded on personal resolve.… This solution appears to be inadequate for 

that purpose of damming and controlling the stream of life which we have in view. The 

real solution demands mass convictions, common spirit, broad driving-power, public 

opinion. And so there arises finally the question of the relation of our solution to this need 

of a broad common spirit molding the masses and the successive generations. How can 

such a personal and individual solution develop into a common spirit, which, after all, 

presupposes something super-individual and universal? Here we have without doubt one 

of the most difficult and painful problems of the present day.848 

 

 

Pluralist Society and Its Natural Origin   (8) 

 

The ethical-metaphysical idea of individuality does not imply that human society is just a disparate 

aggregation of individual opinions without any solidarity or sense of community. There are 

undoubtedly continuities in history and patterns in culture. The question, however, is where these 

patterns and continuities come from and how far they reach. The new idea of individuality indicates 

they do not arise from some unfolding mystical force of a total spirit posited a priori. Hence there is 

also no basis for assuming that history produces integral communities today, or that it ever did so in 

the past.849 Troeltsch is opposed to all monistic theories of community. Only a pluralist conception 

of society does justice, he believes, to the multiplicity of social spheres in which man lives, each of 

which has its own agenda, its own content, and its own, individual common spirit. 

 

But it is rather the case that our lives are passed from the first not in a monistic, 

homogeneous circle, but in a number of circles, each of which has its own ethical 

Common Spirit.… It is absolutely impossible to conceive of them all as one community, 

and then to credit this community ideally with a common intellectual content.850  

Generally speaking, it is a fact that we live in various social complexes which are in the 

last resort concentric and each of which has its own intellectual content. This content is 

determined by the nature of the complexes concerned, and it is in general not nearly so 

problematical as the tortured modern soul conceives it to be. One has only to resolve to let 

each complex go untroubled on its way.851 

 

                                                           
848 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 44-45; Eng. tr., p. 126. "Die Zufälligkeit der 

Geschichtswahrheiten" (p. 47) culminates in this same ethical problem. 

849 Not only a mature, strongly differentiated society such as modern Western culture is inwardly 

split, but medieval culture too was already rife with tensions and conflicts; Der Historismus und seine 

Überwindung, pp. 51, 58; Eng. tr., pp. 134-35, 143-44; "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," pp. 

32-33. Troeltsch now rejects the romantic "community-society" scheme (Tönnies, cf. 5.6.7); Der 

Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 45-46, 50-51; Eng. tr., pp. 127-29, 132-35. 

850 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 52-53; Eng. tr., pp. 136-37. 

851 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 54-55; Eng. tr., p. 139. 
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Where do these particular common spheres with their common spirits come from? They arise 

from the ties that exist in natural groups, which form (and formed) as a result of common interests or 

under pressure and in times of danger. Such natural feelings of solidarity exist everywhere and 

thrive in culture, too. Through various forms of internal authority and tradition such feelings 

establish themselves at the intellectual level and provide each of the various cultural spheres with the 

necessary coherence. 

 

Moved by their generally obvious material interests, and in moments of real or imaginary 

danger, the groups merge into Common Spirit, even as they did in the most primitive 

ages.852 

 

Mere coordination of social spheres and values will not suffice, so Troeltsch believes, to dam 

the historical stream altogether. In the end it is necessary to understand the various coordinated 

spheres as concentric circles. They must be tied to a central sphere of life. Troeltsch points to the 

religious or metaphysical sphere as the center that unites and inspires those other circles. 

 

In all these complexes we live simultaneously, without difficulty and without confusion. If 

we seek to give them an association and a connection, to conceive of them not as co-

ordinated but as concentric circles, we find ourselves at once confronted with the 

                                                           
852 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 54; Eng. tr., p. 138. For Western civilization 

Troeltsch -- proceeding from the general to the more particular (as it is called) -- enumerates nine 

social spheres which, in his view, would all have a different intellectual or spiritual content: "The 

facts of life show … a multiplicity of Common Spirits or Social Complexes, which have each their 

own intellectual foundation. Enumerating roughly and proceeding from the general to the particular, 

we may tabulate them as follows: (1) humanity; (2) the sphere of Western culture; (3) the nation; (4) 

the social class; (5) the family; (6) the free professional associations; (7) the narrower circles based on 

sympathy or friendship; (8) the communities of creed, church, and denomination; (9) the free 

intellectual communities or schools of thought. Each has a different intellectual content. It is 

absolutely impossible to conceive of them all as one community, and then to credit this community 

ideally with a common intellectual content" (p. 53; Eng. tr., pp. 136-37). 

Clearly the romantic notion of community has been abandoned here, according to which the 

smaller communities would join together individually and organically and become part of a larger 

cultural whole or universal connection of all people and human history, which would then display 

concretely the entire wealth of the human spirit. Instead, Troeltsch tends -- probably still in reliance 

upon formal ethics -- to make the more comprehensive spheres increasingly abstract and lacking in 

content, while retaining the prospect of something like a general formal ethics of man featuring 

concepts of humanity and solidarity. "One can only demand for the most universal community, which 

is that of Humanity, a mutual understanding and tolerance, and a feeling of fundamental human 

obligation, without any very definite content" (p. 55; Eng. tr., p. 139). 

Alongside this tendency can be distinguished another, which is related, as we shall see, to the 

ethical-metaphysical idea of individuality. Here there is no longer any thought of a progression from 

the abstract general to the concrete particular, nor of a precarious coordination of spheres (which 

would partly embrace and partly intersect each other; "Die Zufälligkeit der Geschichtswahrheiten," p. 

51), but rather of their active concentration! See the continuation of the text. 
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metaphysical and religious element, which alone can unite them under one common 

dome.853 

 

 

Metaphysical Root-Connection.  

The Communicative Impulse of the Individual Conscience (9) 

 

The difficulty of course is that the open wound of the whole of Western culture lies precisely here. 

As such the other social spheres may often exhibit a rather clear content and a certain definiteness, 

but in the religious and metaphysical sphere that has been lost. Here an anarchy of values is 

increasing at a great rate. How, then, can moral insights be integrated precisely from this point? How 

are religious and metaphysical forces ever to conjure an ethical cosmos from historical chaos when 

these forces themselves are ruled by the greatest chaos of all? Here we are face to face with the most 

fundamental question of ethics.854 

 

This content [that of the various spheres in which we live] is determined by the nature of 

the complexes concerned, and it is in general not nearly so problematical as the tortured 

modern soul conceives it to be. One has only to resolve to let each complex go untroubled 

on its way.855 

Yet in the religious and metaphysical sphere we may certainly trace a rapidly increasing 

anarchy, and this is what has to be faced. For that purpose, however, other means will be 

necessary.856 

 

                                                           
853 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 56; Eng. tr., pp. 140-41; cf. Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 4, p. 15 {1922}. More consistently than in Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, 

Troeltsch in "Die Zufälligkeit der Geschichtswahrheiten" separates the faith community of churches, 

and of spiritual circles still to be formed, from the nine previously mentioned spheres, since the 

former are not founded on natural relations and expectations but upon an enduring metaphysical 

orientation. "Here we deal with the unique and very particular community of faith, with the life- and 

worldview, with the final feelings of value themselves, thus with that community which in distinction 

from all others rests not on natural relations and their demands but on the deepest content of the soul 

and its principal value orientation to the world and existence in general. Beginning with this center, 

one always tries, certainly, to integrate the other communities and their values, and to apprehend them 

in a spiritual way" (cf. "Die Zufälligkeit der Geschichtswahrheiten," p. 55). In evidence here is a 

strongly mystical conception of religion (see further 6.7). 

854 In any case, in this matter Troeltsch does not expect salvation from the churches. The societal 

claims they make are hollow and unrealizable. Formerly they did, indeed, imbue civilization with a 

relative unity. But because religious ethics does not in reality transcend the person and the narrower 

spheres of private life, such ethics as social ethics always has depended on compromises. To this end 

the Christian church was not unprofitably amalgamated through the ages with particular forms of 

natural law (cf. 4.2.7). Today the church works only with a helpless conglomerate of the most varied 

motifs and lacks, moreover, fragmented into countless denominations as it is, any binding force; cf. 

Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 53, 56; Eng. tr., pp. 137, 141; see further 6.7.3. 

855 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 54-55; Eng. tr., p. 139. 

856 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 54; Eng. tr., p. 139. 
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The solution Troeltsch proposes is strongly individualistic. The creative union and religious 

rooting of all cultural values with each other and with the morality of personality and with the given 

situation can and must ultimately be accomplished as an individual act of synthesis, as a 

compromise to be created personally. By no means does this imply that the possibility of a common 

spirit in the metaphysical and religious area is utterly denied. Yet if such a spirit is ever to warm and 

unite our lives and culture once again, it will have to arise just in a way that is in keeping with such a 

basis. 

 

For this most fundamental question of Ethics all that is left today is the individual and 

personal combination of the morality of the Conscience, of the Cultural Values, and of the 

given situation, of which we have spoken above. With us, accordingly, any Public Spirit 

of a metaphysical-religious nature can only arise and operate alongside and outside the 

churches -- and often enough, we must admit, also within them -- in a way that is in 

keeping with such a basis.857 

 

How then? Troeltsch expects salvation from the recruiting power of such an individual 

synthesis itself. Such a synthesis can and will win support, because it is not an arbitrary private 

creation but one accompanied by a profound sense of its inner necessity and universality. In short: 

because it is ethical and metaphysical. Even though the creative synthesis no longer rests upon the 

romantic basis of community, it remains a community affair. Even though it is borne by no 

community beforehand, it remains community-oriented. The creative synthesis is supposed to 

establish a community out of a profound sense of responsibility and impulse to communicate, out of 

an intuitive awareness that our creations of values are value relativities, that is, unions of the 

particular with the general that embrace everything and everyone. Troeltsch suggests a direction 

here that will soon be taken by Karl Jaspers.858  

 

And here we are confronted with the heart of the problem, and at the same time the only 

kind of solution adequate to the present day becomes clear. Wherever the modern 

conditions are understood, we see the demand for more originality and more community; 

in other words, the instinctive demand for the personal and creative disposition of the 

individual synthesis, combined with a deep feeling for its inner necessity. It is equally true 

that this synthesis is demanded … as the outcome of a feeling of responsibility and the 

communicative impulse of an overflowing love.… A new salvation, to be found in fresh 

and original concentration on a metaphysical foundation; a new love, resting on the 

                                                           
857 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 56-57; Eng. tr., p. 141. 

858 In Jaspers too extreme individualism goes hand in hand with the idea of communication. In 

him, however, communication in no way relieves the necessarily unassailable solitude of the 

individual position: on the "loneliness of communication," see S. U. Zuidema, "Existentialistic 

Communication," pp. 197-202. Troeltsch is also aware of such a fundamental loneliness, but he sees 

in communication the necessary urge to and possibility for substantial spiritual community, however 

imperfectly realizable this may be. "Indeed, personal loneliness and spiritual solitude do overcome us 

quite frequently in life…. Yet it is equally clear that there is something at work here that is unhealthy 

and unnatural, debilitating and embittering…. All are subject to the need for community, interaction, 

supporting substance" ("Die Zufälligkeit der Geschichtswahrheiten," p. 47). 
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feeling of all spiritual values as fundamentally common values -- this is the form in which 

the universal validity of these syntheses can emerge into a Common Spirit.859 

 

What Troeltsch has in mind is neither a new world religion nor a general humanitarian 

philanthropy but small focal points of shared experiences, associations, communities of faith, 

scholarly circles (like the Stephan George School), youth movements, and the like, of the sort that 

mushroomed in Germany after the war. In these he sees germ cells of new spiritual life. He hopes 

that together they will stave off cultural disintegration, that they will lend new resilience and 

solidarity to society and perhaps even breathe new life into rigidified churches. To accomplish this 

they will have to shape, and articulate, through the agency of leading personalities, an ethical 

synthesis. Through leadership, communication, and education this synthesis will have to be 

expanded and all affinitive values will have to be experienced as communal out of an ultimate, all-

encompassing love. Only in this way can a new spirit of community arise. At least, to a certain 

degree! More so than in the case of the Middle Ages, the common spirit of modern nations will be 

relative and broken! 

 

It is germ-cells of a new spiritual freshness, power, concentration and discipline, which 

have everywhere to be formed against the crudity, shallowness, and vulgarity of an … 

increasingly disintegrated and desolate civilization. In the nature of things they must begin 

in a small way and assume an individual form in accordance with individual impulse.… 

Wherever we look today, such germ-cells are forming; everywhere they are striving to 

spread abroad, especially in the form of personal communion and love, the inevitable 

elements comprised in their particular synthesis.860 

 

Troeltsch is putting no small mortgage on the future! Will the germ cells of new life establish 

themselves? Will they lead to a central synthesis? Will they generate a comprehensive common 

spirit? If so, to what degree? These are questions which of course cannot as yet be answered. Yet 

Troeltsch has maneuvered himself into a most unenviable position: he has coupled the basic 

problems of history and ethics, of individuality and universality, of normativity and relativism to the 

practical uncertainty of everyday life. 

 

The nature of the further development along these lines is a question in itself which cannot 

yet be answered to-day. From these germ-cells there must proceed great fighting forces of 

public life.… Thence may proceed that measure of public spirit in the final ethical 

foundations which alone is possible for modern peoples.… Even so there will be no 

monatic unitary society. There never was such a thing; and the unity of the modern mind 

which, at the best, is exceedingly relative, will be naturally much more diversified than 

that of the Middle Ages. But a new field must be ploughed.861 

                                                           
859 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 57; Eng. tr., pp. 141-42. 

860 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 58; Eng. tr., p. 143; italics added. Cf. "Die 

Zufälligkeit der Geschichtswahrheiten," p. 57. 

861 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 58-59; Eng. tr., pp. 143-44. 
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Practical Uncertainty and  

In Principle a Dearth of Prospects  (10) 

 

Telling for this basic uncertainty is the shifting of the problem that occurs in Troeltsch's argument in 

Christian Thought. Initially he advances an explanation in principle of how the undermining stream 

of history can be canalized and the collapsing ethos saved in a new creative combination of the 

morality of conscience, cultural ethics, and practical expertise. However, since he has to take into 

consideration the metaphysical individuality of such a cultural synthesis, his statements lead 

eventually to the practical problem of how the cultural crisis in which we find ourselves can be 

overcome. 

This shifting of the problem is of great importance. It indicates that consistent, individualistic 

historicism is no longer capable of refuting relativism in principle. From a practical standpoint 

Troeltsch can still seek connection with personal or cultural values that are supposed to be present, 

rely on the firmness of the peripheral cultural spheres, anticipate metaphysical and religious renewal, 

place his hope in the communicative impulse of the individual conscience, point to new germ cells 

of ethical religiosity. Yet by suspending the central ethical synthesis on the thread of a personal 

decision he abandons the general basis, uncovered by philosophy of history and metaphysics, upon 

which he has hitherto constructed all good expectations of a newly emerging common ethos. He 

concedes beforehand that the deepest metaphysical common spirit will, as it expands, constantly 

encounter contrary convictions and currents of faith. 

 

The solution [to the task of damming and controlling the stream of historical life] thus 

gained, which we have to regard as a central solution achieved in a metaphysical-religious 

nucleus, can only be spread from individual centers, and made into a spirit of self-

communication and love, which will as far as possible spread itself over the widest circles, 

but will always be at war with other forms of belief.862 

 

This uncertainty concerning a possible confluence of central moral convictions is 

accompanied by a further uncertainty regarding possible ties between and with the more peripheral 

spheres of culture. Given the natural basis of their origin, these spheres enjoy a rather independent 

and stable existence alongside each other and alongside the religious-metaphysical root conviction. 

They are able as a result -- according to Troeltsch -- to offer more distinct ethical rules.863 Yet man 

is not simply the better off for that. It is necessary to construct an unbroken breakwater of cultural 

                                                           
862 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 59; Eng. tr., pp. 144-45. 

863 It is not made entirely clear why there are differences here from the religious ethos. Does 

religion not also arise from a natural basis? Perhaps one has to say that in religiosis spiritualization 

has advanced the farthest (in turning away from the world) and so arrived at individual-metaphysical 

self-awareness, with the unfortunate possibility of disintegration. Troeltsch sees religion moving 

inevitably in the direction of mysticism (see 6.7.2). In mysticism he deems it liberated from all 

restricting natural connections (see the last n. to 6.6.8). 
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values in the flowing stream. It is necessary that the fire of religion actively fuse all communities 

and common values together. 

Even here, however, the future affords no certain anchorage. The reason once again is that 

Troeltsch cannot appeal to the cohesive force of a common metaphysical spirit. The common spirit 

often evolves, to the extent that it is present, in the peripheral cultural spheres. The central social-

ethical connection succeeds only by way of exception, and then still always in diverse and imperfect 

ways within the narrower confines of particular communities of faith. For this reason Troeltsch 

keeps the fronts separated, so that reconstruction in society is not made dependent on religious 

renewal (see further 6.7.5). 

 

Such central ethical forces, however, have by their side a wealth of more peripheral 

circles, which receive from their natural foundations a simpler and more assured ethical 

regulation, and thus make life relatively independent of such central decisions, though at 

the same time they constantly require to be reincorporated in them. It is now clear what is 

meant when one describes all Ethics as something complex and diversified. With these 

complex forces it is possible to dam and control the stream of life. But every such control 

is always, by reason of this complexity, a struggle; it is ever changing; it   develops ethical 

public spirit along various lines, and  only  exceptionally   and in a narrower circle is it of 

centrally binding force.864 

We end in a plurality of communities. And the thought of unification of these divers 

communities and their values into one spiritual whole, in the end always flounders in the 

fragmentation of all the different faiths. Such is the fate of time. One can bear it when the 

natural requirements of the individual major life-circles are not made to depend on such 

unifying thought, when, instead, they follow the basic direction given with their very 

being. Comprehensive unity as such never was and never will be. (Kraay)865 

 

In this way formation of the ethical ideal is made a most complicated and delicate affair. Not 

only must such an ideal be attuned to conscience, history, and a particular state of affairs, that is, to 

an individual synthesis; the synthesis in question must, in its turn, take root and broaden, both in the 

depths of religion and in the breadth of worldly culture, since as an individual synthesis it is 

powerless. It cannot fall back upon but must strive towards a communal or public spirit. And to this 

end, it is worthwhile to note, it must depend on the one hand upon the natural massiveness and 

dynamism underlying the profane components of culture and, on the other hand, on the spiritual 

impulse to communicate inherent in the basic religious-metaphysical conviction. It seems as if 

universality is still present only in the natural basis and in the metaphysical background of history! 

How, from there, is the universal (the desired common spirit) to realize itself in history? And there is 

still another problem! It is hardly necessary to call into doubt the mooted impulse to communicate 

and the combining prowess of metaphysical conviction in order to predict that ethical efforts 

                                                           
864 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 59-60; Eng. tr., p. 145; italics added. 

865 "Die Zufälligkeit der Geschichtswahrheiten," p. 61. 
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spreading from individual points of departure must sooner or later collide. The common spirit will 

always be provisional, imperfect, and precarious.866 

 

What was really common to mankind, and universally valid for it, seemed, in spite of a 

general kinship and capacity for mutual understanding, to be at bottom exceedingly little, 

and to belong more to the province of material goods than to the ideal values of 

civilization.867 

 

 

Individualism and Universalism  (11) 

 

It has by now become somewhat clear how on a radically individualistic basis Troeltsch still 

ventures to speak of unity and coherence in history. It is a problem that Troeltsch resolves in part by 

pointing to the effects of natural group interests and group consciousness in the separate fields of 

culture. Beyond that, he seeks to relate the possible coherence of a culture as a whole to basic ethical 

impulses, the creative syntheses of individual charismatic personalities and the circles concentrated 

around them, who have always established such coherence and unity. Naturally, no one is justified 

in anticipating such connections. To the extent that they are already present, universal history and 

common spirit can only be noticed afterwards. 

It is obvious, furthermore, that the new individualistic and the earlier universal-historical 

standpoints are not absolute antipodes but poles in the same field of forces. Troeltsch's individualism 

is tempered by the impulse towards universality and commonness just as his former universalism 

was informed by the tendency towards particularization and individuality. In this way, in retrospect, 

it is more easily understandable that in his Historismus-Band Troeltsch managed to assemble into a 

single piece the universal-romantic conception he had held until 1920 and his more recently adopted 

monadological individualism. He wanted to establish a new, individual basis for ideas of community 

that were being uprooted ever more decisively with the passage of time. 

It should also be remembered that Troeltsch bases his current conception no less than he did 

his former ideas on a metaphysics of the absolute and universal. Both monadic individuality and 

value-relativity participate in the universal divine life. The continuous struggle of man in history to 

shape his values is thus at bottom the struggle of the absolute to give form to itself. Individuality and 

the relativity of values mean, in other words, that the various monadic points take hold of and 

creatively mold the absolute in accordance with their individual positions: they become connected to 

each other according to a specific rule which constitutes the nature of the becoming of God. At 

                                                           
866 That is certainly true of the later periods (Spätzeiten) of a culture. Primitive epochs possess an 

instinctive substantiality, yet have no knowledge of it and are full of trivial conflict. Mature, self-

conscious individualized cultures enjoy their spiritual unity, if only via an idealizing and absolutizing 

sense of longing and admiration. (In 1920 Troeltsch himself was still looking for the way back to such 

a utopian attitude: 5.5.11). With maturity, however, insight is attained into both the particular 

conditionality of such a substantial basis and its indispensability. Yet it is precisely this insight that 

deprives us of our possession of that basis and blocks the way back. Thus "Die Zufälligkeit der 

Geschichtswahrheiten," pp. 52-53; see the final note to 5.5.11. 

867 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 76; Eng. tr., p. 53. 
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bottom then -- such is the wonder -- the continuous and the individual dwell reconditely together. 

Continuity is not the universal-historical continuity of the romantics and philosophers of life, nor is 

it the mathematical continuity of Leibniz's unbroken series of differentials (III, 675 {1922}), no, it is 

an ethical-metaphysical continuity in the ground of cosmic life, it is continuity as an act of faith and 

at the same time as an ever new ethical task. 

 

To me the individual as factuality is distinct from the task of giving form to such 

individuality. This makes it possible to think in terms of continual striving and laboring. 

(Kraay; III, 213 {1922}) 

Value-relativity … makes sense only when within the relative the absolute becomes alive 

and creative.… It presupposes a life of the absolute in which, at every point, life can be 

understood and molded in terms of that point.… These distinctive points must be 

connected to each other and follow upon each other according to a specific rule which 

constitutes the nature of the becoming of the divine spirit, and which pushes on in spite of 

contingency, and notwithstanding the misunderstandings or failures of willing. All of this 

is implicit in the concept of individuality, of value-relativity. (Kraay; III, 212 {1922}) 

 

 

The Disintegration of the Ethos  (12) 

 

The ethical task -- as Troeltsch sees it awaiting us here -- must ever be posed anew, because it is 

uncompletable. If only the goal set could be accomplished, a line and light would appear in history. 

Yet that light is interrupted again and again, the guiding line blurs or vanishes. In principle, man is 

totally disoriented. Again and again he is thrown back upon himself and his own basic decisions. 

That is the disintegration of the human ethos. Our only remaining recourse is the practical 

provisional solution of creating ideals, though they are ephemeral, of winning victories, though in 

the end they turn out to be relative. Thus shall we have to live and struggle, for such is life. 

 

The task of damming and controlling is therefore essentially incapable of completion and 

essentially unending; and yet it is always soluble and practicable in every new case.  A 

radical and absolute solution does not exist; there are only working, partial, synthetically 

uniting solutions. Yet the stream of life is always surging upward and onward.… In 

history itself there are only relative victories; and these relative victories themselves vary 

greatly in power and depth, according to time and circumstance. This may   suffice for the 

practical purposes of human action, and indeed it  only   reflects the actual course of 

events.868 

 

                                                           
868 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 60; Eng. tr., p. 146; italics added. 
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This passage exudes profound resignation mixed with heroic activism. There is no possibility 

of actual orientation, no actual perspective for the future.869 Troeltsch carries on the struggle at the 

brink of relativism.870 One cannot expect him to recognize such relativism. That would mean the 

betrayal of his activism, denial of the metaphysical freedom and ethical creativity of man in history. 

Man must not surrender to chaos, anarchy, and relativism. Troeltsch knows only a chaos ever 

awaiting new words of creation, an anarchy that evokes hierarchy and a lifestyle, a relativism that 

would be not skepticism but a values-relativism seeking in the relative the absolute, an Einsteinian 

theory of relativity for the mental world, borne on the wings of courage and faith.871 Yet I have to 

state that Troeltsch's ethic is largely silent about the shape and direction this activism is to take. 

 

 

 

6.7 The Relativity and Social Incapacity of Christianity: Mysticism 
 

 

The New Individualism and Mysticism  (1) 

 

Fully preoccupied as he was by the great cultural, ethical, and political issues of his day, Troeltsch 

was no longer able to work out a fresh version of his philosophy of religion: "my first love" (IV, 

15)! Yet the new individualism is clearly intimately connected with his religious views. For it is just 

in the sphere of the religious and metaphysical that he locates the individual starting point of the new 

cultural synthesis. 

                                                           
869 On the "oppressive and painful resignation" which beset Troeltsch during this period in spite 

of the sprightly vitality that was his by nature, and on his "tenacious retention of a combative 

mentality," see Albert Dietrich, "Ernst Troeltsch," APG 1 (1923): 110 and DBJ 5, Das Jahr 1923 

(1930), s.v. "Troeltsch," especially p. 363. See too the observations of another of Troeltsch's students, 

Gertrud von Le Fort, concerning his despondency at their final meeting: W. F. Kasch, Die 

Sozialphilosophie von Ernst Troeltsch, p. 279. 

870 This conclusion may not be denied by supposing, on the basis of existentialistic premisses 

(which remained alien to Troeltsch however closely he may at times have approached them), that 

precisely the authenticity of the individual decision can be the absolute guideline for ethics. The 

question in that case becomes: Could this authenticity serve as a guideline for such a cultural ethics as 

Troeltsch has in mind? To be sure, for him too the decision in question as authentic, individual, and 

even irrational free action is now the fulcrum of the formation of every ethos. And yet! This freedom 

of decision can only appear as truly ethical freedom in directedness to general, or at least 

generalizable, ideal values. The central problem remains the connection between the individual and 

the general! If Troeltsch no longer espouses idealism, he nonetheless continues to pose the questions 

of idealism and in so doing remains trapped in the relativist tragedy of historicism. Paul Tillich has 

said correctly: "Although we were to a great extent agreed about the problems involved, I repudiated 

his idealistic point of departure. Troeltsch's idealism made it impossible for him to break through the 

line of historical relativism, against which he fought" (Auf der Grenze, p. 33; cf. Eng. tr., p. 54). 

871 The comparison between Troeltsch and Einstein has been made more than once; see, e.g., 

Dietrich, "Ernst Troeltsch," APG 1 (1923): 107. Troeltsch acknowledges the agreement: in both, the 

standard of measurement and the connection to an individual standpoint are at stake. In contrast, he 

calls the comparison of Einstein to Spengler utter nonsense: "Einstein is no skeptic!" (Gesammelte 

Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 219-20 {1922}). 
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Our present concern, however, is not so much with this foundational function of religion for 

culture as it is with the phenomenon of religion as such. What place and significance does religion 

and in particular Christianity (still a common religion!) have within the framework of Troeltsch's 

recent individualism?872 We have observed that this individualism, precisely as metaphysical 

individualism, still allowed room and hope for universal tendencies and that to that extent it could 

even do justice to the relative unity of historic Western Christianity, but that on the other hand it 

could bring to bear against the current religious and moral anarchy only the practical personal force 

of volition and faith. Does this not mean the end of the essential unity of the Christian religion as a 

world religion or at least as the religion of European civilization (as it was conceived to be by 

Schleiermacher, the Tübingen School, Harnack, and even Troeltsch himself until now), that it can 

accordingly no longer be regarded as the basis of our religious efforts? 

Troeltsch must have felt strong inhibitions in this regard. For it meant the definitive break with 

his philosophical hinterland, "Christian" idealism (see 1.1.2). It certainly also meant the 

undermining of his earlier theological development. The importance of the historicity of Jesus for 

faith,873 the meaning of the history of Christian revelation, the thrust of ecclesiastical tradition and 

the history of dogma, the basis of the Christian ethos, the function of the historic churches and 

confessions, the contribution of theology -- all this would become unsettled. Yet Troeltsch 

overcomes whatever inhibitions he may have and seeks an individualistic escape from the religious 

crisis and the cultural malaise of this period in history in mysticism!874 Now more than ever he 

elevates religion above profane culture, now more than ever religion becomes to him a unique, 

autonomous expression of life, a mystical experience. By the individual centers of religious and 

metaphysical experience referred to above (6.6.9) Troeltsch particularly means mystical circles. It is 

their task to recast a worn-down Christianity in a new mold, thereby also restoring a basis and sense 

of community to the external, specialized culture. What is required is a radical religious renewal 

transcending the level of ecclesiastical confessions and denominations. 

 

Yet in the religious and metaphysical sphere we may certainly trace a rapidly increasing 

anarchy, and this is what has to be faced. For that purpose, however, other means will be 

necessary.875 

All that is certain is that Christianity is at a critical moment of its further development, and 

that very bold and far-reaching changes are necessary, transcending anything that has yet 

been achieved by any denomination. I have, in this respect, become more and more radical 

                                                           
872 For a sketch of Troeltsch's entire development in philosophy of religion, see J. Klapwijk, "De 

absoluutheid van het Christendom en zijn historische en sociologische gebondenheid (Ernst 

Troeltsch)." 

873 Cf. Troeltsch, Die Bedeutung der Geschichtlichkeit Jesu für den Glauben (1911). 

874 For this reason the institutional churches stood in the penultimate position in the series of 

concentrically situated social complexes, while the final place was occupied by personal circles, the 

"free intellectual communities or schools of thought." Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 53; 

Eng. tr., p. 137. 

875 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 54; Eng. tr., p. 138. 
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and super-denominational, whilst, at the same time, I have come more and more to regard 

the specific kernel of religion as a unique and independent source of life and power.876 

 

 

The Renewed Sociological Problem  (2) 

 

The resolution with which Troeltsch has set his course towards mysticism is apparent from Die 

Sozialphilosophie des Christentums,877 a striking summary and continuation of his Soziallehren.878 

Where once he had presented the three types of church, sect, and mysticism in particular as the three 

fundamental sociological forms arising from the inner impulse of the Christian idea, he has now 

become cautious about such a priori reasoning. Without disesteeming the inner coherence of these 

types with the essential content of the Christian idea, he now attaches greater weight to yet another 

relation: the coherence of each of these types to a particular constellation of society. 

 

Which of the three types of religious association steps to the fore at any particular moment 

depends of course not merely on a theoretically or psychologically grounded preference 

for this or that manifestation of the Christian idea but also, and pre-eminently, on the 

prevailing compatibility of one type with the more general tendencies and needs of the 

time. (Bense)879 

 

Within this horizon, broadened now from the outset, Troeltsch discovers the degree to which 

social changes in ancient, medieval, and modern Europe have evoked, as it were, the rise of these 

types. In this way he arrives at a strongly a posteriori cultural historical interpretation and 

classification of the various types. 

 

At this point it is not possible to enter into details. [In a note Troeltsch goes on to explain:] 

For details I must refer to my book, The Social Teachings of the Christian Churches, 

                                                           
876 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 81; Eng. tr., p. 60. Although Troeltsch does not 

mention mysticism in so many words in Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, he definitely has it 

in mind. This is clear from the articulated connection (characteristic of mysticism) between the 

religious and the metaphysical in such passages as "Public Spirit of a metaphysical-religious nature 

… outside the churches -- and often enough, we must admit, also within them" (pp. 56-57, Eng. tr., p. 

141). In "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums" (1922) he comes out openly for mysticism, as we 

shall see in the continuation. 

877 It was probably only after completing the Historismus-Band (with a foreword dated 19 

September 1922) that Troeltsch set to work on Der Historismus und seine Überwindung and then 

went on to write "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums." In the German text of Überwindung, the 

investigations of the Historismus-Band are just called "very recently finished" (p. 76); in "Die 

Sozialphilosophie" there is however mention of "my recently published new book" (p. 25). Still, it 

was possible for "Die Sozialphilosophie" to be brought out in 1922, while the text of Überwindung 

was not completed until January 1923; cf. F. von Hügel's Introduction in Christian Thought (the 

English text of Der Historismus und seine Überwindung), p. 13. 

878 See too already 5.5.5 and Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 4, p. 149. 

879 "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," p. 23. 
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1913.… Scholars will note that I now formulate my theses more cautiously, enlarge the 

general perspective, free the total interpretation more from theological thinking, and 

approach a universal-historical mode of thought. (Bense)880 

 

In brief, this interpretation is as follows. The ancient world desired the church type as the 

substitute for a collapsing oecumene, emperor cult, and the like. Medieval people likewise chose this 

type to counterbalance the poorly developed culture and weakly organized social structures of the 

Romance and Germanic peoples. The sect type, in contrast, struck a chord in the Late Middle Ages 

with their growing individualism, urbanization, and social crises. In the Reformation and Counter-

Reformation, however, the church type revived in conjunction with state absolutism. Resistance to 

the latter naturally also brought the church (the state church) gradually into discredit. In the period of 

the English Revolution in particular, sectarian movements shot up everywhere and mixed with a 

radicalized Calvinism (which was largely deprived of its typically ecclesiastical features by the so-

called separation of church and state). Since then the distinction between the church type and the 

sect type has been mainly eradicated: we have been dealing with hybrid forms. 

Yet history moves on. In the last phase just alluded to, the grand emancipation of Europe from 

ecclesiatical tutelage got under weigh. A strongly secularized culture and a nationalistic molding of 

political and social life prevailed and dominated people's minds to such an extent that religion was 

driven from the field. It fell back upon philosophical and speculative posturing, ethical commitment, 

or emotional inwardness. Now, in this interiorized world it was possible for the mystical-religious 

ideas of the Cambridge Platonists, of Malebranche, Spinoza, Leibniz, Lessing, and the whole world 

of romanticizing Idealism to take root. A mystical-spiritualistic Christianity pioneered its way in our 

world, in modern literature and in public opinion, flanked by a humanitarian but equally non-

ecclesiastical moralism (in the line of Kant). 

Mystical-spiritualistic Christianity is momentarily the only form of religiosity that is able in 

some measure to cope with modern science and the movement of culture, assuming points of contact 

are still to be found. Actually, all current religious, ethical and metaphysical developments have lost 

touch with today's secularized political and social life; they have scarcely a notion of the grand 

social conceptions which Christianity once advocated. In any case, having been thrown back upon 

its last defenses, Christianity can at best make but a very modest contribution to the social question. 

 

Since this [mystical-spiritualistic] type of Christianity has grown ever stronger in the age 

of books and since it alone has proven to be somewhat compatible with modern 

knowledge, the social-constructive will of Christianity has become extremely weak among 

the educated; in fact, it has almost disappeared. (Bense)881 

It is quite understandable that modern philosophy and religion today seek their roots in 

Meister Eckhart.… Next to the mystical-spiritual Christianity of books and public opinion 

                                                           
880 "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," p. 25. 

881 "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," p. 22. 
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there stands a Christianity no less disengaged from the church and characterized by a 

purely intellectual moralism, as in Kant. (Bense)882 

 

 

 

Christian Social Ethics or Christian Inspiration?  (3) 

 

Three points stand out in the preceding argument. 

1. Christian mysticism, mysticism in the line of Master Eckhart (†1327), is the only type of 

religious community with which modern Europe can perhaps still get along. It is not so much 

Troeltsch's personal choice as it is, so he thinks, the religious lot imposed upon us all. At the 

moment mysticism alone still has opportunities to flourish and unfold. 

This is an enormous radicalization of Troeltsch's standpoint compared to his position ten years 

earlier (see 4.5.1 and 4.5.2), when he still held to a romantic-organismic connection of mysticism 

with the sect type and especially also with the ecclesiastical type of community: "the grand thought 

of a common historical vitality (gemeinsame historische Lebenssubstanz)" (I, 983). 

2. This mysticism, with its cultural-historical inevitability, reduces Troeltsch to the greatest 

possible resignation concerning any prospect of a new Christian social ethic. Christianity may have 

generated a grand social philosophy on two occasions in the past,883 but Troeltsch believes that, 

given present-day relations, religious forces (which are so decidedly unecclesiastical) lack the 

capacity to shape a new ethic of social life (which is so decidedly secularized).884 Such forces are no 

match for a self-assertive logic, unrestrained individualism, and the untamed expansionist drives of 

modern imperialism and nationalism and of capitalist entrepreneurship.885  

                                                           
882 "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," p. 25. 

883 The reference is to the medieval Catholic conception of a patriarchal stratified society and to 

ascetic Protestantism's rational utilitarian construction of society (4.4.3), both of which rest, according 

to Troeltsch, upon the Stoic-Christian doctrine of natural law (4.2.7). That a social theory (today one 

would say a "theology of society") could arise from the essence of the Christian religion as such 

Troeltsch doubts now more than ever ("Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," pp. 13, 31). Yet he 

finds it troubling that the Christian religion presently no longer has any social view whatsoever (p. 13, 

see 4.4.3). As early as 1917 (see "Die ethische Neuorientierung als christlich-soziales Programm") he 

views Christianity as confronted by "insurmountable difficulties" in this regard. Now, by 1922, the 

heavy accretion of spiritualistic accents renders this difficulty even less susceptible of solution. 

Troeltsch even begins to discount the practical importance and scope of former social-ethical 

conceptions ("Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," pp. 32-33). 

884 In principle only an ecclesiastical Christianity would be able to develop and implement a fully 

thought out social philosophy, as the sects are too unscientific and mysticism too introverted to do so. 

885 Troeltsch shows understanding towards so-called "christian socialism," but in practice it is 

one-sided, heterogeneous and incredibly naïeve. In particular, its expectation of establishing the 

kingdom of God on earth is "monstrously dilettantist in conception, in comparison with which the old 

Christian natural law is a paragon of wisdom"; "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," p. 32. 

Socialism correctly advocates the restriction of individual and national liberties and the establishment 

of a comprehensive planned economy, yet this is not a religious but a scientific and practical political 

affair. 
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This too represents a radical sharpening of Troeltsch's position compared with Die 

Soziallehren and the days when he still hoped for a future "Christian-social mastery of the situation" 

(I, 985). 

 

For what is decisive for every Christian social philosophy today is the fact that in the 

process of outgrowing the Middle Ages, the West (with its imperialism, its capitalism, and 

its enormous population increase) has created conditions that can (because of the 

tremendous tensions and gigantic forces involved) no longer be mastered by classical or 

Christian social philosophy, nor by a combination of both of these. (Bense)886 

 

3. The solution of the social questions accordingly becomes a completely profane, realistic, 

and strongly pragmatic affair, a matter of will power, expertise, and tact. In comparison, the 

Christian contribution can continue to consist only of (what people nowadays would call --JK) 

"Christian inspiration" or "Christian spirituality." For the differentiation of culture in contemporary 

Europe (and North America) has led, Troeltsch concedes, to the separation of the religious and the 

political-economic-social. Thus the current crisis must be resolved in the first instance through 

social self-reflection, sociological knowledge, and practical cooperation, problems and tasks which 

religion must stay out of. On the other hand, there is still a grand task awaiting the religious and 

ethical forces: these must check European titanism, permeating it from within with a spirit of 

interhuman obligation yet without lapsing into social-philosophical or social-political dilettantism. 

 

Today, with our highly developed differentiation of all of life, it is indeed understandable 

that the religious forces and those of the political, economic, and social order have been 

separated from each other. The solution of the problems growing out of this situation calls 

for a completely secular and independent, infinitely complex work of construction and 

reform that especially demands will-power and specialized knowledge.… But on the other 

hand, it remains of course true that such immense problems are not to be solved without 

moral renewal and deepening … without a basically believing outlook on life and the 

world. In fact, this is the second great demand of the critical, historic hour in which 

Europe finds itself. But this task had best be kept separate from the first and pursued with 

the aid of the available religious and ethical resources of the various denominations, 

groups, philosophies, and worldviews.… Ruthless self-deification and the drive for 

boundless self-assertion … must be curbed. Self-restraint, consideration for others, a sense 

of international solidarity, and respect for human rights must be inculcated in people's 

minds, and the spirit of obligation to a more-than-human truth and justice must be 

aroused. (Bense)887 

 

 

The Suprahistorical Retreat  (4) 

 

                                                           
886 "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," pp. 28-29. 

887 "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," pp. 33-34. 
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Troeltsch's conception of religion is by now subjected to virtually unbearable strain. Certainly it was 

ambivalent from the outset: religion founded the immanent and cultural and at the same time 

directed towards the transcendent and divine. Now however this conception is slung even more 

violently back and forth between these poles. On the one hand, religion appears to be a cultural and 

historical phenomenon coalescing with innumerable processes in society. On the other hand, religion 

seems to be entirely introspective, focussed on the eternal and divine and indifferent to the thruway 

of the world's powers. On the one hand, religion is supposed to be the refreshing fountainhead from 

which the entire society draws strength and perhaps even new unity; on the other hand, the solution 

to the social question gives every appearance of being a purely secular affair. More even than the 

ecclesiastical forms of religion, this mystical religiosity strains to transcend the dynamics of 

mundane events yet is sucked along in spite of itself -- in unfettered intellectual labor and literary 

movements -- with every imaginable spiritual development and wind of doctrine. 

 

True, the religious consciousness, whose object is God and eternal peace, is less exposed 

to restlessness and change than are the purely temporal constituents of the movement.… 

Nevertheless, Christianity is drawn into the stream of spiritual development even within 

the Churches, and still more outside and beyond them, in the free speculation of literature 

and philosophy.888 

 

It is legitimate to ask what direction Troeltsch's thoughts were taking when in 1923 death 

suddenly carried him off. We have discovered that his philosophy of culture had reached an impasse, 

and the question arises whether he did not hope to find a solution in and through mysticism. For 

mysticism -- according to Troeltsch's own statements! -- has an inherent tendency to transcend the 

relativities of history, to rise above historical revelations, ecclesiastical traditions, and cultural 

relations, into immediate union with … the Absolute (already in 4.2.1). This is the direction of 

Troeltsch's thought. It is also the direction he sees being taken by the religious yearning of people 

disillusioned with the haughty mental titanism of modern Euramerica. As if mysticism has the 

capacity to break through historicism! 

 

To transcend everything historical and external, "no longer to know Christ after the flesh," 

to live and find blessedness immediately in Christ and God: this impulse [in spiritualistic 

mysticism] was present from the beginning. (Bense)889 

Thus it is quite natural that religion has taken refuge in mysticism and sentimentalism. For 

religion does not know what to do with such a society. (Bense)890 

 

More than once Troeltsch places the peaceful calm of religion over against the restlessness of 

history and above the creative impulse of the ethical. Religion acquires a supracreative and 

supramoral character as the ultimate rest of the individual human heart. This mystical religiosity 

                                                           
888 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 80-81; Eng. tr., p. 59. 

889 "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," p. 20. 

890 "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," p. 29. 
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transcends history. The religious person seeks at the deepest level a way of escape from the 

restlessness and desperation of the great stream of life. From the wearying, unfinishable, and 

sometimes practically hopeless task of historical comprehending and creating, the religious person 

yearns for a suprahistorical retreat, for a place of refuge in purely supratemporal love or something 

like an intimate monastic community of faith. 

 

The meaning of a material philosophy of history … is basically a practical, ethical one.… This 

is the only possible way of coping with historicism, and is in harmony with the insight which today 

is gaining ground everywhere, to the effect that ultimately, all knowing is conditioned and limited by 

praxis, never knowing an sich over against the finite, but always selecting and shaping of the finite 

in service of the spirit as it unfolds and rises. It is only in religion that the Sturm und Drang of such 

busi-ness breaks up -- which is why religion is no longer knowledge, or knowledge-informed 

shaping and ordering of the real. The highest aim of all wisdom in life is to anticipate the bond of 

this peaceful calm in religion with the endless toil of history. Such wisdom is far beyond any 

problem that could be solved with a philosophy of history. (Kraay; III, 113 {1922}) 

In its essence [morality] is a perpetual struggle and a perpetual creation. The very conception 

of this morality means that it can never be simply victorious. Victory would be the end of struggle 

and freedom: it would be the absolute and effortless necessity of the good and of reason; and that is 

something which we cannot picture to ourselves. And this is the reason why the religious always 

transcends the moral; why the highest ideal is elevated to an incomprehensible other-world of Love 

or to a passionless supra-moral peace of the spirit.891  

It is not for nothing that the religious idea places the individual, his decision and his salvation, 

in the foreground. He alone transcends history; and the inward union of the devout with one another 

is a heavenly object of longing or a monastic order, while it is only the ever-recurring mixture of 

light and darkness which suits earthly history.892 

 

 

Mysticism and Historicism  (5) 

 

Troeltsch the mystic! That picture is correct but not complete. Equally correct is: Troeltsch the 

historicist! Mysticism perhaps penetrates to the ultimate mystery of life, but it turns a blind eye to 

the puzzle of history, to the distress and exigency of the world-historical moment. Troeltsch desires 

to keep the way to history open, or better said, he hopes the way to history will open up once again 

for religion. It is just the inner serenity, freshness, concentration and communicating love that well 

up from the suprasensuous source of religion that must, if possible, bring down the fever and end the 

crisis of our cultural history, by providing the antidote for its political, industrial, and technological 

expansionism and for its religious disablement. A struggle must be waged to reconstruct society. 

Another struggle must be waged to implement a new religious inwardness and mystical-

metaphysical renewal. Perhaps these separate efforts could eventually bring forth a new synthesis. 

                                                           
891 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 17; Eng. tr., p. 88. 

892 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, p. 21; Eng. tr., p. 93. 
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But failing such a twofold attack there can be no hope at all, according to Troeltsch; yes, the myth of 

the collapse of the tower of Babel might then very well become reality for our own, God-forsaken 

world. 

 

Then, perhaps, unanticipated new syntheses will be possible. But in today's confusion, 

what counts is that we see our tasks and problems in their separateness and not complicate 

one with another. In every instance, we should do what our vocation, our talent, and our 

situation allow, always striving for renewed contact and renewed understanding. 

Otherwise the biblical myth of the Tower of Babel, the parallel of the Greek myth of the 

giants, may become the symbol of a European titanism that has forgotten God: "The winds 

of God blew, and they were scattered abroad." (Bense)893 

 

Here we have the individualistic idea of synthesis (as in 6.6.7) taking the pregnant shape of a 

union, to be striven for someday, of mystical and metaphysical renewal with cultural-political and 

social-technical reorganization. For Troeltsch the need for spiritual renewal is the more urgent, or at 

least the more crucial, of the two. For this reason precisely it is understandable that as time goes by 

Troeltsch increasingly relegates the reforming of secular culture, and especially of its institutional 

powers, to organisational experts and scientists. He is all the more able to do so since profane culture 

and the political ethos, into which the ideas of a particular cultural period previously cumulated and 

converged, have in large measure been hollowed out and become material, matter-of-fact issues. The 

synthesis is no longer so much a matching of two moral orders (before the face of God and before 

the face of man) as it is, at least for the main part, a (currently postponed) compromise between 

interiorized, supra-moral spirituality and externalized, sub-moral political and economic realism. 

Mysticism and historicism are meant to unite, but mysticism has to reflect upon and deepen its own 

meaning while historicism has been largely emptied of meaning. 

 

Politics … are a piece of naturalism strained through the human intellect.… Politics 

themselves must be capable of being brought, to a certain extent, into harmony with 

ethical and humanitarian conceptions; in the home department there must be a recognition 

of the value of personality, and in dealings with other nations an acknowledgment of the 

claims of all to the necessaries of life. The important thing to recognize is that, above the 

sphere of politics and the natural man's gamble for power, there rises a realm of the spirit, 

of religion.… This realm of the spirit is of more delicate fibre than the realm of nature, 

hence it is easier to do it injury … but it is always restored in the end, for its foundations 

are broader and deeper than those of any political system, since they are connected with a 

belief in the meaning and purpose of life which no politics can supply. Indeed, politics 

have a meaning only as conditioning and bringing into being a material environment in 

which the life of the spirit can flourish. Nevertheless, for this very reason the latter realm 

cannot fail in its turn to react upon the former, and, after all the catastrophes brought about 

by naturalism, it sets to work again to make the realm of nature serve its ends.894 

                                                           
893 "Die Sozialphilosophie des Christentums," p. 34. 

894 Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 101-2; Eng. tr., pp. 172-74. Troeltsch continues 

to maintain that politics must be informed by ethics lest the states mutually devour one another. On 
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This brings us to the final question. Behind the brokenness of history is there not in any case a 

perhaps unknowable yet objective final goal, an absolute truth, of which both the religious and the 

secular conceptions are individual and historical reflections? With this question historicism 

approaches its nadir. 

 

6.8 The Crisis of Historicism 

 Goal and Ground of History? 
 

 

An Absolute Final Goal? 

The Perfection of the Individual  (1) 

 

Doubt ultimately devours even Troeltsch's belief in an absolute goal of history. It is worth 

remembering that such doubt has had its own history in Troetsch's thought. Once he shared Hegel's 

rather optimistic conception of the idea engaged in attaining complete realization in history. It is true 

that under the pressure of historicism he abandoned this conception sometime around 1900. But not 

entirely! The Hegelian notions of a universal history and of metaphysical ideas evolving in it were 

retained intact. With this result, that Troeltsch continued to anticipate the absolute (the definitive 

realization of the idea) at least beyond history. Even in his penultimate phase in the midst of growing 

uneasiness about various theological and philosophical notions of absoluteness, he was still unable 

to refrain from defending the proposition that every ideal of human culture is an individual 

representation of the unknown universal goal lying beyond life and history.895 

Now that this metaphysical universalism has had to make way for an equally deeply rooted 

individualism, the basis for confidence in this "other-worldly" idea of absoluteness has disappeared. 

Troeltsch now asserts that an objective and universal development of the spirit in history towards a 

suprahistorical and eternal final goal is not only unknowable by man896 but probably even 

impossible. The union of the individual and the general that has been relegated to metaphysics 

(5.4.2) has by now become for him a dark and dubious affair. How can the individual -- even in the 

hereafter -- ever issue in the universal? 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
the other hand, they have to keep their powder dry and remain alert to preserving themselves and the 

space of their existence. An ethically inspired politics seems attainable only from without, that is, 

through submission to a higher spiritual goal or through repression of the real stimulus of modern 

politics, the idea of unconditional sovereignty, in favor of an at bottom apolitical patriotism. 

Patriotism is less severe than politics ("devotion to hearth and home") and should as such be able to 

ameliorate the opposition of religion and politics, of spirituality and practical life, and so help to 

create the desired compromise, according to the article "Politik, Patriotismus, Religion," in Der 

Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 102ff.; Eng. tr., pp. 172-79. Cf. in contrast to this 3.5.6. 

895 See 5.4.2 and also, albeit with great caution, Der Historismus und seine Überwindung, pp. 60-

61, 81ff. (Eng. tr., pp. 145-46, 60-63); and Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 199 {1922}. 

896 He has emphasized this more than once (against Hegel) and based his activist perspectivism 

upon it! 
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Whether this common ground and this common ought can ever be seen on earth is, indeed, 

highly questionable. It can only be anticipated and believed as it surrounds every singular 

culture with an aura of relatedness to the supra-individual and the ultimate.… It can never 

be conceived of as a final goal achieved on earth; whether the universal and the individual 

are reconciled, somehow, in a life after death -- that, too, is as dark as everything that may 

lie beyond the moment of our dying. (Kraay; III, 199 {1922}) 

 

In this way Troeltsch suggests that for God the proper meaning of all events probably lies just 

in the perfection of the individual.  Earlier it could be said that the individual synthesis of the ethics 

of conscience with cultural ethics in a concrete situation was a communal matter subject to 

expansion (6.6.9), but now Troeltsch seems to call even this into doubt: the synthesis becomes at the 

deepest level a personal matter, a personal ethics of which neither the community nor science but 

God alone knows anything. Yet in that case it will be for God a matter of minor importance whether 

the perfection of the individual is attained at the beginning, the middle, or the end of history, or even 

outside it! 

 

Moral perfection, always in personal unification with culture, is a matter of personal 

ethics, and how it actually works remains unknown to the historian. It is coram Deo, 

before God, who measures with means different from those of the historian and the 

philosopher of culture. It may well be, then, that the goal and meaning of history is not to 

be found in the breadth and length of cultures rife with all kinds of horror and outrage, 

that, instead, it resides in the perfection of the individual. The questions arising here are 

not to be answered by the philosophy of history. (Kraay; III, 198 {1922})897 

 

This is -- so one could say -- the language of Troeltsch the mystic. Practically speaking, it is 

inspired by the brokenness and frustration of ever so many ideals of culture and life and legitimated 

in terms of a radical individualism. This language offers a rigorous solution to the problem of 

historical mediatization. It is a pessimistic seal upon a patently disintegrating idea of history. Human 

brooding, man's common quest for universality and certainty, will not, indeed cannot attain its goal 

even beyond the bounds of life and history. Life is thoroughly individual; so is life's final goal. 

 

If we suffer under this impediment [of world-history] in its thousandfold smallness and 

meanness, confusion and enslavement to the senses, it remains the better part of wisdom 

to look for the perfection of the individual, meant for it and capable of it as he is, beyond 

the demise of the body, rather than rest content with a developmental achievement that can 

                                                           
897 Italics added. Thus here Troeltsch himself relates the personal creative root connection 

between the morality of conscience and cultural ethics -- and thereby the ethical-metaphysical idea of 

individuality of Der Historismus und seine Überwindung (pp. 43, 47, 56; Eng. tr., pp. 124-25, 129-30, 

140-41) -- to the individual goal of history! 
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only be enjoyed by the last of the generations (although even they are not likely to attain 

it). (Kraay; III, 188-89)898 

 

 

Inner History versus Cultural History  (2) 

 

It is interesting to observe in all these notions a remarkable tension -- which will be radicalized 

before long by Martin Heidegger, Karl Jaspers, and others -- between, on the one hand, the idea of a 

broad cultural history as the object of investigation by historical science and the philosophy of 

culture and, on the other hand, the "inner history," that is, the creative life of individual persons, 

which is what God would have been concerned with ultimately and which in its actual existence lies 

beyond the grasp of science. Interesting, I say, because from this tension one can surmise (nothing 

more!) the direction in which Troeltsch would have broken through historicism had he not passed 

away so prematurely: the direction of a religious-mystical existentialism.899  

I draw this comparison partly in order to call attention to the fact that cultural history not only 

is individualized but also -- and in this regard Troeltsch even more strongly anticipates 

existentialism -- begins to be emptied of meaning. It is on the threshold of being deprived of its 

intrinsic teleological value. This would be revolutionary in comparison with the romantic-idealist 

idea of history and that of the philosophy of life, yet Troeltsch is moving in this direction! For if 

human cultural striving, the impulse towards the general and absolute, can never be satisfied, even in 

the hereafter, then it is really hollow and illusory, a divine pedagogical means of correction or a 

substratum, perhaps, but devoid of real or lasting meaning. What we have here is the fatal 

undermining of all teleological philosophy of history and in a still more general sense the breakdown 

of belief in the meaning of history. 

 

                                                           
898 This passage dates from 1916 and is thus still strongly hypothetical; it reveals motives, 

however, as does Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, p. 199 {1922}, that will eventually prove decisive for 

Troeltsch. 

In his Glaubenslehre, too, dating from 1911-12, Troeltsch taught the perfection of man as the 

eschatological goal of this world. Yet he referred to it then as the only known final goal beside others 

unknown (p. 384). Now the meaning of history for God seems to be exhausted in it! 

In Glaubenslehre Troeltsch clearly considers this individual final goal to be a purification (p. 

384), a return to and a sinking into the universal-divine (p. 362). Where this salvation and completion 

is brought about only in the willed act of personal surrender, he sees the perfection restricted to just a 

portion of humanity (pp. 216-17, 363, 382-83). Yet at times he can also refute such soteriological 

particularism. Then he speaks of the "restoration of all things" (apokatastasis pantoon), yes, of a 

possible, extremely gradual return (remanation) of the whole of creation to its source (p. 364), of a 

spiritualization of nature (p. 383, cf. p. x). 

899 "In certain respects [Troeltsch] was a harbinger of contemporary existentialism," according to 

J. L. Adams ("Ernst Troeltsch as Analyst of Religion," p. 98). Yet one must not make Troeltsch play 

the ventriloquist. The "eternal goal" of the consummation (Vollendung) of the individual is still by 

origin a typically idealist category. In my view, Troeltsch shares affinity here with Georg Simmel, 

who in this period also came to regard human freedom and self-creation (in Troeltsch's terminology) 

as "an individual consummation alongside and outside of culture." His background, however, is the 

philosophy of the absolute stream of life, while Troeltsch's is the religious-metaphysical monadology. 

The religious attitude signifies in this connection (as in Fichte) "the rooting of freedom in grace." Cf. 

Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 584-85. 
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By nature the material philosophy of history is teleological. What else could it be? Still, 

this is not the teleology of a cosmic process amenable to objective construction in terms of 

a final, eternal goal. It is the teleology of a willing that molds and regulates its past toward 

the future in terms of the present. The first kind can only exist as a divine knowing, if 

indeed such a unity of the process-as-a-whole exists at all. Suppose, however, that the true 

eternal goal is the perfection of the individual, only a tiny part of whose inner history 

(italics added) is passively known to the historian by a few examples, but which for God is 

probably the real meaning of the whole; then it could well make no difference to him 

whether this perfection occurs at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of the 

historical process. The second kind of teleology, on the other hand, is a problem for 

mankind, a knotty whole that can be resolved and is in need of a solution from time to 

time and place top place. (Kraay; III, 112 {1922}) 

 

With this analysis I do not seek to impose upon Troeltsch conclusions he would not accept, 

just to show that historicism in this consistently individualistic conception of it is unable to afford 

him a point of rest. I want to show that the crisis of historicism cannot be and in fact is not restricted 

to Troeltsch's philosophy of history and to his ethics but that it spreads from there like a smut 

infecting the soil until it damages the deepest metaphysical roots of his thought, the ideas of the 

absolute goal and … of the absolute ground of history! 

 

 

An Absolute Ground?  Man and His Myth  (3) 

 

Even the idea of the metaphysical ground is not left unstricken in this process of dissolution. For 

Troeltsch has always seen the absolute goal as the terminus towards which history proceeds from its 

absolute ground. Without a universal telos there can also be no universal teleological movement, no 

vitality of the absolute ground. How can the individual monads and the value-relativities participate 

in God, yes "constitute" the nature of the divine becoming, if the restless, incessant pursuit of these 

values does not reflect the inner movements of God's nature, if the course of world history does not 

bring to expression God's personal concern for the perfection of every human being? In short, is 

there still sense to the metaphysical thought of divine cosmic life, the monadological conception of 

an individual participation in a divine ground? 

 

[Individuality or value-relativity] … presupposes a life of the absolute in which, at every 

point, life can be understood and molded in terms of that point.… These distinctive points 

must be connected to each other and follow upon each other according to a specific rule 

which constitutes the nature of the becoming of the divine spirit. (Kraay; III, 212 {1922}) 

 

Must the question not arise of whether this metaphysics of the absolute is just symbolical 

speech that points trenchantly to the unfathomable wonder of the values, the individuality and 

relativity of life and history? Would Troeltsch's notion of a monadological metaphysics not be a 
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myth, comparable to the platonic idea of participation and the classical Christian doctrine of 

revelation? 

 

Yes, the selfhood or the monad is an incomprehensible miracle … like God or the world 

itself. (Kraay; III, 576 {1922}) 

 

Troeltsch raises this question himself. It is a question which, in essence, historicizes the 

ground of historicism. All Troeltsch's epistemological, cultural, ethical, and metaphysical 

conceptions become questionable to their very foundations. If the monadological participation in the 

absolute ground is a myth that leaves the inexplicable inexplicable, then darkness falls upon the 

problems of knowledge and understanding; upon the unity, meaning and coherence of cultural 

history (insofar as these terms still refer to anything at all); upon the direction in which norms must 

be renewed and the zeal with which individual syntheses are to be propagated; upon the underlying 

metaphysical impulse necessitating and legitimating all human creativity. Troeltsch may in that case 

continue to cherish the picture of man as a free, individual, value-creating existence, but man so 

conceived is then indeed a wonder, a puzzle, the sign of an unutterable cosmic mystery. 

 

[The presuppositions of an absolute vital process, etc.] are embedded in the concepts of 

individuality, value-relativity, criterion and current novel creation. It may be that this 

linkage with the absolute is a myth, just as the platonic doctrine of participation was a 

myth, containing the seeds of a doctrine of individuality.… The Christian doctrine of the 

self-disclosure of a vital movement of the divine spirit, too, is ultimately a myth; one that 

has led to splendid and profound psychological reflection.… The miracles of   value, of 

individuality, and of relativity so abundantly displayed before us in history cannot be 

grasped with means as simple as psychogenetic derivation from desire or suchlike, or by 

simple abstraction of merely formal characteristics. (Kraay)900 

                                                           
900 Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 212-13 {1922} (italics added). Again, these matters may not 

be interpreted in terms of an existentialist philosophy. Man in his inner existence is directed towards 

and consigned to general and communal values, to universality and continuity. It is precisely the 

connection between universality and individuality, "the interconnectedness of the universal and the 

particular, of the absolute and the relative, which I have in mind" (vol. 3, p. 213 {1922}), that remains 

for Troeltsch the basic theoretical problem and the most fundamental question of life. On the other 

hand, in Troeltsch the decision based on the absolute is sometimes absolute itself, and in that case he 

tends to draw the absolute and universal entirely together in the original irrational freedom of the 

monad itself and in the moment laden with absoluteness. Then the relative act of creation of formal 

ethics "bears in its own bosom its own absolute quality only in the form of decision by the personal 

conscience and resolution," and also in the cultural ethics "there is nothing independent of time and 

universally valid except the stimulus and obligation to create a system of culture" (Der Historismus 

und seine Überwindung, pp. 20, 30; Eng. tr., pp. 91, 106; see already Die Absolutheit des 

Christentums, 2d ed., p. 75, Eng. tr., p. 117). Then he approvingly cites Karl Jaspers' Psychologie der 

Weltanschauungen : "in terms of content, the 'moment' is the lived-through source of the unique, of 

the leap, of the decision…. It is impenetrable, infinite, absolute fulfillment" (Gesammelte Schriften, 

vol. 3, p. 645 {1922}; cf. Psychologie der Weltanschouwingen, pp. 95ff.). Then he refers to 

Kierkegaard ("whose influence … is likely to increase"; p. 313) and his view of the individual as 

"apotheosis of finitude," as individualized divinity, graspable only "in the existential leap and wager" 

(p. 214). Yet in the leap and in the creative synthesis (otherwise than Kierkegaard, Troeltsch retains 

both the religious and the profane!) lies the basic problem: "However, the leap, like any leap, cannot 
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Yet this picture of man is not, after all, a fictitious design born of the needs of the moment. On 

the contrary, it recalls the starting point of this book. In this picture we find rather the features of the 

whole of historicism and its prehistory. At the same time, it must be said that these features have 

been altered and distorted almost beyond recognition by the crises of life and the criticism of 

philosophy and science. 

The picture is that of Renaissance man, free, autonomous, with a divine soul and an artist's 

hand, the creator of his own destiny and values, man the microcosmic reflection of an expanding 

universe. Yet this creator-man is no longer the radiant hub of a universal divine life; he is rather a 

late blossom on the tree of life, threatened by the superior forces of nature, more determined by his 

lot than determining it, torn between heaven and earth, caught between nature and history, cast 

ultimately upon his own resources. 

The picture is that of Leibnizian man as an inner and individual concentration point of 

universal life. Yet the universe has turned out to be full of discontinuities, full of shrill dissonances. 

In particular it is man's history that lies shattered and still crumbling. The monad's window may 

have opened, but its field of vision and scope for understanding remain extremely restricted. Yes, 

the monad seems to have shrunken to an inner history known to no one, save God and the soul. 

The picture is that, finally, of romantic-idealist man, free but gathered nonetheless into the 

inevitable course of a metaphysical movement. Yet in history this ideal movement is scarcely or not 

at all recognizable, bogged down as it constantly is in sluggish swamps of anthropological, 

climatological, and sociographic definiteness. Creative freedom thereby loses its momentum and 

sense of inner necessity. It loses its direction and certainty. It is confronted by contingent situations 

and opposing tendencies. It ultimately doubts the goal of the entire cultural process, the meaning of 

all mental labor. It is able at last only to make conjectures about the ground of existence. That is the 

tragic point to which Troeltsch has brought historicism. Or must I say, that is the point to which 

historicism has brought Troeltsch? 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
occur without the belief that it carries one to the goal" (p. 179). Therefore he is also leery of Max 

Weber's "voluntarism" (p. 190). 
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SchmJb  Schmollers Jahrbuch für Gesetzgebung, Verwaltung und Volkswirtschaft im Deutschen 
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SG Studi Germanici  (Florence) 

ThBl Theologische Blätter  (Leipzig) 

ThLZ Theologische Literaturzeitung (Leipzig, etc.) 

ZDK Zeitschrift für deutsche Kulturphilosophie  (Tübingen) 

ZDW Zeitschrift für deutsche Wortforschung  (Berlin) 

ZThK Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche  (Tübingen) 

ZThK N.F. Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche, Neue Folge  (New series) 
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